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Preface

As the Western world completes its transition from a production focus to a sales-and-service
focus, it is clear that the generation of businesspeople today is required to have a better under-
standing of the fundamentals of personal selling than those of the past. This push to a more sales-
and service-dominant logic is particularly strong in North America. According to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 7 of the top 10 largest occupations in the United States have a significant
selling component.

In order to create and deliver superior value to their customers, more and more salespeople
are adopting a partnering style of selling to build long-term, strategic relationships with their cus-
tomers. Having these long-term relationships is important, as it is more profitable for companies
to retain existing customers than it is to acquire new customers. The pivotal role of a partnering
style of selling in today’s highly competitive business environment is a common theme through-
out the 12th Edition of Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value.

The primary goal of each revision of Selling Today is to develop the finest research-backed
text available and the most practical and applied text available in the marketplace. The revision
process begins with a thorough review of several hundred articles, books, and research reports.
The authors also study popular sales training programs such as Conceptual Selling, SPIN
Selling, Integrity Selling, and Solution Selling. These training programs are used by major cor-
porations such as Microsoft, Marriott, Principal Financial Group, Wells Fargo Bank, UPS, SAS
Institute, and Xerox Corporation. Of course, reviews and suggestions by professors and students
influence decisions made during the revision process.

Staying on the Cutting Edge: New to This Edition
Since our last edition, the business environment and research on professional selling have under-
gone significant changes. As active researchers, practitioners, and consultants in the field of selling,
our primary goal is to provide an up-to-date and cutting-edge treatment of the field. At the same
time, we painstakingly incorporate more “learning by doing” materials to equip you with hands-on
experience that is not available—at least to the best of our knowledge—in any other books on the
market. The 12th Edition of Selling Today describes how sales professionals must cope with new
forces shaping the world of sales and marketing, with a balanced blend of cutting-edge academic
and practical materials. The most significant changes in the new edition include the following:

� The new subtitle—Partnering to Create Value—reflects a reoccurring theme that is present
in the 12th Edition and new to the Selling Today series. That is, in today’s competitive mar-
ket a “partnering style of selling” creates a competitive advantage for sales organizations
that transcends to increased customer value.

� Chapter 1—Relationship Selling Opportunities in the Information Economy—has been
reorganized and rewritten in order to immediately engage you in the field of personal sell-
ing. Exciting information-age selling careers are highlighted to educate you on the career
paths available to you when you enter the workforce. In addition, the pressing need for
selling skills in most twenty-first century knowledge worker careers is outlined to solidify
the importance of personal selling in today’s information economy.

� The 12th Edition of Selling Today is the first textbook to include a complete chapter
on “Determining Customer Needs with a Consultative Questioning Strategy”
(Chapter 11). The advent of the Marketing Concept some 50 years ago initiated a focus on
meeting customer needs; however, until now the execution of this strategy from a personal
selling standpoint has not been clearly explained in a single chapter. With a close correla-
tion to the questioning strategy of Neil Rackham’s number-one selling book Spin Selling,

xix



this new 12th Edition chapter is the first to illustrate the application of these questions to a
college classroom setting. The importance of discovering customer needs and configuring
value-added product solutions to meet those needs is highlighted in this chapter. Being the
first to cite results of major research studies conducted on the strategic use of questions by
high-performing salespeople, Selling Today is at the forefront of personal selling books in
terms of academic research. A professionally produced training video titled Questions,
Questions, Questions complements these research findings and illustrates the imperative
use of questions in a consultative selling setting.

� Further documenting the impact of the marketing concept on the sales force, Chapter 2—
Evolution of Selling Models That Complement the Marketing Concept—is the first
chapter to explain how the marketing concept has produced the new personal selling
models and strategies used by high-performing salespeople and sales organizations today.

� The 12th Edition features a reorganized and rewritten chapter titled “Creating Value with
the Consultative Presentation” (Chapter 12) with new research illustrating the value ethi-
cally used persuasion can have on helping customers make effective buying decisions.

� References to the number one-selling salesforce.com software have been totally
reconfigured and customized to fit the simulated SimNet Systems Company featured in
the Case Study and Application Exercises. Easy to follow Salesforce.com Screen
Captures have been carefully integrated into both the 12th Edition Log On Instructions
and the assignment sets. A new Appendix 2 Table of CRM Assignments provides easy
access to each of the Salesforce.com featured skill set exercises. These new Selling 2.0
Screen Captures provide a graphic component to the instructions, thereby eliminating any
confusion about how to navigate the software. Custom-configured Dashboards and Prospect
Records now appear as they would for a real sales organization. A new 12th Edition Sales
Funnel designed dashboard has been configured, illustrating at-a-glance the sales process
stage for each of the 23 prospects in the database. Go to www.pearsonhighered.com/
manning and choose the Use Salesforce.com link next to this book’s cover to get started.

� Five new high-quality Reality Selling Today Videos have been added to the 12th
Edition. Selling Today is the only personal selling text to bring this type of sales training
support to the classroom. With these five, there are now a total of 12 videos. These unique
learning tools feature successful recent college graduates making sales calls like they do on
a daily basis in their professional personal selling careers. The videotaped presentations are
introduced in a chapter opening vignette, are related to the material presented in the chapter,
applied with a case problem at the end of the chapter, and are further used as the setting for
detailed role play scenarios presented in Appendix 1. The five new videos were shot on-site
in settings where these successful young salespeople make their sales presentation. 

� New to the 12th Edition of Selling Today, is another Adaptive Selling Today Training
Video titled Negotiations, Solving the Tough Problems. This professionally produced
sales training video is based on the content of Chapter 13, “Negotiating Buyer Concerns.”
For the first time, students can view the types of negotiating situations salespeople
encounter—in a classroom setting. Based on extensive research in selling organizations,
students learn how to negotiate win-win solutions to overcome the price problem, and
skepticism about the correct product solution, the right supplier, and the timing of the pur-
chase. Negotiation to find a solution with an angry customer and the high-risk decision to
walk away from a sale, while keeping the door open, are also presented. Guidelines for
unbundling and making concessions are also featured. With the three previously released
Adaptive Selling Today Training Videos on Relationships, Questioning, and Closing the
Sale, the entire sales process is presented in this series. Selling Today is the only personal
selling text to offer high-quality, custom-produced training videos based on, and directly
relating to, the content of the text. This new 18 minute video is also divided into five
segments, providing flexibility in how to present this important information.

� The 12th Edition features new boxed inserts in Chapters 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, and 12 titled Social
Media and Selling Today, as well as chapter references on how social media is used by
today’s sales organizations and individual salespeople.

� New and extensive referencing of academic articles and research found in professional
journals such as Journal of Professional Selling and Sales Management, Journal of
Marketing, Harvard Business Review, etc.

xx PREFACE
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Building on Traditional Strengths
Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value has been successful because the authors continue to
build on strengths that have been enthusiastically praised by instructors and students.
Speaking to these strengths, Selling Today has become the standard for personal selling text-
books internationally. International editions of the book have been sold in more than 30 differ-
ent countries, including Canada, China, Croatia, Indonesia, and Spain, to attain this leadership
position. Of particular note, recent success is due in large part to the research focus applied to
the content herein. Selling Today is the premier research-backed textbook in the marketplace
for personal selling.

Previous editions of Selling Today have chronicled the evolution of consultative selling,
strategic selling, partnering, customer relationship management, and value-added selling. This
edition provides new material on each of these important concepts.

1. The four broad strategic areas of personal selling, introduced in Chapter 2, serve as a
catalyst for skill development and professional growth throughout the textbook. Future
success in selling depends heavily on your ability to develop relationship, product, cus-
tomer, and presentation strategies. Salespeople who have achieved long-term success in
personal selling have mastered the skills needed in each of these four strategic areas.

2. The partnering era is described in detail. Partnership selling principles, so important to
today’s successful selling and marketing strategies, are presented and clearly illustrated
throughout the text. Strategic alliances—the highest form of partnering—are also discussed
in detail.

3. Value-added selling strategies are presented throughout the text. Salespeople today are
guided by a new principle of personal selling: Partnerships are established and maintained
only when the salesperson creates customer value. Customers have fundamentally changed
their expectations. They want to partner with salespeople who can create value, not just
communicate it. Value creation involves a series of improvements in the sales process that
enhance the customer’s experience.

4. Real-world examples, a hallmark of previous editions and a continued focus in this edi-
tion, build the reader’s interest in personal selling and promote an understanding of the
major topics and concepts. With opening vignettes at the beginning of each chapter that put
you in the shoes of the salesperson, and role-plays that allow you to utilize the skills you
have learned, the real-world examples truly enrich the overall learning experience. The
Reality Selling Today Video Series features successful young salespeople, which provides
real-world examples of sales careers and presentations. Five new Reality Selling Today
Videos have been added to this series for the 12th Edition. Additional real selling examples
have been obtained from a range of progressive organizations, large and small, such as
Whirlpool Corporation, UPS, Mutual of Omaha, Baxter Healthcare, Marriott Hotels, and
Nordstrom.

5. The Use of Video to Teach Selling text has always put a premium on the use of video in
this course, providing both the reality selling and adaptive selling video series. These two
video series now feature 16 total videos, are keyed to the text, and are available for use
either through mymarketinglab or on DVD. These videos were specifically designed for
this text and for students at colleges and universities. They feature actual products and
situations and provide excellent practice and role-play examples.

6. The Knowing-Doing Gap, common in personal selling classes, is closed by having
you, the student, participate in the comprehensive role-play/simulation featured in
Appendix 3. You assume the role of a new sales trainee employed by the Park Inn
International Convention Center. Serving as an excellent capstone experience, you
develop the critical skills needed to apply relationship, product, customer, and presentation
strategies.

7. The following high-interest boxed inserts are presented throughout the text:
� Selling Is Everyone’s Business. These real-world examples explain how selling skills

affect the success of persons who do not consider themselves salespeople.
� Selling in Action. These concise inserts feature contemporary issues in selling to keep

the readers of Selling Today abreast of the latest developments.
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� Global Business Insight. These brief inserts provide practical tips on how to build
global relationships. Each insert focuses on a different country.

� Customer Relationship Management with Technology. These application exercises
help you learn how to use technology to add value to the sales process.

� Social Media. Informing you how social networking applies to personal selling, these
succinct inserts identify how social media networks, such as Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, and YouTube, can be used effectively in the selling process.

8. End-of-chapter summaries are organized into bullet points corresponding to the key
points that appear in the Chapter Preview of each chapter. These summaries provide you
with a useful review tool that can be used to understand how the concepts and themes
covered are related to one another—that is, the “big picture.”

9. A three-dimensional approach to the study of ethical decision making. The authors
believe that ethics in selling is so important that it cannot be covered in a single chapter.
One dimension of our approach is a chapter that is entirely devoted to ethics titled
“Ethics: The Foundation for Relationships in Selling” (Chapter 5), which provides a
contemporary examination of ethical considerations in selling. The second dimension
involves the discussion of ethical issues in selected chapters throughout the text. The
third dimension is an exciting business game entitled Gray Issues—Ethical Decision
Making in Personal Selling. Participation in this game provides you with an introduction
to a range of real-life ethical dilemmas, and it stimulates in-depth thinking about the
ethical consequences of your decisions and actions. You play the game to learn, without
having to play for keeps.

10. A complete update of key terms for selling appears in each chapter. These terms are
boldfaced, defined in the text, and listed at the end of each chapter. An updated glossary
appears at the end of the book for quick reference.

Organization of This Book
The material in Selling Today continues to be organized around the four pillars of personal sell-
ing: relationship strategy, product strategy, customer strategy, and presentation strategy. The
first two chapters set the stage for an in-depth study of these strategies. The first chapter gives
you the opportunity to explore career opportunities in the four major employment areas:
services, retail, wholesale, and manufacturing, while the second chapter describes the evolution
of personal selling.

Research indicates that high-performance salespeople are better able to build and maintain
relationships than are moderate performers. Part 2, Developing a Relationship Strategy,
focuses on several important person-to-person relationship-building practices that contribute to
success in personal selling. Chapter 3 is titled Creating Value with a Relationship Strategy and
Chapter 4 is titled Communication Styles: A Key to Adaptive Selling Today. Chapter 5 examines
the influence of ethics on relationships between customers and salespeople.

Part 3, Developing a Product Strategy, examines the importance of complete and accurate
product, company, and competitive knowledge in personal selling. A well-informed salesperson
is in a strong position to configure value-added product solutions for customers’ unique needs.

Part 4, Developing a Customer Strategy, presents information on why and how customers
buy and explains how to identify prospects. With increased knowledge of the customer, salespeo-
ple are in a better position to understand customers’ unique wants and needs and create customer
value in the multi-call, lifetime customer setting.

The concept of a salesperson as an advisor, consultant, value creator, and partner to buyers
is stressed in Part 5, Developing a Presentation Strategy. As was the case in the 11th Edition,
emphasis is placed on the need-satisfaction presentation model. New to the 12th Edition is a
brand new chapter Determining Customer Needs with a Consultative Questioning Strategy
(Chapter 11), which is unique to this book and cannot be found in any other personal selling text-
book. Part 6 includes two chapters: Opportunity Management: The Key to Greater Sales
Productivity (Chapter 16) and Management of the Sales Force (Chapter 17).

The new edition features three appendices. Appendix 1, The Reality Selling Today Role-
Play Scenarios, includes 11 role-play scenarios that provide you with the opportunity to, of
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course, sell. Appendix 2 details how to use the CRM Software, Salesforce.com. Appendix 3 is a
simulation that allows you to integrate and apply what you have learned from this textbook in all
four strategic areas of personal selling.

A Special Note to Students on 
How to Use the Book
This 12th Edition of Selling Today has several new features that distinguish it from other texts.
Here we offer you a few tips to make the most out of the materials presented in the new edition.

Selling is fun. That does not mean it is easy to close a deal. Each chapter in this new edition
has been reorganized with the sole goal of providing you with a systematic summary of key con-
cepts related to the topic area and ample application exercises. Although there are different ways
you can approach the text, we believe it is most effective to start each chapter with a concrete
understanding of how the chapter fits into the big picture of selling through value creation, the
overriding theme of this textbook. In this regard, we have extensively revised and updated the
chapter previews, chapter summaries, key terms, review questions, and cross-references among
the chapters to assist you in integrating key concepts.

Practice makes perfect. We have created numerous role-play exercises that resemble real-
life selling situations and CRM software applications to provide you with hands-on experience.
From our experience, some students may dismiss these exercises as easy. Try one of the exer-
cises, and you will see how these students could not be more wrong. Do not get us wrong. The
exercises are not that difficult, but we do inject a great deal of reality into them to make them
complex enough to provide you with the opportunity to hone your selling skills. So, practice
them with a friend, a family member, or in front of a mirror. Use your computer to learn the CRM
software.

Finally, observe, analyze, and think about your experiences with salespeople in every-
day life, using the concepts and themes you have learned from the text. Think about how those
salespeople sell to you, or how you would do it differently if you were they.

We encourage you to write to us regarding your experience with this new edition.

Selling Today Supplements
mymarketinglab—mymarketinglab gives you the opportunity to test yourself on key concepts
and skills, track your progress through the course, and use the personalized study plan activities—
all to help you achieve success in the classroom.

Features include:

� Personalized study plans—Pre- and post-tests with remediation activities directed to help
you understand and apply the concepts where they need the most help.

� Review material such as Audio Powerpoints and flashcards for each chapter.
� Reality Selling Today Video Series—In each of these 12 video clips, see how recent

college graduates are using their selling skills in a variety of sales careers. Five of these
video clips are brand new to the 12th Edition. These unique learning tools feature
successful recent college graduates making sales calls like they do on a daily basis in their
professional personal selling careers. The videotaped presentations are introduced in a
chapter opening vignette, relate to the material presented in the chapter, applied with a case
problem at the end of the chapter, and are further used as the setting for detailed role-play
scenarios presented in Appendix 1. The five new videos were shot on site in settings where
these successful young salespeople make their sales presentation.

� Adaptive Selling Today Training Video Series—This four video series now includes a new
sales training video based on the content of Chapter 13, “Negotiating Buyer Concerns.”
For the first time students can view the types of negotiating situations salespeople
encounter—in a classroom setting. Based on extensive research in selling organizations,
students learn how to negotiate win-win solutions to overcome the price problem,
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skepticism about the correct product solution, the right supplier, and the timing of the
purchase. Negotiation to find a solution with an angry customer and the high-risk decision
to walk away from a sale while keeping the door open are also presented. Guidelines for
unbundling and making concessions are also featured. With the three previously released
Adaptive Selling Today Training Videos on Relationships, Questioning, and Closing the
Sale, the entire sales process is presented in this series.

� Critical Thinking challenge questions—Available as part of the Test Item File and on
their own, these questions measure core critical-thinking skills through the context of
marketing applications. To answer these questions, you will need to recognize assump-
tions, evaluate arguments, identify relevant issues, draw inferences, spot logical flaws, and
recognize similarities between arguments. Knowledge of marketing content picked up
through the text and the class will help you zero in on the correct issues, but you will still
need to exercise critical judgment in order to get the correct answer.

Go to www.mypearsonmarketinglab.com to get started!

Salesforce.com CRM Software—Selling Today offers free access to the state-of-the-art CRM
software provided by Salesforce.com, and tremendous effort was made in the 12th Edition to
customize and reconfigure the application of the software to help eliminate confusion and to
provide an effective textbook-based learning experience. Totally revised instructions now
accompany the student exercises to ensure seamless implementation. The software includes a
preloaded prospect database of 24 customers who are in various stages of the buying process.
Students completing these self-instructional exercises will have the opportunity to become famil-
iar with the functionality of the Salesforce.com software and, in doing so, will gain valuable
“hands-on” experience with CRM applications that are critical to today’s buying and selling
process. Go to www.pearsonhighered.com/manning and choose the Use Salesforce.com link
next to this book’s cover to get started.

Reality Selling Today Video Series—DVD containing Reality Selling Today and Adaptive
Selling Today video series. These video series (described in the Mymarketinglab section) are
also available on a separate DVD. This DVD is available for stand alone sales or bundled with
the text.

Instructors’ Resource Center Supplements—A fully revised testbank now containing more
challenging questions, a test genearator, revised Powerpoint slides, and an instructor’s manual
are all available for download. Qualified instructors can obtain these materials by visiting the
Instructors’ Resource Center at www.pearsonhighered.com.

The Search for Wisdom in the Age of Information
The search for the fundamentals of personal selling has become more difficult in the age of informa-
tion. The glut of information (information explosion) threatens our ability to identify what is true,
right, or lasting. The search for knowledge begins with a review of information, and wisdom is
gleaned from knowledge. Books continue to be one of the best sources of wisdom. Many new books,
and several classics, were used as references for the 12th Edition of Selling Today, Partnering to
Create Value. A sample of the more than 40 books used to prepare this edition follows:

The Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell

Integrity Selling for the 21st Century by Ron Willingham

A Whole New Mind by Daniel H. Pink

Rethinking the Sales Force by Neil Rackham and John R. DeVincentis

Business Ethics by O. C. Ferrell, John Fraedrich, and Linda Ferrell

Negotiating Genius by Deepak Malhotra and Max H. Bazerman

Blur: The Speed of Change in the Connected Economy by Stan Davis and Christopher Meyer

Close the Deal by Sam Deep and Lyle Sussman

Complete Business Etiquette Handbook by Barbara Pachter and Marjorie Brody
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Effective Human Relations: Personal and Organizational Applications by Barry L. Reece
and Rhonda Brandt

First Impressions: What You Don’t Know About How Others See You by Ann Demarais and
Valerie White

Hug Your Customers by Jack Mitchell

Keeping the Funnel Full by Don Thomson

Marketing Imagination by Ted Levitt

Marketing: Real People, Real Choices by Michael R. Solomon, Greg W. Marshall, and
Elnora W. Stuart

Megatrends by John Naisbitt

Personal Styles and Effective Performance by David W. Merrill and Roger H. Reid

Psycho-Cybernectics by Maxwell Maltz

Questions—The Answer to Sales by Duane Sparks

Re-Imagine! Business Excellence in a Disruptive Age by Tom Peters

Self Matters by Phillip C. McGraw

SPIN Selling by Neil Rackham

SPIN Selling Fieldbook by Neil Rackham

Strategic Selling by Robert B. Miller and Stephen E. Heiman

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Stephen R. Covey

The Customer Revolution by Patricia Seybold

The Double Win by Denis Waitley

The New Conceptual Selling by Stephen E. Heiman and Diane Sanchez

The New Professional Image by Susan Bixler and Nancy Nix-Rice

The New Solution Selling by Keith M. Eades

The Power of 5 by Harold H. Bloomfield and Robert K. Cooper

The Sedona Method by Hale Dwoskin

The Success Principles by Jack Canfield

Value-Added Selling by Tom Reilly

Working with Emotional Intelligence by Daniel Goleman

Zero-Resistance Selling by Maxwell Maltz, Dan S. Kennedy, William T. Brooks, 
Matt Oechsli, Jeff Paul, and Pamela Yellen
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The two chapters that make

up Part 1 establish a founda-

tion for the entire textbook.

Chapter 1 provides a con-

temporary definition and

description of personal

selling and describes infor-

mation age personal selling

career opportunities. Sales

training programs offered by

academic institutions, sales

training companies, and

employer-provided sales

training are also presented.

Chapter 2, in response to

the developments associ-

ated with the information

economy, presents the

evolution of contemporary

selling models that comple-

ment the marketing concept.

Chapter 2 also introduces

the major themes that

connect all of the chapters.



Relationship Selling Opportunities 
in the Information Economy1

Chapter Preview

When you finish reading

this chapter, you should

be able to

1 Define personal selling

and describe the three

prescriptions of a personal

selling philosophy

2 Describe the emergence

of relationship selling in the

age of information

3 Discuss the rewarding

aspects of a career in selling

today

4 Discuss the different

employment settings in

selling today

5 Explain how personal

selling skills have become
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Job seekers who visit Web sites like Monster.com are usually surprised to discover that

sales careers represent one of the largest job-posting categories. The next big surprise comes

when they discover the great variety of companies that hire salespeople. Alex Homer (pictured

above) is a professional clothier for the Tom James Company (www.tomjames.com), one of the

world’s largest manufacturers and retailers of custom-made, luxury clothing. Each Tom James

client purchases directly from one of the company’s well-trained professional clothiers who provide

clients with wardrobe consultation on a variety of fashion topics such as wardrobe coordination,

current trends, proper fit, pattern and cloth selection, necessary collection pieces, and attire for

specific occasions. Tom James clothiers like Alex always come to their clients because appointments

are conducted at the client’s location of choice.

Alex Homer discovered the Tom James Company in 2007, after he placed second in the

National Collegiate Sales Competition as a student representing the University of Central Florida.

Tom James took interest in Alex, and Alex decided to learn more about Tom James by participating

in ride-alongs with their existing sales representatives. He liked it and decided to accept the job

offer. Before starting to actually call on customers, Alex received training in selling, product

knowledge, and prospecting. Regarding career development, Tom James offers new hires the

necessary training to build a successful selling career regardless of their level of past experience.

They also offer opportunities for net worth building, such as profit sharing, 401(k), and stock plans.

In 2009, 30 percent of Tom James sales professionals earned $100,000 or more in commissions,

leadership pay, bonuses, and stock dividends. �

www.tomjames.com
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Personal Selling Today—A Definition 
and a Philosophy
Personal selling occurs when a company representative interacts directly with a customer or
prospective customer to present information about a product or service.1 It is a process of devel-
oping relationships; discovering needs; matching the appropriate products with these needs; and
communicating benefits through informing, reminding, or persuading. The term product should
be broadly interpreted to encompass information, services, ideas, and issues. Increasingly, per-
sonal selling is viewed as a process that adds value. In an ideal situation the salesperson builds a
mutually rewarding relationship, diagnoses the customer’s needs, and custom fits the product to
meet these needs. Having knowledge of these customer needs will lead to higher customer satis-
faction and willingness to purchase a product.2

Preparation for a career in personal selling begins with the development of a personal phi-
losophy or set of beliefs that provides guidance. To some degree this philosophy is like the rud-
der that steers a ship. Without a rudder the ship’s direction is unpredictable. Without a personal
philosophy the salesperson’s behavior also is unpredictable.

The development of a personal selling philosophy involves three prescriptions: adopt the
marketing concept, value personal selling, and assume the role of a problem solver or partner in
helping customers make informed and intelligent buying decisions (Figure 1.1). These three pre-
scriptions for success in personal selling are presented here as part of the Strategic/Consultative
Selling Model. This model is expanded in future chapters to include additional strategic steps in
the selling process. Chapter 2 will illustrate how the marketing concept has produced an evolv-
ing set of improvements to the sales process, moving it from peddling to value-added partnering.

Emergence of Relationship Selling 
in the Information Economy
The restructuring of America from an industrial economy to an information economy began approx-
imately 50 years ago (Figure 1.2). During this period our economy began shifting from an emphasis
on industrial activity to an emphasis on information processing. America was giving way to a new
society where most of us would work with information instead of producing goods.3 Today we live in
an age in which the effective exchange of information is the foundation of most economic transac-
tions, and the implications for personal selling are profound. We will describe the four major develop-
ments that have shaped the information economy and discuss the implications for personal selling.

Major Advances in Information Technology and Electronic Commerce
The information age has spawned the information technology revolution. Salespeople and other
marketing-related players in today’s information age use personal computers, mobile phones,
smartphones, Web sites, customer relationship management (CRM) applications with cloud com-
puting, e-mail, instant messaging, blogging, and social media such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter
and others. Frequently referred to today as Selling 2.0, these information technology tools, along
with innovative sales practices, are used to create value for both the buyer and seller by improving
the speed, collaboration, customer engagement, and accountability of the sales process.

The explosive growth of electronic commerce and other Internet activities has changed the
way in which computers are used. Stan Davis, futurist and co-author of Blur: The Speed of Change

Strategic/Consultative Selling Model

Strategic Step

Develop a Personal Selling Philosophy

Prescription

Adopt Marketing Concept

Value Personal Selling

Become a Problem Solver/Partner

FIGURE 1.1
Today, salespeople use a strategic
plan based on a personal
philosophy that emphasizes
adopting the marketing concept,
valuing personal selling, and
becoming a problem
solver/partner.
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in the Connected Economy, notes that in today’s information economy we use computers less for
data crunching and more for connecting. These connections involve people to people, company to
customer, machine to machine, product to service, organization to organization, and all these in
combination.4 The jobs of information age workers depend on these connections. People who work
extensively with information, such as salespeople, need these electronic connections to conduct
their information gathering, information sharing, and information management responsibilities.

Strategic Resource Is Information
Advances in information technology have increased the speed at which we acquire, process, and
disseminate information. David Shenk, author of Data Smog: Surviving the Information Glut,
notes that we have moved from a state of information scarcity to one of information overload.5 In
an era of limitless data, informed salespeople can help us decide which information has value
and which information should be ignored. Salespeople are the eyes and ears of today’s marketplace.
They collect a wide range of product, customer, and competitive intelligence.6

Business Is Defined by Customer Relationships
Michael Hammer, consultant and author of The Agenda, says the real new economy is the
customer economy. As scarcity gave way to abundance, as supply exceeded demand, and as
customers became better informed, we have seen a power shift. Customers have taken more
control of their own destinies.8

SOCIAL  MEDIA  AND SELL ING TODAY

Creating Customer Value with Social Media
Popular business strategies such as “Selling is a Contact Sport”
and “Speed is Life” describe the value of social media in the sell-
ing process. Being immediately available to a customer is essential
to a salesperson’s success for many reasons, including providing
information at the moment the customer needs it, responding to
a customer’s relationship-building contact, and obtaining and fol-
lowing up on leads. Instant outreach to one or more customers is
also critical for high-performing salespeople. This instant contact
capability empowers salespeople to quickly send notices of price
changes, product modifications, product operation tips, service
alerts, Web site updates, and invitations to business and social
events.

Advances in communication technology enhance the value of
salesperson availability and outreach by dramatically reducing the
time required for salesperson and customer interactions. Among
these advances is the category generally referred to as social media.

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and smartphones are frequently identi-
fied as key components of this category.

Facebook can be used by a salesperson to expand his or her
personal information that may be found on the company’s Web
site. Products or services are also found on Facebook, allowing cus-
tomers and others to learn about and discuss a salesperson’s offer-
ings. LinkedIn allows registered users to maintain a list of contact
details of people they know and trust in business. Smartphones
and similar mobile devices allow communications to include still
and moving images designed to improve recipients’ understanding
and acceptance of the accompanying messages.

High-performing salespeople and their organizations are well
advised to carefully study the continuous advances in communica-
tion technologies and rapidly adopt the advantages they offer.7

Playing the serious “sport” of customer contact at the fastest possi-
ble speed is now a critical necessity in a salesperson’s life.

Industrial Economy
1860–1960

Information Economy
1960–2020

• Major advances occur in manufacturing and transportation
• Strategic resources are capital and natural resources
• Business is defined by its products and factories
• Sales success depends on meeting sales quotas

• Major advances occur in information technology
• Strategic resource is information
• Business is defined by customer relationships
• Sales success depends on adding value

INCREASES IN RELATIONSHIP SELLING AND RELATIONSHIP MARKETING

FIGURE 1.2
The age of information has greatly
influenced personal selling. Today,
salespeople use a variety of
information technology tools to
gather and process information of
value to the customer. They
recognize that information is a
strategic resource and relationship
skills are needed to build a conduit
of trust for information
acceptance.
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On the surface, the major focus of the age of information seems to be the accumulation of
more and more information and the never-ending search for new forms of information technology.
It’s easy to overlook the importance of the human element. Humans, not computers, have the
ability to think, feel, and create ideas. It is no coincidence that relationship selling and relation-
ship marketing, which emphasize long-term, mutually satisfying buyer–seller partnering rela-
tionships, began to gain support at the beginning of the information age. Companies such as
DuPont, Kraft Foods, and General Electric have adopted a philosophy that focuses on customer
satisfaction, team selling, and relationship selling.9

Sales Success Depends on Adding Value
Value-added selling can be defined as a series of creative improvements within the sales process
that enhance the customer experience. Salespeople can create value by developing a quality rela-
tionship, carefully identifying the customer needs, and then configuring and presenting the best
possible product solution. Value is also created when the salesperson provides excellent service
after the sale. Neil Rackman, author of Rethinking the Sales Force, and other experts in sales and
marketing say that success no longer depends on merely communicating the value of products
and services.Success in personal selling rests on the critical ability to create value for customers.

The value added by salespeople today is increasingly derived from intangibles such as the qual-
ity of the advice offered and the level of trust that underlies the relationship between the customer and
the salesperson. The value of these intangibles can erode with shocking speed when the customer
feels deceived or discovers that the competition is able to add more value to the sales process.10

Today, informed salespeople are
expected to help individual
customers decide what information
about a product has value.

Source: The New Yorker, 1998. Robert
Mankoff from cartoonbank.com. All
rights reserved.

Considerations for a Future in Personal Selling
Job seekers who visit Monster.com or CareerBuilder.com are usually surprised to discover that
sales careers represent one of the largest job posting categories. Many thousands of entry-level
sales positions are listed every day. The next big surprise comes when they discover the great
variety of companies that hire salespeople. Some companies, such as Marriott and United Parcel
Service (UPS), are well known throughout the nation. Other companies, such as SpeechPhone,
LLC (www.speechphone.net), and World Golf Hospitality, Inc. (www.worldgolf.com), may be
unfamiliar to the job seeker. SpeechPhone, LLC, sells call-forwarding, message retrieval, and
other phone services. World Golf Hospitality, Inc., plans corporate-travel events and meetings
that typically involve golf. The company has created travel programs for major events including
the Masters, the Ryder Cup, and the U.S. Open tournaments.11

From a personal and economic standpoint, selling can be a rewarding career. Careers in sell-
ing offer financial rewards, recognition, security, and opportunities for advancement to a degree
that is unique, when compared with other occupations.

www.speechphone.net
www.worldgolf.com
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Wide Range of Employment Opportunities
The 500 largest sales forces in America employ more than 21 million salespeople.12 These com-
panies will seek to recruit 500,000 college graduates. A large number of additional salespeople
are employed by smaller companies. In addition, the number of new sales positions is consis-
tently increasing and sales positions commonly rank among the jobs considered most in
demand.13 A close examination of these positions reveals that there is no single “selling” occu-
pation. Our labor force includes hundreds of different selling careers and chances are there are
positions that match your interests, talents, and ambitions. The diversity within selling becomes
apparent as you study the career options discussed in this chapter.

Although two-thirds of college graduates take jobs as salespeople,14 often it’s not their first
career choice. Students tend to view sales as dynamic and active but believe a selling career requires
them to engage in deceitful or dishonest practices. The good news is that old stereotypes about sales
are gradually going by the wayside. Students who study the careers of highly successful relationship
salespeople discover that ethical sales practices represent the key to long-term success.

Activities Performed by Salespeople
A professional selling position encompasses a wide range of tasks and, therefore, salespeople must
possess a variety of skills. Figure 1.3 provides important insight about how many outside salespeople
spend their time on the job. Note the time spent in administrative tasks, servicing, and telephoning.
This along with face-to-face selling and traveling time provides a large amount of variety for salespeo-
ple. In some selling positions, such as retail selling, more time may be spent in face-to-face selling.

A salesperson representing Federal Express (FedEx) makes numerous sales calls each day in
an attempt to establish new accounts and provide service to established accounts. There is a wide
range of potential customers who can use FedEx delivery services. A salesperson working for a
Caterpillar construction equipment dealer may make only two or three sales calls per day. The
products offered by the dealer are expensive and are not purchased frequently.

!

What Sales Reps Do with Their Time . . .

26% in face-to-face sales

Sales is the lifeblood of any business. According to 2008 Yankee Group research study titled. “Mobile CRM Tipping Point Finally Arrives”
sales representatives spend their time on the following activities:

• Face-to-face selling 26%.
• Sales prep 16%
• Administrative tasks 26%
• Travel and waiting 32%

74% in sales prep, travel, waiting, and administrative tasks

FIGURE 1.3
How Salespeople Spend Their Time
A professional selling position encompasses a wide range of tasks and, therefore, salespeople must possess a variety of skills.

Source: Sybase Inc., www.sybase.com/files/Thankyou_Pages/Sybase_Mobile_Solutions_for_SAP_Sales_Reps_print.pdf (accessed June 21, 2010).

www.sybase.com/files/Thankyou_Pages/Sybase_Mobile_Solutions_for_SAP_Sales_Reps_print.pdf
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FREEDOM TO MANAGE ONE’S OWN TIME AND ACTIVITIES Because of the wide range of activi-
ties, most selling positions allow salespeople to be in control of how they use their time, decide
what activities they will prioritize in their work schedules, and interact with a wide range of
people. This is in contrast to many careers where one is confined to a particular location and
team of people, assigned very specific tasks, and directly supervised by others. This freedom to
plan activities and prioritize the use of time, not unlike that of an entrepreneur, is high on the list
of why many successful salespeople have chosen sales as a career.

However, the ability to manage one’s time, set priorities, and execute successfully on these
priorities is critical to success in selling. More on this subject of opportunity management will be
presented in Chapter 16.

TITLES USED IN SELLING TODAY Just as selling occupations differ, so do the titles by which sales-
people are known. Their titles reflect, in part, the variety of duties they perform. A survey of
current job announcements indicates that companies are using such titles as these:

Two factors have contributed to the creation of new titles. First, we have seen a shift from
“selling” to “consulting” and “partnering.” When salespeople assume a consulting or partnering
role, the value of the relationship often exceeds the value of the transaction. Second, the new
titles reflect a difference in education and skill sets needed for the position.15 It is important to
recognize, however, that there are still a large number of individuals employed in selling who
prefer, and are proud, to be called “salespeople.”

Salespeople, regardless of title, play an important role in sustaining the growth and prof-
itability of organizations of all sizes. They also support the employment of many nonselling
employees.

Above-Average Income
Studies dealing with incomes in the business community indicate that salespeople earn signifi-
cantly higher incomes than most other workers. Some salespeople actually earn more than their
sales managers and other executives within the organization. In fact, a successful career in sales and
sales management can result in earnings similar to doctors, lawyers, and chief executives.16,17

This high level of compensation (whether from base salary, bonus, or incentives) is justified for
good performance. Table 1.1 provides a summary of a recent compensation survey by Sales &
Marketing Management magazine. Executive and sales force compensation continues to climb
despite uncertain economic conditions.18

In recent years we have seen new ways to report compensation for salespeople. The Hay Group,
working with C&C Market Research, developed a reporting method that tracks earnings for differ-
ent types of sales approaches. Research indicates that salespeople involved in transactional sales,
which generally focus on selling products at the lowest price, also earned the lowest compensation.

Account Executive Sales Consultant

Account Representative Business Development Manager

Account Manager Sales Associate

Relationship Manager Marketing Representative

District Representative Territory Manager

Marketing Partner Channel Partner

TABLE 1.1 Executive and Sales Force Compensation

TOTAL
COMPENSATION

BASE
SALARY

BONUS PLUS
COMMISSIONS

Executive $147,824 $99,800 $48,440

Top Performer $161,501 $91,452 $74,539

Mid-level Performer $  99,501 $62,625 $36,772

Low-level Performer $  70,994 $47,702 $20,835

Average for All Reps $119,637 $75,905 $44,888

Source: Rebecca Aronauer, “The 2007 Compensation Survey,” Sales & Marketing Management, May 2007,
p. 30. Used with permission of the author, Rebecca Aronauer.
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Sales personnel involved in value-added sales earned the highest level of compensation.
These highly paid salespeople created improvements and, therefore, value in the sales process
that enhanced the customer experience.19

Above-Average Psychic Income
Two major psychological needs common to all people are recognition and security. Psychic
income, which consists of factors that provide psychological rewards, helps satisfy these important
needs and motivates us to achieve higher levels of performance. The need for recognition has been
established in numerous studies that have examined human motivation. Workers from all employ-
ment areas indicate that recognition for work well done is an important morale-building factor.

In selling, recognition occurs more frequently and with greater intensity than it does in most
other occupations. Because selling contributes so visibly to the success of most business firms,
the accomplishments of sales personnel seldom go unrecognized. Most people want to achieve
some measure of security in their work. Selling is one of those occupations that usually provide
job security during both good and bad times.

Opportunity for Advancement
Each year, thousands of openings appear in the ranks of supervision and management. Because
salespeople work in positions of high visibility, they are in an excellent position to be chosen for
advancement to positions of greater responsibility. The top executives of many of today’s compa-
nies began their careers in the ranks of the sales force. As noted by Theodore B. Kinni, “Today’s
C-suites are literally bursting with sales professionals.”20

Of course, not all salespeople can become presidents of large corporations, but in the
middle-management ranks there are numerous interesting and high-paying positions in which
experience in selling is a prime requisite for advancement. Information on careers in sales
management is presented in Chapter 17.

Opportunities for Women
Prodded by a growing awareness that gender is not a barrier to success in selling, business firms
are recruiting qualified women in growing numbers. The percentage of women in the sales force

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Opportunities for Women in Sales
In a world that is beginning to value diversity, we are seeing growing
opportunities for women in sales. However, some misinformation
concerning women in sales still exists. Four common myths follow:

Myth: Women will not relocate or stick around long enough to
repay the firm’s hiring and training expenses. Today, working
women make up nearly half of the workforce and they have
made significant gains in a wide range of traditionally male-
dominated areas. About 50 percent of the working women
contribute more than half of their family’s income. Most of
the women in this group, who also outnumber male students
in many business schools today, need to work, want to work,
and seek rewarding career opportunities.

Myth: Women earn significantly less in sales than their male
counterparts. Although a pay gap between men and women
exists in the field of sales, it is relatively small compared with
the earnings gap for women who work full-time in the
workforce as a whole.

Myth: Buyers are less accepting of female salespeople. In the
field of personal selling, perceived expertise, likability, and
trustworthiness can have a major influence on purchase
decisions. Women who project these qualities seldom face
rejection based on gender.

Myth: Women face special problems when assigned to selling
positions in foreign countries. The truth is recent research
suggests that businesswomen often enjoy a significant
edge over their male counterparts when given overseas
assignments.a

Source: Sean Prior/Shutterstock
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has increased considerably. In fact, in sales and related occupations, women comprise approxi-
mately 50 percent of the workforce.21 Although women are still relative newcomers to industrial
sales, they have enjoyed expanded career opportunities in such areas as real estate, insurance,
advertising services, investments, and travel services. A growing number of women are turning to
sales employment because it offers excellent economic rewards and in many cases a flexible work
schedule. Flexible schedules are very appealing to women who want to balance career and family.

At Pitney Bowes, the nation’s largest provider of corporate mail services, about 24 percent
of the top employees are women. Many of the top salespeople are women who were formerly
teachers.22 Nationally, about 20 percent of all financial advisers are women.23

In recent years, the labor market has become a place of churning dislocation caused by the
heavy volume of mergers, acquisitions, business closings, bankruptcies, and downsizings.
Personal selling careers, as well as those career areas that value selling skills, have become
attractive employment options to the thousands of professionals who walk away from—or are
pushed out of—corporate jobs.

Employment Settings in Selling Today
Careers in sales include both inside and outside sales positions. Inside salespeople are those
who perform selling activities at the employer’s location, typically using the telephone and
e-mail. Many manufacturers and wholesalers have developed inside sales forces to take orders,
make calls on customers, and provide support for field salespeople. In some cases the inside
salespeople are called customer service representatives and provide a number of support services
on behalf of field salespeople.

Inside sales can be either inbound or outbound. Inbound inside salespeople respond to calls ini-
tiated by the customer. Telemarketing is a common form of outbound inside sales that serves several
purposes, including sales and service. In some cases this includes technical support personnel who
provide technical information and answer questions. Some companies utilize sales assistants to
confirm appointments, conduct credit checks, and follow up on deliveries.24 The use of telemarket-
ing, Web sites, and the Internet has grown rapidly as businesses use these methods to contact poten-
tial new customers and to follow up on current customers or customers in distant areas.

Unlike inside sales, outside salespeople travel to meet prospects and customers in their
places of business or residence. Information technology companies like Hewlett-Packard employ
thousands of salespeople to sell computer systems, peripherals, and integrated technology solu-
tions to other companies, large and small. Wholesalers, like Super Value, employ outside sales-
people who, in addition to selling products, offer a variety of services to their customers, such as
maintaining inventories, merchandising, providing promotional support, gathering and interpret-
ing market information, extending credit, and distributing goods. In addition, many direct-to-
consumer salespeople, such as interior designers, engage at least partially in outside sales, e.g.,
financial services, life insurance, or direct sales.

Inside and outside salespeople for the same company often work together and rely heavily
upon each other. For example, inside salespeople often prospect, generating and qualifying
leads for outside salespeople to call on personally. Also, once an initial sale is made by an out-
side salesperson, inside salespeople are asked to provide ongoing customer contact and service,
taking responsibility for meeting customer needs while being alert for opportunities to sell
additional products or services.

Selling Through Channels
Many times people mistakenly think of selling jobs as being limited to the interaction between
the company and the end user of the good or service. However, goods and services flow from
manufacturer to end user through a channel of distribution.

As can be seen in Figure 1.4, sales jobs exist throughout this supply chain.25 In fact, many of the
most promising sales careers in terms of career advancement and compensation exist at the begin-
ning of the channel flow in the form of business-to-business, or “B2B,” sales. Trade selling refers to
the sale of a product or service to another member of the supply chain. For example, a manufacturer
of household goods may employ sales representatives to sell its products to retailers. It may instead
(or also) sell its products to wholesalers that warehouse the product and in turn the wholesaler
employs sales representatives to sell these and other products to retailers that the manufacturer does
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1. Services Channel

Service
Provider Services

Salesperson

Consumer or
Business User

3. Consumer Channels

Manufacturer
Direct

Salesperson

Consumer

ConsumerManufacturer Retailer

Manufacturer Distributor Retailer Consumer

Retail
Salesperson

Retail
Salesperson

Trade
Salesperson

Trade
Salesperson

Trade
Salesperson

2. Business-to-Business Channels

Manufacturer Industrial
Salesperson

Industrial
Customer

Industrial
Customer

Distributor
Salesperson

Manufacturer Distributor

Missionary
Salesperson

Trade
Salesperson

FIGURE 1.4
Shown here are salespeople in different channels.

not want to service directly. In the latter part of the channel flow, we find retail salespeople and, in
some cases, service salespeople selling to consumers. This is often referred to as business-to-
consumer, or “B2C” sales. As you can see, selling careers may be classified in several ways.

Similar scenarios exist with industrial products where the end user is a business rather than
an individual consumer and with services where the end user is either a consumer or business
user. Another example of B2B sales is missionary, or detail, sales. Rather than selling directly
to the end user, the missionary salesperson attempts to generate goodwill and stimulate demand
for the manufacturer’s product among channel members.
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Career Opportunities in the Service Channel
Sales careers in service sales include both business-to-business and business-to-consumer sales.
Today approximately 80 percent of the U.S. labor force is employed in some capacity in the service
sector of the economy. The growth rate for the service industry is much higher than the growth rate
for product companies. Service companies provide career opportunities in a variety of settings.

HOTEL, MOTEL, AND CONVENTION CENTER SERVICES Every year in the United States, thousands of
seminars, conferences, and business meetings take place in hotels, motels, and convention centers.
The salespeople employed by these companies play important roles in attracting clients to utilize
these facilities. Salespeople diversify markets and upgrade services to sell room space, food, bever-
ages, entertainment, and other services to create an attractive atmosphere for potential clients.

Typical of the salespeople employed in this service sector is Brian Moon, sales manager of
the Renaissance Esmeralda Resort and Spa located in Indian Wells, California. This resort is a
world-class facility located in the desert and includes exquisite swimming pools and the Oasis
Water Park, which features a wave machine to simulate ocean waves.26 When Brian and his sales
force encounter resistance from a client, they work diligently to identify the sources of the resist-
ance, clarify the issues, and resolve the problems so as to consummate the sale. In the selling of
hotel and convention center sales, as well as a number of the other types of service selling, sales-
people may be involved in both B2B and B2C selling, depending upon whether they are selling
to a business or to an individual. Buying motives and selling strategies described in later chapters
will vary considerably depending upon whether the sale is B2B or B2C.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES The deregulation of telephone service resulted in the fragmen-
tation of major telephone companies and the creation of numerous new communications compa-
nies. This has led to an increased need for telecommunications salespeople. These individuals
must have a thorough knowledge of their system and a good understanding of competing
telecommunications systems.

“The NEW Selling of America”
documentary video provides
excellent insight into Personal
Selling Opportunities in The Age
of Information. This five-part
program leaves no question about
“selling” being one of the master
skills for success today.

Source: Courtesy of The University
Sales Education Foundation.
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FINANCIAL SERVICES Today there are more than 1 million sales jobs in the securities and financial
service field and employment continues to increase. Banks, credit unions, brokerage firms, and
other businesses continue to expand, branch out, and diversify, selling a broader range of finan-
cial planning and investment services. Brad Duffy, financial service wholesaler for Riversource
Investments, educates and advises financial advisors for American Express on new and existing
products offered by his company.27

MEDIA SALES Revenue from advertising supports the radio, television, newspaper, and magazine
industries and is also a major source of profit for the Internet. Amy Vandaveer, a sales representa-
tive featured in Chapter 6, sells advertising space for Texas Monthly. Both local and national adver-
tising support each of these, and each must sell advertising to remain in business. In fact,
newspapers and magazines generate far more revenue from the sales of advertising than from sub-
scriptions. The wide variety of client needs and the task of meeting these needs make the work of
media sales representatives interesting. Additionally, the requirement for the members of the media
sales staff to develop or to help the client develop commercials makes this work very interesting.

REAL ESTATE The purchase of a home is usually the single largest expenditure in the average per-
son’s lifetime. The purchase of commercial property by individual investors or business firms
also represents a major economic decision. Therefore, the 800,000 people who sell real estate
assume an important responsibility.

Busy real estate salespeople often hire sales associates to conduct open houses or to perform
other tasks. Real estate salespeople must obtain listings, advertise the properties, conduct visits by
potential clients, and sell properties. Susana Rosas, a sales representative for CBRE featured in
Chapter 3, stresses the need to create relationships with her clients.28 Honesty is essential in estab-
lishing and maintaining good relationships. Susana believes that if the experience is good for the
client, it will result in referrals to friends and members of the family, providing additional clients.

INSURANCE Selling insurance has often been a very rewarding career in sales. The types of insurance
sold include fire, liability, health, automobile, casualty, homeowner, and business. There are two
general types of insurance salespeople. One type consists of salespeople employed by major insur-
ance companies such as Allstate, Farmers, Prudential, Travelers, State Farm, Geico, Hartford, and
Mutual of Omaha. Salespeople for these companies sell both personal and commercial lines, how-
ever all their product solutions are offered exclusively by their company. Marcus Smith, whom we
introduce in Chapter 2, is an excellent example of this type of salesperson who sells various insur-
ance products but only for his company, Liberty Mutual. The second type consists of independent
insurance agents who represent a number of various companies. The typical independent agency
sells a very broad line of personal and commercial insurance services, offered by many companies.

BUSINESS SERVICES The great number of new businesses and the expansion of existing businesses
have resulted in an increase in the demand for business services provided by outside contractors.
Some of the services provided by outside contractors include computer programming, training,
printing, credit reporting, payroll and accounting, payment processing, recruiting, transportation,
and security. Many other sales careers involving the sale of services exist. This field is increasing
at a rapid pace and sales positions become available in service sales every day.

Career Opportunities in the Business Goods Channel
Manufacturers employ sales and sales support personnel in a variety of different positions in outside
and inside sales. Outside salespeople interact with potential customers on a face-to-face basis.
Some of the categories of outside salespeople include field salespeople, sales or application engi-
neers, and missionary salespeople. Inside salespeople include customer service representatives
(CSRs), who rely primarily on the telephone and the Internet to communicate with customers, to
identify new prospects, and to carry out other sales activities.

INDUSTRIAL SALESPEOPLE Industrial salespeople include both technical salespeople (sales engineers
or application engineers) and nontechnical salespeople. Sales engineers or technical salespeople
sell heavy equipment, machinery, chemical products, aircraft, complex electronic equipment,
and military equipment. Such salespeople must have a good technical understanding of their
products and customer needs. Nontechnical salespeople generally sell office equipment; dispos-
able goods such as adhesives, cleaners, and packaging; and office supplies.
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SALES ENGINEER OR APPLICATIONS ENGINEER Sales or applications engineers must possess a
detailed and thorough technical knowledge of their products as well as competing products.
These salespeople must be able to identify and analyze customer problems and develop solutions
to these problems that meet the customer’s needs. These sales engineers must be technically
proficient in all aspects of their products and in communicating the merits and advantages of
their products to the customer.

Steve Tice, president of Sim Graphics Engineering Corporation, and Steve Glenn, vice pres-
ident for new business development, are the primary sales engineers for the corporation.29 Sim
Graphics develops automated graphic simulation systems for use in industry, hospitals, and
educational institutions. Their company utilizes customized demonstration presentations for
potential customers. Many potential customers fail to understand the complexity of the systems,
so demonstrations are needed to show what actually is available. On some occasions it is neces-
sary to build and demonstrate a prototype or to make a full-blown presentation. Customers that
do not understand the product will be reluctant to purchase something they don’t comprehend.

FIELD SALESPEOPLE Field salespeople interact with new customers and current customers. They
must be able to identify customer needs and requirements and to recommend the proper product
or service to meet the customer’s needs. Field salespeople who provide excellent service to their
customers often receive information from their satisfied customers on new leads. These cus-
tomers often provide recommendations to other potential customers for the field salesperson.

Betty Robertson, president of Lyncole Industries, is also the field sales representative for her
company. Lyncole sells piping and associated supplies to contractors. Betty states that following
up on the installation of the equipment is very important. The contractors she sells to are poten-
tial repeat customers; it is essential to follow up and make certain that the customer is satisfied.30

Missionary salespeople, also known as detail salespeople, serve to develop goodwill,
provide information, and stimulate demand for the manufacturer’s products. A missionary sales-
person does not sell the product but receives recognition for increasing the sale of products
indirectly. Missionary salespeople must be able to provide technical product information and
offer sound advice in areas including credit policies, pricing, display, layout, and storage.

Deborah Karish, a sales representative for Amgen, stresses relationship selling in her work
with medical facilities while selling to both medical staff and physicians. She had to learn the
technology of her products, how they were manufactured, and how the medicines could be
utilized most effectively in treating patients. She went through a pairing program with physicians
to learn how the products are used. Deborah knows it is necessary to establish good relationships
with the medical staff. Failing to establish good relationships generally means that the people
will not work with the salesperson.

Career Opportunities in the Consumer Goods Channel
Sales careers in the consumer goods channel referred to earlier as “B2C” selling include both
retail selling and direct selling careers. Conventional retailers face increased competition from
online retailers. Consumers spend billions of dollars on Internet purchases. Traditional retailers
are forced to offer customers more than products in order to compete effectively against online
sellers. Well-trained salespeople can add value to the traditional shopping experience.

RETAIL SELLING A large number of salespeople work in retail. Retail selling is probably an excellent
area for gaining initial sales experience. Retail selling careers abound in a number of product areas.

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

What Motivates Salespeople?
A recent study of more than 40,000 salespeople worldwide
reported that 36 percent of U.S. salespeople and 33 percent of the
salespeople in the United Kingdom say they work primarily to earn
substantial incomes. The same statistic for New Zealand and
Norway peers was only 9 percent and 11 percent, respectively.

Unlike their counterparts in other countries who considered sales a
temporary step to being promoted to management, successful U.S.
salespeople preferred to make more money in sales rather than be
promoted into management.b
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A well trained retail salesperson
can add significant value to the
retail buying experience. Trainees
after working 8 to 15 months for
the Asbury Automotive Group
earn between $45,000 and $60,000
per year in salary plus bonus.
Significant management
opportunities also exist for those
that create value in the partnership
selling process.

Source: Polka Dot Images/©Getty
Images/Thinkstock

Asbury Automotive Group employs 1,440 sales personnel. These salespeople take pride in
their work and are rewarded with a promising career. Many of the sales personnel were
recruited at college and university job fairs. Some work as management trainees, selling cars for
8 to 15 months, making $45,000 to $60,000 per year in salary plus bonus. Then they are trained
and certified to work in the finance and insurance department. Next, some are promoted to new-
or used-car manager, earning $100,000 to $150,000 per year. The final promotion opportunity
is general manager of the dealership.31

Mike Patterson, the owner of MP Yacht Services, provides specialized electrical repairs and
installations for boats. His easy sales approach and high technical performance have attracted a
large group of repeat customers to whom he offers electrical services that competitors are unable
to provide. Mike firmly believes that one should never bad-mouth a competitor, and his philosophy
has resulted in competitors referring customers to MP Yacht Services.32

The sales staff at Julian’s in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, take pride in their work. This
family-owned business, founded in 1942, is located near The University of North Carolina. The
store sells custom-order clothing to UNC alumni who live all over the South. Some buy private-
label suits created by the founder’s son, Alexander Julian, who is a noted fashion designer.33

Direct salespeople are independent contractors who represent manufacturers and Internet.
In 2010, Direct Selling News reported there are 13.6 million direct salespeople in the

United States and 41.2 million outside this country.34 The top 15 countries each have more than
$1 billion in direct sales revenue and are a combination of old and new markets. Together they
account for $90.8 billion in annual revenues for the world’s direct selling companies, which
translates to almost 90 percent of the industry’s global sales. The United States is number one
with $29.6 billion in revenues, Japan is a close second with $27 billion, and Korea is number
three with $8 billion. According to U.S. Direct Selling Association President Neil Offen the
international growth rate of direct selling is exceeding domestic growth.

A rapidly growing form of direct sales is network (or multilevel) marketing. In this form of
distribution, manufacturers eschew advertising and other trade/promotional spending, relying
instead on a large network of independent consultants or distributors to sell the product or service
directly to consumers or businesses. The independent consultant builds his or her business not
only through the direct sales of the product or service to consumers, but also by sponsoring new
consultants to sell the company’s products or services. The sponsoring consultant then earns
commissions on the product/service sales generated by the new consultant, in addition to what he
or she personally sells. The number of levels that a consultant is paid on varies by company, but
the benefit to the consultant is the ability to leverage both his or her own efforts plus that of other
consultants in his or her “downline.” These types of organizations are highly reliant on socializa-
tion communication and cooperation between consultants for successful sales results.35
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Introducing CRM Software and Registering with Salesforce.com
Many technology tools are available to today’s salesperson because
there is so much information to manage. There is one category of
software specifically designed for a salesperson’s unique responsi-
bilities. Customer relationship management (CRM), sometimes
referred to as sales automation, is software that records in one
place the extensive information necessary to understand a cus-
tomer and his or her needs and expectations. This type of software
is becoming essential because it can be used to capture and rapidly
display the information needed to work toward assuring the satis-
faction of many customers at the same time. In addition to provid-
ing the basic data about a company and its products, CRM soft-
ware offers information needed to build relationships and add
value throughout the sales process.

CRM enables the user to easily organize and store information
so it can be quickly retrieved to enhance each customer contact.
During a conversation the salesperson has the name of a customer’s
spouse at his or her fingertips. One can be quickly reminded of a
buyer’s favorites when arranging lunch or golf. Product delivery
and credit preferences are available should the topics be raised in an
e-mail. CRM keeps a salesperson intimately involved in a sale by pri-
oritizing tasks important to moving the sale along, identifying the
customer’s stage in the sales process, keeping track of all previous
steps in the process and information shared, and displaying per-
sonal information recorded about those involved in a purchase, in
order to improve relationships with them.

Salesforce.com, the leading internationally used Internet-
based CRM system, is provided with your text so you can learn
how to use CRM software. With a browser on any computer, you
can access the database we’ve created to help you to learn
about the value and power CRM offers. You will learn the funda-
mentals of CRM, including finding customer- and product-related

information, communicating, and forecasting sales. Perform CRM
Application Exercise “Introducing CRM Software and Registering
with Salesforce.com” on page 26 to become acquainted with this
CRM package.

Source: Selling Power magazine, www.sellingpower.com, p. 97, March 2008.

Knowledge Workers in the Information Economy
The late Stanley Marcus, chairman emeritus of the prestigious Neiman Marcus company, said,
“Sooner or later in business, everybody has to sell something to somebody.” He noted that even
if you are not in sales, you must know how to sell a product, a service, an idea, or yourself.36

Marcus’s views have garnered a great deal of support among observers of the information age.
Today’s workforce is made up of millions of knowledge workers who succeed only when they
add value to information. Knowledge workers are individuals whose work effort is centered
around creating, using, sharing, and applying knowledge. The information economy is about the
growing value of knowledge, making it the most important ingredient of what people buy and
sell.37 One way to add value to information is to collect it, organize it, clarify it, and present it in
a convincing manner. This skill, used every day by professional salespeople, is invaluable in a
world that is overloaded with information.

As noted earlier, relationships have become more important in the information age. In many
cases, information does not have value unless people interact effectively. Creating networks with
social ties allows knowledge workers to acquire and provide information more successfully.38

For example, a salesperson may possess information concerning an important new technology,
but that information has no value until it is communicated effectively to an investor, a customer,
or someone else who can benefit from knowing more about his product. A bank loan officer may
have the resources needed to assist a prospective homeowner in reaching her dream, but in the
absence of a good relationship, communications may break down. Thus, in the information age,
it becomes important for firms to create structures to encourage knowledge sharing.39

www.sellingpower.com
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Selling Skills—One of the “Master Skills 
for Success” for the Knowledge Worker
In his best-selling book Megatrends, John Naisbitt noted that “the game of life in the information
age is people interacting with other people.”40 With its emphasis on effective and adaptive inter-
personal interaction, selling has become one of the “master skills for success in the information
economy.” Furthermore, individuals who have developed skills associated with careers in sales are
more likely to be successful when they decide to go out on their own because more often than not,
those skills translate very well to other businesses.41 Today, personal selling skills contribute in a
major way to four groups of knowledge workers who may not consider themselves salespeople:

� Managerial personnel
� Professionals (accountants, consultants, lawyers, architects, engineers, etc.)
� Entrepreneurs
� Marketing personnel and customer service representatives

Managerial Personnel
People working in managerial occupations represent a large group of knowledge workers. They are
given such titles as “executive,” “manager,” or “administrator.” Leaders are constantly involved in
capturing, processing, and communicating information. Some of the most valuable information is
acquired from customers. This helps explain the rapid growth in what is being described as “exec-
utive selling.” Chief executive officers and other executives often accompany salespeople on sales
calls to learn more about customer needs and in some cases to assist with presentations. Manny
Fernandez of the Gartner Group, a technology consulting firm based in Stamford, Connecticut,
spends more than half his time traveling on sales calls.42 Leaders also must articulate their ideas in
a persuasive manner and win support for their vision. Brian Tracy, author of The 100 Absolutely
Unbreakable Laws of Business Success, says, “People who cannot present their ideas or sell them-
selves effectively have very little influence and are not highly respected.”43

Professionals
Today’s professional workers include lawyers, designers, programmers, engineers, consultants,
dietitians, counselors, doctors, accountants, and many other specialized knowledge workers.
Our labor force includes nearly 20 million professional service providers, persons who need
many of the skills used by professional salespeople. Clients who purchase professional services
are usually more interested in the person who delivers the service than in the firm that employs

The new economy’s workforce is
made up of millions of knowledge
workers who succeed only when
they add value to information.
Today’s salesperson collects
information, organizes it, clarifies
it, and presents it in a convincing
manner, thereby adding value.

Source: ©2005 Charles Barsotti from
cartoonbank.com. All rights reserved.
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the professional. They seek expert diagnosti-
cians who are truly interested in their needs.
The professional must display good commu-
nication skills and be able to build a relation-
ship built on trust.

Technical skills are not enough in the
information age. Many employers expect the
professional to bring in new business, often
referred to as business or client development,
in addition to keeping current customers satis-
fied. Employers often screen professional
applicants to determine their customer focus,
ability to interact well with people, and busi-
ness and client development skills.

Many firms are providing their profes-
sional staff with sales training. The accounting
firm Ernst & Young sets aside several days each
year to train its professional staff in personal
selling. The National Law Firm Marketing
Association recently featured Neil Rackham,
author of Spin Selling, as keynote speaker at its
national conference. The Wicker Corporation, a
manufacturer of equipment for the plastics
industry, has initiated a program designed to
motivate its researchers, engineers, and manufacturing staff members to get involved in sales.
Faced with increased competition and more cost-conscious customers, a growing number of law,
accounting, engineering, and architectural firms are discovering the merits of personal selling as an
auxiliary activity.44

Entrepreneurs
Thousands of new businesses are started each year in the United States. As noted previously,
people who want to start a new business frequently need to sell their plan to investors and others
who can help get the firm established. Once the firm is open, owners rely on personal selling to
build their businesses.

James Koch, chief executive officer of the Boston Beer Company (brewer of Samuel
Adams beer), makes a strong case for personal selling. Like most new companies, his started
with no customers. To get the new company established, he assumed the role of salesperson
and set a goal of establishing one new account each week.

Today Koch continues to spend time on the street, visiting convenience stores, supermarkets,
and taverns. Competition from popular craft beers such as Fat Tire and Magic Hat, and imports
such as Stella Artois and Beck’s, present a major challenge. He’s also trying to get the attention of
young men who think of Samuel Adams as their father’s beer. He readily admits that selling his
beer is the most rewarding part of his job. Koch could have sold his company to a megabrewer
long ago, but that option is not appealing to this wealthy entrepreneur who loves to sell.45

Neil Rackham, author of Spin
Selling, recently addressed the
National Law Firm Marketing
Association at its National
Conference. According to
Rackham, “more than a million
people across the world have been
trained in the SPIN MODEL to
help them sell more effectively.”

Source: The Speakers Group

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Selling Philanthropy to the “Cyber-Stingy”
As president of the Community Foundation Silicon Valley, Peter
Hero is selling the concept of philanthropy to high-tech millionaires.
Although Silicon Valley is home to several thousand millionaires, his
job is not easy. Many of the wealthy residents are very young and
they don’t spend much time thinking about leaving behind a lasting
civic legacy. And many of those who are skilled at generating

wealth don’t have a clue when it comes to giving it away. Yet the
foundation is growing, and large grants are being given to educa-
tion programs, social-service agencies, and neighborhood groups.
Thanks to Peter Hero, philanthropy is becoming another growth
industry in Silicon Valley.c
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Marketing Personnel and Customer Service Representatives
Because of the close working relationships of marketing directors, product managers, marketing
research specialists, warehouse and shipping specialists, and others working with customers in
the marketing efforts of companies, it is imperative for these personnel to understand and in most
cases to acquire the skills of personal selling. This generally results in a much more productive
sales and marketing effort, and a satisfied customer base.

The assignment of selling duties to employees with customer service responsibilities has
become quite common today. The term customer service representative (CSR) is used to
describe knowledge workers who process reservations, accept orders by phone or other means,
deliver products, handle customer complaints, provide technical assistance, and assist full-time
sales representatives. Some companies are teaming CSRs and salespeople. After the sale is
closed, the CSR helps process paperwork, check on delivery of the product, and engage in other
customer follow-up duties. In addition to increased service quality, the improved customer
expertise from this process improves customer loyalty. 46

Assigning sales duties to customer service representatives makes sense when you consider
the number of contacts customers have with CSRs. When a customer seeks assistance with a
problem or makes a reservation, the CSR learns more about the customer and often provides
the customer with needed information. Customer needs often surface as both parties exchange
information. It is important to keep in mind the advice offered by the authors of Selling the
Invisible: “Every act is a marketing act. Make every employee a marketing person.”47

Increasingly, work in the information economy is understood as an expression of thought.
At a time when people change their careers eight or more times during their lives, selling skills
represent important transferable employment skills.

Learning to Sell
“Are salespeople made or are they born?” This classic question seems to imply that some people
are born with certain qualities that give them a special advantage in the selling field. This is not
true. The principles of adaptive selling, listening, and customer orientation can be learned and
applied by people whose personal characteristics are quite different.48

In the past few decades, sales training has been expanded on four fronts. These four sources
of training are corporate-sponsored training, training provided by commercial vendors, certifica-
tion studies, and courses provided by colleges and universities.

Corporate-Sponsored Training
Hundreds of business organizations, such as Apple Computer, IBM, Maytag, Western Electric,
and Zenith, have established training programs. These large corporations spend millions of
dollars each year to develop their salespeople. Training magazine, which conducts annual
analyses of employer-provided training in U.S. organizations, indicates that salespeople are
among the most intensively trained employee groups. A new salesperson preparing for a
consultative selling position may spend a few months to a year or more in training. For many
salespeople, the training is as close as their laptop computer. Lucent Technologies, for example,
uses Web-based training for about one-third of its training courses.49

Training Provided by Commercial Vendors
The programs designed by firms specializing in the development of sales personnel are a
second source of sales training. Some of the most popular courses are offered by Richardson E
Learning, Acclivus Corporation, Wilson Learning Corporation, Miller Heiman Inc., Dale Carnegie
Training, and AchieveGlobal (see Table 1.2). The legendary Professional Selling Skills (PSS)
course, developed in the late 1960s by Gene Keluche, is still offered by AchieveGlobal. This
carefully designed course, once owned by Xerox, has been completed by millions of salespeople.50

Certification Programs
The trend toward increased professionalism in personal selling has been the stimulus for a third
type of training and education initiative. Many salespeople are returning to the classroom to earn
certification in a sales or sales-related area. In the pharmaceutical industry, many salespeople
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TABLE 1.2 Sales Training Offered by Commercial Vendors
Training programs provided by commercial vendors are very popular. This table introduces a few of
the well-established sales training programs offered throughout America.

COMPANY
TRAINING
PROGRAMS DESCRIPTION

Sales Performance
International

• Solution Selling

• Opportunity Selling

Provides sales training based on concepts
explained in The New Solution Selling, by
Keith Eades

Integrity Systems, Inc.
www.integritysystems.com

• Integrity Selling

• The Customer

Provides sales training based on concepts
explained in Integrity Selling for the 21st
Century, by Ron Willingham

Huthwaite, Inc.
www.huthwaite.com

• Spin Selling
Certificate

• Creating Client Value

Provides sales training based on concepts in
The Spin Selling Fieldbook, by Neil
Rackham

Miller Heiman, Inc.
www.millerheiman.com

• Strategic Selling

• Conceptual Selling

Provides sales training based on concepts
presented in Strategic Selling and The New
Conceptual Selling

AchieveGlobal
www.achieveglobal.com

• Professional Selling

• Professional Sales

Provides the original Xerox Skills (PSS)
Professional Selling Skills (PSS) sales
training; Course Content Coaching has
been updated

Wilson Learning
Worldwide
www.wilsonlearning.com

• The Versatile
Salesperson

Provides updated sales training based on
the original Larry Wilson Counselor Selling
Training Program

Dale Carnegie Training,
Inc. www.dalecarnegie.com

• Sales Advantage

• How to Sell Like a Pro

One of the largest international training
companies providing sales training using
many of the concepts presented in the Dale
Carnegie books, such as How to Win
Friends and Influence People

Richardson E Learning
http://www.richardson.com

Richardson Quick
Learning

Richardson QuickSkills™ 5.0 incorporates
a set of online tools that allows for
improved efficiency in developing and
delivering customized and tailored online
sales training courses

earn the Certified Medical Representative (CMR) designation. The CMR curriculum includes
nearly 40 courses that are delivered to more than 9,000 students. The National Automobile
Dealers Association sponsors the Code of Conduct Certification program for automotive sales
representatives. Both of these certification programs require extensive study of modules and the
completion of rigorous examinations. Sales & Marketing Executives–International offers the
Certified Sales Executive (CSE) designation to sales professionals who meet the highest stan-
dards of education, experience, and ethical conduct.

Some companies have developed their own sales training certification programs. The Pitney
Bowes Certified Postal Consultant (CPC) program is designed to improve the level of assistance
given to customers who want to upgrade their mail process. It is available to members of the
4,000-person Pitney Bowes sales force who sell both products (postage meters) and services.
Freightliner developed a certification program for its 1,800-member sales force. The various
courses include topics ranging from product knowledge to truck-selling skills.51

College and University Courses
The fourth source of sales training is personal selling courses offered by colleges and univer-
sities throughout the United States. A large majority of the nation’s community colleges and
undergraduate business schools offer this course, and it is attracting more interest among
business majors. Sales training has become an important part of the MBA curriculum at
several elite universities as well.52 Although there is no formulaic answer that can be applicable
to all selling situations,53 these courses provide students with a repertoire of skills that help

www.integritysystems.com
www.huthwaite.com
www.millerheiman.com
www.achieveglobal.com
www.wilsonlearning.com
www.dalecarnegie.com
http://www.richardson.com
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TABLE 1.3 Sales Training Offered by a Sample of Universities
A large number of two- and four-year colleges and universities have established extensive education pro-
grams for students interested in sales. Sales programs have also recently become an important part of the
MBA curriculum at several elite universities. This table from the University Sales Education Foundation
provides a representative sample of universities that offer a variety of sales training program options
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them become more effective. Some two- and four-year colleges have developed extensive
education programs for students interested in a sales career. The Sales Center Alliance
(www.salescenteralliance.com) was established in 2002 to advance the sales profession
through academic leadership. The University of Akron, the University of Houston, Ball State
University, Baylor University, Kennesaw State University, and many other schools offer
undergraduate programs for students who are preparing for a career in personal selling.

For over 35 years, the Certified
Medical Representatives Institute
has been empowering sales
representatives who call on
medical professionals. The CMR
certification program is designed
to increase sales performance.

Source: Courtesy of CRM Institute.

Source: Used with permission of the HR Chally Group.

www.salescenteralliance.com
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CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Define personal selling and describe the three prescriptions of a personal selling
philosophy
Personal selling occurs when a company representative interacts directly with a customer or
prospective customer to present information about a product or service. Salespeople are encour-
aged to develop a personal selling philosophy based on three prescriptions: adopt the marketing
concept, value personal selling, and assume the role of a problem solver or partner.

Describe the emergence of relationship selling in the age of information
The restructuring of America from an industrial economy to an information economy began in
the 1950s. We now live in an age in which the effective exchange of information is the foundation
of most economic transactions. Salespeople use a variety of information technology tools to
gather and process information of value to the customer.

Discuss the rewarding aspects of a career in selling today
Selling careers offer many rewards not found in other occupations. Income, both monetary and
psychic, is above average, and there are many opportunities for advancement. Salespeople enjoy
job security, mobility, and independence. Opportunities in selling for members of minority
groups and for women are growing. In addition, selling is very interesting work, because a sales-
person is constantly in contact with people. The adage “no two people are alike” reminds us that
sales work is never dull or routine.

Discuss the different employment settings in selling today
The text describes each of the three major career options and employment opportunities in the
field of personal selling, namely, services, business goods, and consumer goods. Keep in mind
that each category features a wide range of selling positions, varying in terms of educational
requirements, earning potential, and type of customer served. The discussion and examples
should help you discover which kind of sales career best suits your talents and interests.

Explain how personal selling skills have become one of the master skills needed
for success in the information age and how personal selling skills contribute to
the work performed by knowledge workers
Today’s workforce is made up of millions of knowledge workers who succeed only when they
add value to information. The new economy rewards salespeople and other knowledge workers
who collect, organize, clarify, and present information in a convincing manner. Selling skills
contribute in a major way to four groups of knowledge workers who usually do not consider
themselves salespeople: customer service representatives, professionals (accountants, consultants,
lawyers, etc.), entrepreneurs, and managerial personnel.

Identify the four major sources of sales training
Sales training can be acquired from four key sources: corporate-sponsored training, training
provided by commercial vendors, certification programs, and courses offered by colleges and
universities. Many MBA programs are now including professional selling and sales management
in the curriculum.

Key Terms
Personal selling
Product
Personal selling philosophy

Information economy
Selling 2.0
Value-added selling

Psychic income
Inside salespeople
Outside salespeople
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Trade selling
Missionary, or detail, sales
Field salespeople
Missionary salespeople

Direct salespeople
Knowledge workers
Business or client

development

Customer service
representative (CSR)

Review Questions

1. Explain how personal selling can help solve the problem of information overload.
2. According to the Strategic/Consultative Selling Model (see Figure 1.1), what are the three

prescriptions for developing a successful personal selling philosophy?
3. List and describe the four employment settings for people who are considering a selling

career.
4. What future is there in selling for women?
5. Some salespeople have an opportunity to earn certification in a sales or sales-related area.

How can a salesperson benefit from certification?
6. Explain why high-performance value-added salespeople earn much more than 

high-performance transactional salespeople.
7. List three titles commonly used to describe manufacturing salespeople. Describe the duties

of each.
8. Develop a list of eight selling career opportunities in the service field.
9. Explain why personal selling is an important auxiliary skill needed by lawyers, engineers,

accountants, and other professionals.
10. List and briefly describe the four major sources of sales training.

Application Exercises

1. Examine a magazine or newspaper ad for a new product or service that you have never
seen. Evaluate its chances for receiving wide customer acceptance. Does this product
require a large amount of personal selling effort? What types of salespeople (service,
manufacturing, wholesale, or retail) are involved in selling this product?

2. For each of the following job classifications, list the name of at least one person you know
in that field:

a. Full-time person who sells a service
b. Full-time inside wholesale salesperson
c. Full-time manufacturer’s salesperson
d. Full-time retail salesperson

Interview one of the people you have listed, asking the following questions concerning
their duties and responsibilities:

a. What is your immediate supervisor’s title?
b. What would be a general description of your position?
c. What specific duties and responsibilities do you have?
d. What is the compensation plan and salary range for a position like yours?

Write a job description from this information.
3. Shelly Jones, a vice president and partner in the Chicago office of the consulting firm

Korn/Ferry International, has looked into the future and he sees some new challenges for
salespeople. He recently shared the following predictions with Selling Power magazine:

a. Salespeople will spend more time extending the range of applications or finding new
markets for the products they sell.

b. The selling function will be less pitching your product and more integrating your
product into the business equation of your client. Understanding the business
environment in which your client operates will be critical.

c. In the future you will have to be a financial engineer for your client. You need to
understand how your client makes money and be able to explain how your product or
service contributes to profitable operation of the client’s firm.
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Interview a salesperson who is involved in business-to-business selling—a manufacturer’s
representative, for example—and determine whether this person agrees with the views of
Shelly Jones.

4. There are many information sources on selling careers and career opportunities on the
Internet. Two examples include Monster.com and CareerBuilder.com. Search the Internet
for information on selling careers.

Use your search engine to find career information on a pharmaceutical representative,
a field sales engineer, and a retail salesperson.

Role-Play Exercise

This role-play will give you experience in selling your knowledge, skills, and expe-
rience to a prospective employer. You will be meeting with a class member who will
assume the role of an employer who is developing a new sales team. Prior to this
interview, reflect on the courses you have completed, work experience, and other life
experiences that may have value in the eyes of the employer. You may also want to
reflect on any volunteer work you have completed and leadership roles you have

held. Be prepared to discuss the personal selling skills you are developing in this course, skills
you have learned in previous employment settings, and related skills you have learned in other
courses you have taken, such as psychology, communications, sociology, etc.

CRM Application Exercise
Introducing CRM and Registering with Salesforce.com

Introducing Salesforce.com. Salesforce.com is both the name of the company and
its Internet site. The 11-year-old company generated $1.3 billion in revenue during
its latest fiscal year. Its 4,000 employees serve more than 2 million salespeople-
users and their 75,000 employers. Companies or individuals may subscribe to the

company’s online service for a monthly fee.
The software you will be using is a demonstration version of Salesforce.com. This powerful

program runs on Internet servers (known as cloud computing) that allow you to access it from
any computer with a standard browser. Microsoft’s Internet Explorer browser is most compatible
with the software. You do not need to download anything in order to use the software. If you do
plan to use it on more than one computer, the program will require verification from your multi-
ple access points. The full fee-based version of the Salesforce.com software offers additional
functions, some of which are disabled for our studies. Occasionally, you might click on a link
and discover that particular function is not available.

The software is very popular because of its availability and ease of use. It is considered
powerful because it can maintain the accounts of so many users and because of its flexibility.
Well-trained users can make many modifications to the program so as to customize it for a
company’s specific needs.

Registering for Your Use of Salesforce.com. Instructions for the use of Salesforce.com are
located in Appendix 2 and are accessed through this book’s Web site. You must follow these
instructions to complete the CRM assignments in this book.

When you register through this book’s Web site, the Salesforce.com software will rec-
ognize you as a student and assign you to the Selling Today/SimNet database. SimNet is the
name of a company that sells computer-networking products for which you will act as a
salesperson while using Salesforce.com. You do not need any previous knowledge of net-
working products because the focus is on the processes, not the products. (Please note: You
can register to use a demonstration version of Salesforce.com directly on the Salesforce.com
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Web site; however, this approach will not permit you to reach the database created for your
assignments.)

Becoming Familiar with Salesforce.com. After registering through this book’s Web site, you are
encouraged to click on the various icons, tabs, and links to get acquainted with the layout of the
software.

Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem

Alex Homer, featured at the beginning of this chapter, works as a professional cloth-
ier for the Tom James Company (www.tomjames.com). Alex sells a comprehensive
collection of high-quality attire: formal (black tie/tuxedo), business (suits), business
casual (sport coats, slacks, etc.), and weekend (jeans, sport shirts, shorts, khakis,

etc.). His clients are typically gentlemen and ladies who do not have time to go to the store, dis-
like the idea of store shopping, or have fit characteristics that present challenges for purchasing
clothing “off-the-peg.”

For Alex, it is important to call on existing customers as well as prospects and to be aware of
the different approaches used in each type of sales call. Typically, prior to visiting with an exist-
ing customer, he puts together clothing ideas for the season that make sense for the client based
on how she/he dresses and how much her/his closet is lacking in a particular area (such as shirts
or slacks). For new prospects, Alex contacts them by telephone. Realizing that cold-calling is an
antiquated way of building a long-standing and fruitful sales career, the Tom James Company
emphasizes the importance of referrals to build a business. Referrals tend to be easier to contact
by phone and they typically purchase more in-person, due to the strength of the referrer’s name.
All-in-all, referrals remove many obstacles to turning a person who is completely unaware of
one’s business into a client.

According to Alex, the biggest challenge in his business is getting in front of people. This
challenge stems from many possible sources: lack of time for the prospect, perceived price/value
imbalance, lack of experience in in-office clothing shopping, and being perceived as a “suit”
company rather than an all-inclusive clothing provider.

Especially for repeat clients, who represent 80 percent of the company’s annual business,
Alex Homer describes solid call preparation as key for successful selling. If the salesperson is
unprepared and shows up in the client’s office with bag-in-hand and a “what-are-you-buying-
today?” attitude, clients can sense this and become frustrated. They understand that profes-
sional clothiers provide a service and expect them to be prepared as a partner/problem solver
regarding their wardrobes. As Alex puts it, “Stores provide clothing. Tom James provides a
service.”

When it comes to understanding the needs of a prospect, Alex follows a certain sales
process: He first asks his clients what is most important to them when they go clothing shopping.
For most of his clients, it is one of four things: price, quality, fit, and trend-sensitivity. Based on
that, he determines what clothing the client wears during the vital parts of their business (client
meetings, board meetings, trial, close-the-sale presentations, speaking engagements, and so
forth). Then he asks how they would evaluate their closet (excellent, good, fair, or poor). Finally,
if applicable, he finds out what it would take to make a slight improvement in their closet. (See
the chapter opener on page 4 and Reality Selling Today Role-Play 1 in Appendix 1 on page 387
for more information.)

The tabs across the top of the screen will display accounts that are companies in the sales
cycle; contacts, which shows the individuals associated with the companies; and the reports and
documents that are available to you. Explore the software, but at this point DO NOT ENTER,
CHANGE, OR DELETE ANY DATA. When you are finished examining the program and
data, click on the Logout link at the top of the screen.

www.tomjames.com
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Questions
1. Does it appear that Tom James and Alex Homer have a personal selling philosophy

like that described in this chapter? Provide examples that support each of the three
prescriptions.

2. Put yourself in the position of Alex Homer. What might be the most rewarding and the
most adverse aspects of his sales job?

3. Describe how Alex uses personal selling skills in utilizing existing knowledge and
gathering new information from the customer in order to advance the sales process.

4. Discuss different ways in which Alex can actively generate good customer referrals.
5. What skills are particularly important for Alex’s sales job? Which of the four major

sources of sales training outlined in this chapter would you recommend for acquiring
those skills?

Partnership Selling: Role-Play/Simulation
(see Appendix 3, page 415)

Learning About the Park Inn Partnership Selling Role Play/Simulation

[If your instructor has chosen to use the Partnership Selling Role-Play/Simulation
exercise that accompanies this text, these boxes alert you to your Role-Play/
Simulation assignments. Your instructor will also provide you with needed
information.]

Preview the role-play/simulation materials in Appendix 3. These materials are
produced by the Park Inn International Hotel and Convention Center, and you will be
using them in your role as a new salesperson (and, at times, as the customer) for the
hotel and its convention services.

The role-play exercises begin in Chapter 6, as you begin to create your product
strategy. However, in anticipation of the role-play, you can begin to imagine yourself
in the role of an actual salesperson. Start to think about how you can develop your
personal selling philosophy. What are some ethical guidelines that you may wish to
adopt for yourself? (Ethics is also the subject of Chapter 5, “Ethics: The Foundation
for Relationships in Selling.”) What skills do you need to develop to become a part-
ner with your prospective customers? (Refer to the position description in Part I of
Appendix 3.)

The Park Inn has implemented a quality improvement process. How does this
affect your role as a sales representative? (Refer to the Total Quality Customer
Service Glossary in Part I of Appendix 3.)
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Marcus Smith is one of Liberty Mutual’s most productive sales representatives

(www.libertymutual.com). Smith uses the consultative relationship selling approach exclusively.

He believes that excellence in selling starts with establishing a mutually rewarding relationship

and then gaining an in-depth knowledge of what customers value most. After gaining a careful

understanding of their needs, he works closely, as a partner with his customers, in selecting the

right products that will solve their buying problems and satisfy their long-term needs.

Founded in 1912, Liberty Mutual is an important player in the highly competitive insurance

markets. The three pillars of the company’s culture include behaving with integrity, treating people

with dignity and respect, and providing superior products and services. Smith is a strong believer in

those corporate values. Yet implementing this relationship-oriented selling approach represents a

challenge, given the constraints of resources and the competitive intensity of the insurance market.

Smith’s strategy is simple, yet effective: placing emphasis on tracking and forecasting market

information, focusing on identifying profitable customers, and directing resources to those

customers.

Smith does not start his conversations with new customers with a sales pitch. He instead

spends time building rapport with each customer and finding some beliefs and opinions that he

and the customer have in common. These icebreakers go a long way in making customers feel

comfortable in sharing with Smith what their actual needs are. Then he requests permission to ask

questions to fully understand his customer’s unique needs. After confirming what the customer

needs, he presents a balanced comparison between his offers and those of competitors. Being

empathetic and honest with customers lies at the heart of his consultative relationship selling

philosophy. �

www.libertymutual.com
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Marketing Concept Requires New Selling Models
A careful examination of personal selling practices during the past 50 years reveals some
positive developments. We have seen the evolution of personal selling through several stages.
The earlier persuader stage that was popular prior to the emergence of the marketing concept
emphasized pushing or peddling products. At this stage, with little regard for long-term, mutu-
ally rewarding customer relationships, salespeople attempted to convince any and all market
members to buy products offered. Over the years, personal selling evolved to the problem-solver
stage—obtaining the participation of buyers in identifying their problems, which could be trans-
lated into needs. At this stage, the salesperson attempts to present products that correspond with
customer needs.1 Today, salespeople are no longer the flamboyant product “peddlers” of the past.
Instead, they are increasingly becoming diagnosticians of customers’ needs and problems.
A growing number of salespeople recognize that the quality of the partnerships they create is as
important as the quality of the products they sell. This sweeping change in personal selling
models, from peddling to long-term consultative problem solving and value-added partnering,
was prompted by the emergence of the marketing concept.

Evolution of the Marketing Concept
What is the marketing concept? It is a principle that holds that achieving organizational goals
depends on knowing the needs and wants of target markets and delivering the desired products.
Under the marketing concept, customer focus and value are the paths to sales and profits.2

The era of marketing and the age of information began in the 1950s (Table 2.1). A General
Electric executive is credited with making one of the earliest formal statements indicating
corporate interest in the marketing concept. In a paper heralding a new management philoso-
phy, he observed that the principal marketing function of a company is to determine what the
customer wants and then develop the appropriate product or service. This view contrasted with
the prevailing practice of that period, which was to develop products and then build customer
interest in those products.3

TABLE 2.1 Evolution of Personal Selling (1950 to Present)

SALES AND MARKETING EMPHASIS SELLING EMPHASIS

Marketing Era Begins
(1950s)
Organizations determine needs and wants of target markets and
adapt themselves to delivering desired satisfaction; product
orientation is replaced by a customer orientation

• More organizations recognize that the salesperson is in a position
to collect product, market, and service information concerning the
buyer’s needs

Consultative Selling Era Emerges
(Late 1960s to early 1970s)

Salespeople are becoming diagnosticians of customer’s needs as
well as consultants offering well-considered recommendations; mass
markets are breaking into target markets

• Buyer needs are identified through two-way communication

• Information giving and negotiation tactics replace manipulation

Strategic Selling Era Emerges
(Early 1980s)

The evolution of a more complex selling environment and greater
emphasis on market niches create the need for greater structure and
more emphasis on planning

• Strategy is given as much attention as selling tactics

• Product positioning is given more attention

• Greater emphasis on account management and team selling
Partnering Era Emerges
(1990 to the present)

Salespeople are encouraged to think of everything they say or do in
the context of their long-term, high-quality partnership with individ-
ual customers; sales force automation provides specific customer
information

• Customer supplants the product as the driving force in sales

• Greater emphasis on strategies that create customer value

• Adaptive selling is given greater emphasis
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The foundation for the marketing concept is a business philosophy that leaves no doubt in
the mind of every employee that customer satisfaction is of primary importance. All energies are
directed toward satisfying the customer. As Peter Drucker once observed, “The customers define
the business.”

Although the marketing concept is a very basic business fundamental, some companies
ignore it and suffer the consequences. Ford Motor Company was a leader in quality control dur-
ing the 1980s and early 1990s but then seemed to shift its focus to other areas. The result was a
drop in its J.D. Power and Associates quality rankings and a drop in sales. Ford also failed to stay
in touch with consumer tastes.4 With renewed insight into the marketing concept, Ford now
appears to be reconnecting with their customer.5

Business firms vary in terms of how strongly they support the marketing concept. Some
firms have gone the extra mile to satisfy the needs and wants of their customers:

� UPS founder Jim Casey adopted the marketing concept when the company was first
established. He described the firm’s customer focus this way: “Our real, primary
objective is to serve—to render perfect service to our stores and their customers. 
If we keep that objective constantly in mind, our reward in money can be beyond our
fondest dreams.”6

� Marriott Hotels uses a blend of “high tech” and “high touch” to build customer goodwill
and repeat business. Each of the 8,500 sales representatives can sell the services of 10
motel brands in Marriott’s portfolio. The customer with a small meeting budget might be
encouraged to consider a Fairfield Inn property. The customer seeking luxury accommoda-
tions might be introduced to a Ritz-Carlton hotel (acquired a few years ago). All reserva-
tions go through the same system, so if one Marriott hotel is full, the sales representative
can cross-sell rooms in another Marriott hotel in the same city.7

Marketing Concept Yields Marketing Mix
Once the marketing concept becomes an integral part of a firm’s philosophy, its management
seeks to develop a network of marketing activities that maximize customer satisfaction and
ensure profitability. The combination of elements making up a program based on the marketing
concept is known as the marketing mix (Figure 2.1). The marketing mix is a set of controllable,
tactical marketing tools that consists of everything the firm can do to influence the demand for its
product. The many possibilities can be organized into four groups of variables: product, price,
place, and promotion.8

Sales success in the new economy
requires us to think of ourselves as
problem solver/partner throughout
the sales process.

Source: Yuri Arcurs/Shutterstock
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Product Place

Price Promotion

FIGURE 2.1
The Marketing Mix 
Each of the elements that make up
the marketing mix must be
executed effectively for a
marketing program to achieve the
desired results.

One of the four P’s shown in Figure 2.1—promotion—can be further subdivided into
advertising, public relations, sales promotion, and personal selling. When a company adopts the
marketing concept, it must determine how some combination of these elements can result in
maximum customer satisfaction.

Important Role of Personal Selling
Every marketer must decide how much time and money to invest in each of the four areas of the
marketing mix. The decision must be objective; no one can afford to invest money in a marketing
strategy that does not provide a good return on money invested. Personal selling is often the
major promotional method used—whether measured by people employed, by total expenditures,
or by expenses as a percentage of sales. In fact, there are more than 15 million full-time field and
retail salespeople in the United States. This represents about 11 percent of all of the people who
are employed full-time. Approximately 6 million of these salespeople have field responsibility.
Full-time salespeople in the United States cost their companies more than a trillion dollars every
year and represent by far the largest marketing expenditure. This is more than four times what is
spent on advertising.9

Firms make large investments in personal selling in response to several major trends:
Products and services are becoming increasingly sophisticated and complex; competition has
greatly increased in most product areas; and demand for quality, value, and service by customers
has risen sharply. In response to these trends, personal selling has evolved to a new level of pro-
fessionalism. Since the beginning of the information age, personal selling has evolved through
three distinct developmental periods: the consultative selling era, the strategic selling era, and the
partnering era.

Evolution of Consultative Selling
Consultative selling, which emerged in the late 1960s and early 1970s, is an extension of
the marketing concept (see Table 2.1). This approach emphasizes need identification, which
is achieved through effective communication between the salesperson and the customer. The
salesperson establishes two-way communication by asking appropriate questions and listen-
ing carefully to the customer’s responses. The salesperson assumes the role of consultant
and offers well-considered recommendations. Negotiation replaces manipulation as the
salesperson sets the stage for a long-term partnership. Salespeople who have adopted con-
sultative selling possess a keen ability to listen, define the customer’s problems, and offer
one or more solutions.

Although consultative selling is emphasized throughout this text, it is helpful to understand
the role of transactional selling in our economy. Transactional selling is a sales process that
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most effectively matches the needs of the value-conscious buyer who is primarily interested in
price and convenience. Many transactional buyers are well aware of their needs and may already
know a great deal about the products or services they intend to purchase. Because the transaction-
based buyer tends to focus primarily on low price, some marketers are adopting lower-cost sell-
ing channels. This approach to selling is usually used by marketers who do not see the need to
spend very much time on customer need assessment, problem solving, relationship building, or
sales follow-up.10,11

The decline in popularity of transactional sales approaches is due to two industry trends, the
rise of e-commerce, which displaces transactional sales managed by people, and the increasing
complexity of businesses. As more business supplier–related transactions are managed through
portals and online bidding, businesses have a diminished demand for salespeople to manage the
transactional sale.12

Service, retail, manufacturing, and wholesale firms that embrace the marketing concept
already have adopted or are currently adopting consultative selling practices. The major features
of consultative selling are as follows:

1. The customer is seen as a person to be served, not a prospect to be sold. Consultative sales-
people believe their function is to help the buyer make an intelligent decision. They use a
four-step process that includes need discovery, selection of a solution, a need–satisfaction
presentation, and servicing the sale (Figure 2.2). These customer-centered strategies are
fully developed and explained in Chapters 10 to 15.

2. The consultative salesperson, unlike the peddler of an earlier era, does not try to overpower
the customer with a high-pressure sales presentation. Instead the buyer’s needs are
identified through two-way communication. The salesperson conducts precall research and
asks questions during the sales call in an attempt to develop a relationship and learn as
much as possible about the person’s needs and perceptions.

3. Consultative selling emphasizes need identification, problem solving, and negotiation
instead of manipulation. This approach is very compatible with the problem-solver stage of
personal selling discussed in Chapter 1.13 Helping the buyer make an informed and
intelligent buying decision adds value to the sales process.

4. Consultative selling emphasizes service at every phase of the personal selling process.
Several important research studies indicate the strong, positive impact of customer satisfac-
tion on company profits.14 The relationship between a seller and a buyer seldom ends when
the sale is made. In most cases, customer expectations increase after the sale.

At first glance, it may appear that consultative selling practices can be easily mastered. The
truth is, consultative selling is a complex process that puts great demands on sales personnel.
This approach to personal selling requires an understanding of concepts and principles borrowed
from the fields of psychology, communications, and sociology. It takes a great deal of personal
commitment and self-discipline to become a sales consultant/adviser.

Evolution of Strategic Selling
Strategic selling began receiving considerable attention during the 1980s (see Table 2.1). During
this period we witnessed the beginning of several trends that resulted in a more complex selling
environment. These trends, which include increased global competition, broader and more
diverse product lines, more decision makers involved in major purchases, and greater demand for
specific, custom-made solutions, continue to influence personal selling and sales training in the
age of information.

Need
discovery

Selection
of

solution

Need–
satisfaction
presentation

Servicing
the sale

FIGURE 2.2
The Consultative Sales
Presentation Guide
This contemporary presentation
guide emphasizes the customer as
a person to be served.
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As companies face increased levels of complexity in the marketplace, they must give more
attention to strategic planning. The strategic planning done by salespeople is often influenced by
the information included in their company’s strategic market plan. Strategic planning is the
process that matches the firm’s resources to its market opportunities. It takes into consideration
the various functional areas of the business that must be coordinated, such as financial assets,
workforce, production capabilities, and marketing.15 Almost every aspect of strategic planning
directly or indirectly influences sales and marketing.

The strategic plan should be a guide for a strategic selling plan. This plan includes strategies
that you use to position yourself with the customer before the sales call even begins. The authors
of Strategic Selling point out that there is a difference between a tactic and a strategy.16 Tactics
are techniques, practices, or methods you use when you are face-to-face with a customer.
Examples are the use of questions to identify needs, presentation skills, and various types of
closes. These and other tactics are discussed in Chapters 10 to 15.

A strategy, on the other hand, is a prerequisite to tactical success. If you develop the correct
strategies, you are more likely to make your sales presentation to the right person, at the right
time, and in a manner most likely to achieve positive results.

A selling strategy is a carefully conceived plan that is needed to accomplish a sales
objective. Let’s assume you are a sales representative employed by a pharmaceutical com-
pany. In an ideal situation, you want to establish a dialogue with the physician and learn
about the types of patients she sees, diseases she treats, and challenges facing her practice.
However, you do not want to call on busy doctors who may have no use for the drugs offered
by your company. A strategy might include a careful study of the entire physician population
in your territory. This analysis will help you identify those who need information about the
drugs your company offers.17 With this information, you can select the most appropriate sell-
ing tactic (method), which might be to present samples to doctors who are not currently pre-
scribing your drug.

Strategic planning, an important element of the problem-solver stage, sets the groundwork
for a value-added form of consultative selling that is more structured, more focused, and more
efficient. The result is better time allocation, more precise problem solving, and a greater chance
that there will be a good match between your product and the customer needs.

Adaptive selling is another key element of the problem-solver stage. Adaptive selling can
be defined as altering sales behaviors during a customer interaction in order to improve commu-
nication. It relates to a salesperson’s ability to collect information regarding the customer’s
needs and responding appropriately. Adaptive selling frequently requires complex behavioral
adjustments.18

Salespeople who build partnering
relationships are rewarded with
repeat business and referrals.
These relationships require a
strategic approach to selling.

Source: Yuri Arcurs/Shutterstock
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Many companies have discovered that specialized sales training is an effective strategy.
When Microsoft wanted to build a stronger partnership with its customers, all of its 5,000 sales
professionals completed the Solution Selling sales training course. This training, based on
concepts presented in The New Solution Selling, by Keith Eades, helped Microsoft salespeople
create greater value for its customers.19

Strategic/Consultative Selling Model
When you study a value-added approach to personal selling that combines strategic planning,
consultative selling practices, and partnering principles, you experience a mental exercise that is
similar to solving a jigsaw puzzle. You are given many pieces of information that ultimately must
form a complete picture. Putting the parts together isn’t nearly as difficult if you can see the total
picture at the beginning. Therefore, a single model has been developed to serve as a source of
reference throughout the entire text. Figure 2.3 shows this model.

The Strategic/Consultative Selling Model features five steps, and each step is based on three
prescriptions. The first step involves the development of a personal selling philosophy, which was
introduced in Chapter 1. Each of the other four steps relates to a broad strategic area of personal
selling. Each step makes an important and unique contribution to the selling/buying process.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

The War Between Sales and Marketing
Within many companies there is little alignment between sales and
marketing. In fact, a real turf war often exists between these two
functions.a One source of friction is economic.

Senior management must make decisions regarding budget
allocation for each function. The folks in marketing may want to
spend large amounts of money on advertising to generate customer
awareness of a new product. The folks in sales may feel this money
would be better spent by increasing the size of the sales force.

The second source of conflict is cultural. Sales and marketing
attract different types of people who spend their time in different

ways. The marketing staff may be focused on program elements
(product warranty, price, placement of the product, etc.).
Salespeople, in contrast, want to focus their attention on existing
and potential customers. One way to end the war between sales
and marketing is to encourage more joint planning and information
sharing. The leaders of both functions must try to achieve common
ground in terms of philosophies and values.b Research indicates
that greater collaboration between sales and marketing leads to
superior business performance.c

Adaptive selling requires a
strategic selling plan. Adaptive
selling can be defined as altering
sales behaviors during a customer
interaction in order to improve
communication. It relates to a
salesperson’s ability to collect
information regarding the
customer’s needs and responding
appropriately. Adaptive selling
frequently requires complex
behavioral adjustments.

Source: Yuri Arcurs/Shutterstock
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DEVELOPING A RELATIONSHIP STRATEGY Success in selling depends heavily on the salesperson’s
ability to develop, manage, and enhance interpersonal relations with the customer. People sel-
dom buy products or services from someone they dislike or distrust. Harvey B. Mackay, founder
of Mackay Envelope Corporation, says, “People don’t care how much you know until they know
how much you care.” Most customers are more apt to openly discuss their needs and wants with
a salesperson with whom they feel comfortable.

A relationship strategy is a well-thought-out plan for establishing, building, and maintain-
ing quality relationships. This type of plan is essential for success in today’s marketplace, which
is characterized by vigorous competition, look-alike products, and customer loyalty dependent
on quality relationships as well as quality products. The relationship strategy must encompass
every aspect of selling from the first contact with a prospect to servicing the sale once this
prospect becomes an established customer. The relationship strategy is an integral dimension of
relationship selling. Relationship selling is a form of personal selling that involves securing,
developing, and maintaining long-term relationships with customers.20 Increased support for
relationship selling recognizes the growing importance of partnerships in selling. The primary

Strategic Step Prescription

Develop a Personal Selling Philosophy

*Strategic/consultative selling evolved in response to increased competition, more complex products,
increased emphasis on customer needs, and growing importance of long-term relationships.

Adopt Marketing Concept
Value Personal Selling
Become a Problem Solver/Partner 

Adopt Win-Win Philosophy
Project Professional Image 
Maintain High Ethical Standards

Develop a Relationship Strategy 

Become a Product Expert 
Sell Benefits
Configure Value-Added Solutions

Develop a Product Strategy 

Understand the Buying Process
Understand Buyer Behavior 
Develop Prospect Base

Develop a Customer Strategy 

Prepare Objectives
Develop Presentation Plan 
Provide Outstanding Service 

Develop a Presentation Strategy 

Product Place

Price Promotion

STRATEGIC/CONSULTATIVE SELLING MODEL*

FIGURE 2.3
The Strategic/Consultative Selling Model is an extension of the marketing concept.
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goal of the relationship strategy is to create rapport, trust, and mutual respect, which ensures a
long-term partnership. To establish this type of relationship, salespeople must adopt a win-win
philosophy; that is, if the customer wins, I win. Adapt your communication style and maintain
high ethical standards (see Figure 2.3). Chapters 3, 4, and 5 provide important information on
development of the relationship strategy.

Some people think that the concept of relationships is too soft and too emotional for a busi-
ness application; these people think that it’s too difficult to think about relationships in strategic
terms. In fact, this is not the case at all. Every salesperson can and should formulate a strategic
plan that builds and enhances relationships.

DEVELOPING A PRODUCT STRATEGY Products and services represent problem-solving tools. The
product strategy is a plan that helps salespeople make correct decisions concerning the selection
and positioning of products to meet identified customer needs. The three prescriptions for the prod-
uct strategy are become a product expert, sell benefits, and configure value-added solutions. The
development of a product strategy begins with a thorough study of one’s product (see Figure 2.3)
using a feature–benefit analysis approach. Product features such as technical superiority, reliability,
fashionableness, design integrity, or guaranteed availability should be converted to benefits that
appeal to the customer. Today’s high-performance salespeople strive to become product experts.
Chapter 6 focuses on company, product, and competition knowledge needed by salespeople.

Product knowledge is not the only important element of a product strategy. In fact, salespeople
who are too focused on selling products often fail to identify complete solutions to the
customer’s problem. Stephen Covey, author of the best-selling book, The Seven Habits of Highly
Effective People, says, “Diagnose before you prescribe.” If the salesperson does not deeply
engage the customer and fails to diagnose the problem correctly, chances are the solution recom-
mended may not be the best one.21

The development of a product strategy often requires thoughtful decision making. Today’s
more knowledgeable customers seek a cluster of satisfactions that arise from the product itself,
from the manufacturer or distributor of the product, and from the salesperson. The “new” prod-
uct that customers are buying today is the sum total of the satisfactions that emerge from all three
sources. The cluster of satisfactions concept is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Sales Success Paves the Way for Hispanic Entrepreneur
At age 19, Rosado Shaw wanted to be a salesperson, but the com-
pany she worked for wouldn’t let her sell. She had recently dropped
out of elite Wellesley College and had taken a job with a company
that makes umbrellas and tote bags. One day she took a sick day
and called on the marketing staff at the Museum of Natural History.
The result of this impromptu sales call was a $140,000 order. She
then went to the president of the company and asked him, “Are
you going to let me sell now, or what?” After two years in sales,
Shaw moved to a rival firm, Umbrellas Plus, and acquired more
experience. Years later she purchased controlling interest in the
company and turned it into a $10 million enterprise.d

Source: Photo Credit-Sigrid Estrada
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DEVELOPING A CUSTOMER STRATEGY
Patricia Seybold, author of The Customer
Revolution, says we are in the midst of a pro-
found revolution—the customer revolution.
And it’s bigger than the Internet revolution:

Customers have taken control of our
companies’ destinies. Customers are
transforming our industries. And cus-
tomers’ loyalty—or lack thereof—has
become increasingly important. . . . 22

Customers have become increasingly
sophisticated in their buying strategies.
More and more, they have come to expect
value-added products and services and
long-term commitments. Selling to today’s
customers starts with getting on the cus-
tomers’ agenda and carefully identifying
their needs, wants, and buying conditions.
Salespeople who have a better understand-
ing of customer needs are better able to
produce satisfied customers who are will-
ing to pay more!23

A customer strategy is a carefully
conceived plan that results in maximum

responsiveness to the customer’s needs. This strategy is based on the fact that success in personal
selling depends, in no small measure, on the salesperson’s ability to learn as much as possible
about the prospect. It involves the collection and analysis of specific information on each cus-
tomer. When developing a customer strategy, the salesperson should develop an understanding of
the customer’s buying process, understand buyer behavior, and develop a prospect base. The first
two parts of the customer strategy are introduced in Chapter 8. Suggestions concerning ways to
develop and manage a solid prospect base are discussed in Chapter 9.

The customer strategy is dictated by the needs of the customer. For example, its best to con-
sider relationship formation from the customer’s perspective. When a consultative selling approach
is required, the customer strategy will usually encompass a long-term relationship and ongoing
collaboration. If a transactional approach is required, the customer strategy would not, in most
cases, emphasize need assessment, problem solving, relationship building, and sales follow-up.24

DEVELOPING A PRESENTATION STRATEGY Typical salespeople spend about 30 percent of their
time in actual face-to-face selling situations. However, the sales presentation is a critical part of
the selling process. The presentation strategy is a well-developed plan that includes preparing
the sales presentation objectives, preparing a presentation plan that is needed to meet these objec-
tives, and renewing one’s commitment to provide outstanding customer service (see Figure 2.3).

The presentation strategy usually involves developing one or more objectives for each sales
call. For example, a salesperson might update personal information about the customer, provide
information on a new product, and close a sale during one sales call. Multiple-objective sales
presentations, which are becoming more common, are discussed in Chapter 10.

Presale presentation plans give salespeople the opportunity to consider those activities
that take place during the sales presentation. For example, a salesperson might preplan a
demonstration of product features to use when meeting with the customer. Presale planning
ensures that salespeople are well organized during the sales presentation and prepared to offer
outstanding service.

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF BASIC STRATEGIES The major strategies that form the
Strategic/Consultative Selling Model are by no means independent. The relationship, product,
and customer strategies all influence development of the presentation strategy (Figure 2.4). For

Patricia Seybold, CEO and
founder of the Patricia Seybold
Group, and best-selling author of
The Customer Revolution, says we
are in the midst of a profound
revolution—the customer
revolution.

Source: Patricia Seybold, CEO and
Founder of the Patricia Seybold Group,
is the New York Times best-selling
author of Customers.com, The
Customer Revolution, and her latest
book, Outside Innovation.
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example, one relationship-building practice might be developed for use during the initial face-to-
face meeting with the customer and another for possible use during the negotiation of buyer
resistance. Another relationship-building method might be developed for use after the sale has
been closed. The discovery of customer needs (part of the customer strategy) greatly influences
planning for the sales presentation.

Evolution of Partnering
Partnering became a buzzword in the 1990s, and in the 2000s it became a business reality.25

Partnering has been driven by several economic forces. One is the demise of the product solution
in several industries. When products of one company are nearly identical to the competition, the
product strategy becomes less important than the relationship, customer, and presentation strate-
gies. By contrast, some partnerships grow out of the need for customized products or services.
Many manufacturers have formed partnerships with companies that offer flexibility in terms of
product configuration, scheduling of deliveries, or some other factor.

Today’s customer wants a quality product and a quality relationship. Salespeople willing to
abandon short-term thinking and invest the time and energy needed to develop a high-quality,
long-term relationship with customers are greatly rewarded. A strong partnership serves as a bar-
rier to competing salespeople who want to sell to your accounts. Salespeople who are able to build
partnerships enjoy more repeat business and referrals. Keeping existing customers happy makes a
great deal of sense from an economic point of view. Experts in the field of sales and marketing
know that it costs four to five times more to get a new customer than to keep an existing one.
Therefore, even small increases in customer retention can result in major increases in profits.26

Partnering is a strategically developed, long-term relationship that solves the customer’s
problems. A successful long-term partnership is achieved when the salesperson is able to skill-
fully apply the four major strategies and, thus, add value in various ways (Figure 2.5). Successful
sales professionals stay close to the customer and constantly search for new ways to add value.

The salespeople at Mackay Envelope Corporation achieve this goal by making sure they
know more about their customers than the competitors know. Salespeople who work for Xerox
Corporation are responding to a sales orientation that emphasizes postsale service. Bonuses are
based on a formula that includes not only sales but also customer satisfaction.

Strategic Selling Alliances—The Highest Form of Partnering
Throughout the past decade we have seen the growth of a new form of partnership that often is
described as a strategic selling alliance. The goal of strategic selling alliances is to achieve a mar-
ketplace advantage by teaming up with another company whose products or services fit well with
your own.27 Alliances often are formed by companies that have similar business interests and, thus,
gain a mutual competitive advantage. It is not uncommon for a company to form several alliances.
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FIGURE 2.4
The major strategies that form the
Strategic/Consultative Selling
Model are by no means
independent of one another. The
focus of each strategy is to satisfy
customer needs and build quality
partnerships.
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Corning, a maker of glass products, has
formed partnerships with several compa-
nies that need innovative glass technology.
For example, Corning formed an alliance
with Samsung, a Korean manufacturer of
television screens. RadioShack has
formed strategic alliances with several
leading consumer electronics manufactur-
ers. This move helped the company avoid
the costs of starting new divisions.28

Strategic alliances have created a new
selling environment. The first step in build-
ing an alliance is to learn as much as possi-
ble about the proposed partner. This study
takes place long before face-to-face con-
tact. Alliances that are formed between
companies that vary greatly in such areas
as customer focus, financial stability, or
ethical values will likely fail.29 The second
step is to meet with the proposed partner
and explore mutual benefits of the alliance.
At this point the salesperson (or account
manager) is selling advice, assistance, and
counsel, not specific products. Building
win-win alliances requires the highest
form of consultative selling. Very often, the
salesperson is working with a company
team made up of persons from such areas
as research and development (R&D),
finance, and distribution. Presentations and
proposals usually focus on profit impact
and other strategic alliance benefits.30

Partnering Is Enhanced with High
Ethical Standards
In the field of selling, there are certain
pressures that can influence the ethical
conduct of salespeople, and poor ethical
decisions can weaken or destroy partner-
ships. To illustrate, let us assume a com-
petitor makes exaggerated claims about a
product. Do you counteract by promising
more than your product can deliver?

INITIAL
SALE

Sales Increases
That Result from
Strategies That
Create Value

Length of Partnership

REPEAT
SALE

SUCCESSIVE SALES

FIGURE 2.5
Partnering is a strategically
developed, long-term relationship
that solves the customer’s
problems. A successful partnering
effort results in repeat sales and
referrals that expand the prospect
base. The strength of the
partnership increases each time the
salesperson uses value-added
selling strategies.

National account managers at
Campbell’s work closely with
sales teams that call on culinary
accounts. They add value by
helping these customers improve
their menu. These improvements
add value and help build long-term
partnerships.

Source: Courtesy of Campbell’s Soup
Company.
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Cushman & Wakefield
understands that in today’s global
market customers want a
partnership that emphasizes a
quality product and a quality
relationship. Trust is a key element
of a strong partnership.

Source: Courtesy of Cushman &
Wakefield, Inc.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Online Video Training for Salesforce.com (CRM)
A successful salesperson will serve many accounts. Most accounts
have more than one person involved in the purchasing decisions. To
maintain long-term quality relationships with each of these decision
makers, the salesperson must maintain and update extensive infor-
mation about each person, their preferences, and the things they
value. The salesperson’s records should document the buying com-
pany’s culture, processes, needs, and previous buying practices. To
ensure complete coverage of a customer’s technical or service
requirements, the account manager needs detailed information
about the selling company’s service people and their capabilities.

Staying close to a corporate customer, understanding its chang-
ing needs, partnering with its people, and adding value, often by
adapting behaviors to meet emerging needs, requires the manage-
ment of a substantial amount of information. Customer relationship

management (CRM) has evolved to easily capture and rapidly dis-
play this kind of information for salespeople.

The instructions in this text’s customer relationship manage-
ment (CRM) Application Exercises and Case Studies provide you
with basic CRM experience. This knowledge can be valuable as you
enter today’s selling environment because many sales organizations
are using CRM. Your understanding of the basics can help you learn
more rapidly any system in use by your potential employers. After
mastering the information in these CRM exercises, you may want to
describe your experience on your resume. Viewing the video mod-
ules introduced in CRM Application Exercise “Online Video Training
for Salesforce.com (CRM),” page 45, will provide you a head start
in understanding Salesforce.com.

What action do you take when there is a time management problem and you must choose
between servicing past sales and making new sales? What if a superior urges you to use a strat-
egy that you consider unethical? These and other pressures must be dealt with every day.

Although Chapter 5 is devoted entirely to ethical considerations in personal selling, it should be
noted that ethics is a major theme of the text. The topic of ethics has been interwoven throughout
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several chapters. The authors believe that ethical decisions must be made every day in the life of a
salesperson, so this important topic cannot be covered in a single chapter.

Partnering Is Enhanced with Customer Relationship Management
Many companies have adopted some form of customer relationship management software.
Customer relationship management (CRM), sometimes referred to as sales automation, is the
system used for building and maintaining strong customer relationships while adding customer
value.31 A modern CRM program relies on a variety of technologies to improve communications
in a sales organization and enhance customer responsiveness. A variety of CRM applications
will be discussed throughout the text.

Value Creation—The New Selling Imperative
We have defined value-added selling as a series of creative improvements within the sales
process that enhance the customer experience. The information economy will reward those
salespeople who have the skills, the knowledge, and the motivation to determine how to create
value at every step of the sales process.

As Figure 2.6 shows, value creation begins with an understanding of the customer’s value
needs. Salespeople can create value in many ways: establishing a relationship based on trust,
carefully identifying the customer’s needs, and identifying the best possible product solution. In
the case of a complex sale, understanding the customer’s value needs may take a great deal of
time and may involve bringing in team members who have specific technical expertise.

Creating an appealing value proposition (Part 2) requires a detailed study of the customer’s
value needs. If you discover that timely delivery of your product is of critical importance, you must
give the client what they want. And if you promise on-time delivery, you must back up your claims.

Communicating the value proposition (Part 3) presents another major challenge. Traditional
selling has too often emphasized communicating only the value that lies in the product. The
focus of the sales call has too often been the product, not creating value for the customer.32

Delivering value (Part 4) can be very challenging. It may require coordination of credit
approval, training, installation, service, and other aspects of the sale. Of course each element of
the selling process provides an opportunity to add value.

FIGURE 2.6
Creating and Delivering
Customer Value Model
The salesperson’s role in value
creation is illustrated in this
figure.*

*Adapted from Michael R. Solomon,
Greg W. Marshall, and Elnora W.
Stuart, Marketing: Real People, Real
Choices, 6th ed., Figure 2.1 ©2009.
Printed and electronically reproduced
by permission of Pearson Education,
Inc., Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.
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Value-added selling consists of a
series of creative ways to improve
and enhance the customer
experience. Wisconsin Cheese
offers its sales organization value-
adding ideas and supports them
with strategic tools and programs.

Source: Courtesy of Wisconsin Milk
Marketing Board, Inc.

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Discuss the evolution of personal selling models as an extension of the
marketing concept
The marketing concept is the belief that a firm should dedicate all its policies, planning, and
operations to the satisfaction of the customer. Salespeople today are problem solvers who obtain
the participation of buyers in identifying their problems, which can be translated into needs.
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Key Terms
Marketing concept
Marketing mix
Consultative selling
Transactional selling
Strategic planning
Tactics

Strategy
Adaptive selling
Relationship strategy
Relationship selling
Product strategy
Customer strategy

Presentation strategy
Partnering
Strategic selling alliance
Customer relationship

management (CRM)
Information economy

Review Questions

1. Why is peddling or “pushing products” inconsistent with the marketing concept?
2. Describe how new models of selling emerged in response to the marketing concept.
3. Describe the importance of personal selling as a part of the marketing concept.
4. What is consultative selling? Give examples.
5. Diagram and label the four-step Consultative Sales Presentation Guide.
6. List and briefly explain the four broad strategic areas that make up the selling process.
7. Briefly describe the evolution of partnering. Discuss the forces that contributed to this

approach to selling.
8. Provide a brief description of value-added selling. What economic forces have motivated

companies to adopt value-added selling?
9. Briefly describe why some organizations are developing strategic selling alliances.

10. Explain why the ethical conduct of salespeople has become so important today.

Describe the evolution of consultative selling from the marketing 
era to the present
The marketing era that began in the United States in the 1950s looked first at customer needs and
wants and then created goods and services to meet those needs and wants. Consultative selling
emerged in the late 1960s and early 1970s as an approach that emphasizes the identification of
customer needs through effective communication between the salesperson and customer. The
evolution of selling continued with the development of strategic selling and partnering.

Define strategic selling and name the four broad strategic areas 
in the Strategic/Consultative Selling Model
Strategic selling evolved in the 1980s and involves the preparation of a carefully conceived plan
to accomplish sales objectives. Strategic selling is based on a company’s strategic market plan,
which takes into consideration the coordination of all the major functional areas of the business—
production, marketing, finance, and personnel. The four broad strategic areas in the Strategic/
Consultative Selling Model (after development of personal selling philosophy) are developing a
relationship strategy, developing a product strategy, developing a customer strategy, and develop-
ing a presentation strategy.

Describe the evolution of partnering and the nature of a strategic selling alliance
Partnering is a strategically developed, long-term relationship that solves the customer’s prob-
lems. The long-term partnership is achieved when the salesperson is able to skillfully apply the
four major strategies and therefore add value in various ways. The strategic selling alliance is the
highest form of partnering. The goal of this type of alliance is to achieve a marketplace advan-
tage by teaming up with another company whose products fit well with your own.

Explain how value-added selling strategies enhance personal selling
Value-added selling has emerged as a major response to the customer economy. This approach to
personal selling is defined as a series of creative improvements that enhance the customer’s
experience. The information economy rewards those salespeople who have the skills, the knowl-
edge, and the motivation to determine how to create value at every step of the sales process.
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Application Exercises

1. Assume that you are an experienced professional salesperson. A professor who teaches at a
nearby university has asked you to speak to a consumer economics class about the benefits
of personal selling to customers. Make an outline of what to say.

2. A friend of yours has invented a unique and useful new product. This friend, an engineer
by profession, understands little about marketing and selling this new product. She does
understand, however, that “nothing happens until somebody sells the product.” She has
asked you to describe the general factors that need to be considered when you market a
product. Prepare an answer to her question.

3. Sharon Alverez has been teaching college biology courses. She is offered a position selling
pharmaceutical products. This position requires that she call on doctors and pharmacists to
explain her product line. Describe the similarities and the differences between personal
selling and teaching.

4. To learn more about industry-based global sales training programs, access
www.wilsonlearning.com. Click on the “Sales Effectiveness” link and examine the content
of the various sales courses offered throughout the world by this company. From this
review, describe the similarities between what this company offers and the material in this
chapter.

Role-Play Exercise

The purpose of this role-play is to provide you with an opportunity to engage in a
basic need identification exercise. You will be meeting with someone (a class mem-
ber) who is preparing for an important job interview and needs a pen and/or pencil.
Prior to the meeting, make a list of the questions you will ask. Then pair off with the
class member and ask your questions. Be sure to take notes. At the end of the inter-
view, be prepared to recommend the most appropriate pen and/or pencil.

CRM Application Exercise
Online Video Training for Salesforce.com

After you have completed the registration procedure, logged in, reviewed the soft-
ware, and logged out, you may return directly to Salesforce.com to log back in.

You may do so by selecting the Customer Login button at the top of the first
Salesforce.com screen. After entering your user name and password on the next

screen, click the login button. Near the top center of the Salesforce.com Home Page, click on the
link titled “Help & Training.” This will open a new window with tabs displayed at the top. (If you
encounter a window that simply provides additional information, press Continue.) Click on the
tab labeled “Training.”

On the next window click on the label “View Classes.”

Finally a window will list classes available to you. Select “Sales Representative
Fundamentals.”

www.wilsonlearning.com
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Information about the video course will be displayed. The 130-minute course is divided into
short modules that will introduce you to the screens and terminology you will use in the exer-
cises in this book. Complete this prerecorded training. Make sure you finish the Completion
module to record your successful training.

To begin, click on the View Pre-Recorded Session link.

The session includes instructions on how to pause, skip, or complete the modules. You may
stop at any time and return later to view remaining modules. If difficulties are encountered view-
ing version training videos, consider using a 32-bit version of Internet Explorer.

Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem

At the beginning of this chapter, you were given an introduction to Marcus Smith,
employed by Liberty Mutual, a successful insurance company. Smith is responsible
for introducing a very large number of products and services, and he must always
keep one eye on the competition. He must be prepared to answer questions about his

own products and services and those of the competition. He must also be ready to discuss the
intricacies of the insurance terms, and possible bundles of insurance policies to offer his
customers the best value.

Like every other professional salesperson, Smith is constantly involved in learning. We now
know that the principles of selling can be learned and applied by people whose personal charac-
teristics are quite different. Most successful salespeople spend considerable time acquiring prod-
uct knowledge, keeping up to date in their industry and related industries, and learning more
about their customers. Smith acquired his formal training in professional selling from the
Program in Excellence in Selling at the University of Houston. In the insurance industry, sales-
people often go through industry-related training and a formal exam to acquire a license to sell
personal and property insurance. Smith also undergoes a rigorous Liberty Mutual training pro-
gram that covers courses in four concentrations: products and services, company, competition,
and quoting.

Smith realizes the importance of a relationship strategy that is built upon a win-win philos-
ophy. In addition to building a strong relationship with the customer, he must be able to work
effectively with others who directly or indirectly influence the sale. He shares market informa-
tion with his peers periodically because a broad view of the market as a whole is crucial in the
highly competitive insurance industry. The salesperson who is honest, accountable, and sin-
cerely concerned about the customer’s welfare brings added value to the sales. (See the chapter
opener on page 29 and Reality Selling Today Role-Play 2 in Appendix 1 on page 389 for more
information.)

Questions
1. Does it appear that Smith has adopted the three prescriptions of a personal selling philoso-

phy? (See the Strategic/Consultative Selling Model.) Explain.
2. What prescriptions of the relationship strategy (see the Strategic/Consultative Selling

Model) have been adopted by Marcus Smith? Describe why a relationship strategy is
especially important in personal selling.

3. Value-added selling is defined as a series of creative improvements in the sales process
that enhance the customer’s experience. Describe the various ways that Marcus Smith can
create value for his customers.

4. Why would it be important for the marketing support personnel (marketing research,
product managers, advertising and sales promotion, etc.) employed by Liberty Mutual to
understand personal selling? Can you describe any marketing support people that would
benefit from the acquisition of personal selling skills?
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PART1 ROLE-PLAY EXERCISE
Developing a Personal Selling Philosophy
Scenario

You are currently working part-time at the Best Buy Store located in Jordan Creek Town Center Mall. You
are a full-time student majoring in marketing at Vista College. The manager of your store wants you to
identify potential customers on your campus and sell Dell laptop computers to those who have a need for
this product.

Customer Profile

Melissa Torres is a full-time commuter student who lives with her parents and shares one computer with
her mom. Each morning she drives about 20 miles to the campus (one way) and spends most of the day
attending classes, working in the library, and visiting with friends. She currently spends about two hours
each evening on the computer at home.

Salesperson Profile

You started working at the Best Buy Store shortly after graduating from high school. The store manager
was impressed with your computer expertise and your friendly manner. Although you are able to sell any
type of computer, you tend to specialize in laptop computers, which are ideal for college students who
have mobile computing needs. Your personal computer is a new Dell laptop, which replaced your desktop
computer.

Product

You sell several different laptop computers that vary in price from $535 to $1,299 (type “Best Buy + Dell
laptops computers” into your search engine for specific Dell laptop computers carried by Best Buy). Each
laptop is equipped with specific, easily accessible ports to interact with a variety of external components.
All of your notebooks offer both productivity and entertainment applications. Services offered by Dell
include helpful assistance via telephone or online tutorials at www.support.dell.com. Dell’s warranty also
provides for service and support to be handled by the Geek Squad (www.geeksquad.com), which is located
in the store.

Instructions

For this role-play, you will meet with Melissa Torres and determine her interest and need for a laptop
computer. Prior to meeting with Ms. Torres, preplan your relationship strategy, product strategy, customer
strategy, and presentation strategy. Chapter 2 provides a description of each strategic area. Be prepared
to close the sale if you feel the customer will benefit from this purchase.

www.support.dell.com
www.geeksquad.com
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better able to build and

maintain relationships than

moderate performers. Part 2

includes three chapters that
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When you finish reading

this chapter, you should

be able to
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of developing a relationship

strategy

2 Discuss how thought

processes can enhance your

relationship strategy

3 Identify and describe the

major nonverbal factors that

shape our sales image

4 Describe conversational

strategies that help us

establish relationships
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a self-improvement plan

based on personal

development strategies
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Susana Rosas, a real estate broker at CB Richard Ellis (www.cbre.com/usa/us/tx/

houston+galleria), places a great deal of emphasis on building rapport during the first contact. She,

like most other real estate professionals, knows that rapport with commercial real estate clients is

of critical importance. She knows that to build relationship with clients, a good knowledge of the

market is necessary but not sufficient. She has to master a multitude of skills, among which keep-

ing an open and empathetic conversation style with her clients is the key. Above all, listening closely

to everything that prospects say helps a salesperson to accurately identify their wants and needs.

Furthermore, she works closely with her team members in the same collaborative manner to make

sure all of those identified needs are met. �

Developing a Relationship Strategy
Developing and applying the wide range of interpersonal skills needed in today’s complex sales
environment can be challenging. Daniel Goleman, author of the best-selling books Emotional
Intelligence and Working with Emotional Intelligence, notes that there are many forms of intelli-
gence that influence our actions throughout life. One of these, emotional intelligence, refers to
the capacity for monitoring our own feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves, and
for managing emotions well in ourselves and in our relationships. People with a high level of
emotional intelligence display many of the qualities needed in sales work: self-confidence, trust-
worthiness, adaptability, initiative, optimism, empathy, and well-developed social skills.1

Goleman and other researchers state that there are widespread exceptions to the rule that IQ pre-
dicts success. In the field of personal selling and most other business occupations, emotional intelli-
gence is a much greater predictor of success.2 The good news is that emotional intelligence can be
enhanced with a variety of self-development activities, many of which are discussed in this chapter.

Information age selling involves three major relationship challenges. The first major challenge
is building new relationships. Salespeople who can quickly build rapport with new prospects have
a much greater chance of achieving success in personal selling. The second major challenge is
transforming relationships from the personal level to the business level. Once rapport is established,

www.cbre.com/usa/us/tx/houston+galleria
www.cbre.com/usa/us/tx/houston+galleria
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Daniel Goleman, author of the
best-selling book Working with
Emotional Intelligence, defines
emotional intelligence as the
capacity for monitoring our own
feelings and those of others, for
motivating ourselves, and for
managing emotions well in
ourselves and in our relationships.
People with a high level of
emotional intelligence, which he
says can be learned and improved
on, display many of the qualities
needed in sales work: self-
confidence, trustworthiness,
adaptability, initiative, optimism,
empathy, and well-developed
social skills.

Source: Jacket Cover copyright © 1998
by Bantam Books, a division of
Random House, Inc., from Working
with Emotional Intelligence by Daniel
Goleman. Used by permission of
Bantam Books, a division of Random
House, Inc.

the salesperson is in a stronger position to begin the need identification process. The third major
challenge is the management of relationships. To achieve a high level of success, salespeople have
to manage a multitude of different relationships.”3 Salespeople must develop relationship manage-
ment strategies that focus on four key groups. These groups are discussed later in this chapter.

In this chapter we introduce the win-win philosophy and discuss the importance of projecting
a professional image. Chapter 4, on adaptive selling, explains how an understanding of our own
communication style and the communication style of the customer can help us better manage the
relationship process. Chapter 5 focuses on the importance of maintaining high ethical standards
to build long-term relationships with the customer (Figure 3.1).

Relationships Add Value
Ron Willingham, author of Integrity Selling for the 21st Century, says there is a relationship
between the salesperson’s achievement drive and his view of personal selling. Salespeople who
feel a professional responsibility to create as much value for customers as possible exhibit more
energy, a stronger work ethic, and a greater eagerness to ask customers for decisions.4
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Strategic/Consultative Selling Model

Strategic Step Prescription
Develop a Personal Selling Philosophy ✔ Adopt Marketing Concept

Value Personal Selling
Become a Problem Solver/Partner

Adopt Win-Win Philosophy
Project Professional Image
Maintain High Ethical Standards

✔

✔

Develop a Relationship Strategy
FIGURE 3.1
Every salesperson should have
an ongoing goal of developing
a relationship strategy that adds
value to the sale.

The manner in which salespeople establish, build, and manage relationships is not an inci-
dental aspect of personal selling; in the information age, it is the key to success. In the informa-
tion economy, business is defined by customer relationships, and sales success depends on
adding value (see Figure 1.2). Daniel Pink, author of A Whole New Mind, says we are moving
from the information age to the conceptual age. He predicts that one of the major players in the
conceptual age will be the empathizer. Empathizers have the ability to imagine themselves in
someone else’s position and understand what that person is feeling. They are able to understand
the subtleties of human interaction.5

We have defined value-added selling as a series of creative improvements in the sales
process that enhance the customer experience. Customers perceive that value is added when they
feel comfortable with the relationship they have with a salesperson. A good relationship causes
customers to feel that, if a problem arises, they will receive a just and fair solution. A good
relationship creates a clearer channel of communication about issues that might surface during
each step of the sales process. Len Rodman, CEO of Black & Veatch, a large engineering and
construction company, recalls a problem operation on the West Coast. Earnings were minimal
and the person in charge could not sell to high-tier clients. He put a salesperson in charge whose
strength was building relationships. Within an 18-month period, that region became one of the
most profitable.6

The salesperson who is honest, accountable, and sincerely concerned about the customer’s
welfare brings added value to the sale. These characteristics give the salesperson a competitive
advantage—an advantage that is becoming increasingly important in a world of “look-alike”
products and similar prices.

Partnering—The Highest-Quality Selling Relationship
Salespeople today are encouraged to think of everything they say or do in the context of their
relationship with the customer. They should constantly strive to build a long-term partnership.
In a marketplace characterized by increased levels of competition and greater product complex-
ity, we see the need to adopt a relationship strategy that emphasizes the “lifetime” customer.
High-quality relationships result in repeat business and those important referrals. A growing
number of salespeople recognize that the quality of the partnerships they create is as important
as the quality of the products they sell. Today’s customer wants a quality product and a quality
relationship. One example of this trend is the J.D. Power and Associates customer satisfaction
studies. For example, the Domestic Hotel Guest Satisfaction Study measures guest satisfaction
among frequent business travelers. J.D. Power conducts customer satisfaction research in sev-
eral different industries.7

In Chapter 1 we defined partnering as a strategically developed, high-quality, long-term
relationship that focuses on solving the customer’s buying problems.8 This definition is used in
the sales training video titled “Partnering—The Heart of Selling Today.” Traditional industrial
age sales training programs emphasized the importance of creating a good first impression and
then “pushing” your product. Partnering emphasizes building a strong relationship during every
aspect of the sale and working hard to maintain a quality relationship with the customer after the
sale. Today, personal selling must be viewed as a process, not an event.9

Larry Wilson, noted author and founder of Wilson Learning Worldwide, identifies partner-
ing as one of the most important strategic thought processes needed by salespeople. He points



out that the salesperson who is selling a “one-shot” solution cannot compete against the one who
has developed and nurtured a long-term, mutually beneficial partnership. Wilson believes there
are three keys to a partnering relationship:

� The relationship is built on shared values. If your client believes that you both share the
same ideas and values, it goes a long way toward creating a powerful relationship.

� Everyone needs to clearly understand the purpose of the partnership and be committed to the
vision. Both the salesperson and the client must agree on what they are trying to do together.

� The role of the salesperson must move from selling to supporting. The salesperson in a
partnership is actively concerned with the growth, health, and satisfaction of the company
to which he or she is selling.10

Salespeople willing to abandon short-term thinking and invest the time and energy needed to
develop a high-quality, long-term relationship with customers are rewarded with greater earnings
and the satisfaction of working with repeat customers. Sales resulting from referrals also increase.
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Today’s customer wants a quality
product and a quality relationship.
This means that salespeople can
create value with a well-developed
relationship strategy.

Source: Getty Images/Digital Vision

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Selling Hip Chairs
Gregg Buchbinder is chairman of Emeco Ltd., a small company in
Pennsylvania that manufactures modern chairs. One of the com-
pany’s newest products is a sleek, six-and-a-half-pound aluminum
chair called the Superlight. This chair was created by renowned
architect Frank Gehry. When Buchbinder acquired Emeco from his
father in 1998, he dreamed of becoming a producer of hip home
furnishings. The problem was that Emeco was unfamiliar to most of
the architects and designers he wanted to do business with. So
Buchbinder hit the streets of SoHo, knocking on shop doors with a
copy of a magazine that showed his modern aluminum chairs. He
also visited trade shows in search of new prospects. Today revenues
have reached about $10 million and Buchbinder is optimistic about
the future.a

Source: Carol Kaplan
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Relationship Strategies Focus on Four Key Groups
Establishing and maintaining a partnering-type relationship internally as well as with the cus-
tomers is a vital aspect of selling. High-performance sales personnel build strong relationships
with four groups (Figure 3.2):

1. Customers. As noted previously, a major key to success in selling is the ability to establish
working relationships with customers in which mutual support, trust, and goals are
nurtured over time. Salespeople who maintain regular contact with their customers and
develop sound business relationships based on mutual trust are able to drive up sales
productivity, according to research conducted by the American Productivity and Quality
Center.11

Cisco Systems is one of many companies that now measure themselves by the quality
of their relationships with their customers. Salespeople earn their bonuses in large part
based on customer satisfaction instead of gross sales or profit.12

2. Secondary decision makers. High-performance salespeople understand the importance of
building relationships with the people who work with customers. In many selling
situations, the first person the salesperson meets is a receptionist, a secretary, or an
assistant to the primary decision maker. These persons often can facilitate a meeting with
the prospect. Also, the prospect may involve other people in making the buying decision.
For example, the decision to buy new office furniture may be made by a team of persons
including the buyer and persons who will actually use the furniture.

3. Company support staff. The maintenance of relationships internally is a vital aspect of
selling. Support staff may include persons working in the areas of market research, product
service, credit, training, or shipping. Influencing these people to change their priorities,
interrupt their schedules, accept new responsibilities, or fulfill any other request for special
attention is a major part of the salesperson’s job. At UPS, the drivers are the eyes and ears

Customers Management
personnel

Secondary 
decision
makers

Company 
support

staff

Salesperson

FIGURE 3.2
An effective relationship strategy
helps high-performing salespeople
build and maintain win-win
relationships with a wide range
of key groups.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Preparing Written Customer Communications with CRM
Exceptional CRM systems such as Salesforce.com enable you to
quickly process written communications with numerous clients.
One example is the form letter or e-mail. Preparing a standard letter
or template in advance lets you quickly select and send a personal-
ized letter or e-mail. Personalized means that the system will auto-
matically add to the document the recipient’s name, title, and other
contact information you choose, even if the letter is going out to
many recipients. Careful thought should be given to each template
created so that the language reflects your win-win philosophy, your
relationship strategy, and your professionalism.

Recipients of your appointment confirmations, information
verifications, company or product news, or brief updates recognize
and appreciate your effort to keep them informed. The written
word conveys consideration and helps avoid misunderstandings
and miscommunications. CRM empowers you to easily use the
written word to advance your relationship building. An example of
this CRM feature is demonstrated in CRM Application Exercise
“Preparing Written Customer Communications with CRM” on
page 68.
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of the sales force. The most successful UPS salespeople nurture a relationship with the
drivers in their sales territory.13

4. Management personnel. Sales personnel usually work under the direct supervision of a
sales manager, a department head, or some other member of the firm’s management team.
Maintaining a good relationship with this person is very important.

Adapting the Relationship Strategy
Ideally, the relationship strategy should be adapted to the type of customer you are working with.
Chapter 1 provided a description of the three most common types of selling situations: transac-
tional selling, consultative selling, and strategic alliance selling. Transactional buyers are usually
aware of their needs and often stay focused on such issues as price, convenience, and delivery
schedules. They usually know a great deal about the products or services they wish to purchase.
In the transactional sale, the relationship strategy is often secondary.

In the consultative sale, however, the impact of relationships on the sale is quite important.
A consultative sale emphasizes need identification, which is achieved through effective commu-
nication and a relationship built upon mutual trust and respect. The consultative salesperson must
display a keen ability to listen, define the customer’s problem, and offer one or more solutions.
The opportunity to uncover hidden needs and create custom solutions is greatly enhanced by a
well-conceived relationship strategy.14

In terms of relationship building, strategic alliance selling is often the most challenging.
Very often the salesperson is working with a company team made up of people from such areas
as research and development (R&D), finance, and distribution. The salesperson must build a
good working relationship with each team member. Forming an alliance with another company
involves building relationships with several representatives of that buying organization.

We will revisit these three types of selling situations later in Chapter 5, when we discuss the
trust factor. In the meantime, keep in mind that customers almost never buy products from some-
one whom they dislike. A salesperson who is not viewed as being helpful and trustworthy will
not succeed in any type of selling situation.

Thought Processes That Enhance 
Your Relationship Strategy
Industrial age folklore created the myth of the “born” salesperson—a dynamic, outgoing, highly
assertive individual. Experience acquired during the information age has taught us that many
other factors determine sales success. Key among these factors are a positive self-concept and the
ability to relate to others in effective and productive ways. With the aid of knowledge drawn from
the behavioral sciences, we can develop the relationship strategies needed in a wide range of sell-
ing situations.

Self-Concept—An Important Dimension of the Relationship Strategy
Your self-concept is the bundle of facts, opinions, beliefs, and perceptions about yourself that
are present in your life every moment of every day.15 The self-concept you have today reflects
information you have received from others and life events that occurred throughout childhood,
adolescence, and adulthood. You are consciously aware of some of the things you have been
conditioned to believe about yourself. But many comments and events that have shaped your
self-concept are processed at the unconscious level and continue to influence your judgments,
feelings, and behaviors whether you are aware of them or not.16

Phillip McGraw, author of Self Matters, says we often sabotage our own success by adopt-
ing limiting beliefs. These are the specific things we think about that cause us to conclude that
we are not capable of achieving success. These beliefs restrict our thinking and our actions.17

McGraw, better known as “Dr. Phil,” has developed a one-sentence guide to understanding the
importance of your self-concept: The past reaches into the present, and programs the future, by
your recollections and your internal rhetoric about what you perceived to have happened in your
life.18 Past experiences and events, which McGraw describes as “defining moments,” can influ-
ence your thinking for a lifetime.
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How can you develop a more positive self-
concept? How can you get rid of self-destructive ways
of thinking? Bringing your current self-concept out
into the open is the first step in understanding who
you are, what you can do, and where you are going.
Improving your self-concept does not happen overnight,
but it can happen. A few practical approaches are
summarized as follows:

1. Focus on the future and stop being overly
concerned with past mistakes or failures. We
should learn from past errors, but we should not
be immobilized by them.

2. Develop expertise in selected areas. By developing
“expert power,” you not only improve your
self-image but also increase the value of your
contributions to your employer and your
customers.

3. Learn to develop a positive mental attitude. To develop a more positive outlook, read books
and listen to audiotapes that describe ways to develop a positive mental attitude.

Consider materials developed by Jack Canfield, Stephen Covey, Brian Tracy, Dale Carnegie,
and Phillip McGraw.

Later in this chapter you will learn how to develop and initiate a plan for self-improvement.
If you want to improve your self-image, consider adopting this plan.

The Win-Win Philosophy
As noted in Chapter 1, the marketing concept is a philosophy that leaves no doubt in the mind of
every employee that customer satisfaction is of primary importance. Salespeople, working
closely with customers, are in the best position to monitor customer satisfaction.

Adopting the win-win philosophy is the first step in developing a relationship strategy.
Stephen Heiman and Diane Sanchez, authors of The New Conceptual Selling, describe the “win-
win” approach as follows:

In Win-Win selling, both the buyer and seller come out of the sale understanding that their
respective best interests have been served—in other words, that they’ve both won. It is our firm
conviction, based on thousands of selling situations, that over the long run the only sellers who
can count on remaining successful are the ones who are committed to this Win-Win philosophy.19

The win-win strategy is based on such irrefutable logic that it is difficult to understand why
any other approach would be used. The starting point to the development of a win-win philoso-
phy is to compare the behaviors of persons who have adopted the win-lose approach with the
behaviors of persons who have adopted the win-win approach (Figure 3.3).

Empathy and Ego Drive
We have described the growing importance of being able to empathize, the ability to imagine
yourself in someone else’s position, to understand what that person is feeling. A salesperson

Stephen Covey, author of The
Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People, says the ability to build
effective, long-term relationships
is based on character strength, not
quick-fix techniques.

Source: Franklin Covey

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Patience and Sensitivity Help Clinch the Deal
Going global? If so, pack plenty of sensitivity and patience. And be
prepared to emphasize value-added selling. Too often Americans
rely on the “time is money” belief and they take shortcuts in some
key areas. For example, they do not spend enough time learning
about the culture of the country they are visiting. Also, they often
fail to take the time needed to build a relationship with the client.

Assaf Kedem, a representative of U.S.-based Intercomp, recalls hav-
ing lunch with two prospects in Germany. For three hours, the
German executives asked questions about America and talked
about their favorite foods and interests. Business was never
discussed. Kedem viewed that long lunch as an important first step
in building a relationship that will last for years.b
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simply cannot sell well without the invaluable ability to get critical feedback from the client
through empathy. When you sense what the customer is feeling, you can change pace and make
whatever modifications in your sales presentation are needed.20 Fortunately, the ability to relate
and connect with customers can be learned.

Ego drive is another basic quality that is of critical importance in personal selling. Ego drive
is an inner force that makes the salesperson want and need to make the sale. Closing the sale
provides a powerful means of enhancing the salesperson’s ego. Research indicates that top sales-
people have the motivation to make the sale, and empathy gives them the connecting tool with
which to do it. Therefore, empathy and ego drive reinforce each other.21

Character and Integrity
Shoshana Zuboff, contributing columnist for Fast Company magazine, sees widespread accept-
ance of wrong as normal. She points to acceptance in some industries of the belief that “It’s not
wrong because everyone is doing it.”22 Employees working for prominent companies such as
Merck, WorldCom, Putman Investments, Tyco, and Edward D. Jones & Company have been
involved in ethical lapses.23 Most white-collar crime is committed by persons who lack charac-
ter and integrity.

Character is composed of personal standards, including honesty, integrity, and moral
strength. It is a quality that is highly respected in the field of personal selling. Integrity is the
basic ingredient of character that is exhibited when you achieve congruence between what you
know, what you say, and what you do.24 In a world of uncertainty and rapid change, integrity has
become a valuable character trait. Salespeople with integrity can be trusted to do what they say
they will do. One way to achieve trustworthiness in personal selling is to avoid deceiving or mis-
leading the customer. More is said about this topic in Chapter 5, which examines the ethical con-
duct of salespeople.

Verbal and Nonverbal Strategies That Add Value
to Your Relationships
The first contact between a salesperson and a prospect is very important. During the first few
minutes—or seconds, in most cases—the prospect and the salesperson form impressions of each
other that either facilitate or distract from the sales call. Malcolm Gladwell, author of the best-
selling book Blink, says that when two people meet for the first time, each will make very super-
ficial, rapid judgments about the other person. This decision-making process, he argues, usually
happens subconsciously in a split second (in the blink of an eye).25

Every salesperson projects an image to prospective customers, and this image influences
how a customer feels about the sales representative. The image you project is the sum total of
many verbal and nonverbal factors. The quality of your voice, the clothing you wear, your
posture, your manners, and your communication style represent some of the factors that
contribute to the formation of your image. We discuss several forms of verbal and nonverbal
communication in this chapter. Communication style is examined in Chapter 4.

Win-Lose People 

• See a problem in every solution

• Fix the blame 

• Let life happen to them 

• Live in the past

• Make promises they never keep 

Win-Win People 

• Help others solve their problems

• Fix what caused the problem

• Make life a joyous happening for
   others and themselves

• Learn from the past, live in the
   present, and set goals for the future

• Make commitments to themselves
   and to others and keep them both

FIGURE 3.3
The starting point to developing a
win-win relationship strategy is to
compare behaviors of win-lose
salespeople with those of
salespeople who have adopted the
win-win approach.

(Adapted from a list of losers, winners,
and double winners in The Double Win
by Denis Waitley.)
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Nonverbal Messages
When we attempt to communicate with another person, we use both verbal and nonverbal com-
munications. Nonverbal messages are “messages without words” or “silent messages.” These
are the messages (other than spoken or written words) that we communicate through facial
expressions, voice tone, gestures, appearance, posture, and other nonverbal means.26

Research indicates that when two people communicate, nonverbal messages convey much
more impact than verbal messages. Words play a surprisingly small part in the communication
process. Every spoken message has a vocal element, coming not from what we say but from how
we say it. The voice communicates in many ways: through tone, volume, and speed of delivery. A
salesperson wishing to communicate enthusiasm needs to use a voice that is charged with energy.

As we attempt to read nonverbal communication, it is important to remember that no one
signal carries much meaning. If the person you meet for the first time displays a weak grip dur-
ing the handshake, don’t let this one signal shape your first impression. Such factors as posture,
eye contact, gestures, clothing, and facial expression must all be regarded together.27

Nonverbal messages can reinforce or contradict the spoken word. When your verbal mes-
sage and body language are consistent, they tend to give others the impression that you can be
trusted and that what you say reflects what you truly believe. When there is a discrepancy
between your verbal and nonverbal messages, you are less apt to be trusted.”28

ENTRANCE AND CARRIAGE As noted earlier, the first impression we make is very important. The
moment a salesperson walks into a client’s office, the client begins making judgments. Susan
Bixler, author of The Professional Image and Professional Presence, makes this comment:

All of us make entrances throughout our business day as we enter offices, conference rooms,
or meeting halls. And every time we do, someone is watching us, appraising us, sizing us up,
and gauging our appearance, even our intelligence, often within the space of a few seconds.29

Bixler says that the key to making a successful entrance is simply believing—and projecting—
that you have a reason to be there and have something important to offer the client. You can
communicate confidence with a strong stride, a good posture, and a friendly smile. A confident
manner communicates to the client the message, “This meeting will be beneficial to you.”

SHAKING HANDS An inadequate handshake is like dandruff: No one mentions it, but everyone
notices it. Today, the handshake is an important symbol of respect and in most business settings
it is the proper greeting.30

Nonverbal communication, such
as facial expression, voice tone,
handshakes, gestures, appearance,
and posture, are all important
aspects of the relationship strategy.
Research indicates these nonverbal
messages convey much more than
verbal messages.

Source: SuperStock, Inc.
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In the field of selling, the handshake is usually the first and frequently the only physical con-
tact one makes during a sales call. The handshake can communicate warmth, genuine concern
for the prospect, and an image of strength. It also can communicate aloofness, indifference, and
weakness to the customer. The message we communicate with a handshake is determined by a
combination of five factors:

1. Eye contact during the handshake. Eyes transmit more information than any other part of
the body, so maintain eye contact throughout the handshaking process and display a pleas-
ant smile.

2. Degree of firmness. Generally speaking, a firm handshake communicates a caring attitude,
while a weak grip (the dead-fish handshake) communicates indifference.

3. Depth of interlock. A full, deep grip communicates friendship to the other person.
4. Duration of grip. There are no specific guidelines to tell us what the ideal duration of a

grip should be. However, by extending the duration of the handshake we can often commu-
nicate a greater degree of interest and concern for the other person. Do not pump up and
down more than once or twice.

5. Degree of dryness of the hands. A moist palm not only is uncomfortable to handle but
also can communicate the impression that you are quite nervous. Some people have a
physiological problem that causes clammy hands and should keep a handkerchief within
reach to remove excess moisture.31

The best time to present your name is when you extend your hand. When you introduce yourself,
state your name clearly and then listen carefully to be certain you hear the customer’s name. To
ensure that you remember the customer’s name, repeat it. In some cases you need to check to be
sure you are pronouncing it properly.

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS If you want to identify the inner feelings of another person, watch facial
expressions closely. The face is a remarkable communicator, capable of accurately signaling
emotion in a split second and capable of concealing emotion equally well. We can often deter-
mine whether the customer’s face is registering surprise, pleasure, or skepticism (Figure 3.4).

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Remembering Names
In the field of personal selling, remembering a person’s name is very
important. To improve your ability to recall names, use one or more
of these memory aids.

� Verify the spelling. After hearing the name ask, “Is that Reece
with a ‘c’ or ‘s’?” Repetition helps you remember the name.

� Ask how the person wants to be addressed. Ask, “Should I call
you Thomas or Tom?” This presents another opportunity for
repetition.

� Relate the name to something easy to remember. If the
person’s last name is Park, connect this name with “Yosemite”

in your mind. Some aspect of appearance (hairstyle, eyeglasses,
etc.) might serve as a connecting reference.

� Use the name quickly. Work the person’s name into the
conversation right away: “Mary, can I ask you a few questions?”

� Use the name frequently. During and at the end of the meet-
ing, work the name into the conversation: “Eric, thank you for
meeting with me.”

Source: Adapted from “Secrets of Power Persuasion for Salespeople,” by
Roger Dawson. See Roger Dawson, “And Your Name Was Again?” 
Value-Added Selling 21, July 16, 2007, p. 2. Used with permission.

Confidence Boredom Evaluation 

FIGURE 3.4
Our subtle facial gestures are
continuously sending messages to
others.
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Facial expressions are largely uni-
versal, so people around the world
tend to “read” faces in a similar way.
It is worth noting that the smile is the
most recognized facial signal in the
world, and it can have a great deal of
influence on others. George Rotter,
professor of psychology at Montclair
University, says, “Smiles are an
enormous controller of how people
perceive you.” People tend to trust a
smiling face.32 Get in the habit of
offering a sincere smile each time
you meet with a prospect.

EYE CONTACT When the customer is talking, eye contact is one of the best ways to say, “I’m
listening.” If you are looking across the room or at papers in your briefcase, the customer will
assume you are not listening. However, prolonged eye contact can send the wrong message.
A prolonged, direct stare can be threatening. To avoid the prolonged stare, take fleeting
glances at your notes. As the customer speaks, nod occasionally to indicate agreement or
interest.33

Effect of Appearance on Relationships
We form opinions about people based on a pattern of immediate impressions conveyed by
appearance. The clothing we wear, the length and style of our hair, the fragrances we use, and the
jewelry we display all combine to make a statement about us to others—a statement of primary
importance to anyone involved in selling.

We all have certain views, or unconscious expectations, concerning appropriate dress.
In sales work, we should try to anticipate the expectations of our clientele. The clothing
worn by salespeople does make a difference in terms of customer acceptance because it
communicates powerful messages. The clothing we wear can influence our credibility and
likability.

Most image consultants agree that there is no single “dress for success” look. The appropri-
ate wardrobe varies from one city or region to another and from company to company.
However, there are some general guidelines that we should follow in selecting clothing for sales
work. Four key words should govern our decisions: simplicity, appropriateness, quality, and
visual integrity.34

SIMPLICITY The color of clothing, as well as design, communicates a message to the customer.
Some colors are showy and convey an air of casualness. In a business setting we want to be taken
seriously, so flashy colors should usually be avoided.

APPROPRIATENESS Selecting appropriate clothing for sales work can be a challenge. We must
carefully consider the clients we serve and decide what may be acceptable to them. Many
salespeople are guided by the type of products they sell and the desired image projected by
their employers. Deciding what constitutes appropriate attire in today’s business casual world
begins with an understanding of what it means to “dress down.” Business casual is clothing
that allows you to feel comfortable but looks neat and professional. Pay close attention to the
clothing your clients wear.35 If a client is wearing a nice sports coat, a collared long-sleeved
shirt, and dress slacks, don’t wear khaki trousers and a short-sleeve polo shirt. In recent years,
the casual dress trend has been reversed at many companies, and workplace dress codes have
become more formal.36

QUALITY The quality of our wardrobe also influences the image we project to customers.
A salesperson’s wardrobe should be regarded as an investment, with each item carefully selected
to look and fit well. Susan Bixler says, “If you want respect, you have to dress as well as or bet-
ter than your industry standards.”37

Spending an afternoon with a
customer on the golf course is part
of the relationship strategy of this
salesperson. Many companies
support this approach to building
and maintaining relationships.

Source: Exactostock/Superstock
Royalty Free
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VISUAL INTEGRITY Visual presence must have a certain amount of integrity and consistency.
The images you project are made up of many factors, and lack of attention to important details
can negate your effort to create a good impression. Too much jewelry, a shirt that does not fit
well, or unshined shoes can detract from the professional look you want to project. People
often are extra alert when meeting someone new, and this heightened consciousness makes
every detail count.38

Keep in mind that customer contact often takes place in several settings. The first meeting
with a customer may take place in the office, but the second meeting may be on the golf course.
And the third meeting may take place at a nice restaurant. The clothing you wear in each of these
settings is important.

Effect of Voice Quality on Relationships
As noted previously, every spoken message has a vocal element. What we hear is greatly influenced
by the speaker’s tone of voice, vocal clarity, and verbal expressiveness. On the telephone, voice
quality is even more important because the other person cannot see your facial expressions, hand
gestures, and other body movements. You cannot trade in your current voice for a new one.
However, you can make your voice more pleasing to others. How?

Consider these suggestions:

1. Do not talk too fast or too slowly. Rapid speech often causes customers to become defen-
sive. They raise psychological barriers because a “rapid-fire monologue” is associated with
high-pressure sales methods. Many salespeople could improve their verbal presentation by
talking more slowly. The slower presentation allows others to follow, and it allows the
speaker time to think ahead—to consider the situation and make judgments. Another good
tip is to vary the speed of your speech, leaving spaces between thoughts. Crowding too
many thoughts together may confuse the listener.39

2. Avoid a speech pattern that is dull and colorless. The worst kind of voice has no color and
no feeling. Enthusiasm is a critical element of an effective sales presentation. It also is con-
tagious. Your enthusiasm for the product is transmitted to the customer.

3. Avoid bad speech habits. Kristy Pinand, a youthful-looking 23-year-old, routinely used
“teen speak.” For example, she described a recent promotion as “so cool.” Her supervisor
felt she not only looked young, but she also sounded very young, and this image could
potentially hurt her ability to win the respect of clients. She urged Ms. Pinand to select her
words more carefully. Ms. Pinand heeded the constructive advice and now rehearses her
remarks aloud before she calls a client.40

Some speech habits can make us sound poorly educated and inarticulate. At age 22, Mike
White learned that his east Tennessee accent and colorful backwoods speech patterns created
problems at work. He recognized that his southern drawl was a “turnoff” to some of the image-
conscious people he worked with. One day his sales manager asked him if he had his racquet-
ball equipment with him, and White replied, “Yeah, I brung it.” Fortunately, White’s supervisor
was willing to tactfully correct his grammatical problems and help him communicate with
greater clarity. Today, Mike White is CEO of a successful company and a frequent speaker at
trade shows.41

Effect of Etiquette on Your Relationships
The study of etiquette (sometimes called manner or protocol) reveals a number of ways to
enhance your relationship strategy. Salespeople who possess knowledge of the rules of etiquette
can perform their daily work with greater poise and confidence. Think of etiquette as a universal
passport to positive relationships and respect.

With practice, anyone can develop good etiquette without appearing to be “stiff” and at
the same time win the respect and admiration of others. Space does not permit a complete
review of this topic, but we cover some of the rules of etiquette that are especially important to
salespeople.

1. Avoid the temptation to address a new prospect by first name. In a business setting, too
much familiarity too quickly can cause irritation.
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2. Avoid offensive comments or stories. Never assume that the customer’s value system is the
same as your own. Rough language, off-color stories, or personal views on political issues
can do irreparable damage to your image.

3. Recognize the importance of punctuality. Ann Marie Sabath, owner of a firm that provides
etiquette training for business employees, says “ . . . we teach people that if you’re early,
you’re on time, and if you’re on time, in reality, you’re late.” Showing up late for an
appointment will be viewed as rudeness by most clients.42

4. When you invite a customer to lunch, do not discuss business before the meal is ordered
unless the client initiates the subject. Also, avoid ordering food that is not easily controlled,
such as ribs, chicken, or lobster.

5. When you use voice mail, leave a clear, concise message. Do not speak too fast or mumble
your name and number.

6. Avoid cell phone contempt. Turn off the cell phone ringer anytime you are with a client.
Never put your phone on the table during a meal.

It has been said that good manners make other people feel better. This is true because good
etiquette requires that we place the other person’s comfort ahead of our own. One of the best ways
to develop rapport with a customer is to avoid behavior that might be offensive to that person.

Conversational Strategies That Enhance
Relationships
The foundation for a long-term relationship with the customer is frequently a “get acquainted”
type of conversation that takes place before any discussion of business matters. Within a few
minutes it is possible to reduce the relationship tension that is so common when two people meet
for the first time. This informal visit with the customer provides the salesperson with an opportu-
nity to apply three guidelines for building strong relationships, featured in How to Win Friends
and Influence People, the classic book written by Dale Carnegie.

� Become genuinely interested in other people. Tim Sanders, chief solutions officer at
Yahoo!, says, “How we are perceived as human beings is becoming increasingly important
in the new economy.”43 When you become genuinely interested in the customer, you create
an experience that is long remembered.

� Be a good listener; encourage others to talk about themselves. Stephen Covey, the noted
author and consultant, recommends empathic listening. This requires listening with your
ears, your eyes, and your heart.44 We live in a culture where empathic listening is quite
rare. Interrupting has become all too common as people rush to fill every gap in the
conversation.

SOCIAL  MEDIA  AND SELL ING TODAY

Enhancing Your Relationship Strategy with Social Media
It is likely that your sales contacts and others associated with your
accounts are using social media. This means that their postings will
appear occasionally on Facebook, LinkedIn, and other similar sites.
Most of these online services permit you to be notified by e-mail
when such postings occur. Many entries in most social sites are
frivolous, so a review of every post may be unnecessary. However, it
is wise to monitor these posts carefully enough to detect important
relationship information.

You may wish to make note of many of these postings in your
sales database. A sales contact may mention recent activities such
as events attended, hobbies, or notable experiences. Someone
might make reference to an alma mater or to a friend who is well

known. You can use this kind of information to add value to subse-
quent conversations with the person who posted. The information
may give you a chance to point out interests or friends you have in
common. You may also take note of issues to avoid, such as com-
menting on a recent varsity game your contact’s school may have
lost.

Your own entries on social Web sites can also add value to your
relationship with sales contacts. Usually, you can directly comment
on a sales contact’s post instead of waiting until a subsequent con-
versation. You might comment that you agree with the entry or add
helpful—and positive—information that supports the contact’s
comment.
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� Talk in terms of the other person’s interest. 45 When you are initiating a conversation with
a customer, don’t hesitate to use small talk to get the conversation started. This may
involve current events, business, or sports. Be sure to focus on topics that the customer is
interested in.

The length of this conversation depends on your sense of the prospect’s reaction to your
greeting, how busy the prospect appears to be, and your awareness of topics of mutual interest. In
developing this conversation, the following three areas should be considered.

Comments on Here and Now Observations
Observant salespeople are aware of the things going on around them. These observations can be
as general as unusual developments in the weather or as specific as noticing unique artifacts in
the prospect’s office. These observations often provide the basis for small talk, which can break
the ice and speed up the building of a relationship.

Compliments
When you offer a sincere compliment to your prospect, you are saying, “Something about you is
special.” Most people react positively to compliments because they appeal to the need for self-
esteem. Your admiration should not be expressed, however, in phony superlatives that seem
transparent. Jack Canfield, author of The Success Principles, reminds us that everything we say
to a customer produces an effect: “Know that you are constantly creating something—either pos-
itive or negative—with your words.”46

Search for Mutual Acquaintances or Interests
A frequent mode for establishing rapport with a new prospect is to find friends or interests you
have in common. If you know someone with the same last name as your prospect, it may be
appropriate to ask whether your friend is a relative. Anything you observe in the prospect’s office
or home might suggest an interest that you and your prospect share. A strong bond often devel-
ops between two persons who share the same interest or hobby. Frances Carlisle, an estate plan-
ner in New York, says her love of animals lands her many clients. Some of these clients wish to
include provisions for the care of pets in their estate plans. Sometimes an unusual hobby (such as
sky diving, mountain climbing, or auto racing) is the perfect way to stand out and cultivate rela-
tionships with clients.47

Ken Viselman, chairman of Itsy
Bitsy Entertainment in New York,
provides salespeople with many
artifacts to talk about in his office.
He states that “behind every object
in [my] office is a story and a bit
of my life.” These items include an
18th century armoire, a crowded
shelf of toys, and a Picasso
lithograph, to name only a few.

Source: arnoldadler.com
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Strategies for Self-Improvement
Orson Welles, one of the most highly respected actors in this country, once said, “Every actor
is very busy getting better or getting worse.” To a large extent, salespeople are also “very busy
getting better or getting worse.” To improve, salespeople must develop an ongoing program for
self-improvement (see Chapter 16). It is important to keep in mind that all improvement is
self-initiated. Each of us controls the switch that allows personal growth and development to
take place.

At the beginning of this chapter, we introduced the concept of emotional intelligence. We
noted that this form of intelligence can be increased with the aid of self-development activi-
ties. Would you like to develop a more positive self-image? Improve your ability to develop
win-win relationships? Develop effective nonverbal communication skills? Improve your
speaking voice? These relationship-building strategies can be achieved if you are willing to
follow these steps:

Step one: Set goals. The goal-setting process begins with a clear, written statement that
describes what you want to accomplish. If your goal is too general or vague, progress toward
achieving that goal is difficult to observe. Next, you must identify the steps you will take to
achieve your goal. Perseverance is the key to goal achievement.

Step two: Use visualization. To visualize means to form a mental image of something. The
power to visualize (sometimes called guided imagery) is in a very real sense the power to
create. If you really want to succeed at something, picture yourself doing it successfully. For
example, spend time developing mental pictures of successful sales presentations or visual-
ize yourself as one of the top salespeople in your organization. Once you have formed a
clear mental picture of what you want to accomplish, identify the steps needed to get there
and then mentally rehearse them. The visualization process needs to be repeated over and
over again.48

Step three: Use positive self-talk. People with a strong inner critic will receive frequent nega-
tive messages that can erode their self-esteem. It helps to refute and reject those negative
messages with positive self-talk. Self-talk takes place silently in the privacy of your mind. It
is the series of personal conversations you have with yourself almost continually throughout
the day. Just like statements from other people, your self-talk can dramatically affect your
behavior and self-esteem.49

Step four: Reward your progress. When you see yourself making progress toward a goal, or
achieving a goal, reward yourself. This type of reinforcement is vital when you are trying to
change a behavior. There is nothing wrong with taking pride in your accomplishments.

Self-improvement efforts can result in new abilities or powers, and they give us the motiva-
tion to utilize more fully the talents we already have. As a result, our potential for success is
greater.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Adding Value with the CARE Model
Andrew Gallan, a district sales manager for Abbott Laboratories,
supervises a group of sales representatives who call on busy physi-
cians. From many years of experience, he has discovered that what
matters most to these customers is caring for them and their needs.
He uses the acronym CARE to remind his sales representatives of
behaviors that build long-term relationships.

Customize—Every customer is unique and requires a custom-
tailored selling effort.
Appreciate—Expressing sincere appreciation is an important
strategy for building a relationship with the customer.

Respond—The sales presentation should match product
features with benefits to the patient base and the physician’s
practice.
Execute—Always follow through on your commitment to
provide a valued service to your customers.

Those who adopt the CARE model are more likely to become
trusted, respected, and invaluable partners to their customers.c
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CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Explain the importance of developing a relationship strategy
The manner in which salespeople establish, build, and maintain relationships is a major key to
success in personal selling. The key relationships in selling include management personnel,
company support staff, secondary decision makers, and customers.

The concept of partnering is revisited and discussed in detail. Partnering emphasizes build-
ing a strong relationship during every aspect of the sale and working hard to maintain a quality
relationship with the customer after the sale. Partnerships can be strengthened when salespeople
use value-added relationship strategies.

Discuss how thought processes can enhance your relationship strategy
An understanding of the psychology of human behavior provides a foundation for developing
relationship strategies. In this chapter we discuss the link between self-concept and success in
selling. Self-imposed fears can prevent salespeople from achieving success. The relationship
strategy is built on the win-win philosophy, empathy and ego drive, and character and integrity.

Identify and describe the major nonverbal factors that shape our sales image
We describe several factors that influence the image we project to customers. The image others
have of us is shaped to a great extent by nonverbal communication. We may choose the right
words to persuade a customer to place an order, but aversive factors communicated by our cloth-
ing, handshake, facial expression, voice quality, and etiquette miscues may prejudice the cus-
tomer against us and our product or service.

Describe conversational strategies that help us establish relationships
The various conversational strategies that enhance relationships are reviewed. These include
comments on here and now observations, compliments, and the search for mutual acquaintances.
Dale Carnegie’s guidelines for building strong relationships are discussed.

Explain how to establish a self-improvement plan based on personal
development strategies
We discussed the importance of adopting strategies for self-improvement. A four-step, self-
improvement plan is the key to relationship building.

Key Terms

Emotional intelligence
Empathizer
Self-concept
Ego drive

Character
Integrity
Nonverbal messages
Unconscious expectations

Business casual
Visualize
Self-talk

Review Questions

1. List the three prescriptions that serve as the foundation for development of a relationship
strategy.

2. How important are establishing, building, and maintaining relationships in the selling
process? List the four groups of people with whom sales personnel must be able to work
effectively.

3. Why is partnering described as the highest-quality selling relationship? Why has the build-
ing of partnerships become more important today?
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4. Defend the statement, “Successful relationships depend on a positive self-image.”
5. Describe the win-win approach to selling.
6. How is our self-image formed? Why is a positive self-image so important in personal

selling?
7. Describe the meaning of the term emotional intelligence.
8. Identify three conversational methods that can be used to establish relationships.
9. Describe the meaning of nonverbal messages. Why should salespeople be concerned about

these messages?
10. List and describe each step in the four-step self-improvement plan.

Application Exercises

1. Select four salespeople you know and ask them if they have a relationship strategy for
working with customers, management personnel, secondary decision makers, and com-
pany support staff. Ask each salesperson to give you two or three specific examples of
steps they have taken to build and maintain a positive relationship with their customers.

2. The partnering style of selling is emphasized throughout the book. To gain more insight
into the popularity of this concept, use one of your Internet search engines to key in the
words “partnering + selling.” Notice the large number of documents related to this query.
Click on and examine several of these documents to learn more about this approach 
to selling.

3. Complete the following etiquette quiz. Your instructor will provide you with answers so
you can check your responses.

a. On what side should you wear your name tag?
b. Is it appropriate to drink beer from a bottle at a reception?
c. When introducing a female salesperson to a male prospect, whose name should be

spoken first?
d. At the table, when should you place your napkin in your lap?
e. Is it ever proper to comb, smooth, or touch your hair while seated at a restaurant

table?
4. In October, people of the Hindu religion celebrate Diwali, the festival of lights. The festi-

val of lights is one of the most important and most beautiful Indian festivals. Rick Saulle, a
pharmaceutical sales representative employed by Pfizer, knew that one of the most impor-
tant physicians he called on was Indian and would celebrate Diwali. He also knew that it is
commonplace to provide sweets to Indians who celebrate Diwali. Saulle visited an Indian
grocery store and purchased a plate of Indian sweets to celebrate Diwali. When he pre-
sented the sweets to the physician, the response was very positive. The doctor grabbed
Saulle’s hand, shook it forcefully, and sincerely thanked him for honoring this important
holiday.50

As a nation, we serve as host to a kaleidoscope of the world’s cultures, and the trend
toward greater diversity will accelerate in the years ahead. Reflect on the gift given by Mr.
Saulle and then answer these questions.

a. Is it appropriate for a salesperson to give a gift to someone who is celebrating a reli-
gious holiday?

b. In addition to giving a gift, what are some other ways to recognize a religious festival
or holiday?

c. List and describe three religious holidays or festivals celebrated by denominations
other than Christian.

5. Move quickly through the following list of traits. Use a check mark beside those that fit
your self-image. Use an X to mark those that do not fit. If you are unsure, indicate with a
question mark.

___________ I like myself. ___________ I trust myself.
___________ People trust me. ___________ I often do the wrong thing.
___________ I usually say the right thing. ___________ People avoid me.
___________ I dislike myself. ___________ I enjoy work.
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___________ I waste time. ___________ I control myself.
___________ I put up a good front. ___________ I enjoy nature.
___________ I use my talents. ___________ I am dependent on others for

ideas.
___________ I feel hemmed in. ___________ I am involved in solving 

community problems.
___________ I use time well. ___________ I do not use my talents fully.
___________ I enjoy people. ___________ I do not like myself.
___________ I usually say the wrong ___________ I do not like to be around 

thing. people.
___________ I am discouraged about life. ___________ People like to be around me.
___________ I have not developed 

my talents.

Now look at the pattern of your self-assessment.
a. Is there a pattern?
b. Is there a winner or loser pattern?
c. What traits would you like to change? (List them.)
d. Pick the trait you would like to change the most and prepare a plan to achieve this

change. Your plan should include specific goal statements.
6. It is pointed out in this chapter that clothing communicates strong messages. In this exer-

cise you become more aware of whether or not your clothes communicate the messages
you want them to communicate.

a. Make a chart like the one that follows:

ITEM OF CLOTHING
BEING ANALYZED

WHAT I WANT MY CLOTHES 
TO SAY ABOUT ME TO OTHERS

WHAT OTHERS THINK
MY CLOTHING SAYS

b. In the first column, list the clothing you are now wearing, for example, dress slacks,
dress shoes, and sweater; athletic shoes, jeans, and t-shirt; or suit, tie, and dress
shoes.

c. In the middle column, describe the message you would like the clothes you have cho-
sen to say. For example, “I want to be comfortable,” “I want people to trust me,” or
“I want people to take me seriously.”

d. Have somebody else fill in the third column by describing what your clothes do say
about you.

e. Compare the two columns. Do your clothes communicate what you want them to?
Do the same exercise for social dress, casual dress, business attire, and hairstyle.

Note: If you are currently employed, analyze the clothing you wear at work.

Role-Play Exercise

This is a two-part role-play exercise. Part one involves preparation for a sales call on
a new prospect whom you have not met previously. The primary objective of this
meeting is to get acquainted with the prospect and begin the process of building a
long-term relationship. You anticipate that this prospect will become a very good
customer. Review the text material on thought processes that will enhance your
relationship strategy, nonverbal strategies that add value to your relationships, and

conversational strategies that enhance relationships. Prepare a written outline of what you plan to
say and do during the first 5 to 10 minutes of the meeting. Think of this outline as your “strate-
gic plan.”

Part two involves a role-play with a class member who will play the role of the prospect.
Throughout the role-play, try to say and do everything that was part of your plan. At the end of the
role-play, give your strategic plan outline to the prospect and request feedback on your performance.
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CRM Application Exercise
Preparing Written Customer Communications with CRM

This Salesforce.com application demonstrates how customer relationship manage-
ment (CRM) programs are designed to be used by busy salespeople without requir-
ing extensive typing skills. Choices may be entered by simple key combinations or
by using the mouse to select a menu item, link, or icon. Finding a contact is as easy

as clicking in the Search field at the top of the any Salesforce.com screen, typing the name, in
this case, “Brad Able,” and selecting from the type-ahead list or clicking the “Search” button.
Experience with Salesforce.com will show you many ways to find a record.

Your search will display contact information about Brad Able. Before communicating with
a contact, it can sometimes be helpful to review the notes from previous conversations with the
customer. For example, scroll down the page, find the section labeled “Activity History,” and
click on the “View All” button to see the Brad Able notes taken by Pat Silva.

In the first meeting, it is recorded that he prefers to be called “Brad.”
Under the Activity History section, you can send e-mails as well. Click on the “Send An

Email” button, and a Task screen will display.

Click the “Select Template” button,

And choose “Confirm Appointment” from the displayed list.

This automatically fills in the e-mail subject line and displays Brad Able’s contact information
along with the formal salutation “Dear Mr. Able,”. Since Brad prefers informality, change the
salutation to “Dear Brad,”. Also change the month and day to coincide with the following
Monday on your calendar.

Once you have made your changes, you may send the e-mail. First find out whether a copy
is to be sent to your instructor. You should send a copy to your own e-mail address to see how the
e-mail appears. When ready, click the Send button at the top of the screen.

Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem

The commercial real estate services industry is highly competitive. CBRE, the firm
featured at the beginning of this chapter, offers a wide variety of services such as
industrial and logistical services, real estate consulting, investment properties
services, and global corporate services. When clients want to find an office space,

they hold their realtor to high standards. After all, the term of a lease contract is a long-term one,
and the stakes are high. CBRE salespeople understand the magnitude and trend of the commercial
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real estate market. They know that the customers are eager to partner with someone who can be
trusted to look after their best interests.

When new salespeople join the CBRE sales force, they usually work under a senior broker.
The mentor helps these recruits form a professional image that appeals to the type of clientele
served by the company. In the end, there is a direct link between the image projected by the
salespeople and the success of the company. CBRE also adopts a team-based selling approach
to ensure that the client is in good hands as the relationship between CBRE and the client devel-
ops. Susana Rosas, an experienced broker in CBRE’s Houston office, believes that working
under a mentor to learn how to process a deal with a relationship orientation is invaluable. That
mentality is part of CBRE’s culture and success. Susana works closely with her team members
through several stages of the relationship with CBRE clients, from prospecting to postsales
follow-up. When working with new recruits and her team members, she emphasizes the follow-
ing points:

� Customers notice even the little details, such as the firmness of a handshake or a proper
introduction.

� Salespeople at CBRE must be able to build rapport with a variety of personality types.
Some customers are quiet, reserved, and somewhat guarded when expressing their views.
Others are more impulsive and express their views openly. Salespeople are encouraged to
alter their communication style to increase the comfort level of the customer. Susana
believes that it is always important for a salesperson to gauge how his or her communication
style impacts the prospect. A positive attitude is another important aspect of the relationship-
building process at CBRE.

� Susana is a strong believer that salespeople should find out what customers value. Most of
the time, a salesperson must come up with innovative solutions to seemingly irreconcilable
needs, such as the need to have a large space to accommodate cyclical ups and downs of
the customer’s industry and the need for efficiency. What is the most important aspect of
commercial real estate sales? Most customers do not open up and share important informa-
tion until they trust the salesperson. (See the vignette on page 50, and Reality Selling
Today Video Role-Play 2 in Appendix 1 on page 391 for more information.)

Questions
1. Does it appear that the CBRE salesperson supports the three prescriptions that serve as a

foundation of the relationship strategy? (See the Strategic/Consultative Selling Model in
Figure 3.1.) Explain your answer.

2. Why should real estate salespeople spend time developing a relationship strategy? What
might be some long-term benefits of this strategy?

3. Is it ever appropriate to touch your client other than with a handshake? Explain your
answer.

4. How differently would you behave when dealing with a return client versus a new client?
5. What are some precautions to take when preparing a meeting with a foreign-born

prospect?
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Adaptive Selling Today Training Video Series

Communication Styles—A Key to Adaptive Selling

Communication—or behavior—styles, as they are sometimes called, have been

described as one of the most popular training programs in sales and management.

In this two-part Adaptive Selling Today Training Video, you’ll meet Lana, a senior salesperson.

While working with Ron, one of her top customers; Sandra, her sales team member; and

Raymond, her marketing manager, she shares what she has learned about building selling

relationships with communication styles. We will learn how Lana and her team take a “No, this

won’t work” response from Ron and, with the adaptive selling “Platinum Rule,” attempt to build a

mutually rewarding relationship.

Every year publications such as BusinessWeek, Fortune, and Fast Company feature profiles

of well-known business leaders. These articles often focus on the communication styles of the

executives who provide leadership in companies across America. Who can forget Al “Chainsaw”

Dunlap, who was described as aggressive, frank, opinionated, and impatient? He earned his

nickname by ordering huge layoffs when he was the CEO responsible for restructuring compa-

nies such as Scott Paper and Sunbeam Corporation. Deborah Hopkins earned the nickname

“Hurricane Debby” for the way she conducted business while holding leadership positions at

Unisys, GM Europe, Boeing, and Lucent Technologies. Her demanding, ambitious, and some-

times emotional style occasionally created personality clashes. By contrast, Bill Gates is

described as a quiet, reflective person who often seems preoccupied with other matters. And

then there is Jeff Bezos, the founder and CEO of Amazon.com, who is often described as the

happy extrovert. He seems to enjoy being with other people and often displays spontaneous,

uninhibited behavior.1

We form impressions of people by observing their behavior. The thoughts, feelings, and

actions that characterize someone are generally viewed as their personality.2

Communication style is an important aspect of our personality. �



Communication Styles—An Introduction 
to Adaptive Selling
Almost everyone has had the pleasant experience of meeting someone for the first time and
developing an instant mutual rapport. There seems to be a quality about some people that makes
you like them instantaneously—a basis for a mutual understanding that is difficult to explain. On
the other hand, we can all recall meeting people who “turn us off” almost immediately. Why
does this happen during the initial contact?

The impressions that others form about us are based on what they observe us saying and
doing. They have no way of knowing our innermost thoughts and feelings, so they make deci-
sions about us based on what they see and hear.3 The patterns of behavior that others observe can
be called communication style. Behavior styles and social styles are additional terms frequently
used to describe these patterns of behavior.

Adaptive selling, introduced in Chapter 1, is defined as altering sales behaviors in order to
improve communication with the customer. It relates to a salesperson’s ability to collect informa-
tion regarding the customer’s needs and responding appropriately. Adaptive selling frequently
requires complex behavioral adjustments.4 Adjusting one’s communication style in order to fit
individual customer needs and preferences is an important element of adaptive selling.

Communication-Style Bias
Bias in various forms is quite common in our society. In fact, local, state, and national govern-
ments have passed many laws to curb blatant forms of racial, age, and sex bias. We also observe
some degree of regional bias when people from various parts of the country meet.

The most frequently occurring form of bias is not commonly understood in our society.
What has been labeled communication-style bias is a state of mind that almost every one of
us experiences from time to time, but we usually find it difficult to explain the symptoms.
Communication-style bias can develop when we have contact with another person whose
communication style is different from our own. For example, a purchasing agent was over-
heard saying, “I do not know what it is, but I just do not like that sales representative.” The
agent was no doubt experiencing communication-style bias but could not easily describe the
feeling.

Your communication style is the “you” that is on display every day—the outer pattern of
behavior that others see. If your style is very different from the other person’s, it may be difficult

We form impressions of others by
observing their behavior. Jeff
Bezos, founder of Amazon.com, is
often described as the happy
extrovert who frequently displays
spontaneous, uninhibited laughter.
By contrast, Microsoft’s Bill Gates
is described as a quiet, reflective
person who often seems
preoccupied with other matters.

Source: Stan Honda/Agence France
Presse/Getty Images
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for the two of you to develop a rapport. All of us have had the experience of saying or doing
something that was perfectly acceptable to a friend or coworker and being surprised when the
same behavior irritated someone else. However, aside from admitting that this happens, most of
us are unable to draw meaningful conclusions from these experiences to help us perform more
effectively with people in the future.5

In recent years, thousands of sales professionals have learned to manage their selling rela-
tionships more effectively through the study of communication styles. Books, such as I’m Stuck,
You’re Stuck by Tom Ritchey, People Styles at Work by Robert Bolton and Dorothy Grover
Bolton, and The Versatile Salesperson by Roger Wenschlag, serve as good references. Many
training companies offer seminars that provide enrollees with a practical understanding of
communication-style theory and practice. Wilson Learning (www.wilsonlearning.com) offers a
program titled “The Versatile Salesperson.” This program helps salespeople develop the interper-
sonal skills necessary to work effectively with customers whose communication style is different
from their own. More than seven million people worldwide have completed Wilson Learning
programs that focus on communication styles.6

Communication-Style Principles
The theory of behavioral- or communication-style bias is based on a number of underlying
principles. A review of these principles can be beneficial before we examine specific styles.

1. Individual differences exist and are important. It is quite obvious that we all differ in terms
of physical characteristics such as height, shoe size, facial features, and body build, but the
most interesting differences are those patterns of behavior that are unique to each of us.
Voice patterns, eye movement, facial expression, and posture are some of the components
of our communication style. Additional characteristics are discussed later in this chapter.
Research by the Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Jung and others has helped us understand the
importance of individual differences.

2. A communication style is a way of thinking and behaving. It is not an ability but, instead, a
preferred way of using abilities one has. This distinction is very important. An ability
refers to how well someone can do something. A style refers to how someone likes to do
something.7

3. Individual style differences tend to be stable. Our communication style is based on a com-
bination of hereditary and environmental factors. Our style is somewhat original at the time
of birth; it takes on additional individuality during the first three to five years of life. By the
time we enter elementary school, the teacher should be able to identify our preferred com-
munication style. Although an individual’s communication style tends to remain fairly con-
stant throughout life, adapting to different communication counterparts or the ability to
“flex” can be enhanced.

4. There is a finite number of styles. Most people display one of several clusters of similar
behaviors, and this allows us to identify a small number of behavioral categories. By com-
bining a series of descriptors, we can develop a single “label” that describes a person’s
most preferred communication style.

5. To create the most productive relationships, it is necessary to get in sync with the
communication style of the people you work with.8 Differences between people can be a
source of friction unless you develop the ability to recognize and respond to the other
person’s style.

The ability to identify another person’s communication style, and to know how and when to
adapt your own preferred style to it, can afford you a crucial advantage in dealing with people.
Differences between people can be a source of friction. The ability to “speak the other person’s
language” is an important relationship management skill.9

Improving Your Relationship Selling Skills
Anyone who is considering a career in selling can benefit greatly from the study of commu-
nication styles. These concepts provide a practical method of classifying people according
to communication styles and give the salesperson a distinct advantage in the marketplace.

www.wilsonlearning.com
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A salesperson who understands communication-style classification methods and learns how
to adapt them can avoid common mistakes that threaten interpersonal relations with cus-
tomers. Awareness of these methods greatly reduces the possibility of tension arising during
the sales call.

The first major goal of this chapter is to help you better understand your own most preferred
communication style. The second goal is to help you develop greater understanding and appreci-
ation for styles that are different from your own. The third goal is to help you manage your sell-
ing relationships more effectively by learning to adapt your style to fit the communication style
of the customer. This practice is called “style flexing.”

Group sales presentations can be
very challenging because in most
cases you are attempting to adapt
to several different communication
styles.

Source: Andresr/Shutterstock

Mark Cuban, owner of the NBA Dallas Mavericks.

Source: Marty Ellis/Shutterstock

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Personal Selling Fills the Seats
Mark Cuban, owner of the NBA Dallas Mavericks, has been
described as “probably the most involved owner in day-to-day
activities that the pro basketball league has ever seen.” When he
bought the team, it had not been in the playoffs for 10 years. His
mission, of course, was not only to improve the team’s on-court
performance but also to dramatically increase its revenue from
season ticket sales and sponsorships. Within one week, he added
30 new salespeople to the team’s 5-member sales force. Cuban
says, “I think the key to any business is to be able to connect with
customers and prove to them that you can give better value than
the next guy. We take things into our own hands by selling and
talking directly to customers.” In one year, paid attendance
increased 60 percent, season ticket sales increased 25 percent,
sponsorship revenue increased 30 percent, and the Mavericks
made the playoffs.a Mark Cuban put his emotive communication
style “on stage” with his recent appearance on the Dancing with
the Stars television program.
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Communication-Style Model
This section introduces you to the four basic communication styles. One of these will surface as
your most preferred style. The communication-style model that defines these styles is based on
two important dimensions of human behavior: dominance and sociability. We look at the domi-
nance continuum first.

Dominance Continuum
Dominance can be defined as the tendency to control or prevail over others.10 Dominant people
tend to be quite competitive. They also tend to offer opinions readily and to be decisive, opin-
ioned, self-assertive, and vocal. Each of us falls somewhere on the dominance continuum, which
is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

A person classified as being high in dominance is generally a “take charge” type of person
who makes his or her position clear to others. A person classified as being low in dominance is
usually more reserved, unassertive, and easygoing. Dominance has been recognized as a univer-
sal behavioral characteristic. David W. Johnson developed the Interpersonal Pattern Exercise to
help people achieve greater interpersonal effectiveness. He believes that people fall into two
dominance categories:

1. Lower dominance. These people have a tendency to be quite cooperative and let others
control things. They tend to be lower in assertiveness.

2. Higher dominance. These people tend to like to control things and frequently initiate
demands. They are more aggressive in dealing with others.11

The first step in determining your most preferred communication style is to identify where you
fall on the dominance continuum. Do you tend to rank low or high on this scale? To answer this
question, complete the Dominance Indicator form in Table 4.1. Rate yourself on each scale
by placing a check mark on the continuum at the point that represents how you perceive yourself.

High Low Hi

FIGURE 4.1
The first step in determining your
most preferred communication
style is to identify where you are
on the dominance continuum.

TABLE 4.1 Dominance Indicator
Rate yourself on each scale by placing a check mark on the continuum at the point 
that represents how you perceive yourself.

I PERCEIVE MYSELF AS SOMEWHAT

Cooperative Competitive

Submissive Authoritarian

Accommodating Domineering

Hesitant Decisive

Reserved Outgoing

Compromising Insistent

Cautious Risk taking

Patient Hurried

Complacent Influential

Quiet Talkative

Shy Bold

Supportive Demanding

Relaxed Tense

Restrained Assertive
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If most of your check marks fall to the right of center, you are someone who is higher in domi-
nance. If most of your check marks fall to the left of center, you are someone who is lower in
dominance. Is there any best place to be on the dominance continuum? The answer is no.
Successful salespeople can be found at all points along the continuum.

Sociability Continuum
Sociability reflects the amount of control we exert over our emotional expressiveness.12

Individuals who are higher in sociability tend to express their feelings freely, while people who
are low in this dimension tend to control their feelings. Each of us falls somewhere on the socia-
bility continuum, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Sociability is also a universal behavioral characteristic. It can be defined as the tendency to
seek and enjoy interaction with others. Therefore, high sociability is an indication of a person’s
preference to interact with other people. Lower sociability is an indicator of a person’s desire to
work in an environment where the person has more time alone instead of having to make conver-
sation with others. The person who is classified as being lower in the area of sociability is more
reserved and formal in social relationships.

The second step in determining your most preferred communication style is to identify
where you fall on the sociability continuum. To answer this question, complete the
Sociability Indicator form shown in Table 4.2. Rate yourself on each scale by placing a check
mark on the continuum at the point that represents how you perceive yourself. If most of your
check marks fall to the right of center, you are someone who is higher in sociability. If most
of your check marks fall to the left of center, you are someone who is lower in sociability.
Keep in mind that there is no best place to be. Successful salespeople can be found at all
points along this continuum.

As you reflect on your dominance and sociability ratings, keep in mind that self-ratings can
be misleading. Many people do not see themselves in the same way that others see them. Friends
and coworkers who frequently observe your behaviors may be in a better position to identify
your communication style.

With the aid of the dominance and sociability continuums, we are now prepared to discuss a
relatively simple communication-style classification plan that has practical application in the
field of selling. We describe the four basic styles: Emotive, Directive, Reflective, and Supportive.

Four Styles of Communication
By combining these two dimensions of human behavior, dominance and sociability, we
can form a partial outline of the communication-style model (Figure 4.3). Dominance is

High 

Low Low

g

FIGURE 4.2
The second step in determining
your most preferred
communication style is to identify
where you are on the sociability
continuum.

TABLE 4.2 Sociability Indicator
Rate yourself on each scale by placing a check mark on the continuum at the point 
that represents how you perceive yourself.

I PERCEIVE MYSELF AS SOMEWHAT

Disciplined Easygoing

Controlled Expressive

Serious Lighthearted

Methodical Unstructured

Calculating Spontaneous

Guarded Open

Stalwart Humorous

Aloof Friendly

Formal Casual

Reserved Attention seeking

Cautious Carefree

Conforming Unconventional

Reticent Dramatic

Restrained Impulsive
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represented by the horizontal axis, and sociability is represented by the vertical axis. Once
the two dimensions of human behavior are combined, the framework for communication-
style classification is established.

EMOTIVE STYLE The upper-right quadrant of Figure 4.4 defines a style that combines higher
sociability and higher dominance. We call this the Emotive style. Emotive people like Al Roker
and Jay Leno usually stand out in a crowd. They are expressive and willing to spend time

High
sociability

Low
sociability

High
dominance

Low
dominance

FIGURE 4.3
When the dominance and
sociability dimensions of human
behavior are combined, the
framework for communication-
style classification is established.

High
dominance

Emotive

Low
dominance

High
sociability

Low
sociability

FIGURE 4.4
The Emotive style combines high
sociability and high dominance.
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maintaining and enjoying a large number of relationships.13 Oprah Winfrey, the well-known
television personality, and talk show host David Letterman provide excellent models of the
Emotive communication style. Rosie O’Donnell provides still another example. They are out-
spoken, enthusiastic, and stimulating. Robin Williams, the popular actor, and Richard Branson,
the founder of Virgin Atlantic Airways, also project the Emotive communication style. The
Emotive person wants to create a social relationship quickly and usually feels more comfortable
in an informal atmosphere. Some of the verbal and nonverbal clues that identify the Emotive
person follow:

1. Appears quite active. This person gives the appearance of being
busy. A person who combines higher dominance and higher socia-
bility often displays spontaneous, uninhibited behavior. The Emotive
person is likely to express feelings with vigorous movements of the
hands and a rapid speech pattern.

2. Takes the social initiative in most cases. Emotives tend to be extroverts.
When two people meet for the first time, the Emotive person is more
apt to initiate and maintain the conversation as well as to initiate the
handshake. Emotives rate higher in both directness and openness.

3. Likes to encourage informality. The Emotive person moves to a
“first name” basis as soon as possible (too soon, in some cases).
Even the way this person sits in a chair communicates a preference
for a relaxed, informal social setting.

4. Expresses emotional opinions. Emotive people generally do not
hide their feelings. They often express opinions dramatically and
impulsively.

Key Words for the Emotive Style

Sociable Emotional Personable

Spontaneous Unstructured Persuasive

Zestful Excitable Dynamic

Stimulating

DIRECTIVE STYLE The lower-right quadrant defines a style that combines
higher dominance and lower sociability. We will call this the Directive
style (Figure 4.5).

Emotive people like Oprah
Winfrey and Robin Williams are
stimulating, excitable and
spontaneous. Emotives generally
do not hide their feelings and often
express opinions dramatically and
impulsively.

Source: George Burns/Newscom

People who display the Directive
style, such as John McCain and
Hillary Clinton, like to take charge
and maintain control. People who
display the Directive style are
generally viewed as determined,
bold, and serious.

Source: Jose Gil/Shutterstock
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Directive

High
dominance

Emotive

Low
dominance

High
sociability

Low
sociability

FIGURE 4.5
The Directive style combines high
dominance and low sociability.

To understand the nature of people who display the Directive communication style, picture
in your mind’s eye the director of a Hollywood film. The person you see is giving orders in a firm
voice and is generally in charge of every facet of the operation. Everyone on the set knows this
person is in charge. Although the common stereotyped image of the Hollywood film director is
probably exaggerated, this example is helpful as you attempt to become familiar with the
Directive style.

Martha Stewart (television personality), Senator and Republican Presidential Nominee John
McCain, and former Vice President Dick Cheney project the Directive style. These people have
been described as frank, demanding, assertive, and determined.

In the field of selling, you will encounter a number of customers who are Directives. How
can you identify these people? What verbal and nonverbal cues can we observe? A few of the
behaviors displayed by Directives follow:

1. Appears to be quite busy. The Directive generally does not like to waste time and wants
to get right to the point. Judy Sheindlin of the Judge Judy television show displays this
behavior.

2. May give the impression of not listening. In most cases the Directive feels more comfort-
able talking than listening.

3. Displays a serious attitude. A person who is lower in sociability usually communicates a
lack of warmth and is apt to be quite businesslike and impersonal. Mike Wallace, former star
of the popular 60 Minutes television show, seldom smiles or displays warmth.

4. Likes to maintain control. The person who is higher on the Dominance continuum likes to
maintain control. During meetings the Directive often seeks to control the agenda.14

Key Words for the Directive Style

Aggressive Serious Opinionated

Intense Determined Impatient

Demanding Frank Bold

Pushy
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REFLECTIVE STYLE The lower-left quadrant of the communication-style model features a combi-
nation of lower dominance and lower sociability (Figure 4.6). People who regularly display this
behavior are classified as having the Reflective style.

The Reflective person tends to examine all the facts carefully before arriving at a decision.
Like a cautious scientist, this individual wants to gather all available information and weigh it
carefully before taking a position. The Reflective type is usually a stickler for detail.15 The late
physicist Albert Einstein fits the description. Dr. Joyce Brothers (psychologist), former U.S.
President Jimmy Carter, and Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben Bernanke also display the
characteristics of the Reflective type.

BusinessWeek identifies Steven
Reinemund, CEO, and Indra
Nooyi, president of PepsiCo, as
the “odd couple.” Indra (born and
raised in India) is a free-spirited
strategist while Steven is a 
spit-and-polish detail man.
Individuals with different
communication styles can work
well together if they possess
communication-style flexibility.

Source: John Abbott Photography

High
sociability

Low
sociability

High
dominance

Low
dominance

Emotive

DirectiveReflective

FIGURE 4.6
The Reflective style combines low
dominance and low sociability.
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The Reflective communication style com-
bines lower dominance and lower sociability;
therefore, people with this classification tend
to be reserved and cautious. Some additional
behaviors that characterize this style follow:

1. Controls emotional expression. Reflective
people tend to curb emotional expression
and are less likely to display warmth
openly. Bill Gates displays this 
personality trait.

2. Displays a preference for orderliness.
The Reflective person enjoys a highly
structured environment and generally
feels frustration when confronted with
unexpected events.

3. Tends to express measured 
opinions. The Reflective individual
usually does not express dramatic
opinions. This communication style 
is characterized by disciplined,
businesslike actions.

4. Seems difficult to get to know. The Reflective person tends to be somewhat formal in social
relationships and therefore can be viewed as aloof by many people.

In a selling situation, the Reflective customer does not want to move too fast. This person
wants the facts presented in an orderly and unemotional manner and does not want to waste a lot
of time socializing.

Federal Reserve Board Chairman
Ben Bernanke and former U.S.
President Jimmy Carter display
the Reflective style. Persons with
the Reflective style are often
observed as precise, industrious,
and deliberate.

Source: Nir Levy/Shutterstock 

Key Words for the Reflective Style

Precise Aloof Serious

Deliberate Scientific Industrious

Questioning Preoccupied Stuffy

Disciplined

SUPPORTIVE STYLE The upper-left quadrant shows a combination of lower dominance and
higher sociability (Figure 4.7). This communication style is called the Supportive style because

these people find it easy to listen and usually do not
express their views in a forceful manner. Former U.S.
President Gerald Ford and the late Princess Diana,
and entertainers Meryl Streep, Kevin Costner, Paul
Simon, and Julia Roberts display the characteristics
of the Supportive style.

Low visibility generally characterizes the lifestyle
of Supportive people. They complete their tasks in a
quiet, unassuming manner and seldom draw attention
to what they have accomplished. In terms of assertive-
ness, persons with the Supportive style rank quite
low. Someone who ranks higher on the dominance
continuum might view the Supportive individual as
being too easygoing. Other behaviors that commonly
characterize the Supportive person follow:

1. Gives the appearance of being quiet and
reserved. People with the Supportive communi-
cation style can easily display their feelings, but
not in the assertive manner common to the
Emotive individual.

Julia Roberts and the late Princess
Diana display the Supportive style.
Persons with the Supportive style
are generally observed as warm,
patient, and easygoing.

Source: Trinity Mirror/Mirrorpix/
Alamy
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2. Listens attentively to other people. In selling, good listening skills can be a real asset. This
talent comes naturally to the Supportive person.

3. Tends to avoid the use of power. Whereas the Directive person may rely on power to
accomplish tasks, the Supportive person is more likely to rely on friendly persuasion.

4. Makes decisions in a thoughtful and deliberate manner. The Supportive person usually
takes longer to make a decision.

Popularity of the Four-Style Model
We are endlessly fascinated by ourselves, and this helps explain the growing popularity of the
four-style model presented in this chapter. To satisfy this insatiable appetite for information,
many training and development companies offer training programs that present the four social or
communication styles. Figure 4.8 features the approximate equivalents of the four styles pre-
sented in this chapter. Although four-style programs were initially created and marketed in the
United States, they have become a global phenomenon, according to the staff at Wilson
Learning.16 Inscape Publishing, the company that developed the DiSC learning instrument more
than three decades ago, reports that more than 40 million people worldwide have completed
DiSC workshops.17

Determining Your Communication Style
You now have enough information to identify your own communication style. If your location on
the dominance continuum is right of center and your position on the sociability continuum is
below the center mark, you fall into the Directive quadrant. If your location on the dominance
continuum is left of center and your position on the sociability continuum is above the center
mark, then your most preferred style is Supportive. Likewise, lower dominance matched with
lower sociability forms the Reflective communication style, and higher dominance matched with
higher sociability forms the Emotive style.

High
sociability

Low
sociability

High
dominance

Low
dominance

Supportive Emotive

DirectiveReflective

FIGURE 4.7
The Supportive style combines
low dominance and high
sociability.

Key Words for the Supportive Style

Lighthearted Docile Relaxed

Reserved Patient Compliant

Passive Sensitive Softhearted

Warm
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AN ONLINE ASSESSMENT OF YOUR COMMUNICATION
STYLE You can gain further insight into your commu-
nication style by accessing the www.pearsonhighered.
com/manning Web site and clicking on the On-Line
Assessment of Your Communication Style link. After
completing the assessment, you will be supplied with
a profile indicating your most preferred communica-
tion style. You will also be presented with a profile of
your secondary style. See Application Exercises 1, 2, 3,
and 4 on pages 89–90 for more details on using this
online assessment tool.

Of course, all of us display some characteristics
of the Emotive, Directive, Reflective, and Supportive
styles. However, one of the four styles is usually
predominant and readily detectable.18 This is your
preferred style.

Some people who study the communication-style
model for the first time may initially experience feel-
ings of frustration. They find it hard to believe that
one’s behavioral style tends to remain quite uniform
throughout life. People often say, “I am a different

person each day!” It is certainly true that we sometimes feel different from day to day, but our
most preferred style tends to remain stable.

The Supportive person might say, “I sometimes get very upset and tell people what I am
thinking. I can be a Directive when I want to be!” There is no argument here. Just because you
have a preferred communication style does not mean you never display the behavioral character-
istics of another style. Some people use different styles in different contexts and in different rela-
tionships.19 Reflective people sometimes display Emotive behavior, and Emotive people some-
times display Reflective behavior. We are saying that each person has one most preferred and
habitually used communication style.

Minimizing Communication-Style Bias
Salespeople often make the mistake of focusing too much on the content of their sales presenta-
tion and not enough on how they deliver their message.20 Communication-style bias is a barrier
to success in selling. This form of bias is a common problem in sales work simply because sales-
people deal with people from all four quadrants. You cannot select potential customers on the
basis of their communication style. You must be able to develop a rapport with people from each
of the four quadrants. When people of different styles work together but don’t adapt to one
another, serious problems can develop.21

Supportive (Manning/Ahearne/Reece)
Amiable (Wilson Learning)
Supportive-Giving (Stuart Atkins Inc.)
Relater (People Smarts)
Steadiness (Personal Profile System)
Supportive (DiSC Behavioral Style)

Reflective (Manning/Ahearne/Reece)
Analytical (Wilson Learning)
Conserving-Holding (Stuart Atkins Inc.)
Thinker (People Smarts)
Cautiousness/Compliance (Personal Profile System)
Conscientious (DiSC Behavioral Style)

Emotive (Manning/Ahearne/Reece)
Expressive (Wilson Learning)
Adapting-Dealing (Stuart Atkins Inc.)
Socializer (People Smarts)
Influencing (Personal Profile System)
Influencing (DiSC Behavioral Style)

Directive (Manning/Ahearne/Reece)
Driver (Wilson Learning)
Controlling-Taking (Stuart Atkins Inc.)
Directive (People Smarts)
Dominance (Personal Profile System)
Dominance (DiSC Behavioral Style)

FIGURE 4.8
The four basic communication
styles have been used in a wide
range of training programs. For
comparison purposes the
approximate equivalents to the
four communication styles
discussed in this chapter are listed.

Tom Ritchey’s book I’m Stuck,
You’re Stuck presents the theory
behind the popular DiSC
Behavioral Style Model. The
DiSC model was first introduced
under the name Performax by
Carlson Learning.

Reprinted with permission of the
publisher. From I’m Stuck, You’re
Stuck: Break through to Better Work
Relationships and Results by
Discovering Your DiSC® Behavioral
Style, copyright © 2002 by Tom
Ritchey Berrett-Koehler Publishers,
Inc., San Francisco, CA. All rights
reserved. www.bkconnection.com.

www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
www.bkconnection.com
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SELL ING IN  ACTION

Closing the Sale with Adaptive Selling
Rich Goldberg, CEO of Warm Thoughts Communications, a New
Jersey–based marketing communications company, sensed he was
about to lose an important client. He met with his staff, and
together they created a profile based on their knowledge of the
client’s communication style. It soon became apparent that there
was a mismatch between the client and the salesperson who called
on that person. The customer was low in sociability but high in

dominance. The customer was also described as someone who
needed facts and figures. The salesperson was working on relation-
ship building, and this approach was agitating the client. Goldberg
counseled his staff to keep conversations with this customer brief,
use facts and figures frequently, and clearly spell out the company’s
commitment to the client.b

How Communication-Style Bias Develops
To illustrate how communication-style bias develops in a sales situation, let us observe a sales
call involving two people with different communication styles. Lana Wheeler entered the office
of Ron Harrington, one of her large accounts, with a feeling of optimism. She was sure that her
proposal would save Ron’s company several thousand dollars a month. She was 99 percent cer-
tain that, this being her third call on Ron, the sale would be closed. Ten minutes after meeting
Ron, she was walking out of his office without the order. What went wrong?

Lana Wheeler is an “engaging” type who is an Emotive in terms of communication style.
Her sales calls are typically fast paced. She entered Ron’s office and immediately began to close
the sale. Ron interrupted and told Lana he couldn’t commit to her proposal. Lana appeared to
ignore Ron’s response, told him she could put some more figures together on pricing, and then
used another trial close. Ron finally told Lana, “Look, you don’t understand the way I do busi-
ness. We have bigger issues than additional figures. As I said, this is a ‘no go’ project.”

Ron’s communication style is Directive. He feels uncomfortable when someone is making a
decision for him. He wants to maintain control and be in charge of making his own decisions. He
felt tension when Lana tried to get him to make a decision on her terms. If Lana had spent more
time asking questions, listening more closely, and allowing Ron to feel like the decision was his,
she may have found out what the “bigger issues” were. The approach she used would be more
appropriate for the Supportive or the Emotive communication style.

In the training video,
“Communication Styles, A Key to
Adaptive Selling,” Lana, Ron,
Raymond, and Sandra all moved
into their excess zones, before
learning about the Platinum Rule,
and developed communication-
style bias. After learning flex-
ability and versatility salespeople
can adapt to the style of others,
and then build the kind of rapport
that adds value to the sale.
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A salesperson who is highly adaptable can usually build a rapport with customers regardless
of their communication style. Style flexibility is a sales strategy that can be learned.

Adaptive Selling Requires Versatility
Personal selling has become more customer-focused than ever before, so every effort should
be made to reduce the tension between the salesperson and customer. Dr. David Merrill, one of
the early pioneers in the development of communication-style instruments and training pro-
grams, uses the term versatility to describe our ability to minimize communication-style
bias.22 Roger Wenschlag, author of The Versatile Salesperson, describes versatility as “the
degree to which a salesperson is perceived as developing and maintaining buyer comfort
throughout the sales process.” Adapting to the customer’s preferred communication style can
enhance sales performance.23

MATURE AND IMMATURE BEHAVIOR There is a mature and an immature side to each behavioral
style. Let us examine the Emotive style to illustrate this point. People with this style are open,
personable individuals who seem genuinely friendly. The natural enthusiasm displayed by the
mature Emotive is refreshing. On the other hand, an Emotive person who is too talkative and too
emotional may have difficulty building rapport with some customers; this is the immature side of
the Emotive communication style.

You recall that we use the words industrious and precise to describe the Reflective style.
These are words that apply to the mature side of the Reflective person. We also use the words
aloof and stuffy. These words describe the immature side of the Reflective. The good news is that
we all have the potential for developing the mature side of our communication style.

STRENGTH–WEAKNESS PARADOX It is a fact of life that your greatest strength can become your
greatest weakness. If your most preferred style is Reflective, people are likely to respect your
well-disciplined approach to life as one of your strengths. However, this strength can become a
weakness if it is exaggerated. The Reflective person can be too serious, too questioning, and too
inflexible. Robert Haas, former CEO of Levi Strauss & Company, is known for extraordinary
(some say obsessive) attention to detail. Those who work with him say an offhand conversation
can sound like a lecture. This Reflective, however, has the ability to flex his style. Levi’s employ-
ees were fiercely loyal to Haas and describe him as compassionate to a fault.24

People with the Directive style are open and frank. They express their true feelings in a
direct manner. In most cases we appreciate candor, but we do not like to be around people who
are too straightforward or too blunt in expressing their views. Steven Ballmer, CEO of Microsoft,
was known as a very demanding executive during his early years with the company. His explo-
sive temper was legendary and he often put the fear of God into his staff members. He once
needed throat surgery because he yelled so much. Later he became more diplomatic and less
domineering.25 When people come across as opinionated, they tend to antagonize others. We
should avoid pushing our strengths to the point of unproductive excess.26

To illustrate how strengths become weaknesses in excess, let us add more detail to our com-
munication-style model. Note that it now features three zones that radiate out from the center
(Figure 4.9). These dimensions might be thought of as intensity zones.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Keeping Track of Communication Styles with CRM
Customer relationship management (CRM) software empowers a
salesperson with information essential to continue a relationship.
The software can be used to record, retain, and produce personal
information including such factors as marital status, names and
ages of children, and individual preferences. (An astute sales organiza-
tion will implement privacy policies for such personal information).

Before placing a call, the salesperson might review the database
information to refresh her memory about the prospect. This can be
especially helpful when preparing to talk with someone with a spe-
cific communication style. The CRM Application Exercise “Identifying
Communication Styles” on page 91 shows how to find emotive
style contacts in the Selling Today/SimNet database.
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Zone one People who fall within this zone display their unique behavioral characteristics with
less intensity than those in zone two. The Emotive person, for example, is moderately high on the
dominance continuum and moderately high on the sociability continuum. As you might expect,
zone one communication styles are more difficult to identify because there is less intensity in
both dimensions (dominance and sociability).

Zone two Persons who fall within this zone display their unique behavioral characteristics with
greater intensity than persons in zone one. The zone two Reflective, for example, falls within the
lowest quartile of the dominance continuum and the lowest quartile of the sociability continuum.

The boundary line that separates
zone one and zone two should not
be seen as a permanent barrier
restricting change in intensity. Under
certain circumstances we should
abandon our most preferred style
temporarily. A deliberate move from
zone one to zone two, or vice versa,
is called style flexing.

Excess zone The excess zone is
characterized by a high degree of
intensity and rigidity. When people
allow themselves to drift into this
zone, they become very inflexible,
which is often interpreted by others
as a form of bias toward their style.
In addition, the strengths of the
inflexible person become weak-
nesses. Extreme intensity in any
quadrant is bound to threaten inter-
personal relations.

High
sociability

Low
sociability

High
dominance

Low
dominance

Supportive Emotive

DirectiveReflective

Excess Zone 

Zone 2 

Zone 1 

FIGURE 4.9
The completed communication-
style model provides important
insights needed to manage the
relationship process in selling.

In his early years Steve Ballmer,
CEO of Microsoft, pushed his
Directive strengths to the point of
excess. His explosive temper was
legendary. In recent years, he has
displayed greater adaptability and
versatility, and is now observed as
being more diplomatic and less
domineering.

Source: AP Wide World Photos



We are apt to move into the excess zone and exaggerate our style characteristics under
stressful conditions. Stress tends to bring out the worst in many people. Some of the behaviors
that salespeople and customers may display when they are in the excess zone follow:
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The excess zone is characterized
by a high degree of intensity and
rigidity. We are more apt to move
into the excess zone under very
stressful conditions.

Source: Blend Images/Superstock
Royalty Free

Emotive style Expresses highly emotional opinions

Stops listening to the other person

Tries too hard to promote own point of view

Becomes outspoken to the point of being offensive

Directive style Gets impatient with the other person

Becomes dictatorial and bossy

Does not admit being wrong

Becomes extremely competitive

Reflective style Becomes stiff and formal

Is unwilling to make a decision

Avoids displaying any type of emotion

Is overly interested in detail

Supportive style Agrees with everyone

Is unable to take a strong stand

Becomes overly anxious to win approval of others

Tries to comfort everyone

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in Canada
Canada and the United States share a continent, a border, an auto
racing series (CART), and a hockey league. Yet, it would be a mis-
take to assume that business practices are the same in both coun-
tries. Canada is a more formal country than the United States and
businesspeople are less likely to be on a first-name basis. Jan Yager,
author of Business Protocol, says, “The worst faux pas an American

doing business with a Canadian might commit is to say to a
Canadian, ‘You and I, we Americans . . . ’.” Canadians are proud of
their country and do not think of themselves as Americans.
Although Canada is bilingual and most businesspeople speak
English, some provinces such as Quebec are French speaking. Carry
business cards printed in both English and French.c
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Achieving Versatility Through Style Flexing
Style flexing is the deliberate attempt to adapt one’s communication style to accommodate the
needs of the other person. You are attempting to communicate with the other person on his or her
own “channel.” Ron Willingham, in his book Integrity Selling, reminds us: “People are more apt
to buy from you when they perceive you view the world as they view the world.”27 In a selling
situation you should try to determine the customer’s most preferred style and flex your own
accordingly. If your preferred communication style is Directive, and your customer is a
Supportive, try to be more personal and warmer in your presentation. Once you know the cus-
tomer’s style, flexing your style can make the difference between a presentation that falters and
one that exceeds your expectations.28 Style sensitivity and flexing add value to the sales process.

Throughout the preapproach, you should learn as much as possible about the customer and
try to determine his or her style. Once you are in the presence of the customer, do not become
preoccupied analyzing the person’s style. If you are trying hard to analyze the person’s style, you
may not listen closely enough to what she is trying to tell you. If you are truly tuned into the cus-
tomer, you can absorb many cues that help you determine her style. After the sales call, analyze
the communication and record your findings. Use this information to plan your next contact with
the customer.29 Listen closely to the customer’s tone of voice. A Supportive person sounds warm
and friendly. The Reflective customer’s voice is more likely to be controlled and deliberate. Pay
particular attention to gestures. The Emotive individual uses his hands to communicate thoughts
and ideas. The Directive also uses gestures to communicate but is more controlled and less spon-
taneous. The Reflective person appears more relaxed, less intense. The Emotive individual is an
open, impulsive communicator, while the Reflective person is quite cautious. The Supportive
type is personal and friendly, while the Reflective person may seem difficult to get to know. To
avoid relationship tension, consider the following suggestions for each of the four styles.

Selling to Emotives
If you are attempting to sell products to an Emotive person, keep in mind the need to move at a
pace that holds the attention of the prospect. Be enthusiastic and avoid an approach that is too
stiff and formal. Take time to establish goodwill and build relationships. Do not place too much
emphasis on the facts and details. To deal effectively with Emotive people, plan actions that pro-
vide support for their opinions, ideas, and dreams.30 Plan to ask questions concerning their opin-
ions and ideas, but be prepared to help them get “back on track” if they move too far away from
the topic. Maintain good eye contact and, above all, be a good listener.

Selling to Directives
The key to relating to Directives is to keep the relationship as businesslike as possible.
Developing a strong personal relationship is not a high priority for Directives. In other words,
friendship is not usually a condition for a good working relationship. Your goal is to be as effi-
cient, time disciplined, and well organized as possible and to provide appropriate facts, figures,
and success probabilities. Most Directives are goal-oriented people, so try to identify their pri-
mary objectives and then determine ways to support and help with these objectives. Early in the
sales presentation, ask specific questions and carefully note responses. Look for specific points
you can respond to when it is time to present your proposals.

The Platinum Rule, created many years ago by Dr. Tony Alessandra,
provides each of us with the motivation we need to treat others the
way they want to be treated. This rule is a simple, proven method for
building strong relationships with our customers.

“Do Unto Others As They Want Done Unto Them.”

The Platinum Rule (www.platinumrule.com) is at the heart of
the style-flexing sales strategy. When we take time to determine
whether the customer is behaving as an Emotive, Directive,
Reflective, or Supportive, we can then treat them the way they
want to be treated.d

SELL ING IN  ACTION

The Platinum Rule®

www.platinumrule.com
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Selling to Reflectives
The Reflective person responds in a positive way to a thoughtful, well-organized approach.
Arrive at meetings on time and be well prepared. In most cases it is not necessary to spend a
great deal of time building a social relationship. Reflective people appreciate a no-nonsense,
businesslike approach to personal selling. Use specific questions that show clear direction.
Once you have information concerning the prospect’s needs, present your proposal in a slow,
deliberate way. Provide as much documentation as possible. Do not be in too big a hurry to close
the sale. Never pressure the Reflective person to make quick decisions.

Selling to Supportives
Take time to build a social relationship with the Supportive person. Spend time learning about
the matters that are important in this individual’s life—family, hobbies, and major interests.
Listen carefully to personal opinions and feelings. Supportive individuals like to conduct busi-
ness with sales personnel who are professional but friendly. Therefore, study their feelings and
emotional needs as well as their technical and business needs. Throughout the presentation,
provide personal assurances and support for their views. If you disagree with a Supportive
person, curb the desire to disagree too assertively; Supportive people tend to dislike interpersonal
conflict. Give them the time to comprehend your proposal. Patience is important.

As you develop your communication-style identification skills and become more adept at
style flexing, you become better able to manage the relationship process. With these skills you
should be able to open more accounts, sell more to established customers, and more effectively
meet the pressures of competition. Most important, your customers will view you as a person
better able to understand and meet their needs.

Word of Caution
It is tempting to put a label on someone and then assume the label tells you everything you need
to know about that person. If you want to build an effective partnering type of relationship with a
prospect, you must acquire additional information about that person. Stuart Atkins, a respected
authority on communication styles and author of The Name of Your Game, says we should be
careful not to use labels that make people feel boxed in, typecast, or judged. He believes we
should not classify people; we should classify their strengths and preferences to act one way or
another under certain circumstances.31 You also must be careful not to let the label you place on
yourself become the justification for your own inflexible behavior. Try not to let the label justify
or reinforce why you are unable or unwilling to communicate effectively with others.

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Discuss how communication style influences the relationship process in sales
Many sales are lost because salespeople fail to communicate effectively with the prospect.
Communication-style bias contributes to this problem. Every salesperson who is willing to
develop style sensitivity and engage in appropriate style flexing can minimize one of the most
common barriers to success in selling.

Identify the two major dimensions of the communication-style model
The communication-style model is based on two continuums that assess two major aspects of
human behavior: dominance and sociability. By combining them as horizontal and vertical con-
tinuums, we create quadrants that define four styles of communication. We have called these the
Emotive, Directive, Reflective, and Supportive styles.
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Explain the four communications styles in the communication-style model
The Emotive style combines high sociability and high dominance, whereas the Directive style
combines high dominance and low sociability. The Reflective style combines low dominance
and low sociability, whereas the Supportive style combines low dominance and high sociability.

Learn how to identify your preferred communication style and that of your
customer
With practice you can learn to identify your preferred communication style. The starting point is
to rate yourself on each scale (dominance and sociability) by placing a check mark at a point
along the continuum that represents how you perceive yourself. Completion of the dominance
and sociability indicator forms will help you achieve greater awareness of your communication
style. This same approach can be used to identify the customer’s preferred style.

Learn to achieve interpersonal versatility and build strong selling relationships
with style flexing
A third dimension of human behavior—versatility—is important in dealing with communication
styles that are different from your own. You can adjust your own style to meet the needs of
others—a process called style flexing. Style flexing is an attempt to change or alter your style to
meet the needs of the customer.

Key Terms
Personality
Communication style
Adaptive selling
Communication-style bias
Dominance

Sociability
Emotive style
Directive style
Reflective style
Supportive style

Versatility
Style flexing
Platinum Rule

Review Questions

1. What is the meaning of the term communication style?
2. Describe the five major principles that support communication-style theory.
3. What are the benefits to the salesperson who understands communication style?
4. What two dimensions of human behavior are used to identify communication style?
5. Describe the person who tends to be high in sociability.
6. What are the four communication styles? Develop a brief description of each of the styles.
7. What is the reaction of most people who study communication styles for the first time?

Why does this reaction surface?
8. Define style flexing. How can style flexing improve sales productivity?
9. Explain the statement, “Your greatest strength can become your greatest weakness.”

10. What suggestions would you give a salesperson who is planning to meet with a new
prospect who displays the Reflective communication style?

Application Exercises

1. Communication or Behavior Styles is one of the most popular training programs.
Worldwide, 47 million people have participated in the Wilson and DiSC programs. An
understanding of communication styles assists us in building better personal and business
relationships. As indicated in this chapter, the first step in applying what you have learned
about communication styles is to identify and understand your own style. Using the 
On-Line Communication Style Assessment at the www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
Web site, assess your communication style.

a. Do you agree with your assessment of your most preferred style? How about your
results on your secondary style?

www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
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b. Referring to the material presented in the chapter, identify the strengths and weak-
nesses of your style.

c. Identify the styles you enjoy working with best. Identify the styles you enjoy work-
ing with least.

d. Refer to page 86. Can you identify those behaviors you tend to exhibit when you feel
stressed?

e. Explain why you think so many individuals and companies have participated in this
program. From Figure 4.8 on page 82, list the names other training programs have
used to identify your most preferred style.

2. Self-awareness is important in personal selling. As we get to know ourselves, we can
identify barriers to acceptance by others. Once you have identified your most preferred
communication style, you have taken a big step in the direction of self-awareness. 
We have noted that self-ratings can sometimes be misleading because some people lack 
a high degree of self-awareness. They do not see themselves as others see them.
Consider asking four or five people (coworkers, for example) to assess and print the
profile of your communication style using the online assessment. Then compare these
ratings with your self-rating.

3. Many salespeople, after being introduced to communication-style concepts, attempt to
categorize each of their customers. They report that their relationships become mutually
more enjoyable and productive. Select four people whom you know quite well (supervisor,
subordinate, customer, teacher, friend, or members of your sports team). Using the On-Line
Communication Style Assessment at the www.pearsonhighered.com/manning Web site,
assess the communication style of each of these people. Explain how this information can
improve your relationship with each of these people.

4. To assess your ability to style flex, assume you are going to make four sales calls on
customers displaying each of the four communication styles. For purposes of illustra-
tion, consider your first call is on an Emotive customer with a communication style like
Jay Leno. The second call is on a Supportive customer with a communication style like
Julia Roberts, the third is on a Reflective customer with a communication style like Bill
Gates, and the last is on a Directive customer like Martha Stewart. For each of these
customers refer to the online communication style assessment and assess the behaviors
you would demonstrate as you established your relationship with them. Print each of
the profiles and compare them to one another. Did you flex your style of communica-
tion to better interact with the customer representing Jay Leno’s style versus the cus-
tomer representing Julia Roberts’ style? Did you flex differently for the customer repre-
senting Bill Gates, and Martha Stewart?

5. Myers-Briggs Personality Types and Jungian Personality Types are two very popular
descriptions of the concepts in this chapter. Using your search engine, access the Internet
sites that refer to these concepts. Type in “Jungian” + personality profiles to access the
Jungian personality types. To access the Myers-Briggs types, type in “Myers-Briggs” +
personality profiles. Does the number of queries indicate anything about the validity and
popularity of these theories? Examine specific queries about both of these theories. Do you
see the relationship between these two theories and the material in this chapter? Each year
about 2.5 million Americans complete the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (M.B.T.I.). Why is
this psychological-assessment instrument so popular?

Role-Play Exercise

For the purpose of this role-play, assume the role of Ray Perkins, who is described in
the following case problem. Ray is described as a quiet, amiable person who dis-
plays the Supportive communication style. You will meet with Ms. Maynard, who is
also described in the case problem. For the purpose of this role-play, assume that Ms.
Maynard displays the characteristics of the Directive communication style. Prior to
the role-play, study the chapter material on style flexing and information on how to
sell to persons with the Directive communication style.

www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
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CRM Application Exercise
Identifying Communication Styles

Each contact in the Selling Today/SimNet CRM database has been identified as Emotive,
Directive, Reflective, or Supportive. Running the report “Contacts by Communication
Style” in the Reports tab helps you plan your relationship strategy for each person.

The Salesforce.com report will list all contacts by their communication style. Following is
an example of the Emotives.

Examine the customers in the other three communication styles and, applying the informa-
tion you have learned in this chapter, write a brief explanation of how you would use style flex-
ing when working with each of the four styles.

Case Problem

Ray Perkins has been employed at Grant Real Estate for almost two years. Prior to receiving his
real estate license, he was a property manager with a large real estate agency in another community.
During his first year with Grant, he was assigned to the residential property division and sold prop-
erties totaling $825,000. He then requested and received a transfer to the commercial division.

Three months ago, Ray obtained a commercial listing that consisted of 26 acres of land near a
growing residential neighborhood. The land is zoned commercial and appears to be ideally suited for
a medium-sized shopping center. Ray prepared a detailed prospectus and sent it to Vera Maynard,
president of Mondale Growth Corporation, a firm specializing in development of shopping centers.
One week later he received a letter from Ms. Maynard requesting more information. Shortly after
receiving Ray’s response, Ms. Maynard called to set up an appointment to inspect the property.
A time and date were finalized, and Ray agreed to meet her plane and conduct a tour of the property.

Ray is a quiet, amiable person who displays the Supportive communication style. Friends
say that they like to spend time with him because he is a good listener.

Questions
1. If Ms. Maynard displays the characteristics of the Directive communication style, how

should Ray conduct himself during the meeting? Be specific as you describe those
behaviors that would be admired by Ms. Maynard.

2. If Ms. Maynard wants to build a rapport with Ray Perkins, what behavior should she display?
3. It is not a good idea to put a label on someone and then assume the label tells us everything

about the person. As Ray attempts to build a rapport with Ms. Maynard, what other
personal characteristics should he try to identify?
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Edith Botello (pictured above) started her career as a salesperson with Mattress Firm

(www.mattressfirm.com), one of the world’s largest and most successful retailers in the specialty

bedding market. Edith, a recent university graduate, is currently the assistant manager of one of the

company’s 560 nationwide stores. She is responsible for the sales productivity, maintenance, and

merchandising of the store. Within her district, she is also an in-market trainer, recruiter, and intern

coordinator.

Edith believes that qualifying (the term Mattress Firm uses to describe need identification) and

listening are the most important skills to be a successful salesperson in her industry. Therefore, she

really tries to understand why customers come to visit her and what will make them get a great

night’s sleep. People come into her store with a wide variety of different needs: Their bed is

20 years old; they are upgrading to a different size; they are buying a college bed; they need a bed

for a guest bedroom; their current bed has dips and sags; they are going in for surgery next week

and would like to recover on a supportive mattress, and so forth. Accordingly, Edith’s goal is to ask

the right questions so that she can sell them a solution based on their individual needs. Mattress

Firm has taught Edith techniques on how to sell to different types of people. Edith believes that the

main reason why many salespeople are successful is that they get their customer to believe in them

by educating them and making them feel great about their purchase. Edith feels very fortunate to

work for a company that values training and customer service.

Building relationships with customers is very important for Edith because people typically buy

from salespeople they like and trust. One way she builds relationships is by getting to know her

www.mattressfirm.com


customers and talking to them about things that interest them. As Edith puts it, you cannot expect

your customers to open up to you unless you kick things off by asking questions. Edith also makes

use of testimonials to demonstrate how previous customers have resolved their needs with particular

sleep products. Customers like to hear that their salesperson has experience dealing with, and

finding solutions to, problems they are encountering. �

Making Ethical Decisions
Business ethics comprise principles and standards that guide behavior in the world of business.
They help translate your values into appropriate and effective behaviors in your day-to-day life.
Whether a specific behavior is right or wrong, ethical or unethical, is often determined by com-
pany leaders, customers, investors, the legal system, and the community.1 Of course, the views of
various stakeholders may be in conflict. Kickbacks and secret payoffs may be acceptable prac-
tices to the vice president of sales and marketing, yet may be viewed as unethical by members of
the sales force, the board of directors, investors, and the general public.

There is no one uniform code of ethics for all salespeople as societal and relational norms
can vary from person to person.2 However, a large number of business organizations, profes-
sional associations, and certification agencies have established written codes. For example, the
National Association of Sales Professionals (NASP) states that members must abide by its
Standards of Professional Conduct3 (Figure 5.1).

Today, we recognize that character and integrity strongly influence relationships in personal
selling. As noted in Chapter 4, character is composed of your personal standards of behavior,
including your honesty and integrity. Your character is based on your internal values and the
resulting judgments you make about what is right and what is wrong. The ethical decisions you
make reflect your character strength.

We are indebted to Stephen Covey, author of The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People,
for helping us better understand the relationship between character strength and success in per-
sonal selling. In his best-selling book, Covey says that there are basic principles that must be
integrated into our character. One example is to always do what you say you are going to do. “As
we make and keep commitments, even small commitments, we begin to establish an inner
integrity that gives us the awareness of self-control and courage and strength to accept more of
the responsibility for our own lives.”4 Fulfilling your commitments builds trust, and trust is the
most important precondition of partnering.

Character Development
Colleges and universities are beginning to play a more active role in character development.
Courses that focus on ethics are becoming quite common. When a new ethics course was devel-
oped at the University of Virginia, the faculty indicated that the purpose of the course is not to
point out what is right and what is wrong. The course is designed to help students understand the
consequences of their actions when they face an ethical dilemma.5

Despite a growing interest in business ethics, unethical behavior has become all too com-
mon. A survey conducted by Newsweek suggests that the current generation of workers may be
more tolerant of deception. Many of those involved in the survey did not view lying and cheating
as unacceptable.6 Employees who are involved in unethical behavior often report that they were
under pressure to act unethically or illegally on the job.

The Erosion of Character
As the past decade unfolded, many large, inflexible corporations were transformed into smaller,
more nimble competitors. New economy thinking prevailed as business firms, large and small,
worked hard to become lean, innovative, and profitable. We witnessed an almost unrelenting
emphasis on earnings that was driven, in some cases, by executive greed. It was during this
period that some of America’s most respected companies began to cross the ethical divide.7

A company cannot enjoy long-term success unless its employees are honest, ethical, and
uncompromising about values and principles. Yet many employees engage in dishonest practices
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Ethical Norms and Values for Marketers

PREAMBLE
The American Marketing Association commits itself to promoting the highest standard of professional ethical norms and values for its members (practitioners, 
academics and students). Norms are established standards of conduct that are expected and maintained by society and/or professional organizations. Values 
represent the collective conception of what communities find desirable, important and morally proper. Values also serve as the criteria for evaluating our own 
personal actions and the actions of others. As marketers, we recognize that we not only serve our organizations but also act as stewards of society in creating, 
facilitating and executing the transactions that are part of the greater economy. In this role, marketers are expected to embrace the highest professional 
ethical norms and the ethical values implied by our responsibility toward multiple stakeholders (e.g., customers, employees, investors, peers, channel 
members, regulators and the host community).

ETHICAL NORMS
As Marketers, we must:
1. Do no harm. This means consciously avoiding harmful actions or omissions by embodying high ethical standards and adhering to all applicable laws and 

regulations in the choices we make.
2. Foster trust in the marketing system. This means striving for good faith and fair dealing so as to contribute toward the efficacy of the exchange process 

as well as avoiding deception in product design, pricing, communication, and delivery of distribution. 
3. Embrace ethical values. This means building relationships and enhancing consumer confidence in the integrity of marketing by affirming these core 

values: honesty, responsibility, fairness, respect, transparency and citizenship.

ETHICAL VALUES
Honesty – to be forthright in dealings with customers and stakeholders.  To this end, we will:
• Strive to be truthful in all situations and at all times.
• Offer products of value that do what we claim in our communications.
• Stand behind our products if they fail to deliver their claimed benefits.
• Honor our explicit and implicit commitments and promises.

Responsibility – to accept the consequences of our marketing decisions and strategies.  To this end, we will:
• Strive to serve the needs of customers.
• Avoid using coercion with all stakeholders.
• Acknowledge the social obligations to stakeholders that come with increased marketing and economic power.
• Recognize our special commitments to vulnerable market segments such as children, seniors, the economically impoverished, market illiterates and 

others who may be substantially disadvantaged.
• Consider environmental stewardship in our decision-making.

Fairness – to balance justly the needs of the buyer with the interests of the seller.  To this end, we will:
• Represent products in a clear way in selling, advertising and other forms of communication; this includes the avoidance of false, misleading and deceptive 

promotion.
• Reject manipulations and sales tactics that harm customer trust. Refuse to engage in price fixing, predatory pricing, price gouging or “bait-and-switch” tactics.
• Avoid knowing participation in conflicts of interest. Seek to protect the private information of customers, employees and partners.

Respect – to acknowledge the basic human dignity of all stakeholders.  To this end, we will:
• Value individual differences and avoid stereotyping customers or depicting demographic groups (e.g., gender, race, sexual orientation) in a negative or 

dehumanizing way.
• Listen to the needs of customers and make all reasonable efforts to monitor and improve their satisfaction on an ongoing basis.
• Make every effort to understand and respectfully treat buyers, suppliers, intermediaries and distributors from all cultures.
• Acknowledge the contributions of others, such as consultants, employees and coworkers, to marketing endeavors.
• Treat everyone, including our competitors, as we would wish to be treated.

Transparency – to create a spirit of openness in marketing operations. To this end, we will:
• Strive to communicate clearly with all constituencies.
• Accept constructive criticism from customers and other stakeholders.
• Explain and take appropriate action regarding significant product or service risks, component substitutions or other foreseeable eventualities that could 

affect customers or their perception of the purchase decision.
• Disclose list prices and terms of financing as well as available price deals and adjustments.

Citizenship – to fulfill the economic, legal, philanthropic and societal responsibilities that serve stakeholders.  To this end, we will:
• Strive to protect the ecological environment in the execution of marketing campaigns.
• Give back to the community through volunteerism and charitable donations. Contribute to the overall betterment of marketing and its reputation. 
• Urge supply chain members to ensure that trade is fair for all participants, including producers in developing countries.

IMPLEMENTATION
We expect AMA members to be courageous and proactive in leading and/or aiding their organizations in the fulfillment of the explicit and implicit promises 
made to those stakeholders. We recognize that every industry sector and marketing sub-discipline (e.g., marketing research, e-commerce, Internet selling, 
direct marketing, and advertising) has its own specific ethical issues that require policies and commentary. An array of such codes can be accessed through 
links on the AMA Web site. Consistent with the principle of subsidiarity (solving issues at the level where the expertise resides), we encourage all such groups 
to develop and/or refine their industry and discipline-specific codes of ethics to supplement these guiding ethical norms and values.

FIGURE 5.1
This code of ethics serves as a foundation for the members of the American Medical Association (AMA).

Source: American Marketing Association Code of Ethics.  Used by permission of American Marketing Association.
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that erode character. The collapse of Lehman Bros., one of the largest U.S. corporations ever to
file for bankruptcy, can be traced to a culture that emphasized risk taking, personal ambition over
teamwork, and earnings growth at any cost. The new economy depends on innovation and
aggressive development of markets, but actions that weaken the moral contract with employees,
customers, and shareholders can bring serious consequences. Let’s examine some “half-truths”
that have influenced the erosion of character in a business setting.

� We are only in it for ourselves. Some critics of today’s moral climate feel that the current
moral decline began when society’s focus shifted from “what is right” to “what is right for
me.” In personal selling, this point of view can quickly subtract rather than add value to a
relationship with the customer. Fortunately, there are many salespeople for whom integrity
and self-respect are basic values. Darryl Ashley, a pharmaceutical representative for Eli
Lilly Company, suspected that a pharmacist (a customer) was diluting chemotherapy drugs
in order to increase profit margins. Ashley shared his suspicions with one of the cancer
doctors who were purchasing the drug from the pharmacist. Tests indicated that the drug
had been diluted.8

� Corporations exist to maximize shareholder value. In the past, corporations were more
often viewed as economic and social institutions—organizations that served a balanced
group of stakeholders. In recent years, analysts, stock traders, CEOs, and the media have
too often focused on a single standard of performance—share price.9 Marjorie Kelly,
former editor of Business Ethics, says, “Managing a company solely for maximum share
price can destroy both share price and the entire company.”10

Pressure to increase “numbers” led to sales abuses at WorldCom Incorporated. Some
salespeople double-booked accounts in order to make their quota and collect increased
commissions. The false reporting was identified by an internal company probe and the
guilty sales representatives were fired.11

� Companies need to be lean and mean.12 Downsizing has become a common practice even
when the economy is strong. After the layoffs, companies must deal with serious problems
of low morale and mistrust of management. Those employees who remain after a company
reduces its ranks often feel demoralized, overworked, and fearful. The stress of long hours
and a faster pace can result in quality losses and bad service that alienate customers.
Richard Sennett, author of The Corrosion of Character, says that the decline of character
strength can be traced to conditions that have grown out of our fast-paced, high-stress,
information-driven economy. He states that character strength builds in a climate that
encourages loyalty, mutual commitment, and the pursuit of long-term goals.13 These are
the qualities needed to build strong buyer–seller relationships.

Character strength builds as we
display loyalty, mutual
commitment, and the pursuit of
long-term goals. These are the
qualities needed to build strong
buyer–seller relationships.

Source: PhotoAlto/Superstock
Royalty Free
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Today, many business firms are struggling to align their values, ethics, and principles with
the expectations of their salespeople and their customers. The process of negotiating ethical
standards and practices must be ongoing. Citigroup Incorporated, the world’s largest financial
services firm, is working hard to move beyond regulatory scandals. Charles Prince, Citigroup
CEO, wants the company to better balance its “delivering-the-numbers” culture with a long-term
attention to reputation. He readily admits that “ . . . at times, our actions have put at risk our most
precious commodity—the trust of our clients, the patience of our employees, and the faith of our
shareholders.”14

Can moral behavior be taught? The National Business Ethics Survey, conducted annually by
the Ethics Resource Center (www.ethics.org), found that 90 percent of employees said that ethics
training is useful or somewhat useful to them. A growing number of students are completing
business ethics courses as part of their undergraduate or graduate programs.15

Factors Influencing the Ethics of Salespeople
In the field of personal selling, the temptation to maximize short-term gains by some type of
unethical conduct is always present. Salespeople are especially vulnerable to moral corruption
because they are subject to many temptations. A few examples follow:

The competition is using exaggerated claims to increase the sale of its product. Should you
counteract this action by using exaggerated claims of your own to build a stronger case for
your product?

You have visited the buyer twice, and each time the person displayed a great deal of inter-
est in your product. During the last visit the buyer hinted that the order might be signed if
you could provide a small gift. Your company has a long-standing policy that gifts are not
to be given under any circumstances. What do you do?

Your sales manager is under great pressure to increase sales. At a recent meeting of the
entire sales staff, this person said, “We have to hit our numbers no matter what it takes!”
Does this emotional appeal change your way of dealing with customers?

During a recent business trip you met an old friend and decided to have dinner together. At
the end of the meal, you paid for the entire bill and left a generous tip. Do you now put
these non–business-related expenses on your expense account?

These ethical dilemmas arise frequently in the field of selling. How do salespeople respond?
Some ignore company policy, cast aside personal standards of conduct, and yield to the pressure.
However, a surprising number of salespeople are able to resist. They are aided by a series of fac-
tors that help them distinguish right from wrong. Figure 5.2 outlines the forces that can help
them deal honestly and openly with prospects at all times. Next, we discuss each of these factors.

SOCIAL  MEDIA  AND SELL ING TODAY

The Ethical Use of Social Media
When new, the Internet was often looked upon as an unregulated
“Wild West,” harboring users of unknown identities with question-
able motives. As people grew more familiar with the Internet, it
became easier to identify some of the disreputable sites, yet user
skepticism continued. Dishonest personas and practices can fre-
quently be found on the Internet. E-mails from strangers still
improperly solicit money, and the true motives of bloggers may not
be known. Originators of Twitter messages (tweets) are often not
who they appear to be.

This means that users of social media should be skeptical. Their
biases must be managed by salespeople using social media for

promotion. The burden is on the salesperson to establish and main-
tain high ethical standards in all presentations and messages. It is
not difficult for a user to discover discrepancies among the Web
sites, Facebook pages, e-mails, and tweets generated by a sales-
person and his or her sales organization. Just like a reputation,
one’s social media credibility is difficult to repair once damaged.

Social media is a two-edged sword regarding one’s business
reputation and credibility. Postings and messages can reach hundreds
of people within a very short period of time. This can be advantageous
for a sales organization when the communication is positive. It can
also be extremely damaging if the information is negative.

www.ethics.org
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Top Management as Role Model
Ethical standards tend to filter down from the top of an organization. Employees look to
company leaders for guidance. The organization’s moral tone, as established by management
personnel, is the most important single determinant of employee ethics. At Best Buy, Richard
Schulze, founder and chairman, is the person who must put ethics concerns on the front
burner and make sure that employees stay focused on that priority. The most influential ethics
spokesman at Timberland is CEO Jeffrey Swartz, a third-generation CEO whose grandfather
founded the company. With pride, he points out Timberland’s slogan: “Boots, Brand,
Belief.”16

In recent years, top management has often been guided by advice from professional
service firms such as McKinsey & Company, Arthur Andersen, and Merrill Lynch and
Company. Too often these firms are recommending strategies that result in quick, short-term
gains. Alan M. Webber, who has been studying professional service firms for 20 years,
notes, “They want the money right now.” He says, “ . . . to make the most money, you actu-
ally have to believe in the product or service you offer and care for the customers or clients
whom you serve.”17

Minnesota Life Insurance Company has been able to steer clear of scandal for more than
100 years by adopting a values-based management philosophy that rewards integrity and hon-
esty. Success at the management level requires commitment to the company’s core values.
Managers must demonstrate their ability to infuse ethical values in their subordinates. The
Minnesota Life Insurance Company mission and values statement includes the following state-
ment on integrity: “We keep our promises. In all our activities, we adhere to the highest stan-
dards of ethical conduct.”18

Company Policies and Practices
Company policies and practices can have a major impact on the ethical conduct of salespeople.
Many employees do not have well-developed moral sensitivity and, therefore, need the guidance
of ethics policies. These policies should cover distributor relations, customer service, pricing,
product development, and related areas.19

Developing policy statements forces a firm to “take a stand” on various business practices.
Distinguishing right from wrong can be a healthy activity for any organization. The outcome is a
more clear-cut philosophy of how to conduct business transactions. Furthermore, the efforts of
salespeople can be compromised by the unethical actions of their companies. Selling products
for a company that condones unethical practices is very difficult for the salesperson who main-
tains high ethical standards.20

Role model provided
by top management

Company policies
and practices

Role model provided
by sales manager

Personal values
of salesperson

Ethical conduct
of salespeople

Laws, Contracts, and Agreements

Laws, Contracts, and Agreements

FIGURE 5.2
Factors Influencing the
Ethical Behavior of
Salespeople
In personal selling the temptation
to maximize short-term gains by
some type of unethical conduct is
always present. The forces in this
figure can help salespeople deal
honestly and openly with
prospects at all times.
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Mutual of Omaha Executives provides its employees with a carefully worded document
titled “Values for Success.” Several of these values form the foundation for a corporate culture
that encourages ethical behavior:21

� Openness and Trust We encourage an open sharing of ideas and information, displaying
a fundamental respect for each other as well as our cultural diversity.

� Honesty and Integrity We are honest and ethical with others, maintaining the highest
standards of personal and professional conduct.

� Customer-Focus We never lose sight of our customers, and constantly challenge
ourselves to meet their requirements even better.

Most marketing companies provide salespeople with guidelines in such areas as sharing
confidential information, reciprocity, bribery, gift giving, entertainment, and business defamation.

SHARING CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION Personal selling, by its very nature, promotes close
working relationships. Customers often turn to salespeople for advice. They disclose confidential
information freely to someone they trust. It is important that salespeople preserve the confiden-
tiality of the information they receive.

It is not unusual for a customer to disclose information that may be of great value to a
competitor. This might include the development of new products, plans to expand into new
markets, or anticipated changes in personnel. A salesperson may be tempted to share confidential
information with a representative of a competing firm. This breach of confidence might be seen
as a means of gaining favor. In most cases this action backfires. The person who receives the
confidential information quickly loses respect for the salesperson. A gossipy salesperson seldom
develops a trusting relationship with a customer.

RECIPROCITY Reciprocity is a mutual exchange of benefits, as when a firm buys products from
its own customers. Some business firms actually maintain a policy of reciprocity. For example,
the manufacturer of commercial sheets and blankets may purchase hotel services from firms that
use its products.

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in China
China has entered the World Trade Organization, and its leaders
have promised to tear down the barriers that have frustrated for-
eign business representatives for so long. This country provides a
huge market for foreign brands. However, doing business in China
begins with a careful study of Chinese business customs.

� Patience is critical when doing business in China. Avoid taking
the initiative until you fully understand the rules.

� Business entertaining is frequently done banquet style. If you
host a banquet, plan your menu carefully because foods
have different meanings. You will be in complete control and
no one will eat or drink until you give the signal. Toasting is a
ritual in China.

� Chinese businesspeople do not make deals quickly. They pre-
fer to spend time building relationships that will last for years.
Harmony is important.

� When making introductions, the oldest and highest-ranking
person is introduced first. Chinese bow slightly when greeting
another person and the handshake follows.

� Gift giving is a complex process in China. Gifts should be
given after all business transactions have been completed.

Avoid gifts that suggest death in the Chinese culture: clocks,
knife openers, and handkerchiefs, for example.a

Source: Eastwest Imaging/Dreamstime
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Is there anything wrong with the “you scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours” approach to
doing business? The answer is sometimes yes. In some cases, the use of reciprocity borders on
commercial blackmail. Salespeople have been known to approach firms that supply their
company and encourage them to buy out of obligation. Reciprocity agreements are illegal when
one company pressures another company to join in the agreement.

A business relationship based on reciprocity has other drawbacks. There is the ever-present
temptation to take such customers for granted. A customer who buys out of obligation may take
a backseat to customers who were won in the open market.

BRIBERY The book Arrogance and Accords: The Inside Story of the Honda Scandal describes one
of the largest commercial corruption cases in U.S. history. Over a 15-year period, Honda officials
received more than $50 million in cash and gifts from dealers eager to obtain fast-selling Honda
cars and profitable franchises. Eighteen former Honda executives were convicted of obtaining
kickbacks; most went to prison.22

In some cases, a bribe is wrong from a legal standpoint. In almost all cases, the bribe is
wrong from an ethical point of view. However, bribery does exist, and a salesperson must be pre-
pared to cope with it. It helps to have a well-established company policy to use as a reference
point for what is not acceptable.23

Salespeople representing The
St. Paul Property and Liability
Insurance Company
(www.stpaul.com) can be proud of
the firm’s record of high ratings.

Source: Courtesy of The St. Paul.

www.stpaul.com
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Salespeople who sell products
in foreign markets need to know
that giving bribes is viewed as an
acceptable business practice in
some cultures. However, bribes or
payoffs may violate the U.S. Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).
Lucent Technologies Incorporated
dismissed two high-ranking execu-
tives in China after it found potential
violations of the FCPA.24

GIFT GIVING Gift giving is a com-
mon practice in America. However,
some companies do maintain a “no
gift” policy. Many companies report
that their policy is either no gifts or
nothing of real value. Some gifts,
such as advertising novelties, plan-
ning calendars, or a meal, are of
limited value and cannot be con-
strued as a bribe or payoff.

There are some gray areas
that separate a gift from a bribe.
Most people agree that a token of
insignificant price, such as a pen

imprinted with a company logo or a desk calendar, is appropriate. These types of gifts are
meant to foster goodwill. A bribe, on the other hand, is an attempt to influence the person
receiving the gift.

Are there right and wrong ways to handle gift giving? The answer is yes. The following
guidelines are helpful to any salesperson who is considering giving gifts to customers:

1. Do not give gifts before doing business with a customer. Do not use the gift as a substitute
for effective selling methods.

2. Never convey the impression you are “buying” the customer’s business with gifts. When
this happens, the gift becomes nothing more than a bribe.

3. When gift giving is done correctly, the customer clearly views it as symbolic of your
appreciation—a “no strings attached” goodwill gesture.

4. Be sure the gift is not a violation of the policies of your firm or of your customer’s firm.
Some firms do not allow employees to accept gifts at all. Other firms place a dollar limit on
a gift’s value.

In summary, if you have second thoughts about giving a gift, do not do it. When you are sure
some token is appropriate, keep it simple and thoughtful.

ENTERTAINMENT Entertainment is a widespread practice in the field of selling and may be
viewed as a bribe by some people. The line dividing gifts, bribes, and entertainment is often quite
arbitrary.

Salespeople must frequently decide how to handle entertaining. A few industries see enter-
tainment as part of the approach used to obtain new accounts. This is especially true when
competing products are nearly identical. A good example is the cardboard box industry. These
products vary little in price and quality. Winning an account may involve knowing who to enter-
tain and how to entertain.

Entertainment is a highly individualized process. One prospect might enjoy a professional
football game, while another would be impressed most by a quiet meal at a good restaurant. The
key is to get to know your prospect’s preferences. How does the person spend leisure time? How
much time can the person spare for entertainment? You need to answer these and other questions
before you invest time and money in entertainment.

Personal selling, by its nature,
promotes close working
relationships. It is important that
salespeople preserve the
confidentiality of information they
receive. Violation of this ethical
responsibility will quickly erode a
relationship with the customer.

Source: © Otnaydur 
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BUSINESS DEFAMATION Salespeople frequently compare their product’s qualities and character-
istics with those of a competitor during the sales presentation. If such comparisons are inaccurate,
misleading, or slander a company’s business reputation, such conduct is illegal. Competitors
have sued hundreds of companies and manufacturers’ representatives for making slanderous
statements while selling.

What constitutes business defamation? Steven M. Sack, coauthor of The Salesperson’s
Legal Guide, provides the following examples:

1. Business slander. This arises when an unfair and untrue oral statement is made about a
competitor. The statement becomes actionable when it is communicated to a third party
and can be interpreted as damaging the competitor’s business reputation or the personal
reputation of an individual in that business.

2. Business libel. This may be incurred when an unfair and untrue statement is made about a
competitor in writing. The statement becomes actionable when it is communicated to a
third party and can be interpreted as damaging the company.

3. Product disparagement. This occurs when false or deceptive comparisons or distorted
claims are made concerning a competitor’s product, services, or property.25

USE OF THE INTERNET Use of the Internet offers salespeople many advantages, but it can also cre-
ate a number of ethical dilemmas. For example, e-mail abuse has become a modern-day problem
because some employees forget that their employer owns the e-mail system. E-mail messages
that contain inflammatory or abusive content, embarrassing gossip, or breaches of confidential-
ity can lead to legal liabilities. A growing number of companies are developing policies that
define permissible uses of their e-mail system.26

Some resourceful salespeople have created their own Web sites to alert, attract, or support
clients. The rise of these “extranets” has created some problems because they often function out-
side of the company’s jurisdiction. What should top management do if a top salesperson encour-
ages her customers to participate in a special Web auction for a backlogged product? What if the
salesperson makes exaggerated claims about a new product? Every marketing firm needs to care-
fully monitor the development and use of extranets.27

The effectiveness of company policies as a deterrent to unethical behavior depends on two fac-
tors. The first is the firm’s attitude toward employees who violate these policies. If violations are rou-
tinely ignored, the policy’s effect soon erodes. Second, policies that influence personal selling need
the support of the entire sales staff. Salespeople should have some voice in policy decisions; they are
more apt to support policies they have helped develop.

Sales Manager as Role Model
The salesperson’s actions often mirror the sales manager’s behavior and expectations. This is not
surprising when you consider the relationship between salespeople and their supervisors. They
look to their supervisors for guidance and direction. The sales manager is generally the com-
pany’s closest point of contact with the sales staff. This person is usually viewed as the chief
spokesperson for top management.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

When the Competition Uses Negative Practices
Negative selling practices create two problems for companies with
integrity. First, the salesperson must use valuable time correcting
misinformation presented by the competition. Second, a sale may
be delayed until the customer rejects the untruth. Jim Galtan, direc-
tor of sales for Schick Technologies, Inc., the leading manufacturer
of digital dental X-ray technology, often learns that the competition
has said something negative about his product. When this happens,

he looks the customer in the eye and says, “Having the best prod-
uct often frustrates our competition.” He also tells customers that if
the competition is honest in their assessment, they should be
willing to prepare a letter outlining their concerns. Galtan says doc-
umentation is the easiest way to cope with negative selling because
no one’s going to document untruth.b
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Sales managers generally provide new salespeople with their first orientation to company
operations. They are responsible for interpreting company policy. On a continuing basis, the
sales manager monitors the salesperson’s work and provides important feedback concerning
conduct. If a salesperson violates company policy, it is usually the sales manager who is
responsible for administering reprimands. If the moral fiber of a sales force begins to break
down, the sales manager must shoulder a great deal of responsibility, even if it goes against
“standard practice.”28

Sales managers influence the ethical behavior of salespeople by virtue of what they say
and what they do. From time to time, managers must review their expectations of ethical
behavior. Salespeople are under continuous pressure to abandon their personal ethical
standards to achieve sales goals. Values such as integrity and honesty must receive ongoing
support from the sales manager. The role of the sales manager will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 17.

Salesperson’s Personal Values
Ann Kilpatrick, a sales representative in the transportation industry, encountered an unexpected
experience when entertaining a potential client. The client said, “Let’s go to Johnny’s.” She was
not familiar with Johnny’s, but on arrival discovered it was a raunchy bar. Kilpatrick related that
she sat there for five minutes and then said, “This is not what I was expecting. This is a sleazy
place. Let’s go somewhere else where we can talk.” She was not willing to compromise her per-
sonal values to win a new account.29

Values represent the ultimate reasons people have for acting as they do. Values are your
deep personal beliefs and preferences that influence your behavior. To discover what really
motivates you, carefully examine what you value.30 Values serve as a foundation for our atti-
tudes, and our attitudes serve as a foundation for our behavior (Figure 5.3). We do not adopt
or discard values quickly. In fact, the development and refinement of values is a lifelong
process.

Sales managers influence the
ethical behavior of salespeople by
virtue of what they say and what
they do.

Source: © Smilla/Dreamstime

Values Attitude Behavior

FIGURE 5.3
Values represent the ultimate
reasons salespeople have for
acting as they do. Values serve as
a foundation for our attitudes, and
our attitudes serve as a foundation
for our behavior.
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Customers have a very negative view of salespeople who lack integrity. Yet, the temptation
to lie about a product’s features or benefits grows when you are trying to meet sales quotas. John
Craig, a pharmacist at Hancock Drugs in Scottsburg, Indiana, describes a meeting with a pushy
sales representative employed by a pharmaceutical company. The salesperson emphasized the
wonders of a powerful, expensive painkiller but failed to describe its side effects. Craig said, “He
was very pushy at the beginning,” and this behavior revealed a character flaw.31

VALUES CONFLICT Values help us establish our own personal standards concerning what is right
and what is wrong. Ron Willingham, author of Integrity Selling for the 21st Century, says,
“Selling success is more an issue of who you are than what you know.”32 A salesperson’s ethics
and values contribute more to sales success than do techniques or strategies. Some salespeople
discover a values conflict between themselves and their employer. If you view your employer’s
instructions or influence as improper, you have three choices:

1. Ignore the influence of your values and engage in the unethical behavior. However, even
with success, inattention to values will result in a loss of self-respect and feelings of
guilt.33 When salespeople experience conflicts between their actions and values, they also
feel a loss of confidence and energy.34 Positive energy is the result of creating value for the
customer. Negative energy is experienced when salespeople fail to honor and embrace their
ethical values.

2. Voice strong opposition to the practice that is in conflict with your values system. Take a
stand and state your beliefs. When ethical infractions occur, it’s best to bring them up
internally and try to influence decisions made by your peers or superiors. In some cases,
doing the right thing may not be popular with others. Price Pritchett, the author of The
Ethics of Excellence, says, “Not everybody will be on your side in your struggle to do the
right thing.”35

3. Refuse to compromise your values and be prepared to deal with the consequences. This
may mean leaving the job. It also may mean that you will be fired.

Salespeople face ethical problems and decisions every day. In this respect they are no differ-
ent from the doctor, the lawyer, the teacher, or any other professional. Ideally, they make deci-
sions on the basis of the values they hold.36

Laws, Contracts, and Agreements
Take another look at Figure 5.2 (page 97) and you will notice that all of the key elements, person-
nel, and policies are influenced by laws, contracts, and agreements. Everyone involved in sales
and marketing is guided by legal as well as ethical
standards. We live in a society in which the legal sys-
tem plays a key role in preventing people from engag-
ing in unethical behavior.

LAWS The specific obligations imposed by govern-
ment on the way business operates take the form of
statutes, laws passed by Congress or state legislatures.
Some of the most common laws deal with price com-
petition, credit reporting, debt collection practices,
contract enforcement, and land sales disclosure. The
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is a major law
influencing sales throughout the United States (see
Table 5.1). The UCC is a legal guide to a wide range
of transactions between the seller and the buyer. This
law has been adopted throughout the United States
and, therefore, has implications for most salespeople.

A majority of the states have passed legislation
that establishes a cooling-off period during which the
consumer may void a contract to purchase goods or
services. Although the provisions of cooling-off laws
vary from state to state, their primary purpose is to

Ron Willingham says a
salesperson’s ethics and values
contribute more to sales success
than do techniques and strategies.

Source: Jacket Cover copyright
© 2003 by Doubleday, a division of
Random House, Inc., from Integrity
Selling for the 21st Century by Ron
Willingham. Used with permission of
Doubleday, a division of Random
House, Inc.
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give customers an opportunity to reconsider a buying decision made under a salesperson’s per-
suasive influence. Many laws are designed to deal specifically with sales made in the consumer’s
home. For example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) established the National Do Not Call
Registry in an attempt to reduce the number of telemarketing calls.

CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS The word contract may bring to mind the familiar multipage,
single-spaced documents that no ordinary person seems able to understand. In fact, contracts can
be oral or written. A contract is simply a promise or promises that the courts will enforce. Oral
contracts are enforceable, but written contracts are preferable. They reduce the possibility of
disagreement and the courts give them great weight in a lawsuit. A written contract can consist of
a sales slip, a notation on a check, or any other writing that evidences the promises that the par-
ties made.37

Salespeople are sometimes the legal representatives of their company and, therefore, must
be careful when signing written contracts. They often oversee contracts with customers, suppli-
ers, and resellers. Salespeople also frequently sign employment contracts at the time they are
hired. Most of these agreements include a noncompete clause. One of the most common clauses,
a noncompete clause prohibits salespeople from joining a competing firm for a year after they
leave. Most clauses are legally binding even when an employee’s position is cut. Employers see
employment contracts as an effective way to protect intellectual property, customer lists, and
other resources an employee might take to a competing firm.38

Many companies are learning that resolving legal disputes can be very costly and time-
consuming. Resolving a dispute in the courts can sometimes take several years. A serious effort
to prevent unethical activities can prevent costly litigation.

ETHICS BEYOND THE LETTER OF THE LAW Too often people confuse ethical standards with legal
standards. They believe that if you are not breaking the law, then you are acting in an ethical
manner.39 A salesperson’s ethical sense must extend beyond the legal definition of what is right
and wrong. To view ethics only in terms of what is legally proper encourages the question,
“What can I get by with?” A salesperson must develop a personal code of ethics that extends
beyond the letter of the law.

Bruce Weinstein, a professional ethicist who is often introduced as “The Ethics Guy,” offers
sound advice on living an ethical life. He says we should do the right thing simply because it’s the
right thing to do. The only way you can build a loyal and growing client base is to demonstrate
that you have the customers’ own best interests at heart. You are trying to make things better for
them. “Here is where ethics differs from the law. It demands more of us,” says Weinstein.40

TABLE 5.1 Uniform Commercial Code Defines Legal Side of Selling
Any list of the major developments in American law would have near its top the adoption of the Uniform
Commercial Code (UCC), a body of statutes that replaces several areas of business law formerly covered
individually by each state’s common law of contracts.

The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is the source of the major laws influencing sales throughout
the United States. Several areas featured in the UCC focus directly on the seller–buyer relationship. Some
of the primary areas follow:

1. Definition of a sale. The code defines the legal dimensions of a sale. It clearly states that salespeople
have the authority to legally obligate the company they represent.

2. Warranties and guarantees. The code distinguishes between express warranties and implied war-
ranties. Express warranties are those that are described by the express language of the seller. Implied
warranties are the obligations imposed by law on the seller that are not assumed in express language.

3. Salesperson and reseller. In many cases, the salesperson has resellers as customers or prospects.
Salespeople must be aware of their employer’s obligations to the reseller.

4. Financing of sales. Often salespeople work for firms that are directly involved in financing products
or services or in arranging such financing from outside sources. A salesperson needs to be familiar
with the legal aspects of these credit arrangements.

5. Product consignment. In some cases, goods are delivered to the buyer, but the title remains with the
seller. This type of transaction can become complicated if the goods have a limited life span.
Depreciation may occur with the passing of time. Salespeople should be familiar with the company’s
rights in cases in which goods are sold on consignment.
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A Personal Code of Ethics That Adds Value
Many people considering a career in selling are troubled by the thought that they may be pres-
sured into compromising their personal standards of right and wrong. These fears may be justi-
fied. The authors of The Ethical Edge, a book that examines organizations that have faced moral
crises, contend that business firms have given too little thought to the issue of helping employees
to function ethically within organizations.41 Many salespeople wonder whether their own ethical
philosophy can survive in the business world. These are some of their questions:

“Can a profitable business and good ethics coexist?”

“Are there still business firms that value adherence to high ethical standards?”

“Is honesty still a valued personal trait in the business community?”

In the field of athletic competition, the participants rely heavily on a written set of rules. The
referee or umpire is ever present to detect rule violations and assess a penalty. In the field of
personal selling, there is no universal code of ethics. However, some general guidelines can serve
as a foundation for a personal code of business ethics.

1. Personal selling must be viewed as an exchange of value. Salespeople who maintain a value
focus are searching for ways to create value for their prospects or customers. This value may
take the form of increased productivity, greater profit, enjoyment, or security. The value focus
motivates the salesperson to carefully identify the prospects’ wants and needs.42 Salespeople
who accept this ethical guideline view personal selling as something you do for customers, not
something you do to customers. The role of the salesperson is to diagnose buyer needs and
determine whether value can be created. Always be prepared to add value.

2. Relationship comes first, task second. Sharon Drew Morgan, author of Selling with
Integrity, says that you can’t sell a product unless there is a level of comfort between you
and the prospect. She encourages salespeople to take the time to create a level of comfort,
rapport, and collaboration that encourages open communication.43 Placing task before rela-
tionship is based on the belief that the salesperson knows more than the customer. Morgan
reminds us, “The buyer has the answers, and the seller has the questions.”44 These answers
surface only when the buyer–seller relationship is characterized by rapport and trust.

3. Be honest with yourself and with others. To achieve excellence in terms of ethical practices,
you have to believe that everything you do counts. Tom Peters in Thriving on Chaos said,

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Ethical and Legal Issues with Recording CRM Data
Customer relationship management systems enable you to collect
information about people with whom you maintain relationships,
including the taking of notes. It is a good practice to record more
than basic transaction information, such as personal details about
your customers. Reviewing your observations about the customers’
behavior and your recording of their statements can help you
understand them and their needs. Rereading their comments about
ethical issues can assist you in assessing the value of maintaining a
business relationship with them.

To be fair, it is important to record only the facts concerning
your observations, not necessarily your conclusions, especially if neg-
ative. Information in an electronic database can last a long time and,
for reasons such as litigation or company acquisitions, can be
“mobile.” This means that others may form an opinion about your
customer based on your recorded conclusions, with potential detri-
mental consequences for your customer. Because the customer may
not be aware of the existence of the information in your database,

that person does not have a fair opportunity to correct any erro-
neous conclusions. Another reason to carefully record only the facts
is the possibility that any inappropriate information may come to the
attention of the customer. For example, there are reported instances
in which a customer later joined the sales organization and gained
access to the customer relationship management (CRM) system.

Most CRM systems contain scheduling functions, which means
that you can set aside time on your calendar to attend meetings,
make phone calls, and perform tasks. The scheduling tools usually
include alarms, which remind you that a deadline is approaching.
The disciplined use of these features can help you get your work
accomplished on time. Taking advantage of the system’s reminder
tools can be especially important when it involves fulfilling your
commitments. The system can help you build trust by reminding
you to always do what you said you would do. Application Exercise
“Using CRM Data to Prepare Mailing Lists” on page 109 shows
how to generate a list of contacts.
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“Integrity may be about little things as much as or more
than big ones.”45 Integrity is about accuracy in completing
your expense account. There is always the temptation to
inflate the expense report for personal gain. Integrity is
also about avoiding the temptation to stretch the truth, to
exaggerate, or to withhold information. Paul Ekman,
author of Telling Lies, says that withholding important
information is one of the primary ways of lying.46 A
complete and informative sales presentation may include
information concerning the product’s limitations. If you
let your character and integrity be revealed in the little
things, others can see you as one who acts ethically in all
things. Any violation of honesty, however small, dilutes
your ethical strength, leaving you weaker for the big
challenges you will face sooner or later.47

The Trust Factor
Everyone involved in personal selling must work hard to build relationships based on trust.
Customers are more apt to trust salespeople they believe to be ethical, leading to a much more
productive partnership.48 Although trust is an essential element of every sale, the meaning of
trust changes with the type of sale.49

� Trust in transactional sales. The primary customer focus in this type of sale is trust in
the product. Is the product reliable? Is the product priced as low as possible? Can the
product be delivered in a timely fashion? The transactional buyer may purchase a
product from a salesperson they do not feel totally comfortable with if it meets their
purchase criteria.

� Trust in consultative sales. In a consultative sale, the customer focus shifts from the prod-
uct to the person who sells the product. The consultative buyer is thinking, “Can I trust this
salesperson to identify my problem and offer me one or more solutions?” Customers
involved in a consultative sale usually do not separate the product from the person selling
it. They want to do business with a salesperson who displays such positive qualities as
warmth, empathy, genuineness, competence, and integrity.

� Trust in strategic alliance sales. The strategic alliance buyer wants to do business with an
institution that can be trusted. This buyer looks beyond the well-qualified salesperson and
assesses the entire organization. A strategic alliance customer will not feel comfortable
partnering with a company whose values differ greatly from their own. Ethical accountabil-
ity will greatly influence the way an alliance partner is judged and valued.

Trust exists when we strongly believe in the integrity, ability, and character of a person or an
organization. Although trust is an intangible, it is at the very core of all meaningful relationships.
Trust is quickly lost and slowly won.50

Ethical and Legal Issues in International Business
Ethical and legal issues that are quite complex on the domestic scene become even more compli-
cated at the international level. International business is growing, and the United States is deeply
involved in the global marketplace. Thomas Friedman, author of the best-selling book The World Is
Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century, says today’s highly competitive and global
marketplace is flattening the world of international business. In order to compete with China, India,
and other dynamic economics, U.S.-based companies must adopt a more aggressive global focus.51

Culture Issues
Today’s global marketplace reflects a kaleidoscope of cultures, each with its own unique
qualities. Culture is the sum total of beliefs, values, knowledge, ethnic customs, and objects that

Personal selling must be viewed as
an exchange of value. Salespeople
who accept this ethical guideline
view personal selling as something
you do for customers, not
something you do to customers.

Source: Kablonk/SuperStock, Inc.
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people use to adapt to their environment. Cultural barriers can impede acceptance of products in
foreign countries and weaken interpersonal relationships. When the salesperson understands the
cultural background of the foreign customer, communication problems are less likely. Many
people from Asia, Arab countries, and much of Africa prefer a more indirect style of communi-
cation and therefore value harmony, subtlety, sensitivity, and tact more than brevity.52 The
customer who seems to be agreeing with everything you say may have no intention of buying
your product. This person may simply be displaying polite and tactful behaviors.

Perceptions of time differ from country to country. Americans value promptness, but
businesspeople from other countries often approach meetings in a more relaxed manner. Arriving
late for a meeting may not be viewed as a problem. Many companies are spending thousands of
dollars to make sure that employees sent abroad are culturally prepared. Eastman Chemical
Company, for example, has developed a highly successful orientation program for employees
who have accepted overseas assignments.53

Legal Issues
Doing business in the global marketplace continues to be an ethical minefield. Illegal demands
for bribes, kickbacks, or special fees may stand in the way of successful transactions. The
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act prohibits U.S. companies from using bribes or kickbacks to influ-
ence foreign officials. But monitoring illegal activities throughout the world is a very difficult
task.54 Motorola and some other U.S. businesses are using software to analyze invoices and pay-
ments in order to uncover possible payoffs. Gifts from suppliers to U.S. companies can also be a
problem. Each year United Technologies sends a letter to foreign suppliers saying “we don’t
want gifts.”55

American businesses acknowledge that it is difficult to compete with organizations from
other countries that are not bound by U.S. laws. However, the International Business Ethics
Institute (www.business-ethics.org) believes that U.S. companies have been a very positive role
model for rest of the business world. As noted previously in this chapter, high ethical standards
depend on strong leadership provided by management personnel at all levels of the organization.
Integrity starts at the top.

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Describe how ethical decisions influence relationships in selling
Character and integrity strongly influence relationships in personal selling. Unethical sales prac-
tices will ultimately destroy relationships with customers. These practices undermine trust,
which is at the very core of all meaningful relationships.

Discuss factors that influence character development
Many colleges and universities are playing a more active role in character development.
Character education is often integrated into courses that focus on ethics. Character is composed
of personal standards of behavior, so all of us can do things that build character. Keeping our
commitments to others provides just one example of how character is built.

Describe the factors that influence the ethical conduct of sales personnel
Salespeople can benefit from the stabilizing influence of good role models. Although top man-
agement personnel are usually far removed from day-to-day selling activities, they can have a
major impact on salespeople’s conduct. Dishonesty at the top of an organization can cause an
erosion of ethical standards at the lower echelons. Sales managers provide another important role
model. They interpret company policies and help establish guidelines for acceptable and unac-
ceptable selling practices.

www.business-ethics.org
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Discuss guidelines for developing a personal code of ethics
Salespeople must establish their own standards of personal conduct. They must decide how best
to serve their company and build strong partnerships with their customers. The pressure to com-
promise one’s ethical standards surfaces almost daily. The primary deterrent is a strong sense of
right and wrong. Three general guidelines can serve as a foundation for a personal code of ethics:

a. Personal selling must be viewed as an exchange of value.

b. Relationship comes first; task, second.

c. Be honest with yourself and with others.

Describe ethical and legal issues in international business
At the international level, ethical and legal issues can be very complex. The global marketplace
reflects a great number of cultures, each with its unique qualities. Coping with illegal activities
throughout the world is also very challenging. Illegal demands for bribes, kickbacks, or special
fees can serve as a barrier to business transactions.

Key Terms
Business ethics
Reciprocity

Values
Cooling-off laws

Contract
Culture

Review Questions

1. What is the definition of business ethics? Why is this topic receiving so much attention
today?

2. Carefully review the Standards of Professional Conduct developed by the National
Association of Sales Professionals (NASP). Select the three standards you feel would
present the greatest challenge to salespeople. Explain your answer.

3. How does business slander differ from business libel?
4. What major factors help influence salespeople’s ethical conduct?
5. What is the Uniform Commercial Code? Why is it needed?
6. Why must a salesperson’s ethical sense extend beyond the legal definition of what is right

and wrong?
7. Explain why the sales manager plays such an important role in influencing the ethical

behavior of salespeople.
8. A company policy on ethics should cover several major areas. What are they?
9. Is it ever appropriate to give gifts to customers? Explain.

10. List and describe three guidelines used as a foundation of a self-imposed code of
business ethics.

Application Exercises

1. You find that you have significantly overcharged one of your clients. The error was discov-
ered when you received payment. It is unlikely that the customer or your company will
become aware of the overcharge. Because of this error, the company realized a higher net
profit on the sale. Your commissions are based on this profit. What, if anything, will you
do about the overcharge?

2. Access the National Association of Sales Professionals Web site at www.nasp.com. Click
on the sales certification link and examine the steps to becoming a certified sales profes-
sional. Also click “Registry of Accredited Salespeople” and “Directory of Members.”
Examine the backgrounds of several members of the NASP. After reviewing the Standards
of Professional Conduct printed in this chapter, discuss your views on the impact profes-
sional certification has on the ethical behavior of salespeople. Do you think the designation
CPSP would affect the impression a customer might have of a salesperson?

www.nasp.com
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3. You work for a supplier of medical equipment. Your sales manager informs you that he
wants you to capture a certain hospital account. He also tells you to put on your expense
account anything it costs to secure the firm as a client. When you ask him to be more spe-
cific, he tells you to use your own judgment. Up to this time you have never questioned
your sales manager’s personal code of ethics. Make a list of the items you believe can be
legitimately charged to the company on your expense account.

4. For some time your strongest competitor has been making untrue derogatory statements
about your product and about your company. You know for a fact that her product is not as
good as yours, yet hers has a higher price. Several of your best customers have confronted
you with these charges. Describe how you plan to answer them.

5. Sales managers must approve expense reports turned in by members of the sales force.
Assume the role of sales manager for a sales force that includes 12 salespeople who travel
frequently and average about two overnight trips each week. Recently you noticed that the
expense reports turned in by two of your salespeople seem quite high. You suspect that
these salespeople are padding their expense reports. What steps should you take to deter-
mine whether cheating is occurring? How can a sales manager prevent the padding of
expense reports?

Role-Play Exercise

This morning you met with a customer who has purchased office supplies from you
for almost three years. You are quite surprised when she says, “I am prepared to
place a $10,500 order, but you must match an offer I received from a competitor.”
She then explains that the competitor is offering new customers a seven-day trip to
Disney World in Orlando if they place an order of more than $10,000. All expenses
will be paid. What would you do?

Prepare to role-play your response with another student. Review the material in this chapter,
paying special attention to ways you can add value and build long-term relationships with ethical
decision making.

CRM Application Exercise
Using CRM Data to Prepare Mailing Lists

Log onto Salesforce.com, and click on the Reports tab. Choose “SimNet Reports”
from the Report Folder drop-down menu and click on the “SimNet Mailing Lists”
report.

On the following screen, select the button labeled “Printable View.”

Printable View will download to your computer a mailing list of all contacts in Microsoft Excel
format.
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Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem: Mattress Firm

Mattress Firm (www.mattressfirm.com) is one of the largest and most successful
specialty bedding companies in the world. It offers sleep solutions, including con-
ventional and specialty mattresses, as well as bedding-related products. The com-
pany has grown to become one of the largest and fastest growing retailers in the

nation. The company operates more than 560 stores in 38 markets nationwide and carries the top
mattress brands. From the very beginning, the company, which only hires college graduates, set
out to be a different kind of mattress retailer, focused on creating a unique shopping experience.

According to Edith Botello, featured at the beginning of this chapter, the biggest differentia-
tor between Mattress Firm and its competitors is the sales process. As Edith puts it, buying a
mattress can be overwhelming: How do you know which one is the best if all you see when you
walk into a store are dozens of white rectangles? At Mattress Firm, sales reps make it simple for
their customers to pick out their mattress without trying out every single bed. The process invites
customers to get fitted for a mattress, just as with suits, shoes, and gowns. This is done through
the company’s Sleep Diagnostic System, which asks the customer a series of questions about
their sleep quality and then measures their weight distribution and postural alignment. The sys-
tem then recommends a type of support and eliminates 80 percent of the beds in the showroom.
Taking the risk out of buying a mattress by letting the customer know what mattresses are best
for them is something that only Mattress Firm offers.

How can ethical aspects of selling come into play in Edith’s job as a retail salesperson? One
example would be that sometimes salespeople have the opportunity to write up a sale where they
would get credit but have not earned the right to do so. At times, customers shop around and end
up at the same store and want the same product that was offered to them previously. In such a
case, the customer may request the particular salesperson who helped him or her previously. If
that salesperson is not there, the new salesperson could choose to not give her/him credit.
Another example might be a customer who tries to get greater price discounts by making untrue
statements about a competitor’s price offering or shopping around at different Mattress Firm
locations in order to get the lowest possible price. In many cases, however, the salesperson will
recognize this behavior and act accordingly.

Being ethical is a core value at Mattress Firm. New hires are made aware of Mattress
Firm’s expectations from the beginning of their employment to ensure that they are ethical with
their customers and other salespeople. Mattress Firm’s Code of Conduct is a guide to the gen-
eral principles that permeate the employees’ relationships with customers, business partners,
and, last but not least, each other. The Code goes far beyond compliance with laws and regula-
tions. It is also a set of practical instructions to help employees in their day-to-day work. It
explains, for example, how to manage potential conflicts of interest and how to report suspected
violations of the rules.

At Mattress Firm, several policies and elements in the incentive compensation system exist
that also help to safeguard ethical behavior. The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) dedicates
an entire section to commission sales and how to handle different situations such as team selling,
ticket trading, SPIFFS, bonuses, etc. For example, the commission system encourages sales reps
to hold the line on price concessions. National sales contests are also audited to ensure ethical
behavior. The SOP and Employee Code of Conduct are housed on the company’s intranet and
are available to view at any time. (See the chapter opener on page 92 and Reality Selling Today
Role-Play 4 in Appendix 1 on page 392 for more information.)

Questions
1. Put yourself in Edith Botello’s place as a sales rep selling mattresses. Can you imagine

situations in your job that might challenge your ethical conduct?
2. For retailers such as Mattress Firm, what are the major areas that should be covered in a

company policy on ethics?

If prompted to save the file, do so and remember where it is stored on your computer. You may
open and print the file or, if your instructor requests, you may attach it to an e-mail to your
instructor.

www.mattressfirm.com
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3. Revenue-based incentive compensation plans, by their very nature, pressure sales reps to
generate high sales, which might cause unethical sales practices. How could an incentive
compensation system be designed that stimulates sales generation, but safeguards ethical
sales behavior at the same time?

4. Imagine you were a salesperson for Mattress Firm, just like Edith Botello. A customer
walks into your store and, after awhile, shows great interest in a specific Tempur-Pedic.
When it comes to the price, the customer mentions that your competitor across the street
offered him exactly that mattress at a 10 percent lower price than Mattress Firm. You have
some doubts that this statement is actually true, but you do not want to disgruntle and com-
promise the customer. How would you react?

PART2 ROLE-PLAY EXERCISE
Developing a Relationship Strategy
Scenario

You are an experienced sales representative employed by American Steel Processing, a company that has
been in business for more than 25 years. American is an ISO 9002–certified manufacturing company that
has earned many accolades, including three consecutive J.D. Power and Associates awards for customer
satisfaction. Over the years the company has invested heavily in automation technology as a means of
ensuring consistent manufacturing quality. The American Steel processing sales force understands that the
company will not be the lowest bidder in most sales situations because the highest quality can never be
obtained at the lowest price.

Customer Profile

Tyler Hensman has held the position of senior purchasing agent at Regina Steel Fabricators for several
years. Throughout this period of time, Tyler has negotiated more than a dozen purchase agreements with
Dana Davis, senior account representative with American Steel Processing. Tyler takes pride in purchasing
quality steel products at the best price.

Salesperson Profile

Dana Davis began working for American Steel Processing Company about four years ago. After completion
of an extensive sales training program, Dana was assigned to a territory in central Ohio. After three suc-
cessful years, Dana Davis was promoted to senior account representative.

Product

American Steel Processing sells a wide range of steel products. Many of the orders filled are for high-stress
steel beams, stainless steel bolts and nuts, and structural tubing used in commercial building construction.
Most orders specify a certain quality of steel.

Instructions

For this role-play you will assume the role of Dana Davis, senior account representative employed by
American Steel Processing. To prepare for the role-play, you should carefully read the case problem at the
end of Chapter 5. This information will help you understand the issues that need to be addressed during
the role-play. During the early stages of the role-play, you will want to obtain more information from the
customer and resolve any misunderstandings. You want to obtain the order for type 316 stainless steel
bolts and nuts, and maintain a good relationship with this important customer. Keep in mind that ethical
decisions can greatly influence the relationship between a salesperson and the customer. Reflect on the
important information covered in Chapter 5 prior to meeting with Tyler Hensman.
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When you finish reading

this chapter, you should 

be able to
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2 Describe product

configuration

3 Identify reasons why

salespeople and customers

benefit from thorough

product knowledge

4 Discuss the most
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and company information
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solutions

5 Describe how knowledge

of competition improves

personal selling

6 List major sources of

product information

7 Explain how to add

value with a feature–benefit

strategy
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Since her university graduation 10 years ago, Amy Vandaveer, in the photo above,

has had a highly successful sales career. Amy is a sales representative for Texas Monthly

(www.texasmonthly.com), a magazine that focuses largely on leisure activities and events in

Texas. Texas Monthly’s sales staff is responsible for selling the large amount of advertising

space available in the magazine. It may sound like a relatively easy job; after all, Texas Monthly

has a large, loyal reader base and would be an attractive advertising outlet for many businesses.

Remember, though, that Texas Monthly has many direct and indirect competitors, all of whom

are trying to sell their services to the same group of businesses that Amy works with.

Because of the many options available to a prospective advertiser, Amy must become an

expert on what her customers want, what Texas Monthly can offer them, and what Texas

Monthly’s competitors can offer. By doing so, she can improve her ability to answer customers’

questions and emphasize the benefits, in the context of her customers’ needs, of choosing Texas

Monthly over other advertising outlets. She is no longer just selling advertising space; instead, she

can offer her customers her own knowledge and experience at creating solutions that address

their needs.1 �

www.texasmonthly.com
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Strategic Step Prescription

Develop a Personal Selling Philosophy Adopt Marketing Concept
Value Personal Selling
Become a Problem Solver/Partner

Adopt Win-Win Philosophy
Project Professional Image
Maintain High Ethical Standards

Develop a Relationship Strategy

Become a Product Expert
Sell Specific Benefits
Configure Value-Added Solutions

Develop a Product Strategy

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Strategic/Consultative Selling Model

FIGURE 6.1
Developing a product strategy
enables the salesperson to custom
fit products or services to the
customer’s needs.

Developing a Product Solution That Adds Value
As noted in Chapter 1, a product strategy helps salespeople make correct decisions concerning
the selection and positioning of products to meet identified customer needs. The product strategy
is a well-conceived plan that emphasizes becoming a product expert, selling specific benefits,
and configuring value-added solutions (Figure 6.1). Configuring value-added solutions is dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 7.

Selling Solutions
A solution is a mutually shared answer to a recognized
customer problem. In many selling situations, a solution
is more encompassing than a specific product. It often
provides measurable results such as greater productivity,
increased profits, or less employee turnover. Selling a
solution, versus selling a specific product, usually
requires a greater effort to define and diagnose the cus-
tomer’s problem.2 Think of solution selling as a process
by which the salesperson uncovers and clarifies a
customer’s problem, works with the customer to create
a vision of how things could be better, and then develops
a plan for implementing the vision.3

Most salespeople have adopted a broad definition
of the term product. It is broadly interpreted to encom-
pass information, services, ideas, tangible products, or
some combination of these that satisfy the customer’s
needs with the right solution.4 Let’s look at the sales
process at two firms:

� Trilogy, an Austin, Texas–based company, creates configuration software for large
manufacturers such as Boeing and Hewlett-Packard. These two companies sell products
with a great many variants. Boeing, for example, can use a wide range of components to
assemble a plane that matches the customer’s highly specific preferences. With the aid of
Trilogy software, Boeing sales representatives, using a laptop computer, can translate a
customer’s specific needs into a workable specification.5

� Sunflower Travel Corporation, based in Wichita, Kansas, creates specialized vacation
packages for individuals and groups. A package might include airline tickets, hotel
reservations, and accommodations on a cruise line. The sales staff at Sunflower have the
knowledge to plan a highly customized trip.6

From the customer’s point of view, salespeople employed by Trilogy and Sunflower are sell-
ing primarily information and expertise. The problem-solving ability these salespeople provide

According to Keith Eades, author
of The New Solution Selling, a
solution is a mutually shared
answer to a recognized customer
problem. It is more encompassing
than a specific product, and it
provides measurable results. Eades
states that more than 500,000
individuals worldwide have been
trained in solution selling.
Solution selling forms the core of
Microsoft’s selling processes.

Source: Book Cover from The New
Solution Selling, 2e by Keith Eades.
Copyright © 2004. Reprinted by
permission of The McGraw-Hill
Companies, Inc.
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the customer is viewed as the product. When you sell a complex product, it is knowledge and
expertise that create value.

TAILORING THE PRODUCT STRATEGY A product strategy should be tailored to the customer’s buy-
ing needs. Transactional buyers are usually well aware of their needs. Most of these customers
have conducted their own research and have a good understanding of the product that will meet
their needs. The office manager who frequently buys a large amount of copy paper knows that
this standard item can be purchased from several vendors. The quality of the paper usually does
not vary from one vendor to another.

The consultative buyer may lack needs awareness and will usually welcome need clarifica-
tion. This customer will want help evaluating possible solutions and usually needs a customized
product solution. The customized solution appeals to the customer’s desire for choices that are
tailored to their needs. Developing a product strategy for the strategic alliance customer usually
offers the greatest challenge. Study of the proposed alliance partner can be very time-consuming,
but the rewards of a successful alliance may be substantial. In some cases, the company that
wishes to form an alliance with a new customer must be prepared to make a large investment in
capital-intensive technology and additional personnel.7

Explosion of Product Options
The domestic and global markets are overflowing with a vast array of goods and services. In
some industries, the number of new products introduced each year is mind-boggling. Consumer-
product makers, for example, churn out more than 30,000 new products each year. Want to buy a
product in the securities and financial services field? In the segment of mutual funds alone, you
can choose from more than 7,000 products.8

For the customer, this much variety creates a “good news–bad news” situation. The good
news is that almost all buyers have a choice when it comes to purchasing a product or service.
People like to compare various options. The bad news is that so many choices often complicate
the buying process. One of the most important roles of the salesperson is to simplify the cus-
tomer’s study of the product choices. Later in this chapter we discuss how product features
(information) can add value when converted into specific benefits (knowledge) that can help the
buyer make an intelligent buying decision.

Busch solves complex buying
problems and adds value by
bringing together many parts of
their company’s product mix.
They also ensure the highest level
of service support. Busch is an
ISO 9001 Registered Company.

Source: Courtesy of Busch Vacuum
Pumps and Systems.
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Creating Solutions with Product Configuration
The challenge facing both customers and salespeople in this era of information overload is decid-
ing which product applications, or combination of applications, can solve the buying problem. If
the customer has complex buying needs, then the salesperson may have to bring together many
parts of the company’s product mix to develop a custom-fitted solution. The product selection
process is often referred to as product configuration. Salespeople representing Cisco Systems
are often involved in the sale of new products to new and established customers. They use
Cybrant Solutions Architect software to quickly identify solutions. The software helps salespeople
ask prospects the right questions to discover their needs and then configures a solution that best
meets those needs.9

Amy Vandaveer takes pride in her ability to create solutions based on product configuration.
In fact, every proposal she prepares is customized to fit the needs of a Texas Monthly customer.

Many companies use product configuration software because it develops customized prod-
uct solutions quickly and accurately. It incorporates product selection criteria and associates
them directly with customer requirements. Members of the sales force can use the sales configu-
rator to identify product options, prices, delivery schedules, and other parts of the product mix
while working interactively with the customer. Most of today’s product configuration software
can be integrated with contact management software programs such as Salesforce.com, ACT!,
and NetSuite. In addition to improving the quality of the sales proposal, this software reduces the
time-consuming process of manually preparing written proposals.

A major element of product configuration is quotation management. Quick and accurate
pricing is critical in today’s fast-paced sales environment. Leading companies are aggressively
automating their quotation management process.10

Preparing Written Proposals
Written proposals are frequently part of the salesperson’s product strategy. It is only natural that
some buyers want the proposed solution put in writing. Written proposals can be defined as a
specific plan of action based on the facts, assumptions, and supporting documentation included
in the sales presentation.11 A well-written proposal adds value to the product solution and can set

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Selling Motherhood
Cynthia Cunningham and Shelley Murray worked 60-hour work-
weeks to achieve success as BankBoston branch managers. They
wanted more time with their children, but the long hours created a
major barrier to motherhood. Then they came up with a novel plan:
package themselves and share one job. Once the plan was devel-
oped, the selling began. They wrote a letter that described their
accomplishments, attached a résumé, and delivered the package to
several senior executives. Eventually they met with more than a
dozen executives and finally hit pay dirt. They began sharing a vice
president–level job that involved teaching branch personnel and
small businesses how to sell their services to customers. Cynthia
and Shelley now work 20 to 25 hours each week at what has since
become Fleet Bank.a

Cynthia Cunningham and Shelley Murray.

Source: Steve Robb/Cynthia Cunningham
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you apart from the competition. It offers the buyer reassurance that you will deliver what has
been promised. Written proposals, which are often accompanied by a sales letter, vary in terms
of format and content. Many government agencies, and some large companies, issue a request
for proposal (RFP) that specifies the format of the proposal. Most proposals include the following
parts:

Budget and overview. Tell the prospect the cost of the solution you have prescribed. Be
specific as you describe the product or service features to be provided and specify the
price. When you confirm pricing with a proposal, misunderstandings and mistakes can be
avoided.

Objective. The objective should be expressed in terms of benefits. A tangible objective
might be to “reduce payroll expense by 10 percent.” An intangible objective might be
stated as “increased business security offered by a company with a reputation for depend-
ability.” Focus on specific benefits that relate directly to the customer’s needs.

Strategy. Briefly describe how you will meet your objective. How will you fulfill the obli-
gations you have described in your proposal? In some cases this section of your proposal
includes specific language: “Your account will be assigned to Susan Murray, our senior
lease representative.”

Schedule. Establish a time frame for meeting your objective. This might involve the con-
firmation of dates with regard to acquisition, shipping, or installation.

Rationale. With a mixture of logic and emotion, present your rationale for taking action
now. Once again, the emphasis should be on benefits, not features.12

Some written proposals follow a specific format developed by the company. The length of a
proposal can vary from a single page to dozens of pages for a complex product.

The proposal should be printed on quality paper and free of any errors in spelling, grammar,
or punctuation. Before completing the proposal, review the content one more time to be sure you
have addressed all the customer’s concerns. Bob Kantin, author of Sales Proposals Kit for
Dummies, says the proposal is really the first “product” that the customer receives from you, so
be sure it is perfect.13 Neil Rackham, noted author and sales consultant, says to address your

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Writing Effective Sales Letters
Sales letters are increasingly being used by salespeople to describe
features and benefits, position products, build relationships, and
provide assurances to customers. Sales letters also are used in con-
junction with prospecting plans. There are several standard rules
that apply to all written sales letters. These include the following:

1. Sales letters should follow the standard visual format of a
business letter. They should contain (in the following order)
either a letterhead or the sender’s address, date, inside
address (the same as on the outside of the envelope),
salutation, body of letter, complimentary close, typed name
and handwritten signature of sender, and a notation of
enclosures (if there are any).

2. Placement of the letter on paper should provide a balanced
white-space border area surrounding the entire letter. Three
to five blank lines should separate the date and inside
address; a single blank line should separate the inside
address and the salutation, salutation and opening
paragraph of the letter, and each paragraph. A single blank
line should separate the last paragraph and the complimentary

close. Single spacing should generally be used within the
paragraphs.

3. Proper business punctuation includes a colon after the
salutation and comma after the complimentary close.

4. Most sales letters include at least three paragraphs. The first
paragraph should indicate the objective of your letter; the
second should be a summary of the benefits proposed; and
the third paragraph should state what the next action step
will be for the salesperson, the customer, or both.

5. Proper grammar and spelling must be used throughout the
entire letter. Business letters provide an opportunity to build a
stronger relationship with the customer and close the sale.
Improper placement, punctuation, spelling errors, or weak
content convey a negative impression to the reader and may
result in a lost sale.

6. The use of the personal pronoun “I” should be minimized in
a sales letter. To keep the letter focused on the customer’s
needs, the pronouns “you” and “your” should appear
throughout the body of the letter.
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proposal to the “invisible” customer. Very often the proposal will be reviewed by individuals the
salesperson has never met. And these are often the people who will make or break the deal.14

The remainder of this chapter is divided into five major sections. The first two sections
examine the kinds of product information and company information required by the salesperson.
The third section describes the type of information about the competition that is helpful to sales-
people. Sources of information are covered in the fourth section, and the fifth section describes
how product features can be translated into buyer benefits.

Becoming a Product Expert
One of the major challenges facing salespeople is winning the customer’s trust. A survey reported
in Sales & Marketing Management ranked product knowledge as the number-one characteristic of
salespeople who are able to build trust.15 Ideally, a salesperson possesses product knowledge that
meets and exceeds customer expectations, increasing sales effectiveness and willingness to pay.16

Tom Peters says that when it comes to product knowledge, remember: “More, more, more. And,
more important: Deeper, deeper, deeper.” In summary: “He or she who has the largest appetite for
Deep Knowledge wins.”17 This section reviews some of the most common product information
categories: (1) product development and quality improvement processes, (2) performance data
and specifications, (3) maintenance and service contracts, and (4) price and delivery. Each is
important as a potential source of knowledge concerning the product or service.

Product Development and Quality Improvement Processes
Companies spend large amounts of money in the development of their products. In product
development, the original idea for a product or service is tested, modified, and retested several
times before it is offered to the customer. Each of the modifications is made with the thought of
improving the product. Salespeople should be familiar with product development history. Often
this information sets the stage for stronger sales appeals.

Patagonia, a company that makes high-quality sports and outdoor equipment and clothing,
uses a unique product development process. Patagonia hires many expert kayakers, skiers,
climbers, and fishermen who under actual conditions help develop and test the company’s
products. In the outdoor recreation market, Patagonia wins high praise for its many product inno-
vations.18 Quality improvement continues to be an important long-term business strategy for
most successful companies.19 Salespeople need to identify quality improvement processes that
provide a competitive advantage and be prepared to discuss this information during the sales
presentation. Gulfstream Aircraft Company, Ritz-Carlton Hotels, Toyota, and Sea Ray Boats are
examples of companies that have implemented important quality controls. Quality control,
which involves measuring products and services against established standards, is one dimension
of the typical quality improvement process.

Sea Ray Boats, a quality leader in the pleasure boat industry, worked hard to become an
ISO 9002 certified builder. This certification, from the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), assures a high level of quality in the manufacturing process. The com-
pany is the industry leader in robotic applications, a means of ensuring consistent quality from
boat to boat. Sea Ray Boats has also earned two consecutive J.D. Power and Associates awards
for customer satisfaction.20

Performance Data and Specifications
Most potential buyers are interested in performance data and specifications. Some typical ques-
tions that might be raised by prospects are:

“What is the frequency response for this stereo loudspeaker?”

“What is the anticipated rate of return on this mutual fund?”

“What is the energy consumption rating for this appliance?”

“Are all your hotel and conference center rooms accessible to persons with physical 
disabilities?”
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Sea Ray Boats, a quality leader in
the pleasure boat industry, worked
hard to become an ISO 9002
certified builder. Sea Ray has also
earned two consecutive J.D. Power
and Associates awards for
customer satisfaction. High-
performing salespeople are
familiar with these important
product knowledge achievements
and able to communicate the
benefits to prospective boat
buyers.

Source: Reprinted by permission of
Sea Ray.

A salesperson must be prepared to address these types of questions in the written sales proposal
and the sales presentation. Performance data are especially critical in cases in which the cus-
tomer is attempting to compare the merits of one product with another.

To become familiar with the performance of Whirlpool appliances, salespeople literally
“live” the brand. The company rented and redesigned an eight-bedroom farmhouse near corpo-
rate headquarters and outfitted it with Whirlpool dishwashers, refrigerators, washers, dryers, and
microwaves. Salespeople, in groups of eight, live at the house for two months and use all of the
appliances. Whirlpool engineers visit the home and present information on design, performance
data, and specifications. A recent graduate of the training program says, “I have a confidence
level that’s making a difference in my client contacts.”21

Maintenance and Service Contracts
Prospects often want information concerning maintenance and care requirements for the prod-
ucts they purchase. The salesperson who can quickly and accurately provide this information has
the edge. Proper maintenance usually extends the life of the product, so this information should
be provided at the time of the sale.

Today, many salespeople are developing customized service agreements that incorporate the
customer’s special priorities, feelings, and needs. They work hard to acquire a real understanding
of the customer’s specific service criteria. If call return expectations are very important to the
customer, the frequency and quantity of product-related visits per week or month can be included
in the service contract. Customized service agreements add value to the sale and help protect
your business from the competition.22
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Pricing and Delivery
Potential buyers expect salespeople to be well versed in price and delivery policies and be in a
position to set prices and plan deliveries. If a salesperson has pricing authority, buyers perceive
the person as someone with whom they can really talk business. The ability to set prices puts the
salesperson in a stronger position.23

Decision-making authority in the area of pricing gives the salesperson more power and
responsibility. If the salesperson negotiates a price that is too low, the company may lose money
on the sale. Price objections represent one of the most common barriers to closing a sale, so
salespeople need to be well prepared in this area.

In most situations, the price quotation should be accompanied by information that
creates value in the mind of the customer. The process of determining whether or not the
proposal adds value is often called quantifying the solution. When the purchase represents
a major buying decision, such as the purchase of a new computer system, quantifying the
solution is important. One way to quantify the solution is to conduct a cost–benefit analysis
to determine the actual cost of the purchase and savings the buyer can anticipate from the
investment (Table 6.1).

Another way to quantify the solution is to calculate return on investment (ROI). As products
and services become more complex and more expensive, customers are more likely to look at the
financial reasons for buying. This is especially true in business-to-business selling. Salespeople
who can develop a sales proposal that contains specific information on return on investment are
more likely to get a favorable response from key decision makers. Chief financial officers, for
example, are more inclined to approve an expensive purchase if it results in a good return on
investment.24

Performing accurate ROI calculations often requires the collection of detailed financial
information. You may need to help the prospect collect information within the company to build
a case for the purchase. BAX Global offers customers multi-modal shipping solutions. It has the
capabilities to employ more than one mode of transportation for a customer. In order to develop

TABLE 6.1 Quantifying the Solution with Cost–Benefit Analysis
Quantifying the solution often involves a carefully prepared cost–benefit analysis. This example compares the higher-priced Phoenix
semitruck trailer with the lower-priced FB model, which is a competing product.

Cost Savings of the Phoenix Versus FB Model for a 10-Year Period (All Prices Are Approximate)

COST SAVINGS

• Stainless steel bulkhead (savings on sandblasting and painting) $ 425.00

• Stainless steel rear door frame (savings on painting) 425.00

• Air ride suspension (better fuel mileage, longer tire life, longer brake life) 3,750.00

• Hardwood or aluminum scuff (savings from freight damages and replacement of scuff) 1,000.00

• LED lights (last longer; approximate savings: $50 per year × 10 years) 500.00

• Light protectors (save $50 per year on replacement × 10 years) 500.00

• Threshold plate (saves damage to entry of trailer) 200.00

• Internal rail reinforcement (saves damage to lower rail and back panels) 500.00

• Stainless steel screws for light attachment (savings on replacement cost) 200.00

• Domestic oak premium floor—13⁄8 (should last 10 years under normal conditions) 1,000.00

• Doors—aluminum inner and outer skin, outside white finish, inside mill finish, fastened by five alu-
minum hinges (savings over life of trailer)

750.00

• Five-year warranty in addition to standard warranty covers bulkhead rust, LED lights, floor, scuff liner,
glad hands, rear frame, mudflap assembly, and threshold plate (Phoenix provides a higher trade-in value)

1,500.00

Total approximate savings of Phoenix over 10-year period (all the preceding is standard equipment on a
Phoenix; this trailer will sell for $23,500; an FB standard trailer would sell for $19,500)

$10,750.00

Less additional initial cost of Phoenix over FB standard 4,000.00

Overall cost savings of Phoenix over FB trailer $ 6,750.00
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a customized solution for the customer, the sales representative must collect a great deal of finan-
cial and nonfinancial data from the prospect. Transportation modes (trucks, airplanes, railroads,
etc.) vary in terms of cost, speed, dependability, frequency, and other criteria, so preparation of
the sales proposal can be a complicated process.25

The use of ROI selling appeals requires more work upfront, but it often leads to shorter sales
cycles. The salesperson who is not well schooled in financial issues, and cannot compute and
supply price information accurately, may be at a serious disadvantage. In Chapter 7, we discuss
how to position products according to price.

Know Your Company
We should never underestimate information about the company itself as a strong appeal that can
be used during the sales presentation. This is especially true when the customer is considering a
strategic alliance. Before teaming up with another company, the strategic alliance buyer will
want to learn a great deal about the firm the salesperson represents. In many cases, you are sell-
ing your company as much or more as you are selling a product.26

Some companies such as Microsoft, Four Seasons Hotels, and American Express have what
might be called “brand power.” These companies, and the products offered to consumers, are
quite well known. However, if you are selling loudspeakers made by Klipsch or financial services
offered by Van Kampen Equity, you may find it necessary to spend considerable time providing
information about the company. In this section we examine the types of information needed in
most selling situations.

Company Culture and Organization
Many salespeople take special pride in the company they work for. Salespeople employed by
Cisco Systems feel good about the company’s high ranking on Fortune magazine’s list of the 100
best companies to work for. This network-equipment provider survived the dot-com bubble burst
and has recorded record sales in recent years.27

As noted in Chapter 5, character and integrity are the hallmark of a successful sales organi-
zation. Michael L. Eskew, chairman and CEO, UPS Incorporated, says, “The strategies change
and the purpose changes, but the values never change.”28

Every organization has its own unique culture. Organizational culture is a collection of
beliefs, behaviors, and work patterns held in common by people employed by a specific firm.

Most organizations over a period of time tend to take
on distinct norms and practices. At GEAR for
Sports, employees are guided by a statement of val-
ues that communicates what is held important by the
company (Figure 6.2). Research indicates that the
customer orientation of a firm’s salespeople is influ-
enced by the organization’s culture. A supportive
culture that encourages salespeople to offer tailor-
made solutions to buyer problems sets the stage for
long-term partnerships.29

Many prospects use the past performance of a
company to evaluate the quality of the current product
offering. If the company has enjoyed success in the
past, there is good reason to believe that the future
will be bright.

Company Support for Product
Progressive marketers support the products they sell.
In some cases, product support takes the form of sales
tools that can be used in preparation for a sales call or
during a sales call. Hunter Douglas, a manufacturer of

A quick response to a customer’s
questions about product
configurations or pricing can serve
as a product strategy improvement
within the sales process. This
salesperson is adding value by
using his notebook computer and
cell phone to access and quickly
communicate information.

Source: Exactostock/SuperStock
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window fashions, has developed a Dealer Merchandising Portfolio. A dealer sales representative
can select and order sample books, brochures, videos, in-store display material, and many other
items.30

Company support after the sale is also very important. Olin Mathieson, a major chemical
corporation, regularly checks with customers to get their reaction to services and keep real
needs in perspective. Jagemann Stamping Company, a tool-and-die firm in Manitowoc,
Wisconsin, often uses a sales team made up of a salesperson, an engineer, and line workers.
Line workers can often answer the technical questions raised by a customer. Whenever there is
a problem or defect, a small group of line workers is sent out with either a salesperson or an
engineer to investigate. This involvement raises the worker’s commitment to the customer.31

®

FIGURE 6.2
At GEAR For Sports®, the
employees are guided by a
statement of values that
communicates what is held
important by the company. Shared
values are especially important
when the sales process involves
development of strategic
partnerships.

Source: Courtesy of GEAR for Sports.

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in Australia
American and Australian businesspeople have a lot in common.
Everyone in Australia speaks English and business dress is similar in
both countries. However, subtle differences do exist.

� When you greet an Australian businessperson, give your full
name and then firmly shake hands.

� Australians tend to be modest people who often root for the
underdog. Keep information about your power and wealth to
yourself.

� Although Australian businesspeople tend to be informal and
friendly, they still expect you to be a good listener and be
completely familiar with your product.

� Keep your presentations simple. Most Australians want you to
get to the point.b
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Know Your Competition
Acquiring knowledge of your competition is another important step toward developing complete
product knowledge. Salespeople who have knowledge of their competitor’s strengths and weak-
nesses are better able to emphasize the benefits they offer and add value. Prospects often raise
specific questions concerning competing firms. If you cannot provide answers or if your answers
are vague, the sale may be lost.

Your Attitude Toward Your Competition
Regardless of how impressive your product is, the customer naturally seeks information about
similar products sold by other companies. Therefore, you must acquire facts about competing
products before the sales presentation. It has never been easier to obtain information about com-
peting products. Check the competitor’s Web site, annual reports, press releases, and marketing
material. Once armed with this information, you are more confident in your ability to handle
questions about the competition.

The attitude you display toward your competition is of the utmost importance. Every
salesperson should develop a set of basic beliefs about the best way of dealing with competing
products. A few helpful guidelines follow:

1. In most cases, do not refer to the competition during the sales presentation. This shifts the
focus of attention to competing products, which is usually not desirable.

2. Never discuss the competition unless you have all your facts straight. Your credibility suf-
fers if you make inaccurate statements. If you do not know the answer to a specific ques-
tion, simply say, “I do not know.”

3. Never criticize the competition. You may be called on to make direct comparisons between
your product and competing products. In these situations, stick to the facts and avoid emo-
tional comments about apparent or real weaknesses.

4. Be prepared to add value. The competition may come to your prospect with a comparative
advantage in price, delivery, or some other area. Be prepared to neutralize the competitor’s
proposal with a value-added approach. If your competitor has slow delivery, encourage the
customer to talk about why prompt delivery is important.32

Customers appreciate an accurate, fair, and honest presentation of the facts. They generally
resent highly critical remarks about the competition. Avoid mudslinging at all costs. Fairness is a
virtue that people greatly admire.

Become an Industry Expert
Salespeople need to become experts in the industry they represent. In many cases this means
moving beyond the role of product specialist and becoming a business analyst. Staying current
and developing an understanding of business processes takes time and may require additional
education.33 If your clients work in the banking industry, read the appropriate trade journals and
become active in professional associations that serve bankers’ needs.

Sources of Product Information
There are several sources of product information available to salespeople. Some of the most
common include (1) product literature developed by the company, (2) sales training programs,
(3) plant tours, (4) internal sales and sales support team members, (5) customers, (6) product, and
(7) publications.

Product Literature, Catalogs, and Web-Based Sources
Most companies prepare materials that provide a detailed description of their product. This infor-
mation is usually quite instructional, and salespeople should review it carefully. If the company
markets a number of products, a sales catalog is usually developed. To save salespeople time,
many companies give them computer software that provides a constantly updated, online product
catalog. Advertisements, promotional brochures, and audiocassettes also can be a valuable
source of product information.
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Mitsubishi Caterpillar Forklift America presents its basic product information online, so it’s
available to dealer representatives in the privacy of their homes, hotel rooms, or wherever else
they bring their laptops. Each of the seven product information courses takes about an hour. To
reinforce basic product knowledge, the company offers advanced instructor-led courses.34 Some
companies are using interactive distance learning (delivered via satellite) to present different
types of sales training.

Plant Tours
Many companies believe that salespeople should visit the manufacturing plant and see the pro-
duction process firsthand. Such tours not only provide valuable product information but also
increase the salesperson’s enthusiasm for the product. A new salesperson may spend several days
at the plant getting acquainted with the production process. Experienced personnel within the
organization also can benefit from plant tours.

Internal Sales and Sales Support Team Members
Team selling has become popular, in part, because many complex sales require the expertise of
several sales and sales support personnel. Expertise in the areas of product design, finance, or

Knowing, understanding, and
being able to clarify information
in product literature adds value
within the sales process.
Customers seek out the “product
experts” who can assist them in
making intelligent buying
decisions.

Source: Yuri Arcurs/Dreamstime

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Finding Product Information with CRM
New salespeople can be overwhelmed by the amount of information
they need to master. This includes information about the company
and its people, processes, products, and customers. A sales organi-
zation can now make learning easier with information technology.
Stored information can be made available to new salespeople
through a variety of delivery channels. Depending on security levels,
an employee can access data from nearly anywhere, at any time.
Training software can enable new salespeople to learn at their own
pace about company information such as product specifications,
features, benefits, uses, and selling points.

New people can find electronic copies of previous sales propos-
als to help determine appropriate solutions. Configuration software
can enable a new salesperson to select components for a proposal

while assembling a custom-tailored solution and be assured that all
necessary parts will be included and compatible. The most impor-
tant information a company can offer a new salesperson is about
the customers to be served. A sales organization that stresses data-
collecting diligence and commitment by its salespeople can accu-
mulate a rich body of customer information. If previous salespeople
carefully recorded the key details about accounts and their people
and processes, a new salesperson taking over these accounts can
quickly learn how to successfully work with them. The CRM
Application Exercise “Finding Product Information with CRM” on
page 131 shows how a few CRM system keystrokes can nearly
instantly deliver a document to a customer.
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transportation may be needed to develop an effective sales proposal. Pooled commissions are
sometimes used to encourage team members to share information and work as a team.

Customers
Persons who actually use the product can be an important source of information toward
improved sales performance.35 They have observed its performance under actual working condi-
tions and can provide an objective assessment of the product’s strengths and weaknesses. Some
companies collect testimonials from satisfied customers and make this persuasive information
available to the sales staff. Patagonia customers include mountain bikers, backcountry skiers,
sailors, paddlers, and fly fishermen. The company’s success lies in maintaining a close connec-
tion to persons who actually use their products.36

Salespeople employed by semiconductor manufacturer Intel Corporation are expected to
take the company’s business customers from the conceptual stage of their purchase all the way to
delivery of the finished product. The dialogue with the customer begins very early in the sales
cycle when the customer needs help designing their end product.37 This approach requires the
empowerment of the sales force with greater depth and breadth of product information.

Product
The product itself should not be overlooked as a source of valuable information. Salespeople
should closely examine and, if possible, use each item they sell to become familiar with its fea-
tures. Investigation, use, and careful evaluation of the product provide a salesperson with addi-
tional confidence.

Publications
Trade and technical publications such as Supermarket Business and Advertising Age provide valu-
able product information. Popular magazines and the business section of the newspaper also offer
salespeople considerable information about their products and their competition. A number of pub-
lications such as Consumer Reports test products extensively and report the findings in nontechni-
cal language for the benefit of consumers. These reports are a valuable source of information.

Word of Caution
Is it possible to be overly prepared? Can salespeople know too much about the products and
services they sell? The answer to both questions is generally no. Communication problems can

arise, however, if the salesperson does not
accurately gauge the prospect’s level of
understanding.38 There is always the
danger that a knowledgeable salesperson
can overwhelm the potential buyer with
facts and figures. This problem can
be avoided when salespeople adopt the
feature–benefit strategy.

Adding Value with
a Feature–Benefit
Strategy
Frederick W. Smith, founder of Federal
Express, first proposed the concept of
overnight delivery in a paper that he wrote
as an undergraduate at Yale University.
The now-famous paper was given a “C”
by his professor. Many years later, Smith
said, “I don’t think that we understood our
real goal when we first started Federal

E-learning has become popular
because it is inexpensive and fast,
and it can be geared to the flexible
schedules of salespeople. This
regional sales team is receiving
sales training from the company’s
home office.

Source: © Fderib/Dreamstime
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Express. We thought that we were selling the transportation of goods; in fact, we were selling
peace of mind.”39

Throughout this chapter, we emphasize the importance of acquiring information on the features
of your product, company, and competition. Now it is important to point out that successful sales pre-
sentations translate product features into benefits that meet a specific need expressed by the customer.
The “peace of mind” that Frederick W. Smith mentioned is a good example of a buyer benefit. Only
when a product feature is converted to a buyer benefit does it make an impact on the customer.

Distinguish Between Features and Benefits
To be sure we understand the difference between a product feature and a benefit, let us define
these two terms.

A feature is data, facts, or characteristics of your product or service. Features often relate to
craftsmanship, design, durability, and economy of operation. They may reveal how the product
was developed, processed, or manufactured. Product features often are described in the technical
section of the written sales proposal and in the literature provided by the manufacturer.

A benefit is whatever provides the customer with a personal advantage or gain. It answers
the question, “How will I benefit from owning or using the product?” If you mention to a
prospect that a certain tire has a four-ply rating, you are talking about a product feature. If you go
on to point out that this tire provides greater safety, lasts longer, and improves gas mileage, you
are pointing out benefits.

GENERAL VERSUS SPECIFIC BENEFITS Neil Rackham, author of The SPIN Selling Fieldbook, says
that a statement can only be a benefit if it meets a specific need expressed by the buyer. When
you link a benefit to a buyer’s expressed need, you demonstrate that you can help solve a prob-
lem that has been described by the customer. A general benefit shows how a feature can be help-
ful to a buyer, but it does not relate to a specific need expressed by the buyer. Here are two
examples of specific benefits:

“Our water purification system meets the exact specifications you have given us for EPA
compliance.”

“Our XP400 model meets the safety criteria you’ve spelled out.”

Rackham says that benefit statements linked to the customer’s expressed need (key benefits) are
especially effective in large or complex sales.40

Some sales training programs suggest that salespeople need to include advantages in the
sales presentation. Advantages are characteristics of the product (features) that can be used or
will help the buyer. Consider the following statement:

“Prior to shipping, all of our containers are double wrapped. This means that our product is
completely free of contamination when it arrives at your hospital.”

Some salespeople develop an advantage statement for each important product feature.
Unfortunately, these advantages are often included in the sales presentation even when the buyer
has not expressed a need for this information. When this happens, the advantage can be
described as a general benefit.

Successful salespeople focus on specific benefits that relate to an explicit need expressed by
the customer. Less successful salespeople take the position that the best way to create value is to
present as many benefits as possible. Today’s customer measures value by how well your prod-
uct benefits fit their specific needs. They use a “shotgun” approach to benefits, assuming that
more benefits create higher volume. High-performance salespeople work hard to discover which
benefits the customer really cares about.41

Use Bridge Statements
We know that people buy benefits, not features. One of the best ways to present benefits is to use
a bridge statement. A bridge statement is a transitional phrase that connects a statement of fea-
tures with a statement of benefits. This method permits customers to connect the features of your
product to the benefits they receive. A sales representative of Fleming Companies, Inc., might
use bridge statements to introduce a new snack food.
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“This product is nationally advertised, which means you will benefit from more presold
customers.”

“You will experience faster turnover and increased profits because the first order includes
point-of-purchase advertising materials that focus on the Valentine’s Day promotion you
have planned.”

Some companies prefer to state the benefit first and the feature second. When this occurs, the
bridge statement may be a word such as “because.”

Identify Features and Benefits
A careful analysis of the product helps identify both product features and buyer benefits. Once
all the important features are identified, arrange them in logical order. Then write beside each
feature the most important benefit the customer can derive from that feature. Finally, prepare a
series of bridge statements to connect the appropriate features and benefits. By using this three-
step approach, a hotel selling conference and convention services and a manufacturer selling
electric motors used to power mining equipment developed feature–benefit worksheets (Tables 6.2
and 6.3). Notice how each feature is translated into a benefit that would be important to someone
purchasing these products and services. Table 6.3 reminds us that company features can be con-
verted to benefits.

Avoiding Information Overload
Knowing your product has always been essential to good selling, but concentrating on product
alone can be a serious mistake. Salespeople who love their products, and possess vast product
knowledge, sometimes overload their customers with product data they neither need nor want.
This practice is often described as a “data dump.” With the aid of specific types of questions (see
Chapter 11), the customer’s needs can be identified. Once the customer’s needs are known, the
salesperson can develop a customized sales presentation that includes selected features that can
be converted to specific benefits.

TABLE 6.2 Selling Product Benefits with a Feature–Benefit Worksheet
Salespeople employed by a hotel can enhance the sales presentation by converting features to benefits.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Facilities
The hotel conference rooms were recently redecorated. This means all your meetings will be held in rooms that are attractive

as well as comfortable.

All our guest rooms were completely redecorated during the past
six months and most were designated as nonsmoking rooms.

This means your people will find the rooms clean and attractive. In
addition, they can easily select a nonsmoking room.

Food Services
We offer four different banquet entrees prepared by Ricardo
Guido, who was recently selected Executive Chef of the Year by
the National Restaurant Association.

This means your conference will be enhanced by delicious meals
served by a well-trained staff.

Our hotel offers 24-hour room service. This means your people can order food or beverages at their convenience.

TABLE 6.3 Selling Company Benefits with a Feature–Benefit Worksheet
Here we see company features translated into customer benefits.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Our company has . . . This means for you . . .
1. The best selection of

motors in the area
• Choice of the best models to interface with your current equipment

• Equipment operates more efficiently
2. Certified service 

technicians
• Well-qualified service personnel keep your equipment in top

running condition

• Less downtime and higher profits
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CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Explain the importance of developing a product strategy
A product strategy helps salespeople make the right decisions concerning the selection and posi-
tioning of products to meet specific customer needs. It is a carefully conceived plan that empha-
sizes becoming a product expert, selling specific benefits, and configuring value-added solutions.

Describe product configuration
Product configuration involves decisions regarding which product applications or combination
of applications can solve the buying problem. In the era of information overload, product selec-
tion has become more challenging. In some cases product configuration software is used to
develop customized product solutions.

Identify reasons why salespeople and customers benefit from thorough product
knowledge
A salesperson whose product knowledge is complete and accurate is better able to identify and
satisfy customer needs. Additional advantages to be gained from thorough product knowledge
include greater self-confidence, increased enthusiasm, improved ability to develop stronger sell-
ing appeals, and improved ability to overcome objections.

Discuss the most important kinds of product and company information needed 
to create product solutions
Salespeople should possess product knowledge that meets or exceeds customer expectations.
Some important product information categories include product development and quality
improvement processes, performance data and specifications, maintenance and service contracts,
and price and delivery.

Information about the company can be used to develop strong appeals that can enhance the
sales presentation. This is especially true when the customer is considering a strategic alliance.
Important company information includes an understanding of the firm’s culture and organiza-
tion, and company support for products offered.

Describe how knowledge of competition improves personal selling
Prospects often raise specific questions concerning competing firms. Salespeople who have knowl-
edge of their competitors’ strengths and weaknesses are better able to emphasize the benefits they
offer and add value. The attitude you display toward your competition is of the utmost importance.

List major sources of product information
Salespeople gather information from many sources. Company literature and sales training pro-
grams are among the most important. Other sources include factory tours, customers, competi-
tion, publications, the Internet, and actual experience with the product itself.

Explain how to add value with a feature–benefit strategy
In the sales presentation and in preparing the written sales proposal, your knowledge of the prod-
uct’s features and your company’s strengths must be presented in terms of the resulting benefits
to the buyer. We distinguished between general and specific benefits. Specific benefits, linked to
a customer’s expressed need, are very effective.

Key Terms
Product strategy
Solution
Solution selling
Product configuration

Written proposals
Product development
Quality control
Quantifying the solution

Organizational culture
Feature
Benefit
Bridge statement
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Review Questions

1. Provide a brief description of the term product strategy.
2. Distinguish between product features and buyer benefits.
3. What is product configuration? Provide an example of how this practice is used in the sale

of commercial stereo equipment.
4. Review the GEAR for Sports’ statement of values and then identify the two items that you

believe contribute the most to a salesperson’s career success.
5. Define the term organizational culture. How might this company information enhance a

sales presentation?
6. Basic beliefs underlie the salesperson’s method of handling competition. What are four

guidelines a salesperson should follow in developing basic beliefs in this area?
7. Explain what the customer’s expectations are concerning the salesperson’s attitude toward

competition.
8. List and briefly describe the five parts included in most written sales proposals.
9. What are the most common sources of product information?

10. Distinguish between a general benefit and a specific benefit. Why do customers respond
positively to specific benefits?

Application Exercises

1. Secure, if possible, a copy of a customer-oriented product sales brochure or news release
that has been prepared by a marketer. Many salespeople receive such selling tools. Study
this information carefully; then develop a feature–benefit analysis sheet.

2. Today many companies are automating their product configuration and proposal writing
activities. Go to the Internet and find these providers of the following software:
www.bigmachines.com/salesforce.php and www.results-online.com. Click on each
company’s demonstration software and study the design of each product.

3. Select a product you are familiar with and know a great deal about. (This may be an item
you have shopped for and purchased, such as a compact disc player, laptop computer, or an
automobile.) Under each of the categories listed, fill in the required information about the
product.

a. Where did you buy the product? Why?
b. Did product design influence your decision?
c. How and where was the product manufactured?
d. What different applications or uses are there for the product?
e. How does the product perform? Are there any data on the product’s performance?

What are they?
f. What kinds of maintenance and care does the product require? How often?
g. Could you sell the product you have written about in categories (a) through (f)? Why

or why not?

Role-Play Exercise

Study the convention center information in Part 1, Developing a Sales-Oriented
Product Strategy, in Appendix 3, paying special attention to pricing on the meals and
meeting rooms. Access the www.pearsonhighered.com/manning Web site. Click on
the sales proposal link and configure a sales proposal for your instructor (using your
school name and address), who is responsible for setting up a student awards
meeting. The meeting includes a banquet-style meal of Chicken Wellington for

26 attendees from 5:30 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. on the last Wednesday of next month. The meal will be
served at 5:45 P.M., and the awards session is scheduled from 6:45 to 8:00 P.M. in the same room.
The seating should be banquet style. Present the completed proposal to another student (acting as
your customer) and communicate the features and benefits of your proposal.

www.bigmachines.com/salesforce.php
www.results-online.com
www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
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CRM Application Exercise
Finding Product Information with CRM

It is essential for a salesperson to provide product information rapidly when it is on a
customer’s mind. In this example of CRM power, you will see how fast product
information can be delivered. You will find and e-mail a document describing one of
SimNet’s products. The speed and functionality of Salesforce.com assures that cus-

tomers may obtain information when needed and adds crucial efficiency to performing many
sales-related tasks.

In this exercise a customer has requested information about SimNet’s Extranet product by
phone or e-mail. To respond, click on the Documents tab and confirm that the folder field is
labeled “SimNet Product Information” or select it from the drop-down list.

You will note that “Extranets” is one of the documents available. Click on the name of the prod-
uct; on the following screen, choose the Email Document button.

The e-mail form appears, and you are prompted to select a recipient for the “To” field. Enter
“Karen Murray” (the quotation marks are unnecessary). Clicking on Karen’s name will cause it
to be entered into Template button and the Extranet Inquiry link.

This will complete the e-mail’s Subject field and fill out the body of the e-mail. At the
bottom of the e-mail, you will note that the Extranet document is attached. The e-mail is
ready to be sent unless you wish to add a personal note. Add any additional e-mail addresses
as suggested by your instructor, and press the Send button. A copy of the e-mail and a link
showing that the information was sent will be recorded in the account’s Activity History.
After you enter just a few keystrokes, the information needed by your customer will appear in
her inbox.

Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem

Texas Monthly is a regional magazine covering politics, business, and culture, but
focusing largely on leisure activities and events in Texas. The magazine has a large
real estate advertising section, as well as classified sections in which nearly all
advertisers are Texas-based businesses appealing to a prospective buyer who is inter-

ested in connecting with Texas history and culture. It also has a large, loyal reader base all over
Texas, mostly urban, well educated, and affluent; the magazine’s salespeople pride themselves
on their ability to find creative solutions for their customers.

Today, Amy Vandaveer, a sales representative for Texas Monthly, is meeting with the mar-
keting director for the Woodlands Town Center, a major community development organization.
The Woodlands is a planned community outside of Houston, and the recently added Woodlands
Town Center includes restaurants, shops, and a hotel and convention center.
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The marketing director’s goal is to make the Woodlands Town Center a destination for
Houston residents, rather than another area serving people who already live in the Woodlands.
Up to this point, the Woodlands Town Center has mostly relied on word of mouth and the posi-
tive publicity that it received after winning awards to attract visitors; now, the marketing director
is interested in using more print advertising and has scheduled this meeting with Amy to learn
more about the possibilities of advertising with Texas Monthly.

As a rule, Amy uses relatively informal presentations on her sales calls. The most signifi-
cant part of her presentation is a copy of Texas Monthly; showing potential customers a recent
issue gives them the opportunity to see the magazine’s overall look and feel, as well as giving
them a good look at the context in which their ads would appear. Over the course of the infor-
mal presentation, Amy also shows the customer statistics on the reader base of Texas Monthly
and the ways in which they respond to ads in the magazine, as well as a price sheet for various
types of ads.

After listening to what the Woodlands Town Center needs, Amy proposes a four-page color
ad, which can also be printed separately from the magazine for use as a brochure. Although the
price depends on the number of stand-alone brochures that are ordered, she estimates that the
cost of the ad would be about $50,000. The marketing director and Amy agree on a timeline for
a more formal proposal that can be shared with the rest of the Woodlands Town Center board,
and Amy moves on to the rest of her day. (See chapter opener on page 114 and Reality Selling
Today Video Role-Play 3 in Appendix 1 on page 394 for more information.).

Questions
1. Explain how Amy Vandaveer can use the three prescriptions for a product selling strategy

in preparing and presenting product solutions.
2. What are the major benefits that Amy incorporates into her presentation?
3. What are the most likely objections that the marketing director might raise?
4. In addition to the actual product strategy, how important will information about Texas

Monthly (its history, mission, past performance, etc.) be in closing the sale?

Partnership Selling: A Role-Play/Simulation
(see Appendix 3, page 420)
Developing a Product Strategy

Read Employment Memorandum 1 in Appendix 3, which introduces you to your new training position
with the Hotel Convention Center. You also should study the product strategy materials that follow the
memo to become familiar with the company, product, and competitive knowledge you need in your
new position.

Read the Customer Service/Sales Memorandum in Part I of Appendix 3 and complete the two-part
customer/service assignment provided by your sales manager. In item 1, you are to configure a price/product
sales proposal; in item 2 you are to write a sales cover letter for the sales proposal. Note that the informa-
tion presented in the price/product sales proposal consists of product facts/features, and the information
presented in your sales cover letter should present specific benefit statements. These forms should be custom-
fitted to meet the specific needs of your customer, B. H. Rivera. All the product information you need is in
the product strategy materials provided as enclosures and attachments to Employment Memorandum 1.
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Introduction

You have just finished paying off your college loans and it’s time to replace that old rust

bucket with a new car. You have looked at the sport-compact cars available, but they all seem so

small. Now you are eagerly looking at cars in the sports-sedan category. The cars in this niche offer

a good blend of comfort, design, and performance. However, there are almost too many choices.

Road & Track says there are 11 different automobiles in this group. The list price for these cars

ranges from $29,000 to $40,000. The Audi A4 and Saab 9-3 offer all-wheel drive; all the rest offer

front- or rear-wheel drive. As you learn more about the choices available, it becomes clear that

each manufacturer has taken steps to differentiate its product.1

Several years ago, automobile manufacturers from around the world began to develop and

position cars for the sports-sedan segment. Research indicated that demand for these cars would

increase. The result was the introduction of 11 different marques, each with its own unique

characteristics. At the dealer level, the process of product differentiation continues. If you want

something more than standard equipment, the salesperson can describe a variety of options that

can add $7,000 to $10,000 to the price. Each car can be accessorized to meet your personal

needs. The dealer can also help position this product with modern facilities, customer-friendly

service policies, and a reputation for honesty and integrity.

Some automobile manufacturers see the sports-sedan category as critical to their success. At

BMW, the 3 Series sports sedan accounts for nearly half of the company’s sales worldwide. Sports

sedans can be very profitable because many buyers purchase expensive options such as special

wheel and tire packages, anti-skid electronics, ground-effects trim, and top-of-the line audio systems.Source: © 81a RF Collection/SuperStock
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Salespeople at the dealer level in
the crowded sports-sedan
market play an important role
in positioning their brand for
competitive advantage. Adding
value depends on the salesperson’s
ability to provide a competitive
analysis using knowledge of the
manufacturer, the automobile, and
the dealership.

Source: Transtock/SuperStock, Inc.

Design can play a major role in the sports-sedan market segment. BMW and Audi recently

unveiled completely redesigned cars. These new cars will face off against the Infiniti G37 and the

Cadillac CTS, two cars noted for advanced design.2

Salespeople at the dealer level can play an important role in positioning the automobile for

competitive advantage. They can describe the quality control process that ensures the build quality

of the BMW 330i or demonstrate the sports car driving characteristics of the Lexus IS 350. Adding

value depends on the salesperson’s ability to provide a competitive analysis using knowledge of the

manufacturer, the automobile, and the dealership. �

Product Positioning—A Product-Selling Strategy
Long-term success in today’s dynamic global economy requires the continuous positioning and
repositioning of products.3 Positioning involves those decisions and activities intended to create
and maintain a certain concept of the firm’s product in the customer’s mind. It requires develop-
ing a marketing strategy aimed at influencing how a particular market segment perceives a prod-
uct in comparison to the competition.4 In a market that has been flooded with various types of
sport-utility vehicles (SUVs), Land Rover has been positioned as a dependable vehicle that can
climb a steep, rock-covered hillside with ease. Every effort has been made to create the percep-
tion of safety, durability, and security. To give sales representatives increased confidence in the
Land Rover, the company has arranged plant tours and the opportunity to observe actual testing
of the Land Rover vehicles under extremely demanding conditions.

Good positioning means that the product’s name, reputation, and niche are well recognized.
However, a good positioning strategy does not last forever. The positioning process must be con-
tinually modified to match the customer’s changing wants and needs.5

Essentials of Product Positioning
Most companies use a combination of marketing and sales strategies to give their products a
unique position in the marketplace. Every salesperson needs a good understanding of the funda-
mental practices that contribute to product positioning. The chapter begins with a brief introduc-
tion to the concept of product differentiation. This is followed by an explanation of how products
have been redefined in the age of information. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to three
product-selling strategies that can be used to position a product. Emphasis is placed on position-
ing your product with a value-added strategy. In the age of information, salespeople who cannot
add value to the products they sell will diminish in number and influence.
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Achieving Product Differentiation in Personal Selling
One of the basic tenets of sales and marketing is the principle of product differentiation.
Differentiation refers to your ability to separate yourself and your product from that of your
competitors. It is the key to building and maintaining a competitive advantage.6 The competitors
in virtually all industries are moving toward differentiating themselves on the basis of quality,
price, convenience, economy, or some other factor. Salespeople, who are on the front line of
many marketing efforts, assume an important role in the product differentiation process.

Differentiating your product helps you stand out from the crowd. It often allows you to dis-
tance yourself from the competition. In many cases, the process of differentiation creates barriers
that make it difficult for the buyer to choose a competing product simply on the basis of price.7

Creating a Value Proposition
A well-informed customer will usually choose the product that offers the most value. Therefore,
salespeople need to position their product with a value proposition. A value proposition is the
set of benefits and values the company promises to deliver to customers to satisfy their needs.
The value proposition presented by Porsche promises driving performance and excitement.8

Kinko’s, which is now part of FedEx, is attempting to differentiate itself from Sir Speedy,
AlphaGraphics, and print shops found at Office Depot, OfficeMax, and Staples. The new value
proposition promises that 1,200 FedEx Kinko’s locations offer a breadth of services unparalleled
in the industry. These new centers leverage the traditional strengths and brand awareness of
FedEx and Kinko’s.9

In many situations salespeople must quantify the value proposition. This is especially true
when the customer is a business buyer. (Business buyer behavior will be discussed in Chapter 8.)
The value quantification process raises customers’ comprehension levels as they discover the
merits of buying your product or service.10 Let’s assume you are selling Kenworth trucks and
one of your customers is Contract Freighters, Inc., based in Joplin, Missouri. This large company
is planning to purchase 700 new trucks. Your Kenworth diesel trucks cost 10 percent more than
rivals’ trucks. Within your proposal you should try to quantify the benefits of buying Kenworth
trucks, which may include greater reliability, higher trade-in value, and the plush interiors that
will help the buyer attract better drivers.11

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Michael Dell’s Early Years
At the age of 12, Michael Dell, CEO of Dell Computer Corporation,
was displaying the characteristics of an opportunistic entrepreneur.
He turned his stamp-collecting hobby into a mail-order business
that netted $2,000. This money was used to purchase his first com-
puter. He also developed his personal selling skills at an early age.
At age 16, he was selling subscriptions to his hometown paper, the
Houston Post. Later he enrolled in college but had difficulty focus-
ing on his coursework. He often cut classes in order to spend more
time assembling and selling computers. When Dell’s parents discov-
ered his newest enterprise, they pressured him to stay focused on
completing his degree. Dell completed the spring semester and
then spent the summer expanding his business. In the month prior
to the fall semester, he sold $180,000 worth of computers. He did
not return to college.a

Source: Dell/Getty Images/Getty Images, Inc. - Getty News
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The Cluster of Satisfactions Concept
Ted Levitt, former editor of the Harvard Business Review, says that products are problem-
solving tools. People buy products if they fulfill a problem-solving need. Today’s better-
educated and more demanding customers are seeking a cluster of satisfactions.
Satisfactions arise from the product itself, from the company that makes or distributes the
product, and from the salesperson who sells and services the product.12 Figure 7.1 provides
a description of a three-dimensional Product-Selling Model. As noted in Chapter 6, many
companies are attempting to transform themselves from product selling to solution selling.
To develop and sell solutions, salespeople must be familiar with the satisfactions that meet
the needs of each customer.

To illustrate how the cluster of satisfactions concept works in a business setting, let us
examine a complex buying decision. Elaine Parker, a sales representative for Elmore
Industries Incorporated, sells metals for manufacturing operations. Over a period of six
months, she frequently called on a prospect that had the potential to become a valued cus-
tomer. During every call, the buyer’s receptionist told her they were happy with their current
supplier. She refused to give up and finally the buyer agreed to see her. At first she was
greeted with cool silence, so she decided to ask him some questions about his business:
“How’s the slow economy affecting your sales?” The buyer’s answers focused on materials
costs. He said his company could not raise prices or cut quality. He wanted to lower costs, but
was unsure how it could be done. Parker suggested he consider trying some new alloys that
were less expensive than the standard metals he had been purchasing. As she described the
new alloys, the buyer’s interest began to build. She offered to make a full presentation to the
buyer and his engineers at a follow-up meeting. The second meeting was a success. Soon
after that meeting, Parker received her first order from the customer. Within a year, she had
become the customer’s most trusted advisor on technological developments in the industry
and his exclusive supplier.13

Elaine Parker used questions to engage the customer and identify his problem. She also
provided satisfactory answers to questions raised by the customers:

Questions Related to the Product

What product is best for our type of operation?

Does the product meet our quality standards?

Given the cost of this product, will we maintain our competitive position in the 
marketplace?

Today’s product
(Meets and exceeds

expectations)

*  Better quality
*  Larger selection
*  New-product
   improvements

Today’s salesperson
(Acts as a partner)

*  More courteous and
   trustworthy
*  More knowledgeable
*  More understanding 
   of customers
*  Provides service 
   after the sale

Today’s company
(Acts as a team to provide)

*  Delivery and installation
*  Orientation and training
*  Quick response times
*  Credit options
*  Customer service

FIGURE 7.1
Product-Selling Model
The product strategy should
include a cluster of satisfactions
that meets the needs of today’s
better-educated and more
demanding customers. Drawing
from this cluster, the salesperson
can configure value-added
solutions that meet individual
customer’s needs.
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Questions Related to the Company

Does this company provide the most advanced technology?

What is the company’s reputation for quality products?

What is the company’s reputation for standing behind the products it sells?

Questions Related to the Salesperson

Does this salesperson possess the knowledge and experience needed to recommend the
right product?

Can the salesperson clearly communicate specific buyer benefits?

Can this salesperson serve as a trusted advisor?

Will this salesperson provide support services after the sale?

Salespeople who are knowledgeable in all areas of the Product-Selling Model are better
able to position a product. Knowledge helps you achieve product differentiation, understand the
competition, and prepare an effective value proposition. The competitive analysis worksheet
(Table 7.1) can help you discover ways to position your product as the superior choice over
your competition.

A WORD OF CAUTION Because many of today’s information age products are very complex, product
differentiation must be handled with care. Salespeople are sometimes tempted to use technical
lingo, real and invented, to impress the buyer. This problem often surfaces in a situation in which

TABLE 7.1 Competitive Analysis Worksheet
A value-added product-selling strategy is enhanced when salespeople analyze product, company,
and salesperson attributes of the competition in relation to the benefits they offer. This informa-
tion helps the salesperson create value within the sales process.

MY COMPANY COMPETITOR A COMPETITOR B

Product Attributes
Quality

Durability

Reliability

Performance

Packaging flexibility

Warranty

Brand

Company Attributes
Reputation

Industry leadership

Facilities

Ease of doing business

Distribution channels

Ordering convenience

Returns, credits, etc.

Salesperson Attributes
Knowledge/expertise

Responsiveness

Pricing authority

Customer orientation

Honesty/integrity

Follow-through

Presentation skills
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the salesperson is not sure how to describe the value-added features of the product. Robert Notte,
technology chief for travel outfitter Backroads, says that during the telecom boom salespeople
representing WorldCom (now MCI) and other firms babbled endlessly, using industry jargon that
was often unintelligible. “They wanted you to be impressed,” Mr. Notte says. Some customers
were so intimidated they were afraid to ask questions . . . or make a buying decision.14

Product-Positioning Options
Product positioning is a concept that applies to both new and existing products. Given the dynam-
ics of most markets, it may be necessary to reposition products several times in their lives because
even solid, popular products can lose market position quickly. Salespeople have assumed an
important and expanding role in differentiating products. To succeed in our overcommunicated
society, marketers must use a direct and personalized form of communication with customers.
Advertising directed toward a mass market often fails to position a complex product.

Throughout the remainder of this chapter, we discuss specific ways to use various product-
positioning strategies. We explain how salespeople can (1) position new and emerging products
versus well-established products, (2) position products with price strategies, and (3) position
products with value-added strategies.

Selling New and Emerging Products Versus Mature 
and Well-Established Products
In many ways, products are like human beings. They are born, grow up, mature, and grow old. In
marketing, this process is known as the product life cycle. The product life cycle includes the
stages a product goes through from the time it is first introduced to the market until it is discon-
tinued. As the product moves through its cycle, the strategies relating to competition, promotion,
pricing, and other factors must be evaluated and possibly changed. The nature and extent of each
stage in the product life cycle are determined by several factors, including:

1. The product’s perceived advantage over available substitutes
2. The product’s benefits and the importance of the needs it fulfills
3. Competitive activity, including pricing, substitute product development and improvement,

and effectiveness of competing advertising and promotion
4. Changes in technology, fashion, or demographics15

As we attempt to develop a product-selling strategy, we must consider where the product is posi-
tioned in terms of the life cycle. The sales strategy used to sell a new and emerging product is
much different from the strategy used to sell a mature, well-established product (Figure 7.2).

Product-selling strategy

•  Develop new levels of expectations

• Change habits

•  Establish new standards

•  Build desire for product

•  Focus on creating new markets

Product-selling strategy

•  Emphasize brand superiority

•  Emphasize company superiority

•  Point out unique features

•  Provide outstanding customer service

•  Focus on sustaining existing market share

New and emerging products Mature and well-established products

Time

FIGURE 7.2
Product-Selling
Strategies for Positioning
New and Emerging
Products Versus Mature
and Well-Established
Products
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SELLING NEW AND EMERGING PRODUCTS Selling strategies used during the new and emerging
stage (see Figure 7.2) are designed to develop a new level of expectation, change habits, and in
some cases establish a new standard of quality.16 The goal is to build desire for the product.
Highly talented and resourceful salespeople are needed during the product initiation phase.17

Salespeople must be resourceful, possess information regarding every aspect of the product, and
be able to present a convincing value proposition.18

When Brother International Corporation introduced its line of Multi-Function Center
(MFC) machines, the goal was to convince buyers that one machine could replace five separate
machines. However, before buyers would give up their copy machine, fax machine, laser printer,
and other machines, they asked some hard questions. Is a multifunction machine reliable? Does
the quality match that of the current machines? Finding the best machine for each customer is
challenging because Brother offers more than 10 different MFC models to choose from.

In some cases the new product is not a tangible item. Several years ago IntraLinks closed its
first big sale, a $50,000 contract, with J.P. Morgan. The company got its start providing the finan-
cial services industry with the secure transmission of highly confidential information across the
Internet. Patrick Wack and his business partners convinced J.P. Morgan and other financial firms
that they did not need to rely on an army of foot messengers and FedEx trucks to deliver sensitive
documents. They were not only selling a new product; they were selling a vision that included
new levels of expectations. The value proposition focused on faster, more secure document trans-
fer, which, in the customer’s mind, translated into improved customer service and cost savings.
Today Patrick Wack is selling this document transfer concept to customers in a variety of business
communities.19

SELLING MATURE AND WELL-ESTABLISHED PRODUCTS Mature and well-established products are
usually characterized by intense competition as new brands enter the market. Customers who
currently buy your product will become aware of competing products. With new and emerging
products, salespeople may initially have little or no competition and may dominate the market;
however, this condition may not last long.

New York Life Insurance Company provides its sales agents with new products almost every
year. The product portfolio was recently expanded to include the Asset Preserver, which allows
the policy death benefit to be accelerated, on an income tax–free basis, to pay for long-term care
services. The company also developed the Universal Life Protector, which offers long-term
protection at lower prices. New products offered by a market leader are quickly copied by com-
peting insurance companies. When competing products enter the market, New York Life agents
must adopt new strategies. One positioning strategy is to emphasize the company’s 150 years of
outstanding service to policyholders. They can also note that New York Life is a “mutual” com-
pany; it is owned by policyholders, not corporate shareholders. The objective is to create in the

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Distributing Product Information with CRM
Today salespeople are challenged to manage a steady stream of
information about customers (needs) and products (solutions). From
this stream of information, the salesperson must select product
information that is relevant to a specific customer and deliver the
information in a manner that can be understood by the customer.
Customer relationship management (CRM) assists the busy salesper-
son by providing tools that can collect information and rapidly link it
to those who need it. Most CRM systems can receive and organize
information from many sources, within and outside the organiza-
tion. For example, Salesforce.com is linked to Google AdWords, an
online advertising service. Advertisements placed on search engines,
including Google, direct users to pages with forms to complete for
more information. The data entered on these forms are downloaded
directly into Salesforce.com. The statistics generated by the service

permits a quick analysis of online advertising. Once information is
received from the various sources, sales professionals can add value
to this information by summarizing, combining, and tailoring the
information to meet a customer’s needs.

When new information about a product is received, the
customer database can be quickly searched to find those customers
who might have an interest. The new product data can be merged
into an e-mail, fax, or letter to those customers, along with other
information (benefits) that can help the recipients assess its value.
Later, the CRM system can display an alert, reminding the sales
professional to follow up on the information that was shared with
the customer. CRM Application Exercise “Distributing Product
Information with CRM” on page 148 describes how product infor-
mation can be shared between customers.
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customer’s mind the perception that New York Life is a solid company that will be strong and
solvent when it’s time to pay premiums.20

The relationship strategy is often critical in selling mature and well-established products. To
maintain market share and ward off competitors, many salespeople work hard to maintain a strong
relationship with the customer. At New York Life, salespeople have found that good service after
the sale is one of the best selling strategies because it builds customer loyalty.

Selling Products with a Price Strategy
Price, promotion, product, and place are the four elements that make up the marketing mix.
Pricing decisions must be made at each stage of the product life cycle. Therefore, setting the price
can be a complex process. The first step in establishing price is to determine the firm’s pricing
objectives. Some firms set their prices to maximize their profits. They aim for a price as high as
possible without causing a disproportionate reduction in unit sales. Other firms set a market share
objective. Management may decide that the strategic advantage of an increased market share out-
weighs a temporary reduction in profits. Many of the new companies doing business on the
Internet adopt this approach.

Pricing strategies often reflect the product’s position in the product life cycle. When large,
high-definition flat-screen TVs were in the new and emerging stage, customers who wanted this
innovative product were willing to pay $5,000 or more for a unit.

TRANSACTIONAL SELLING TACTICS THAT EMPHASIZE LOW PRICE Some marketers have estab-
lished a positioning plan that emphasizes low price and the use of transactional selling tactics.
These companies maintain a basic strategy that focuses on meeting competition. If the firm has
meeting competition as its pricing goal, it makes every effort to charge prices that are identical or
close to those of the competition. Once this positioning strategy has been adopted, the sales force
is given several price tactics to use. Salespeople can alter (lower) the base price through the use
of discounts and allowances. Discounts and allowances can take a variety of forms. A few of the
more common ones follow:

Quantity discount. The quantity discount allows the buyer a lower price for purchasing in
multiple units or above a specified dollar amount.

Seasonal discount. With seasonal pricing, the salesperson adjusts the price up or down
during specific times to spur or acknowledge changes in demand. Off-season travel and
lodging prices provide examples.

Promotional allowance. A promotional allowance is a price reduction given to a customer
who participates in an advertising or a sales support program. Many salespeople give super-
markets promotional allowances for advertising or displaying a manufacturer’s products.

Trade or functional discounts. Channel intermediaries, such as wholesalers, often perform
credit, storage, or transportation services. Trade or functional discounts cover the cost of
these services.21

Another option available to salespeople facing a buyer with a low-price buying strategy is
to “unbundle” product features. Let’s assume that a price-conscious customer wants to schedule
a conference that will be accompanied by a banquet-style meal. To achieve a lower price, the
salesperson might suggest a cafeteria-style meal, thereby eliminating the need for servers. This
product configuration involves less cost to the seller, and cost savings can be passed on to the
buyer. Timken Company, a century-old bearing maker, has adopted bundling as a way to com-
pete with other manufacturers around the world. The company now surrounds its basic products
with additional components in order to provide customers with exactly what they need. These
components can take the form of electronic sensors, lubrication systems, castings, or installa-
tion and maintenance. Giving customers bundling options has given Timken a big advantage
over foreign competitors who often focus on the basic product. Salespeople who represent
Timken have flexible pricing options.22

These examples represent only a small sample of the many discounts and allowances sales-
people use to compete on the basis of price. Price discounting is a competitive tool available to
large numbers of salespeople. Excessive focus on low prices and generous discounts, however,
can have a negative impact on profits and sales commissions.
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CONSEQUENCES OF USING LOW-PRICE TACTICS Pricing is a critical factor in the sale of many
products and services. In markets where competition is extremely strong, setting a product’s
price may be a firm’s most complicated and important decision.

The authors of The Discipline of Market Leaders encourage business firms to pick one of
three disciplines—best price, best product, or best service—and then do whatever is necessary to
outdistance the competition. However, the authors warn us not to ignore the other two disciplines:
“You design your business to excel in one direction, but you also have to strive to hit the minimum
in the others.”23 Prior to using low-price tactics, everyone involved in sales and marketing should
answer these questions:

� Are you selling to high- or low-involvement buyers? Some people are emotionally
involved with respected brands such as BMW, Sony, and Macintosh computers. A part of
their identity depends on buying the product they consider the best. Low-involvement
buyers care mostly about price.24

SELL ING IN  ACTION

How Do Customers Judge Service Quality?
In the growing service industry, there is intense price competition.
From a distance, one gets the impression that every buyer decision
hinges on price alone. However, a closer examination of service
purchases indicates that service quality is an important factor when
it comes to developing a long-term relationship with customers.

How do customers judge service quality? Researchers at Texas
A&M University have discovered valuable insights about customer
perceptions of service quality. They surveyed hundreds of customers
in a variety of service industries and discovered that five service-
quality dimensions emerged:

1. Tangibles: Details the customers can see, such as the
appearance of personnel and equipment.

2. Reliability: The ability to perform the desired service
dependably, accurately, and consistently.

3. Responsiveness: The willingness of sales and customer 
service personnel to provide prompt service and help 
customers.

4. Assurance: The employees’ knowledge, courtesy, and ability
to convey trust and confidence.

5. Empathy: The provision of caring, individualized attention to
customers.

Customers apparently judge the quality of each service transaction
in terms of these five quality dimensions. Companies need to
review these service-quality dimensions and make sure that each
area measures up to customers’ expectations. Salespeople should
recognize that these dimensions have the potential to add value to
the services they sell.b

Source: Agency Sales Magazine from
the Manufacturing Agent National
Association (MANA). Used with
permission.
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� How important is quality in the minds of buyers? If buyers do not fully understand the
price–quality relationship, they may judge the product by its price. For a growing number
of customers, long-term value is more important than short-term savings that result from
low prices.

� How important is service? For many buyers, service is a critical factor. Even online
customers, thought to be very interested in price, rate quality of service very highly. This is
especially true in business-to-business sales. A survey conducted by Accenture reports that
80 percent of nearly 1,000 corporate buyers rate a strong brand and reliable customer
service ahead of low prices when deciding which companies to do business with online.25

INFLUENCE OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE ON PRICING Companies large and small are racing to
discover new sales and marketing opportunities on the Internet. Products ranging from personal
computers to term insurance can be purchased from various Web sites. Salespeople who are
involved primarily in transactional selling and add little or no value to the sales transaction often
are not able to compete with online vendors. To illustrate, consider the purchase of insurance. At
the present time it is possible to purchase basic term insurance online from InsureMarket.com,
AccuQuote.com, and other Web sites. A well-informed buyer, willing to visit several Web sites,
can select a policy with a minimum amount of risk. In the case of long-term care insurance,
which can pay for health care at home or in a nursing home, the buyer needs the help of a well-
trained agent. These policies are complex and the premiums are high.

Investors now have more choices than they have had in the past. Persons who need little or
no assistance buying stocks can visit the E*Trade Web site or a similar online discount vendor.
The person who wants help selecting a stock can turn to a broker, such as Merrill Lynch or UBS
PaineWebber, that offers both full-service and online options. Full-service brokers can survive
and may prosper as long as they can add value to the sales transaction. The new economy is
reshaping the world of commerce and every buyer has more choices.

Selling Your Product with a Value-Added Strategy
Many progressive marketers have adopted a market plan that emphasizes value-added strategies.
Companies can add value to their product with one or more intangibles such as better-trained
salespeople, increased levels of courtesy, more dependable product deliveries, better service after
the sale, and innovations that truly improve the product’s value in the eyes of the customer. In
today’s highly competitive marketplace, these value-added benefits give the company a unique
niche and a competitive edge. Companies that don’t make selling and delivering high-value solu-
tions a high priority will consistently lose sales to competitors.26

To understand fully the importance of the value-added concept in selling, and how to apply
it in a variety of selling situations, it helps to visualize every product as being four dimensional.
The total product is made up of four “possible” products: the generic product, the expected prod-
uct, the value-added product, and the potential product (Figure 7.3).27

GENERIC PRODUCT The generic product is the basic, substantive product you are selling.
Generic product describes only the product category, for example, life insurance, rental cars, or
personal computers. Every Ritz-Carlton hotel offers guest rooms, one or more full-service
restaurants, meeting rooms, guest parking, and other basic services. For Yellow Freight System,
a company that provides shipping services, the generic product is the truck and trailer that moves
the customer’s freight. At the generic level, Nordstrom provides categories of goods traditional
to an upscale specialty-clothing retailer. The generic products at a bank are money that can be
loaned to customers and basic checking account services.

The capability of delivering a generic product simply gives the marketer the right to play in
the game, to compete in the marketplace.28 Generic products, even the lowest-priced ones, often
cannot compete with products that are “expected” by the customer.

EXPECTED PRODUCT Every customer has minimal purchase expectations that exceed the generic
product itself.29 Ritz-Carlton must offer not only a comfortable guest room but also a clean one.
Some customers expect a “super” clean room. Yellow Freight System must provide clean, well-
maintained trucks and well-trained drivers. The expected product is everything that represents the
customer’s minimal expectations. The customer at a Nordstrom store expects current fashions and
well-informed salespeople.
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The minimal purchase conditions vary among customers, so the salesperson must acquire infor-
mation concerning the expected product that exists in the customer’s mind. When the customer
expects more than the generic product, the product can be sold only if those expectations are met.
Every customer perceives the product in individualized terms, which a salesperson cannot anticipate.

Determining each customer’s expectations requires the salesperson to make observations,
conduct background checks, ask questions, and listen to what the customer is saying. You are
attempting to discover both feelings and facts. Top salespeople encourage customers to think
more deeply about the problems they face and discover for themselves the value of a solution.
They avoid offering solutions until the needs are clearly spelled out. If the buyer says, “The aver-
age gas mileage for our fleet of delivery trucks is only 17 miles per gallon,” the salesperson
might respond with this question: “How does this low mileage rate affect your profitability?” To
move the customer’s attention from the expected product to a value-added product, you need to
keep the customer focused on solutions.30

Research reported in the Harvard Business Review indicates that it is very difficult to
build customer loyalty if you are selling only the expected product. Customer satisfaction and
loyalty do not always move in tandem.31 The customer who purchases the services of Ernst &
Young Consulting may feel satisfied after the project is completed but never do business with
the company again. Customer loyalty is more likely to increase when the purchase involves a
value-added product.32

VALUE-ADDED PRODUCT The value-added product exists when salespeople offer customers
more than they expect. Coupling CRM with a differentiation strategy provides one way for a
salesperson to add value.33 When you make a reservation at one of the Ritz-Carlton hotels and
request a special amenity such as a tennis lesson, a record of this request is maintained in the com-
puter system. If you make a reservation at another Ritz-Carlton at some future date, the agent
informs you of the availability of a tennis court. The guest who buys chocolate chip cookies in the
lobby gift shop in New Orleans may find a basket of them waiting in his room in Boston two
weeks later. The hotel company uses modern technology to surprise and delight guests.34

In the mid-1990s, Yellow Freight System was a troubled long-haul carrier offering cus-
tomers a generic product. Bill Zollars was hired to transform the company by adding a variety of
services built around unprecedented customer service. The new services positioned the company
to satisfy a broader range of transportation needs. For example, the company launched Yellow’s
Exact Express, its first time-definite, guaranteed service. Exact Express is now Yellow’s most

Potential product

Value-added
product

Expected
product

Product
(generic)

(Customer’s
perceptions)

(Salesperson’s
knowledge)

(Mutually discovered 
possibilities)

FIGURE 7.3
The Total Product
Concept
An understanding of the four
“possible” products is helpful
when the salesperson develops
a presentation for specific types
of customers.
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expensive and most profitable service. Today, Yellow Freight System salespeople are able to
offer its 300,000 customers a value-added product.35

Among the most important factors that contribute to the value-added product is the overall
quality of employees the customer has contact with. Sales and sales support staff who display
enthusiasm and commitment to the customer add a great deal of value to the product.36

POTENTIAL PRODUCT After the value-added product has been developed, the salesperson should
begin to conceptualize the potential product. The potential product refers to what may remain
to be done, that is, what is possible.37 As the level of competition increases, especially in the case
of mature products, salespeople must look to the future and explore new possibilities.

In his book Value-Added Selling,
Tom Reilly states that “Value-
added selling is a business
philosophy. It’s proactively
looking for ways to enhance,
augment, or enlarge your bundled
package for the customer. 
Value-added salespeople sell a
three-dimensional bundle of
values: the product, the company,
and themselves.”

Source: Book cover of Value-Added
Selling by Tom Reilly. Copyright 
© 2003. Reprinted by permission of
The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in India
India is a very large country that is growing in importance in terms
of international trade. Indians’ customs are often dictated by their
religious beliefs. In addition to Hindus and Muslims, there are
dozens of other religious groups. Study the Indian culture carefully
before your first business trip to this country.

� Customs of food and drink are an important consideration
when you do business in India. Avoid eating meat in the
presence of Hindus because they are vegetarians and consider
the cow a sacred animal. Muslims will not eat pork or drink
alcoholic beverages.

� There is a very strict caste system in India so be aware of the
caste of the clients with whom you are dealing and any
restrictions that may apply to that caste.

� Most members of the Indian business community speak English.
� Indians tend to be careful buyers who seek quality and dura-

bility. They respect a salesperson who is caring and well
informed. Personal relationships in business transactions are
very important.
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Herman Miller salespeople can
assure customers of a custom
solution with their CEO’s
commitment.

Source: Courtesy of Parametric
Technology Corporation.

In the highly competitive food services industry, restaurant owners like to do business with
a distribution sales representative (DSR) who wants to help make the business profitable. The
DSR who assumes this role becomes a true partner and looks beyond the customer’s immediate
and basic needs. The potential product might be identified after a careful study of the restaurant’s
current menu and customer base. To deliver the potential product, a salesperson must discover
and satisfy new customer needs, which requires imagination and creativity.

Steelcase Incorporated, a leading manufacturer of office furniture, has developed the “Think”
chair, which is 99 percent recyclable and can be disassembled with basic hand tools in about five
minutes. This $900 chair meets a growing demand for products made of parts that can be recycled
several times and manufactured in ways least harmful to the environment. Steelcase developed
this “potential product” after learning that customers are increasingly seeking environmentally
safe products and are sometimes willing to pay a premium for them.38

The potential product is more likely to be developed by salespeople who are close to their
customers. Many high-performing salespeople explore product possibilities with their customers
on a regular basis. Potential products are often mutually discovered during these exchanges.

Every indication points toward product-selling strategies that add value becoming more
important in the future. New product life cycles are shrinking, so more companies are search-
ing for ways to add value during the new and emerging stage. Some companies that have
experienced low profits selling low-priced products are reinventing those products. They
search for product features that provide benefits customers think are worth paying for.
Maytag Corporation developed the expensive environment-friendly Neptune washing
machine for customers who will pay more for a washer that uses less water. Yellow Freight
System created value for customers with the addition of Yellow’s Exact Express and other
service options.
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Value Creation Investments for Transactional,
Consultative, and Strategic Alliance Buyers
In most cases, value creation investments during the transactional sale are minimal. Emphasis is
usually placed on finding ways to eliminate any unnecessary costs associated with the sale and
avoiding delays in processing the order. Technology investments can sometimes play a big role in
improving efficiencies.39 For example, customers may be encouraged to order products online.

A considerable amount of value creation takes place in consultative sales. Higher invest-
ments in value creation are permitted because companies need to invest in developing a good

understanding of the customer’s needs and
problems. This is especially true in large,
complex sales. The opportunity to create
custom-tailored solutions and deliver more
real benefits to the customer provides the
opportunity for high margins. If your com-
pany is selling mobile autonomous robots,
for example, the sales cycle will be quite
long and investments will be quite high. It
may take several weeks to study the applica-
tions of this product in a hospital, a manufac-
turing plant, or a large warehouse facility.
The use of these robots may ultimately result
in significant cost savings for the customer.40

Value creation investments in strategic
alliance sales are the highest. As noted in
Chapter 1, strategic alliances represent the
highest form of partnering. Building an
alliance is always preceded by a careful study
of the proposed partner. Creating value often
requires leveraging the full assets of the com-
pany, so investments go well beyond the sales
force. Alliances are often developed by a team
of specialists from such areas as finance, engi-
neering, and marketing. A proposed alliance
may require investments in new technology,
manufacturing facilities, and warehouses.41

Lexus, a major success story in the
automobile industry, offers the
customer a value-added strategy
that encompasses the product, the
company, and the salesperson.

Source: Courtesy of Lexus.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Pricing Your Professional Fees
The age of information has created many career opportunities for
people who want to sell professional services. Strong demand for
professional services has surfaced in such diverse fields as telecom-
munications, banking, computer technology, training, and health
care. Dana Martin spent 18 years working in the human resources
division of Allstate Insurance Company. His specialty was the design
and delivery of training programs. He decided to leave the corporate
environment and start his own training firm. Martin, like thousands
of other professional service providers, had to decide how much to
charge for his service. Before he could sell the first training program,
he had to decide how much to charge. Should he price his service on
an hourly basis or on a project basis? Here are some points to
consider when determining fees:

� Experience: In the case of Dana Martin, new clients benefit
from what he has learned during many years at Allstate.

� Exclusivity: If you are one of only a small number of people
with a particular capability, you may be able to charge more.
Specialists often charge higher fees than generalists.

� Target market: Some markets are very price sensitive. If you
are selling your services to large corporations that are used to
paying high fees, you may be able to set your fees higher. If
you are providing your services to small business clients,
expect resistance to high fees.

� Value: How important is your service to the client? In the 
late 1990s, many companies needed help preparing their
computers for transition to the year 2000. This was known 
as the “Y2K” problem. These firms were willing to pay 
high fees for this assistance. Some service providers 
charge higher fees because they add value in one form 
or another.c
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Reviewing Key Concepts

Describe positioning as a product-selling strategy
Success in today’s dynamic global economy requires the continuous positioning and reposition-
ing of products. Product positioning involves those decisions and activities intended to create
and maintain a certain concept of the firm’s product in the customer’s mind. Salespeople can
make an important contribution to the process of product positioning.

Explain the cluster of satisfactions concept
Today’s better-educated customers are often seeking a cluster of satisfactions. They seek satisfac-
tions that arise from the product itself, from the company that makes or distributes the product,
and from the salesperson who sells and services the product.

Discuss product-positioning options
We described the major product-positioning strategies available to salespeople: positioning new
and emerging products versus mature and well-established products; positioning with a price
strategy; and positioning with a value-added strategy.

Explain how to sell your product with a price strategy
Pricing decisions must be made at each stage of the product life cycle. Some companies use
transactional selling tactics that emphasize low price. Salespeople are often given permission to
alter (lower) the base price through the use of discounts and allowances. Consequences of using
low-price tactics are discussed in this chapter.

Explain how to sell your product with a value-added strategy
To understand fully the importance of the value-added concept in selling, it helps to visualize
every product as being four dimensional. This range of possibilities includes the generic product,
the expected product, the value-added product, and the potential product.

Key Terms
Positioning
Differentiation
Value proposition
Satisfactions
Product life cycle

Quantity discount
Seasonal discount
Promotional allowance
Trade or functional discount

Generic product
Expected product
Value-added product
Potential product

Review Questions

1. Why has product differentiation become so important in sales and marketing?
2. According to Ted Levitt, what is the definition of a product? What satisfactions do

customers want?
3. Explain what is meant by positioning as a product-selling strategy. What is a value proposition?
4. Why have salespeople assumed an important role in positioning products?
5. Briefly describe the influence of electronic commerce on pricing. What types of products

are likely to be sold on the Internet?
6. What are the possible consequences a salesperson might experience when using 

low-price tactics?
7. Read the Selling in Action feature titled “How Do Customers Judge Service Quality?” on

page 141. How might this information help a salesperson who wants to adopt the value-
added selling strategy?

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
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Application Exercises

1. Study catalogs from two competing industrial supply firms or two competing direct-mail
catalog companies. Assume one of the represented businesses is your employer. After studying
the catalogs, make a comparative analysis of your company’s competitive advantages.

2. Several weeks ago Erin Neff fell in love with the Scion tC coupe. After reading about the
car in a magazine, she decided to visit a local Scion dealer. A test drive convinced her to
place an order. What happened next was very frustrating. The salesperson, Tim Downey,
immediately started recommending options she should add to the basic car: sporting wheel
and tire package ($1,565), ground-effects trim ($995), performance exhaust system ($525),
and a satellite radio tuner and antenna ($449). Suddenly the price of $15,950 jumped to
nearly $19,000, way more than she had planned to spend. Erin returned home without
placing an order. Assume the role of sales trainer and suggest ways that Tim can improve
his ability to position this product so it meets the customer’s needs.

3. The Ritz-Carlton hotel chain illustrates the total product concept discussed in this chapter.
Research value-added information on the Ritz-Carlton chain by accessing
www.ritzcarlton.com. Choose a location and click “Meetings.” Click “Quick Facts” and
print the information presented. Circle at least five features you consider to be value-added
features. Examine the room rates by clicking “Accommodations.” On the fact sheet you
printed, record the room rate for single- and double-occupancy rooms.

4. Call a local financial services representative specializing in stock, bond, or equity fund
transactions. Ask what percentage of clients rely on the information given to make
complex decisions on their investments. Also ask this person if customers believe that
advice on custom-fitting investment programs adds value to their decision making. Find
out whether financial products are getting more or less complex and what effect this will
have on providing value-added service in the future.

Role-Play Exercise

Study the Convention Center information in Part 1 of Appendix 3. Analyze this
information and determine the value-added product that would appeal to a meeting
planner (customer). Prepare a value proposition that summarizes the mix of key
benefits on which your product is positioned. The proposition might include, for
example, the free limousine service to and from the airport. Present your value propo-
sition to another class member who will assume the role of the customer. Consider

using information sheets, pictures, and other materials that will enhance your presentation.

8. What are some of the common ways salespeople add value to the products they sell?
9. What are the four possible products that make up the total product concept?

10. Describe the difference between a generic product and a value-added product.
11. What is the relationship between value-added selling strategies and the cluster of satisfactions?
12. Is it true that selling products with a price strategy largely ignores customer satisfaction?

Discuss.

CRM Application Exercise
Distributing Product Information with CRM

Testimonials and demonstrations have a strong influence on a buyer’s decisions.
Owners of a product often appear to be more objective and credible than those
selling it. Demos allow prospective customers to see for themselves how a product
performs. Your chance of selling a specific product is increased if you arrange for the

prospective customer to visit the site where the product is in use. In this exercise you will connect
a satisfied customer of a SimNet product with someone considering its purchase.

www.ritzcarlton.com
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On the e-mail form choose the Select Template button and click on the “Product Inquiry”
link. You will note the Subject field and e-mail body will be completed.

Click on the body of the e-mail template, remove the blank line, and replace it with
“Extranet.” Highlight and delete the following paragraphs:

You and your people are invited to visit our demonstration center at any time to observe this
powerful system and ask our experts all of the questions you wish. Others who have imple-
mented this product are very satisfied with their results of improved communications and
increased production.

Should you decide to enhance your operation by adding this system, your people will receive
training designed to best meet their needs and to assure you obtain optimal value from your
investment.

Please let me know how I can assist you in evaluating this product. I look forward to
serving you.

Replace these paragraphs with the following:

Kerri Mathers, the MIS Coordinator at Mercy Hospital, is the satisfied owner of an Extranet
system and said she would be happy to let you and your people observe it in operation.
Please provide a few dates in the future that would be convenient for you, and I will coordi-
nate arrangements with Ms. Mathers.

When finished, type in the e-mail address for Kerri Mathers: kmathers@pearson-sellingtoday.
com, in the “CC:” field so she will be aware of your plan.

Click on the Attach File button and select the Extranets link.

Timothy Ellis of Ellis Enterprises just called you to talk about Extranets. He read in one of
his trade publications that companies like his improve their competitive position through an
Extranet connection with their clients. You tried to explain that SimNet could help confirm his
potential benefits with a needs analysis. However, Mr. Ellis insisted the article convinced him
and he wants to see an operating Extranet right away. You told him you would arrange it and
notify him by e-mail.

Click on the Documents tab and select “Pat Silva Notes.” On the following Document
Detail record, choosing “View file” will open a PDF file of the notes taken during sales calls
by the previous salesperson. Use PDF search to review the references to Extranet until you
find a customer who said she would “be happy to show their Extranet to others.” Make a note
of this customer’s name, return to the Salesforce.com database, and search for the contact
record of Timothy Ellis. When it is displayed, click on “Send An Email.”

Once you have made your changes, you may send the e-mail. First find out whether a copy
is to be sent to your instructor. You should send a copy to your own e-mail address to confirm the
message was sent. When ready, click on the Send button at the top of the screen.
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Case Problem

Many of the most profitable companies have discovered that there are “riches in market niches.”
They have developed products and services that meet the needs of a well-defined or newly cre-
ated market. Steelcase Incorporated, a leading source of information and expertise on work
effectiveness, has been working hard to develop products that meet the needs of people who do
most of their work in an office environment. The company’s motto is “the office environment
company.” One of its newest products is the “Think” chair. Steelcase also developed the
Personal Harbor Workspaces, a self-contained, fully equipped, and totally private podlike work-
station. Steelcase sales literature describes the product as ideal for companies that are tired of
waiting for the future:

They were developed to support the individual within a highly collaborative team environ-
ment, and they work best when clustered around common work areas equipped with mobile
tables, carts, benches, screens, and other Steelcase Activity Products. These “commons”
are meant to be flexible spaces that enhance communication and facilitate interaction.

Steelcase realized that selling this advanced product would not be easy, so a decision was
made to develop an advanced sales team to presell the Personal Harbor before its major
introduction. Once the team started making sales calls, it became evident that a traditional
product-oriented sales presentation would not work. The Personal Harbor was a departure
from conventional office design, so many customers were perplexed. Sue Sacks, a team member,
said, “People acted like we had fallen from Mars.” Team members soon realized that to
explain the features and benefits of the product they had to begin studying new organizational
developments such as team-oriented workforces and corporate reengineering. The advanced
sales team was renamed the “advanced solutions team.” Sales calls put more emphasis on
learning about the customers’ problems and identification of possible solutions. Members of
the team viewed themselves as consultants who were in a position to discuss solutions to
complex business problems.

The consultative approach soon began to pay off in sales. One customer, a hospital, was
preparing to build a new office building and needed workstations for 400 employees. The hos-
pital had formed a committee to make decisions concerning the purchase of office equipment.
After an initial meeting between the Steelcase sales team and the hospital committee, a visit to
Steelcase headquarters in Grand Rapids, Michigan, was arranged. The hospital committee
members were able to tour the plant and meet with selected Steelcase experts. With knowledge
of the hospital’s goals and directions, Sue Sacks was able to arrange meetings with Steelcase
technical personnel who could answer specific questions. The hospital ultimately placed an
order worth more than a million dollars.

Questions
1. To fulfill a problem-solving need, salespeople must often be prepared to communicate

effectively with customers who are seeking a cluster of satisfactions (see Figure 7.1). Is it
likely that a customer who is considering the Personal Harbor Workspaces will seek infor-
mation concerning all three dimensions of the Product-Selling Model? Explain your
answer.

2. What product-selling strategies are most effective when selling a new and emerging
product such as the Personal Harbor Workspaces?

3. Sue Sacks and other members of her sales team discovered that a traditional product-
oriented presentation would not work when selling the Personal Harbor Workspaces.
Success came only after the team adopted the consultative style of selling. Why was the
product-oriented presentation ineffective?

4. Sue Sacks and other members of the advanced solutions team found that the consultative
approach resulted in meetings with people higher in the customer’s organization. “We get
to call on a higher level of buyer,” she said. Also, the team was more likely to position the
product with a value-added strategy instead of a price strategy. In what ways did the
advanced solutions team members add value to their product? Why was less emphasis
placed on price during meetings with the customer?
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PARTNERSHIPS PART3 ROLE-PLAY EXERCISE
Developing a Product Strategy
Scenario

First National Bank is a full-service bank with a reputation for excellent customer service. Personal selling
efforts by tellers, loan officers, and financial consultants are considered an integral part of the bank’s
customer service program.

Customer Profile

At age 45, Gianni Diaz is looking forward to early retirement. To supplement a company-sponsored retire-
ment program, a certificate of deposit (CD) in the amount of $4,000 is purchased each year. The annual
percentage yield earned on CDs is currently in the range of 3.75 to 4.00 percent. Diaz is not interested in
stocks and bonds because these products represent high-risk investments.

Salesperson Profile

Deaven Ray is a senior investment officer with First National Bank. Ray represents a wide range of financial
products such as stock and bond mutual funds, blue chip stocks, diversified mutual funds, fixed annuities,
money market funds, and certificates of deposit. Ray feels that Gianni Diaz may be a good candidate for an
investment in fixed annuities. Diaz has agreed to meet and discuss investment options.

Product

Electric Capital Assurance Company offers a guaranteed-growth annuity at an annual percentage yield of
5.0 percent for a term of five years. This product gives the customer a guaranteed principal and a fixed
rate of return. At the contract maturity date, the customer can select several payout options. This is a tax-
deferred annuity, which means you won’t pay income taxes on earnings until you choose to withdraw
the funds. You can add funds to your account throughout the contract period. You need not close the
account at the end of the contract period. You can allow your money to continue to grow at the same
interest rate. If funds are withdrawn prior to the end of the contract, a withdrawal charge will be
assessed. The minimum single premium purchase is $5,000.

Instructions

For this role-play activity, you will meet with Gianni Diaz and discuss current and future financial plans. You
will determine whether Diaz might benefit by investing in a guaranteed-growth annuity. Prior to meeting
with the customer, review the following material in Chapter 6:

� Adding value with a feature–benefit strategy
� Use of bridge statements
� General versus specific benefits

Also, think about the implications of the Product-Selling Model (Figure 7.1) introduced in Chapter 7. At
the beginning of the role-play, use appropriate questions to acquire information regarding the customer’s
needs. Be prepared to recommend this product and close the sale if you feel the customer will benefit from
this purchase.
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Chapter Preview

When you finish reading

this chapter, you should 

be able to
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customer strategy
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business buyers
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process
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5 Discuss the various

influences that shape

customer buying decisions
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Ashley Pineda is a new home sales representative for the PulteGroup

(www.pultegroupinc.com). The company offers different product lines: homes for first-time home

buyers, move-up homes, and active adult communities. With three different customer groups,

Ashley must have a general understanding of the buying motives of each group. In her work with

individual customers in each of these groups she must develop an in-depth understanding of that

customer’s buying interests.

Most of Ashley’s customers are in the first-time home-buyers group who have lived in an

apartment but have developed an interest in purchasing a home. Because she has developed an

in-depth understanding of this buying group a central purpose of Ashley’s sales presentations is to

educate her prospects on renting versus owning and the benefits of owning a home. She also

understands this customer group often knows little about the logistics of owning a home, therefore

she provides her prospects with information and on-site impressions about the neighborhood, the

area, the amenities of the community, as well as shopping areas and schools around the

neighborhood. All these details help Ashley’s customers envision raising their children in one of

Pulte’s neighborhoods.

Another very important thing Ashley understands about the buying needs of this first-time

buying group is the question of the financing of their new home. Ashley typically needs to address

the following questions from her customers: What about our credit scores? What qualifies us to buy

a new home? Do we need a down payment? What will our monthly payment be? Will it be

www.pultegroupinc.com
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comfortable with our budget? PulteGroup supplies Ashley with the knowledge to be able to profes-

sionally provide and implement that knowledge and make customers feel comfortable with the

financial scenario involved in owning their first home.

As is commonly known, buyers tend to buy from people they like and trust. Considering that

many customers buy the largest asset they may ever own from sales professionals like Ashley, trust

in the seller becomes especially critical. Therefore building rapport and trust throughout the whole

buying process is essential for Ashley to be successful. Furthermore, Ashley describes having a

positive mindset, good time management, and multi-tasking abilities as the most important skills to

be a successful salesperson in her particular business. In essence, sales reps like Ashley have to

be able to run their own business in the communities for which they are responsible. �

Developing a Customer Strategy
The greatest challenge to salespeople in the age of information is to improve responsiveness to
customers. In fact, a growing number of sales professionals believe the customer has supplanted
the product as the driving force in sales today. This is especially true in those situations in which
the products of one company in an industry are becoming more and more similar to those of the
competition. Jerry Acuff, author of Stop Acting Like a Seller and Start Thinking Like a Buyer,
encourages salespeople to think like buyers. In order to think like a buyer, salespeople must
understand the buying process and focus on what the customer is looking for.1

Adding Value with a Customer Strategy
A customer strategy is a carefully conceived plan that results in maximum customer responsive-
ness. One major dimension of this strategy is to achieve a better understanding of the customer’s
buying needs and motives. As noted in Chapter 1, information has become a strategic resource
(Figure 1.2). When salespeople take time to discover needs and motives, they are in a much bet-
ter position to offer customers a value-added solution to their buying problem.

Every salesperson who wants to develop repeat business should figure out a way to collect
and systematize customer information. The authors of Reengineering the Corporation discuss
the importance of collecting information about the unique and particular needs of each customer:

Customers—consumers and corporations alike—demand products and services designed
for their unique and particular needs. There is no longer any such notion as the customer;
there is only this customer, the one with whom a seller is dealing at the moment and who
now has the capacity to indulge his or her own personal tastes.2

The first prescription for developing a customer strategy focuses on the customer’s buying
process (see Figure 8.1). Buying procedures and policies can vary greatly from one buyer to
another. This is especially true in business-to-business selling. If a salesperson fails to learn how
the buyer plans to make the purchase, then there is the danger that the selling process will be out
of alignment with the customer’s buying process. Keith Eades, author of The New Solution
Selling, says:

If we haven’t defined how our buyers buy, then we make assumptions that throw us out
of alignment with our buyers. Misalignment with buyers is one of selling’s most critical
mistakes.3

The second prescription focuses on why customers buy. This topic will be discussed in detail
later in this chapter. The third prescription for developing a customer strategy emphasizes build-
ing a strong prospect base, which is discussed in Chapter 9.

Complex Nature of Customer Behavior
The forces that motivate customers can be complex. Arch McGill, former vice president of IBM,
reminds us that individual customers perceive the product in their own terms and that these terms
may be “unique, idiosyncratic, human, emotional, end-of-the-day, irrational, erratic terms.”4

Different people doing the same thing, for example, purchasing a personal computer (PC), may
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Strategic Step Prescription

Develop a Personal Selling Philosophy Adopt Marketing Concept
Value Personal Selling
Become a Problem Solver/Partner

Adopt Win-Win Philosophy
Project Professional Image
Maintain High Ethical Standards

Develop a Relationship Strategy

Become a Product Expert
Sell Benefits
Configure Value-Added Solutions

Develop a Product Strategy

Understand the Buying Process
Understand Buyer Behavior
Develop Prospect Base

Develop a Customer Strategy

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Strategic/Consultative Selling Model

FIGURE 8.1
Today, one of the greatest
challenges to salespeople is
improving responsiveness to
customers. A well-developed
customer strategy is designed to
meet this challenge.

have different needs that motivate them, and each person may have several motives for a single
action.

The proliferation of market research studies, public opinion polls, surveys, and reports of
“averages” makes it easy to fall into the trap of thinking of the customer as a number. The
customer is a person, not a statistic. Companies that fully accept this basic truth are likely to
adopt a one-to-one marketing strategy. The one-to-one strategy is based on a bedrock concept:
Treat different customers differently.5

Consumer Versus Business Buyers
Consumer buyer behavior refers to the buying behavior of individuals and households who buy
goods and services for personal consumption. Each year, consumers purchase many trillion
dollars’ worth of goods and services. Business buyer behavior refers to the organizations that
buy goods and services for use in the production of other products and services that are sold,
rented, or supplied to others.6 In many business buying situations, several people work together
to reach a decision. The buying center is a cross-functional team of decision makers who often
represent several departments. Each team member is likely to have some expertise needed in a
particular purchase decision. Salespeople must continually identify which individuals within a
firm will be members of the buying center team.7

It is not uncommon for salespeople to sell products and services to both consumer and busi-
ness buyers. A well-established interior decorating firm will likely work with homeowners as
well as commercial clients who own hotels, restaurants, or art galleries. A salesperson employed
by an automobile dealership will often sell to corporate customers who maintain a fleet of cars or
trucks as well as consumers who buy vehicles for personal use.

There are some similarities between consumer markets and business markets. Both involve
people who assume the role of buyer and make purchase decisions to satisfy needs. These two
markets differ, however, in some important areas. Figure 8.2 provides a brief review of some of
these differences. A business purchase is likely to involve more decision participants and these
participants may be well-trained. Most purchasing agents spend time learning how to buy better.8

Types of Business Buying Situations
There are three major types of business-to-business buying situations. The amount of time and
effort organizational buyers spend on a purchase usually depends on the complexity of the prod-
uct and how often the decision must be made.9 At one extreme is the straight rebuy, which is a
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fairly routine decision. At the other extreme is the new-task buy, which may require extensive
research. In the middle is the modified rebuy, which will require some research.10

NEW-TASK BUY A first-time purchase of a product or service is a new-task buy. Depending on
the cost and complexity of this purchase, the buying decision may require several weeks of infor-
mation gathering and the involvement of numerous decision participants. In some cases, a buy-
ing committee is formed to consider the new product’s quality, price, and service provided by
suppliers. Salespeople who are involved in new-task buying situations must rely heavily on con-
sultative selling skills.

STRAIGHT REBUY A straight rebuy is a routine purchase of items needed by a business-to-
business customer. Let’s assume you have decided to open a new restaurant and need a steady
supply of high-quality cooking oil. After talking to several restaurant suppliers, and testing
several oils, you select one that meets your needs. Your goal now is to simplify the buying
process with the use of a straight rebuy plan. As long as the supplier meets your criteria for
price, quality, service, and delivery, future purchases will be very routine. Organizations often
use the straight rebuy approach for such items as cleaning supplies, copy paper, and cartridges
for computer printers. Salespeople must constantly monitor every straight rebuy situation to be
sure the customer is completely satisfied. A competing supplier will be quick to exploit any
sign of dissatisfaction by the customer.

MODIFIED REBUY The tide of change is a powerful force in the world of business. From time to
time, your customers may wish to modify product specifications, change delivery schedules, or
renegotiate prices. Several years ago, American automobile manufacturers, faced with greater
competitive pressures from China, Korea, Japan, Germany, and other nations, turned to their sup-
pliers and demanded price reductions. Suppliers were required to become involved in a modified
rebuy situation or risk loss of the account. A modified rebuy often requires the involvement of
several participants.

Well-trained professional salespeople work hard to provide outstanding service after the sale
and anticipate changes in customer needs. Some salespeople regularly ask their customers what they
value most about the existing buying situation and how improvements can be made in this area.

BUILDING STRATEGIC ALLIANCES In Chapter 1, we described strategic alliances as the highest
form of partnering. Alliances are often formed by companies that have similar business interests
and believe the partnership will help them gain a mutual competitive advantage. Large compa-
nies often form several alliances. Some strategic alliances take the form of systems selling.
Systems selling appeals to buyers who prefer to purchase a packaged solution to a problem from
a single seller, thus avoiding all the separate decisions involved in a complex buying situation.11

Consumer Buyers

• Purchases for individual 
 or household consumption

• Decisions usually made by individuals

• Purchases often made based
 on brand reputation or personal
 recommendations with little 
 or no product expertise

• Purchases based primarily on 
 emotional responses to product 
 or promotions

• Individual purchasers may make 
 quick decisions

• Products: consumer goods
 and services for individual use

Organizational Buyers

• Purchases made for some purpose
 other than personal consumption

• Decisions frequently made 
 by several people

• Purchases made according 
 to precise technical specification 
 based on product expertise

• Purchases based on primarily 
 rational criteria

• Purchasers may engage in lengthy 
 decision process

• Products: often complex; classified
 based on how organizational customers
 use them

FIGURE 8.2
Differences Between
Consumer and
Organizational Buyers
Adapted from Michael R. Solomon
and Elnora W. Stuart, Marketing: Real
People, Real Choices, 3rd ed. (Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2003),
p. 193. Reprinted and electronically
reproduced by permission of Pearson
Education, Inc. Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey.
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Several years ago, Kinko’s reinvented itself as a
document solutions provider for business firms of all
sizes. Full-service Kinko’s stores began offering the
buyer networks of computers equipped with popular
software, ultrafast color printers, high-speed Internet
connections and, of course, a variety of document
preparation services. After Kinko’s was purchased by
FedEx, a network of 1,200 digitally connected FedEx
Kinko’s locations began offering a wider selection of
customized, needs-based document solutions. One
large financial institution consolidated the services of
13 vendors by forming an alliance with FedEx
Kinko’s.12 Systems selling efforts at FedEx Kinko’s
has become an important strategy for winning and
holding accounts.

Types of Consumer Buying Situations
As noted previously, consumer buying behavior refers
to purchases of products for personal or household
use. The amount of time consumers devote to a pur-
chase decision can vary greatly depending on the cost

of the product, familiarity with the product, and the importance of the item to the consumer. Few
buyers invest much effort in selecting a tube of toothpaste, but the purchase of a new automobile
or a home will involve extensive decision making. Consumer buying situations can fall into one
of three categories depending on the degree of buyer involvement.

HABITUAL BUYING DECISIONS Habitual buying decisions usually require very little consumer
involvement and brand differences are usually insignificant.13 For frequently purchased, low-
cost items such as shampoo, copy paper, or laundry detergent, consumer involvement in the
decision-making process is very low. Supermarket shoppers often display habitual buying
behavior as they select items.

VARIETY-SEEKING BUYING DECISIONS Variety-seeking buying decisions are characterized by
low customer involvement, but important perceived brand differences.14 Brand switching is not
uncommon among these buyers because they can be influenced by advertising appeals, coupons,
or lower prices to try a new brand. Brand switching is usually motivated by the desire for variety
rather than dissatisfaction.15

COMPLEX BUYING DECISIONS Complex buying decisions are characterized by a high degree of
involvement by the consumer. Consumers are likely to be highly involved when the product is
expensive, purchased infrequently, and highly self-expressive.16 The purchase of a vacation
home, a long-term care insurance policy, an expensive boat, or a costly piece of art would require
a complex buying decision. The learning process for some purchases can be very lengthy.

Achieving Alignment with the Customer’s 
Buying Process
The foundation of a successful sales effort comes from knowing how buyers buy. If you don’t
know what the customer’s decision-making process is and you proceed according to your own
agenda, you risk losing the sale. If we have not defined how buyers buy, then we make assump-
tions that throw our sales process out of alignment with the buyer’s buying process.17 Too often
salespeople rely on generalizations about the buyer’s decision-making process rather than
acquiring specific information.

The buying process is a systematic series of actions, or a series of defined, repeatable steps
intended to achieve a result.18 Organizational purchasing structures and buying procedures can vary
greatly from company to company, so we need to be clear on how decisions are being made within

The sales personnel at
Mitchells/Richards sells high
quality apparel to discriminating
customers. Many of these
customers are business executives
who invest heavily in their
business wardrobes. Salespeople
at Mitchells/Richards work hard to
discover the customer’s needs and
provide outstanding service after
the sale.

Source: Reprinted by permission of
Christina B. Bliss.
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each account. In some cases, the steps in the buying process have been clearly defined by the
organization and this information is available to any potential supplier. However, this information
may not tell us the whole story. Salespeople need to obtain answers to these types of questions:

� How urgent is my proposal to the buyer? When will a buying decision be made?
� Will any “political” factors within the organization influence how decisions are made?
� Has the money needed to purchase my product been allocated?
� Which person or persons in the buying organization will actually use or supervise the use

of the product I am selling?19

Customers make buying decisions in many ways, so understanding each individual buyer’s
decision-making process is central to success in personal selling. Some buyers will have multiple
buying processes. Buying decisions involving a straight rebuy, for example, will likely differ
from buying decisions involving a new-task buy.20

Steps in the Typical Buying Process
The term “process” brings to mind a set formula that applies to every situation. But buying deci-
sions are made in different ways, so it would be inappropriate to view the buying process as a
uniform pattern of decision making. However, there is a model—a form of decision making that
buyers usually apply to their unique circumstances. Figure 8.3 shows the typical stages in the
buying decision process: needs awareness, evaluation of solutions, resolution of problems, pur-
chase, and implementation. This model is especially helpful in understanding organizational
buying decisions and large consumer acquisitions. Consumers who make habitual buying deci-
sions often skip or reverse some of these stages.21

NEEDS AWARENESS Needs awareness is the first stage in the buying process. The buyer recog-
nizes that something is imperfect or incomplete. The need for energy conservation technology
may surface when oil prices rise to higher levels. The need for a customer service training pro-
gram may become evident when customer satisfaction survey scores decline. Salespeople can
create value at this stage of the buying process if they can help determine the magnitude of the
customer’s problem and identify a solution. For example, a sales representative may be able
to help the buyer estimate the cost of poor customer service and recommend a way to improve

Needs
Awareness

Evaluation
of Solutions

Resolution
of Problems

Purchase Implementation
Steps in the

Typical Buying
Process

Needs
Discovery

Product
Selection

ServiceNeed
Satisfaction

Steps in
Consultative

Sales
Process

Approach Needs Discovery Presentation Negotiations ServiceClose

Steps in the
Six-Step

Presentation
Process

FIGURE 8.3
Typical Buying Process Model
In this figure, for purposes of illustration, the Typical Buying Process Model is aligned with the two most popular Selling Process
Models. It is important salespeople understand the customer’s unique buying process, and where the customer is in that buying
process, and then align the sales process to satisfy their customer’s needs.
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service. Customers often need help in determining whether they have a problem large enough to
justify the cost of a solution.22

EVALUATION OF SOLUTIONS Buyers who experience need awareness usually begin searching for
information that will help them evaluate possible problem solutions. They realize, at this point,
that the problem they face is amenable to some type of solution. In some cases, there are several
solutions that the customer needs to study. Salespeople can add value at this stage by providing
useful information that helps the customer make an informed choice. In some cases, the value
justification can be presented in terms of cost reduction or increased revenues. In other cases, the
value justification may be an intangible such as customer satisfaction, improved security, or
reduced stress. In business-to-business selling situations, value justification that can be measured
is usually the most powerful.

To establish a true partnership with the customer, you need to be sure that you are offering
them information that will help them achieve their objectives. If you possess a good understand-
ing of the customer’s buying process, you will know what they are trying to accomplish.23

RESOLUTION OF PROBLEMS At this stage of the buying process, the customer is aware of a need
and has evaluated one or more solutions. The customer has resolved to do something. However,
the customer is likely to have issues and concerns that must be resolved before moving ahead.
This is especially true in the case of complex sales.24

Some customers will want the proposed solution put in writing. Competitors may be invited
to submit written proposals. A well-written proposal is one way to add value (see Chapter 6).
The customer may request specific information that can only be provided by the supplier’s engi-
neers or accountants. The customer many insist on visiting the supplier’s manufacturing plant so
they can see the production process firsthand. Buyers often need help overcoming obstacles that
prevent them from moving to the purchase stage of the buying process.25

PURCHASE After all the customer’s obstacles and concerns have been overcome, the purchase deci-
sion is made. Professional salespeople create value in many ways at this stage of the buying
process.26 First, they do whatever is necessary to make sure the purchase is “hassle free.” This may
mean working with the customer to arrange the best financing or supervising the delivery and instal-
lation of the product. Salespeople add value by becoming a “customer advocate” within their own
organizations. This may mean negotiating with various departments to expedite the order. Buyers
want to work with salespeople who are able to quickly solve any order fulfillment problems.27

IMPLEMENTATION The first sale is only the beginning of the relationship with the buyer. Repeat
sales occur when the supplier has demonstrated the ability to add value in various ways after the
sale. Value creation can take the form of timely delivery, superior installation, accurate invoicing,
follow-up contacts by the salesperson, or something else that is important to the customer.

Understanding the Buying
Process of the
Transactional,
Consultative, and
Strategic Alliance Buyer
The next step in understanding the customer’s
buying process is to discuss three value cre-
ation selling approaches that appeal to certain
types of customers. In Chapter 1, we briefly
introduced transactional selling, consultative
selling, and strategic alliance selling. We will
now discuss how to work effectively with each
type of buyer.28

There is no longer any such notion
as the customer—there is only this
customer, the one whom a seller is
dealing with at the moment.
Discovering the individual needs
of this customer can be
challenging.

Source: Yuri Arcurs/Dreamstime
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Transactional Process Buyer
Transactional buyers are well aware of their needs and usually know a great deal about the
products or services they intend to purchase. In a true transactional sale, buyers will become
frustrated if the salesperson attempts to use needs assessment, problem solving, or relationship
building. They are not looking for new information or advice from the salesperson. Most trans-
actional buyers have conducted their own research and, in most cases, have decided which
product best meets their needs. They don’t want hand-holding and they don’t want the salesperson
to waste their time.29

How can a salesperson add value to a transactional sale? If the buyer is already aware of his
needs, has evaluated solutions, and has no issues or concerns that need to be resolved, then the
salesperson needs to focus on the purchase stage of the five-part buying process model (see
Figure 8.3). Do whatever is necessary to facilitate a convenient and hassle-free purchase.
Eliminate any unnecessary costs or delays in processing the order. The transactional buyer may
quickly turn to a competitor if they experience unnecessary costs or delays.

Consultative Process Buyer
Consultative selling, a major theme of this text, was described in Chapter 1. This sales
approach appeals to buyers who lack needs awareness or need help evaluating possible solu-
tions. Some buying decisions require assistance from a consultative salesperson because the
product is very complex and/or the cost of the product is very high. The purchase of a new
home provides a good example in the consumer arena. Home buyers usually seek the assis-
tance of an experienced realtor. The purchase of Internet phone-calling equipment provides a
good example in the business-to-business arena. Organizations that are considering the pur-
chase of complex Internet telephone equipment seek answers to several questions: Can we
keep a portion of our traditional phone network or must we adopt an all–Internet phone sys-
tem? Will the new system provide the same voice quality as our traditional system? Internet
phone-calling equipment is available from several suppliers, including Avaya Incorporated
and Cisco Systems Incorporated. Some customers will need help comparing the technology
available from these and other suppliers.30

Successful consultative salespeople focus a great deal of attention on needs awareness,
which is step one in the buying process model (see Figure 8.3). This is where salespeople can
create the most value by helping customers gain an understanding of their problems and create
solutions that correct these problems.31 Many customers seek help defining needs and solutions,
but avoid dealing with a sales representative who simply wants to sell a product.

Consultative selling encompasses the concept that salespeople should conduct a systematic
assessment of the prospect’s situation. This usually involves collecting as much information as
possible prior to the sales call and using a series of carefully worded questions to obtain the cus-
tomer’s point of view during the sales call. Two-way communication will provide for a mutual
exchange of ideas, feelings, and perceptions.

The consultative salesperson will help the customer evaluate solutions and help resolve
any problems that surface prior to the purchase stage. Consultative salespeople also work
hard to add value at the implementation stage of the sales process. This may involve supervising
product delivery and installation, servicing warranties, and providing other services after
the sale.

Strategic Alliance Process Buyer
As noted previously, the goal of strategic alliances is to achieve a marketplace advantage by
teaming up with another company. Alliances are often formed by companies that have similar
business interests and seek to gain a mutual competitive advantage. Dell Computer, for exam-
ple, formed a partnership with Microsoft and Intel to provide customized e-business solutions.
In the highly competitive global market, going it alone is sometimes more difficult.32

Step one in building an alliance is a careful study of the proposed partner. This research is
often coordinated by senior management and may involve persons working in the areas of sales,
marketing, finance, and distribution. At some point, representatives from both companies will
meet and explore the mutual benefits of the alliance. Both parties must be prepared to explain
how they will add value once the alliance is formed.
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The Buyer Resolution Theory
Several theories explain how customers arrive at a buying decision. One traditional point of view
is based on the assumption that a final buying decision is possible only after the prospect has
answered five logical questions (see Figure 8.4). This is called the buyer resolution theory. One
strength of this buying theory is that it focuses the salesperson’s attention on five important fac-
tors that the customer is likely to consider before making a purchase. Answers to these five ques-
tions provide valuable insights about the customer’s buying strategy. One important limitation of
this theory is that it is often not possible to anticipate which of the five buying decisions might be
most difficult for the prospect to make. If the selling process does not mesh with the buying
process, a sale is less likely. There is no established sequence in which prospects make these five
decisions, so a highly inflexible sales presentation would not be effective.

Understanding Buyer Behavior
Although every customer is unique, salespeople need an understanding of the important social
and psychological influences that tend to shape customer buying decisions. We will review con-
cepts that come from the fields of psychology, sociology, and anthropology. Figure 8.5 illustrates
the many forces that influence buying decisions.

Basic Needs That Influence Buyer Behavior
Basic human needs have changed little throughout our economic history. However, the ways in
which needs are fulfilled have changed greatly during the age of information.33 The starting
point for developing an understanding of the forces influencing buying decisions is a review of
the individual needs that shape the customer’s behavior. To gain insights into customer behavior
motivated by both physiological and psychological needs, it is helpful to study the popular hier-
archy of needs developed by Abraham Maslow.

Buyer Resolution Theory

This view of the buying process recognizes that a purchase is made only after the prospect
has made five buying decisions involving specific affirmative responses to the following 
questions:

Why Should I Buy?
Realistically, it is sometimes difficult to provide prospects with an answer to this question. 
In many cases, salespeople fail in their attempt to help customers become aware of a need. 
Thus, large numbers of potential customers are not sufficiently persuaded to purchase products
that provide them with genuine buyer benefits.

What Should I Buy?
If a prospect agrees that a need does exist, then you are ready to address the second buying 
decision. You must convince the prospect that the product being offered can satisfy the need. 
In most cases, the buyer can choose from several competing products.

Where Should I Buy?
As products become more complex, consumers are giving more attention to “source” decisions.
In a major metropolitan area the person who wants to buy a Laserjet 3160 or a competing 
product can choose from several sources.

What Is a Fair Price?
Today’s better educated and better informed consumers are searching for the right balance 
between price and value (benefits). They are better able to detect prices that are not competitive 
or do not correspond in their minds with the product’s value.

When Should I Buy?
A sale cannot be closed until a customer has decided when to buy. In some selling situations,
the customer may want to postpone the purchase because of reluctance to part with the money.

FIGURE 8.4
The buyer resolution theory,
sometimes referred to as “The 
5 W’s Theory,” focuses attention
on questions the customer may
need answers to before making 
a purchase. An absence of an
answer to any of these will likely
result in a customer objection.
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MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS According to Abraham Maslow, basic human needs are
arranged in a hierarchy according to their strength (Figure 8.6). His theory rests on the assump-
tion that as each lower-level need is satisfied, the need at the next level demands attention.

Physiological Needs Sometimes called primary needs, physiological needs include the needs
of food, water, sleep, and shelter. Maslow placed our physiological needs at the bottom of the
pyramid because he believed that these basic needs tend to be strong in the minds of most people.

Security Needs After physiological needs have been satisfied, the next need level that tends to
dominate is safety and security. Security needs represent our desire to be free from danger and
uncertainty. The desire to satisfy the need for safety and security often motivates people to pur-
chase such items as medical and life insurance or a security alarm for the home or business.

Social Needs The need to belong, or social needs, reflects our desire for identification with a
group and approval from others. These needs help explain our continuing search for friendship,
social acceptance among one’s peers, and long-term business relationships.

Esteem Needs At the fourth level of Maslow’s need priority model appear esteem needs.
Esteem needs reflect our desire to feel worthy in the eyes of others. We seek a sense of personal
worth and adequacy, a feeling of competence.34

Product and/or
patronage buying

motives

Needs

Needs

Emotional and/or
rational buying

motives

Formulation of customer
perceptions and
buying motives

Buying
decisions

Basic Needs
Group Influences

FIGURE 8.5
The Buyer Behavior
Model
This model illustrates the many
complex psychological and
sociological forces that influence
buyer behavior.

Physiological

Security

Social

Esteem

Self-
actualization

FIGURE 8.6
Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs Model
The forces that motivate customers
to make specific buying decisions
are complex. This model
illustrates Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs.

Source: Abraham H. Maslow, Robert D.
Frager (editor), and James Fadiman
(editor), Motivation and Personality,
3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ:
Pearson Education, 1987), p. 193.
Printed and electronically reproduced
by permission of Pearson Education,
Inc. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.
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Self-Actualization Needs Maslow defined the term self-actualization as a need for self-
fulfillment, a full tapping of one’s potential. It is the need to “be all that you can be,” to have
mastery over what you are doing. One goal of consultative selling is to help the customer
experience self-actualization in terms of the relationship with the salesperson.

The five-level need priority model developed by Maslow is somewhat artificial in certain
instances. At times several of our needs are interacting together within us. One example is the
business lunch. Not only are you conducting business with a client but you are also satisfying
your needs for food and beverages, for engaging in social activities, and perhaps for feeling
important in your own eyes and—you hope—in the eyes of your customer. However, the model
can provide salespeople with a practical way of understanding which need is most likely to
dominate customer behavior in certain situations.

Group Influences That Influence Buying Decisions
As noted earlier, the people around us also influence our buying decisions. These group influ-
ences can be grouped into four major areas: (1) role influences, (2) reference groups, (3) social
class, and (4) culture and subculture.35 (See Figure 8.7.) Salespeople who understand these roles
and influences can develop the type of insight customers view as being valuable.

Customer

Roles

Reference groups

Social class

Culture and subculture

FIGURE 8.7
Group Influences That
Influence Buying
Decisions Model
To gain additional insights into
customers’ motivations, it is
helpful to study the group
influences that affect buying
decisions.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Selling Across Generation Gaps
It is important to understand the context in which people from
different generational groups live and work. After all, success in
personal selling requires the ability to create rapport and develop
trust with buyers who may differ from us. Picture yourself as a
Millennial (Generation Y), who was born between 1977 and 1994.
Chances are you welcome the latest high-tech communications
technology and do not resent the never-ending sea of information
that demands your immediate attention and response. Some of the
customers you call on are members of the Baby Boom generation,

who were born between 1946 and 1964. These individuals may
welcome traditional memos, letters, phone calls, and face-to-face
communications and feel uncomfortable working in today’s wireless
world. Generational differences shaped by sociological, political,
and economic conditions can influences our values. Dave Stein,
author of How Winners Sell, says, “Before you ever meet that
prospect, understand that ‘different’ in terms of cross-generational
selling is neither right nor wrong; it’s just different.”a
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ROLE INFLUENCE Throughout our lives we occupy positions within groups, organizations, and
institutions. Closely associated with each position is a role: a set of characteristics and expected
social behaviors based on the expectations of others. All the roles we assume (student, member
of the school board, or position held at work) influence not only our general behavior but also
our buying behavior. In today’s society, for example, a woman may assume the role of mother at
home and purchasing manager at work. In the manager’s role, she may feel the need to develop a
conservative wardrobe, enroll in a leadership training course, or join a professional association.

REFERENCE GROUP INFLUENCE A reference group consists of the categories of people that you
see yourself belonging to, and with which you habitually compare yourself. Members of a refer-
ence group tend to influence the values, attitudes, and behaviors of one another.36 The reference
group may act as a point of comparison and a source of information for the individual member.37

For example, Pi Sigma Epsilon, the national fraternity in marketing, sales management, and sell-
ing, may serve as a reference group for a college business major. In the business community, a
chapter of the American Society for Training and Development, or Sales & Marketing
Executives International, may provide a reference group for its members. As members of a refer-
ence group, we often observe other people in the group to establish our own norms, and these
norms become a guide for our purchasing activity.

SOCIAL CLASS INFLUENCE Social classes are society’s relatively permanent and ordered divisions
whose members share similar values, interests, and behavior.38 The criteria used to rank people
according to social class vary from one society to another. In some societies, land ownership
allows entry into a higher social class. In other societies, education is a major key to achieving
upper-class status. Social class, in most cases, is not determined by a single factor. It is deter-
mined by a combination of factors such as income, education, occupation, and accumulated
wealth.

CULTURAL INFLUENCE Culture can be defined as the accumulation of values, rules of behavior,
forms of expression, religious beliefs, transmitted behavior patterns, and the like for a group of
people who share a common language and environment. Culture tends to encourage or discour-
age particular behaviors and mental processes.39 We maintain and transmit our culture chiefly
through language. Culture has considerable influence on buying behavior. Today, culture is get-
ting more attention because of the rapid increases in immigrant groups. As cultural diversity
increases, companies must reexamine their sales and marketing strategies.

Within most cultures are groups whose members share value systems based on common life
experiences and situations. We call such a group a subculture. Some subcultures, such as mature
consumers, Hispanic, African-American, and Generation Y (16- to 24-year-olds), make up
important market segments.40

Perception—How Customer Needs Are Formed
Perception is the process through which sensations are interpreted, using our knowledge and
experience. These sensations are received through sight, hearing, touch, taste, and smell. Buyer
behavior is often influenced by perception.41 When Volkswagen announced that it would build
an ultra-luxury car selling for $70,000, many people questioned the merits of this decision.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Managing Multiple Contacts with CRM
Salespeople often find that groups of their contacts have common
interests and buying motives. Customers and prospects may be seg-
mented into groups by buying influences, by the products they
purchase, by the industries they are involved in, or by their size.
Customer relationship management (CRM) software can enable the
salesperson to easily link contacts together as groups and “mass-
produce” information that appears custom-fitted to the need of

each person in a specific group. For example, each owner of a spe-
cific product may receive a telephone call, personalized letter, or
report that describes the benefits of a new accessory available from
the salesperson. CRM Application Exercise “Managing Multiple
Contacts with CRM” on page 171 describes how common interest
groups can be found.
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Could the maker of the Beetle and Thing compete in the market segment dominated by Lexus,
Mercedes-Benz, Jaguar, and BMW? Thus far, sales of the Volkswagen Phaeton have been slow
even though most automobile journalists view it as a true luxury car.42 Is perception the barrier to
sales growth?

We tend to screen out or modify stimuli, a process known as selective attention, for two
reasons. First, we cannot possibly be conscious of all inputs at one time. Just the commercial
messages we see and hear each day are enough to cause sensory overload. Second, we are con-
ditioned by our social and cultural background, and our physical and psychological needs, to
use selectivity.

Buyers may screen out or modify information presented by a salesperson if it conflicts with
their previously learned attitudes or beliefs. The business buyer who feels the new office furni-
ture designs that combine individual work space will only encourage impromptu employee
chitchat is apt to use selective attention when the salesperson begins discussing product fea-
tures. Salespeople who can anticipate this problem of selective attention should acquire as
much background information as possible before meeting with the prospect. During the first
meeting with the customer, the salesperson should make every effort to build a strong relation-
ship so that the person opens up and freely discusses personal perceptions. Salespeople who do
this have accepted one of the great truisms in sales and marketing: “Facts are negotiable.
Perception is rock solid.”

Buying Motives
Every buying decision has a motive behind it. A buying motive can be thought of as an aroused
need, drive, or desire. This motive acts as a force that stimulates behavior intended to satisfy the
aroused need. Our perceptions influence or shape this behavior. An understanding of buying
motives provides the salesperson with the reasons why customers buy. Unfortunately, some buy-
ers will not or cannot tell you their buying motives. A company may be planning a new product
launch and wants to keep this initiative a secret. In some cases revealing important information
may make the customer feel vulnerable. And, some customers may not be aware of one or more
buying motives that will influence the purchase decision.43

As you might expect, some buying decisions are influenced by more than one buying
motive. The buyer of catering services may want food of exceptional quality served quickly so
all her guests can eat together. This customer also may be quite price conscious. In this situa-
tion, the caterer should attempt to discover the dominant buying motive (DBM). The DBM may
have the greatest influence on the buying decision.44 If the customer is eager to make a good
impression on guests who have discriminating food tastes, then food quality may be the domi-
nant buying motive.

Successful salespeople have adopted a product strategy that involves discovery of the buying
motives that influence the purchase decision. In Chapter 10, we describe a need identification
process that can be used to discover the customer’s buying motives.

EMOTIONAL VERSUS RATIONAL BUYING MOTIVES A careful study of buyer behavior reveals that
people make buying decisions based on both emotional and rational buying motives. An
emotional buying motive is one that prompts the prospect to act because of an appeal to some
sentiment or passion. When customers buy expensive Harley-Davidson motorcycles, they are
paying for much more than a high-flying hog. They are purchasing entry into a community of
like-minded enthusiasts who share a passion for all things Harley.45 Emotions can be powerful
and often serve as the foundation of the dominant buying motive.46 A rational buying motive
usually appeals to the prospect’s reason or judgment based on objective thought processes. Some
common rational buying motives include profit potential, quality of service, and availability of
technical assistance.

Emotional Buying Motives A surprising number of purchases are guided by emotional buying
motives. Recent research indicates that buying is a lot more emotional than most marketers
thought. Many buyers are guided more by feelings than by logic.47 Even technology firms some-
times rely on emotional appeals as part of their marketing strategy. Doing business in America,
or anyplace else in the world, is never purely a rational or logical process. Recognize that there is
an emotional component to every sale and tune in to the emotional cues such as body language,
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CEO Glenn Sandberg understands
that in the business-to-business
market, exact specifications and
24-hour support appeal to those
customers who are motivated by
rational buying motives.

Source: Courtesy of Formax, Inc.

tone of voice, and emotive words. With the power of empathy you can get on the same page,
emotionally, as your customer.48

Rational Buying Motives A purchase based on rational buying motives is generally the result of
an objective review of available information. The buyer closely examines product or service
information with an attitude that is relatively free of emotion. Business buyers are most likely to
be motivated by rational buying motives such as on-time delivery, financial gain, competent
installation, saving of time, increased profits, or durability.

Business buyers representing large firms such as Ford Motor Company, IBM, and General
Electric rely on a buying process that is more formalized than the consumer buying process.
Purchases made by these companies usually call for detailed product specifications, written pur-
chase orders, and formal approval. The business buyer and the salesperson work closely during
all stages of the buying process that begins with a precise definition of the customer’s problem.
Salespeople who sell to business buyers spend a great deal of time gathering, interpreting, and
disseminating customer-specific information.49

PATRONAGE VERSUS PRODUCT BUYING MOTIVES Another way to help explain buyer behavior is
to distinguish between patronage and product buying motives. Patronage buying motives and
product buying motives are learned reasons for buying. These buying motives are important
because they can stimulate repeat business and referrals.
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Patronage Buying Motives A patronage buying motive is one that causes the prospect to buy
products from one particular business. The prospect has had prior direct or indirect contact with
the business and has judged this contact to be beneficial. In those situations where there is little
or no appreciable difference between two products, patronage motives can be highly important.
At a time when look-alike products are very common, these motives take on a new degree of
importance. Some typical patronage buying motives are superior service, complete selection of
products, competence of sales representatives, and ability to buy online.

Product Buying Motives A product buying motive is one that leads a prospect to purchase one
product in preference to another. Interestingly enough, this decision is sometimes made without
direct comparison between competing products. The buyer simply believes that one product is
superior to another. There are numerous buying motives that trigger prospects to select one
product over another. These include brand preference, quality preference, price preference, and
design or engineering preference.

It is hard to imagine how salespeople can create values for customers without first under-
standing the latter’s buying motives. Figure 8.8 provides various examples of how salespeople
can put this understanding into creating values at different stages of the buying process.

Present
and/or
design
unique
strengths
that fit the
strategic
initiative.

Partner with
customers to
understand
unique needs
in new and
improved
ways.

Configure or
adapt
superior
solutions to
unique needs.

Provide
assistance
and advice
to overcome
problems
and provide
solutions.

Adapt and
suggest
effective
methods to
purchase
and enjoy
solutions.

Assist and/or
train customers
in maximum
satisfaction
from purchase.

Need
Awareness

Evaluation
of Solutions

Resolution
of Problems

Purchase Implementation
Strategic
Initiatives
Identified

FIGURE 8.8
Creating Value Throughout the Buying Process Model
A sample list of methods for creating value throughout each of the steps in the buying process. Specific methods should be created
after arriving at a careful understanding of the unique needs of the individual customer.

Source: CORBIS-NY

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Selling NASCAR in Manhattan
NASCAR is growing in popularity each year. This form of auto rac-
ing, with deep roots in the South, is attracting fans throughout the
nation. About 40 million people consider themselves avid fans.
Although NASCAR TV ratings are rising and most races are sold
out, someone still needs to sell this product to team sponsors. Brett
Yormark is a corporate sales representative representing NASCAR
in New York City. It now costs from $10 million to $14 million to
sponsor a top team, so he is a key member of the NASCAR sales
and marketing team. Yormark faces major challenges because he is
selling stock car racing to an upscale, urban crowd. Many of his
prospects are corporate executives who have never seen a
NASCAR race.b
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Reviewing Key Concepts

Discuss the meaning of a customer strategy
The importance of developing a customer strategy was introduced in this chapter. This type of
planning is necessary to ensure maximum customer responsiveness. Buying procedures and poli-
cies can vary greatly from one buyer to another. If a salesperson does not learn how the buyer
plans to make the purchase, then there is the strong possibility that the selling process will be out
of alignment with the customer’s buying process.

Explain the difference between consumer and business buyers
Business buyer behavior was compared to consumer buyer behavior. Three types of business
buying situations were described: straight rebuy, new-task buy, and the modified rebuy. Systems
selling, a common business buying strategy, was also described. Three types of consumer buying

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in France
The French people are very proud of their history, language, social
systems, and customs. They expect visitors to respect the many
things that make their country unique. Preparation for a business
trip to France may take a little extra time.

� Learn basic French and use it often. Although most French
businesspeople speak English, some will not admit it.

� Introductions should be made by someone (attorney, banker,
or a friend) known to the person with whom you want to do

business. French people tend to be cautious when meeting
someone new.

� Be prepared to conduct business over meals at nice restau-
rants. A business lunch might last for two hours. The French
rarely invite business guests to their homes.

� French businesspeople are reluctant to take risks, so negotia-
tions may take a long time. Be well prepared to discuss the
merits of your product but avoid the hard sell.c

To fully understand the customer’s
buying strategy the salesperson
must conduct a careful needs
discovery or assessment. This is
done by asking appropriate
questions, listening to the
customer’s responses, and making
careful observations. Chapter 11
provides in-depth coverage of
these important adaptive selling
skills.

Source: Deanm1974/Dreamstime 
LLC-Royalty Free

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
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situations were defined: habitual buying decisions, variety-seeking buying decisions, and com-
plex buying decisions.

Understand the importance of alignment between the selling process and the
customer’s buying process
Customers make buying decisions in many ways, so it would be inappropriate to view the buying
process as a uniform pattern of decision making. However, there is a common decision-making
model that most buyers apply to their unique circumstances. The typical stages in the buying
decision process are needs awareness, evaluation of solutions, resolution of problems, purchase,
and implementation.

Understand the buying process of the transactional, consultative, and strategic
alliance buyer
Three value creation selling approaches that appeal to certain types of customers were discussed:
the transactional process buyer, the consultative process buyer, and the strategic alliance process
buyer. The consultative process buyer offers the greatest challenge to most salespeople.

Discuss the various influences that shape customer buying decisions
We noted that buyer behavior is influenced in part by individual (physical and psychological)
needs. Maslow’s popular model ranks these needs. There are also a number of group influences
that shape our psychological needs to various degrees. Buyer behavior is influenced by the roles
we assume, reference groups, social class, and culture. Perception was defined as the process of
selecting, organizing, and interpreting information inputs to produce meaning. We discussed
emotional and rational buying motives and compared patronage and product motives.

Key Terms
Customer strategy
Consumer buyer behavior
Business buyer behavior
Buying center
New-task buy
Straight rebuy
Modified rebuy
Systems selling
Habitual buying decisions
Variety-seeking buying

decisions

Complex buying decisions
Buying process
Buyer resolution theory
Physiological needs
Security needs
Social needs
Esteem needs
Self-actualization
Group influences
Role

Reference group
Social classes
Culture
Subculture
Buying motive
Emotional buying motive
Rational buying motive
Patronage buying motive
Product buying motive

Review Questions

1. According to the Strategic/Consultative Selling Model, what are the three prescriptions for
the development of a successful customer strategy?

2. List and describe the three most common types of organizational buying situations.
3. Describe the five major stages in the typical buying process.
4. List and describe three value creation selling approaches that appeal to various types of

customers.
5. According to the buyer resolution theory, a purchase is made only after the prospect has

made five buying decisions. What are they?
6. Explain how Maslow’s hierarchy of needs affects buyer behavior.
7. Describe the four group influences that affect buyer behavior.
8. What is meant by the term perception?
9. Distinguish between emotional and rational buying motives.

10. J. D. Power, founder of J.D. Power and Associates, says, “We define quality as what the
customer wants.” Do you agree or disagree with his observations? Explain your answer.
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Application Exercises

1. Select several advertisements from a trade magazine. Analyze each one and determine
what rational buying motives the advertiser is appealing to. Do any of these advertisements
appeal to emotional buying motives? Then select a magazine that is aimed at a particular
consumer group, for example, Architectural Digest, Redbook, or Better Homes and
Gardens. Study the advertisements and determine what buying motives they appeal to.

2. The $40,000 Hyundai Genesis V8, which entered the U.S. market as a 2009 model, is a far
cry from the popular Elantra. Hyundai’s new flagship model was designed to compete with
Lexus, Mercedes-Benz, Cadillac, and BMW. The Genesis is positioned as another choice
in the luxury-car market. Will potential customers accept the Genesis as a true luxury car?
Will customer perceptions play a role in acceptance of this new model?

3. J.D. Power and Associates is a global marketing information services firm that helps
businesses and consumers make better decisions through credible customer-based
information. The company provides an unbiased source of marketing information based
on opinions of consumers. Visit www.jdpower.com and become familiar with the type of
information services offered.

Role-Play Exercise

In this role-play, you will assume the role of a salesperson working at a Brook’s
Brothers clothing store. The inventory includes a wide range of business professional
clothing such as suits, sport coats, dress shirts, and accessories; the store also offers a
full range of business casual clothing. A member of your class will assume the role of
a customer who visits your store for the purpose of buying clothing for work. He
recently graduated from college and will start work at a new job in about two weeks. In

addition to clothing, your store offers complete alteration services and credit plans. During the role-
play, you should develop a relationship with the customer using strategies discussed in previous
chapters and determine the customer’s needs with questions, attentive listening, and observation.

CRM Application Exercise
Managing Multiple Contacts with CRM

The Salesforce.com database contains four new companies identified as prospects.
Little information about them is available, which is common when a list of names
has been downloaded from a purchased list or a social media network. The fact that
they are all financial services firms may mean that SimNet is expanding into this

industry sector. These firms are listed as prospects because no contact has been made with them
to determine whether they may qualify for SimNet’s products or services.

You are to begin the process of qualifying these leads by looking up the companies to
arrange an initial contact with them. To find prospects such as these, select the Reports tab,
choose “SimNet Reports” from the Folder drop-down list, and click on “Sales Pipeline.”

This report displays a section for each stage in the sales funnel and lists the companies in
each section. Click on the top of the column labeled “Sales Process Stage” once or twice so all
four Prospects are listed at the top.

www.jdpower.com
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Click on the last name of the first prospect, which will display the Contact Detail record.
Scroll down to the Activity History section. Select the “Send An Email” button,

and on the Task screen that is displayed, click on the “Select Template” button.

Choosing the Financial Services template will provide the e-mail’s subject and body.
Clicking the Send button, with a copy to your instructor if directed, will return you to the Contact
screen. View the Activity History section and click on the link to the e-mail you just sent. On the
Task Detail screen, click “Create Follow Up Task” (not the Create Follow Up Event) link.

On the Task Edit screen, click on the icon to the right of the Subject field.

Selecting “Call” from the pop-up ComboBox list will identify the type of follow-up task you
are arranging. When reviewing your future tasks, it might be more helpful to you if the task
description is more explicit. In the Subject field, enter “Financial Services Call.”

In the Due Date field, enter the date for the Monday following the day you perform this
exercise. You will note that the Reminder field below will automatically update to match the date
you enter. The Reminder serves as an alarm clock, allowing you to set a date and time to be
alerted about the task, which may be days or hours before the scheduled due date. In this case,
leave the Reminder at the same date and the hour as 8:00 A.M. When finished, click the Save but-
ton on the Task Edit bar.

Repeat this process for all four financial services companies. You may verify these financial
services calls have been scheduled for next Monday by clicking on the Home tab. The My Tasks
section will display your financial services calls.

Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem

Ashley Pineda, featured at the beginning of this chapter, is a new home sales repre-
sentative for the PulteGroup (see Web site at www.pultegroupinc.com). The com-
pany engages in homebuilding and financial services businesses. Its homebuilding
business includes the acquisition and development of land primarily for residential

purposes and the construction of housing on such land targeted for first-time, first and second
move-up, and active adult home buyers. As of March 31, 2010, its homebuilding operations
offered homes for sale in 842 communities. The company‘s financial services business consists
of mortgage banking and title operations. It arranges financing through the origination of mort-
gage loans for its homebuyers, sells such loans and the related servicing rights, provides title
insurance policies as an agent, and provides examination and closing services to its home buyers.
PulteGroup offers a one-stop shopping experience for prospective customers. Sales reps help
clients to finance their homes (with Pulte Mortgage) and to close their homes with PGP Title.
One of PulteGroup’s key strengths is the ability to provide customers with an exceptional home-
buying experience and, ultimately, satisfaction with their homes. Being able to offer everything
under one roof and walk the customers through each step of the entire home-buying process
makes their home-buying experience very comfortable.

www.pultegroupinc.com
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Ashley Pineda sells the company’s Centex product line, which is primarily geared towards
first-time home buyers by delivering quality homes at an affordable price. Ashley describes a
typical selling process as follows: When a customer walks into the door, she engages with them
by welcoming them and building rapport. The company provides its sales reps with a consulta-
tive questioning strategy that allows the reps to smoothly walk the customer through the buying
process. The questions, for example, may ask the customers about their location preferences or
what they consider most important when they buy a home. Ashley asks these types of questions
to help her guide first-time home buyers through the variety of different homes available, rang-
ing from one- to two-story homes, from three to five bedrooms, from 1183 to 2600 square feet,
and a price range from $95,000 to $150,000. Across various options, the customers are asked
how well the different options align with their needs and wants.

The customers are also given the opportunity to touch and feel their future homes. This
process typically involves a car tour through the neighborhood, where they are shown the differ-
ent homes’ features and colors, and walk-throughs of both completed homes and homes under
construction. The latter type helps to demonstrate the quality of Pulte’s workmanship, the insula-
tion, and the energy efficiency of a home. Altogether this allows potential customers to feel com-
fortable with the construction of the homes and the home-buying process.

In the next step, Ashley typically talks about financing issues with first-time home-buyers
such as the amounts of their monthly payments and potential down payments. PulteGroup equips
Ashley with the knowledge to be able to professionally provide that information and make cus-
tomers feel comfortable with the financial scenario involved in owning their first home. Once the
customer is comfortable with the financial scenario, Ashley and her customer can move forward
toward opening the agreement to buy a home. Generally, when you sign a contract, you are open-
ing the agreement to take the next steps. These steps include financing, completing construction,
and ultimately closing on the home and moving in. That entire process typically lasts from
45 days to approximately four months. (See the chapter opener on page 154 and Reality Selling
Today Role-Play 6 in Appendix 1 on page 396 for more information).

Questions
1. Which of the prescriptions of the Strategic/Consultative Selling Model (see Figure 8.1 on

page 156) does Ashley Pineda follow? Please explain.
2. How does Ashley elicit the needs and preferences of the prospective customers? What

questions does she ask?
3. Outline a typical buying process that a middle-class couple with two young kids goes

through in a first-time home buy. What questions and problems might arise at different
stages of the buying process?

4. What might be key influencing factors for the couple’s home-buying decisions? To what
extent are rational and emotional buying motives important?

5. Put yourself in the position of Ashley Pineda. How can she create value at different stages
of the young couple’s buying process? Give examples.

6. Ashley sells new homes in the company’s Centex product line, which is primarily geared
towards first-time home buyers. One of her job responsibilities is to monitor competition.
Who might be direct and indirect competitors that Ashley should watch?
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Salesforce.com offers hosted applications that manage customer information for sales,

marketing, and customer support, providing clients with a rapidly deployable alternative to buying

and maintaining enterprise software. The company’s applications are used by approximately

80,000 clients for generating sales leads, maintaining customer information, and tracking customer

interactions. Dave Levitt (pictured above) joined Salesforce.com as a regional sales manager in

2008, leading a team of six sales representatives.

With prior experience as a direct salesperson in the enterprise software industry, Levitt has

profound knowledge about how to approach and qualify prospects in his business. For his sales

representatives, there are various ways to get in touch with potential customers: Some prospects

will inquire at the company’s Web site, and that will be forwarded directly to the sales representative

so that he/she can follow up. Direct-response advertising, trade shows, or customer referrals can

also be important sources of prospects. Besides having the customers reach out to them, sales-

people at Salesforce.com also try to utilize the knowledge on the company’s 80,000 customers.

For example, if the sales representative has a chemical company as one of his prospects, he/she

will take a look at the CRM system and ask: What other chemical companies are current customers,

and how did they benefit from using our services? Then the representative could use reference

selling and thus demonstrate credibility with the prospect.

According to Dave Levitt, the key to successful selling is empathy, i.e., the ability to understand

the customer’s business so that the sales representative can identify areas where he can add value.

Levitt points out: “We cannot count on the customer to know what we offer, because our services



can be applied in many different ways. The burden is on the sales representative to use his industry

and product knowledge to probe and uncover opportunities, and then to qualify and pursue them

accordingly.” Hence, the salesperson has to be able to look at accounts holistically, understand

what the real business drivers are at a company, and then apply Salesforce.com’s service solutions

in different areas. �

Account-based software vendors such as Salesforce.com, NetSuite, and Oracle Siebel are
helping companies develop effective customer relationship management (CRM) systems. These
systems are at the heart of every successful one-to-one marketing initiative.

Prospecting—An Introduction
Gerhard Gschwandtner, publisher of Selling Power, says, “The main purpose of a salesperson is
not to make sales, but to create customers.”1 Identifying potential customers is an important
aspect of the customer strategy. In the terminology of personal selling, this process is called
prospecting. A potential customer, or prospect, is someone who meets the qualification criteria
established by you or your company.

Finding prospects who can make the purchase is not as easy as it sounds. This is especially
true in business-to-business sales. In many situations the salesperson must make the sales presen-
tation to multiple decision makers. One of these decision makers might be the technical expert
who wants an answer to the question: “Does the product meet the company’s specifications?”
Another decision maker may be the person who will actually use the product. The employee who
will use the forklift truck you are selling may be involved in the purchase decision. Of course,
there is often a “purse-string” decision maker who has the ultimate authority to release funds for
the purchase. During periods of economic uncertainty, the decision-making process often moves
upward. It is sometimes difficult to make connections with upper-level executives. One solution
is to plan a joint sales call involving a higher-level executive from your company.2

The goal of prospecting is to build a qualified prospect base made up of current customers
and potential customers. Building a prospect base involves the use of CRM software to monitor
movement of the customer through the sales process. Many successful companies find that cur-
rent customers account for a large percentage of their sales. Every effort is made to devise and
implement a customer strategy that builds, fosters, nurtures, and extends relationships with
established customers. CRM software is critical to building this kind of partnership with a large
customer base.3

Importance of Prospecting
Every salesperson must cope with customer attrition, that is, the inevitable loss of customers over
a period of time, which can be attributed to a variety of causes. Unless new prospects are found
to replace lost customers, a salesperson eventually faces a reduction in income and possible loss
of employment.

To better understand the significance of prospecting, let us examine a few common causes of
customer attrition.

The customer may have a one-time need or there is an extended period of time between
purchases. Because of this CB Richard Ellis’s Susana Rosas realizes new prospects for
commercial real estate must be continually added to her prospect base.

The customer may move to a new location outside the salesperson’s territory. The
American population is very mobile. This cause of attrition is especially common in the
retail and service areas and is a major issue experienced by Tom James Company’s Alex
Homer with many of his successful upwardly mobile clients.

A firm may go out of business or merge with another company. In some areas of business
the failure rate is quite high. In recent years, we have witnessed a record number of merg-
ers that have caused massive changes in purchasing plans.

A loyal buyer or purchasing agent may leave the position because of promotion, retirement,
resignation, or serious illness. The replacement may prefer to buy from someone else.
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Sales are lost to the competition. In some cases, the competition offers more value. The
added value may take the form of better quality, a better price, a stronger relationship,
better service, or some combination of these factors.

Some studies reveal that the average company loses 15 to 20 percent of its customers every
year. Depending on the type of selling, this figure might be higher or lower. It becomes clear that
many customers are lost for reasons beyond the salesperson’s control. If salespeople want to
keep their earnings at a stable level, they need to develop new customers.

Joe Girard, once recognized by the Guinness Book of Records as the world’s greatest sales-
person, used the “Ferris wheel” concept to illustrate the relationship between prospecting and
loss of customers due to the attrition.4 As people get off the Ferris wheel, the operator fills their
seats one at a time, moves the wheel a little, and continues this process until all the original riders
have left the wheel and new ones come aboard (Figure 9.1). In reality, of course, established
customers do not come and go this fast. With the passing of time, however, many customers must
be replaced.

Prospecting Requires Planning
Prospecting should be viewed as a systematic process of locating potential customers. Some
prospecting efforts can be integrated easily into a regular sales call. Progressive marketers are
doing three things to improve the quality of the prospecting effort:

Referrals
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direct mail, e-mail,
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FIGURE 9.1
The “Ferris wheel” concept, which
is aimed at supplying an ongoing
list of prospects, is part of world
sales record holder Joe Girard’s
customer strategy.
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1. Increase the number of people who board the Ferris wheel. You want to see a continuous
number of potential prospects board the Ferris wheel because they are the source of sales
opportunities. If the number of potential prospects declines sharply, the number of sales
closed also declines.

2. Improve the quality of the prospects who board the Ferris wheel. Companies often establish
quality standards that ensure a steady supply of prospects with high profit potential. For
example, some companies focus their prospecting efforts on consultative process buyers. These
are prospects who often lack need awareness and need help evaluating possible solutions.

3. Shorten the sales cycle by quickly determining which of the new prospects are qualified
prospects—qualified as to need, authority to buy, ability to pay, and authority to purchase
the product. Gerhard Gschwandtner says, “Time is the ultimate scorekeeper in the game of
selling.” He points out that many salespeople do not meet their sales goals because they do
not quickly qualify new prospects.5 Later in this chapter we examine qualifying practices
and discuss how to shorten the sales cycle with sales automation methods.

Prospecting Plans Must Be Assessed Often
In today’s dynamic, ever-changing marketplace, prospecting plans must be monitored continu-
ously. Some prospecting techniques that worked well in the past may become ineffective because
of changing market conditions. Midwest Training Institute, a firm that helps companies to
improve their production and sales efficiency, experienced a dramatic sales decline during the
first quarter of the year. This decline came after years of steady sales increases. Joel Pecoraro,
president of the company, initiated a thorough investigation and discovered that his sales staff
were relying primarily on one prospecting approach that was no longer successful: The salespeo-
ple were calling established customers. Pecoraro designed an incentive program that rewarded
salespeople who adopted new prospecting techniques such as attending an association meeting
where the salesperson could meet potential prospects or speaking at a meeting attended by
persons who might need the services offered by Midwest Training Institute.6

Sources of Prospects
Every salesperson must develop a prospecting system suited to a particular selling situation.
Some of the many sources of prospects follow, and each should be carefully examined:

Referrals

Centers of influence, friends, and family members

Directories

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Using the Same CRM Software as Cisco Systems
Cisco has committed to deploying the Salesforce.com CRM solution
to 25,000 global users. Salesforce.com provides Cisco with effective
prospect management tools, such as dashboards, account planning
tools, and reports regarding partner relationships.

� Dashboards track metrics such as opportunities, lead
conversion rates, number of account plans, and top accounts
for sales representatives and managers. Salespeople can
create their own reports to chart their progress.

� Account planning, which had previously been difficult to
manage on a worldwide basis, is increasingly leveraged with
Salesforce.com.

� Partners are part of Cisco’s customer “eco-system.” Overall
productivity and effectiveness are improved by extending leads

to partners, such as resellers, and tracking their conversion to
opportunities and ultimately to sales.

You have the opportunity to use a demonstration version of the
same solution, Salesforce.com, used by Cisco. Just like a Cisco sales-
person, you are assigned a number of prospect accounts and given
individual and company information about each account’s contact
person in Salesforce.com. Your participation in the CRM case study
and exercises will give you hands-on experience with the use of a
customer database, using modern sales technology. You not only
will be using the same software being used by thousands of sales-
people but also will be working with data derived from authentic
selling challenges. (See the CRM Case Study “Reviewing the
Prospect Database” on page 197 for more information).
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Trade publications

Trade shows and special events

Telemarketing and e-mail

Direct-response advertising and
sales letters

Web site

Computerized database

Cold calling

Networking

Educational seminars

Prospecting by nonsales employees

Referrals
The use of referrals as a prospect-
ing approach has been used suc-
cessfully in a wide range of selling
situations. In most cases, referral
leads result in higher close rates,
larger sales, and shorter sales
cycles. A referral is a prospect who
has been recommended by a current
customer or by someone who is
familiar with the product. Satisfied

customers, business acquaintances, and even prospects who do not buy often can recommend
the names of persons who might benefit from purchasing the product.

Liberty Mutual’s Marcus Smith realizes customers are more likely to give a referral if they
perceive value in the solution he offers. When you build value into your sales process, you
increase the odds that the customer will give you a referral. Steve Lewis, managing partner of
New England Financial, says, “Our attitude is that we can’t ask for referrals until clients have
perceived value in the process.”7

ENDLESS CHAIN REFERRALS The endless chain approach to obtaining referrals is easy to use
because it fits naturally into most sales presentations. A salesperson selling long-term health care
insurance might say, “Miss Remano, whom do you know who might be interested in our insur-
ance plan?” This open-ended question gives the person the freedom to recommend several
prospects and is less likely to be answered with a no response. Be sure to use your reference’s
name when you contact the new prospect—“Mary Remano suggested that I call you. . . . ”

REFERRAL LETTERS AND CARDS The referral letter method is a variation of the endless chain tech-
nique. In addition to requesting the names of prospects, the salesperson asks the customer to pre-
pare a note or letter of introduction that can be delivered to the potential customer. The
correspondence is an actual testimonial prepared by a satisfied customer. Some companies use a
referral card to introduce the salesperson. The preprinted card features a place for your customer to
sign the new prospect’s name and his own name, and can be used as part of the sales presentation.

Within the field of personal selling, there is no complete agreement regarding the timing of
the referral request. Some sales training programs encourage salespeople to request the referral
immediately after closing the sale. Others point out that if you are working with a new customer,
it takes time to earn the customer’s trust. The customer may feel there is a risk involved in giving
you referrals. Once you have built a strong, trusting relationship with the customer, referral
requests are more likely to receive a positive response.8

REFERRAL ORGANIZATIONS Some salespeople have found that membership in a referral organi-
zation is an effective way to obtain good leads. BNI (Business Network International) is one of
the largest business networking organizations with more than 3,600 chapters worldwide
(www.bni.com). BNI offers members the opportunity to share ideas, contacts, and referrals.9 In
addition, some local organizations such as breakfast clubs offer referrals as a member benefit.

Your request for referrals are more
likely to receive a positive
response if made after you have
built a strong trusting relationship.
In most cases referral leads result
in higher close rates, larger sales,
and shorter sales cycles.

Source: Shutterstock

www.bni.com
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Centers of Influence, Friends, and Family Members
The center-of-influence method involves establishing a relationship with a well-connected,
influential person who is willing to provide prospecting information. This person may not
make buying decisions but has influence with other people who do. To illustrate, consider the
challenge facing Gary Schneider, creator of a powerful software product that would help small
farmers optimize their crop selection. After spending several years developing the product,
Schneider and his wife began selling the product one copy at a time. During one cold call on a
major crop insurer, American Agrisurance, he met a senior researcher who immediately saw
the benefits of the software product. This respected researcher is in a position to influence buy-
ing decisions at his company and to provide prospect information for other crop insurers.10

A person who is new in the field of selling often uses friends and family members as sources
of information about potential customers. It is only natural to contact people we know. In many
cases these people have contacts with a wide range of potential buyers.

Directories
Directories can help salespeople search out new prospects and determine their buying potential.
A list of some of the more popular national directories is provided next:

Middle Market Directory lists 14,000 firms worth between $500,000 and $1 million (avail-
able from Dun & Bradstreet, www.dnb.com).

Standard & Poor’s Corporation Records Service provides details on more than 11,000
companies (www.spglobal.com).

Thomas Register of American Manufacturers provides a listing of 60,000 manufacturers by
product classifications, addresses, and capital ratings (www.thomasregister.com).

Polk City Directory provides detailed information on the citizens of a specific community.
Polk, in business for more than 125 years, publishes about 1,100 directories covering
6,500 communities in the United States and Canada (www.citydirectory.com).

The Encyclopedia of Associations lists more than 23,000 U.S. associations and more than
20,000 international organizations with details on membership, publications, and conferences
(www.gale.com).

These are just a few of the better-known directories. There are hundreds of additional directo-
ries covering business and industrial firms on the regional, state, and local levels. Some direc-
tories are free, whereas others must be purchased at a nominal fee. One of the most useful free
sources of information is the telephone directory. Most telephone directories have a classified
(yellow pages) section that groups businesses and professions by category. Web Yellow Pages
(www.bigyellow.com) provides more than 11 million U.S. business listings.

Trade Publications
Trade publications provide a status report on every major industry. If you are a sales representative
employed by SuperValu Stores, Fleming Companies Inc., Sysco Corporation, or one of the other
huge food wholesaling houses that supplies supermarkets, then you can benefit from a monthly
review of Progressive Grocer magazine. Each month this trade publication reports on trends in the
retail food industry, new products, problems, innovations, and related information. Trade journals
such as Institutional Distribution, Home Furnishings, Hardware Retailer, Modern Tire Dealer, and
Progressive Architecture are examples of publications that might help salespeople identify prospects.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Prospecting with Your Partners
When Megan Michael sees a new office building going up, she stops
her car and makes inquiries about who is to occupy the building. As a
sales representative for BKM Total Office, an office furniture supplier in
San Diego, she needs to be aware of new office space. However, this
approach is not her most important prospecting method. She has
found the telephone to be her most effective prospecting tool.

Michael speaks regularly with her customers to find out if they know
companies that might need BKM’s products. Architects, designers,
and builders who have previously worked with Michael have proved
to be good sources of referrals. The key to her prospecting success is
maintaining a strong relationship with her customers. She realizes that
you must be an effective partner before you can ask for help.a

www.dnb.com
www.spglobal.com
www.thomasregister.com
www.citydirectory.com
www.gale.com
www.bigyellow.com
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Trade Shows and Special Events
A trade show is a large exhibit of products that are, in most cases, common to one industry, such
as electronics or office equipment. The prospects walk into the booth or exhibit and talk with
those who represent the exhibitor. In some cases, sales personnel invite existing customers and
prospects to attend trade shows so they can have an opportunity to demonstrate their newest
products.

Research studies indicate that it is much easier to identify good prospects and actually
close sales at a trade show. In most cases, fewer sales calls are needed to close a sale if the
prospect was qualified at a trade show. Once a trade show contact is identified and judged to be
a qualified lead, information regarding the lead should be carefully recorded. When a prospect
enters a Xerox Corporation booth, a salesperson uses a few questions to qualify the lead and
types the answers into an on-screen form. Xerox uses software developed by NewLeads on
record and process data obtained from prospects who have been qualified by a salesperson
working in the booth.11

A special event can be a baseball game, golf tournament, reception for a dignitary, or
charity event. Bentley Motor Cars invited a number of potential clients to the famous Le Mans
24-hour endurance race. Prospects watched the Bentley racecar compete while sipping cham-
pagne. Back in America, charity events serve as a venue for cultivating wealthy clientele who
can afford a Bentley automobile.12

Telemarketing and E-Mail
Telemarketing is the practice of marketing goods and services through telephone contact. It is
an integral part of many modern sales and marketing campaigns. One use of telemarketing is to
identify prospects. A financial services company used telemarketing to identify prospects for its
customized equipment leasing packages. Leads were given to salespeople for consideration.
Telemarketing also can be used to quickly and inexpensively qualify prospects for follow-up.
Some marketers use the telephone to verify sales leads generated by direct mail, advertisements,
or some other method.

Although the response rate for sales e-mails is quite low, they have proven to be a source of
leads for many salespeople. Ideally sales e-mails should be sent only to existing customers or
others who have “opted in” to receive them. When you use broadcast e-mails, there is the risk
that you will be blocked and end up on a spammer blacklist. Online sales specialist Mac
MacIntosh says those who use broadcast e-mails should stay within anti-spam laws by giving
recipients the right to opt out of future e-mails.13

Bentley Motor Cars invited a
number of potential clients to the
famous LeMans 24-hour
endurance race. This special event
helped the company develop its
prospect base.

Source: Hunter65/Dreamstime
LLC-Royalty Free
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Putting your company name in the subject line can help get e-mails opened by prospects
who are familiar with it. Some salespeople send newsletters to current and prospective cus-
tomers. Lee Levitt, director of sales for software consultant IDC, sends a monthly newsletter to
current IDC clients and professionals at large technology companies. He wants to expose them to
services his company can provide. Levitt says, “The key is to offer something of value they can
quickly digest and use in day-to-day work.”14

Direct-Response Advertising and Sales Letters
Many advertisements invite the reader to send for a free booklet or brochure that provides
detailed information about the product or service. In the category of business-to-business
marketing, advertising has strong inquiry-generating power. Some firms distribute postage-
free response cards (also known as bingo cards) to potential buyers. Recipients are encour-
aged to complete and mail the cards if they desire additional information. In some cases the
name of the person making the inquiry is given to a local sales representative for further
action.

Sales letters, sent via e-mail or the U.S. postal service, can be incorporated easily into a
prospecting plan. The prospecting sales letter is sent to persons who are in a position to make
a buying decision. Shortly after mailing the letter (three or four days), the prospect is called
and asked for an appointment. The call begins with a reference to the sales letter. To make the
letter stand out, some salespeople include product information. As noted in Chapter 6, all
sales letters must be written with care. To get results, sales letters must quickly get the
reader’s attention.

Web Site
Thousands of companies and businesspeople have established Web sites on the World Wide
Web. A Web site is a collection of Web pages maintained by a single person or organization. It is
accessible to anyone with a computer and a modem. Large firms, such as Century 21, maintain
Web sites that feature 20 to 30 Web pages. Web sites frequently offer prospects the opportunity

SOCIAL  MEDIA  AND SELL ING TODAY

Locating Prospects with Social Media
Whether seeking business or consumer prospects, a number of
social media channels are available to salespeople. The choice of a
channel, such as a Web site, blog, Twitter, or Facebook, depends
upon the time the salesperson can commit to the social media
prospecting effort.

WEB SITES AND BLOGS. With Web sites and blogs, it is important to
create a clear identity. Similar to a positioning statement, the
appearance and writing style of your Web presence must be
designed to be appealing and interesting to your prospective
customer visitors. It is well established that visitors expect to find
information or entertainment on your site, not the hard sell. It is
important to keep your content fresh and reply rapidly to all
comments received, which can make this channel time-consuming.

SOCIAL MEDIA SITES. Participating in social media sites such as
LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter can take less time because you
can join in a conversation when you wish. LinkedIn is especially
attractive to sales professionals. It offers information and tools
that can help you conduct research, find new customers, and
expand your business contacts and prospects. Much of it is free;
however, for some of the advanced features you may have to
pay a subscription fee. Search or use an online service to find

communities of users with characteristics similar to your best
prospect profile. When you join in conversations, you will be
influencing people most likely to become customers. When time
permits, salespeople also participate in groups that discuss their
kinds of products.

START YOUR OWN GROUP. If you cannot find a social media
community that meets your criteria, start your own. For example,
jmagroup.com describes the sales representative who started
tweetandgreet.com. The representative e-mailed well-known online
marketing professionals and Twitter followers, asking them
questions about their cars and their memories of them. The excellent
responses and stories received provided the representative’s site
with interesting and attractive content that appealed to potential
car buyers and increased the likelihood the Web site will be cited
by others.

RULES OF PARTICIPATION. The rules of participation are to create value
with short tips and techniques you’ve learned as a product/industry
expert. Use word-of-mouth promotion by asking readers to share
your message with others. When performed effectively, those
looking for information about your topic are more likely to follow
you and turn to you when it’s time to buy.
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to acquire product information that
can help them make a buying deci-
sion. Financial services companies
describe home financing and refi-
nancing options. Salesforce.com’s
Web site provides detailed descrip-
tions of Salesforce.com products
and solutions. When someone
clicks on a Web page and requests
information, they will likely
become a prospect. Some Web sites
offer an incentive to leave contact
information.

Computerized Database
With the aid of electronic data pro-
cessing, it is often possible to match
product features with the needs of
potential customers quickly and
accurately. In many situations, a
firm can develop its own computer-
ized database. In other cases it is
more economical to purchase the
database from a company that spe-

cializes in the collection of such information. One example, Salesgenie, is offered by infoUSA.
With the aid of this software, you can easily obtain lead generation and prospect selection infor-
mation for different market segments. Gary Hand, president of Alliance Security Systems, needs
to keep his sales team supplied with plenty of leads. Salesgenie provides him with a list of
prospects by geographical location and by the value of each house. Salesgenie handles these two
classifications easily and has therefore become a major time saver.15 Salesgenie can provide
salespeople with leads in such diverse market segments as medical services, engineering, archi-
tecture, agriculture, and education.

Another product available from infoUSA, OneSource, provides in-depth prospect informa-
tion needed by sales personnel involved in complex, long-cycle sales. Let’s assume you are part

Research shows that it is much
easier to identify good prospects
and actually close sales at a
trade show.

Source: George Doyle/Thinkstock

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Winemaker Applies Her Sales Skills
Gina Gallo is a third-generation family winemaker who knows a
thing or two about personal selling. She not only knows how to
make the wines offered by E.&J. Gallo Winery, but she also knows
how to sell them. The year she spent as a member of the sales
force helped her learn about consumers’ buying habits and the
needs of retailers who sell Gallo wines. Gina Gallo sees some sim-
ilarities between winemaking and sales. The better you under-
stand your vineyards, the soil, and the grapes, the greater the
chance you have of creating an excellent wine. The better you
understand your customer’s needs, the better you can relate to
and fulfill those needs.b

Source: E.J Gallo Winery/E&J Gallo
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of a sales team that wants to do business with a group of companies that appear to be highly
qualified. OneSource will provide data needed to make sales projections for a specific geo-
graphic area and industry type. The real strength of OneSource comes in high-value sales where
a thorough understanding of prospects is needed for the first sales call.16

With the aid of a personal computer (PC), salespeople can develop their own detailed cus-
tomer files. Newer PCs provide expanded storage capacity at a lower price. This means that
salespeople can accumulate a great deal of information about individual customers and use this
information to personalize the selling process. For example, a PC can help an independent
insurance agent maintain a comprehensive record of each policyholder. As the status of each
client changes (marriage, birth of children, etc.), the record can be easily updated. With the aid
of an up-to-date database, the agent can quickly identify prospects for the various existing and
new policy options.

Cold Calling
With products, such as Alex Homer’s custom clothing line offered by Tom James Company’s, cold
call prospecting is an effective approach to prospect identification. In cold calling, salespeople
select a group of people they anticipate may become actual prospects and then call (by phone or
personal visit) on each one. The sales representative for a wholesale medical supply firm might
call on every hospital in a given community, assuming that each one is a potential customer.
Many new salespeople must rely on the cold call method because they are less likely to get
appointments through referrals.

With Salesgenie salespeople find it
is easy to obtain lead generation
and prospect selection information
for different market segments.
Through analyzing the current
customer base, Salesgenie will
create a list of similarly qualified
prospects to call on.

Source: Used with permission of
Salesgenie.com.
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Edward Jones Corporation, a
financial services company, is a strong
supporter of cold calling. Sales repre-
sentatives knock on doors and intro-
duce themselves with a friendly, pro-
fessional message:

“Hi, my name is Brad Ledwith. I
represent the Edward Jones
Corporation, and we sell financial
services. We’re a unique firm
because we try to do all of our
business face-to-face. I just
wanted to stop by and let you
know that I’ve opened up a Jones
office in the area and to find out if
it’s OK to contact you when I
have an investment idea.”17

Sales representatives such as Brad
Ledwith connect personally with mem-
bers of their communities.

Successful cold calls do not hap-
pen spontaneously. Some strategic
thinking and planning must precede
personal visits and telephone calls.

Whom do you contact? What do you say during the first few seconds?
In order to appear confident and competent, carefully develop your opening remarks. If you

appear to be nervous or unprepared, the prospect will assume you lack experience. Many sales-
people who make cold call phone calls prepare a well-polished script. The script helps keep you
on message and guarantees you will not leave out important information.18

Samantha Ettus, CEO of Ettus Media Management, a New York City public relations
agency, says cold calls helped her firm land some of its biggest clients. Ettus does plenty of
research before she reaches for the phone. She collects all the pertinent information she can
find—memberships and professional affiliations, career history, awards received, and of course
information regarding the prospect’s business. Then she makes the call, which is as brief and pre-
cise as possible. Immediately after the call, she sends the prospect a personalized e-mail that
summarizes what her firm has to offer. Ettus views the cold call as nothing more than a way to
introduce herself and her company to a prospect.19

Networking
One of the most complete books on networking is Dig Your Well Before You’re Thirsty by Harvey
Mackay. He says, “If I had to name the single characteristic shared by all the truly successful people
I’ve met over a lifetime, I’d say it’s the ability to create and nurture a network of contacts.”20

Networking skills are of special importance to new salespeople who cannot turn to a large group of
satisfied customers for referrals and leads. Professionals (accountants, lawyers, consultants, etc.),
entrepreneurs, managerial personnel, and customer service representatives also must develop net-
working skills. Networking skills are also of critical importance to job seekers because at any given
time about 80 percent of all available jobs are not posted in the classifieds or on Internet job boards.21

In simple terms, networking is the art of making and using contacts, or people meeting
people and profiting from the connections. Although networking is one of the premier prospect-
ing methods, some salespeople are reluctant to seek referrals in this manner. In addition, many
salespeople do not use effective networking practices. Skilled networkers suggest the following
guidelines for identifying good referrals:

1. Meet as many people as you can. Networking can take place on an airplane, at a Rotary
Club meeting, at a trade show, or at a professional association meeting. Don’t make the
mistake of limiting your networking activities to business contacts. The term social network

With computers, salespeople can
accumulate a great deal of
information about individual
customers and use this information
to add value during the selling
process.

Source: Yuri_arcurs/Dreamstime.com
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refers to your set of direct and indirect contacts. An indirect contact might be the brother
of a close friend. The brother works for a large company and can help you see more clearly
into the operation of this firm.22

2. When you meet someone, tell the person what you do. Give your name and describe your
position in a way that explains what you do and invites conversations. Instead of saying,
“I am in stocks and bonds,” say, “I am a financial counselor who helps people make
investment decisions.” Listen more than you talk.

3. Do not do business while networking. It usually is not practical to conduct business while
networking. Make a date to call or meet with the new contact later.

4. Offer your business card. The business card is especially useful when the contact attempts
to tell others about your products or services.

5. Edit your contacts and follow-up. You cannot be involved with all your contacts, so
separate the productive from the nonproductive. Send a short e-mail message to contacts
you deem productive and include business information, brochures—anything that
increases visibility.23 Make sure your materials are professional. Use inexpensive contact
management software, such as Salesforce.com, to organize your contact information.

There are three types of networks salespeople should grow and nurture (Figure 9.2). Every
salesperson can be well served by networking within their own organization. You never know when
someone in finance, technical support, or shipping may be needed to help solve a problem or provide
you with important information. A second form of networking involves establishing contacts inside
your industry. Make contact with experts in your field, top performers, leaders, successful company
representatives, and even competitors. The third form of networking involves business contacts with
people outside of your industry such as bankers, government officials, developers, and other people
in your community. The local golf course is frequently a good place to make these contacts.24

Educational Seminars
Many salespeople are using educational seminars as a method of identifying prospects. Seminars
provide an opportunity to showcase your product without pressuring prospects to buy. Many
banks, accounting firms, wine merchants, and consulting companies use seminars to generate
new prospects. Previously we mentioned that Edward Jones’s sales representatives often make
cold calls on prospects. They also schedule seminars that provide prospects with an opportunity
to acquire information regarding the potential benefits of investing in a mutual fund. Another
popular seminar topic is the benefits of tax-free investing. A complimentary lunch is usually
served before the informative presentation. When inviting prospects, be clear about the seminar’s
content and always deliver what you promise.

Prospecting by Nonsales Employees
Should service technicians, receptionists, bank tellers, and other nonsales personnel be involved
in prospecting? In a growing number of organizations, the answer is yes. Prospecting does not
need to be the exclusive responsibility of the sales force. Janet Dixon, a UPS sales representative,
needed help making contact with an important prospect. This person wouldn’t take her calls. She
talked to the UPS service provider (driver) who called on this account and requested his help. He

Networking
within your 

organization

Networking
within your 

industry 

Networking
outside your 

industry 

FIGURE 9.2
Three Types of Networks
Top-performing salespeople
recognize that networking can take
place in three areas.
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had serviced this company for years and was like part of the family. He knew the prospect per-
sonally and persuaded her to accept a call from the salesperson.25

Combination Approaches
In recent years, we have seen an increase in the number of prospecting approaches used by sales-
people. In many cases, success in selling depends on your ability to use a combination of the
methods described in this chapter. For example, the large number of prospects identified at a
trade show might be used to develop an effective telemarketing program. Prospects are called
and an effort is made to set up a personal call. Prospects identified at a trade show or educational
seminar might be sent a sales-oriented newsletter, a sales letter, or an e-mail message inviting
prospects to visit your Web page.

Qualifying the Prospect
One of the most important keys to success in personal selling is the ability to qualify prospects.
Qualifying is the process of identifying prospects who appear to have a need for your product
and should be contacted. Top salespeople use good research and analysis skills to qualify leads
effectively.26

The qualifying process is also the first opportunity to consider what the needs of the buyer
might be, and how those needs match with the product characteristics being sold.27 Some sales
organizations link the qualifying process with the need discovery step in the consultative sales
process. In most cases, this linkage will depend on the nature and complexity of the prospect’s buy-
ing process. The more complex the buying process, the more likely these two sales functions will
be separate steps in the sales process. We will explore fully the need discovery step in Chapter 11.

Every salesperson needs to establish qualifying criteria. The process involves finding
answers to several basic questions.

1. Does the prospect have a need for my product? If you sell copy machines, it might appear
that every business firm is a prospect. However, a firm that is outsourcing its copy work to
FedEx Kinko’s may not be a legitimate prospect.

Qualifying involves probing for real needs. Let’s assume you sell real estate for a large
agency. You receive a call from someone who believes that owning a home is a good tax
benefit. At this point it’s important to find out what else makes owning a home important
for that person. Get permission to ask questions and then determine the person’s real needs.
In the final analysis you may decide it would be a waste of your time and the prospect’s
time to visit several homes that are on the market.28

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Develop Your Prospect Base with Seminars
The use of educational seminars has become an important
prospecting method. You can educate prospective customers
with brochures, news releases, catalogs, or your Web site, but
educational seminars offer the advantage of face-to-face contact.
Barbara Siskind, in her book Seminars to Build Your Business,
identifies 15 objectives for hosting seminars. A few of the most
important ones follow:

Obtain sales leads. This is one of the most common objectives
for seminars. You can obtain the names of attendees and
arrange appointments for future sales calls. Seminars also may
help identify actual product users, technical support people, or
engineers who, although they may not be the decision maker,
may influence the purchase decision.
Promote your place of business. Your place of business can
become a destination for people who might otherwise not

consider visiting it. You have an opportunity to create aware-
ness of your company and develop a positive image for your
entire operation and its capabilities.
Showcase and demonstrate your expertise. Seminars allow you
to show a carefully targeted group of people that you really
know your stuff. Salespeople can be supported by technical
experts and others in the organization who can address
clients’ specific concerns.

Polaroid Canada advertised educational seminars across Canada
where imaging specialists assisted prospective clients in exploring
imaging solutions. Toronto-based Charon Systems, Incorporated, a
systems integrator that deploys networks for organizations, regularly
organizes seminars for 80 to 100 technology people from midsized
firms. President David Fung estimates that 25 percent of prospects
become clients.c
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2. Does the prospect have the authority to buy my product? Ideally you should talk to a per-
son who has the authority to buy or can influence the buying decision. Talking to the right
person within a large organization may involve collecting information from several
sources. Some buying decisions are made by individuals and others are made by a commit-
tee. Expensive products often require the approval of a decision maker higher up in the
organization.

3. Does the prospect have the financial resources to buy my product? It is usually not
difficult to obtain credit information for consumer and business buyers. If you are
selling products to a business, the Dun & Bradstreet Reference Book is an excellent
source of credit information. A local credit bureau can provide credit information for a
consumer buyer.

Although the collection of credit information is not difficult, detecting financial insta-
bility can be much more complicated. In recent years we have seen a steady stream of cor-
porate scandals involving accounting irregularities, inflated balance sheets, and outright
fraud.29 Salespeople must be aware of the possibility that a customer may provide incorrect
or misleading information.

4. Does the prospect have the willingness to buy my product? Rick Page, author of Hope Is
Not a Strategy, reminds us that many prospects evaluate products but do not buy. When an
evaluation stalls, the prospect may have determined that the problem is not of great
enough magnitude or urgency to make the purchase. Also, in some cases there is not
enough support within the company to reach closure. Rather than walk away from this
situation, some salespeople move higher in the organization to determine the level of
support for the purchase.30

A large number of senior executives say they get involved in the sale early in the deci-
sion process, yet salespeople have difficulty meeting with high-level decision makers.
Most senior executives will not meet with salespeople who are making cold calls. When
appointments are granted, the time allocated may be very short; 5 to 10 minutes is not
uncommon. How do you establish credibility for yourself and your company in a short
time period? Be sure you know a great deal about the company before the appointment
and be prepared to demonstrate your knowledge of the company and the industry it
serves. Do not propose solutions until you fully understand the buyer’s problems. Be sure
to communicate value.31

This list of questions can be revised to meet the needs of many different types of sales-
people. A sales representative for an industrial equipment dealer may see the qualifying
process differently from the person who sells commercial real estate. The main consideration
is providing accurate answers to each question.

Collecting and Organizing Prospect Information
The Internet and information revolution continue to make acquiring and managing sales leads
much easier.32 When it comes to collecting and organizing prospect information, salespeople
have a large assortment of computer-based systems available. Companies such as
Salesforce.com, Oracle, NetSuite, Sage, and Microsoft all offer software applications designed
to collect and organize prospect information. Most of these sales force automation (SFA) sys-
tems or customer relationship management (CRM) systems, as they are now known, have preset
categories or fields that contain sales data on the prospect. This sales data is the information
seen in most CRM systems, including the contact name, title, address, phone number, e-mail,
and so forth. It also may include information about what products have been purchased, what
sales opportunities exist in the future, who the various members or influencers are in the buying
center, what their preferred communication styles are, past sales and forecasted sales, volume,
and percentage change and date of closing the sale. All of the sales data information about a
prospect in a CRM system is presented in the account screen report. Figure 9.3 shows an account
screen report for Able Profit Machines. The information in this report, including any notes about
previous sales calls, is accessed and studied before the salesperson makes a sales call.

When bringing new prospects into the database, it is expected that the salesperson will
acquire this sales data and enter it into the records kept on the prospect. In most CRM systems
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this information goes into a shared database that allows other members of the sales team to
access the information and make additions as they work with prospects. In the event a new sales-
person takes over an existing prospect database, all of this information can be accessed quickly
and used to plan sales strategies to work effectively with prospects.

Sales Intelligence
In addition to collecting sales data, the collection of sales intelligence is necessary when the sale
is complex and requires a long closing cycle. Sales intelligence goes beyond data, giving sales-
people access to insights into the prospect’s marketplace, their firm, their competitors, even about
the prospects themselves. Sales intelligence is needed today over and above sales data because
prospects are looking for insights and knowledge from salespeople above and beyond the product
features and benefits. In many buying situations today, prospects using advanced search engines
have already learned about features and benefits. In terms of sales intelligence, prospects expect
salespeople to know answers to many of the following questions. Answers to these questions
create much of the value that results in successfully turning prospects into long-term customers:

Do You Know Me? You need to know more than my name and title. Do you know my role,
my goals, how I am evaluated, and how long I have been with the organization? Do you
know the projects I am working on, my style of doing business, and what the requirements
are for me to meet my objectives? Do you know about previous dealings I have had with
your company? Do I have a favorable opinion of your company and do you know my role
and the role of other influencers in the decision making process?

Do You Know My Company and My Marketplace? Do you know our company mission
statement, culture, and vision for the future? Do you know clearly what we are doing,
how we are performing in the marketplace, what issues keep us up all night, and who
and what our competitors are doing? Do you know where we fit into the existing com-
petitive landscape? Are we the leader or are we in the position of having to play catch-
up to survive? Can you relate what you sell directly to what we need to accomplish our
goals? Do you know who our partners are? What effect the current economy has on our
business?

Do You Have Any Special Value-Add? You have a product or service you think we need,
but what else can you bring to the table? Are there additional resources you can bring to
bear to solve my problems or improve my internal business processes? Can you educate me
on how you are truly different from the other players in your area of expertise so I can
support my recommendation to work with you? Can you help me build a case for return on
investment (ROI)?33

Answers to these questions come from many sources. CRM suppliers like Salesforce.com,
infoUSA.com, Sales-i.com, and Vecta.net have programs that supply this kind of sales

FIGURE 9.3
The CRM Account Screen
Report
This account screen report shows
sales data for Able Profit
Machines. The sales data,
including any notes from previous
sales calls, was entered by sales
representative Pat Silva, of SimNet
Systems. Pat Silva has been
calling on Able Profit Machines
President Bradley Able. (For
more information on SimNet
Systems see CRM Case Study 
on p. 197.)

Source: Courtesy of Salesforce.com.
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intelligence to companies and salespeople. infoUSA’s OneSource is one example of a supplier
of sales intelligence. OneSource supplies sales intelligence to Cardinal Logistics Management,
a major provider of logistics, transportation, and supply-chain solutions to large retailers,
manufacturers, and distribution companies. Cardinal’s salespeople must know each prospect
inside and out in order to sell logistics solutions effectively to their 5,000 customers.
OneSource supplies 24/7, anywhere access to detailed customer profiles, executive
contact data and biographies, financial statements, news trade articles, and analyst reports. A
special feature keeps salespeople up-to-date on any and all developments within their
customer’s company and their industry, including both their customer’s customer and their
competitors.34

Most importantly, this information must be entered into the company’s CRM system to get a
360-degree view of the prospect. This information will also be used to move the prospect
through the steps in the sales process.

Managing the Prospect Base
High-performing salespeople today are focused on effectively managing sales activities for
all prospects in their database. This means that the size and number of prospects are more
carefully considered. Too few prospects in various stages of the sales cycle can quickly signal
problems. Alternatively, too many customers can drain a salesperson’s resources so that too
little effort is focused on prospects with the best opportunities. This is a particular problem
when salespeople spend too much effort on prospects that have limited potential. CRM soft-
ware can help organize customer data into meaningful and easy-to-interpret information, as
evident in Figure 9.4.

OneSource goes beyond sales
data, and supplies value-adding
sales intelligence to salespeople
involved in complex sales that
have a long closing cycle. This
prospect information is loaded
into a customer’s CRM system.
Salespeople review this
information to plan strategies for
successfully moving the sale
through the stages in the sales
process.

Source: Used with permission of
OneSource Global Business
Information.
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FIGURE 9.4
The Prospect Base
This CRM record presents a partial list of SimNet salesperson Pat Silva’s prospects. Note this list includes information on the forecasted amount
of each sale and what stage of the sales process the prospect is in. In CRM systems like Salesforce.com, clicking on any of the prospects on this
list will allow the user to drill down into detailed contact information and notes supporting the projections.

Source: Courtesy of Salesforce.com.
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To effectively and efficiently manage the prospect base, sales managers and salespeople
often conduct an account analysis to estimate the sales potential for each prospect. It is a nec-
essary step before deciding how to allocate sales calls across accounts. The portfolio model and
the sales process model are two popular models salespeople use for performing account analy-
sis and deciding how much time and effort, and what sale strategies, to use with the prospects in
their database.

Portfolio Models
Portfolio models involve the use of multiple factors when classifying prospects. Figure 9.5 illus-
trates a typical four-cell model based on two factors: overall account opportunity for the seller
and the seller’s competitive position, that is, the ability to capitalize on these opportunities.35

The portfolio model provides an excellent framework to facilitate communication
between salespeople and the various sales support personnel. Teamwork at this stage in the
sales cycle can develop improved strategies for working successfully with difference
accounts and contacts in the prospect base. Portfolio models are most effective where sales-
people must understand individual customer needs and where relationship strength is impor-
tant to sales success.

Sales Process Models
Sales process models, also referred to as sales funnel models, classify prospects based on where
they are in the sales process. The sales process model is the total set of prospects being pursued
at any given time. The sales process model is illustrated in Figure 9.6. This six-step sales process
model includes Prospect, Qualified, Needs Analysis, Presentation, Negotiations, and
Closed/Service. An account might be simply a prospect who has potential but has not been

Strategic accounts Problem accounts

Hold accounts Drag accounts

Attractive and necessary accounts. 
Need to be protected from competitive 
activity so must be serviced to meet 
their needs. Often the most resource- 
intensive accounts.

Attractive buy only if competitive 
weakness can be overcome. Require 
careful planning and execution and 
deserve some effort because of their 
potential.

Moderately attractive if current sales 
can be maintained with a limited 
commitment of resources. Should be 
monitored closely to see when 
opportunities arise but care needs to 
be taken to ensure that they don’t 
require too much resource commit-
ment beyond their potential.

Limited if any resource commitments 
required. Could be better managed by 
methods other than personal selling. 
These accounts often require resource 
commitments beyond their potential 
and may improve your performance if 
they buy from a competitor.
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FIGURE 9.5
The Portfolio Model
This portfolio model uses account
opportunity (forecasted sales) and
competitive position (the ability to
capitalize on the opportunity) to
classify how much sales effort
should be made on individual
accounts in the prospect database.
Those prospects listed in the
strategic accounts cell (high sales
forecast and strong position for
closing the sale) will receive the
largest amount of sales effort,
while those in the drag accounts
cell will receive little, if any,
attention.
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contacted, a qualified prospect ready for a needs analysis, or in serious negotiations with the
salesperson. In sales process model reports like Figure 9.6, clicking on any part of any funnel
graph will drill down into and report all the supporting data on prospects in each stage of the
sales process. Where an account is in the sales process has implications for “if and when” the
salesperson will be able to close the sale.

The sales cycle for complex technical sales such as networking installations might be
several months in duration. The number of prospects in the sales process or funnel for selling
networking installations may be small compared to the number for an insurance or real estate
salesperson. Insurance salespeople know they need to contact a larger number of people to
gain permission to make a smaller number of presentations, to make an even small number of
sales. In any selling situation, it is important that salespeople balance their portfolio of
prospects that are at various stages of the selling process.36 A balanced funnel enables sales-
people to know how many prospects and how much revenue is needed at each stage in the
sales process to meet sales projections and quotas.37 As indicated earlier with Joe Girard’s
“Ferris wheel” concept, this means that salespeople must ensure that sufficient prospects are
regularly added to the funnel, so it does not become empty. In addition to the number of
prospects, the quality of the prospects added to the funnel and the ability of the salesperson to
manage the sales process will affect the number of sales opportunities that are successfully
closed.

Salespeople need to ensure that they “work” the whole funnel so that it is always in bal-
ance. They should work on sales opportunities in the negotiation and close stages first; that is,
close those that are near the end of the sales process. Then they should work on adding new
prospects, and those that are in the earlier stages of the sales process. Prospecting is an activity
that some salespeople dislike, but if it is not given sufficient attention there is a real danger that
the funnel will empty. Finally, salespeople should work on those opportunities that are in the
sales process, moving them along through the funnel and ensuring there are regular, predictable
sales over time.38

CRM Technology for Pipeline Management
This process of managing all the prospects in the salesperson’s sales funnel to ensure that
sales objectives are being met is called pipeline management. CRM software provides an
efficient and effective tool for forecasting and managing pipelines. Using sales data entered
into the account detail, contact screens, notes applications, etc., sales forecasts can be con-
tinually updated as prospects move through the stages in the sales process. Prospects in
the database who are no longer qualified, for whatever reason, can be quickly dropped
from the sales funnel. Figure 9.7 shows part of a pipeline dashboard produced by a CRM
software suite.

FIGURE 9.6
The CRM Sales Funnel (or
Sales Process) Dashboard
The sales funnel, or sales process
dashboard as it is frequently
called, classifies prospects
according to where they are in the
sales process. In this figure both
the total sales potential funnel and
the forecasted funnel are
presented. The forecasted funnel
amounts are arrived at by
multiplying the total sale by the
forecast amount or likelihood the
salesperson projected for
successfully closing the sale. The
sales forecast needs to be accurate
because it is the amount most
firms use to project future
operating results for the company.
You can click any stage on these
two charts and drill down to find
the underlying data.

Source: Courtesy of Salesforce.com.
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FIGURE 9.7
Pipeline Dashboards
These additional pipeline
dashboards are at-a-glance
visualizations that define, monitor,
and analyze the relationships
existing in the pipeline or funnel.
Pipeline analytics exist in most
modern CRM systems and are
used to produce these important
prospect movement reports. The
salesperson can quickly and easily
access detailed information on
specific prospects, and then use
this information to plan strategies
for moving the prospect to the
next stage of the sales process.

Source: Courtesy of Salesforce.com.

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in Germany
Germany represents the world’s third largest economy and is
America’s largest European trading partner. If you are a salesperson
planning a business trip to Germany, keep in mind that there is
greater formality in the German business community.

� Germany has been described as a “low-context” culture in
which words carry most of the information. Messages tend to
be explicit and direct. In this culture, negotiations (verbal or
written) tend to be explicit in defining terms of the agreement.
By comparison, China is a high-context culture in which exact
phrasing and the verbal part of the messages tend to be less
significant than your relationship with the other person.

� There is a strong emphasis on punctuality, so avoid being late
for appointments. Germans tend to make appointments far in
advance.

� Lunch is the most common meal for business meetings.
Dining etiquette in Germany involves eating continental
style—holding the fork in the left hand continually and the
knife in the right hand.

� The sales presentation should include data and empirical 
evidence that support your proposal. Brochures and other
printed information should be serious and detailed, not
flashy.d

Pipeline analytics, defined as the ability to conduct sophisticated data analysis and model-
ing, are found in most CRM systems. Using pipeline analytics, new reports can be generated
regarding the movement of the prospects through the sales funnel. These reports can be more
clearly presented with the use of dashboards. Pipeline dashboards are at-a-glance visualiza-
tions that define, monitor, and analyze the relationships existing in the pipeline or sales funnel.
Sales team members including the sales manager working together from a shared CRM data-
base can collaborate to create value and enhance the sales strategies to help the salesperson
move prospects through the pipeline to a successful sale. CRM pipeline dashboards allow the
user to quickly and easily drill down into the reports and records supporting them. This
provides for quick updates as prospects move through the sales funnel. Dashboards can also
provide insight into the need to add new prospects, as existing ones are moved through the
stages of the sales process.
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Reviewing Key Concepts

Discuss the importance of developing a prospect base
Prospect identification has been called the lifeblood of selling. A continuous supply of new cus-
tomers must be found to replace those lost for various reasons. Prospecting is the systematic
process of locating potential customers. Prospecting requires careful planning.

Identify and assess important sources of prospects
Analysis of both your product and your existing customers can help to identify, locate, and pro-
file your prospects. Important sources of new customers include referrals (endless chain referrals
and referral letters and cards), centers of influence, friends and family members, directories,
trade publications, trade shows and special events, telemarketing and e-mail, direct-response
advertising and sales letters, Web sites, computer databases, cold calling, education seminars,
networking, and prospecting by nonsales employees. The use of social media to secure new
prospects is also discussed.

Describe criteria for qualifying prospects
Prospecting techniques produce a list of names that must be evaluated using criteria developed
by each salesperson. The process of prospect evaluation is called qualifying.

The qualifying process involves finding answers to several basic questions: Does the
prospect have a need for my product? Can the prospect make the buying decision? Can the
prospect pay for the purchase? Does the prospect have the willingness to buy my product? An
estimate of the amount of sales that could be generated from this prospect and the prospect’s
credit rating also should be determined.

Most salespeople use CRM
software in the development of
their prospecting and sales
forecasting plan. This software
allows the convenient preparation
and management of prospect lists.

Source: Fancy Collection/Superstock
Royalty Free

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
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Application Exercises

1. Prior to getting involved in networking, it’s a good idea to prepare an “elevator” presenta-
tion. This is a 30-second pitch that summarizes what you want people to know about you.
You might think of yourself as a “product” to be sold to an employer who has a job open-
ing. Make your presentation upbeat and brief. Who are you? What are you currently
doing? What type of work are you looking for? Practice the presentation alone in front of a
mirror and then present it to one or two class members.

2. You are a sales representative for Xerox Corporation. Assuming Xerox has just designed a
new, less expensive, and better-quality copying machine, make a list of 15 prospects you
would plan to contact. From the material in this chapter, identify the sources you would
use in developing your prospect list.

3. You are in the process of interviewing for a sales position with CIGNA Insurance
Company. In addition to filling out an application form and taking an aptitude test, one of
the items the agency manager requests of you is to develop a list of prospects with whom

Explain common methods of collecting and organizing prospect information
Most companies rely on customer relationship management (CRM) systems to keep track of
sales data. The collection of sales intelligence beyond sales data enables salespeople to impress
their knowledgeable customers with insights that are above and beyond the product and/or service
features and benefits.

Describe the steps in managing the prospect base
Salespeople need to allocate their resources wisely to make the most of the prospect base. They
do so by conducting account analysis, using either the portfolio model or the sales funnel model.

Key Terms
Prospecting
Prospect
Prospect base
Referral
Telemarketing
Web site

Cold calling
Networking
Social network
Qualifying
Sales data
Sales intelligence

Account analysis
Sales process model
Balanced funnel
Pipeline management
Pipeline analytics
Pipeline dashboards

Review Questions

1. List and briefly explain the common causes of customer attrition.
2. During periods of economic uncertainty, the decision-making process often moves upward.

What basic tips would you give a salesperson who is calling on senior executives?
3. Describe three steps progressive marketers are taking to improve the quality of the

prospecting effort.
4. List the major sources of prospects.
5. Explain how the endless chain referral prospecting method works.
6. Discuss how direct-response advertising and sales letters can be used to identify prospects.
7. What is networking? How might a real estate salesperson use networking to identify

prospects?
8. What does the term qualifying mean? What are the four basic questions that should be

answered during the qualifying process?
9. What are the most common methods of organizing prospect information?

10. When is sales intelligence important? What are the three most important pieces of sales
intelligence a salesperson needs to know?

11. Describe two popular models for performing the account analysis.
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Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem: Salesforce.com

Dave Levitt, featured at the beginning of this chapter, is a regional sales manager for
Salesforce.com. The CRM solution provider is exclusively a cloud-computing ven-
dor offering hosted applications. This model sets the company apart from competi-
tors such as SAP, Oracle, or Microsoft, who are predominantly on-premise

providers. Cloud-computing systems have a high degree of flexibility as they can be customized
for each individual account and implemented within a very short time frame. Salesforce.com’s
unique selling proposition is therefore closely linked to the speed with which a client can gain
the benefit: Cloud-computing implementation times are typically weeks or months, whereas
competitive on-premise solutions can take years to be implemented. Therefore, the total cost of
ownership is much lower, and the ROI is much higher and comes in faster.

Before getting in touch with a prospect, Levitt’s sales representatives typically spend a sub-
stantial amount of time preparing for a sales call and keeping up with news releases. Such
upfront investigative work is necessary to uncover such things as changes in top management or
factors that are driving a company to change a business model. Working for a CRM company,
Salesforce.com’s salespeople have comprehensive access to additional news and information
directly about each of their customers and prospects. Hence, by the time representatives have
decided to pick up the phone to prospect, they already have a sense for why they are calling and
what the value proposition is going to be specifically for that account.

Role-Play Exercise

For this role-play, you will assume a sales position at a Lexus dealership. You have
just completed a successful sale by signing the papers for the second new Lexus this
customer has purchased in the past four years. Because you know your prospect has
had a very successful experience with his first Lexus, you have decided to use the
referral methods described in this chapter. Review the material on referrals and plan
what you will say to your customer to build your prospect base. Pair off with another

student who will assume the role of your customer. Explain that satisfied customers often know
other people who would consider purchasing a Lexus. You might say, “Considering the positive
experience you have had as a Lexus owner, you probably know others who appreciate fine auto-
mobiles. Is there anyone who comes to mind?” If, after probing, your customer doesn’t recall
someone immediately, ask permission to call him later to see if anyone has come to mind. Ask
this person for actual names, addresses, and other qualifying information about prospective cus-
tomers whom he knows. Also, ask the customer if he would write a referral note or letter that you
could use.

you are acquainted. He informs you that this list includes the prospects you will be work-
ing with during the first few weeks of employment. The agency manager recommends that
you list at least 50 names. Prepare a list of 10 acquaintances you have that would qualify
as prospects.

4. Sales automation software is most commonly used in the prospecting phase of selling.
New-product releases are continually being developed that provide additional features and
benefits to salespeople. The software used in this book is marketed by a leader in the field.
Access www.salesforce.com and research the latest version of Salesforce. Click on and
examine the latest demonstration copy of this popular sales automation software.

5. Locating companies to work for is a form of prospecting. Assuming you are interested in
changing careers, develop a list of 10 companies for which you would like to work. Assign
each company a priority according to your interest, from the most desirable (1) to the least
(10). Organize your list in six columns showing the company name, telephone number,
address, person in charge of hiring, prospect information, and priority. What sources did
you use to get this information?

www.salesforce.com


For providers of enterprise software solutions, it is important to have contacts and rela-
tionships with three different types of individuals within the prospective customer company:
(1) executive financial influencers who have ultimate responsibility for the budget and the
project itself, (2) a coach who can give guidance on a day-to-day basis, and (3) IT specialists
who can facilitate the process and who would be the custodians after the implementation of the
solution. Therefore the sales representative has to be an orchestrator of resources within
Salesforce.com for different buying influencers in the prospect’s organization at different
points in the sales cycle. For example, the salesperson would include a technical employee
from Salesforce.com as part of the sales team that could apply the customer’s needs to the
product itself and perform demonstrations of software. One would also need to incorporate an
internal sales executive that aligns with the customer’s executive. Furthermore, the internal
services organization or a third-party implementation partner is needed to explain and execute
the implementation of the product. There could also be a wide variety of other specialists
depending on which specific tasks have to be accomplished.

Typically, the sales representative would start to qualify the opportunity through conversa-
tions with the coach. Using various questioning techniques during the initial discovery process,
the sales representative has to understand the following: What is the prospect’s business model?
Why might the prospect be interested in our offerings? What is their problem, and how big is
it? What is the complexity of the problem the prospect is trying to address? Will there be a good
fit? Is it worth investing the time and money it takes to win the account? What is their time
frame? How are they going to measure success?

If the initial discovery shows that the problem can be addressed, the sales representative
would then ask for access to the ultimate decision maker and all the other key stakeholders. Then
he/she would perform a similar discovery as was done with the first person (i.e., the coach), con-
stantly trying to qualify the value of the service solution offering and making sure that it is worth
pursuing the opportunity (as for large opportunities, it could be a one-year investment to win it).
So the sales representative has to make sure and qualify that (1) it is a legitimate opportunity,
(2) it can be won, and (3) it is worth winning the opportunity. As Levitt emphasizes, it has to be
a win-win perspective: “We do not sell a commodity, but a specialty. We do not compete on price
alone, but on quality and value.” (See the chapter opener on page 174 and Reality Selling Today
Role-Play 7 in Appendix 1 on page 398 for more information).

Questions
1. Imagine you were in the position of Dave Levitt, selling CRM services to different busi-

ness clients. What would be the most promising sources of prospects for you?
2. What criteria does Dave Levitt use for qualifying the prospect?
3. What questions does Dave Levitt ask to understand the needs of the customer?
4. What product features does Dave Levitt highlight that will help a user of Salesforce.com

improve his business?
5. Does it appear that Dave Levitt is utilizing previously collected sales intelligence to

impress the potential buyer with insights that are above and beyond the product features
and benefits? Please specify.
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CRM Case Study
Reviewing the Prospect Database

Becky Kemley is the sales manager in the Dallas, Texas, office of SimNet Systems,
which sells network products and services. The productivity and the critical mission
of Becky’s customers can be considerably enhanced by selecting and using the cor-
rect LAN (local area network), WAN (wide area network), or VPN (virtual private

network) system. Becky’s company is called a value-added reseller (VAR) because its people
help customers maximize the value of the products bought through SimNet.

Becky’s sales and technical support people may spend several months in the sales process
(sales cycle). Salespeople telephone and call on prospects to determine whether they qualify for
SimNet’s attention. Time is taken to study the customer’s needs (needs discovery). The expert
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opinion of SimNet’s technical people is incorporated into a sales proposal that is presented to the
prospective customer. The presentation may be made to a number of decision makers in the
prospect’s firm. The final decision to purchase may follow weeks of consideration within
the firm and negotiations with SimNet.

Once a decision is made by a customer to buy from SimNet, Becky’s people begin the
process of acquiring, assembling, and installing the network system and then follow through
with appropriate training, integration, and support services.

Becky’s company must carefully prospect for customers. SimNet may invest a significant
amount of time helping a potential customer configure the right combination of products and
services. This means that only the most serious prospects should be cultivated. Further, Becky’s
people must ascertain that if the investment of time is made in a prospective customer, the
prospect will follow through with purchases from SimNet.

Becky is responsible for assuring that prospect information is collected and used effectively.
The network salespeople use Salesforce.com to manage their prospect information. The system
allows salespeople to document and manage their sales efforts with each prospect.

Becky has just hired you to sell for SimNet. Becky has given you the files of Pat Silva, a
salesperson who just has been promoted to SimNet’s corporate headquarters. Becky has asked
you to review the status of Pat’s 24 accounts. Pat’s customers have been notified that Pat is
leaving and that a new salesperson, you, will be contacting them. Becky wants you to review
each contact’s record. You are to meet with Becky next Monday and be prepared to answer the
following questions.

Refer to Appendix 2 in the back of your book for instructions on how to access and review
the 24 Salesforce.com prospect records of Pat Silva. If you haven’t already done so, view the
Sales Representative Fundamentals video classes at www.salesforce.com.

Questions
1. Which contact can you ignore immediately as a contact likely to make a purchase?
2. Referring only to the weeks to close field, which three contacts would you call immediately?
3. Referring only to the estimates in the total potential sale fields, which four accounts—not

Prospects—would you call first? Does the probability field—the likelihood of closing
percentage—have any influence on decisions concerning which prospects to call first? Why?

4. According to information on the records, what sources did Pat Silva use most to find new
prospects? Give examples.

PART4 ROLE-PLAY EXERCISE
Developing a Customer Strategy
Scenario

You are a sales representative employed by the Park Inn International hotel and convention center. One of
your primary responsibilities is to identify prospects and make sales calls that result in the development of
new accounts. During each of these calls, you plan to build a relationship with the customer and describe
selected value-added guest services and amenities offered by the Park Inn. You also try to learn as much as
possible about the customer’s buying process.

Customer Profile

Shannon Fordham is the founder and chief executive officer of USA Technologies, a growing high-tech firm
with more than 300 employees. The company manufactures and sells security systems that can be used in
residential homes, retail stores, and other commercial buildings. According to a recent article in the Wall
Street Journal, USA Technologies is poised to grow very rapidly in the next year. The article described
Shannon Fordham as a workaholic who usually puts in an 80-hour workweek. Delegation does not come
easy to this personable, hard-charging entrepreneur.

www.salesforce.com
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Salesperson Profile

You have just completed the Park Inn sales training program and now want to develop some new
accounts. In addition to taking care of established customers, you plan to call on at least four new
prospects every week.

Product

Park Inn International is a full-service hotel and convention center located in Rockport, Illinois. The hotel
recently completed a $2.8 million renovation of its meeting and banquet rooms.

Instructions

For this role-play activity, you will meet with Shannon Fordham, who appears to be a good prospect.
During the first sales call, plan to learn more about the prospect as an individual and acquire more
information about USA Technologies. This meeting will provide you with the opportunity to begin
building a long-term partnership.

During the first meeting with a prospect, you like to present a limited amount of important product
information. In this case the length of the appointment is 15 minutes, so you should not try to cover too
much information. To prepare for the first sales call, read Employment Memorandum 1 in Appendix 3. This
memo describes the value-added guest services and amenities offered by the Park Inn. For the purpose of
this role-play, Shannon Fordham should be considered a consultative process buyer. You can assume that
the prospect will need help identifying and evaluating possible solutions. As you prepare for the first call,
think about what may take place during future calls. Review the steps in the typical buying process (see
Figure 8.3). Keep in mind that today’s more demanding customers are seeking a cluster of satisfactions.
Study the Product-Selling Model (Figure 7.1) prior to meeting with the prospect.
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approach the customer
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

The worldwide Hilti Corporation (www.hilti.com) specializes in providing leading-edge

technology to the global construction industry. With some 20,000 employees in more than

120 countries around the world, Hilti actively pursues a value-added orientation in all of its activities.

As part of this orientation, Hilti puts its new salespeople through a rigorous training curriculum

that includes one-month pretraining on Hilti products and services, a three-week intensive training

in product and services sales, and a two-week training on software applications. In addition, these

salespeople also ride along with experienced sales managers to get hands-on experience.

Furthermore, the company offers refresher courses to keep its salespeople updated on Hilti’s prod-

ucts and services, the construction market, and corporate strategy. Equipped with this in-depth

knowledge and the value orientation that is deeply rooted in the corporate culture, salespeople like

Alim Hirani, on the right in the photo above, are always well prepared to approach customers to

make sales presentations, demonstrate and explain Hilti’s products and services, and show the

customers both the tangible and intangible benefits that Hilti can offer.

With a direct sales model, Hilti relies heavily on its salespeople to make the connection and

deliver its values to its global customers. Alim is a strong believer that he and his sales team are the

face of the company. His credibility is embedded in Hilti’s credibility and vice versa. He always

makes sure that his sales presentations are well prepared in advance. More importantly, he builds

and maintains rapport with his customers from the very beginning of the business relationship

because such partnership mentality motivates the customers to disclose their actual concerns. In

the end, customers only value solutions that address their actual needs, and Alim as a Hilti sales-

person knows that by heart. �

www.hilti.com


Selling Power, a magazine with a
circulation of over 200,000,
understands the importance of
value-added selling. This audio
sales training program shows 
how a strategically planned
presentation adds value when it is
based on carefully developed call
objectives and a presentation plan
to meet these objectives.

Source: Courtesy of Personal Selling
Power.
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Developing the Presentation Strategy
The presentation strategy combines elements of the relationship, product, and customer strategies.
Each of the other three strategies must be developed before a salesperson can create an effective
presentation strategy.

The presentation strategy is a well-conceived plan that includes three prescriptions:
(1) establishing objectives for the sales presentation, (2) developing the presale presentation plan
needed to meet these objectives, and (3) renewing one’s commitment to providing outstanding
customer service (Figure 10.1).

The first prescription reminds us that we need to establish one or more objectives for each
sales call. High-performance salespeople like Alim Hirani understand that it is often possible to
accomplish several goals during a single call. A common objective of sales calls is to collect infor-
mation about the prospect’s needs. Another common objective is to develop, build, or sustain a
relationship with those who make the buying decision.

A carefully prepared presentation plan ensures that salespeople are well organized during
the sales presentation and prepared to achieve their objectives. A six-step presentation plan is
introduced later in this chapter.
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Strategic/Consultative Selling Model*

Strategic Step Prescription

Develop a Personal Selling Philosophy

*Strategic/consultative selling evolved in response to increased competition, more complex products, increased
emphasis on customer needs, and growing importance of long-term relationships.

Adopt Marketing Concept
Value Personal Selling
Become a Problem Solver/Partner

Adopt Win-Win Philosophy
Project Professional Image
Maintain High Ethical Standards

Develop a Relationship Strategy

Become a Product Expert
Sell Benefits
Configure Value-Added Solutions

Develop a Product Strategy

Understand the Buying Process
Understand Buyer Behavior
Develop Prospect Base

Develop a Customer Strategy

Prepare Objectives
Develop Presentation Plan
Provide Outstanding Service

Develop a Presentation Strategy

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔FIGURE 10.1
The Strategic/Consultative Selling
Model provides the foundation for
a value-added consultative
presentation strategy.

Establishment of objectives for the sales presentation and preparation of the presentation
plan must be guided by a strong desire to offer outstanding customer service. Achieving excel-
lence is the result of careful needs analysis, correct product selection, clear presentations,
informative demonstrations, win-win negotiations, and flawless service after the sale.
Salespeople who are committed to doing their best in each of these areas are richly rewarded.

Presentation Strategy Adds Value
How does precall planning add value? Value is added when you position yourself as a resource—
not just a vendor. You must prove that you have important ideas and advice to offer.1 A well-
planned presentation adds value when it is based on carefully developed sales call objectives and
a presentation plan needed to meet these objectives. Good planning ensures that the presentation
is customized and adapted to meet the needs and time constraints of the prospect. Increasingly,
customers’ time is very limited and they want a concise and thoughtful presentation. Careful
planning is the key to delivering more value and increasing your sales productivity.2

Salespeople need to be aware of the changing needs of their customers or risk losing out to
the competition. Some salespeople do not pay enough attention to how they conduct business with
their established customers. Without a precall plan, it’s easy to miss opportunities to increase your
knowledge of the customer’s business, sell new products, or discover ways to improve service.3

Planning the Preapproach
Preparation for the actual sales presentation is a two-part process. Part one is referred to as the
preapproach. The preapproach involves preparing presale objectives and developing a presale
presentation plan. Part two is called the approach and involves making a favorable first impres-
sion, securing the prospect’s attention, and transitioning to need identification (Figure 10.2).
The preapproach and approach, when handled correctly, establish a foundation for an effective
sales presentation.

The preapproach should be viewed as a key step in preparing for each sales presentation.
Professional salespeople complete the preapproach for every presentation whether it involves a
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Review presentation
objectives

Review the 
Strategic/
Consultative
Selling Model

Review the
six-step
presentation
plan

Prepare an 
approach
worksheet

1.

2.

3.

Telephone contact
(when appropriate)

Social contact
(building rapport
during the first few
minutes)

Business contact
(converting
buyer’s attention)
• Agenda
• Product
• Referral
• Customer benefit
• Question
• Survey
• Combination

Strategic
planning for
the approach

Actions during
the approach 

FIGURE 10.2
Preparing for the presentation
involves planning for the activities
that occur before meeting the
prospect and for the first few
minutes of actual contact with 
the prospect.

new account or an established customer. Top salespeople often spend two or three hours planning
for a 25-minute sales call. The preapproach includes the first two prescriptions for developing a
presentation strategy: establishing objectives and creating a presale presentation plan.

Establishing Presentation Objectives
Preparation for a sales call is part research, part planning, and part critical thinking. Sales represen-
tatives employed by Nalco Chemical Company prepare for each sales call by filling out a 13-point
precall planner. One section of this form requires the salesperson to identify the objectives of the
call. Nalco is a company that emphasizes professionalism, long-term partnerships, and staying
focused on customer needs.4

In Chapter 8, we introduced the five stages of the typical buying process (see Figure 8.3).
When you are calling on a consultative or strategic alliance buyer, you will usually not cover all
of these stages during a single sales call.

Multi-call sales presentations are especially common in complex sales. Therefore, it’s best
to develop presentation objectives suitable for each stage of the buying process. During the first
stage—need awareness—customers may or may not be aware of their needs and problems. The
need awareness stage is the “investigation” stage. Uncovering and clarifying needs will require
the use of appropriate questions (covered in detail in Chapter 11). The following presentation
objectives would be appropriate during the first call on a new prospect:

� Establish rapport and begin building a relationship with the customer.
� Obtain permission to ask need identification questions.
� Obtain personal and business information to establish the customer’s file.

During stage two of the buying process—evaluation of solutions—the customer is ready to
consider possible problem solutions. In some cases, there may be several solutions that must be
evaluated. Presentation objectives for stage two might include the following:

� Involve the customer in a product demonstration.
� Provide value justification in terms of cost reduction and increased revenues.
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� Compare and contrast the features of, for example, a truck fleet lease plan with a fleet
purchase plan.

Every sales call should have an action objective. An action objective is something that
you want the customer to do during the sales presentation: provide specific financial informa-
tion, schedule a visit to your manufacturing plant, agree to a trial use of your product, agree to
a follow-up meeting, or place an order. An action objective brings a sharp focus to the sales
presentation.5

Once you have an appointment with the prospect and the presentation objectives have been
established, consider sending a fax or e-mail message that outlines the agenda for the meeting.
This will confirm the appointment and clarify the topics to be discussed.6

Multi-call sales presentations are common in many areas, including the retail field. The sale
of expensive recreational vehicles, leased automobiles, boats, and quality sound systems for the
home or business often requires more than one sales call. Some clothing stores and independent
tailors make office calls to sell tailored clothing. One example is Mitchells/Richards, with stores
in Westport and Greenwich, Connecticut. This progressive retailer, with a reputation for superior
customer service, makes office calls upon request. Working with a customer at his office usually
requires more than one sales call.7

Team Selling Presentation Strategies
In today’s ever-changing business environment, team selling has surfaced as a major develop-
ment. Team selling is ideally suited to organizations that sell complex or customized products
and services that require direct communication between customers and technical experts. Sales
teams can often uncover problems, solutions, and sales opportunities that no individual sales-
person could discover working alone.8 In some situations the involvement of technical experts
can shorten the selling cycle. The team approach often results in more precise need identification,
improved selection of the product, and more informative sales presentations.

Team sales presentations require a more detailed precall plan than individual sales calls.
Each team member must have a clear understanding of the role he or she will play during the
sales call. Sales presentation objectives should be clearly stated. Team members should be given
detailed information about the customer, understand the basics of a consultative sales presenta-
tion, and be prepared to add value.9

Companies that have moved to team sales have discovered that this approach is not easily
executed. At Hickok Cole Architects in Washington, D.C., team selling is the primary approach
used to obtain new accounts. However, the team selling process was not easily mastered by staff
members. Determining who would communicate when, and determining how presentations
would fall into place seamlessly, took months of practice among the company’s teams, which
often consisted of six or more people. Without sufficient practice, the staff at Hickok Cole dis-
covered that team presentations were sometimes disorganized.10

A survey of 19,000 salespeople
and sales managers found that
about one-fourth of the people
contacted use sales teams. A
carefully conceived presentation
strategy, with each participant
having a clear understanding of
the role and value he or she will
add during the sales call, 
is essential.

Source: Yuri Arcurs/Shutterstock
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A variation of the team approach to selling is used by some marketers. Salespeople are
trained to seek the assistance of another salesperson or actually turn the customer over to another
salesperson when problems surface. The other salesperson may bring to the selling situation
greater ability to identify the customer’s needs or select the appropriate product. Salespeople who
have well-prepared presale objectives know when to seek assistance from another professional.

Strategies for Selling to a Buying Committee
In some cases salespeople must address and satisfy both the individual and collective concerns of
each participant in a multi-buyer situation. The decision makers may be members of a well-
trained buying committee, or a board of directors.

As in any type of selling situation, the salesperson should attempt to determine the various
buying influences. When possible, the role of each decision maker, the amount of influence he or
she exerts, and each decision maker’s needs should be determined before the presentation. Careful
observation during the presentation can reveal who may use the product (user influencer), who
controls the finances (financial influencer), and who can provide the expertise necessary to make
the correct buying decision (technical influencer).

When you make a presentation to a buying committee, make sure all parties feel involved.
Any member of the group who feels ignored could prevent you from closing the sale. Be sure to
direct questions and comments to all potential decision makers in the group. As early as possible,
identify the most powerful influences.

Find out if there are any silent team or committee members. A silent member is one who can
influence the buying decision but does not attend the presentation. Silent members are usually
senior managers who have a major influence on the buying decision. If a silent member does
exist, you must find a way to communicate, directly or indirectly, with this person.11

Adaptive Selling: Builds on Four Strategic Areas of Personal Selling
At the very heart of adaptive selling is the belief that every sales call must be tailored to the
unique needs, wants, and concerns of the customer. As noted in Chapter 4, adaptive selling
involves altering sales behaviors in order to improve communication with the customer.
Identifying and responding to the customer’s needs frequently requires complex behavioral
adjustments before and during the sales call. These adjustments are based on the relationship
needs and product needs of the customer. Salespeople today must develop a broader repertoire of
selling strategies and apply more effective information acquisition skills.12

SOCIAL  MEDIA  AND SELL ING TODAY

Team Selling, Buying Committees, and “Chatter”
Sales of complex or customized products and services invariably
involve two teams of people—the selling team and the buying com-
mittee or team. Important communications occur between and
among members of the two teams. Information about technical and
financial matters, information technology, facilities management,
and other sales-related issues is exchanged throughout the sales
process. Salesforce.com has introduced a system called “Chatter” to
facilitate collaborative communication throughout the sales process.

Chatter is linked to the Salesforce.com CRM system and incor-
porates the benefits of social media. Chatter is a secure cloud-
based online service similar to most social media systems. Members
of both teams may create personal profiles similar to those on
Facebook. This personalizes the people working together and
makes it easy for anyone with access in both companies to get
acquainted with everyone involved in the sales transaction. Users
can follow selected personnel in either company, sort the profiles by
expertise, and form networks of specialists. Messages are easily

transmitted among all participants and recorded for reviewing later.
Although it appears to be social media, wise users should retain a
“casual business” writing style and avoid too much informality.

Chatter conversations can pertain to specific subjects so users
receive real-time news feeds and participate in the development of
each part of the solution. This creates value for the total transac-
tion in that anyone in the buying company not involved in the
solution development, such as a board of directors, can review
the exchanges to understand the results achieved. Sections of
the Chatter system are for people within the selling company to
confidentially comment and exchange ideas on how to best solve
problems and move the sale ahead. When it is time for the sales
presentation, everyone following Chatter’s continuous collabora-
tion will be well prepared to confirm that the proposed solution is
a good fit. The presentation contributions by sales team members
can be better organized and coordinated. For more information,
go to Salesforce.com/chatter.
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The strategic planning that takes place during the preapproach can greatly enhance the
adaptive selling process. This plan includes strategies that you use to position yourself with
the customers and tactics you will use when you are face-to-face with a customer. Planning the
approach involves consideration of how the relationship, product, and customer strategies can
enhance the sales presentation.

REVIEW THE RELATIONSHIP STRATEGY As noted in Chapter 3, salespeople need to think of every-
thing they say or do in the context of their relationship with the customer. Customers want a
quality product and a quality relationship. Building and nourishing a long-term partnership with
the customer often begins with attention to many small details. Confirming the appointment with
a brief e-mail message and arriving for the appointment a few minutes early sends a positive
message to the customer before the first face-to-face meeting.

The first contact between a salesperson and a prospect is very important. A positive or
negative first impression can be formed in a matter of seconds. The customer is receiving a
variety of verbal and nonverbal messages that can either facilitate or distract from the sales
call. Your behaviors and appearance create an image that others observe and remember.
Identification of the customer’s preferred communication style should be given a high priority
during the initial contact. Once you are in the presence of the customer, absorb the many clues
that will help you with style identification. Then use style flexing to accommodate the needs of
that person.

REVIEW THE PRODUCT STRATEGY During the preapproach you will learn some new things about
the potential customer. You will no doubt acquire information that did not surface during the
prospecting stage. If this is the case, it pays to take another look at your product. Now it will be
easier to identify features with special appeal to the person you are calling on. In addition, you
can more accurately identify questions that the prospect might raise.

Product knowledge, combined with knowledge of the customer, builds confidence.
Salespeople who are confident in their ability to alter the sales approach as needed are much
better prepared to engage in adaptive selling.13 Customers today are eager to do business with
salespeople who have developed “expert power.”

REVIEW THE CUSTOMER STRATEGY Personal selling provides us with the opportunity to apply
the marketing concept during every contact with the customer. All energies can be directed
toward an individual who is likely to think and act differently from anyone else. Customers
today have become increasingly sophisticated in their buying strategies. They have higher
expectations for value-added products and long-term commitments. A customer strategy
focuses on understanding the customer’s needs, wants, and buying conditions. A careful review
of information contained in the prospect database is an essential part of reviewing the customer
strategy. With this understanding, adaptive selling strategies are formulated to meet both the
relationship and product needs of the customer.

The strategic planning and
preparation that takes place during
the preapproach can greatly
enhance the adaptive selling
process. This planning includes a
clear understanding of the
relationship, product, and
customer strategies. This planning
and preparation enabled Lana and
her sales team to create a
presentation strategy that met the
relationship and product needs of
Ron, one of her largest customers.
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Developing the Six-Step Presentation Plan
Once you have established objectives for the sales presentation, the next step (prescription)
involves developing the presentation plan. This plan helps you achieve your objectives.

Today, with increased time constraints, fierce competition, and rising travel costs, the
opportunity for a face-to-face meeting with customers may occur less frequently. The few
minutes you have with your customers may be your only opportunity to win their business, so
careful planning is more critical than ever.

Planning the Presentation
Once you have collected background information, you are ready to develop a “customized”
presale presentation plan. Preparing a customized sales presentation can take a great deal of
time and energy. Nevertheless, this attention to detail gives you added confidence and helps
you avoid delivering unconvincing hit-or-miss sales talks. The plan is developed after a careful
study of the six-step presentation plan (Figure 10.3). In most cases, the sales process
includes the following activities:

1. Approach. Preparation for the approach involves making decisions concerning effective
ways to make a favorable first impression during the initial contact, securing the prospect’s
attention, and developing the prospect’s interest in the product. The approach should set the
stage for an effective sales presentation.

2. Need discovery. The need discovery process is one of the most critical parts of the selling
process. If the salesperson is unable to discover the prospect’s buying needs and select a
product solution that meets those needs, the sale will likely be lost. Chapter 11 covers all
aspects of the need discovery process and selecting products that meet individual needs.

3. Presentation. Three types of need-satisfaction presentation strategies are available to
adapt the sales presentation to the needs of the prospect. After deciding which strategy
to use, the salesperson carefully prepares the presentations following the guidelines
presented. Selling tools or proof devices are used to demonstrate and document the
benefits presented. Chapter 12 is devoted exclusively to adapting presentations to meet
customer needs.

4. Negotiation. Buyer resistance is a natural part of the selling/buying process. An objection,
however, does present a barrier to closing the sale. For this reason, all salespeople should
become skillful at negotiating resistance. Chapter 13 covers this topic.

5. Close. As the sales presentation progresses, there may be several opportunities to confirm
and close the sale. Salespeople must learn to spot closing clues. Chapter 14 provides
suggestions on how to close sales.

6. Servicing the sale. The importance of developing a long-term value-adding relationship
with the prospect has been noted in previous chapters. This rapport is often the outgrowth
of postsale service. Learning to service the sale is an important aspect of selling. Chapter 15
deals with activities that build value-adding partnerships.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

No Tech to High Tech
Account planning by the 70 sales representatives at Sebastiani
Winery used to be a time-consuming process. Without the aid of
modern technology, salespeople were forced to manually analyze
two monthly reports that were inches thick. Preparing for a sales
call was burdensome. Some salespeople said that they spent almost
half their time analyzing reports. A major sales force automation
(SFA) initiative was started. The project had these four objectives:

� Improve communication through the use of e-mail, file sharing,
and intranet technology.

� Support needed development of multimedia presentations.
� Provide data analysis capabilities.
� Ease the administrative burden.

Each member of the Sebastiani sales force received a laptop loaded
with Windows, PowerPoint, e-mail, and Business Objects—the
software needed for analyzing data. The new technology was
introduced during a three-day training program. Today, salespeople
have the ability to do account planning that is much more effective
than in the past.a
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Review Strategic/Consultative
Selling Model
Initiate customer contact

The Six-Step Presentation Plan

Step One:
Approach

Service, retail, wholesale, and manufacturer selling

Ask strategic questions
Determine customer needs
Select Product Solution

Step Two:
Need Discovery

Select presentation strategy
Create presentation plan 
Initiate presentation

Step Three:
Presentation

Anticipate buyer concerns
Plan negotiating methods
Initiate win-win negotiations

Step Four:
Negotiation

Plan appropriate closing methods
Recognize closing clues
Initiate closing methods

Step Five:
Close

Follow through
Follow-up calls
Expansion selling

Step Six:
Servicing the Sale

FIGURE 10.3
The Six-Step
Presentation Plan
A presale plan is a logical and an
orderly outline that features a
salesperson’s thoughts from one
step to the next in the presentation.
Each step in this plan is explained
in Chapters 10 to 15.

Adapting the Presentation Plan to the Customer’s Buying Process
A truly valuable idea or concept is timeless. The six parts of the presale presentation plan check-
list have been discussed in the sales training literature for many years; therefore, they might be
described as fundamentals of personal selling. These steps are basic elements of most sales and
frequently occur in the same sequence. However, the activities included in the six-step presenta-
tion plan must be selected with care. Prior to developing the sales call plan, the salesperson must
answer one very important question: Do these activities relate to the customer’s buying process?
As noted in Chapter 8, purchasing structures and buying procedures can vary greatly from com-
pany to company. In some cases, the steps in the buying process have been clearly defined by the
organization and this information is available to vendors. Selling steps are of little value unless
they are firmly rooted in your customer’s buying process.14

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in England
Linda Phillips, codirector of Executive Etiquette Company, says, “First
and foremost is the British attention to detail.” English businesspeople
also tend to be more formal in terms of dress and person-to-person
communication. It’s helpful to study English business customs before
visiting that country.

� Introductions in England tend to be very formal. The British
look for whose name is spoken first. If you are calling on a
client named Robert Timmons, the introduction of your sales
manager would be, “Mr. Timmons, I would like you to meet
Raymond Hill, my sales manager.” In this case the client’s

name is first because he is the more important person. Never
address someone by his or her first name unless you are
invited to do so.

� Making decisions is often a time-consuming process, so don’t
expect a quick close.

� Do not use aggressive sales techniques, such as the hard sell,
and avoid criticism of competing products. Focus on objective
facts and evidence during the presentation.

� It would be poor manners to discuss business after the business
day in England. This is true even when you have drinks or a
meal with a businessperson.b
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The Approach
After a great deal of preparation, it is time to communicate with the prospect, either by face-to-
face contact, by telephone, or some other appropriate method of communication. We refer to the
initial contact with the customer as the approach. A high-quality and professional approach is a
powerful way to add value and differentiate yourself from your competitors.15 All the effort you
have put into developing relationship, product, and customer strategies can now be applied to the
presentation strategy. If the approach is effective, you may be given the opportunity to make the
sales presentation. If, however, the approach is not effective, the chance to present your sales
story may be lost. You can be the best prepared salesperson in the business, but without a good
approach there may be little chance for a sale.

The approach has three important objectives. First, you want to build rapport with the
prospect. This will be accomplished with your telephone and/or social contact. Second, you
want to capture the person’s full attention with your business contact. These first two steps are
extremely important in establishing how much influence you will have throughout the rest of the
sales process. Never begin your sales story if the prospect seems preoccupied and is not paying
attention. Third, you want to transition to the next stage of the sales process. In the early part of
the sales process this will likely be the need discovery; in mult-call presentations it may be one
of the other stages in the sales process such as the presentation, negotiaitions, or closing the sale.
In some selling situations the first contact with the customer is a telephone call. The call is made
to schedule a meeting or in some cases conduct the sales presentation. The face-to-face sales call
starts with the social contact and is followed by the business contact. The telephone contact,
social contact, and business contact are discussed in this section.

ESTABLISH YOUR CREDIBILITY EARLY During your approach, everything you do affects the
amount of credibility and influence you will have throughout the sales process. Your actions
will either increase your perceived value or detract from it.16 Thomas A. Freese
(www.qbsresearch.com/), author of Secrets of Question-Based Selling, says credibility is crit-
ical to your success in sales. Credibility is an impression that people often form about you
very early in the sales process.17 Sometimes little things can erode your credibility and influ-
ence before you have a chance to prove yourself. Strategic communications consultant and
executive coach Mark Jeffries (www.markjeffries.com) in a new training video on “The Art
of Networking” provides examples regarding how misspelled words or grammatical errors in
an e-mail, arriving late for an appointment, answering a cell phone or reading an e-mail while
with a customer, failing to maintain good eye contact, acknowledging only certain members
of a buying group, or failing to send the prospect information that was promised can quickly
weaken the amount of influence you have in a relationship. Failure to be well prepared for the
sales call will also undermine your credibility. Credibility and influence grows when the
customer realizes you are a competent sales representative who can add value throughout
the sales process.

The Telephone Contact
A telephone call provides a quick and inexpensive method of scheduling an appointment.
Appointments are important because many busy prospects may not meet with a salesperson who
drops in unannounced. When you schedule an appointment, the prospect knows about the sales
call in advance and can, therefore, make the necessary advance preparation.

Some salespeople use the telephone exclusively to establish and maintain contact with the
customer. As noted in Chapter 1, inside salespeople rely almost totally on the telephone for
sales. Telesales, not to be confused with telemarketing, include many of the same elements as
traditional sales: gathering customer information, determining needs, prescribing solutions,
negotiating objections, and closing sales. Telesales usually are not scripted, a practice widely
used in telemarketing. In some situations, telesales are as dynamic and unpredictable as a face-
to-face sales call.

In Chapter 3, we examined some of the factors that influence the meaning we attach to an
oral message from another person. With the aid of this information, we can see that commu-
nication via telephone is challenging. The person who receives the call cannot see our facial
expressions, gestures, or posture, and, therefore, must rely totally on the sound of our voice
and the words used. The telephone caller has a definite handicap.

www.qbsresearch.com/
www.markjeffries.com
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The telephone has some additional limitations. A salesperson accustomed to meeting
prospects in person may find telephone contact impersonal. Some salespeople try to avoid using
the telephone because they believe it is too easy for the prospect to say no. It should be noted that
these drawbacks are more imagined than real. With proper training, a salesperson can use the
telephone effectively to schedule appointments. When you make an appointment by telephone,
use the following practices:

Plan in advance what you will say. It helps to use a written presentation plan as a guide
during the first few seconds of the conversation. What you say is determined by the objectives
of the sales call. Have a calendar available to suggest and confirm a date, time, and place for
the appointment. Be sure to write it down.

In Keeping the Funnel Full,
author and award-winning
Hewlett-Packard salesperson Don
Thomson notes that “every
prospect has a preferred method
of communication.” He states it is
important to discover whether
that contact method is by
telephone, in person, or by e-mail.
As one of HP’s top-ranked sales
pros, Don trailblazed new markets
in the Pacific Northwest (awarded
MVP for U.S. Western Sales
Region), Western Canada (twice
awarded HP Canada’s Salesperson
of the Year), and the Far East
(doubled sales in nine countries in
one year).

Source: Book cover from Keeping the
Funnel Full by Don Thomson, Mardon
Publishing Inc, French Creek, British
Columbia.

Capturing the customer’s full
attention is a major objective of
the approach. Attention has
become a very scarce resource in
today’s fast-paced world.

Source: EdBockStock/Shutterstock
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Politely identify yourself and the company you represent. Set yourself apart from other
callers by using a friendly tone and impeccable phone manners. This approach helps you
avoid being shut out by a wary gatekeeper (secretary or receptionist).

State the purpose of your call and explain how the prospect can benefit from a meeting. In
some cases it is helpful to use a powerful benefits statement that gets the prospect’s atten-
tion and whets the person’s appetite for more information. Present only enough informa-
tion to stimulate interest.

Show respect for the prospect’s time by telling the person how much time the appoint-
ment may take. Once the prospect agrees to meet with you, say, “Do you have your
appointment calendar handy?” Be prepared to suggest a specific time: “Is Monday at
9:00 A.M. okay?”

Confirm the appointment with a brief note, e-mail message, or letter with the date, time,
and place of your appointment. Enclose your business card and any printed information
that can be of interest to the prospect.18

You should anticipate resistance from some prospects. After all, most decision makers are very
busy. Be persistent and persuasive if you genuinely believe a meeting with the prospect can be
mutually beneficial.

EFFECTIVE USE OF VOICE MAIL The growing popularity of voice mail presents a challenge to
salespeople. What type of message sets the stage for a second call or stimulates a return call? It’s
important to anticipate voice mail and know exactly what to say if you reach a recording. The
prospect’s perception of you is based on what you say and voice quality. The following message
almost guarantees that you will be ignored:

Ms. Simpson, I am Paul Watson and I am with Elliott Property Management Services. 
I would like to visit with you about our services. Please call me at 555-1500.19

Note that this message provides no compelling reason for the prospect to call back. It offers no
valid item that would stimulate interest. The voice mail message should be similar to the opening
statement you would make if you had a face-to-face contact with the prospect:

Miss Simpson, my name is Paul Watson and I represent Elliott Property Management
Services. We specialize in working with property managers. We can help you reduce the
paperwork associated with maintenance jobs and provide an easy way to track the
progress of each job. I would like the opportunity to visit with you and will call back in
the morning.20

Note that this message is brief and describes benefits that customers can receive. If Paul Watson
wants a call back, then he needs to give the best time to reach him. He should give his phone
number slowly and completely. It’s usually best to repeat the number. If you are acting on a refer-
ral, be sure to say who referred you and why.

EFFECTIVE USE OF E-MAIL Many prospects and established customers like the convenience of
e-mail correspondence and prefer it as an alternative to telephone contact. Your challenge is to
make it easy for your correspondents to read and handle your e-mail. Always use a meaningful,
specific subject line. People who receive large amounts of e-mail may selectively choose which
ones to read by scanning the subject lines and deleting those of no interest. An e-mail with a sub-
ject line titled “Action Steps from Our 9/28 Meeting” is more likely to be read than a subject line
like “Meeting Notes.”21

The e-mail message should tell the reader what you want and then encourage a response.
Identify the main point of your e-mail within the first or second paragraphs. Format the e-mail so
it’s easy to read. This may require the use of headings (with capitals or boldface print) to identify
the main elements of the memo. Proofread all e-mails for proper grammar, punctuation, and
spelling.22 Always use the grammar and spell-check tools. Messages that contain errors may
misrepresent your competence. Finally, use a signature file—a small block of text that automati-
cally follows each e-mail you send. A typical signature file includes full name, title, affiliation,
phone number, and in some cases a slogan.
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The Social Contact—Building Rapport
According to many image consultants, “First impressions are lasting impressions.” This state-
ment is essentially true, and some profitable business relationships never crystallize because
some trait or characteristic of the salesperson repels the prospective customer. Sales personnel
have only a few minutes to create a positive first impression. Susan Bixler, author of The New
Professional Image, describes the importance of the first impression this way:

Books are judged by their covers, houses are appraised by their curb appeal, and people
are initially evaluated on how they choose to dress and behave. In a perfect world this is
not fair, moral, or just. What’s inside should count a great deal more. And eventually it
usually does, but not right away. In the meantime, a lot of opportunities can be lost.23

Building rapport should lead to credibility, which leads to trust. Once trust is established, the
customer is likely to open up and share information. This information will provide clues regard-
ing ways to create value. To be certain your first impression is appropriate, review the material in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The information in these chapters are timeless and can serve you well today
and in the future.

The brief, general conversation that often occurs during the social contact should hold the
prospect’s attention and establish a relaxed and friendly atmosphere for the business contact that
is to follow. As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are three areas of conversation that should be con-
sidered in developing a social contact:

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Planning Personal Visits
Personally visiting prospects and customers helps build strong relation-
ships, yet traveling is expensive and time-consuming. A salesperson is
challenged to plan visits that optimize the investment represented by
each trip. Access to customer relationship management (CRM)
contact records helps salespeople quickly identify all the accounts in a
given geographic area that can be visited during one trip.

CRM empowers salespeople to rapidly review and compare
an area’s contacts on the basis of their stage in the sales process,

the potential size of the account or purchase, the likelihood of a
sale, and the contribution the visit could make to information
gathering and relationship building. A well-managed CRM data-
base provides salespeople with appropriate business and social
topics to discuss when calling selected prospects for an appoint-
ment. The CRM Application Exercise “Planning Personal Visits”
on page 224 describes how to find accounts within a city.

During the telephone contact,
CRM contact screens and note
windows can be important sources
of information for making
effective value-added calls. The
calendar function is being used by
this salesperson to schedule and
confirm the date, time, and place
for the sales call.

Source: Supri Suharjoto/Shutterstock
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Comments on here-and-now observations. These comments may include general obser-
vations about an article in the Wall Street Journal, the victory of a local athletic team, or
specific comments about awards on display in the prospect’s office. Janis Taylor, sales
representative with Trugreen Chemlawn, likes to start each new appointment by seeking
“common ground” with her prospects. She looks for such items as a picture of the
prospect’s children or a trophy.24

Compliments. Most customers react positively to sincere compliments. Personal items in the
prospect’s office, achievements, or efficient operation of the prospect’s business provide
examples of what can be praised. A salesperson might say, “I learned recently that your
company is ranked number one in customer satisfaction by J.D. Power and Associates.”

Search for mutual acquaintances or interests. The discovering of mutual friends or
interests can serve as the foundation for a strong social contact. Most people enjoy
talking about themselves, their hobbies, and their achievements. Debra Fine, author of
The Fine Art of Small Talk, says, “Small talk isn’t stupid. It’s the appetizer for all
relationships.”25

The goal of good social contact is
to build rapport. Building rapport
leads to credibility, which leads to
trust. Once trust is established, the
customer is likely to open up and
share information.

Source: StockLite/Shutterstock

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Effective Design and Use of the Business Card
The business card continues to be a powerful tool for salespeople. It
provides a personal touch in our high-tech world. The business card
is a convenient way to communicate important information to
customers and others involved in the sales process. When you
develop your business card, keep these tips in mind.

� Use eye-catching items such as your company logo, 
raised letters, and textured paper. The card should be 
tasteful and pleasing to the eye. Do use a white 
background.

� The card should feature all current contact information such
as your e-mail address, telephone numbers, and mailing
address. List a home phone number only if there’s a second
line for business calls.

� Consider using both sides of the card. You might print your
customer service philosophy on the back of the card or list
the products you sell.

Give your cards generously to anyone who might need to contact you
later. Always offer your business card when networking. The card is
useful when the contact tells others about your products or services.

How you respond to someone else’s business card is important
also. According to communications trainer Mark Jeffries, mentioned
earlier, when someone hands you their business card, find some-
thing about it you can comment on before putting it away. You can
comment on things such as the design, the company, or the individ-
ual’s title. He contends people will have a favorable memory of you,
if done successfully.c
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GUIDELINES FOR GOOD SOCIAL CONTACT The social contact should be viewed as rapport-
building communication on a personal basis. This brief conversation establishes the founda-
tion for the business contact, so it should never be viewed as an insignificant part of the
presentation strategy. The following guidelines can help you develop the skills needed to
make a good social contact.

1. Prepare for the social contact. Conduct a background check on topics of interest to the
person you are contacting. This includes reviewing information in the prospect data-
base, reading industry reports, and searching the Internet. Once you arrive at the cus-
tomer’s office, you will discover additional information about the person’s interests.
Most people communicate what is important to them in the way they personalize their
work environment.

2. Initiate social contact. The most effective opening comments should be expressed in the
form of an open-ended question, such as, “I understand you have just been elected presi-
dent of the United Way?” You can improve the possibility of a good response to your
verbal question by applying nonverbal communication skills. Appropriate eye contact,
voice inflections that communicate enthusiasm, and a warm smile will increase the cus-
tomer’s receptivity to your opening comments.

3. Respond to the customer’s conversations. When the customer responds, it is imperative
that you acknowledge the message both verbally and nonverbally. The verbal response
might be “That is really interesting” or any other appropriate comment. Nonverbally you
let the customer know you are listening by taking notes, maintaining good eye contact,
and occasionally nodding of your head. These gestures communicate you want her to 
continue talking.

4. Keep the social contact focused on the customer. Because you cannot control where a con-
versation might go, you may be tempted to focus the conversation on topics with which
you are familiar. A response such as, “Several years ago I was in charge of our company’s
United Way campaign and we had a difficult time meeting our goal,” shifts the focus of the
conversation back to you. While an occasional short personal reference may be appropri-
ate, it is best to keep the conversation focused on topics that are of interest to the customer.
Dale Carnegie said that one of the best ways to build a relationship is to encourage others
to talk about themselves.

Communication on a personal basis is often the first step in discovering a common language that
can improve communication between the salesperson and the prospect. How much time should
be devoted to the social contact? There is no easy answer to this question. The length of the con-
versation depends on the type of product or service sold, how busy the prospect appears to be,
and your awareness of topics of mutual interest.

In many cases the rapport-building conversation will take place over lunch or dinner. Some
sales professionals contend that social conversation should occur before the meal is served,
reserving business conversation until later. In some cases it may be during a sporting event, such
as a golf outing. It may also occur during a social event, such as a Broadway play that is offered
in appreciation of prior or future business. Many successful sales have been closed during or
after a social event. This explains why some companies enroll their sales staff and other customer
contact personnel in dining etiquette classes.

The Business Contact
Converting the prospect’s attention from the social contact to the business proposal is an
important part of the approach. When you convert and hold your prospect’s attention, you have
fulfilled an important step in the selling process. Furthermore, without this step the door has
been closed on completing the remaining steps of the sale.

Some salespeople use a carefully planned opening statement or a question to convert the
customer’s attention to the sales presentation. A statement or question that focuses on the
prospect’s dominant buying motive is, of course, more likely to achieve the desired results.
Buyers must like what they see and hear and must be made to feel that it is worthwhile to
hear more.
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Converting the Prospect’s Attention 
and Arousing Interest
Throughout the years, salespeople have identified and used a number of effective methods to
capture the prospect’s attention, arouse interest, and transition into the next step of the presenta-
tion. Seven of the most common are explained in the following material:

Agenda approach

Product demonstration approach

Referral approach

Customer benefit approach

Question approach

Survey approach

Premium approach

We also discuss combining two or more of these approaches.

Agenda Approach
One of the most effective methods to transition from the social contact to the business contact is to
thank the customer for taking time to meet with you and then review the call objectives you have pre-
pared for the meeting. You might say, “Thank you for meeting with me this morning. I would like to
accomplish three things during the time you have given me.” This statement shows you value the
person’s time and you have preplanned a specific agenda. Always be open to changing the agenda
based on input from the customer.26 This approach is welcomed by buyers in multi-call situations.

Product Demonstration Approach
This straightforward method of getting the prospect’s attention can be achieved by showing the
actual product, a sample, a mock-up, a video, or a well-prepared brochure either in print form or
on a computer screen. It is a popular approach used by sales representatives who sell convention
services, technical products, pharmaceuticals, photographic equipment, automobiles, construc-
tion equipment, office furniture, and many other products. In many multi-call situations, sales-
people leave samples for the customer to examine and try out at a later date. Trish Ormsby, a
sales representative for Wells Fargo Alarm Services, uses her portable computer to create a
visual image of security systems that meet the customer’s security needs.27

Referral Approach
Research indicates that another person is far more impressed with your good points if these
points are presented by a third party rather than by you. The referral approach is quite effective
because a third party (a satisfied customer) believes the prospect can benefit from your product.
This type of opening statement has universal appeal among salespeople from nearly every field.

When you use the referral approach, your opening statement should include a direct refer-
ence to the third party. Here is an example: “Mrs. Follett, my name is Kurt Wheeler, and I repre-
sent the Cross Printing Company. We specialize in printing all types of business forms. Mr.
Ameno—buyer for Raybale Products, Incorporated—is a regular customer of ours, and he sug-
gested I mention his name to you.”

Customer Benefit Approach
One of the most effective ways to gain a prospect’s attention is to immediately point out benefits
of purchasing your solution or value proposition. As noted in Chapter 7, the benefit could focus
on either the product, company, or salesperson. Begin with the most important issue (or problem)
facing the client. When using this approach, the most important buyer’s benefit is included in the
initial statement. For example, the salesperson selling a portable Sony projector might open with
this product benefit statement:

The Sony VPL-CS4 lightweight projector strikes a balance between cost, size, brightness, and
convenience. It’s a good choice for a quick business trip or for a work-at-home presentation.
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A company benefit example taken from the financial services field is:

When you meet with a Charles Schwab investment specialist, you can obtain advice on
over 1,200 no-load, no-transaction-fee mutual funds.

The customer benefit approach is also used with what is sometimes referred to as the elevator
speech. The elevator speech focuses on the benefit of working with the salesperson and is used
to open the door and establish credibility to meet a need. It is about offering to take excellent
care of the prospect. The elevator speech should be short, prepared well in advance, and exten-
sively rehearsed before it is used. It is used most appropriately in the initial call on a prospect
where the prequalifying research indicates the buyer is more interested in the benefits of work-
ing with a highly qualified salesperson than finding a new product solution or supplier. Here is
an employment services example of a salesperson benefit statement using the elevator speech
approach:

Hello, I’m Chad Leffler. I partner with companies like yours that need to find talented
people to help their business grow and become more profitable.

As noted, the key to achieving success with the customer benefit approach is advance prepara-
tion. Customers are annoyed when a salesperson cannot quickly communicate the benefits of
meeting with them. Bruce Klassen, sales manager for Do All Industrial Supply, says, “Our sales-
people begin the sales process by researching the prospect and the company. We need to be sure

A straightforward product
demonstration method for
getting the grocery store meat
manager’s attention would be 
the use of this ad from Cook’s,
a division of ConAgra. The
salesperson can explain the value
of featuring meat products that
are supported by a strong media
promotion and point-of-sale
merchandising program.

Source: Courtesy of ConAgra 
Foods, Inc.
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that our sales calls are going to benefit that prospect before we make even an initial sales
approach.”28

Question Approach
The question approach has two positive features. First, an appropriate question almost
always triggers prospect involvement. Very few people avoid answering a direct question.
Second, a question gets the prospect thinking about a problem that the salesperson may be
prepared to solve.

Molly Hoover, a sales training consultant, conducts training classes for sales managers and
car dealers who want to better understand the subtleties of selling to the new woman car buyers.
She suggests an approach that includes a few basic questions such as:

“Is the vehicle for business or pleasure?”

“Will you be buying within the next week or so?”29

These opening questions are not difficult to answer, yet they get the customer mentally involved.
Some of the best opening questions are carefully phrased to arouse attention. The authors of The
Sales Question Book offer some good examples:

“Are you aware that we just added three new services to our payroll and accounting package?
Could I tell you about them?”

“We are now offering all our customers a special auditing service that used to be reserved
for our largest accounts. Would you be interested in hearing about it?”30

Once you ask the question, listen carefully to the response. If the answer is yes, proceed with
an enthusiastic presentation of your product. If the answer is no, then you may have to grace-
fully try another approach or thank the prospect for his time and depart. The use of questions
will be discussed in detail in the next chapter and will provide information on the specific
types of questions to use to approach your customer.

Survey Approach
Robert Hewitt, a Monterey, California, financial planner, has new clients fill out a detailed
questionnaire before the first appointment. This procedure is part of his customer strategy. He
studies the completed questionnaire and other documents before making any effort to find a
solution to any of the customer’s financial planning needs. The survey or needs discovery, as it
is also called, is an important part of the problem-solving philosophy of selling. It often is used
in selling products where the need cannot be established without careful study.

The survey approach offers many advantages. It is generally a nonthreatening way to open a
sales call. You simply are asking permission to acquire information that can be used to determine
the buyer’s need for your product. Because the survey is tailor-made for a specific business, the
buyer is given individual treatment. Finally, the survey approach helps avoid an early discussion
of price. Price cannot be discussed until the survey is completed. We will discuss the survey or
needs discovery in detail in Chapter 11.

The survey approach offers many
advantages. It is generally a
nonthreatening way to open a
sales call. You simply ask
permission to acquire information
that can be used to determine the
buyer’s need for the product.

Source: carlosseller/Shutterstock
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Premium Approach
The premium approach involves giving the customer a free sample or an inexpensive item.
A financial services representative might give the customer a booklet that can be used to record
expenses. Sales representatives for a large U.S. textbook publisher give faculty members a
monthly planner. Product samples are frequently used by persons who sell cosmetics. Creative
use of premiums is an effective way to get the customer’s attention.

The agenda, product, referral, customer benefit, question, survey, and premium
approaches offer the salesperson a variety of ways to set the stage for the presentation strat-
egy. With experience, salespeople learn to select the most effective approach for each selling
situation. Table 10.1 provides examples of how these approaches can be applied in real-world
situations.

Combination Approaches
A hallmark of adaptive selling is flexibility. Therefore, a combination of approaches sometimes
provides the best avenue to need identification. Sales personnel who have adopted the consultative
style, of course, use the question and survey approaches most frequently. Some selling situations,
however, require that one of the other approaches be used, either alone or in combination with the
question and survey approaches (Figure 10.4). An example of how a salesperson might use a
referral and question approach combination follows:

Salesperson: Carl Hamilton at Simmons Modern Furniture suggested that I visit with you
about our new line of compact furniture designed for smaller homes. He believes this line
might complement the furniture you currently feature.

Customer: Yes, Carl called me yesterday and mentioned your name and company.

Salesperson: Before showing you our product lines, I would like to ask you some
questions about your current product mix. First, what do you currently carry in the area of
bedroom furniture?

Coping with Sales Call Reluctance
The transition from the preapproach to the approach is sometimes blocked by sales call reluc-
tance. Fear of making the initial contact with the prospect is one of the biggest obstacles to sales

TABLE 10.1 Business Contact Worksheet
This illustrates how to prepare effective real-world approaches that capture the customer’s attention.

METHOD OF
APPROACH WHAT WILL YOU SAY?

1. Agenda 1. (Office supply) “Thank you for meeting with me. During the next 45 minutes, I plan to accomplish three things.”

2. Product 2a. (Retail clothing) “We have just received a shipment of new fall sweaters from Braemar International.”

2b. (Business forms manufacturer) “Our plant has just purchased a $300,000 Harris Graphics composer, 
Mr. Reichart; I would like to show you a copy of your sales invoice with your logo printed on it.”

3. Customer benefit 3. (Real estate) “Mr. and Mrs. Stuart, my company lists and sells more homes than any other company in the 
area where your home is located. Our past performance would lead me to believe we can sell your home 
within two weeks.”

4. Referral 4. (Food wholesaler) “Paula Doeman, procurement manager for Mercy Medical Center, suggested that I provide
you with information about our computerized ‘Order It’ system.”

5. Question 5. (Hotel convention services) “Mrs. McClaughin, will your Annual Franchisee Meeting be held in April?”

6. Survey 6a. (Custom-designed computer software) “Mr. Vasquez, I would like the opportunity to learn about your 
accounts receivable and accounts payable procedures. We may be able to develop a customized program that
will significantly improve your cash flow.”

6b. (Retail menswear) “May I ask you a few questions about your wardrobe? The information will help me better
understand your clothing needs.”

7. Premium 7. (Financial services) “I would like to give you a publication titled Guaranteed Growth Annuity.”
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success. For new salespeople, the problem can be career threatening. Sales call reluctance
includes the thoughts, feelings, and behavioral patterns that conspire to limit what a salesperson
is able to accomplish. It is an internal, often emotional, barrier to sales success. Sales call reluc-
tance can be caused by several different thought patterns:31

� Fear of taking risks
� Fear of group presentations
� Lack of self-confidence
� Fear of rejection

Regardless of the reasons for sales call reluctance, you can learn to deal with it. These are some
suggestions:

� Be optimistic about the outcome of the initial contact. It is better to visualize and antic-
ipate success than to anticipate failure. Martin Seligman, professor of psychology at the
University of Pennsylvania and author of the best-selling book Learned Optimism, says
that success in selling requires a healthy dose of optimism.32 It is important to fre-
quently recommit yourself to the double-win value-adding approach to working with
customers discussed earlier. The anticipation of failure is a major barrier to making the
initial contact.

� Practice your approach before making the initial contact. A well-rehearsed effort to make
the initial contact increases your self-confidence and reduces the possibility that you may
handle the situation badly.

� Recognize that it is normal to feel anxious about the initial contact. Even veteran sales-
people experience some degree of sales call reluctance, and this reluctance can surface any-
where in the sales process.

� Develop a deeper commitment to your goals. Abraham Zaleznik, professor emeritus at
Harvard Business School, says, “If your commitment is only in your mind, then you’ll lose
it when you encounter a big obstacle. If your commitment is in your heart and your mind,
you’ll create the power to break through the toughest obstacles.”33

Selling to the Gatekeeper
Many decision makers have an assistant or secretary who manages their daily schedule. This
person is often referred to as the “gatekeeper.” If you want to reach the decision maker, work
hard to align yourself with the person who schedules this person’s appointments. Rule number
one is to treat the gatekeeper with respect. Learn their name and what they do. Keep in mind this
person can be an important source of information. For example, the gatekeeper can tell you how
the buying process works and provide information regarding new developments in the company.
This person may be able to help you make a preliminary qualification before you reach the
decision maker. When you treat the person as an expert by soliciting their views, you establish
a relationship that can pay big dividends today and in the future.34

When possible, use personal referrals from someone the prospect knows. If you have met
the prospect previously, describe the meeting and tell the gatekeeper why you feel a second
meeting would be beneficial.

Referral Need discoveryQuestion
FIGURE 10.4
Combination approaches provide a
smooth transition to the need
discovery part of the consultative
presentation.
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CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Describe the three prescriptions that are included in the presentation strategy
Developing a presentation strategy involves preparing presale objectives, developing a presale
presentation plan, and providing outstanding customer service. The presentation strategy com-
bines elements of the relationship, product, and customer strategies.

Discuss the two-part preapproach process
Preparation for the sales presentation is a two-part process. Part one is referred to as the
preapproach and involves preparing presale objectives and developing a presale presentation
plan. It’s best to develop presentation objectives for each stage of the buying process. Part two is
called the approach and involves making a good first impression, securing the prospect’s atten-
tion, and transitioning to need identification.

Describe team presentation strategies
In recent years, team selling has surfaced as a major development. Sales teams can often uncover
problems, solutions, and sales opportunities that no individual salesperson could discover work-
ing alone. Team sales presentations require a more detailed precall plan than individual sales
calls. Without careful planning and extensive practice (rehearsal), team presentations are likely
to be delivered in a disorganized manner.

Explain how adaptive selling builds on four broad strategic areas of 
personal selling
Adaptive selling involves altering sales behaviors in order to improve communication with the
customer. Salespeople today are challenged to develop a broader repertoire of selling strategies.
Salespeople skilled in adaptive selling consider how the relationship, product, and customer
strategies can enhance the sales presentation.

Describe the six main parts of the presentation plan
After collecting background information, salespeople need to create a customized presale pres-
entation plan. The plan is developed after careful study of the six-step presentation plan, which
includes approach, need discovery, presentation, negotiation, close, and servicing the sale.

In some cases, a secretary,
assistant, or receptionist may
screen incoming telephone calls.
Be prepared to convince this
person that your call is important.
Always treat the gatekeeper with
respect and courtesy.

Source: Wall Street Journal, March 10,
1999, p. A23. Reprinted by permission
of Mark Litzler.
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Explain how to effectively approach the customer
The approach may involve face-to-face contact, telephone contact, or some other appropriate
method of communication. If the approach is effective, the salesperson will be given an opportu-
nity to make the sales presentation. A major goal of the social contact is to make a good first
impression, build rapport, and establish credibility. The business contact involves converting the
prospect’s attention from the social contact to the sales presentation.

Describe seven ways to convert the prospect’s attention and arouse interest
Over the years, salespeople have identified several ways to convert the prospect’s attention and
arouse interest in the presentation. Some of the most common ways include the agenda approach,
product demonstration approach, referral approach, customer benefit approach, question
approach, survey approach, and premium approach.

Key Terms
Presentation strategy
Preapproach
Approach

Action objective
Six-step presentation plan
Telesales

Elevator speech
Sales call reluctance

Review Questions

1. What is the purpose of the preapproach? What are the two prescriptions included in the
preapproach?

2. Explain the role of objectives in developing the presale presentation plan.
3. Why should salespeople establish multiple-objective sales presentations? List four possible

objectives that would be appropriate for stage one and stage two of the buying process.
4. Compare and contrast team sales presentations and individual sales calls.
5. Describe the major steps in the presentation plan. Briefly discuss the role of adaptive

selling in implementing the presentation plan.
6. What are the major objectives of the approach?
7. Briefly describe the four guidelines that can help you make a good social contact.
8. What are some rules to follow when leaving a message on voice mail? On e-mail?
9. What methods can the salesperson use to convert the prospect’s attention to the sales

presentation?
10. Discuss why combination approaches are considered an important consultative selling

practice. Provide one example of a combination approach.

Application Exercises

1. Assume that you are a salesperson who calls on retailers. For some time you have been
attempting to get an appointment with one of the best retailers in the city to carry your line.
You have an appointment to see the head buyer in one and one-half hours. You are sitting
in your office. It will take you about 30 minutes to drive to your appointment. Outline what
you should be doing between now and the time you leave to meet your prospect.

2. Tom Nelson has just graduated from Aspen College with a major in marketing. He has
three years of experience in the retail grocery business and has decided he would like to go
to work as a salesperson for the district office of Procter & Gamble. Tom has decided to
telephone and set up an appointment for an interview. Write out exactly what Tom should
plan to say during his telephone call.

3. Concepts from Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and Influence People can help you
prepare for the social contact. Access the Dale Carnegie Training home page
(www.dalecarnegie.com) and examine the courses offered. Search for the sales advantage
course. Read the course description and review the two main things you will learn in this
program. View the online sales action plan demo video to learn how Dale Carnegie’s Web-
based coaching program enhances what is learned in the course.

www.dalecarnegie.com
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Role-Play Exercise

Research the type of computer that you would like to purchase in the future or one
that you have just purchased. Strategically prepare to meet a potential customer
who has been referred to you by a friend and who would like to purchase a similar
computer. Using Table 10.1 on page 220, prepare four different business contact
statements or questions you could use to approach your prospect. Review the mate-
rial in this chapter and then pair off with another student who will assume the role

of your customer. First, role-play the telephone contact and set up an appointment to get your
customer into your store to meet with you and look at the computer. Second, role-play the
approach you will use when the customer actually comes into the store. Review how well you
made the approach.

CRM Application Exercise
Planning Personal Visits

CRM software allows trip planners to examine the status of prospects in the geo-
graphic area to be visited. Access Salesforce.com and assume you wish to visit con-
tacts in the city of Bedford, Texas. Using Salesforce.com, you can find all of the
prospects in Bedford by selecting the Reports tab. Choose the Contact by Location

report. Click on the “Edit” link in the Filtered By: field.

In the Edit Filters section, change the Field to “City” using the drop-down list and similarly
change Operator to “equals.” Enter the city name, Bedford, in the Value field.

The resulting preview report will list the 3 contacts in Bedford. Click on Run Report.

After arranging to visit a group of people like this, the salesperson may print the information
contained in these records in case a paper report is convenient. To print the Bedford list, click on
the “Printable View” button, which will download it to your computer in Excel format. Open
Excel and the saved file, and then print. You should now have printed information about all cus-
tomers in Bedford. Today, the Internet provides all details of a planned trip, including transporta-
tion, lodging, weather forecast and the street view of your destination.
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Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem

The global construction industry is a lucrative market, with customer needs ranging
from measuring products to sophisticated construction solutions. Hilti Corporation,
the company featured at the beginning of this chapter, provides its customers around
the world with leading-edge construction products and services with outstanding

added value. Hilti prides itself for its direct sales model, which allows its salespeople and service
teams to work directly with and for the customers.

Alim Hirani, an account manager for Hilti, adopts the relationship marketing approach in his
selling strategy. He often starts his sales calls, which have been carefully preplanned, with
icebreakers such as asking about the customer’s family rather than making the sales immediately.
His sales presentations may take place in the client’s office or even at the construction site.
Consequently, he must always plan well in advance the best way to make his sales presentations
for specific sales calls. At all times he must attempt to establish his own and his company’s cred-
ibility by demonstrating the premium value that Hilti’s products and services can offer his
clients. Whenever possible, he tries to get the customer involved in product demonstration
because seeing is believing. Once the customers see for themselves the benefits of Hilti’s product
features, moving the customers from the investigation and evaluation stages to the action stage is
just a procedure.

Alim sells not only individually but also as part of a team. For major clients who require a
complete package of building/construction, mechanical/electrical, telecom, and interior finishing
products and services, Alim works closely with his team members to make sure the information
he acquires from the customer during initial contacts is made available to other salespeople and
technical personnel of the team. In the construction industry, closing the sale is—most of the
time—just the beginning. Well-trained product application specialists join Alim to offer the
customers after-sales services, technical support, and training. (See the chapter opener on page
202 and Reality Selling Today Role-Play 6 in Appendix 1 on page 400 for more information.)

Questions
1. Why should Alim Hirani adopt the three prescriptions for the presentation strategy?
2. Salespeople are encouraged to establish multiple-objective sales presentations. What are

some objectives Alim Hirani should consider when he calls on construction managers at
the construction site?

3. What are some special challenges Alim Hirani faces when he makes his sales presentations
in a non-office setting?

4. Put yourself in the position of a construction salesperson. Can you envision a situation
when you might combine different ways to convert the prospect’s attention and interests
into action? Explain.

CRM Case Study
Establishing Your Approach
Becky Kemley, your sales manager at SimNet Systems, has notified Pat Silva’s former
prospects by letter that you will be calling on them soon. She wants to meet with you tomorrow
to discuss your preapproach to your new prospects. Please review the records in the
Salesforce.com database.

Questions
1. Becky wants you to call on Robert Kelly. Describe what your call objectives would be with

Mr. Kelly.
2. Describe a possible topic of your social contact with Mr. Kelly and how you would convert

that to a buying contact.
3. Becky has given you a reprint of a new article about using networks for warehouse

applications. Which of your prospects might have a strong interest in this kind of article?
How would you use this article to make an approach to that prospect?
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Partnership Selling: A Role-Play/Simulation
(see Appendix 3, page 459)

Developing a Relationship Strategy

Read Employment Memorandum 2, which announces your promotion to account executive. In your new
position, you will be assigned by your instructor to one of the two major account categories in the conven-
tion center market. You will be assigned to either the association accounts market or the corporate
accounts market. The association accounts market includes customers who have the responsibility for
planning meetings for their association or group. The corporate accounts market includes customers who
have the responsibility for planning meetings for the company they represent. (You will remain in the
account category for the rest of the role-plays.)

Note the challenges you may have in your new position. Each of these challenges is represented in the
future sales memoranda you receive from your sales manager.

Read Sales Memorandum 1 for the account category you are assigned. (Note that the “A” means
association and your customer is Erin Adkins, and “B” means corporate and your customer is Leigh
Combs.) Follow the instructions in the sales memorandum and strategically prepare to approach your
new customer. Your call objectives are to establish a relationship (social contact), share an appealing
benefit, and find out if your customer is planning any future conventions (business contact).

You may be asked to assume the role of a customer in the account category to which you are not
assigned as a salesperson. Your instructor will provide you with detailed instructions for correctly assuming
this role.
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Chapter Preview

When you finish reading

this chapter, you should 

be able to

1 Outline the benefits of the

consultative sales process

2 Describe the four parts of

the need-satisfaction model

3 Discuss the use of

questions to discover

customer needs

4 Describe the importance

of active listening and the

use of confirmation questions

5 Select solutions that

match customer needs
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Adaptive Selling Today Training Video Series

The effective use of questions is the starting point of the consultative sales process.

Questions are used to build adaptive-style selling relationships, discover customer needs, and

adapt and present product solutions that meet those needs. Questions span the entire sales

process and are also used to successfully negotiate, close, and service a sale.

“Questions, Questions, Questions,” the second video in our Adaptive Selling Today Training

Video Series, introduces and shows how to use the four adaptive selling questions described in this

chapter. An Internet telephone systems sales representative featured in the video learns one of his

largest accounts may be going with another supplier. The salesperson’s company brought in a new

sales training program on how to use questions effectively, and the salesperson is the first to learn

the system. With his newly acquired knowledge and skills, the salesperson schedules another call

to see if he can, with the use of questions, reestablish his relationship and salvage the sale.

In this follow-up call, we find out how well he has learned to adapt and use questions to

discover and better understand the customer’s needs, create value, solve the customer’s buying

problem, and retain the account. Throughout the three-part video, our salesperson learns about the

following four-part multiple questioning strategy and what these questions will reveal during the

consultative sales presentation.

Survey Questions Reveal Problems and situation
Probing Questions Reveal Pain and implications
Need-Satisfaction Questions Reveal Pleasure and need satisfaction
Confirmation Questions Reveal Mutual understanding

The use of an effective questioning strategy, so important to the consultative sales process, is one

of the greatest challenges facing salespeople. Need discovery and questioning will be explored in

this chapter (Figure 11.1), and the sales presentation will be presented in the next chapter. �
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Review Strategic/Consultative
Selling Model
Initiate customer contact

The Six-Step Presentation Plan

Step One:
Approach

Service, retail, wholesale, and manufacturer selling

Ask strategic questions
Determine customer needs
Select Product Solution

Step Two:
Need Discovery

Select presentation strategy
Create presentation plan
Initiate presentation

Step Three:
Presentation

Anticipate buyer concerns
Plan negotiating methods
Initiate win-win negotiations

Step Four:
Negotiation

Plan appropriate closing methods
Recognize closing clues
Initiate closing methods

Step Five:
Close

Follow through
Follow-up calls
Expansion selling

Step Six:
Servicing the Sale

✔

✔

FIGURE 11.1
Creating the Sales
Presentation
The consultative sales process
involves adding value by
accurately determining the
prospect’s needs and selecting an
appropriate product or service.

The Consultative Sales Process Adds Value
A growing number of salespeople, like the Internet telephone system salesperson pictured above,
have adopted the consultative sales process. New competitive structures and customer demands have
forced companies to continuously adapt and redefine their value-adding processes.1 Consultative
selling, as introduced in Chapter 2, is a value-adding process. Consultative selling involves meet-
ing customer needs by asking strategic questions, listening to customers, understanding—and
caring about—their problems, selecting the appropriate solution, creating the sales presentation,

Extensive research regarding the
use of questions in the sales
process reveals the importance of
developing and perfecting a
multiple questioning strategy to
understand and solve customer
needs. The Adaptive Questions
video dramatically presents how
these questions are used in the
sales process.
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and following through after the sale. Consultative selling is a very customer-centric form of sell-
ing that creates value for the customer and, in the process, creates value for the firm.2 This
approach is very different from product-oriented selling. As one author noted, “Product-oriented
selling can easily lapse into product evangelism.” Product-oriented selling is usually inefficient
and ineffective.3, 4

New entrants in the field of personal selling sometimes wonder why some people excel in
selling products or services, while others, who seem to work just as hard, fall short of meeting
company or personal selling goals. The answer can be found by reviewing the behaviors dis-
played by top sales performers from Fortune 500 and smaller entrepreneurial-based companies.
High-performance sales personnel have learned how to skillfully diagnose and solve problems
better than their competitors.5 This consultative problem-solving capability translates into the
following:

INCREASED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION Customers prefer to purchase solutions that truly meet
their needs. The solution that is “just right” for the customer adds value, maximizes satisfaction,
and sets the stage for a partnership relationship and repeat business. In some cases the right solu-
tion will cost more than the customer planned to pay, but the added value will usually compen-
sate for the higher price.

Jeff Thull, author of Mastering the Complex Sale and The Prime Solution, states, “In too
many buyer–seller relationships, there is a value gap where the customer is not getting the satis-
faction they believe was promised.”6 Consultative salespeople with the ability to diagnose and
solve customer problems are able to close this value gap.

MORE SALES CLOSED The extra time taken to carefully solve the customer’s buying problem will
set the stage for closing more sales. A certain amount of buyer resistance surfaces in nearly every
selling situation. Understanding your customer’s needs and configuring the most suitable solu-
tion from available options adds value to both your customer and your company. It will help you
avoid unnecessary objections from the customer.

FEWER ORDER CANCELLATIONS AND FEWER RETURNS It is always disappointing to have a cus-
tomer cancel an order a few days after the sale was closed. The frequency of order cancellations
can be reduced with consultative-style selling. Returned merchandise is another serious problem.
Whether the product is returned or needs to be reconfigured, the expense will often wipe out the
profit earned on several sales.

INCREASED REPEAT BUSINESS AND REFERRALS Many business firms do not make a profit on the
first sale. In fact, some firms do not earn a profit until the customer has placed the third or
fourth order. The same is true for the salesperson. Without repeat business and a steady list of
referrals, the salesperson will generally not experience the financial and psychic rewards
described in Chapter 1. If at any point the customer does not feel the treatment was fair, the time
and cost invested in partnership building and obtaining the initial order, as well as future sales,
may be lost. Repeat business also builds a sense of pride within everyone associated with the
business.

Satisfied customers represent a potent form of sales promotion. A group of satisfied
customer forms what might be called an “auxiliary” sales force. Through word-of-mouth adver-
tising, especially with the availability of social media and blogging, these people are referring
potential customers and building new business for both the salesperson and the firm. Most of us
can’t resist sharing positive experiences with friends and business acquaintances.

The sales environment is changing. In competitive markets, success increasingly hinges on
developing and maintaining mutually rewarding customer relationships.7 Salespeople using the
consultative sales presentation model are able to create more value and gain competitive advan-
tage in their markets.

The Four-Part Need-Satisfaction Model
To be most effective, the salesperson should think of the sales process as a four-part model. The
Consultative Sales Process Guide features these four parts (Figure 11.2).
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Part One—Need Discovery
Since the emergence of the marketing concept discussed in Chapter 2, where the activities of
a firm revolve around the needs of the customer, need discovery forms the essence of
salespeople being able to create value, meet the needs of their customers, and execute the
firm’s commitment to the marketing concept. A review of the behaviors displayed by high-
performance salespeople helps us understand the importance of precise need discovery.
They have learned how to skillfully diagnose and solve the customer’s problems better than
their competitors. This problem-solving capability translates into more repeat business and
referrals and fewer order cancellations and returns.8

Unless the selling situation requires mere order taking (customers know exactly what they
want), need discovery in the information economy is a critically important part of the sales pres-
entation. It may begin during the qualifying stage of building the prospect database or during the
approach if the salesperson uses questions or a survey during the initial contact with the cus-
tomer. Need discovery generally begins after you transition from the approach. In multi-call
situations, need discovery may be the primary call objective during the first or second call. In
most multi-call settings, it is wise to reconfirm the needs discovered in earlier calls.

The pace, scope, depth, and time allocated to inquiry depend on a variety of factors. Some of
these include the sophistication of the product, the selling price, the customer’s knowledge of the
product, the product applications, and, of course, the time available for dialogue between the
salesperson and the prospect. Each selling situation is different, so a standard set of guidelines
for need discovery is not practical. Additional information on need discovery is presented later in
the chapter.

Selection of the 
solution
(a pivotal point)

Need satisfaction
through informing, 
persuading, and/or 
reminding
(emphasis on 
statements)

Servicing the 
sale (build repeat 
business)

Need discovery
(emphasis on 
questions)

FIGURE 11.2
The Consultative Sales Process Guide
To be most successful, the salesperson should think of the sales presentation as a four-part process.

Pharmaceutical salespeople
generally have only a short time to
present their product. In some
situations, the doctor may
immediately indicate a willingness
to prescribe. However, in other
situations the salesperson may be
asked to make an informative need
satisfaction presentation to several
members of the practice.

Source: Custom Medical Stock
Photo/Alamy Images Royalty Free
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Part Two—Selection of the Solution
The emphasis in sales and marketing today is on determining customer needs and then selecting
or configuring custom-fitted solutions to satisfy these needs. Therefore, an important function of
the salesperson is product selection and recommendation. The salesperson must choose the prod-
uct or service that can provide maximum satisfaction. When making this decision, the sales-
person must be aware of all product options, including those offered by the competition.

Salespeople who have the ability to conduct an effective value-added needs analysis achieve
the status of trusted adviser. Mary Langston, personal shopper at Nordstrom’s Michigan Avenue
store in Chicago, helps customers update their wardrobes. When asked what her days are like,
she says, “It starts and ends with being a good listener.” She promises her customers that she will
never let them walk out of the store with clothing that does not look right.9

Part Three—Need Satisfaction Through Informing, Persuading, or Reminding
The third part of the consultative sales process consists of creating a need-satisfaction sales pres-
entation and communicating to the customer, both verbally and nonverbally, the satisfaction that
the product or service can provide. The salesperson places less emphasis on the use of questions
and begins making value-adding statements. These value-adding statements are organized into a
presentation that informs, persuades, or reminds the customer of the most suitable product or
service. In several of the remaining chapters we discuss specific strategies used in conjunction
with the sales presentation/demonstration, negotiating buyer resistance, and closing and servicing
the sale.

Part Four—Servicing the Sale
Servicing the sale is a major way to create value. These activities, which occur after closing the
sale, ensure maximum customer satisfaction and set the stage for a long-term relationship.
Service activities include expansion selling, making credit arrangements, following through on
assurances and promises, and dealing effectively with complaints. This topic is covered in detail
in Chapter 15.

In those cases in which a sale is normally closed during a single sales call, the salesperson
should be prepared to go through all four parts of the Consultative Sales Process Guide.
However, when a salesperson uses a multi-call approach, preparation for all the parts is usually
not practical. The person selling networking systems or investments, for example, almost always
uses a multi-call sales process. Need discovery (part one) is the focus of the first call.

Creating Value with Need Discovery
A lawyer does not give the client advice until the legal problem has been carefully studied and
confirmed. A doctor does not prescribe medication until the patient’s symptoms have been iden-
tified. In like manner, the salesperson should not recommend the purchase of a product without
thorough need identification. You start with the assumption that the client’s problem is not
known. The only way to determine and confirm the problem is to get the other person talking.
Effective relationship builders are willing to listen to better understand customer challenges.
They ask questions that lead to consultative conversations, which open doors to greater opportu-
nities.10 You must obtain information to properly clarify the need, propose a single solution, or
offer a range of solutions.

Customers may not realize that they actually have a problem. Even when they are aware of
their need, as noted earlier by Salesforce.com’s Dave Levitt, given the wide range of solutions
and new products available today they may not realize that an actual solution to their problem
exists. Bringing new insights regarding both their buying problem and enhanced solutions cre-
ates value for your customer.

Need discovery (sometimes called need analysis or needs assessment) begins with precall
preparation when the salesperson is acquiring background information on the prospect. As noted
in Chapter 9, this part of need discovery is also referred to as qualifying the prospect. Need dis-
covery, and in some cases the qualification process, continues once the salesperson and the cus-
tomer are engaged in a real dialogue. Through the process of need discovery, the salesperson
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establishes two-way communication by asking appropriate questions and listening carefully to
the customer’s responses. These responses usually provide clues concerning the customer’s dom-
inant buying motives (Figure 11.3).

Need Discovery—Asking Questions
The effective use of questions to achieve need identification and need satisfaction is one of the
greatest challenges facing most professional salespeople. The types of questions you ask, the
timing of those questions, and how you pose them greatly impact your ability to create customer
value. In many situations, asking high–value-added questions that enlighten your prospect both
about their needs and possible solutions results in an immediate sale.

The strategic approach to asking questions has been the focus of two major studies. These
studies were conducted in response to the emergence of the marketing concept and evolution of
the consultative and strategic selling eras discussed in Chapter 2. The research was conducted by
Neil Rackham for his book SPIN Selling and SPIN Selling Sales Training programs, and Xerox
Learning Systems for their successful Personal Selling Skills (PSS) course.

THE SPIN SELLING MODEL According to research conducted during the strategic selling era (see
Chapter 2, Table 2.1 Evolution of Personal Selling) on more than 35,000 salespeople by Neil
Rackham, mastering the use of questions can increase one’s success in sales by 17 percent.11

Questions help clarify the exact dimensions of the problem, help the customer evaluate a range
of solutions, and assist the customer in evaluating the potential outcome of the solution that is
implemented.12 Rackham’s research focused on strategies for making large-ticket sales and is
based on a close examination of successful salespeople. Rackham found the investigative or need
discovery stage of the sales process has the most impact on the buyer’s decision to purchase a
product. He recommends a multiple-question approach that involves using four types of ques-
tions in a specific sequence (see Selling in Action on p. 238). SPIN sales training programs are
presented by Huthwaite, Inc. (www.huthwaite.com).

PERSONAL SELLING SKILLS MODEL The importance of questioning to establishing two-way com-
munication was revealed in another study conducted during the consultative selling era.
Research conducted by Xerox Learning Systems was used to develop the original Xerox
Personal Selling Skills training program. Sales personnel were interviewed to identify the
characteristics of a successful sales call. The results were quite surprising. A successful sales
call lasts an average of 30 minutes. During this period the salesperson asks an average of 13.6
questions, discusses an average of 7.7 product features, and describes approximately six product

Need discovery

Ask appropriate
questions

Selection of
the solution

Listen and acknowledge
customer response

Establish buying
motive

Need-satisfaction
presentation

Servicing
the sale

FIGURE 11.3
Three Dimensions of Need Discovery

www.huthwaite.com
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benefits. During the successful sales call the customer asks approximately eight questions.13

This 18-month study of behavioral differences among high-, average-, and low-performance
salespeople illustrates that a successful sales call is a model of good two-way communication.
Regarding the specific use of questions, the results revealed high performers:

� Use effective questions to gather information and build a clear, complete, mutual under-
standing of customer needs.

� Guide the direction of a sales call by striking an appropriate balance between open and
closed questions.

� Use their questioning strategy to facilitate an open exchange of information.14

This study has been used to create and update the very successful Personal Selling Skills
training program, now presented by AchieveGlobal (www.achieveglobal.com/solutions/sales).

The art and science of using questions was also discussed by Socrates more than 2,500 years
ago. He noted, among other things, that questions tend to make people think. It’s nearly impossi-
ble to remain passive when confronted with a direct question. Today there are sales training pro-
grams such as Michael Hargrove’s “Using the Socratic Selling Methods” and books such as
Kevin Daley’s Socratic Selling: How to Ask the Questions That Get the Sale that include many
of the observations of Socrates.15

In every selling situation, you want the prospect to be actively thinking, sharing thoughts,
and asking questions. Appropriate questions reduce tension and build trust in a selling situation
because they communicate interest in the other person’s welfare. Until the person begins to talk
freely, the salesperson will have difficulty diagnosing and solving the customer’s problems.

The Four-Part Consultative Questioning Strategy
Table 11.1 illustrates the use of a multiple questioning strategy to discover customer needs. This
strategy is based upon the research studies discussed earlier, as well as that conducted for the
“Questions, Questions, Questions” sales training video described in the opening material for this
chapter. The four types of questions are situation questions, probing questions, confirmation
questions, and need-satisfaction questions. Developing skill in the use of these questions will
work best if the consultative salesperson develops the mindset that it is more important to under-
stand the customer than it is to persuade the customer. You will note similarity to the SPIN
Selling and personal selling skills questioning strategies, as well as those found in other popular
selling books.

TABLE 11.1 Types of Questions Used in Conjunction with Consultative Selling
A salesperson is selling fractional ownership of a jet aircraft to a well-known golf professional on the Professional Golf Association (PGA)
Tour. The prospect is currently using commercial air travel.

TYPE OF
QUESTION DEFINITION WHEN USED EXAMPLES

Survey Discovers basic facts about the buyer’s problem
and existing situation

Usually at the beginning 
of a sale

“Can you describe the problems you
experience traveling to each of the pro
golf tournaments?”

Probing Designed to uncover pain, and clarify the 
circumstances and implications surrounding
the customer’s problem

When you feel the need to 
obtain more specific 
information to fully 
understand the problem

“Are the travel problems affecting your
concentration when you are preparing
for the event?”

Confirmation Used throughout the sales process to verify the
accuracy and assure a mutual understanding of 
information exchanged by the salesperson and 
the buyer

After important information 
has been exchanged

“So you think the uncertainty associated
with commercial air travel is having some
effect on your game?”

Need-
Satisfaction

Designed to move the sales process toward 
commitment and action; focuses on the pleasure
or payoff achieved from the proposed solution

When you change the focus 
from the problem to a 
discussion of the solution

“With fractional ownership of your own
jet, what personal benefits would this bring
to your performance in the 30 tournaments
you play each year?”

www.achieveglobal.com/solutions/sales
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SURVEY QUESTIONS REVEAL CUSTOMER’S PROBLEMS At the beginning of most sales presenta-
tions, there is a need to collect basic facts about the buyer’s existing situation and problem.
Survey questions, or information gathering questions, as they are sometimes called, are
designed to obtain this knowledge. To accomplish this, there are two types of survey questions.

General survey questions help the salesperson discover facts about the buyer’s problem and
existing situation and are often the first step in the partnership-building process. Rackham refers
to these as Situation Questions. Here is a sampling of general survey questions that can be used
in selected selling fields:

“I understand that your regional facilities don’t necessarily use the same delivery carriers,
is that correct?” (Shipping Service)

“Tell me about the new challenges you are facing in the area of data storage.” (File Server)

“What is your current rate of employee turnover?” (Customer Service Training)

“Can you provide me with information on the kinds of meetings and conventions you plan
for your clients and employees?” (Hotel Convention Services)

“Can you describe the style of home furnishings you prefer?” (Retail Home Furnishings)

In most selling situations, general survey questions are followed by specific survey questions.
Specific survey questions are designed to give prospects a chance to describe in more detail

the problem, issue, or dissatisfaction they are experiencing from their point of view. These
specific survey questions (see Selling in Action on page 238) or problem questions as they are
referred to in the SPIN Selling sequence are designed to delve more deeply into the customer’s
buying situation. Five examples of specific survey questions are:

“Has it occurred to you that by not consolidating your shipping with one carrier, you’re
likely spending more than is really necessary?” (Shipping Service)

“How do you feel about installing another server to your system?” (File Server)

“To what extent is employee turnover affecting your customer service?” (Customer Service
Training)

“What meal function features are most important to your guests?” (Hotel Convention
Services)

“Are you looking for an entertainment center that blends in with your existing furniture?”
(Retail Home Furnishings)

Survey questions, general or specific, should not be used to collect factual information that
can be acquired from other sources, such as your CRM prospect database prior to the sales
call. The preapproach prospect qualification effort is especially important when the sales-
person is involved in a large or complex sale. These buyers expect the salesperson to do their
homework and not waste the buyer’s time asking general survey questions and discussing
basic factual information that is available from other sources. Rackham’s research revealed
that more experienced salespeople tended to ask more specific survey or problem questions,
and ask them sooner.

Although survey questions are most often used at the beginning of the sales process, they
can be used at other times. Gaining a better understanding of the customer’s situation or buying
problem may be necessary at any time during the sales presentation. We present the four types of
questions in a sequence that has proven to be effective in most selling situations. However, it
would be a mistake to view this sequence as a rigid plan for every sales presentation. High-
performing salespeople spend time strategically preparing tentative questions before they make
the sales call. Table 11.2 provides some examples. Note that both open and closed questions are
listed. Open questions require the prospect to go beyond a simple yes/no response. Closed
questions can be answered with a yes or no, or a brief response.

Open questions are very effective in certain selling situations because they provoke thought-
ful and insightful answers. The specific survey question “What are the biggest challenges you
face in the area of plant security?” focuses the prospect’s attention on problems that need solu-
tions. Closed questions, however, can be equally effective when the sales conversation needs to
be narrowed or focused on a specific issue.
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TABLE 11.2 Need Discovery Worksheet
Preplanned questions (sometimes used in conjunction with company-supplied forms) are often used in service, retail, wholesale, and manufac-
turer selling. Salespeople, such as Johnny in the P3 Questions video, who use the consultative approach frequently record answers to their
questions and use this information to correctly select and recommend solutions in subsequent calls in their multi-call sales situations. Open and
closed questions used in the area of financial services appear in the following list.

PREPLANNED QUESTIONS TO DISCOVER BUYING MOTIVES
CUSTOMER
RESPONSE

1. “Now, as I understand it, you’re currently pursuing an Internet phone system to offset your high cellular costs?”
(Closed/General Survey/Situational)

2. “Are you aware that with the system you are currently using, your brokers may have to keep their laptop ‘on’ in
order to make and receive Internet calls?” (Closed/Specific Survey/Problem)

3. “So what happens if, say, your broker is waiting for an important return call and then inadvertently logs off their
laptop without a way to roll over the client’s return call into a centralized system?”
(Open/Probing/Pain/Implication)

4. “Let’s see if WE understand this—the brokers won’t support the system you’re considering because it doesn’t
include instant messaging? And, since the brokers would be the primary users of the new system, you’re concerned
that the system will fail without their support, is that correct?” (Closed/Summary Confirmation)

5. “What if we could develop a communications system for you that included I.M. and met the SEC requirements?
What positive impact could that have on your situation?” (Open/Need Satisfaction/Pleasure)

6.

7.

8.

PROBING QUESTIONS REVEAL CUSTOMER’S PAIN Early in the sales process, the salesperson
should make every effort to fully understand the buying problem and the pain, implications, or
consequences surrounding the problem. This is especially important when the problem is dif-
ficult to describe, the solution is complex, and the potential impact of a wrong decision is
enormous.16

Probing questions help you uncover and clarify the pain, implications, and circum-
stances surrounding the customer’s buying problem. They are used more frequently in large,
complex sales. These questions often uncover the current level of customer concern, fear, or
frustration related to the problem. The following probing questions, also referred to as
implication questions in Rackham’s SPIN Selling, are more focused than the survey questions
presented earlier.

“But, doesn’t every incorrect label cost you to ship to an incorrect address, then cost you
again to have it shipped back to you?” (Shipping Service)

“What would be the consequences if your choose to do nothing about your current server
situation?” (File Server)

“How does senior management feel about employee turnover and the related customer
service problem?” (Customer Service Training)

“Is poor service at the meal function negatively affecting the number of people returning to
your seminar?” (Hotel Convention Services)

“Is it important that you have easy access for connecting your DVD, TIVO, and your
wireless LAN network?” (Retail Home Furnishings)

Probing or implication questions help the salesperson and customer gain a mutual understanding
of why a problem is important. Asking effective probing questions requires extensive knowledge
of your company’s capabilities, much insight into your customer’s buying problem, and a great
deal of practice.

The best sales presentations are characterized by active dialogue. As the sales process
progresses, the customer becomes more open and shares perceptions, ideas, and feelings
freely. A series of appropriate probing questions stimulates the prospect to discover things
not considered before.
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CONFIRMATION QUESTIONS REVEAL MUTUAL
UNDERSTANDING Confirmation questions are used
throughout the sales process to verify the accuracy
and assure a mutual understanding of information
exchanged by the salesperson and the buyer (see Table
11.1). They are also used to gain commitment, a criti-
cally important part of achieving success in larger
complex sales. Without commitment throughout the
sales process, the chances of a successful sale evapo-
rate rapidly.

These questions, which are an important update to
the research on the use of questioning strategies, help
determine whether there is mutual understanding of the
problems and circumstances the customer is experienc-
ing, as well as the possibilities for a solution. Throughout
the sales process there is always the potential for a break-
down in communication. Perhaps the language used by
the salesperson is too technical. Information and initial
needs discovered during the qualifying stage of the need

discovery may have changed. Maybe the customer is preoccupied and has not listened closely to what
has been said. Many confirmation questions are simple and to the point.

“If I understand you correctly, the monitoring system we are looking at for data storage
must be set up for both your corporate headquarters and the manufacturing operation. Is
that correct?” (File Server)

“I want to be sure I am clear that you feel there is a direct relationship between employee
turnover and the problems that exist in customer service?” (Customer Service Training)

“Did you say that your seminar attendance dropped 12 percent last year?” (Hotel
Convention Services)

“So you want a new entertainment center that blends with your current light-colored oak
furniture?” (Retail Home Furnishings)

The length of the sales process can vary from a few minutes during a single-call presentation to
weeks or even months in a complex multi-call sales presentation. As the sales process pro-
gresses, the amount of information available to the salesperson and the customer increases. As
the need discovery progresses, the customer’s buying criteria or buying conditions surface.
Buying conditions are those qualifications that must be available or fulfilled before the sale can
be closed. The customer may buy only if the product is available in a certain configuration or can
be delivered by a certain date. In some selling situations, product installation or service after the
sale is considered an important buying condition by the customer. In a large, complex sale, sev-
eral buying conditions may surface. The salesperson has the responsibility of clarifying, con-
firming, and gaining commitment on each condition. The same is true for gaining commitment
of each of the specific benefits presented to the customer.

One of the best ways to clarify, confirm, and gain commitment on several buying conditions
is with a summary-confirmation question. To illustrate, let us consider a situation in which
Alexis Rodriguez, sales manager at a major hotel, has interviewed a prospect who wants to
schedule a large awards banquet. After a series of survey, probing, and confirmation questions,
Alexis feels confident that the information collected is complete to prepare a proposal. However,
to be sure all the facts have been collected, Alexis asks the following summary-confirmation
question to gain commitment on the important buying conditions:

“Let me summarize the major items you have mentioned. You want all banquet attendees
served within an eight-minute time frame after the opening speaker has finished his
speech? And, you need a room that will comfortably seat 60 people banquet style and 10
of these people will be seated at the head table. Is this correct?”

Once all the buying conditions are confirmed, Tammy can prepare a proposal that reflects the
specific needs of her customer. The result is a win-win situation for the customer and the

Neil Rackham conducted studies
of 35,000 sales calls and from this
research developed the material
for his books SPIN Selling and
The New SPIN Selling Fieldbook.
SPIN is an acronym for
Situational, Problem, Implication,
and Need-Payoff Questions.
According to Rackham, “more
than half the Fortune 100
companies are using the SPIN
Selling Model to train their sales
forces.”

Book cover from The Spin Selling
Fieldbook by Neil Rackham.
Copyright © 1996. Reprinted by
permission of The McGraw-Hill
Companies, Inc.
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salesperson. The chances of closing the sale greatly improve. In multi-call sales processes, it
is wise to begin subsequent calls with summary-confirmation questions that reestablish what
was discussed in the previous call(s):

(Re-qualifying the new prospect) “I would like to revisit the information we have in our
database about your company’s purchasing procedures. You prefer limiting your suppliers
and developing long-term partnerships where they are committed to your profitability and
your customers’ total customer satisfaction. You also require e-commerce linkages that
allow your people to review the status of their order, delivery dates, and the projected costs
including transportation and financing. Is that correct?”

(The second call in a multi-call sale situation) “Let me begin by going over what we dis-
cussed in our last visit. Your current shipper gives you a 50 percent discount and provides
their own custom label printer?” If the customer responds in the affirmative, the salesperson
continues with another summary-confirmation question. “You also have to buy fairly
expensive custom labels and, at around $90 a pack, you’re spending over $20,000 just on
labels, is that still correct?”

This enables the salesperson to verify that the previously discovered buying conditions have
remained the same and not changed since the last meeting. Summary-confirmation questions are
also used to effectively clarify, confirm, and gain commitment to several product benefits after
they have been presented, generally one at a time. Commitment to the value of the benefits
usually results in transitioning the presentation to the closing and servicing of the sale.

NEED-SATISFACTION QUESTIONS REVEAL PLEASURE The fourth type of question used in the sales
process is fundamentally different from the other three. Need-satisfaction questions are
designed to focus on the solution and the benefits of the solution. These are helpful questions that
move the sales process toward commitment and action. The chances of closing the sale greatly
improve because need-satisfaction questions, or as they are sometimes called solution or
pleasure questions, focus on specific benefits and build desire for a solution.

Survey, probing, and confirmation questions focus on understanding and clarifying the
customer’s problem. Need-satisfaction questions help the prospect see how your product or
service provides a solution to the problem you have uncovered. The opportunity to close the
sale greatly improves because you have cast the solution in a pleasurable light.

In most cases, these questions are used after the salesperson has created awareness of the
seriousness of the buyer’s problem. The need-satisfaction questions you ask will replace their
current levels of concern, pain, or frustration with pleasurable thoughts about a solution. The
following examples provide insight into the use of need-satisfaction, or as SPIN Selling refers
to them need-payoff, questions:

“And if I told you that I can offer you cost savings of at least 5 percent over your current
shipping expenses, would that be meaningful?” (Shipping Service)

“Tests on similar applications show a new file server can increase data storage by 30 to
40 percent. How much of an increase do you feel you would achieve?” (File Server)

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Selling a Product That Doesn’t Exist
Some creative entrepreneurs start selling their product before it
even exists. Greg Gianforte wanted to start an Internet software
company in the late 1990s. He noted that no one seemed to
be making a good product that would help companies respond to
e-mail from customers. Armed with a product feature sheet, Gian-
forte started trying to sell a nonexistent product. He called
customer-support managers at hundreds of companies. After
reviewing the product features, he explained that the product
would be ready in 90 days. Some of these potential customers

mentioned features he had not thought of. This input helped him
develop a better product. After two weeks of cold calls, he knew
exactly what customers wanted and he began the development of
RightNow software. It was ready for customer use in 90 days. He
then hired his first three employees—all of them salespeople.
Gianforte says, “Sales is really the most noble part of the business
because it’s the part that brings the solution together with the
customer’s need.” Today, more than 1,200 organizations world-
wide use RightNow solutions.a



In many selling situations, a product demonstration is an essential stage in the sales process. In
this case, the salesperson might use the following need-satisfaction question:

“What benefits do you see if we provided a demonstration of one of the training modules
to senior management so they can understand what you and I have discovered about
reducing employee turnover?” (Customer Service Training)

Once the prospect needs are clearly identified, need-satisfaction questions can be valuable
closing tools. Consider this example:

“Considering the benefits we have summarized and agreed on, and noting the fact that our
staff will deliver an outstanding meal function, would you like to sign this confirmation so we
can reserve the rooms and schedule the meals that you need?” (Hotel Convention Services)

Need-satisfaction questions such as these are very powerful because they build desire for the
solution and give ownership of the solution to the customer. When the prospect understands
which parts of the problem(s) your solution can solve, you are less likely to invite objections. In
some cases you may identify problems that still need to be clarified. When this happens, you can
use survey, probing, or confirmation questions to obtain more information.

At this point you have received an introduction to the four most common types of questions
used during the selling process. (For more insight into the application of questions to the sales
process, view the three videos in the “Questions, Questions, Questions” series referred to in this
chapter’s opening vignette. Also refer to the Role-Play Application Exercises on pages 247–248.)
We will revisit these important sales tools later in this chapter and in Chapters 12, 13, 14, and 15.

Qualifying to Eliminate Unnecessary Questions
It is important to avoid the use of unnecessary questions during a sales call. Pre-qualifying the
prospect, as described in Chapter 9, is especially important when the prospect is a business buyer.
Successful salespeople acquire as much information as possible about the prospect before the first
meeting. They use sources such as the prospect’s Web site, LinkedIn, previous phone calls or
e–mails, and information recorded in the salesperson’s CRM system. This prior understanding of
the prospect allows the salesperson to direct the qualifying conversation using effective confirma-
tion questions like: “Your Web site mentions your company has recently expanded into a new
product market. Can you tell me more about that?” Buyers expect the salesperson to be well
informed about their operation and not waste time asking a large number of basic survey ques-
tions. Confirmation questions communicate this prior knowledge and allow the salesperson and
customer to move ahead in the consultative sales process with more important probing and need-
satisfaction questions.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Selling in Action
The use of questions to discover needs and present solutions is
discussed in several popular personal selling books. For comparison
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purposes, the approximate equivalents to the four types of questions
described in this chapter are listed.

The questions above are listed in the sequence presented by the authors. To determine the exact definition of each type of question, check
the source.

Selling Today
by Manning, 
Ahearne, and Reece

The SPIN 
Selling
Fieldbook
by Rackham

The New 
Solution
Selling
by Eades

The New Conceptual 
Selling by Heiman, 
Sanchez, with Tuleja

Secrets of 
Question Based 
Selling by Freese

SURVEY 
PROBING 
CONFIRMATION 
NEED-SATISFACTION

SITUATION 
PROBLEM 
IMPLICATION 
NEED-PAYOFF

OPEN\
CONTROL 
CONFIRMING

CONFIRMATION 
NEW INFORMATION 
ATTITUDE 
COMMITMENT
BASIC ISSUE

STATUS 
ISSUE
IMPLICATION 
SOLUTION
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Duane Sparks, Action Selling

Source: Duane Sparks, Courtesy of The Sales
Board, Inc.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Action Selling at CARQUEST
CARQUEST Auto Parts promises to deliver what customers need.
To achieve this lofty goal, the company enrolled its 1,200 outside
sales force members in Action Selling. A major objective of this
sales training program is to help salespeople become trusted busi-
ness consultants. They learned that asking—not telling—is the key
to sales success. Emphasis throughout the course is placed on ask-
ing more and better questions. Duane Sparks, who developed
Action Selling, says “The success rate of sales calls rises signifi-
cantly when more than two specific customer needs are uncovered
by questioning.”b

Robert Jolles, author of Customer-Centered Selling,17 suggests that salespeople be careful when
determining whether the person they are meeting with has the authority to make the purchase deci-
sion. According to Jolles, asking a survey question like “Are you the one who will be making the
decision on this purchase?” encourages prospects without decision-making authority to lie in order
to maintain their pride in the situation. Instead, Jolles recommends the question, “Who, besides
yourself, will be responsible for this purchase decision?” This subtle, yet strategic rephrasing to a
confirmation/survey question allows the prospect to tell the truth and maintain his or her dignity.

Need Discovery—Listening and Acknowledging 
the Customer’s Response
To fully understand the customer, we must listen closely and acknowledge every response. The
authors of First Impressions offer these words of advice to salespeople who use questions as part
of the need-identification process:

“What you do after you ask a question can reveal even more about you than the questions
you ask. You reveal your true level of interest in the way you listen.”18

Most of us are born with the ability to hear, but we have to learn how to listen. The starting
point is developing a listening attitude. Always regard the customer as worthy of your respect
and full attention.19 Salespeople with high levels of customer orientation truly care about cus-
tomers, and thus engage in actions that customers value such as listening to customer feedback
and solving customer problems. Once you have made a commitment to becoming a better lis-
tener, develop active listening skills.

DEVELOPING ACTIVE LISTENING SKILLS Active listening is the process of sending back to the
prospect what you as a listener think the person meant, both in terms of content and in terms of
feelings. Active listening requires intense involvement as you concentrate on what you are hear-
ing, exhibit your listening attitude through your nonverbal messages (see Chapter 3), and feed
back to the prospect what you think he or she meant.20
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Lisa Ciampi, account executive 
for Design Display Inc. in
Birmingham, Alabama, believes
consultative selling is about being
a marketing advisor and problem
solver. This approach creates value
within the sales process.

Source: The Sales Board Inc.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Reviewing Account Status
Salespeople regularly review the status of their prospects’ records in
their customer relationship management (CRM) databases. In some
cases, this is done on the computer screen. In other situations, a
printed copy of the records can enhance the process.

Salespeople review their files to ascertain at what phase in the
Consultative Sales Presentation Guide each prospect is in the sales
cycle. Then they decide which action to take to help move the
prospect to the next phase. Sales managers can be helpful with
this process, especially for new salespeople. Managers can help

salespeople evaluate the available information and suggest strate-
gies designed to move to the next phase.

Even experienced salespeople count on their sales managers to
help plan presentations. Managers can help salespeople evaluate
their contacts’ needs, select the best solution, and plan a presenta-
tion most likely to succeed. The CRM Application Exercise “Printing
the Customer Database” on page 248 describes how to plan for a
review of your Salesforce.com records.

Developing active listening skills involves three practices that can be learned by any sales-
person willing to make the commitment.

FOCUS YOUR FULL ATTENTION This is not easy because the delivery of the messages we hear
is often much slower than our capacity to listen. Thus, we have plenty of time to let our minds
roam, to think ahead, and to plan what we are going to say next. Our senses are constantly
feeding us new information while someone is trying to tell us something. Staying focused is
often difficult and involves use of both verbal and nonverbal messages.21 To show that you
are paying attention, lean toward the prospect while saying “uh-huh,” “okay,” or “I under-
stand” and nodding in agreement when appropriate. Avoid nodding rapidly or saying “uh-
huh” rapidly because this will communicate impatience or a desire to turn the conversation
back to yourself.22
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It is important to listen to the emotion involved in your customer’s comments. A poor
listener listens to facts; a good listener listens to emotions. Theoretically, 20 percent of commu-
nications is strictly facts and 80 percent is emotion—the emotion we all have and put into every
thought. Listening for the emotions in your client’s conversation enables you to receive the entire
message.23 Emotional buying motives were discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

Within every sales presentation there will be times when silence should be welcomed. Use
silence to control the flow of information and draw out the customer. Customers are often
inclined to fill silence by talking. Throughout an effective sales presentation the customer should
be talking more than the salesperson.24

PARAPHRASE THE CUSTOMER’S MEANING After the customer stops talking, pause for two or
three seconds and then state in your own words, with a confirmation question, what you think the
person meant. This technique not only helps ensure understanding but also is an effective cus-
tomer relations strategy. The customer feels good knowing that not only are you listening to what
has been said but you are also making an effort to ensure accuracy.

In addition to paraphrasing the content, use questions to dig for full understanding of the
customer’s perceptions.25 The use of survey or probing questions is appropriate any time you
need to clarify what is being said by the prospect.

TAKE NOTES Although note taking is not necessary in every sales presentation, it is important in
complex sales in which the information obtained from the customer is critical to the development
of a buying solution. Taking accurate notes is a good way to demonstrate to the customer that
you are actively listening. When you take notes, you increase your memory of what you heard.
Your notes should be brief and to the point.26 If the information you receive from the customer is
too technical or unfamiliar, do not hesitate to ask for clarification of information you don’t
understand.

Need Discovery—Establishing Buying Motives
The primary goal of questioning, listening, and acknowledging is to uncover prospect needs and
establish buying motives. Our efforts to discover prospect needs can be more effective if we
focus our questioning on determining the prospect’s primary reasons for buying. When a cus-
tomer has a definite need, it is usually supported by specific buying motives.

The greatest time investment in personal selling is on the front end of the sales process.
First, you must plan the sales call and then, once you are face-to-face with the customer, you can
begin the need discovery stage. It is during the early stage of the sales process that you can
create the greatest value for the customer.27

In many selling situations, note
taking will demonstrate a high
level of professionalism.

Source: Lisa F. Young/Shutterstock
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Selecting Solutions That Create Value
Salespeople are no longer selling just a “product”; instead they are providing a valuable “solu-
tion” to customer problems.28 Consultative salespeople act as product experts and generally
provide a customized solution. The second part of the consultative sales process consists of
selecting or configuring a solution that satisfies the prospect’s buying motives.

As we have noted, most salespeople bring to the selling situation a variety of products
and/or services. In today’s information economy, salespeople are increasingly selling related
services as a part of their product solution. This is especially true in the Western industrialized
countries where profit margins on B2B goods-related solutions are declining. In Germany,
for example, six of the 30 largest firms have established specific organization units to offer
services.29 The challenge to select the correct solution is growing. Digesting relevant informa-
tion, perceiving patterns, and determining the unique solution that will work in each unique
selling situation requires a considerable amount of time and effort.30 This process done
correctly can create significant value for the customer and build a long-term partnership of
repeats and/or referrals.

After identifying the buying motives, the salesperson carefully reviews the available product
options. At this point the salesperson is searching for a customized solution to satisfy the
prospect’s buying motives. Once the solution has been selected, the salesperson makes a recom-
mendation to the prospect (Figure 11.4). The following customer response to this process illus-
trates the value created when this process is done correctly: “She listened to and worked with the
ideas that I had concerning my desires and preferences, as well as made recommendations that
complemented and enhanced the vision that I had for my home.”31

Selecting Solutions—Match Specific Benefits with Buying Motives
As we note in Chapter 7, products and services represent problem-solving tools. People buy
products when they perceive that they fulfill a need. We also note that today’s more demanding
customers seek a cluster of satisfactions that arise from the product itself, from the company that
makes or distributes the product, and from the salesperson who sells and services the product
(see Figure 7.1). Tom Reilly, author of Value-Added Selling, says, “Value-added salespeople sell
three things: the product, the company, and themselves. This is the three-dimensional bundle of
value.”32 When possible, the salesperson should focus on benefits related to each dimension of
value. Of course, it is a mistake to make benefit statements that do not relate to the specific needs

Match benefits with
buying motives

Configure
solution

Make appropriate
recommendation

Need discovery

Ask appropriate
questions

Selection of
the solution

Listen and acknowledge
customer response

Establish buying
motive

Need-satisfaction
presentation

Servicing
the sale

FIGURE 11.4
Three Dimensions of Product Selection
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of the customer. High-performance salespeople present benefits that are precisely tailored to the
customer’s needs. Benefits that are not relevant to the customer’s needs waste time and may
invite objections.33

Selecting Solutions—Product Configuration
Most salespeople bring to the sale a variety of products or services. Salespeople who represent
food distributors can offer customers a mix of several hundred items. Most pharmaceutical sales
representatives can offer the medical community a wide range of products. Best Buy, a large
retailer of electronics, offers customers a wide range of audio and visual entertainment options.
The customer who wants to purchase an entertainment system, for example, can choose from
many combinations of receivers, speakers, and so on. Selecting the right solution is referred to by
many sales organizations as product configuration.

If the sale involves several needs and the satisfaction of multiple buying motives, selection
of the solution may take several days or even weeks and may involve the preparation of a detailed
sales proposal. In addition, research conducted by Neil Rackham revealed that top-performing
salespeople tend to introduce their solutions later in the sale—after several problems were
uncovered.

A company considering the purchase of automated production equipment would likely
present this type of challenge to the salesperson. The problem needs careful analysis before a
solution can be identified.

Configuration Solutions (www.configsc.com) is one of many providers of product config-
uration solutions. Their software applications help configure-to-order organizations quote,
market, and sell highly customized and complex products and service offerings. Their
advanced technology and industry-focused solutions help salespeople automate a wide range
of customer product solutions—regardless of the complexity or variability of their products,
processes, or services.34

Electronic catalogs also play an increasingly important role in the product selection or product
configuration process. Software programs such as Configure One’s (www.configureone.com)
Web-based Concept E-Catalog enable salespeople to rapidly implement and easily maintain
electronic catalog solutions for business-to-business and business-to-consumer applications.
Concept E-Catalog software enables salespeople to find product solutions faster. Their elec-
tronic catalog fully integrates with their other products (e-commerce and configurator software)
or can stand alone. With their e-commerce software, salespeople and customers can have access
to product solutions 24/7.

Salesforce.com with their AppExchange integration program also provides product selec-
tion and electronic catalog capability. BigMachines, voted Best Quote App in 2009, provides
on-demand product configuration, pricing, and proposal capabilities that can be easily added to
Salesforce.com’s on-demand CRM solution. BigMachines enables salespeople to streamline the
entire opportunity-to-quote-to-order process, all within the familiar Salesforce.com CRM inter-
face. Capabilities include guided selling, product configuration, complex pricing and discount-
ing, approval workflow, and proposal generation.35 Electronic product configurators and product
catalogs and e-commerce enable salespeople to create value for the customer by providing time-
sensitive, professionally prepared, information-rich alternatives in selecting solutions that meet
the unique needs established during the need discovery. For many salespeople the use of sales
force technology has changed their methods of selling.36

In some selling situations, the salesperson will solely create the solution based on the needs
analysis. In more complex selling situations, however,37 both the salesperson and the customer
often play an active role and together co-create the solution. This co-creation process takes place
through conversations between the customer and the salesperson. Research reveals this process
often helps customers better understand their own needs and conceive of possible solutions that
fit those needs. This process creates value and, as a consequence, customers make smarter buy-
ing choices that conform to the salesperson’s solutions and sales propositions.

Selecting Solutions—Make Appropriate Recommendations
The recommendation strategies available to salespeople are similar to those used by a doctor who
must recommend a solution to a patient’s medical problem. In the medical field, three possibili-
ties for providing patient satisfaction exist. In situations in which the patient easily understands

www.configsc.com
www.configureone.com
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the medical problem and the appropriate treatment, the doctor can make a recommendation, and
the patient can proceed immediately toward a cure. If the patient does not easily understand the
medical problem or solution, the doctor may need to discuss thoroughly with the patient the
benefits of the recommended treatment. If the medical problem is not within his medical spe-
cialty, the doctor may recommend a specialist to provide the treatment. In consultative selling the
salesperson has these same three counseling alternatives.

RECOMMEND SOLUTION—CUSTOMER BUYS IMMEDIATELY The selection and recommendation
of products to meet customer needs may occur at the beginning of the sales call, such as in the
product approach; during the presentation just after the need discovery; or near the end, when
minor resistance has been negotiated. At any of these three times, the presentation of products
that are well matched to the prospect’s needs may result in an immediate purchase.

RECOMMEND SOLUTION—SALESPERSON MAKES NEED-SATISFACTION PRESENTATION This alter-
native requires a presentation of product benefits including demonstrations and negotiating
objections before the sale is closed. In this situation the customer may not be totally aware of a
buying problem, and the solution may not be easily understood or apparent. Because of this, the
salesperson needs to carefully define the problem and communicate a solution to the customer.
The need-satisfaction presentation will be discussed later in the book.

RECOMMEND ANOTHER SOURCE Earlier, we indicated that professional salespeople may
recommend that a prospect buy a product or service from another source, maybe even a com-
petitor. If, after a careful needs assessment, the salesperson concludes that the products repre-
sented do not satisfy the customer’s needs, the consultative salesperson should recommend
another source.

Paul Roos, a sales representative for Hewlett-Packard (HP), once met with a customer who
wanted to buy a newly introduced HP product for an application that would not work. He
explained why the application would not work and then took time to configure a competing prod-
uct to meet the customer’s needs. He lost that sale to a competitor, but the assistance provided
confirmed his integrity and made a lasting impression on the customer. That customer later
became a high-value account.38 In situations like Paul Roos’s, where the unique needs of a cus-
tomer cannot be solved and an alternative recommendation is made to buy from another supplier,
long-term partnerships are often created that result in future sales and/or referred business. This
creates value for the customer who is looking for a unique solution.

Need Discovery and the Transactional Buyer
Throughout this chapter, you have been given a comprehensive introduction to the consultative
sales process. It is important to keep in mind that the fundamentals of consultative selling must
be customized to meet the individual needs of the customer. For example, some of the guide-
lines for developing an effective consultative presentation must be abandoned or greatly altered
when you are working with a transactional buyer. In most cases, transactional buyers under-
stand what product they need and when they need it. The Internet has armed many transactional
buyers with a great deal of information, so the salesperson that spends time asking survey ques-
tions or making a detailed informative presentation may be wasting the customer’s time. Most
of these buyers want the salesperson to configure a product solution that focuses on pricing and
delivery issues.39

When working with the transactional buyer, it is important to understand the difference
between a transaction and a consultative relationship. Transactions create one-time value; con-
sultative relationships create long-term value and a stable business foundation.40

Involving the Prospect in the Need Discovery
In most selling situations there is a certain amount of time pressure. Rarely does a salesperson
have an unlimited amount of time to spend with the customer. As noted earlier the salesperson
is often allotted only 30 minutes for the sales call. Some buyers limit all their appointments to
30 minutes or less.

Figure 11.5 illustrates an ideal breakdown of time allocation between the salesperson
and the prospect during three parts of the sales process. In terms of involvement, the prospect
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assumes a greater role during the need discovery stage. As the salesperson begins the prod-
uct selection process, the prospect’s involvement decreases. During the need-satisfaction
stage, the salesperson is doing more of the talking, but note that the prospect is never
excluded totally.

Transitioning to the Presentation
As we note in Chapter 10, there is a need to make an effective transition from the approach to the
need discovery stage. There is the same need to transition from the need discovery/product selec-
tion stage to the need-satisfaction presentation stage. As noted earlier, if your customer buys
immediately, you will transition to the close and conduct those activities associated with servic-
ing the sale. Those activities will be discussed in Chapters 14 and 15. If you and your customer
decide another supplier might better meet their needs, you might transition directly to servicing
the sale to achieve a future sale or a referral.

If it is decided a need-satisfaction presentation is needed to communicate specific features
and benefits, a statement such as “I would like to point out some of the specific benefits of the
solution we have agreed upon.” If the need-satisfaction presentation is made during a separate
call of a multi-call presentation, the transition should include a summary-confirmation question
covering the buying conditions discussed. The summary-confirmation question would be used in
closing the existing call and opening the next call. Creating and involving the prospect in the
need-satisfaction presentation stage will be discussed in detail in Chapter 12.

Planning and Execution—Final Thoughts
The importance of strategic planning and execution of the need discovery and product selec-
tion parts of the consultative sales presentation model is explained in this chapter. Figure 11.6
summarizes the key concepts that must be addressed during the planning and execution
process. These planning and execution activities will impact your ability to create customer
value and build a partnering relationship. This approach can be used in the three major
employment settings: service, B2B, and B2C.

Salesperson
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FIGURE 11.5
Time Used by
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Customer During Each
Part of the Consultative
Sales Presentation
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Need discovery and product
selection activities are the first
step in creating value and building
a partnering relationship with your
customer.

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Outline the benefits of the consultative sales process
Salespeople use the consultative sales presentation because this customer-focused selling model
results in increased customer satisfaction, more closed sales, and more repeat and referred busi-
ness. Research indicates high-performance salespeople have learned how to skillfully use the
consultative model to diagnose and solve their customers’ buying problems better than their
competitors.

Describe the four parts of the need-satisfaction model
A well-planned and well-executed consultative sales process is an important key to success in
personal selling. To be most effective, the presentation should be viewed as a four-part process:
need discovery; selection of the solution; need satisfaction through informing, persuading, or
reminding; and servicing the sale.

Discuss the use of questions to discover customer needs
The most effective sales process is characterized by two-way communication. It should be
encouraged with survey, probing, confirmation, summary-confirmation, and need-satisfaction
questions.
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Describe the importance of active listening and the use of confirmation questions
Beware of assuming information about the prospect, and be sure the language of your presenta-
tion is clearly understood. Listen attentively as the prospect responds to your questions or volun-
teers information. The effective use of confirmation questions to enhance active listening assures
a mutual understanding of buying motives.

Select solutions that match customer needs
After making a good first impression during the approach and getting the customer’s full atten-
tion, the salesperson begins. During the process of, or shortly after determining and/or confirming
customer needs, the process of configuring a solution begins. The salesperson’s ability is tested
during this part of the sale because this is where the prospect’s buying motives are matched with
benefits, a solution is configured, and appropriate solutions are recommended.

Key Terms
Need discovery
Survey questions
General survey questions
Specific survey questions
Open questions

Closed questions
Probing questions
Confirmation questions
Buying conditions

Summary-confirmation
question

Need-satisfaction questions
Active listening

Review Questions

1. List and describe the four parts of the Consultative Sales Process Guide.
2. Describe the findings of the two major research projects on the strategic use of questions in

selling.
3. List and describe the four types of questions commonly used in the selling field.
4. Define the term buying conditions. What are some common buying conditions?
5. Describe the process of active listening, and explain how it can improve the listening effi-

ciency rate.
6. Discuss the three dimensions of need discovery.
7. Describe the three dimensions of selecting a product solution.
8. Describe the ideal time allocation for each part of the consultative sales presentation

between the salesperson and the prospect.
9. Describe the nature of the need discovery process when working with a transactional

buyer.
10. Describe how to transition to the presentation part of the consultative sales presentation

model.

Role-Play Application Exercises for “Questioning” Video
Series

Most sales skill development exercises used in the classroom are product-oriented.
As noted on page 229, “Product-oriented selling can easily lapse into product evan-
gelism.” This three-part video series on questioning focuses on the customer’s buy-
ing process, consultative selling, and building high-quality partnerships.

The goal of this series is the identification and clarification of the customer’s
problem and finding a solution. The first video focuses on the appropriate use of sur-

vey and confirmation questions to identify the customer’s problem. The second video introduces
the use of probing and need-satisfaction questions. Probing questions examine and clarify the
potential issues surrounding the customer’s problem, while need-satisfaction questions focus the
sales process on the appropriate solution. The third video demonstrates the use of these questions
in a challenging yet typical contemporary sales setting.
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The role-play exercises presented here challenge the participant to understand, apply, and
integrate questioning skills presented in this chapter and in the video series. Product information
needed for these exercises is found in Appendix 3 on pages 420 to 454. Customer information
will be found in the B. H. Rivera Contact Report presented on page 455 (disregard any other
information on this page). You will assume the role of a newly hired salesperson as described in
the Position Description on page 423. Refer to the questioning material and examples presented
on pages 232 to 241. Use a Need Discovery Worksheet like the one on page 235 for developing
your questions.

After viewing the video “Questions—Discovering and Confirming Customer
Problems,” study the information presented in Appendix 3, pages 420 to 454. Refer to the
Contact Report on page 455 (as noted, disregard any other information on this page). Assume
you were assigned to this account and you are meeting B. H. Rivera to inquire about additional
information regarding dates when the meeting will be held, and what audiovisual equipment
might be needed. Prepare a list of general survey and specific survey questions that reveal when,
during the next month, the meeting will be held and what, if any, audiovisual equipment (see
page 447) might be needed. Plan to use a summary-confirmation question to verify the existing
four items on the contact sheet. Using the questions you have created, role-play this part of the
need discovery process.

After viewing the video “Questions—Discovering Pain and Pleasure,” and reviewing
the information you prepared in the previous role-play, prepare three probing questions.
These questions should clarify and reveal a mutual understanding of issues and consequences
regarding food service, facility design, and audiovisual equipment. Also, using the information
on pages 420 to 452, prepare five need-satisfaction questions that reveal how the features of
your convention center provide a solution to the buying situation. Select appropriate proof
devices to demonstrate these specific benefits. Using these questions, meet again with B. H.
Rivera, and role-play this part of the questioning process. Prepare and use confirmation questions
as the need arises.

After viewing the video “Questions—Getting It Right,” and using the information in
the first two role-plays, prepare a need-satisfaction presentation to Cameron Rivera, a
new meeting planner just hired at Graphic Forms. Cameron, a cousin of B. H., had been
previously employed as a training coordinator at West College. Due to extensive growth in the
company, B. H. has turned all meeting planning over to Cameron. Cameron will make the final
selection of a facility for the meeting described on page 420, plus 11 more identical meetings to
be scheduled in the next 12 months. You have also been informed that the Marriott and Sheraton
Hotels will be making presentations (note the comparative room, parking, and transportation
rates). You will travel to Graphic Forms to make your presentation. Prepare appropriate survey,
probing, confirmation, and need-satisfaction questions and presentation strategies that will help
secure this important account—then role-play this presentation.

CRM Application Exercise
Printing the Customer Database

Sales managers regularly help salespeople review the status of their accounts. These
strategic account review meetings often involve examining all the information
available on the salespeople’s most promising prospects. Both the sales manager
and the salesperson have a copy of all information currently available for the

accounts either on their computer screens or on paper. To produce a paper record of the impor-
tant planning information contained in the Salesforce.com database, click the Reports tab and
select the Sales Pipeline report. Click “Printable View,” download the Excel file, open it, and
print the report.

Next, click on the Salesforce.com Documents tab and choose the “Pat Silva Notes” link. On
the following record click on the link, “Click here to view this file.” This will open a PDF file
with all of the notes taken by the salesperson that preceded you. The Excel report and the notes
document will provide sufficient information to analyze the accounts. You might wish to keep a
copy of this information for later assignments.
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Case Problem

When Deborah Karish wakes up in the morning, she does not have to worry about a long com-
mute to work. Her office is in her home. As an Amgen (www.amgen.com) pharmaceutical sales
representative, Deborah spends most of her day visiting hospitals, medical clinics, and doctors’
offices. She spends a large part of each day serving as a consultant to doctors, head nurses, phar-
macists, and others who need information and advice about the complex medical products avail-
able from her company. As might be expected, she also spends a considerable amount of time
conducting informative presentations designed to achieve a variety of objectives. In some situa-
tions she is introducing a new product and in other cases she is providing up-to-date information
on an existing product. Some of her presentations are given to individual health care profession-
als, and others are given to a group. Each of these presentations must be carefully planned.

Deborah uses informative and reminder presentations almost daily in her work. Informative
presentations are given to doctors who are in a position to prescribe her products. The verbal
presentation often is supplemented with audiovisual aids and printed materials. Reprints of arti-
cles from leading medical journals are often used to explain the success of her products in treat-
ing patients. These articles give added credibility to her presentations. Some of her informative
presentations are designed to give customers updates on the prescription drugs she sells.
Reminder presentations are frequently given to pharmacists who must maintain an inventory of
her products. She has found that it is necessary to periodically remind pharmacists of product
delivery procedures and policies and special services available from Amgen. She knows that
without an occasional reminder, a customer can forget information that is beneficial.

In some cases a careful needs analysis is needed to determine whether her products can
solve a specific medical problem. Every patient is different, so generalizations concerning the
use of her products can be dangerous. When doctors talk about their patients, Deborah must
listen carefully and take good notes. In some cases she must get additional information from
company support staff. If a customer needs immediate help with a problem, she gives the person
a toll-free 800 number to call for expert advice. This line is an important part of the Amgen
customer service program.

Deborah’s career in pharmaceutical sales has required continuous learning. In the beginning
she had to learn the meaning of dozens of medical terms and become familiar with a large num-
ber of medical problems. If a doctor asks, “What is the bioavailability of Neutogen?” she must
know the meaning of the medical term and be knowledgeable about this Amgen product.

Deborah also spends time learning about the people with whom she works. She recently said,
“If I get along with the people I work with it, makes my job a lot easier.” When meeting someone for
the first time, she takes time to assess his communication style and then adjusts her own style to meet
his needs. She points out that in some cases the competition offers a similar product at a similar
price. In these situations a good relationship with the customer can influence the purchase decision.

Questions
1. Would need discovery be an important part of Deborah Karish’s sales process with a new

medical practice? Explain.
2. Would Deborah use the same questioning strategy with medical personnel such as the office

manager or receptionist that she would with medical professionals such as nurses or doctors?
3. Describe the nature of the multi-call sales process that Deborah might use.
4. Describe what Deborah might plan to do in the first call, in the second call, and in a third

call on the same medical practice.

www.amgen.com
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CRM Case Study
Planning Presentations
Becky Kemley, your sales manager at SimNet Systems, wants to meet with you this afternoon
to discuss the status of your accounts. Becky wants to know what phase each account is in and,
particularly, which accounts may be ready for a presentation.

Questions
1. Which five accounts already have had a needs analysis?
2. Which accounts should be scheduled for a needs analysis?
3. Which accounts have had a needs analysis and now need a product solution?
4. For those accounts listed next that are ready for your sales presentation, which strategy

would you use for each: informative, persuasive, or reminder?
a. Able Profit Machines
b. Big Tex Auto Sales
c. Lakeside Clinic

5. Which accounts appear to be planning to buy without a needs analysis discovery or
product configuration/proposal? What risks does this pose?

Partnership Selling: A Role-Play/Simulation
(see Appendix 3, pages 464–465)

Understanding Your Customer’s Buying Strategy

Read Sales Memorandum 2 (“A” or “B,” depending on the account category you were assigned
in Chapter 10). Your customer has called you back because you made such a good approach in
call 1 and wants to visit with you about a convention recently assigned. In this call, you are to use
the information gathered in sales call 1 to reestablish a good relationship, discover your cus-
tomer’s convention needs, and set an appointment to return and make a presentation.

Follow the instructions carefully and prepare survey questions prior to your appointment.
Keep your survey questions general and attempt to get your customer to openly share information.
Use specific survey questions later during the appointment to gain more insight. Be careful about
doing too much of the talking. In the need discovery, your customer should do most of the talking,
with you taking notes and using them to ask confirmation and summary-confirmation questions to
check the accuracy of your perceptions concerning what the customer wants. After this meeting,
you will be asked to prepare a sales proposal from the information you have gathered.

Your instructor may again ask you to assume the role of a customer in the account category
that you are not assigned to as a salesperson. If so, you will receive detailed customer instruc-
tions that you should follow closely. This will provide you with an opportunity to experience the
strategic/consultative/ partnering style of selling from a customer’s perspective.
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Chris Wylie (pictured above) is a sales representative for Ecolab. With more than 

$6 billion in global sales, Ecolab is the global leader in cleaning, sanitizing, food safety, and infection

control products and services. Headquartered in St. Paul, Minnesota, the company has more than

26,000 employees worldwide. Ecolab serves customers in more than 160 countries across North

America, Europe, Asia Pacific, Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa. The company delivers

comprehensive programs and services to various industries, including food service, food and

beverage processing, hospitality, health care, government and education, retail, and others.

Chris Wylie is a territory manager in Ecolab’s Institutional Business unit, which is the core of

Ecolab. In his territory, Chris serves approximately 80 customers throughout the month. Most of his

customers are restaurants, but he also calls on some hotels and a few hospitals. When visiting a

customer, he first meets with his contact, which would typically be the general manager, procurement

manager, or executive chef. He asks them a series of questions about their business and operations

(e.g., how busy they have recently been, whether they had any problems or repairs, or whether a

big event like a banquet is coming up). Through these questions, Chris gains insight into his

customer’s operations, which will later help him create his solutions and sales presentation.

As a part of his call, Chris also has to take care of servicing Ecolab’s products by making sure

that the dispensers for the products and the dishwashers are working properly, that the calibrations

are set correctly, and so forth. Throughout his presentation, Chris constantly tries to discover

different needs such as determining needed repairs, identifying up-selling or cross-selling

opportunities, and expanding the business with that customer by showing him new products.
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Besides serving his existing customer base, Chris also engages in new business selling. In a

typical prospecting type of sales call, Chris would meet with the general manager or the executive

chef, introduce himself and Ecolab, and eventually ask them whether he can conduct a needs

discovery survey of their kitchen to see what their operation looks like and assess whether he can

provide any additional value with some of Ecolab’s products and services. Then Chris would

typically do a series of tests on the current chemicals and equipment that the prospect is using to

see if they are functioning effectively and efficiently. Based on these tests, Chris creates a value

proposition in terms of cost savings or results improvements (e.g., improved glassware or dishware

results). Since Ecolab products are not sold on price, Chris then presents those improved results to

demonstrate to the prospect the Ecolab value of excellent service and quality products. �

Need-Satisfaction—Selecting a Consultative
Presentation Strategy
Conducting business in the 21st century information economy, which is based on the assets of
knowledge and information, requires that we think about ways to improve the sales presentation.
This is how one author described this challenge:1

“As we move from the rutted byways of the Industrial Age to the electronic thorough-fares
of the Information Age, business presentations become a measure of our ability to adapt to
new surroundings. The most successful and forward-thinking companies already have
assigned presentations a new, fundamental, and strategic importance.”

After you have configured a solution that matches the customer’s needs, you must select which
presentation strategy to emphasize (Figure 12.1). Need satisfaction can be achieved through

Review Strategic/Consultative
Selling Model
Initiate customer contact

The Six-Step Presentation Plan

Step One:
Approach

Service, retail, wholesale, and manufacturer selling

Ask strategic questions
Determine customer needs
Select Product Solution

Step Two:
Need Discovery

Select presentation strategy
Create presentation plan
Initiate presentation

Step Three:
Presentation

Anticipate buyer concerns
Plan negotiating methods
Initiate win-win negotiations

Step Four:
Negotiation

Plan appropriate closing methods
Recognize closing clues
Initiate closing methods

Step Five:
Close

Follow through
Follow-up calls
Expansion selling

Step Six:
Servicing the Sale

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

FIGURE 12.1
Creating Value with the
Presentation
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selecting an informative, persuasive, or reminder presentation strategy, creating the presentation
plan, and initiating the presentation. The salesperson can, of course, use a combination of the
three presentation strategies in some cases.

Need-Satisfaction—The Informative Presentation Strategy
To be informative, a message must be clearly understood by the customer. Of course, clarity is
important in any presentation, but it needs special attention in a presentation whose primary pur-
pose is to inform. The informative presentation emphasizes factual information often taken
from technical reports, company-prepared sales literature, or written testimonials from persons
who have used the product.

This type of presentation is commonly used to introduce new products, highly complex
products, and services of a technical nature. Salespeople such as Ecolab’s Chris Wylie and Hilti’s
Alim Hirani play a key role in the ultimate success of a firm’s new product innovations.2

Pharmaceutical sales representatives frequently use the informative presentation strategy to
describe the details of their products to a physician who may be engaged in an educated search
for a prescription drug best suited to meet their patient’s medical need.3 This strategy emphasizes
clarity, simplicity, and directness, and in many cases is welcomed by the reflective and directive
communication style customers presented in Chapter 5. Salespeople need to keep in mind the
“less is more” concept. Too often the prospect is given far too much information and detail.4

It is important to keep in mind the partner/problem-solver role of the salesperson when
making an informative presentation. Today information is not just plentiful but available directly
to customers in overwhelming amounts. As a result, customers no longer value sales professionals
as just information providers. To use the informative presentation strategy effectively, the sales-
person must transition from an information conveyer to the role of a trusted business advisor.5

Need-Satisfaction—The Persuasive Presentation Strategy
Many salespeople believe that when a real need for their product exists, the stage is set for a
persuasive presentation. Persuasion is a communication process by which you motivate someone
else to voluntarily do something you’d like them to. The key word is “voluntary.” Persuasion is
not compelling or manipulating others to do what you want. You must present your audience
with a legitimate choice of options. True persuasion occurs when someone not only chooses your
preferred option but also feels good about it afterwards.6 The major goal of the persuasive
presentation strategy is to influence the prospect’s beliefs, attitudes, or behavior and to encourage
buyer action. Persuasive sales presentations include a subtle transition stage where the dialogue
shifts from an intellectual emphasis to an emotional appeal. This situation may occur when
Ecolab’s Chris Wylie discovers a safety issue that needs immediate attention. Every buying deci-
sion is influenced by both reason and emotion, but the amount of weight given to each of these
elements during the decision-making process can vary greatly depending on the prospect.7

In the field of personal selling, persuasion is an acceptable strategy once a need has been
identified and a suitable product has been selected. When it is clear that the buyer can benefit
from ownership of the product or service, an enthusiastic and persuasive sales presentation is
usually appropriate.

The persuasive presentation strategy requires a high level of training and experience to be
effective because a poorly planned and delivered persuasive presentation may raise the
prospect’s anxiety level. The persuasive presentation, when handled improperly, can trigger fear
or distrust.

Need-Satisfaction—The Reminder Presentation Strategy
Studies show that awareness of a company’s products and services declines as promotion is
stopped. This problem represents one of the reasons many companies employ missionary sales-
people to maintain an ongoing awareness and familiarity with their product lines. Other types of
salespeople also use this presentation strategy. Route salespeople rely heavily on reminder
presentations (sometimes called reinforcement presentations) to maintain their market share.
Salespeople, such as the Tom James Company’s Alex Homer introduced in Chapter 1, know that
if they do not make frequent calls and remind customers of their products, the competition is
likely to capture some customers.
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The reminder presentation is sometimes a dimension of service after the sale (see Chapter 15).
Sales personnel, such as the B2B detail salesperson described in Chapter 2, working with repeat
customers are in a good position to remind them of products or services they offer. In B2C selling
situation, retail sales personnel can remind their regular customers of additional products in their
own department or another department located in some other area of the business. Some products
require special care and maintenance. Busy customers may need to be reminded of the mainte-
nance services offered by your company. In some cases, the service department is a major profit
generator, so reminder calls need to be given a high priority.

Reminder presentations are often used by salespeople who may have been unsuccessful in a
previous call. Sometimes when the buyer has a strong relationship with a competing supplier the
best you can hope is that the current relationship weakens. You want to be top-of-mind when that
happens, and a reminder presentation can often achieve that result. There are also some
customers who, after they understand you are truly committed to getting their business, will
eventually give you a trial order.

Some customers get used to the great quality and service you provide and begin to view your
product as a commodity. Once this happens, the customer may ask for a price reduction. To keep
customers focused on value rather than price, remind them (from time to time) of the value-
added services you provide.8

Guidelines for Creating a Presentation 
That Adds Value
It is important to distinguish between a planned consultative presentation and a canned presen-
tation. In most cases the canned presentation, also referred to as the memorized or scripted
presentation,9 is built around a standard set of steps, ignores the unique needs of each customer,
and is presented in the form of a repetitive speech given to all customers interested in a particular
item. Although an effective planned presentation will generally add value from the customer’s
perspective, a canned presentation today will likely be discounted by the customer and may take
away from the value a product has to offer. With the planned consultative presentation, the sales-
person is considered a strategic resource and partner for the customer, rather than just a provider
of a product or service.10

In some group selling situations, a variation of the canned presentation has to be presented
because the audience has such a wide variety of needs. In any case, every effort should be made

Select informative 
presentation

Select persuasive
presentation

Select reminder
presentation

Match benefits with
buying motives

Configure
solution

Make appropriate
recommendation

Need discovery

Ask appropriate
questions

Selection of
the solution

Listen and acknowledge
customer response

Establish buying
motive

Need-satisfaction
presentation

Servicing
the sale

FIGURE 12.2
The Three Strategies to Use in Developing an Effective Need-Satisfaction Presentation
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to understand those needs and adapt the group presentation as much as possible to meet the needs
of the audience. More will be presented later in this chapter on group presentations.

Strategic planning, of course, sets the stage for an effective consultative presentation that
adds value to the sale (Figure 12.3). Some of the most important ways to create value with the
presentation are discussed next.

Adapt the Presentation to Meet Unique Needs of the Customer
Salespeople who have mastered adaptive selling skills adjust their sales strategies in ways that
better fit customer needs and preferences.11 In consultative selling each presentation is custom
tailored because, as we found in Chapter 11 on need discovery, individual client problems and
priorities are unique. In other words, every aspect of the sales presentation should be adapted to
the needs or problems mutually identified by the prospect and the salesperson.

It is possible to develop a sales presentation so structured and so mechanical that the
prospect feels like a number. We must try to avoid what some veteran marketing people refer to
as the depersonalization of the selling/buying process. If the presentation is overly structured, it
cannot be personalized to meet specific customer wants and needs.

Bell Helicopter (www.bellhelicopter.com) sells several models with countless custom
options, and each option changes its price and performance. One customer may want a helicop-
ter for emergency medical care and another may want one for electronic news gathering. Bell’s
sales force, all of whom are licensed helicopter pilots, can introduce the Bell product line with a
video presentation and then follow up with a demonstration flight if necessary. Sales representa-
tives also have access to a sales configuration system that supports the customization process.
Price and performance data can be quickly determined for each accessory needed by the cus-
tomer. The software automatically provides answers to the numerous questions that can surface
during the sales presentation.12

In most business-to-business selling situations, it would be a mistake to present all of the
product benefits. Some benefits may be of no interest to the target customer. Effective precall

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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FIGURE 12.3
Salespeople who truly represent
value to their customers plan
ahead strategically for the actions
taken during the consultative sales
presentation.

www.bellhelicopter.com
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preparation and well-executed need discovery activities minimize the possibility you will spend
time discussing features that provide no benefit to the customer.

Cover One Idea at a Time and Use an Appropriate Amount of Detail
Pace the demonstration so the customer does not become confused. In response to what was
learned in the needs discovery, offer one idea at a time, and be sure the customer understands
each point before moving on. When you neglect this practice, there is the danger that the
customer’s concentration may remain fixed on a previous point. Some presentations are ruined
by a salesperson who moves too rapidly from one point to another.

There are at least two types of presentations that are doomed to failure. One is a sales
presentation that is too basic and leaves the prospect with the feeling of being “patronized.” It is
important to avoid “talking down” to a customer. The other provides the prospect with too much
detail. It is overly technical and leaves the buyer in a confused and frustrated state of mind.
Salespeople who sell the same product every day sometimes lose sight of the fact that some
customers cannot understand a highly technical presentation.

It is a good idea to assume that no one has time to waste. Make your presentation as concise
and to the point as possible. The prospect will be greatly annoyed if you use 10 minutes to make
a point that could have been covered in two or three minutes. Several years ago, the “KISS”
principle was introduced to the field of selling. This popular acronym stands for “Keep It Simple
and Straightforward.” Put another way, never make your presentation more complex than it
needs to be. Make sure the terms you use and ideas you present are familiar to your customers.

Use Proof Devices to Demonstrate Buyer Benefits
A well-planned and well-executed sales demonstration is one of the most convincing forms of
proof. This is especially true if your product has dramatic points of superiority.

Business-to-business salespeople representing Epson, Canon, Hewlett-Packard, and other
manufacturers can offer the customer a wide range of printers. What is the real difference between
a $2,000 printer and an $8,000 printer? The most effective way to provide proof of this buyer
benefit is to show the customer material that has been printed on both printers. By letting the
prospect compare the examples, the salesperson is converting product features to a buyer benefit.
Be prepared to prove with tests, findings, and performance records every claim you make.

PROOF DEVICES We have noted that when trust is present, customers are more open to the sales
presentation. One way to build trust is to use proof devices that enhance your credibility. Proof

When salespeople use effective
visual proof devices in their
presentations, research indicates
that retention increases from 
14 to 38 percent; the time needed
to present a concept is reduced by
up to 40 percent.

Source: wavebreakmedia ltd/
Shutterstock
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devices can take the form of a statement, a report, a testimonial, customer data, or a photograph.
A salesperson selling conference services for a large hotel/conference center might use the
following proof statement: “We were selected by Training magazine as one of the nation’s top
10 conference centers.” Later the salesperson shows the customer photographs of the conference
facilities and guest rooms. Then the customer is given a copy of a testimonial letter from a
satisfied customer. The statement, photos, and letter help build the customer’s confidence in the
product. Later in this chapter we will examine proof devices in more detail. More on proof
devices will be presented in the Selling Tools section of this chapter.

Appeal to as Many Senses as Appropriate
In conducting an effective value-added sales presentation, it is a good idea to appeal to all appro-
priate senses. Each of the five senses—sight, hearing, smell, touch, and taste—represents an
avenue by which the salesperson can attract the prospect’s attention and build desire.

Although sight is considered the most powerful attention-attracting sense, it may not be the
most important motivating force in every selling situation. When presenting a food product, the
taste and aroma may be critical. Designers and decorators tell us that most furniture buyers still
want to touch and feel the product before they buy it.

Gary Beetle, owner of Beetle Winery located in San Luis Obispo County, California, under-
stands the importance of reaching the prospect through as many senses as possible. He spends
considerable time each year selling his wines to retailers and restaurant owners.13 The sales
presentation for a quality wine usually highlights four areas:

Consumer demand. The wine’s sales potential is described in realistic terms.

Marketing strategies. Suggested ways to merchandise the wine are discussed.

Bouquet. The distinctive fragrance of the wine is introduced.

Taste. A sample of the wine is given to the prospect in a quality wineglass.

Note that a sales presentation featuring these appeals can reach the prospect through four of the
five senses. Collectively, these appeals add value. When you involve more than one sense, the
sales presentation is more informative and more persuasive.

Balance Telling, Showing, and Involvement
A Chinese proverb says, “Tell me, I’ll forget; show me, I may remember; but involve me, and I’ll
understand.”14 Some of the most effective sales demonstrations combine telling, showing, and

In a complex sale, it is imperative
to check every part of your
demonstration prior to the
presentation. During the
presentation, you should cover one
idea at a time and secure
agreement before moving on.

Source: Yuri Arcurs/Shutterstock
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Bell Helicopter sales representatives
have access to a sales
configurations system that supports
customizing the demonstration.
Sales representatives, all of whom
are licensed helicopter pilots,
conduct customized demonstration
flights to meet their customer’s
unique needs.

Source: Courtesy of Bell Helicopter.

involvement of the prospect. To plan an effective demonstration, consider developing a presentation
worksheet. Simply divide a sheet of paper into four columns. Head the first column, “Feature to Be
Presented.” Head the second column, “Proof Device to Be Used.” Head the third column, “What I
Will Say.” Head the fourth column, “What I or the Customer Will Do.” List the major features you
plan to present in proper sequence in the first column. In the second column, describe the proof
devices you will use. In the third column, describe what you will say about the feature, converting
the feature to a customer benefit. In the fourth column, describe what you (or the customer) will do
at the time this benefit is discussed. A sample presentation worksheet appears in Figure 12.4.

When appropriate and possible, try to involve the customer in the sales presentation. The
best way to highlight the style, fit, and comfort of a high-end men’s suit is to have the customer
try it on. The Rumination Station office chair offers rich, soft leather; cushy arms and headrest; a
spacious, first-class seat; and a footrest for reclining. To fully appreciate this expensive chair, the
customer must try it out.

If it is not possible for the prospect to participate in the demonstration or handle the product,
place sales literature, pictures, or brochures in the person’s hands. After the sales call, these items
remind the prospect of not only who called but also why.

Develop Creative Presentations
Presenting product features and buyer benefits in an interesting and appealing way requires some
amount of creativity. Creativity is needed to adapt a sales presentation that can gain attention,
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Secrets of Question Based Selling
(www.qbsresearch.com), used in
sales organizations around the
world, focuses on asking the right
questions that pique customer
interest, build credibility, uncover
greater needs, and solicit more
accurate information.

Source: Copyright © 2003 by
Sourcebooks, Inc.

Demonstration Worksheet

Feature to Be
Demonstrated

What I Will Say
(Include Benefit)

What I or the 
Customer Will Do

Special computer circuit 
board to accelerate 
drawing graphics
on a color monitor screen.

Meeting room setup at a 
hotel and conference center.

Proof Device
to Be Used

Monitor and
software

Floor plan

“This monitor is large 
enough to display multiple 
windows. You can easily
compare several graphics.”

“This setup will provide 
3 feet of elbow space for 
each participant. For long 
meetings, the added space
provides more comfort.”

Have the customer bring 
up several windows using
computer keyboard.

Give the customer a tour of 
the room and invite her to 
sit in a chair at one of the 
conference tables.

FIGURE 12.4
The Demonstration
Worksheet
The demonstration worksheet
enables the salesperson to
strategically plan and then
rehearse demonstrations that
strengthen the presentation.

increase desire, and add value. The ability to
come up with problem-solving answers or dif-
ferent ways of looking at situations is greatly
valued in today’s fast-changing business envi-
ronment. Creativity is enhanced by expertise in
the field of endeavor. For salespeople, this
means knowledge of the sales process, product
knowledge, and an understanding of human
behavior. Creativity is also enhanced by the
capacity for divergent thinking and a willing-
ness to take risks.15

Consider the Use of Humor—in
Moderation
According to Burt Teplitzky, author of Sell It
with Humor, humor if used in moderation and
used appropriately can work wonders to break
down barriers, build rapport, and foster long-
term and mutually beneficial customer rela-
tionships. If used improperly, it can distance
you from your customer. Teplitzky suggests
one should never tell jokes off the cuff when
speaking to customers. He suggests your use of
humor should be preplanned and communicate
that you don’t take yourself too seriously.

One part of the sales process in which he likes to use humor is the transition to the presenta-
tion. He might open his presentation with a line such as, “Before we get started, I promise not to
bore you with a long presentation. . . . I’m sure I can do it with a short one.” As he says, this
would never go over in a comedy club, but in an environment where people are glad for any
release, they appreciate the humor. Humor should never be used to attack anybody, nor should it
be used during your transition to the close.16

Choose the Right Setting
The location of the sales presentation can make a difference. Some companies routinely rent
space at a hotel, motel, or conference center so that the presentation can be conducted in a con-
trolled environment free of noise and other interruptions.

However, in these busy times, prospects are often unwilling or unable to participate in a
presentation held off premises. In these situations many organizations do have conference rooms
that can be reserved with advanced preparation and notice.

www.qbsresearch.com
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Document the Value Proposition
In Chapter 7 we defined value proposition as a set of key benefits and values the salesperson
promises to deliver to satisfy the customer’s needs. Salespeople must be prepared to substantiate
the points presented during the sales presentation. Recent research indicates that salespeople
often make claims of savings and benefits to the customer but fail to back them up. Failure to
demonstrate and document claims is a common barrier to closing the sale.17

In many cases the most effective value proposition is one that focuses on favorable points of
difference between your product and the next best alternative. The salesperson recognizes that
the customer can purchase the product from one or more competitors. Once the customer’s
requirements and preferences are clearly understood, and knowledge of the competitor’s product
is acquired, the salesperson can focus on key points of difference.

The most effective value proposition describes the few elements that matter most to your
customer. This approach recognizes that today’s buyers are extremely busy and want to do busi-
ness with salespeople who fully grasp the critical issues in their business and are able to deliver
a value proposition that is simple yet powerfully captivating. So, focus on favorable points of dif-
ference between your product and the next best alternative.18

The value proposition includes a
mix of key benefits to meet the
needs of the customer. This ad
illustrates the three parts of
Durkee’s value proposition:
support, flavor, and performance.

Source: Courtesy of Durkee.
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Quantify the Solution
In Chapter 6 we explained that the process of determining whether or not a sales proposal adds
value is called quantifying the solution. If the cost of the proposal is offset by added value, clos-
ing the sale will be much easier. In business-to-business selling, quantifying the solution is very
common. Let’s assume you represent a manufacturing company that sells robots—a reprogram-
mable machine capable of performing a variety of tasks. The two primary benefits are (1) payroll
cost savings and (2) vastly improved quality. One way to quantify the solution in this case is to
use a simple cost–benefit analysis (see Table 6.1). This involves listing the costs to the buyer
and the savings to be achieved from the purchase of the robots.

Another way to quantify the solution is to calculate the net profits or savings, expressed as a
percentage of the original investment. This is called return on investment. Using the following
formula, you can determine the net profits or savings from a given investment.

ROI = Net Profits (or Savings)/Investment × 100

If the robotic system costs $16,000 but saves the firm $4,000, the ROI is 25 percent
($4000/$16,000 × 100 = 25 percent). Some companies set a minimum ROI for new products or
cost-saving programs. Salespeople often acquire this information at the need-assessment stage
and then include it in the written proposal.

Space does not permit a review of the many methods of quantifying the solution. Some of
the additional ways include payback period, opportunity cost, net present value, after-tax cash
flow, turnover, and contribution margin.

Check Sales Tools
Be sure to check every item to be used in conjunction with the sales presentation. If you are using
audiovisual equipment, be certain that it is in good working condition. Always carry an exten-
sion cord and a spare bulb. If you are making a laptop presentation, be sure you can go online in
front of the customer. If you plan to demonstrate a Web site, save it on a hard disk instead of
going online. Be prepared for technological snags and have the customary multiple backups.
Always carry extra batteries for your laptop.19

Summarize Major Points
The allotted time for a presentation usually provides the opportunity to present a significant
amount of information. Most people talk at a speed of about 125 words per minute. In a short
time span of just 15 minutes, the customer may be bombarded with approximately 1,900 words.
For this reason, the salesperson should occasionally use a summary-confirmation question to
summarize and confirm major points. The customer needs this form of value-added assistance.

Guidelines for a Persuasive Presentation Strategy
That Adds Value
Earlier in this chapter, we introduced you to the persuasive presentation strategy as one of the
three strategies you could choose from in creating a need-satisfaction presentation. A study on
persuasion in the Journal for Management in Engineering, published by the American Society
of Civil Engineers, reported that effective communicators recognize that conviction (emotion)
is more vital to persuasion than position (logic). People make decisions based primarily on
what they feel and then test or rationalize their choice with logic. Table 12.1 illustrates the
contrast between traditional technical communication, and persuasive communication.20

TABLE 12.1 Technical vs. Persuasive Communication

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION

Impersonal, objective Personal, subjective

Intellectual response Emotional response

Emphasizes features Emphasizes benefits

Information-driven Influence-driven



Technical communication, illustrated in the first column of Table 12.1, would be more
appropriate for the informative presentation strategy introduced in Chapter 11. Persuasive
communication, appropriately used, will enhance the success of the persuasive presentation
strategy.

There are many ways to incorporate persuasion into a presentation strategy and most, if used
appropriately, will create value for the customer. In this section we review a series of guidelines
that should be followed during preparation of a persuasive presentation.

Place Special Emphasis on the Relationship
Relationships are enhanced by the salesperson’s ability to communicate in compelling and
creative ways.21 Throughout this book we emphasize the importance of the relationship strat-
egy in selling. Good rapport between the salesperson and the prospect establishes a founda-
tion for an open exchange of information. Robert Cialdini, writing in the Harvard Business
Review, says the science of persuasion is built on the principle of liking: People like those
who like them.

Salespeople, acting as relationship managers, play a key role in the development and man-
agement of partnering relationships.22 Establish a bond with the customer early by uncovering
areas of common interest, using praise when it’s appropriate, and being completely trustworthy.23

Don’t forget to adjust your communication style to accommodate the needs of the customer (see
Chapter 4). Also, remember that good salespeople today use smart social-media strategies to
enhance customer relationships. They make it their business to stay connected to their customers
through Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn.24 When building important partnering relationships,
it is well to remember, most people don’t care how much you know until they know how much
you care.

Target Emotional Links and Use a Persuasive Vocabulary
Emotional links are the connectors between your messages and the internal emotions of the
prospect.25 Some common emotional links in the business community are quality improve-
ment, on-time delivery, increased market share, innovation, customer service, and reduction
of operating expenses. Targeting just a few emotional links can increase your chances of
closing the sale.

When you target emotional links, use persuasive words. Research conducted on persuasion
suggests the following list of words to use in persuasive communication. Consider the appropriate
use of these words when planning a persuasive presentation strategy:

*you *advantage

save guarantee

money security

health discovery

easy *new

now *benefits

safety positive

results proven

Note: *Many marketing people agree that the words with asterisks 
are probably the most important of all in selling and advertising.
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Sell Specific Benefits and Obtain Customer Reactions
People do not buy things; they buy what the things can do for them. At Mattress Firm, Edith
Botello realizes her customers do not buy a mattress; they buy a relaxing, comfortable, unin-
terrupted physically healthy evening of rest. Chief information officers do not buy
computers or programming services, they buy timely, easy to access, easy to understand,
economically priced information. Every product or service offers the customer certain



benefits. The benefit might be ease of operation, greater comfort, security, feelings of confi-
dence, or economy.

If you are selling Allstate insurance, for example, you should become familiar with the service
features. One feature is well-trained employees and the convenient locations of Allstate offices
across the nation. The benefit to customers is greater peace of mind in knowing that they can
receive good service at a nearby location. Allstate salespeople understand the importance of sell-
ing the company, the product, and themselves.

After you state the feature and convert it into a buyer benefit, obtain a reaction from the cus-
tomer by using confirmation or need-satisfaction questions (refer to Table 11.1). You should
always check to see if you are on the right track and your prospect is following the logic of your
presentation. Some examples follow:

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in Japan
Many American businesspeople travel to Japan because it is the
largest U.S. trading partner. Japan is the world’s second largest
economy, so it helps to become familiar with the Japanese business
culture.

� Courtesy is a major key to success in Japan. When you
address someone, be sure to use titles such as Mr., Ms., or
Dr., and wait to be invited before using first names.

� The Japanese are very hierarchical, so the business card is an
important source of information regarding the relative status
of the other person. Accept the card with care and then
examine it. Do not put it in your pocket or wallet. Place it in 
a cardholder.

� In Japan the culture emphasizes the group over the individual.
It would not be appropriate to praise one member of a group.

� Decision making in Japan is done very slowly. Be patient as
the group reaches a consensus. Aggressive sales methods
should be avoided.a
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FEATURE BENEFIT QUESTION
Seven-hour battery 
life*

Fewer work interruptions 
when traveling

“Battery life is important to you, 
isn’t it?” (confirmation question)

Automatic climate 
control system for 
automobile

Temperature in car not 
varying after initial 
setting

“Would you like the luxury of 
setting the temperature and 
then not worrying about it?” 
(need-satisfaction question)

*Feature of Fujitsu Lifebook laptop.

The feature–benefit–reaction or, as IBM salespeople call it, the FBR approach is used by
many high-performance salespeople. Involving the customer with appropriate questions helps
you maintain two-way communication.

Source: © Image Source/SuperStock 
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Use of Showmanship
Showmanship is defined as an interesting and attractive way of communicating an idea to oth-
ers. If done tastefully and appropriately, it can do a lot to improve the persuasiveness and effec-
tiveness of a sales presentation. Showmanship in selling need not be equated with sensational or
bizarre events. It may be a very subtle act such as the furnishing and accessorizing, or “staging”
as it is sometimes called, of a home being shown by PulteGroup’s Ashley Pineda, introduced in
Chapter 8. Another example of showmanship would be carefully placing a fine diamond on a
piece of black velvet before showing the jewel to the customer.

Some good examples of showmanship can be seen at trade shows, where new products are
displayed. One company demonstrated the fireproof quality of their insulation by holding a
piece in front of a blowtorch. In simplest terms, showmanship is the act of presenting product
features and benefits in a manner that will gain attention and increase desire. It is never a sub-
stitute for thorough preparation and knowledge of your customer, company, and your product.
And, effective showmanship is never based on deceit or trickery. It should not be gaudy or
insincere. When showmanship detracts from the image or the product or the salesperson, it is
counterproductive.

Minimize the Negative Impact of Change
As we noted earlier, salespeople are constantly threatening the status quo. They sell
people the new, the different, and the untried. In nearly all selling situations, the customer
is being asked to consider change of some sort, and in some cases it is only natural for
the person to resist change. Whenever possible, we should try to help the customer view
change in a positive and realistic way. Change is more acceptable to people who understand
the benefits of it and do not see it as a threat. Always anticipate the one question (spoken or
unspoken) that every buyer asks: “How will this product benefit me?” To minimize the
impact of change, be sure to personalize the benefit with a specific reference to the cus-
tomer’s need.

Place the Strongest Appeal at the Beginning or End
Research indicates that appeals made at the beginning or end of a presentation are more effective
than those given in the middle. A strong appeal at the beginning of a presentation, of course, gets
the prospect’s attention and possibly develops interest. Made near the end of the presentation, the
appeal sets the stage for closing the sale.

Use the Power of Association with Metaphors, Stories, and Testimonials
Research reveals salespeople who use the power of association through sharing information
they previously experienced with other clients help their customers better understand
their own needs and make smarter buying choices.26 Metaphors, sometimes referred to
as figurative language, are highly persuasive sales tools. Metaphors are words or phrases
that suggest pictorial relationships between objects or ideas. With the aid of metaphors, you
can paint vivid, visual pictures for prospects that command their attention and keep their
interest. The success of the metaphor rests on finding common ground (shared or well-
known experiences) so that your message gets a free boost from a fact already known or
believed to be true. A salesperson representing Cobalt boats, a line of high-quality run-
abouts selling for $30,000 to $300,000, might refer to his products as “the Steinways of the
runabout class.”27

Stories not only help you sell more products but also help you enrich relationships with your
customers. Salespeople, such as Liberty Mutual’s Marcus Smith introduced in Chapter 2, often
use stories about a timely settlement for a large loss to explain the benefits of adequate insurance
protection. A good story focuses the customer’s attention and can effectively communicate the
value of a product or a service as well. The story should be appropriate to the customer’s situa-
tion, short, and told with enthusiasm.28

Many salespeople find it beneficial to quote a specific third party. Third-party testimonials
from satisfied clients can help a prospect feel confident about using your product.
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Guidelines for a Group Sales Presentation
Preparing a sales presentation for a group is more demanding than one-on-one sales calls.
Meeting the diverse needs of the audience can be very challenging. Therefore, Rule One is to
identify the titles and roles of the people who will attend. Among those attending, who is most
likely to influence the buying decision? If you learn that the audience will include the prospect’s
CEO, your CEO should be there. Anticipate that the audience will include demanding, high-level
decision makers who will likely ask some difficult questions. Be prepared!29

Rule Two is to check out the meeting room in advance. What are the room configurations,
audiovisual capabilities, seating options, lighting, and heating or air conditioning? Always arrive
at the meeting room about 60 minutes before the meeting begins. Use the first 40 minutes to
check and double-check presentation tools, seating arrangements, lighting, and so forth. Use the
other 20 minutes for rapport building with attendees as they arrive.

Rule Three is to be sure your presentation is characterized by clarity and simplicity.
Minimize the number of features and benefits you present. Focus on the few benefits that appeal
to your prospect. Don’t use jargon or technical terms that might confuse persons in attendance.
If you are part of a team sales presentation (see Chapter 10), then be sure every team member
understands their responsibility and the time they will be given for their presentation. Give the
team time for rehearsal before the group presentation.

Rule Four is to anticipate the diversity of questions such as finance, delivery, competition,
and service, in addition to traditional product issues you are likely to be asked. You must be pre-
pared with answers that are concise and persuasive. Questions should be welcomed because they
help you understand what is truly important to the customer.

Enhancing the Group Presentation with Mental Imagery
Mental imagery is the ability to visualize an object, concept, or action not actually present.
A sales demonstration can be greatly enhanced with the use of auditory and visual imagery.
Today there is no shortage of compact, lightweight, portable presentation devices. Sony
Electronics, Hitachi Software, and NEC offer sales professionals projectors that weigh only a
few pounds and project a clear, bright image. These presentation tools also offer quick and
easy setup.30

Impatica, a company that specializes in the delivery and viewing of PowerPoint presenta-
tions over the Internet and wireless networks, has developed a small, lightweight device that
enables salespeople to project presentations wirelessly from a BlackBerry handheld. Users need

Preparing a sales presentation for
a group is more demanding than
one-on-one sales calls. Too much
reliance on technical devices
during a demonstration can affect
the relationship, so important to
partnering effectively with
prospects.

Source: Andresr/Shutterstock
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only hook the ShowMate to the VGA port projector, LCD, or plasma screen and the BlackBerry
will deliver the PowerPoint presentation using Bluetooth technology.31 Of course, salespeople
should never rely on presentation tools to sell products. Dianne Durkin, president of consulting
firm Loyalty Factor, offers this advice:

“When a salesperson is tied to the technical device and the presentation, they miss
the opportunity to build the personal relationship by asking questions and listening
to the customer. A questioning and listening strategy is the secret weapon for
salesperson.”32

Audiovisual Presentation Fundamentals
Many companies provide their salespeople with audiovisual aids such as DVDs or computer-
based presentations. Unfortunately, they sometimes fail to explain how to use these tools in the
most effective way. Here are some suggestions on how to use audiovisual presentations to
achieve maximum impact:

1. Do not rely too heavily on “bells and whistles” to sell your products. Audiovisual
technology provides support for the major points in your presentation, but it does not
replace an interactive sales demonstration.

2. Be sure the prospect knows the purpose of the presentation. Preview the material and
describe a few highlights. Always try to build interest in advance of the audiovisual 
presentation.

3. Be prepared to stop the presentation to clarify a point or to allow the prospect to ask
questions. Do not permit the audiovisual presentation to become a barrier to good two-way
communication.

4. At the conclusion of the audiovisual presentation, review key points and allow the prospect
an opportunity to ask questions.

Selling Tools for Effective Demonstrations
Nearly every sales organization provides its staff with proof devices and sales tools of one kind
or another to use in the demonstration part of the consultative presentation. Some companies
refer to these as marketing tools. Many proof devices and sales tools, when used correctly, add
value to the sales effort. If the company does not provide these items, the creative salesperson
secures or develops sales tools independently. In addition to technology-based presentations,
sales personnel can utilize a wide range of other selling tools. Creative salespeople are continu-
ally developing new types of sales tools. The following section summarizes some of the most
common proof devices and selling tools used today.

Many firms, like Engineered
Machine Products who produce
high-efficiency thermal
management systems for cooling
engines, have learned one of the
keys to closing a large complex
sale is to conduct a plant tour.

Source: Andresr/Shutterstock
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Product and Plant Tours
Without a doubt, the best-selling tool is often the product itself. As noted previously, Bell
Helicopter uses an effective video to describe various products. However, some customers do
not buy without a demonstration ride. In the growing market for ergonomic office chairs, rang-
ing in price from $700 to $1,500, furniture makers know the best way to close the sale is to
provide an opportunity for the customer to sit in the chair. With growing awareness of the haz-
ards of poor sitting posture and bad ergonomics, more people are searching for a comfortable
work chair.33

Doug Adams was the first salesperson hired by a major manufacturer of high-quality
optical equipment. Although he was not a technician or an engineer, he quickly realized that
the equipment had product superiority that physicians would recognize if they saw it demon-
strated. During the first year, he sold 28 machines, far surpassing the expectations of his
employer.34

As noted in a previous chapter, plant tours provide an excellent source of product informa-
tion. EMP (Engineered Machine Products) makes high-efficiency thermal management sys-
tems for cooling engines. Products are made at a state-of-the art manufacturing facility in
Escanaba, Michigan. The company has learned that the key to closing many large, complex
sales is a facility tour.35

Models
In some cases it is not practical to demonstrate the product itself because it is too big or immo-
bile. It is easier to demonstrate a small-scale model or cross-section of the original equipment. A
working model, like the actual product, can give the prospect a clear picture of how a piece of
equipment operates.

With the aid of modern technology, it’s possible to create a model in picture form.
ClosetMaid (www.closetmaid.com), a manufacturer of ventilated wire for commercial closets
and other storage products, uses desktop visualization software to create a three-dimensional
presentation that allows customers to see exactly what the finished facility will look like.
Sales representatives can print out a hard copy so the customer has a picture of the custom-
designed model for future reference. With the aid of this visualization technology,
ClosetMaid salespeople can modify closet layouts on-screen and produce a detailed bill of
materials for each project.36

Salespeople can add value to their
presentations with the aid of
photos and illustrations. This
salesperson has balanced telling,
showing, and involvement by
getting the sales literature into the
hands of the prospect.

Source: Francesco Ridolfi/Shutterstock

www.closetmaid.com
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Photos, Illustrations, and Brochures
The old proverb “One picture is worth a thousand words” can be put into practical application by
a creative salesperson. A great deal of valuable information can be given to the prospect with the
aid of photos and illustrations. Chris Roberts, area manager for Downing Displays
(www.downingretail.com), a manufacturer of trade show displays, says that the photo presenta-
tion book is the most important item he takes on a first sales call. He says, “Because what we sell
is very visual, it’s important for the client to see the displays.”37

Many companies develop brochures that visually reinforce specific need/benefit areas.
Brochures can be effective during the initial discussion of needs when the salesperson wants to
provide a brief overview of possible solutions. Someone planning to remodel a kitchen might be
given a “Colors of Corian” brochure that features color photos of numerous countertop materials
and kitchen design examples.38

Portfolios
A portfolio is a portable case or loose-leaf binder containing a wide variety of sales-support-
ing materials. The portfolio is used to add visual life to the sales message and to prove claims.
Advertising salespeople such as Texas Monthly’s Amy Vandaveer, introduced in Chapter 6,
customizes portfolios to appeal to the unique interests and needs of individual clients. She
carefully selects sales tools to include such as:

Sample advertisements used in conjunction with other successful campaigns

Selected illustrations that can be incorporated into advertisements

A selection of testimonial letters

Rate cards

Market research studies and results on readership and buying habits

Case histories of specific clients who have used the media with success

The portfolio has been used as a sales tool by people who sell interior design services, insurance,
real estate, securities, and convention services. It is a very adaptable proof device that can be
revised at any time to meet the needs of each customer.

Reprints
Leading magazines and journals sometimes feature articles that directly or indirectly support the
salesperson’s product. A reprint of the article can be a forceful selling tool. It is also an inexpen-
sive selling tool. Pharmaceutical and medical sales representatives often use reprints from jour-
nals that report on research in the field of medicine. A few years ago, Closure Medical
Corporation received approval to sell Dermabond (www.dermabond.com), a surgical glue used
to close cuts. This innovative product received national attention when the prestigious Journal of
the American Medical Association concluded that gluing a wound could be just as effective as

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in Italy
The majority of Italian Americans have roots in Sicily or southern
Italy. American businesspeople tend to think that all Italians are like
the Italian Americans whom they have had contact with in America.
In reality, Italy is a very varied country where you will find all types of
physical characteristics—fair, dark, short, tall, and varied accents
and customs.

� Italian businesspeople tend to be quite formal in terms of
introductions and dress. When you introduce yourself, say

your last name only and then shake hands. Wait until invited
to use your first name. Personal and professional titles are
used almost all the time in business dealings.

� Entertaining clients should be done at restaurants, not in 
the home.

� Most Italian businesspeople are not in a hurry, so be patient
and do not try to rush the sale.

� The practice of gift giving will vary. A nominal gift such as a
bottle of wine at Christmas is quite common.b

www.downingretail.com
www.dermabond.com
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sewing it shut. Salespeople representing Dermabond used the article to help educate doctors on
the product’s merits and applications.39

In many cases, prospects are far more impressed with the good points of your product if they are
presented by a third party rather than you. A reprint from a respected journal can be very persuasive.

Catalogs
A well-designed catalog shows the range and comprehensiveness of your product line. It may
include specifications needed for installation and current price information. If you plan to give
customers a copy of your catalog, review the important features, such as a comprehensive index
or important appendix material.40

Graphs, Charts, and Test Results
Graphs and charts can be used to illustrate the change of some variable such as payroll expense,
fuel consumption, or return on investment. For example, a bar graph might be used to illustrate
the increase in fuel costs over a 10-year period.

Although graphs are usually quite descriptive, the layperson may misunderstand them. It is
best to interpret the graph for the prospect. Do not move too fast because the full impact of the
message may be lost.

Test results from a reliable agency often can be convincing. This is especially true when the
test results are published by a respected independent agency such as J.D. Power and Associates.

Bound Paper Presentations
Although many salespeople are using some type of presentation technology in conjunction with
the sales demonstration, paper is still widely used. For many sales and marketing organizations,
bound paper presentations continue to be a very popular medium.41 With the aid of computer-
generated graphics, it is easy to print attractive graphs, charts, and other proof information.
Product guarantees and warranties are sometimes included in a bound paper presentation. Some
marketers use guarantees and warranties to differentiate their products from competing products.
Customer testimonials represent another common element of bound paper presentations. A testi-
monial letter from a prominent satisfied customer provides persuasive evidence that the product
has support in the industry. Prospects like bound paper presentations because the document is
readily available for future reference.

Laptop Computers and Demonstration Software
A survey conducted by Selling Power magazine found that 87 percent of salespeople use laptops
during their sales presentations.42 Many salespeople will tell you that the laptop computer is the
single most powerful sales tool they use. Many of the things needed during the demonstration
can be stored in the computer. If the customer is interested in a specific product, pull up the
appropriate brochure or videotape on your laptop screen. If the client wants a copy of printed
material, you can either print the pages or send them via e-mail. If the customer raises a question
regarding product availability, use your laptop to access the information. You can place an order
and in some cases print an invoice.43

Thanks to modern computer technology, it’s possible to conduct impressive multiple, simul-
taneous product demonstrations without leaving your office. Let’s assume you are presenting a
new employee disability insurance plan to members of the BMW of North America human
resources staff. One key decision maker is based in Germany and the other in the United States.
With the aid of Pixion PictureTalk software, or a similar product, you can use the Internet to con-
duct the demonstration for both persons in real time. Sales managers might use this same
approach to train members of their sales team in remote offices.

Personal computers (PCs) with the support of online presentation technologies and presen-
tation software have played an important role in increasing sales force productivity. Salespeople
have instant access to customer data, so it is often easier to customize the sales presentation.
Many salespeople report that PC-based presentations, using graphics software, are very effec-
tive. Today’s PC can produce striking visuals and attractive printed material that can be given to
the customer for future reference.
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ENHANCING DEMONSTRATIONS WITH POWERPOINT The PowerPoint software program from
Microsoft has been available to salespeople for 20 years. PowerPoint is so common that many
prospects find the standard presentation graphics very familiar, even dull. Salespeople who want
their demonstration to look unique and different can create their own corporate template, animate
their logo, or put video clips of their own company information into the PowerPoint presentation.
When developing a PowerPoint presentation, use bold, simple, and large fonts (such as Arial and
Veranda) and put graphics on several slides. Limit the number of words to 15 or fewer per slide.
Keep in mind that two quality alternatives to PowerPoint are Apple’s Keynote and Corel’s
Presentations.44

CREATING ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEETS For many years, salespeople have been using electronic
spreadsheets to prepare sales proposals. The electronic spreadsheet is an excellent tool to organ-
ize the numbers involved in preparing quotes, such as quantities, costs, and prices. CB Richard

Comparing HotelsComparing Hotels
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$75
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Graphs produced with Excel
software can add value and be very
persuasive in demonstrating key
benefits of a sales presentation.
This Excel graph also uses a
PowerPoint background design to
add more value.

SOCIAL  MEDIA  AND SELL ING TODAY

Using YouTube for Presentations/Demonstrations
A sales presentation video posted on YouTube can add value to the
sales process. Once reserved for large corporations that could
afford professional sales presentation productions, now individual
salespeople and small companies have easy access to the Internet
and can make their presentations to larger groups of prospective
customers.

YouTube and other sites are making it possible for salespeople
to easily post a sales presentation on the Internet. YouTube presen-
tations enable salespeople to focus on the key issues involving their
customers’ needs and their solutions. Different video presentations
can be posted that meet the unique needs of individual customers.
Various decision makers such as the user and the financial and tech-
nical influencers may view a video of a salesperson’s presentation at
any time during the sales process.

Lack of funds is not a barrier. Small investments are offset by
creativity to communicate value. Inexpensive stock pictures,
footage, music, and other sounds are available to enhance and add
value to your videotaped sales presentation.

To post a sales presentation video on YouTube, follow these
steps:

1. Register and sign in to YouTube.com.
2. On the home page, click “Upload.” You will be prompted to

browse your computer for the video file of your sales presentation.
3. Select the file and complete the video information and privacy

settings form.
4. Copy the Web address for your video.
5. Press “Save changes.”
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Ellis’ Susana Rosas, introduced in Chapter 3, frequently uses electronic spreadsheets to justify
the purchase or rental of commercial properties. The electronic spreadsheet allows the user
to answer “what if ” questions about the effects of lowering costs or raising prices. Once the
preparation work is finished, the electronic spreadsheet itself can be printed and used to serve as
the proposal or to accompany the proposal.45 The spreadsheet data can also be converted to a
chart or graph that can enhance the proposal. When presenting the spreadsheet on a laptop com-
puter, with minor adjustments, client questions regarding alternative proposals can be quickly
generated.

Many computers sold today include an electronic spreadsheet program. The leading elec-
tronic spreadsheet, Excel, is part of Microsoft’s Office Suite of products. If you have access to
Excel, or any other electronic spreadsheet software, you can explore the power of this tool for
preparing proposals.

WEB-BASED PRESENTATIONS Salespeople who want to avoid long airport security lines,
lengthy terminal wait times, high-priced hotels, and expensive rental care rates are turning
to Web-conferencing solutions. Popular alternatives to in-person sales presentations include
GoToMeeting, WebEx Communications Sales Center, Raindance Meeting Edition, Adobe’s
Macromedia Breeze 5, and Microsoft Office Live Meeting. Some salespeople create com-
puterized demonstrations that are stored in a central library and accessed on demand. With a
few clicks of a mouse, presenters can call up the information they wish to showcase using a
Web browser. The salesperson can show PowerPoint presentations, present product features,
and conduct question-and-answer sessions in real time. Prior to scheduling an online meet-
ing, be sure to find out if the customer’s firewall restricts the usage of your Web-conferencing
software.46

Rehearse the Presentation
While you are actually putting on the presentation, you need to be concentrating on a variety of
details. The movements you make and what you say and do should be so familiar to you that each
response is nearly automatic. To achieve this level of skill, you need to rehearse the presentation.

Rehearse both what you are going to say and what you are going to do. Say the words aloud
exactly as if the prospect were present. It is surprising how often a concept that seems quite clear
as you think it over becomes hopelessly mixed up when you try to discuss it with a customer.
Rehearsal is the best way to avoid this embarrassing situation. Whenever possible, have your
presentation/demonstration videotaped before you give it.

Play it back and watch for these things:47

� Do you frequently use words that take away from your professional image? Examples
include “you know” and “like.”

� Check your pace—are you talking too rapidly or too slowly?
� Do you present information with clarity? Are you convincing?

Plan for the Dynamic Nature of the Consultative Sales Presentation
The sales presentation is a dynamic activity. From the moment the salesperson and the customer
meet, the sales presentation is being altered and fine-tuned to reflect the new information avail-
able. The salesperson must be able to execute strategy instantaneously. In the movie Top Gun,
Kelly McGillis asks Tom Cruise, “What were you thinking up there?” His reply was, “You don’t
have time to think. You take time to think up there, you’re dead.” By that, he meant the response
must be habit and reflex.48

During a typical presentation, the salesperson asks numerous questions, discusses several
product features, and demonstrates the appropriate product benefits. The customer also is asking
questions and, in many cases, voicing concerns. The successful sales presentation is a good
model of two-way communication. Because of the dynamic nature of the sales presentation, the
salesperson must be prepared to apply several different selling skills to meet the variety of buyer
responses. Figure 12.5 illustrates how the various selling skills can be applied during all parts of
the sales presentation. In creating effective presentations, the salesperson should be prepared to
meet a wide range of buyer responses with effective questions, benefit statements, demonstrations,
negotiating methods, and closing methods. Methods for negotiating, closing and confirming, and
servicing the sale will be described in the next three chapters.
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Parts of the Sales Presentation
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FIGURE 12.5
The Selling Dynamics Matrix
In creating effective presentations, the salesperson should prepare to meet a wide range of buyer responses with effective
questions, benefit statements, demonstrations, negotiating methods, and closing methods.

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

List and describe three types of need-satisfaction presentation strategies
Once you have selected a solution that matches the customer’s needs, you must decide
which presentation strategy to emphasize. Need satisfaction can be achieved through informing,
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Key Terms
Informative presentation
Persuasion
Persuasive presentation
Reminder presentations

Canned presentation
Proof devices
Cost-benefit analysis
Return on investment

Emotional links
Showmanship
Mental imagery
Portfolio

Review Questions

1. Distinguish among the three types of need-satisfaction presentations: informative,
persuasive, and reminder.

2. List the guidelines to follow in planning an effective consultative presentation.
3. Discuss the advantages of using the presentation worksheet.
4. Explain why a salesperson should organize the sales presentation so that it appeals to as

many of the five senses as possible.
5. What are the guidelines to be followed when developing a persuasive sales presentation?
6. Develop a list of the sales tools that the salesperson should consider when planning a sales

demonstration.
7. Describe the merits of a bound paper presentation. What can be done to strengthen the

persuasive power of a bound paper presentation?
8. Explain how magazine and trade journal reprints can be used to assist the salesperson in a

persuasive sales presentation.
9. Describe the audiovisual presentation fundamentals.

10. What are some of the common sales functions performed by small laptop computers and
demonstration software?

persuading, or reminding. The salesperson can, of course, use a combination of these presenta-
tion strategies in some cases.

Present guidelines for creating consultative presentations that add value
The perception of value is enhanced with a well-developed consultative presentation, whether it
be the informative, persuasive, or reminder need-satisfaction presentation strategy. A sales
presentation that adds value is the result of both planning and practice with the guidelines
described in this chapter. An effective, well-organized demonstration helps to uncomplicate the
buying process.

Describe the elements of a persuasive presentation strategy
There are many ways to incorporate persuasion into a sales presentation and most will—if used
appropriately—create value for the customer. Seven specific methods are presented.

Describe elements of an effective group presentation
Group presentations are almost always more challenging than one-on-one sales calls. Be sure
you identify the titles and roles of the persons who will attend. Check out the meeting room in
advance to assess audiovisual capabilities and seating options. As you prepare your presentation,
take into consideration the needs of the audience. In many cases, audiovisual tools can be used to
enhance the group presentation.

Develop selling tools that add value to your sales demonstrations
Selling tools, also called proof devices, used to demonstrate the benefits of your solution will add
value to the sale presentation. Be prepared to use one or more of the 10 tools discussed in this chapter.

Application Exercises

1. In many selling situations it is difficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate the product
itself. List means other than the product itself that can be used to demonstrate the product
features and benefits.
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Role-Play Exercise

Study the product-selling strategy memo and proof devices found in Appendix 3 on
pages 425–458. In this role-play, you will be selling to a human resource manager
who is interested in controlling costs for a regional meeting of company employees.
All 75 of the attendees will be staying at the hotel—50 of them will be driving to the
hotel, whereas the other 25 will be flying. Prepare a comparative cost–benefit graph
to show the total amount this meeting planner can expect to save by selecting your

hotel. Use the proof devices you have prepared to demonstrate the cost savings to the meeting
planner. Plan also to use the map on page 429 to demonstrate the ease of finding the hotel.

Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem: Ecolab

Ecolab (www.ecolab.com) is the global leader in cleaning, sanitizing, food safety, and
infection prevention products and services. With more than 14,000 sales and service
experts, Ecolab employs the industry’s largest and best-trained direct sales and service
force, which advises and assists customers in meeting a full range of cleaning, sanitation,

and service needs. Chris Wylie, the Ecolab sales representative featured at the beginning of this chap-
ter, is continually prospecting for new accounts, servicing existing accounts, and introducing new
products and services. He primarily calls on restaurants and hotels to sell and service a wide array of
cleaning and sanitizing products like bathroom air fresheners, bathroom cleaners, dispensers, floor
cleaners, glass cleaners, dish machines, detergents, dish racks, safety equipment, and others.

In his sales demonstrations, Chris follows certain guidelines and tries to add value in various
ways. Sales reps at Ecolab utilize the HELP sales process and move toward a survey solution
they can sell their customers. The sales rep’s goal is to determine the decision-making team,
uncover the relevant facts, identify the problem/opportunity, and present the implications of the
problem such that the customer decides to accept the solution that is presented by Ecolab. One
central element of the HELP sales process is a so-called 3-minute demo in which Chris can show
the prospect deficiencies in his kitchen that he might not be aware of. To that end, he possesses a
series of measurement tools to test the chemicals and certain concentration ratios. After conduct-
ing the whole series of tests and analyzing the results, Chris goes back to his customer and asks
him for a few minutes of his time to show him that same survey on his piece of restaurant
equipment (e.g., a dish machine). Through specific guidelines, Chris can show the prospect cer-
tain machine deficiencies that he has with the current provider. He can then demonstrate the fea-
tures and benefits that Ecolab can offer to overcome these deficiencies.

In his sales demonstrations, Chris tries to interact with his customers to get them involved
and to fully capture their attention. He even engages customers in the survey process by asking
them to execute parts of the tests with him. In addition, Chris involves his customers by asking
them questions like: “What do you think this result means? Let’s think about this together for a
second.” Then he would lead the customer into developing a good solution for the result they got.
In this way, Chris helps customers to paint their own picture of the problem. Chris knows that
this kind of customer engagement is much more effective and eye-opening than just telling the
customer about the deficiencies.

2. Develop a list of sales tools you could use in a job interview situation. What tools could
you use to demonstrate your skills and capabilities?

3. As noted in this chapter, presentation software is becoming increasingly popular. Real
estate salespeople are using this software to showcase homes to prospective buyers.
Assume you are a salesperson for Iowa Realty, and you have a customer who wants a
$250,000 to $300,000 condo/townhome in the Des Moines suburb of West Des Moines.
Go to www.IowaRealty.com, input the data you have from your customer, and request a
search for homes in this category. From your search, select a listing with a Virtual Tour
button. Click on the various views and examine the features of this home.

www.IowaRealty.com
www.ecolab.com
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In some situations, it might be difficult or even impossible for Chris to demonstrate a product
itself. An example could be a dishwasher that is too large and heavy to be taken to the customer’s or
prospect’s location. If Chris makes claims about how efficient Ecolab’s machine is compared to oth-
ers, it appears that his customers would have to take his word on that. Another way to demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of a dishwasher that he is trying to pitch would be to bring the prospect
into an existing account that already uses the dishwasher. This would enable Chris to show how the
dishwasher operates while somebody is actually working on it. (See the chapter opener on page 251
and Reality Selling Today Role-Play 9 in Appendix 1 on page 401 for more information).

Questions
1. If you were in the position of Chris Wylie and found a potential serious health problem in

one of your customers’ kitchens, which presentation strategy or combination described in
this chapter would you use? List and describe five guidelines you would use in creating
your presentation. What demonstration tools would you use?

2. Make a list of buyer concerns and objections that a salesperson like Chris Wylie would
typically expect from new prospects. How could different elements of a sales demonstration
be used to overcome these concerns and objections? Think about it as a two-step sales call:
In the first step, Chris would ask for permission to conduct a survey of the kitchen and/or
bathroom. In the second step, he would ask the prospect to buy from him.

3. In the video case, which of the seven actions (as listed on the right-hand side of Figure 12.2)
does Chris Wylie take during his demonstration?

4. In some situations, it might be difficult or even impossible for Chris Wylie to specifically
demonstrate a product or service. What other means can Chris use to demonstrate the
features and benefits of, for example, large products or intangible services?

CRM Case Study
Custom Fitting the Demonstrations
Your SimNet Systems sales manager, Becky Kemley, has asked you to meet with her to discuss
demonstrations. She wants you to tell her if any of your accounts need a demonstration and, if so,
what type of demonstration.

Questions
1. Which two accounts need a demonstration of the speed and power capabilities of the

recommended network?
2. Which account needs to be shown that the recommended network product configuration

can meet the account’s specifications?
3. Which account with many sites needs a demonstration of SimNet’s ability to put together a

complex solution?
4. Which account seeking a low price needs a testimonial of SimNet’s value-added ability to

help customers maximize the power of their network?
5. Which account needs a demonstration of SimNet’s financial stability?

Hint: The documentation produced by the Chapter 11 “Printing the Customer Database” applica-
tion exercise contains information that can be used to answer these questions.

Partnership Selling: A Role-Play/Simulation
(see Appendix 3, pages 468–469 and 
473–477)

Developing a Sales Presentation Strategy—The Presentation 

Read Sales Memorandum 3 (“A” or “B,” depending on the category you were
assigned in sales call 1). In this role-play, your call objectives are to make a persua-
sive presentation, negotiate any customer concerns, and close and service the sale.
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At this time you should complete item 1 of the presentation plan and prepare
and price a product solution. This should include completing the sales proposal
form. Also, you should obtain a three-ring binder with pockets in the front and
back for the development of a portfolio presentation. In this binder you should
prepare your presentation and demonstration, following the instructions in items
2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d under the presentation plan. The presentation and demonstra-
tion materials (use the product strategy materials, i.e., photos, price lists, menus,
awards, etc., provided to you with Employment Memorandum 1) should be placed in
the three-ring binder as a part of your portfolio presentation.

Using PowerPoint and Excel software, you may want to produce computer-
generated presentation graphics to enhance your demonstrations. You should also
consider using presentation paper and sheet protectors. You may want to select a
person as your customer and rehearse the use of these materials.



Negotiating Buyer Concerns13
Chapter Preview

When you finish reading

this chapter, you should 

be able to

1 Describe the principles of

formal negotiations as part of

the win-win strategy

2 Describe common types

of buyer concerns

3 Discuss specific methods

of negotiating buyer concerns

4 Outline methods for

creating value in formal

negotiations

5 Work with buyers who

are trained in negotiation
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

Marriott International, Inc. (www.marriott.com) is a world-renowned company with

approximately 8,500 salespeople and 3,000 lodging properties around the world. One of its proper-

ties is the Marriott Houston Hobby, which is located within a mile of the Hobby Airport in Houston,

Texas. Apart from accommodation, the hotel offers comprehensive meeting facilities complemented

by expert catering and audiovisual resources.

Corporate catering manager, Heather Ramsey, in the photo above, is in charge of convention

and meeting sales at the Marriott Houston Hobby Airport. She always has a ready response when

customers raise concerns about prices and the tranquility of an airport hotel. She emphasizes the

value to the customers by describing the state-of-the-art meeting and conference facilities offered

by the hotel, its convenience to travelers, as well as other unique features not offered by the com-

petition. Sometimes customers do not communicate openly about their needs and concerns to

Heather. She must often work hard to identify their actual needs to offer them the best value and

bring benefits to the hotel as well. Her negotiation process with new customers will normally involve

identifying their actual needs and then listening to, clarifying, and overcoming concerns that the

customers express. �

Many sales professionals are very proficient in need discovery and selecting the right
solution, but are weak in the area of negotiating win-win agreements that create value for the
customer and the salesperson’s firm. Many buyers with responsibility for purchasing have for-
mal training in how to negotiate favorable terms. Most customers are studying competitive
offers and increasingly attempting to secure the best deal possible. These market conditions
require salespeople anticipate buyer concerns and plan collaborative win-win negotiated solu-
tions, prior to meeting with their customers (see Figure 13.1). A recent poll reports that as

www.marriott.com
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many as 83 percent of sales executives from 25 industries said they generally enter negotia-
tions with no formal strategy!1 Another common mistake is making last-minute concessions in
order to close the sale.2 In this chapter, we describe effective strategies for anticipating and
negotiating buyer concerns.

We have noted previously that the heaviest time investment in value-added selling is on
the front end of the sale. This is especially true for large, complex sales that require a long
sales cycle. Identifying the customer’s needs and developing the best solution can be very time-
consuming. However, when you do these things effectively, you are creating value in the eyes of
the customer. When you build value on the front end of the sale, price becomes less of an issue
on the back end of the sale.3

Formal Integrative Negotiation—Part of 
the Win-Win Relationship Strategy
Frank Acuff, negotiations trainer and author of How to Negotiate Anything with Anyone, Anywhere
Around the Globe, says, “Life is a negotiation.”4 Negotiating skills have applications almost daily
in our personal and professional lives. Some traditional personal selling books discuss how to “han-
dle” buyer objections. The message communicated to the reader is that personal selling is a “we
versus they” process resulting from distributive negotiations: Somebody wins, and somebody loses.
The win-win solution, where both sides win, is not offered as an option. In this chapter, we focus on
integrative negotiations, which are built on joint problem solving, trust, and rapport to achieve win-
win situations.5 Ron Willingham, author of two books on integrity selling, says:

When trust and rapport are strong, negotiation becomes a partnership to work through
customer concerns. But when trust and rapport are weak, almost any negotiation becomes
too combative.6

Trust and rapport must be established on the front end of the sale and maintained throughout the
sales process. High-performance salespeople, like Heather Ramsey, take time to discover the

Review Strategic/Consultative
Selling Model
Initiate customer contact

The Six-Step Presentation Plan

Step One:
Approach

Service, retail, wholesale, and manufacturer selling

Ask strategic questions
Determine customer needs
Select Product Solution

Step Two:
Need Discovery

Select presentation strategy
Create presentation plan
Initiate presentation

Step Three:
Presentation

Anticipate buyer concerns
Plan negotiating methods
Initiate win-win negotiations

Step Four:
Negotiation

Plan appropriate closing methods
Recognize closing clues
Initiate closing methods

Step Five:
Close

Follow through
Follow-up calls
Expansion selling

Step Six:
Servicing the Sale

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

FIGURE 13.1
Negotiating Customer
Concerns and Problems



Dr. Arroyo is a tough negotiator who uses all he knows with Lana
to get the right solution. 
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customer’s needs and try to recommend the best possible solution. Always keep in mind that any
agreement that leaves one party dissatisfied will come back to hurt the other party later, some-
times in ways that cannot be predicted.7

What is negotiation? One definition is “working to reach an agreement that is mutually
satisfactory to both buyer and seller.” It involves resolving the problems or concerns that prevent
people from buying.8 As we noted in Chapter 1, the salesperson increasingly serves as a consult-
ant or resource and provides solutions to buyers’ problems. The consultant seeks to establish and
maintain long-term relationships with customers. The ability to negotiate problems or objections
is one of the most effective ways to create value for the customer. Figure 13.2 outlines the steps
a salesperson can take to anticipate and negotiate problems.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Anticipate buyer concerns.

Review common types 
of resistance.

Review methods of
negotiating buyer resistance.

Prepare a negotiations
worksheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Recognize and understand
verbal and nonverbal clues.

Validate the problem.

Find some point of agreement.

Do not allow anger to surface.

Answer customer’s concern.

Be alert for closing clues.

Strategically
planning for

negotiation of
buyer concerns

Activities
during

negotiations

FIGURE 13.2
Today salespeople must be
prepared to anticipate and
negotiate buyer concerns and
problems.

ADAPTIVE  SELL ING TODAY TRAIN ING V IDEO SERIES  

Negotiations, Solving the Tough Problems 
One of the biggest challenges to the Adaptive Selling and Partner-
ing Strategy is evident as one deals with the tough problems that
often come up during the negotiation stage of the sales process. In
this new Adaptive Selling Today Negotiations Video, Lana, a med-
ical equipment representative, is faced with the following tough
problems: dealing with an angry customer about pricing issues,
dealing with skepticism about sourcing and timing issues, dealing
with how to be understood about product issues, and dealing with
how to walk away yet keep the door open to salvage the order.
The customer, Dr. Arryoro, director of a hospital radiology depart-
ment, has a huge responsibility to make the right selection at the
right price, and he therefore has concerns requiring an adaptive
negotiations strategy. Hopefully, Lana’s negotiations skills result in
a win-win solution. Refer to the Application Exercises at the end of
the chapter on pp. 294–295 for more information.
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Negotiation Is a Process
By definition, negotiations seek to move polarized parties into the realm of common interests.9

Negotiations can take place before the sales call or at any time during the sales presentation.
Early negotiations may involve the meeting location, who will attend the sales presentation, or
the amount of time available for the first meeting. Salespeople sometimes make early conces-
sions to improve the relationship. This approach may set a costly precedent for later in the sale.10

Some concessions can have a negative influence on the sales presentation.
In most cases you can anticipate that the most important negotiations will take place during stage

three of the buying process (refer to Figure 8.3). Resolution of problems can sometimes be very time-
consuming. Establishing a strategic alliance, described in Chapter 1 as the highest form of partnering,
requires lengthy negotiations. These negotiations may extend over several months. Once the alliance
is finalized, negotiations continue when concerns voiced by one party or the other surface.

Planning for Formal Negotiations
Professional buyers are well-trained negotiators. To negotiate with them effectively, salespeople
first need to engage in detailed planning. Ironically, one of the most common mistakes negotia-
tors commit is not doing their homework in advance.11

GATHER INFORMATION BEFORE THE NEGOTIATION Exhaustive preparation is more important
than aggressive argument.12 Robert H. Schuller offers invaluable advice in this crucial step.13

First, a salesperson should prepare from both counterparts’ points of view by identifying the
similarities and differences of the goals and objectives of both sides. Then, information sources
are tapped. The information might be from business associates, buyers’ Web sites, or even
previous vendors for the same buyers. The salesperson should bear in mind that negotiation is an
information game: the more, the better.14

DECIDE TEAM VERSUS INDIVIDUAL NEGOTIATIONS FOR BOTH SELLER AND BUYER The next logi-
cal step in this preparatory process is to decide who will be in the negotiations. For Susana Rosas
at CB Richard Ellis working in a business-to-business selling context, it is not unusual to create a
cross-functional team consisting of individuals from finance, construction, and zoning to bring to
a meeting with the buying center at the buyer’s premises. Other situations might call for her to
bring senior managers from her firm. If teams are involved, make sure there is a leader and estab-
lish guidelines for information exchange among the team members. Creating a cohesive negotia-
tion team can pay off with higher ending profits after the conclusion of negotiations.15

UNDERSTAND THE VALUE OF WHAT YOU ARE OFFERING It is important for Salesforce.com’s Dave
Levitt to know what is of real value to the customer and not consider value only in terms of pur-
chase price. The real value of what you are offering may be a value-added intangible such as expert

Negotiation is defined as “working
to reach an agreement that is
mutually satisfactory to both buyer
and seller.” It involves building
relationships instead of making
one-time deals.

Source: Yuri Arcurs/Dreamstime
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product knowledge, superior configuration programming, seamless integration with other vendors,
short set-up times, effective training, product support, or a reputation for honest dealings. An
important aspect of the negotiation process is discovering what is of utmost importance to the buyer
(see Table 13.1). The focus of personal selling today should be the mutual search for value. Some
salespeople make the mistake of offering a lower price the moment buyer concerns surface. In the
customer’s mind, price may be of secondary importance compared with the quality of service after
the sale. Detailed tactics for creating values in formal negotiations appear at the end of the chapter.

DETERMINE YOUR GOALS AND FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES Two important concepts warrant mention-
ing. First is BATNA (Best Alternative to Negotiated Agreement), defined as “what alternative(s)
will be acceptable to you if your negotiation does not succeed.”16 You will likely make concessions
in formal negotiations; therefore, you must assess both your and your customer’s BATNA. The sec-
ond important planning tool is ZOPA (Zone of Possible Agreement), defined as the space between
the seller’s walk-away point and the buyer’s highest willingness to pay.17 The walk-away point rep-
resents the lowest offer a party would be willing to accept and is also called the reservation value.
For example, if your walk-away point is $42.65M and the highest price the buyer is willing to pay is
$48M, your ZOPA is any offer that falls within this range, or a zone of $5.35M (= $48 – $42.65).18

Ed Brodow (www.brodow.com), popular speaker, international consultant, and author of
Negotiating Bootcamp, contends it is best to aim high when configuring your solution. In his new
training video, “Six Principles of Negotiation,” he suggests doing your homework and preparing
a range of terms that include the maximum you could expect to receive, what you would hope to
receive, and your bottom line or the minimum you could accept before having to walk away from
the sale. In many buying situations today, buyers expect there to be alternative solutions with
alternative pricing.

PREPARE AN AGENDA An agenda outlines what will and will not be discussed and in what
sequence. As the seller, you want to achieve “small wins” to create goodwill before dealing with
tough issues. Therefore, you want to prioritize these items on your proposed agenda. Sometimes
items should be discussed simultaneously, rather than sequentially.19 Experienced buyers,
however, also come to the meeting table with a detailed agenda. Negotiations might start with a
discussion about the agenda itself.

REVIEW ADAPTIVE SELLING STYLES The successful negotiation of buyer concerns is based in
large part on understanding human behavior. This knowledge, coupled with a good measure of
common sense, helps us overcome most buyer concerns. In one-on-one negotiations, adaptive
selling styles are useful (review Chapter 4). The Platinum Rule of negotiating is, “Do unto others
as they want to be done unto.”20 When negotiations are conducted in teams, the situation gets
more complicated. The role of the negotiation leader is to maintain smooth information
exchange and foster strong relationships despite various communication styles.21

PREPARE A NEGOTIATIONS WORKSHEET Your planning must be systematically organized. It
helps to predict and classify possible resistance with the aid of a negotiations worksheet. To illus-
trate how this form works, let us review an example from the food industry. Mary Turner is a
salesperson for Durkee Famous Foods. She represents more than 350 products. Mary calls on

TABLE 13.1 Handling Objections
Objections are often requests for more information to justify the buying decision. Objections can tell us a lot about the real 
source of hesitation and what type of information the customer is seeking.

OBJECTION SOURCE OF HESITATION REQUEST FOR . . .

“Price too high” Perceived cost versus benefit Value articulation

“Think about it” Afraid to make a bad decision Create comfort, provide proof

“Talk to boss” Unable to justify decision Risk reduction, benefit review

“Need more quotes” Unsure you’re their best option Targeted solutions, value

“Set with current provider” Doesn’t see benefit of change Differentiation

“Bad history” Past experience is affecting current view Offer proof of change

Adapted from “Hide-and-Seek,” a table from Nancy J. Martini (formerly Stephens), President & CEO, PI Worldwide, Wellesley Hills, MA, “Objections
Are a ‘Yes’ About to Happen,” Selling, November 1998, p. 3.

www.brodow.com
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supermarkets daily and offers assistance in the areas of ordering and merchandising. Recently,
her company decided to offer retail food stores an allowance of $1 per case of olives if the store
purchased 15 or more cases. Prior to talking with her customers about this offer, Mary sat down
and developed a negotiations worksheet, shown in Figure 13.3. We cannot anticipate every pos-
sible problem, but it is possible to identify the most common problems that are likely to arise.
The negotiations worksheet can be a useful tool.

Conducting the Negotiation Session
During the formal negotiation session, it is beneficial to master the skills presented throughout
the book, i.e., establishing a good social contact, asking good questions, listening actively, using
proof devices, and applying methods of negotiating objections. A salesperson should internalize
a number of golden rules to be successful in formal negotiations. These include understanding
the problem, creating alternative solutions, periodically recapitulating what has been agreed
upon, and making wise concessions in a timely manner.

UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM David Stiebel, author of When Talking Makes Things Worse!, says
we need to understand the difference between a misunderstanding and a true disagreement. A
misunderstanding is a failure to accurately understand the other person’s point. For example, the
salesperson believes the customer is primarily interested in price, but the customer’s primary

Negotiations Worksheet

Customer’s concern Possible response
Type

of
concern

“Fifteen cases of olives
will take up valuable
space in my receiving 
room. It is already
crowded.”

Combination direct denial/Superior benefit
“You will not have to face that problem. With
the aid of our merchandising plan you can
display 10 cases immediately on the sales
floor. Only five cases will become reserve
stock. You should move all 15 cases in
about two weeks.”

Combination indirect denial/Third-party
testimony
“I agree that it has been a problem in the past,
but consumer attitudes seem to be changing.
We have found that olives sell well all year
long if displayed properly. More people are 
using olives in the preparation of omelets,
pizza, and other dishes. Of course, most relish
trays feature olives. We will supply you with
point-of-purchase material that provides
kitchen-tested ways to use this high-profit
item.”

Superior benefit
“As you know, olives represent a high-profit
item. The average margin is 26 percent. With
the addition of our $1.00 per case allowance
the margin will rise to about 30 percent.
This order will give you a good return on
your investment.”

Need

Time

Price

“This is a poor time of
the year to buy a large
order of olives. People
are not buying olives at
this time.”

“I have to stay within
my budget.”

Combination question/Trial order
“What can I do to get you to take just a trial
order?”

Source“I am very satisfied with
my present supplier.”

FIGURE 13.3
The Negotiations
Worksheet
Before the presentation it is
important to prepare a negotiations
worksheet. Note how combination
methods are frequently used to
effectively respond to customer
concerns.
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need is on-time delivery. A disagreement, in contrast, is a failure to agree that would persist
despite the most accurate understanding.22 Be certain that both you and the prospect are clear on
the true nature of what each party’s needs are regarding the issues to be negotiated (see Table
13.1). When the prospect begins talking, listen carefully and then listen some more. With
probing questions, you can fine-tune your understanding of the problem.

CREATE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS THAT CAN ADD VALUE When the prospect finishes talking, it is
a good practice to validate the problem, using a confirmation question. This helps to isolate the
true problem and reduce the chance of misunderstanding. The confirmation question might
sound like this: “I think I understand your concern. You feel the warranty does not provide you
with sufficient protection. Is this correct?” By taking time to ask this question, you accomplish
two important objectives. First, you are giving personal attention to the problem, which pleases
the customer. Second, you gain time to think about the best possible response.

The best possible response is very often an alternative solution. In formal negotiations, this
is often referred to as logrolling.23 Many of today’s customers do not want to hear that there is
only one way or a single solution. In the age of information, people have less time to manage
their work and their lives, so they expect new levels of flexibility. For Marriott’s Heather Ramsey
there are many issues such as group pricing, alternative menus, complimentary rooms, etc., that
can be introduced into the negotiations for convention services. In many cases these additional
issues take the focus off price, and can actually create value for the customer and possibly for the
seller. Here are additional issues that can be introduced into negotiations when a buyer is focused
on price: delivery dates, financing, contract length, quality, exclusivity clauses, levels of service
support, and warranties.

PERIODICALLY REVIEW ACKNOWLEDGED POINTS OF AGREEMENT Negotiating buying problems is
a little like the art of diplomacy. It helps to know what points of agreement exist. This saves time
and helps establish a closer bond between you and the prospect. At some point during the presen-
tation, you might summarize by using a summary-confirmation question: “Let us see if I fully
understand your position. You think our product is well constructed and will provide the reliabil-
ity you are looking for. Also, you believe our price is fair. Am I correct on these two points?”

Once all the areas of agreement have been identified, there may be surprisingly few points of
disagreement. The prospect suddenly sees that the advantages of ownership far outweigh the dis-
advantages. Now that the air is cleared, both the salesperson and the customer can give their full
attention to any remaining points of disagreement.

The business environment is sometimes turbulent. Hence, it might be advisable in negotia-
tions to “pack a reserve parachute.” To avoid buyers’ frustration when things do not go as agreed
upon, lay the groundwork for the unexpected and be open about backup plans with the buyers.24

DO NOT MAKE CONCESSIONS TOO QUICKLY Give away concessions methodically and reluc-
tantly, and always try to get something in return. Negotiations consultant Ed Brodow suggests
when preparing to make a concession we should prepare to get something in return by asking
“if we do this for you, will you do this for us”? A concession given too freely can diminish the

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Negotiating Across Cultures
Negotiations in the international area vary from one country to
another because of cultural differences. German buyers are more
apt to look you in the eye and tell you what they do not like about
your product. Japanese buyers, on the other hand, do not want to
embarrass you and, therefore, bury their concerns beneath several
layers of courtesy. In China, now the largest market in the world for
American products, negotiations are more straightforward. People
who have been doing business in China for many years suggest a
very direct approach to negotiations. However, do not become

antagonistic or discourteous. Do get involved in native business
rituals that are intended to create a friendly atmosphere.

When you enter into negotiations in foreign countries, it is
important to understand and accommodate the customer’s culture.
You may not get every detail exactly right, but you win respect by
trying.

Selling in certain cultures often requires more time in bonding
and building a rapport. Several meetings may be needed to lay the
groundwork for the actual sale.a
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value of your product.25 Also, giving a concession too easily may send the signal you are
negotiating from a position of weakness. Neil Rackham, author of several books on SPIN
selling, says, “Negotiate late, negotiate little and never let negotiation become a substitute for
good selling.”26

TIMING AND THE PARETO LAW Time plays a critical role in negotiations. Most often negotiations
will conclude in the final 20 percent of the time allowed. In negotiations, experience with the
Pareto Law reveals that 80 percent of your results are generally agreed upon in the last 20 percent
of your time. Since influence tactics are more likely to exert an effect when their target is under
time pressure, negotiators should use time as a strategic weapon by buying more time to fully
consider concessions or giving a deadline to speed up agreement.27

Know When to Walk Away
For many reasons salespeople must sometimes walk away from a potential sale. If the customer’s
budget doesn’t allow the purchase of your product, don’t press the issue. If the customer’s best
offer is not favorable for your company, don’t continue to waste your time. If the buyer is only
interested in the lowest possible price, and you represent a marketer committed to a value-added
sales strategy, consider withdrawing from negotiations. If you discover that the prospect is dis-
honest or fails to keep their word, discontinue negotiations. Be aware of how much flexibility
(your BATNA and ZOPA) you have in terms of price, specifications, delivery schedules, and so
forth, and know when you have reached your walk-away point.28

Finally, when appropriate, document negotiated settlements in writing. These will be helpful
when formal contracts are drawn up. Negotiation minutes will also serve as a control tool for
follow-up actions.

Common Types of Buyer Concerns
Salespeople learn that patterns of buyer resistance exist and, therefore, they can anticipate that
certain concerns may arise during the sales call. With this information it is possible to be better
prepared for each meeting with a customer. The great majority of buyer concerns fall into five
categories: need, product, source, time, and price.

Concerns Related to Need for the Product
If you have carefully completed your precall planning, then the prospect will likely have a
need for your product. You still can expect, however, that the initial response may be, “I do not
need your product.” This might be a conditioned response that arises nearly every time the
prospect meets with a sales representative. It also may be a cover-up for the real reason for not
buying, which might be lack of funds, lack of time to examine your proposal carefully, or
some other reason.

Sincere need resistance is one of the great challenges that face a salesperson during the early
part of the sales process. Think about it for a moment. Why would any customer want to pur-
chase a product that does not seem to provide any real benefits? Unless we can create need
awareness in the prospect’s mind, there is no possible way to close the sale.

If you are calling on business prospects, the best way to overcome need resistance is to
prove that your product is a good investment. Every business hopes to make a profit. Therefore,
you must demonstrate how your product or service can contribute to that goal. Can your product
increase sales volume? Can it reduce operating expenses? If the owner of a hardware store says,
“I already carry a line of high-quality tools,” point out how a second line of less expensive tools
can appeal to another large segment of the buying public. With the addition of the new line, the
store can be in a better position to compete with other stores (discount merchandise stores and
supermarkets) that sell inexpensive tools.

Concerns About the Product or Services
You will recall from Chapter 8 that consultative process buyers may lack needs awareness or
need help evaluating possible solutions. Therefore, the product (solution) often becomes the
focal point of buyer resistance. When this happens, try to discover specific reasons why the
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prospect has doubts about your product or services. Often you may find that one of the following
factors has influenced the buyer’s attitude:

1. The product or service is not well established. This is a common buyer concern if you are
selling a new or relatively new product. People do not like to take risks. They need plenty
of assurance that the product is dependable. Use laboratory test results, third-party testimo-
nials from satisfied users, or an effective demonstration to create value.

2. The current product or service is satisfactory. Change does not come easily to many
people. Purchasing a new product may mean adopting new procedures or retraining
employees. In the prospect’s mind the advantages may not outweigh the disadvantages, so
buyer resistance surfaces. To overcome this concern, you must build a greater amount of
desire in the prospect’s mind. Concentrate on a value proposition that gives your product
or service a major advantage over the existing one, or reconfigure the product and offer
customized services to better meet the customer’s needs.

Concerns Related to Source
Concerns related to source can be especially challenging when the prospect is a strategic alliance
buyer. The buyer may already have well-established partnerships with other companies. If the
prospect feels genuine loyalty to its current supplier, you will have to work harder to establish a
relationship and begin the need discovery process.

When dealing with the loyalty problem, it is usually best to avoid direct criticism of the
competing firm. Negative comments are apt to backfire because they damage your professional
image. It is best to keep the sales presentation focused on the customer’s problems and your
solutions.

There are positive ways to cope with the loyalty objection. Some suggestions follow:

1. Work harder to identify problems your company can solve with its products or services.
With the help of good questions, you may be able to understand the prospect’s problems
better than your competitors.

2. Point out the superior benefits of your product and your company. By doing this you hope
the logic of your presentation can overcome the emotional ties that may exist between the
prospect and the present supplier.

3. Work on recruiting internal champions to build more support for your message. Use
referrals whenever possible.29

4. Try to stay visible and connected. Every contact with the prospect is one more step in
building a relationship. Anthony Tringale, owner of Insurance Consulting Group in Fairfax,
Virginia, says that he is involved with many potential clients in social and charitable
events.30

Concerns Related to Time
If a prospect says, “I want time to think it over,” you may be encountering concerns related to
time. Resistance related to time is often referred to as the stall. A stall usually means the cus-
tomer does not yet perceive the benefits of buying now. In most cases the stall indicates that the
prospect has both positive and negative feelings about your product. Consider using probing
questions to determine the negative feelings: “Is it my company that concerns you?” “Do you
have any concerns about our warranty program?”

It is all right to be persuasive if the prospect can truly benefit from buying now. If the price
may soon rise, or if the item may not be available in the future, then you should provide this
information. You must, however, present this information sincerely and accurately. It is never
proper to distort the truth in the hope of getting the order.

Renewing a contract also calls for renegotiations. In these cases, be upfront and explain
the benefits in precise terms concerning what additional values the new price will bring to the
client. Sometimes it is advisable to offer a break in the payment schedule to overcome the
client’s adverse feelings about the price hike.31 To enhance the relationship with long-term
business partners, the seller sometimes has to look at the market to reevaluate what is really
fair pricing and voluntarily renegotiate with the buyer to lower the price before the buyer asks
for it.32
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Concerns Related to Price
Price objections are one of the biggest obstacles salespeople have to conquer.33 There are two
important points to keep in mind concerning price resistance. First, it is one of the most common
buyer concerns in the field of selling. Therefore, you must learn to negotiate skillfully in this
area. Second, price objections may be nothing more than an excuse. If you are selling a product
or service to a transactional buyer, price may be the primary barrier to closing the sale. When
people say, “Your price is too high,” they probably mean, “You have not sold me yet.” In the eyes
of most customers, value is more important than price. Always try to position your product with
a convincing value proposition. Customers who perceive added value are less likely to choose a
competing product simply on the basis of price. We will present specific tactics to deal with this
issue shortly.

Specific Methods of Negotiating Buyer Concerns
There are eight specific methods of negotiating buyer concerns. In analyzing each buyer concern,
we should try to determine which method can be most effective. In most cases we can use a com-
bination of the following methods to negotiate buyer concerns.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

You Don’t Get What You Deserve, You Get What You Negotiate
Chester L. Karrass, creator of the Effective Negotiating seminar,
says, “In business, you don’t get what you deserve, you get what
you negotiate.” This is good advice for the job seeker. Most
employers do not propose the highest wage possible at the begin-
ning of the offer. If you want a higher starting wage, you must ask
for it. Employers often have a predetermined range for each posi-
tion and the highest salary is reserved for the applicant who brings
something extra to the job. To prepare for a productive negotiation,
you must know your own needs and you must know something

about the worth of the position. Many employers tell you the salary
range prior to the interview. The Internet can be a good source of
salary information for certain types of jobs. In terms of your needs,
try to determine what you care about the most: interesting work,
future promotion, or flexible work schedule. If you are willing to
negotiate, you can increase your pay by hundreds or even thou-
sands of dollars. Be prepared to sell yourself, negotiate the salary
you believe is appropriate, and achieve a win-win solution in the
process.b

The desire to buy low is quite
common. However, when buyers
are faced with information
overload, their decisions become
more difficult. When concerns
surface, salespeople need to
explain the benefits that add value
and use skillful negotiations to
gain acceptance of the selling
price. If the selling price is too
low, profit margins may suffer.

Source: Reprinted with permission of
Fast Company.
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Direct Denial
Direct denial involves refuting the opinion or belief of a prospect. The direct denial of a problem
is considered a high-risk method of negotiating buyer concerns. Therefore, you should use it
with care. People do not like to be told they are wrong. Even when the facts prove the prospect is
wrong, resentment can build if we fail to handle the situation properly.

When a prospect offers buyer resistance that is not valid, we sometimes have no option other
than to openly disagree. If the person is misinformed, we must provide accurate information. For
example, if the customer questions the product’s quality, meet the concern head-on with whatever
proof seems appropriate. It is almost never proper to ignore misinformation. High-performance
salespeople counter inaccurate responses from the prospect promptly and directly.

The manner in which you state the denial is of major importance. Use a win-win approach.
Be firm and sincere in stating your beliefs, but do not be offensive. Above all, do not patronize
the prospect. A “know-it-all” attitude can be irritating.

Indirect Denial
Sometimes the prospect’s concern is completely valid or at least accurate to a large degree. This
method is referred to as the indirect denial. The best approach is to bend a little and acknowledge
that the prospect is at least partially correct. After all, if you offered a product that is objection
proof, you would likely have no competitors. Every product has a shortcoming or limitation.34

The success of this method is based in part on the need most people have to feel that their views
are worthwhile. For this reason the indirect denial method is widely used. An exchange that fea-
tures the use of this approach follows. The salesperson is a key account sales representative for
Pacific Bell Directory.35

Salesperson: The total cost of placing your 6- by 8-inch ad in the yellow pages of five different
Pacific Bell directories is $32,000.

Prospect: As a builder I want to reach people who are planning to build a home. I am afraid my
ad will be lost among the hundreds of ads featured in your directories.

Salesperson: Yes, I agree the yellow pages in our directories do feature hundreds of ads, but the
section for general contractors features fewer than 30 ads. Our design staff can prepare an ad
that can be highly visible and can set your company apart from ads placed by other contractors.
In addition, we will do the same with your Web site.

Note that the salesperson used the words “Yes, I agree . . . ” to reduce the impact of denial. The
prospect is less likely to feel her point of view has been totally disproved. One note of caution:
Avoid the “Yes . . . but” response. When you use the word but, it invalidates anything preceding
it. A more effective response would be, “I understand your concerns, Ms. Thomas; however,
there is another way to view this issue.”36

FEEL–FELT–FOUND Successful salespeople are sensitive to clues that indicate the client feels
something is wrong. One way to empathize with the client’s concerns is to use the
“feel–felt–found” strategy. Here is how it works. Assume the customer is concerned about
the complexity of the new computer software, and says, “I do not think I will ever understand
the process.” Your response might be, “I understand how you feel, Mr. Pearson. Many of my

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Selling Saves Factory Jobs
The workers at the Parker Hannifin Corporation factory in Irwin,
Pennsylvania, count on Ken Sweet to save their jobs. He is the
general manager. When sales at this automation-equipment plant
drop, there is pressure to cut the payroll. The pressure to cut costs
through layoffs builds during a recession when sales typically
decline. Fortunately, Mr. Sweet has an ace up his sleeve. As general
manager he is responsible for sales as well as getting the product

out the door. When manufacturing operations slow down,
Mr. Sweet redoubles his sales efforts. He urges his equipment-
development teams to focus on potential customers that offer the
best chance for big contracts. Some production workers are
recruited to help with the sales effort. Jim Manion, an assembler,
calls prospects that have visited the company’s Web site when work
is scarce at the plant. These sales efforts help save jobs.c
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customers felt the same way, until they started using the software and found it quite easy to
master.”

Questions
Throughout this chapter, we have described several situations where probing or confirmation
questions can enhance the negotiation process. We must also keep in mind the important role of
need-satisfaction questions. In Chapter 11, we noted that need-satisfaction questions are
designed to move the sales process forward toward commitment and action. These questions
focus on the solution.37 Consider the following exchange that involves a price concern:

Buyer: It would be difficult for our Human Resources Department to absorb the cost of your
psychological tests.

Seller: What would a 10 percent reduction in employee turnover save your company?

In these examples, the questions are designed to get the customer’s attention focused on the
solution. These questions also give ownership of the solution to the prospect. See Chapter 11 for
more examples of the need-satisfaction question.

In their best-selling book The New
Conceptual Selling, authors
Heiman, Sanchez, and Tuleja
recommend using the question
“What are your concerns with this
proposal?” They also suggest that
you ask questions in a positive
rather than negative manner, and
that you “wait for answers.”

Source: Reprinted with permission of
Warner Books.
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Superior Benefit
Sometimes the customer raises a problem that cannot be answered with a denial. For example:
“Your television commercial proposal does not include payroll costs for actors who will be used
during the shoot. This means we must cover this expense.” You should acknowledge the valid
objection and then discuss one or more superior benefits: “Yes, you are correct. We do conduct
the talent search and coach the actors throughout the development of the commercial. In addi-
tion, if you are not happy with the performance of the actors, we will conduct a second search for
new actors and remake the commercial at no additional cost to you.” A superior benefit is a
benefit that in most cases outweighs the customer’s specific concern.

Demonstration
If you are familiar with your product as well as that of your competition, this method of negoti-
ating buyer resistance is easy to use. You know the competitive advantages of your product and
can discuss these features with confidence.

At Mattress Firm, Edith Botello realizes the product demonstration is one of the most con-
vincing ways to overcome any skepticism her customers might have. With the aid of an effective
demonstration you can overcome specific concerns. Sometimes a second demonstration is needed
to overcome buyer skepticism. This demonstration can provide additional proof. High-achieving
sales personnel know when and how to use proof devices to overcome buyer resistance.

Trial Offer
A trial offer involves giving the prospect an opportunity to try the product without making a pur-
chase commitment. The trial offer (especially with new products) is popular with customers
because they can get fully acquainted with your product without making a major commitment.
Assume that a buyer for a large restaurant chain says, “I am sure you have a good cooking oil, but
we are happy with our current brand. We have had no complaints from our managers.” In response
to this comment, you might say, “I can understand your reluctance to try our product. However, I do
believe our oil is the finest on the market. With your permission I would like to ship you 30 gallons
of our oil at no cost. You can use our product at selected restaurants and evaluate the results. If our
oil does not provide you with superior results, you are under no obligation to place an order.”

Third-Party Testimony
Studies indicate that the favorable testimony of a neutral third party can be an effective method
of responding to buyer resistance. Let us assume that the owner of a small business states that
he can get along without the services of a professional landscaping service. The salesperson

The product demonstration is one
of the most convincing ways to
overcome buyer skepticism.

Source: Sam Jordash/Getty
Images/Digital Vision
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might respond in this manner: “Some business owners feel the way you do. However, once
they contract for our service, they do not regret the decision. Mark Williams, owner of
Williams Hardware, says our service completely changed the image his business projects to
the public.” Third-party testimony provides a positive way to solve certain types of buying
problems. The positive experiences of a neutral third party almost never trigger an argument
with the prospect.

Postpone Method
Today’s customers are well informed and may want to engage in negotiations early in the sales
process. The customer may raise concerns that you would prefer to respond to later in the pres-
entation. Let’s assume you are calling on an office manager who is interested in well-equipped
cubicles for eight employees. Soon after you present some product information, the customer
says, “How much will eight well-equipped cubicles cost us?” Using the postpone method, your
response might be, “I would prefer to answer that question in a few minutes. Once I learn what
features you prefer, I can calculate a cost estimate.” Every customer concern should be taken
seriously. Always try to explain why you want to postpone the response.

COMBINATION METHODS As noted previously, consultative selling is characterized by flexibility.
A combination of methods sometimes proves to be the best way to deal with buyer resistance.
For example, an indirect denial might be followed by a question: “The cost of our business secu-
rity system is a little higher than the competition. The price I have quoted reflects the high-quality
materials used to develop our system. Wouldn’t you feel better entrusting your security needs to
a firm with more than 25 years of experience in the business security field?” In this situation the
salesperson also might consider combining the indirect denial with an offer to arrange a demon-
stration of the security system.

A salesperson might attempt to turn the objection into a trial close by concluding the sale with-
out prejudicing the opportunity to continue the selling process with the buyer should they refuse to
commit themselves. This might take the form of “If I can address this final concern of yours, would
you buy it?”38 See Figure 13.3 on page 282 for more examples of combination methods.

Creating Value During Formal Negotiations
The challenge a salesperson faces in almost every negotiation is to sell products and services
based on fair and unique value propositions, not on price.39 If salespeople rely on price only to
capture and retain business, they reduce whatever they’re selling to a commodity. Once that
happens, there is no customer loyalty.40 In this section, we focus on how the salesperson can
tactfully create value for buyers during formal negotiations without compromising profits.

How to Deal with Price Concerns
As we have noted, price resistance is common, so we must prepare for it. There are some impor-
tant “do’s and don’ts” to keep in mind when the price concern surfaces.

DO CLARIFY PRICE CONCERNS WITH QUESTIONS When you are confronted with a price objection,
determine what the customer is really saying. You will recall from Chapter 11 that specific

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Automated Sorting and Productivity
The notes of a busy salesperson can soon become extensive. Paper
notes make it difficult, if not impossible, to cross-reference impor-
tant information within those notes. The notes in a customer rela-
tionship management (CRM) system give salespeople immediate
access to records containing needed words or phrases. This offers

users many advantages, including a method of quickly finding
information about buyers with similar interests or concerns. (See
the CRM Application Exercise “Finding Keywords in a CRM
Database” on page 295 for more information.)
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survey questions encourage the customer to give you more details. The following questions
might be used when price concerns surface:

“When you say we are higher, could you be more specific, please?”

“What did you anticipate the price to be?”

When the customer says budget is the primary reason for delaying the purchase, you might ask,
“If you had the budget, would you buy?” Questions can help you determine what the customer is
really thinking.41

DO ADD VALUE WITH A CLUSTER OF SATISFACTIONS As noted in Chapter 7, a growing number of
customers are seeking a cluster of satisfactions that includes a good product, a salesperson who is
truly a partner, and a company that stands behind its products (see Figure 7.1). Many business firms
are at a competitive disadvantage when the price alone is considered. When you look beyond price,
however, it may become obvious that your company offers more value for the dollar.

Stephen Smith, senior account manager for Bell Atlantic, says that price is like the tip of the
iceberg—it is often the only feature the customer sees. Salespeople need to direct the customer’s
attention to the value-added features that make up the bulk of the iceberg that is below the surface
(Figure 13.4).42 Do not forget to sell yourself as a high-value element of the sales proposal.
Emphasize your commitment to customer service after the sale. Also, listen carefully to identify
and reconfirm what intangibles in addition to the product or service the customers actually value.43

DO NOT MAKE PRICE THE FOCAL POINT OF YOUR SALES PRESENTATION You may need to discuss
price, but do not bring it up too early. The best time to deal with price is after you have reviewed
product features and discussed buyer benefits. You increase the chances for a win-win outcome
by increasing the number of issues you can resolve. If you negotiate price along with delivery
date, support services, or volume purchases, you increase the opportunities for a trade-off so you
and the customer both win something of value.44

Favorable
credit terms

Assistance from

salesperson after

the sale

Excellent

technical assistance

Quick delivery
Comprehensive

warranty

Price

FIGURE 13.4
A sales proposal is sometimes like
an iceberg. The customer sees the
tip of the iceberg (price) but does
not see the value-added features
below the surface.
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DO NOT APOLOGIZE FOR THE PRICE When you do mention price, do so in a confident and
straightforward manner. Do not have even a hint of apology in your voice. Convey to the
prospect that you believe your price is fair and make every effort to relate price to value. Many
people fear paying too much for a product or service. If your company has adopted a value-added
strategy, point this fact out to the prospect. Then discuss how you and your company add value.

DO POINT OUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRICE AND QUALITY In our highly competitive, free
enterprise economy, there are forces at work that tend to promote fair pricing. The highest qual-
ity can never be obtained at the lowest price. Quality comes from that Latin word qualitas, mean-
ing “What is the worth?” When you sell quality, price is more likely to be secondary in the
prospect’s mind. Always point out the value-added features that create the difference in price.
Keep in mind that cheap products are built down to a price rather than up to a standard.45

DO EXPLAIN AND DEMONSTRATE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRICE AND COST Price represents the
initial amount the buyer pays for the product. Cost represents the amount the buyer pays for a prod-
uct as it is used over a period of time. The price–cost comparison is particularly relevant with a prod-
uct or service that lasts a long time or is particularly reliable. Today, airlines are comparing the price
and operating cost of small regional jets manufactured by Bombardier of Canada with large jets sold
by Boeing and Airbus. Sales representatives at Bombardier compare their smaller $21 million cost
of the 50 passenger CRJ200 with the larger $150 million cost of the 150 passenger A320 offered by
Airbus, and point out the fast speed (534 MPH) and low fuel consumption of the CRJ200.

The Pitfalls of Paying Too Little

It’s unwise to pay too much. But it’s worse to pay too little.
When you pay too much, you lose a little money, that is all.
When you pay too little you sometimes lose everything, because the thing you bought

was incapable of doing the thing it was bought to do.
The common law of business balances prohibits paying a little and getting a lot. It can’t

be done.
If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run.

John Ruskin, British Writer

Negotiating Price with a Low-Price Strategy
As noted in Chapter 7, some marketers have positioned their products with a price strategy. The
goal is to earn a small profit margin on a large sales volume. Many of these companies have
empowered their salespeople to use various low-price strategies such as quantity discounts, trade
discounts, seasonal discounts, and promotional discounts. Some salespeople are given permis-
sion to match the price of any competitor. Many transactional buyers are primarily interested in
price and convenience during negotiations, so consider eliminating features that contribute to a
higher selling price.

Working with Buyers Trained in Formal Negotiation
In recent years, as noted earlier, we have seen an increase in the number of training programs
developed for professional buyers. One such course is Fundamentals of Purchasing for the
Newly Appointed Buyer, offered by the American Management Association. Enrollees learn
how to negotiate with salespeople. Some salespeople also are returning to the classroom to learn
negotiation skills. Learning how to negotiate is one of the linchpins of effective selling.46

Acclivus Corporation (www.acclivus.com), a Dallas-based training company, offers the Acclivus
Sales Negotiation System for salespeople who work in the business-to-business selling arena.
Karrass Limited (www.karrass.com) offers the Effective Sales Negotiating seminar.

Professional buyers often learn to use specific tactics in dealing with salespeople. Homer
Smith, author of Selling Through Negotiation, provides the following examples.

www.acclivus.com
www.karrass.com
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Budget Limitation Tactic47

The buyer may say, “We like your proposal, but our budget for the convention is only $8,500.” Is
the buyer telling the truth, or is the person testing your price? The best approach in this instance
is to take the budget limitation seriously and use appropriate negotiation strategies. One strategy
is to reduce the price by eliminating some items, sometimes described as unbundling. In the
case of a fleet truck sale, the salesperson might say, “We can deliver the trucks with a less
powerful engine and, thus, meet your budget figure. Would you be willing to purchase trucks
with less powerful engines?”

Take-It-or-Leave-It Tactic48

How do you respond to a buyer who says, “My final offer is $3,300, take it or leave it?” A price
concession is, of course, one option. However, this is likely to reduce profits for the company and
lower your commission. An alternative strategy is to confidently review the superior benefits of
your product and make another closing attempt. Appealing to the other person’s sense of fairness
also may move the discussion forward. If the final offer is totally without merit, consider calling a
halt to the negotiation to allow the other party to back down from his position without losing face.49

Let-Us-Split-the-Difference Tactic50

In some cases the salesperson may find this price concession acceptable. If the buyer’s sugges-
tion is not acceptable, then the salesperson might make a counteroffer.

“If . . . Then” Tactic
This approach involves the buyer saying something like, “Unless you agree immediately to a price
reduction of 20 percent, we’ll have to look elsewhere for a supplier.” In this setting the consequence
could be serious. The correct response depends upon the outcome of the assessment of the balance
of power conducted during the preparation. If the buyer does have a number of options, all of which
offer the same kind of benefits as yours, then you may have to concede. If your product offers clear
advantages over the competition, then you may be able to resist the challenge.

“Sell Low Now, Make Profits Later” Tactic
In this situation, also referred to as the “Reward in Heaven Tactic,” the buyer may say something
like, “If you can reduce the price another $500 on this job, I will give you all my future work.” This
may be a genuine statement and, in fact, may meet your own objective of gaining a foothold in your
buyer’s business. You might respond with, “Because of the price I have quoted, I am unable to dis-
count this job. However, if you do give me this job and your future jobs, I will discount your future
work.” This negotiation approach can actually create value for both you and your customer.

These tactics represent only a sample of those used by professional buyers. To prepare for these
and other tactics, salespeople need to plan their negotiating strategies in advance and have clear goals.
Decide in advance on the terms you can (and cannot) accept. It is important that you have the author-
ity to set prices. Buyers want to do business with someone who has decision-making authority.

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Describe the principles of formal negotiations as part of the win-win strategy
Negotiations play a central role in the selling profession. Generic principles of formal integrative
negotiations include preparing for negotiations, knowing the value of what you are offering,
understanding the problem, creating alternate solutions, finding some point of agreement, and
knowing when to walk away. If a salesperson uses a negotiations worksheet, then it can be much
easier to plan systematically.
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Describe common types of buyer concerns
Sales resistance is natural and should be welcomed as an opportunity to learn more about how to
satisfy the prospect’s needs. Buyers’ concerns often provide salespeople with precisely the infor-
mation they need to close a sale. These concerns fall into five broad categories: buyers’ need, the
product, the source, time, and price. Whatever the reasons, the salesperson should negotiate sales
resistance with the proper attitude, never making too much or too little of the prospect’s concerns.

Discuss specific methods of negotiating buyer concerns
We describe eight specific methods of negotiating buyer concerns: direct denial, indirect denial,
need-satisfaction questions, superior benefits, demonstration, trial offer, testimony, and postpone
method. The use of these methods and combinations thereof varies depending on the particular
combination of salesperson, product, services, and prospect.

Outline methods for creating value in formal negotiations
We have described several specific methods for creating value in formal negotiations, but you
should remember that practice in applying them is essential and that there is room for a great deal
of creative imagination in developing variations or additional methods. With careful preparation
and practice, negotiating buyer concerns about price should become a stimulating challenge to
each salesperson’s professional growth.

Work with buyers who are trained in negotiation
Buyers who are trained in negotiations resort to a number of tactics that a salesperson should be
prepared for. In any case, the ultimate goal of formal integrative negotiations is to achieve win-win
solutions by offering buyers the value they appreciate without compromising the sellers’ benefits.

Key Terms
Negotiation
BATNA
ZOPA
Logrolling

Stall
Direct denial
Indirect denial
Superior benefit

Trial offer
Postpone method
Trial close
Unbundling

Review Questions

1. Explain why a salesperson should welcome buyer concerns.
2. List the common types of buyer resistance that might surface in a presentation.
3. How does the negotiations worksheet form help the salesperson prepare to negotiate buyer

concerns?
4. Explain the value of using probing and confirmation questions when negotiating buyer

concerns.
5. List eight specific strategies for negotiating buyer resistance.
6. John Ruskin says that it is unwise to pay too much when making a purchase, but it is worse

to pay too little. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Explain.
7. What is the most common reason that prospects give for not buying? How can salespeople

deal effectively with this type of concern?
8. Professional buyers often learn to use specific negotiation tactics in dealing with

salespeople. List and describe two tactics that are commonly used today.
9. When a customer says, “I want time to think it over,” what type of resistance is the

salesperson encountering? Suggest ways to overcome this type of buyer concern.
10. Discuss the merits of using need-satisfaction questions to negotiate buyer concerns.

Application Exercises

1. Research for this Adaptive Selling Today Training Video revealed that anger does surface
during the sales presentation and can be very challenging to negotiate. Anger can be some-
thing the other party experiences outside of the sale itself, or it can be caused by some
aspect of the sale. Lana, the medical equipment salesperson, received an angry call from



the doctor she was working with and had to prepare for solving both the anger problem
and the reason for it. What three actions did she learn to use in negotiating with an angry
customer? Describe how she adapted these actions during the sale to move the doctor’s
apparent position of “I am going to win, I don’t care if you win;” to an “I want to win and
I want you to win also.”

2. As was shared by the doctor, it is not unusual for a customer to experience skepticism 
and doubt about the pricing, timing, supplier, need, and/or the product solution during the
sales process. Skepticism creates an “I may not win” customer reaction and can prevent
the other party from making a good and correct decision, resulting in a no sale. What
three actions did Lana use to help her customer overcome the skepticism he was
experiencing?

3. Research also reveals the most common problem in negotiations is the price problem.
Customers often want to be sure they are getting the best price possible, as well as the best
product solution. What three actions did Lana use to attempt to achieve a win-win solution
with the doctor’s concern about staying within a budget? Describe them in detail.

4. The action of “walking away” from a potential sale is often considered a high-risk
negotiations strategy. What three actions did Lana employ before she walked away 
from this sale?
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Role-Play Exercise

You work for the sales department of an apparel manufacturing company. Company
XYZ, which you have met with during a recent trade fair, is going to visit your
facilities next week. You understand that this company wants to “buy low” but nor-
mally places large orders. However, you want to “sell high.” Your company might
not be able to deliver very large orders unless you invest in new facilities. Company
XYZ says it will send over a team of three people: the vice president of marketing,

the purchasing manager, and a designer. They are interested in developing a collection for the
next season and going over a “price exercise” with you. In addition, they are interested in placing
a trial order at the price of a bulk order (i.e., large order). Delivery of the order is to be made in
two weeks. Unfortunately, this trial order is well below the minimum quantity you’re willing to
accept, and your company normally needs one month to fill a new order.

1. How do you convey this information to the other departments within your company to
prepare for this meeting? Will you invite your boss to the meeting? Why?

2. Using a negotiations worksheet, plan your responses to the following statements made by
the purchasing manager: (a) We are concerned that you will not be able to meet our quality
requirements, (b) Your price is too high, (c) Either take this trial order or we will look for
another vendor. Decide at what point in the negotiations on price and delivery date you
will decide to turn down the offer or accept the offer. Role-play your response to each of
these statements.

CRM Application Exercise
Finding Keywords in a CRM Database

During sales training this week, your sales manager, Becky Kemley, led a discussion
about negotiating buyer resistance and managing objections. The discussion
included methods of identifying and responding to price concerns. You intend to
identify those prospects that have a price objection so that you can better prepare to

work with them.
Click on the Salesforce.com Documents tab and choose the “Pat Silva Notes” link. On the

following record, click on the link, View file. This will open a PDF file with all of the notes taken
by the previous salesperson. Search this file for the word “price” and review the context in which
the word appears. Identify the accounts in which price is an issue.
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Reality Selling Today Video Case Problem

Each year public and private organizations send thousands of employees to meetings
held at hotels, motels, convention centers, conference centers, and resorts. These
meetings represent a multimillion-dollar business in the United States. Airport hotels
such as the Marriott Houston Hobby, introduced at the beginning of this chapter, are

a good example of such a destination. The Marriott Houston Hobby is located at a convenient
location, only one mile from the Hobby Airport in Houston, Texas. It also has a competitive edge
because it lies outside of the flight path. In addition to convenience and tranquility, the goal of
the hotel is to provide guests outstanding meeting and conferences services. The hotel offers 235
deluxe guest rooms, 52 suites, 13 soundproof meeting rooms with state-of-the-art audiovisual
technology, and continuous break service that can accommodate any agenda. Lavish customized
meal events from a wide variety of international cuisines are a specialty of the Marriott Houston
Hobby.

In an ideal situation, Heather Ramsey, corporate catering manager at the hotel, tries to get the
prospects out for a site inspection of the property. Prospects might also sample hors d’oeuvres or
lunch meals during this site tour. This tour, in some ways, fulfills the function of a sales demon-
stration. Throughout the tour she describes special amenities and services offered by the hotel.
She also uses this time to get better acquainted with the needs of the prospect. Once the tour is
completed, she escorts the prospect back to her office and completes the needs assessment. Next,
she prepares a detailed sales proposal or, in some cases, contracts. The proposal needs to contain
accurate and complete facts because, when signed, it becomes a legally enforceable sales contract.

For big events, the sales proposal is rarely accepted without modification. Professional
meeting planners are experienced negotiators and press hard for concessions. Some have com-
pleted training programs developed for professional buyers. The concessions requested may
include a lower guest room rate, lower meal costs, complimentary suites, or a complimentary
event such as a wine and cheese reception. It might take as long as two months to reach an agree-
ment with sophisticated buyers.

Of course, some buyer resistance is not easily identified. Heather Ramsey says that she
follows four steps in dealing with buyer concerns:

1. Identify the actual needs of the prospects. To achieve win-win deals, Heather spends time
asking specific questions about the customer’s needs such as the audience of the event,
the size and timing of the event, or the customer’s budget. The prospects normally focus on
negotiating details of food menu choice, group rates for room rental, and audiovisual
facilities.

2. Locate the resistance. Some prospects are reluctant to accept the offer, but the reason may
be unclear. Heather has discovered in some cases that asking open-ended questions goes a
long way in understanding the actual resistance. Once this perception is uncovered,
Heather knows how to deal with it.

3. Clarify the resistance. If a prospect says, “I like your facilities, but your prices are a little
high,” then the salesperson must clarify the meaning of this objection. Is the prospect seek-
ing a major price concession or a small price concession?

4. Overcome the objection. Heather says, “You must be prepared for negotiations by under-
standing both your flexibility and the customers’ needs.” The hotel must earn a profit or
publicity, so concessions can be made only after careful consideration of the bottom line
and other intangible benefits.
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Heather has discovered that the best way to negotiate buyer concerns is to make sure both
the prospect and the resort feel like winners once the negotiations are finalized. If either party
feels like a loser, a long-term relationship will not be possible. During peak seasons, Heather
might also need to negotiate the schedule of events with prospects to minimize opportunity costs
for the hotel while keeping the customers happy by offering off-season concessions. Refer to the
opening paragraph of this chapter for more information. (See chapter opener on page 277, and
Reality Selling Today Role-Play 7 in Appendix 1 on page 403 for more information.)

Questions
1. If you were selling convention services for a hotel located in a large city, what types of

buyer concerns would you expect from a new prospect?
2. Let us assume that you are representing the Marriott Houston Hobby Airport and you are

meeting with a new prospect at the hotel for a site tour. This prospect is planning to host an
important event at your hotel for 200 guests. List the questions that you might ask the
prospect to identify her actual needs. In doing so, be specific about the alternatives
(e.g., high-end, medium, regular packages) that you can offer the prospect and the order
of presenting those to the prospects.

3. If you meet with a professional buyer who is trained in negotiation, what tactics can you
expect the person to use? How would you respond to each of these tactics?

4. What subtle questions will you ask to validate that the negotiator is the decision maker
without hurting her feelings? What actions will you take if you find out she is not the
decision maker?

CRM Case Study
Negotiating Resistance
Becky Kemley has asked you to review Pat Silva’s notes about the accounts. She wants you to
look for accounts with which you might anticipate objections during a presentation.

Questions
1. Which account might voice a time objection and say, “We want to put off our decision for

now,” and how would you propose dealing with this objection?
2. Which account is most likely to try to get you to agree to a lower price and how would you

respond?
3. Which account might say, “We want to shop around for a good solid supplier,” and what

would be your response?

Partnership Selling: A Role-Play/Simulation
(See Appendix 3, pages 468–469 and 478)

Developing a Presentation Strategy—Negotiating

Refer to Sales Memorandum 3 and strategically plan to anticipate and negotiate any objections or concerns
your customer may have to your presentation. You should prepare a negotiations worksheet to organize
this part of your presentation.

The instructions for item 2e direct you to prepare negotiations for the time, price, source, and product
objections. You note that your price is approximately $200 more than your customer budgeted for this
meeting. You have to be very effective in negotiating a value-added strategy because your convention
center is not a low-price supplier (see Chapter 2 on value-added product strategies).

During the presentation, you should use proof devices from the product strategy materials provided in
Employment Memorandum 1 to negotiate concerns you anticipate. You also may want to use a calculator
to negotiate any financial arrangements such as savings on parking, airport transportation, and so on.
Using spreadsheet software, you may want to prepare graphs to illustrate competitive pricing. Place these
materials in the front pocket of your three-ring binder (portfolio) so that you can easily access them during
your presentation. You may want to secure another person to be your customer, instructing him or her to
voice the objections you have anticipated, and then respond with your negotiation strategies. This experi-
ence can provide you with the opportunity to rehearse your negotiation strategies.
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Adaptive Selling Today Training Video Series

“Ask For the Order,” or “AFTO,” as it is also called, is the third training video in the

Adaptive Selling Today Training Video Series. The video begins with a salesperson who has a fear

of closing the sale. Research shows that many sales are lost because salespeople fear asking for

the order, and that even when they do, it is not unusual to have to ask three or four times. Along

with many successful examples of how to ask for the order, AFTO presents a three-dimensional

approach to overcome any fear one may have of asking for the order.

AFTO presents many closing methods, described in this chapter, that illustrate the importance

of adapting your closing questions to the customer’s particular buying situation. Specific methods

of asking for the order are clearly presented in dramatic sequences, representing a wide variety of

selling situations.

AFTO presents a system to use throughout the sales process to gain a better understanding of

your customer’s needs, and ultimately help your customers make sound buying decisions. �

Adapting the Close—An Attitude That Adds Value
Gretchen Parr-Silver, director of special event sales at Universal Studios, looks at closing from
the prospect’s point of view. Although the special event plan she prepared may seem perfect, she
realizes that the customer may have a different point of view. A special event in her department
may be a corporate reception, a wedding, a bar mitzvah, or a class reunion. She must try to see
the actual event through the eyes of the customer and, from this insight, use adaptive closing
questions to confirm the sale and a long-term partnership. Gretchen believes that relationship-
building skills must be applied at every step of the sales process. If she is continually adding
value throughout the sales presentation, closing is much easier. This is especially true in those
cases in which price might be a barrier to closing.1



Throughout the evolution of personal selling, we have seen major changes in the way clos-
ing is perceived. Prior to the introduction of consultative selling and the partnering era, closing
was often presented as the most important aspect of the sales process. The early sales training
literature also presented closing methods that encouraged the manipulation of the customer. Use
of any closing method that is perceived by the customer as pushy or manipulative will damage
your chances of building a long-term partnership, even if you do get the sale.2

Closing should not be viewed as a strategy to win at the expense of the customer. The
proper attitude should be “If this is the best solution for customer, I should help her make
the correct decision.”3 Once the best solution is determined, asking for the order is the next
logical step.

We take the position that in many selling situations the salesperson needs to assume
responsibility for obtaining commitment from the customer. Some closing methods can move
the customer from indecision to commitment. When these methods are used effectively,
the prospect will not feel pressured. In some cases, we need to simply replace defense-
arousing language, such as, “This is the lowest price available anywhere,” with a positive
need-satisfaction question, such as, “Wouldn’t this new software help you achieve more
efficient inventory control?”

Asking for the order is less difficult if the salesperson is strategically prepared for the
close. Preparation for the close involves understanding customer needs, custom fitting solu-
tions, and planning appropriate closing methods. Throughout the sales presentation the sales-
person should recognize closing clues and be prepared to use effective adaptive closing methods
(Figure 14.1).4
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Closing the sale is easier if you
review the value proposition
effectively from the prospect’s
point of view.

Source: Courtesy of PLUS.
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Review the Value Proposition from the Prospect’s Point of View
Closing the sale is usually easier if you look at the value proposition from the prospect’s point of
view. Have you effectively summarized the mix of key benefits? Will your proposal provide a
solution that solves the customer’s problem? Is your proposal strong enough to win over a cus-
tomer who is experiencing buying anxieties?

Gene Bedell, author of 3 Steps to Yes, reminds us that buying often causes emotional stress,
sometimes referred to as “buyer’s remorse.” The following buying anxieties help explain why
some customers are reluctant to make a commitment to your proposal.5

Loss of options. If the customer agrees to purchase a $5,000 design proposal, then that
money will not be available for other purchases or investments. Agreeing to purchase a
product or service often means that some other purchase must be postponed. Anxiety and
stress build as we think about allocating limited resources.

Fear of making a mistake. If the customer believes that agreeing with a closing request
may be the wrong thing to do, he may back away just when the decision seems imminent.
Fear of making a mistake can be caused by lack of trust in the salesperson.

Social or peer pressures. Some customers make buying decisions with an eye on the opin-
ions and reactions of others. A business buyer may have to justify a purchase to her boss or
employees who will actually use the product. Be prepared to deal with these anxieties as
you get closer to closing the sale. Sometimes just a little gentle persuasion will help the
anxious customer make a decision.

Closing the Sale—The Beginning of the Partnership
Tom Reilly, in his book Value-Added Selling, says “ . . . you don’t close sales; you build commit-
ment to a course of action that brings value to the customer and profit to the seller.”6 There is a
building process that begins with an interesting approach and need discovery. It continues with
effective product selection and presentation of benefits that build desire for the product. After a
well-planned demonstration and after negotiating sales resistance, it is time to obtain commit-
ment. Closing should be thought of as the beginning of a long-term partnership.

Review Strategic/Consultative
Selling Model
Initiate customer contact

The Six-Step Presentation Plan

Step One:
Approach

Service, retail, wholesale, and manufacturer selling

Ask strategic questions
Determine customer needs
Select Product Solution

Step Two:
Need Discovery

Select presentation strategy
Create presentation plan
Initiate presentation

Step Three:
Presentation

Anticipate buyer concerns
Plan negotiating methods
Initiate win-win negotiations

Step Four:
Negotiation

Plan appropriate closing methods
Recognize closing clues
Initiate closing methods

Step Five:
Close

Follow through
Follow-up calls
Expansion selling

Step Six:
Servicing the Sale

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

FIGURE 14.1
Effective closing methods require
careful planning.



Guidelines for Closing the Sale
A number of factors increase the odds that you will close the sale (Figure 14.2). These guidelines
for closing the sale have universal application in the field of selling.

Focus on Dominant Buying Motives
Most salespeople incorporate the outstanding benefits of their product into the sales presentation.
This is only natural. However, be alert to the one specific benefit that generates the most excite-
ment. The buying motive that is of greatest interest deserves special attention. Vince Peters,
director of sales training and development for Wyeth-Ayerst International, tells his 8,000
pharmaceutical salespeople that the key to closing “ . . . is to find out exactly what a prospect is
looking for.”7

Throughout the need discovery stage, pay close attention to the buyer’s interests. Focus your
closing efforts on the point of greatest interest and give the prospect a reason for buying.

Longer Selling Cycles and Incremental Commitments
Longer selling cycles have become a fact of life in many industries. One reason for this change
is that more decision makers are involved in purchasing some products. A survey of 1,300
companies by sales analysis firm CSO Insights indicates that increased competition, more com-
plex buying processes, and higher buyer workloads are also adding time to the sales cycle. The
buying cycle for many products can be measured in months and some buying cycles can be
measured in years.8

When you are working on a large, complex sale, you should try to achieve incremental
commitment throughout the sales process. Some form of commitment should be obtained dur-
ing each step in a multi-call sales presentation. At the conclusion of the first sales call, you may
obtain commitment to an agenda for the second call. At the second call you might obtain
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Noted author Gene Bedell reminds
us that buying often causes
emotional stress. A loss of
options, fear of making a mistake,
and/or social pressures can cause
high levels of anxiety. Salespeople
must be prepared to help the
anxious customer make a decision.

Source: Jacket cover, copyright 
© 2000 by Gene Bedell, from 3 Steps
to Yes by Gene Bedell. Used by
permission of Crown Publishers, a
division of Random House, Inc.
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1. 

2.

3.

4.

5.

Review possible barriers
to closing the sale.

Review closing guidelines.

Prepare several closing
methods.

Plan to ask for the order 
more than once.

Practice closing.

Recognize closing clues.

Focus on point of greatest
interest.

Handle tough points early.

Avoid surprises.

Keep prospect involved.

Display confidence.

Accommodate buyer’s
communication style.

Ask for order more than once.

Strategic
planning for 

closing the sale

Actions
during the 

close

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

FIGURE 14.2
The presentation strategy should
include reviewing these guidelines
for closing and confirming
the sale.

Closing should be viewed as part
of the selling process—the logical
outcome of a well-planned
presentation strategy.

Source: OJO Images/Superstock
Royalty Free

commitment for the prospect to tour your company facilities. Each commitment should move the
sale forward toward a signed order.

In some cases the best way to shorten a sales cycle is to create an entirely new way to locate
and approach customers. The customer base for Telegraph Hill Robes is upscale hotels and spas.
When Maria Spurlock assumed the duties of CEO, the typical sales cycle was six months to two
years. Most Telegraph Hill clients were large established hotels, and decisions regarding the pur-
chase of robes often involved the general manager and the head of housekeeping. Spurlock
decided to focus more sales efforts on hotels still under construction. The key decision maker for
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a hotel under construction was often just one person, the interior designer. By working with
designers, she reduced the sales cycle to three months or less.9

Negotiating the Tough Points Before Attempting the Close
Many products have what might be thought of as an Achilles heel. In other words, the product is
vulnerable, or appears to be vulnerable, in one or more areas. Negotiate a win-win solution to the
tough points before you attempt to close the sale. Such factors can lose the sale if you ignore
them. The close should be a positive phase of the sales presentation. This is not the time to deal
with a controversial issue or problem.

In the case of Guardsmark security systems, Hickey-Freeman hand-tailored suits, Lexus
automobiles, or Ritz-Carlton conference facilities, the Achilles heel may be price. Each of these
products may seem expensive in comparison with competing ones. People who sell them find
ways to establish the value of their product before attempting the close.

Avoid Surprises at the Close
Some salespeople make the mistake of waiting until the close to reveal information that may
come as a surprise to the prospect. For example, the salesperson quotes a price but is not
specific concerning what the price includes. Let us assume that the price of a central air-
conditioning unit is $3,000. The prospect believes that the price is competitive in relation to
similar units on the market and is ready to sign the order form. Then the salesperson mentions
casually that the installation charge is an extra $825. The prospect had assumed that the
$3,000 fee included installation. Suddenly, the extra fee looms as a major obstacle to closing
the sale.

The surprise might come in the form of an accessory that costs extra, terms of the warranty,
customer service limitations, or some other issue. Do not let a last-minute surprise damage the
relationship and threaten the completion of a sale.

“Tough-Mindedness”—Displaying a High Degree of Self-Confidence 
at the Close
Do you believe in your product? Do you believe in your company? Do you believe in yourself?
Have you identified a solution to the customer’s problem? If you can answer yes to each of
these questions, then there is no need to display timidity. Look the prospect in the eye and ask
for the order. Do not be apologetic at this important point in the sales presentation. The sales-
person who confidently asks for the sale is displaying the tough-mindedness that often is
needed in personal selling.

Ask for the Order More Than Once
Too often, salespeople make the mistake of not asking for the order or asking just once. If the
prospect says no, they give up. Michael LeBoeuf, author of How to Win Customers and Keep
Them for Life, reports that almost two-thirds of all sales calls conclude without the salesperson
asking for the order. He also says that a majority of all customers say no several times before
saying yes.10 Some of the most productive salespeople ask for the order three, four, or even five
times. A surprising number of yes responses come on the fourth or fifth attempt. Of course, not
all these closing attempts necessarily came during one call. Determination is a virtue if your
product solution solves the customer’s problem.

Recognize Closing Clues
As the sales presentation progresses, you need to be alert to closing clues (sometimes called
buying signals). A closing clue is an indication, either verbal or nonverbal, that the prospect is
preparing to make a buying decision. It is a form of feedback, which is so important in selling.
When you detect a closing clue, it may be time to attempt a close.

Many closing clues are quite subtle and may be missed if you are not alert. This is especially
true in the case of nonverbal buying signals. If you pay careful attention—with your eyes and
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your ears—many prospects will signal their degree of commitment.11 As we have noted earlier in
this text, one of the most important personality traits salespeople need is empathy, the ability to
sense what the other person is feeling. Recognizing situational clues allows you to modify your
self-behavior to use the appropriate strategy for the close.12 In this section we review some of the
most common verbal and nonverbal clues.

VERBAL CLUES Closing clues come in many forms. Spoken words (verbal clues) are usually the
easiest to perceive. These clues can be divided into three categories: (1) questions, (2) recogni-
tions, and (3) requirements.

Questions One of the least subtle buying signals is the question. You might attempt a trial close
after responding to one of the following questions:

“Do you have a credit plan to cover this purchase?”

“What type of warranty do you provide?”

“How soon can our company get delivery?”

Recognitions A recognition is any positive statement concerning your product or some factor
related to the sale, such as credit terms or delivery date. Some examples follow:

“How long will it take to get delivery?”

“Will this plane do all the things you say it will?”

“I have always wanted to own a boat like this.”

Requirements Sometimes, customers outline a condition that must be met before they can buy.
If you are able to meet this requirement, it may be a good time to try a trial close. Some require-
ments that the prospect might voice are:

“We will need shipment within two weeks.”

“Our staff will need to be trained in how to use this equipment.”

“All our equipment must be certified by the plant safety officer.”

In some cases, verbal buying clues do not jump out at you. Important buying signals may be
interwoven into normal conversation. Listen closely whenever the prospect is talking.

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Brand Development Starts with Personal Selling
Building a brand name for a line of “unmentionables” (bras, under-
wear, and camisoles) can be a challenge. Alka and Mona Srivastava,
sisters and business partners, readily agree that they didn’t know
what they were getting themselves into when they started Floren-
tyna Intima, a lingerie company. The two economics majors knew
very little about design, manufacturing, and marketing. Once they
had a business plan and some money borrowed from their parents,
Alka and Mona began the search for a designer and manufacturer.
They needed prototypes to show to customers. Once the proto-
types were completed by a firm in Bangkok, they tried to hire a
sales representative to present the new line. Unfortunately, no one
was willing to represent a line sold by an inexperienced manufac-
turer. That’s when they decided to become salespeople. They hit the
road, calling on owners of lingerie boutiques coast to coast and vis-
iting trade shows. Soon buyers were calling with orders. Sales have
grown about 30 percent each year.a Source: “Copyright 2002, USA TODAY. Reprinted with permission”
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NONVERBAL CLUES Nonverbal buying clues are even more difficult to detect. Once detected, this
type of signal is not easy to interpret. Nevertheless, you should be alert to body movement, facial
expression, and tone of voice. Some actions follow that suggest the prospect may be prepared to
purchase the product.13

The prospect’s facial expression changes. Suddenly, the person’s eyes widen, and genuine
interest is clear in the facial expression.

The prospect begins showing agreement by nodding.

The prospect leans forward and appears to be intent on hearing your message.

The prospect begins to examine the product or study the sales literature intently.

When you observe or sense one of these nonverbal buying clues, do not hesitate to ask for com-
mitment. There may be several opportunities to close throughout the sales presentation.
Important buying signals may surface at any time. Do not miss them.

Specific Methods for Closing the Sale
The sales presentation is a process, not a single action. Each step during the process should cre-
ate another layer of trust and move the customer closer to making the purchase. Throughout the
sales process you are moving closer to the close by positioning yourself as a valued resource.14

There is no best closing method. Your best bet is to preplan several closing methods and
adapt the ones that seem appropriate to each customer (Figure 14.3). Given the complex nature
of many sales, it is often a good idea to be prepared to use a combination of closing methods that
fit the customer.15 Do keep in mind that your goal is not only to close the sale but also to develop
a long-term partnership.

Closing Worksheet

Closing clue
(prospect)

Closing statement (salesperson)Closing method

The prospect completes
a careful reading of the
proposal and communi-
cates (nonverbal clue) a
look of satisfaction.
(Nonverbal message)

“That solution surpasses your quality
requirements, meets your time deadlines,
and provides your accounting department
with the details it requested. Can you
get your chief financial officer’s signature
on the order?”

“Good, may I get your signature on
this order form?”

“Based on your cash position, I would
recommend you consider our lease –
purchase plan. This plan allows you
to pay a very small initial amount at
this time and keep the cash you now
have for your everyday business
expenses. I will be happy to write up 
your order on the lease–purchase plan.”

Combination summary-
of-benefits /direct
appeal close

Direct appeal close

Assumptive close

“That sounds fine.”
(Verbal recognition)

“Well, we don’t
have large amounts
of cash available
at this time.”
(Verbal requirement)

Multiple options close “We have two financing methods
available: 90-day open credit or
two-year long-term financing. Which
of these do you prefer?”

“What kind of
financing do you offer?”
(Verbal question)

FIGURE 14.3
Preparing for the close requires
the preplanning of several closing
methods. Research indicates that
in many selling situations several
closing attempts may be
necessary.
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Trial Close
A trial close is a closing attempt made at an opportune time during the sales presentation to
encourage the customer to reveal readiness or unwillingness to buy. It is also known as the minor
point close. When you are reasonably sure that the prospect is about to make a decision but is
being held back by natural caution, the trial close may be appropriate. It is a good way to test the
buyer’s attitude toward the actual purchase. The trial close can also be effectively adapted to
achieving incremental commitment in more complex multi-call sales. A trial close often is pre-
sented in the form of a confirmation question. Here are some examples:

“We can arrange an August first shipment. Would this date be satisfactory?”

“Is the timing right to do a presentation to the executive committee?”

“Would you rather begin this plan on July first or July fifteenth?”

“Will a $2,000 down payment be possible at this time?”

Some salespeople use the trial close more than once during the sales presentation. After the
salesperson presents a feature, converts that feature to a buyer benefit, and confirms the
prospect’s agreement that the benefit is important, it would be appropriate to use a trial close.

In broader terms, it would be appropriate to attempt a trial close after steps two, three, or
four of the six-step presentation plan (Figure 14.4).

Direct Appeal Close
The direct appeal close has the advantages of clarity and simplicity. This close involves simply
asking for the order in a straightforward manner. It is the most direct closing approach, and many
buyers find it attractive. Realistically, most customers expect salespeople to ask for the sale.

The direct appeal should not, of course, come too early. It should not be used until the
prospect has displayed a definite interest in the product or service. The salesperson also must

Approach

Need Discovery

Presentation

Negotiation

Close

Trial Close

Trial Close

Trial Close

Negative
Response

Positive
Response

FIGURE 14.4
The trial close should be
attempted at an opportune time
during the sales presentation. It is
appropriate to initiate a trial close
after steps two, three, or four of
the six-step presentation plan.
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gain the prospect’s respect before initiating this appeal. Once you make the direct appeal, stop
talking. John Livesay, West Coast ad director for W magazine, says being patient at the close is
his “secret weapon.” After asking the customer to buy, he stays silent. He avoids asking more
questions or making additional statements. This approach gives the customer time to think about
the proposal.16

A variation of the direct appeal close involves use of a question to determine how close the
customer is to making a buying decision. The question might be, “How close are we to closing
the sale?” This direct question calls for a direct answer. The customer is encouraged to reflect on
the progress of the sale.17

Assumptive Close
The assumptive close or, as it is sometimes called, the take-it-for-granted close, asks for a
minor decision, assuming that the customer has already decided to buy.18 This closing approach
comes near the end of the planned presentation. If you have identified a genuine need, presented
your solutions in terms of buyer benefits, presented an effective sales demonstration, and negoti-
ated buyer concerns satisfactorily, it may be natural to assume the person is ready to buy. Jeffrey
Gitomer (www.gitomer.com), noted sales consultant, says the assumptive close is appropriate
when the salesperson has removed perceived risks and the prospect has confidence in the sales-
person.19 The assumptive close usually takes the form of a question that focuses on a minor
point. Some examples may include:

“If you feel the Model 211 gives you the major benefits you are looking for, let’s schedule
delivery for next Tuesday.”

“Since our production system provides you with the order fulfillment flexibility you
require, let’s go ahead and place your order.”

Most customers will view these statements as the natural conclusion of the events that preceded
it. Assumptive closes often include a benefit with your request for action.20

This closing method provides a subtle way to ask for a decision when you are quite certain the
customer has already decided to buy. You are only bringing the selling/buying process to a close.

Summary-of-Benefits Close
Let us assume that you have discussed and demonstrated the major benefits of your product and
you detect considerable buyer interest. However, you have covered a great deal of material. There
is a chance that the prospect is not able to put the entire picture together without your help. At this
point you should provide a concise summary of the most important buyer benefits. Your goal in the
summary-of-benefits close is to reemphasize the value-added benefits that can help bring about a

The assumptive close asks for a
minor decision, assuming that the
customer has decided to buy.

Source: Marcelmooij/Dreamstime
LLC-Royalty Free

www.gitomer.com
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favorable decision. Because of this, this tactic is also referred to as the step-by-step close. This
closing statement gives you the opportunity to restate how the benefits will outweigh the costs.21

Let us see how this closing method works in the hospitality industry. Terry Hall, sales manager
of the Emory Hotel, recently called on Mr. Ray Busch, director of marketing for a large corpora-
tion. Near the end of the sales presentation, Terry summarized the major benefits and buying
conditions in this manner: “Mr. Busch, we can provide you with a conference room that will seat
200 people comfortably and four smaller rooms for the workshops you have planned. Our staff
will serve a noon lunch, and the cost will be less than $11 per person. Finally, we will see that each
of your employees receives a pad of paper, a pen, and a copy of the conference program. Today, I
can reserve these facilities for November 24, which is your first preference for a meeting date. Can
I go ahead and enter your reservation into our computer?” Notice that the salesperson has
reviewed all the important elements of the value proposition and then asked a need-satisfaction
question. This question is designed to move the sales process toward commitment and action.

Special Concession Close
The special concession close offers the buyer an extra incentive for acting immediately. A spe-
cial inducement is offered if the prospect agrees to sign the order. The concession may be part of
a low-price strategy, such as a sale price, a quantity discount, a more liberal credit plan, or an
added feature that the prospect did not anticipate.

You should use this closing approach with care, because some customers are skeptical of
concessions. This is especially true when the concession comes after the salesperson has made
what appears to be the final offer.

Nicholas Graham, founder and chairman of Joe Boxer Corporation, spends considerable
time presenting his novelty underwear line to retailers. Graham recalls that one of his most diffi-
cult sales involved Saks Fifth Avenue, the prestigious department store company. He wanted the
company to carry Joe Boxer underwear and suggested a Daniel Boone–inspired boxer with a
detachable raccoon tail. Graham says, “They had never seen anything so absurd in their life.” To
close the sale, he let the store take 24 pairs on consignment. “They sold out in one hour,” Graham
says. Saks has been a committed customer ever since.22

Multiple Options Close
In many selling situations it is a good idea to provide the prospect with options regarding product
configuration, delivery options, and price. This is especially true when you are dealing with the
price-conscious transactional buyer. As noted in the previous chapter, today’s customer expects
new levels of flexibility. In the multiple options close, allow the person to examine several differ-
ent options, and try to assess the degree of interest in each one. As you near the point at which a
close seems appropriate, remove some of the options. This reduces confusion and indecision.

You often see the multiple options close used in office equipment sales. If a small business
owner wants to purchase a copy machine, most vendors offer several models for consideration.
Let us assume that the prospect has examined four models and seems to be uncertain about
which one would be the best choice. The salesperson might determine which copier is least
appealing and eliminate it as an option. Now the prospect can choose between three copiers.
If the prospect seems to favor one copier, it would be appropriate to ask for the order.

When using the multiple options close, follow these simple steps:

1. Configure more than one product solution.
2. Cease presenting product options when it appears that the prospect has been given ample

selection. Too many choices can result in confusion and indecision.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Changing Prospect Records
Prospect and customer databases are continually changing. Promo-
tions, transfers, mergers, and many other events require constant
updates to a salesperson’s automated data. Most customer rela-
tionship management (CRM) software makes this an easy process

and warns users against the inadvertent removal of an account.
(See the CRM Application Exercise “Changing Prospect Informa-
tion” on page 315 for more information.)
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3. Remove products (or features) that the prospect does not seem genuinely interested in and
concentrate on the options the prospect seems to be interested in.

Balance Sheet Close
The balance sheet close appeals to customers who are having difficulty making a decision even
though they have been given plenty of information. Let’s assume that the customer feels she has
a choice: buy now or buy later. The salesperson draws a T on a sheet of paper and places the cap-
tions on each side of the crossbar.

To get the process moving, the salesperson might say, “Let’s see how many reasons we can
list for buying now.” On the left side of the T, the salesperson lists some reasons for buying now.
These should be benefits that the customer has already expressed an interest in. On the right side,
reasons for not buying now are listed. Throughout the listing process, the salesperson and the
customer must engage in a dialogue. This closing method will not be effective if the salesperson
is doing all the talking.

REASONS FOR BUYING NOW REASONS FOR NOT BUYING NOW

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

Management Close
In previous chapters we have discussed the merits of involving the sales manager or senior
executives in sales calls. To close a major account, salespeople sometimes call on top manage-
ment for help. Ryan Hegman, who works for Hegman Machine Tool Inc., recalls a sale that
involved a $1.5 million automated manufacturing system. During the sales process, he brought in
the president of the company, the vice president of sales, and the lead engineer. “Each added
value in a separate way,” Hegman explains. One important reason to involve management is to
make prospects feel your whole company’s resources will be available to support the customer.23

Impending Event Close
The impending event close, also known as the positive/negative technique, involves making
positive use of a negative point. This technique of closing requires that you know the needs of the
prospects well enough to turn their objections into your selling points. More often than not, you
will need to have a good relationship with your prospects to make the method work.

For example, the salesperson might say, “As you have agreed, our product does have several
advantages over the competing offerings. I also want to share with you that we cannot make
delivery before the middle of next month (the negative point) due to high demand (the positive
point). However, I believe you’re not looking for delivery until the end of next month (make sure
you know this as a fact), so if you place this order today, delivery will not be a problem.”

Combination Closes
In some cases the most effective close is one that combines two or more of the closing methods
we have discussed. To illustrate, let us observe Colleen White as she attempts to close a sale in
the office of a buyer for a large department store. Colleen represents a firm that manufactures a
wide range of leather clothing and accessories. Near the end of her planned presentation, she
senses that the prospect is quite interested in her products but seems reluctant to make a decision.

This is how Colleen handles the close: “Ms. Taylor, we have discussed several benefits that
seem especially important to you. First, you agree that this line will be popular with the fashion-
conscious shoppers your store caters to. Second, you indicated that the prices I quoted will allow
you excellent profit margins, and third, if we process your order now, you will have the merchan-
dise in time for the pre-holiday buying period. With this in mind, let’s go ahead and process your
order today.” Notice that this starts with a summary of benefits and ends with an assumptive close.

Adapting to the Customer’s Communication Style
In Chapter 4 we examined the concept of communication styles and achieving versatility through
style flexing. We noted that people with different behavior styles will make their decisions in
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very distinct ways. We need to take the prospect’s style into consideration when deciding how to
adapt the close.24

DIRECTOR Most directors are goal-oriented persons who are ready to make quick decisions once
they believe your solution meets their needs. They like doing business with salespeople who dis-
play confidence that they can give the customer the benefits they want. The director may reject
your trial close just to test your confidence level. The highly assertive director will respect per-
sistence and determination.

EMOTIVE The emotive needs social acceptance, so provide support for their opinions and ideas.
Maintain good eye contact and be a good listener. Don’t let this buyer’s emotional statements throw
you off balance. Spontaneous statements, spoken dramatically and impulsively, should be expected.

SUPPORTIVE You can expect the supportive customer to be slow in making the buying decision.
They are more apt to worry about change or taking risks. It’s important to understand their per-
ceived risks so you can reassure them before asking for a buying decision. Curb the desire to put
pressure on the supportive customer. Pressure may make this buyer more indecisive. Patience is
important.

REFLECTIVE Before you ask the reflective customer for a buying decision, make sure you review
important factual information. These buyers are less likely to be influenced by emotion. Ask
reflectives, “Is there any other information I can provide before you make a decision?” Never
pressure the reflective customer to make a quick decision.

Practice Closing
Your success in selling can depend in large part on learning how to make these closing methods
work for you. Gaining experience using adaptive selling techniques can result in increased recogni-
tion of opportunities and greater effectiveness.25 You may not master these approaches in a few days
or a few weeks, but you can speed up the learning process with preparation and practice. Role-
playing is one of the best ways to experience the feelings that accompany closing and to practice the
skills needed to close sales. To prepare the role-play, anticipate various closing scenarios and then
prepare a written script of the drama.26 Find someone (your sales manager, friend, or spouse) to play
the role of the customer and give that person a script to act out. Practice the role-plays in front of a
video recorder, and then sit back and observe your performance. The video monitor provides excel-
lent feedback. Use the closing worksheet (see Figure 14.3) to prepare for practice sessions.

Applying the Platinum Rule.
People with different behavior
styles will make their buying
decisions in very distinct ways.
Therefore, the prospect’s
communication style must be
taken into consideration when
deciding how to adapt the close.
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Confirming the Partnership When the Buyer Says Yes
Congratulations! You have closed the sale and have established the beginning of what you hope
will be a long and satisfying partnership with the customer. Before preparing to leave, be sure
that all the details related to the purchase agreement are completed. Check all particulars with the
buyer, and then ask for a signature if necessary.

Once the sale has been closed, it is important to take time to reassure the customer. This is
the confirmation step in closing the sale. Before you leave, reassure the customer by pointing
out that she has made the correct decision, and describe the satisfaction that will come with own-
ership of the product. The reason for doing this is to resell the buyer and to prevent buyer’s
remorse. Buyer’s remorse is an emotional response that can take various forms such as feelings
of regret, fear, or anxiety.27 It’s common to wonder whether or not we have made the right deci-
sion. Compliment the person for making a wise decision. Once the sale is closed, the customer
may be required to justify the purchase to others. Your words of reassurance can be helpful.

Before leaving, thank the customer for the order. This is very important. Everyone likes to
think that a purchase is appreciated. No one should believe that a purchase is taken for granted.
Even a small order deserves words of appreciation. In many cases a follow-up thank-you letter is
appropriate.

In several previous chapters we note that a satisfied customer is one of the best sources of
new prospects. Never hesitate to ask, “Do you know anyone else who might benefit from owning
this product?” or a similar question. Some customers may even agree to write an introductory let-
ter on your behalf.

What to Do When the Buyer Says No
High-performance salespeople learn to manage disappointment. A strong display of disappoint-
ment or resentment is likely to close the door to future sales. Losing a sale may be painful, but it
can also be a valuable learning opportunity. Doing some analysis of what went wrong can help
you change the outcome of future sales. Here are some things you should do after a lost sale.28

1. Make sure the deal is really dead. There is always a chance that the customer’s decision
can be changed. You might want to mount a last-ditch effort to reopen the presentation.

2. Review the chain of events. When you experience a no-sale call, try to benefit from the
experience. If you were part of a sales team, get input from each member. Soon after the
prospect says no, schedule a debriefing session. If you worked alone, engage in honest self-
analysis. Look carefully at your performance during every aspect of the sales process; you
may be able to identify weaknesses that can be corrected.

Before leaving, thank the
customer for the order. This is
very important. Everyone likes to
think that a purchase is
appreciated.

Source: SuperStock
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3. Interview the client. Obtaining feedback requires a delicate approach. If you probe too
aggressively, you may appear argumentative. If your approach is too passive, and the
client’s comments are general, you will not know how to improve. The key is to couch
your questions in neutral terms. Rather than asking, “Why didn’t we get the order?” try this
approach: “Thank you for considering our company. We hope to do business with you at
some time in the future. Would you mind helping me understand any shortcomings in our
sales proposal?”

Always keep the door open for future sales. Tell the prospect you would love to work with her at
some time in the future. Then, put this person back on your prospect list, record any new

After the buyer says yes, be sure
that all details related to the
purchase agreement are
completed, and then ask for a
signature. A signature is required
on this “Letter of Agreement.”

Source: Courtesy of Beth Manning,
Jody Sprock Interiors & Associates.
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GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in South America
Although specific customs vary in the countries of South America,
some generalizations can be made. For example, residents of Brazil,
Argentina, and other countries have a different idea of what is
appropriate personal space. They tend to stand closer to you during
conversations. To step back may be viewed as being impolite. You
should expect more physical contact such as pats on the back and
hugs. Lunch is the main meal of the day and it’s not uncommon for

a business meal to last several hours. Latin Americans often arrive
late for appointments. Be patient with decision makers and do not
use the hard-sell approach. Be aware of language preferences.
Brazilians speak Portuguese; addressing them in Spanish would be
insulting. Business associates in Argentina will likely speak English
and Spanish. However, your business card should be translated into
Spanish.b

information you have learned about the prospect, and continue to keep in touch. Marvin Gottlieb,
president of The Communication Project, recalls the loss of a very large piece of business from a
large IT firm. This company decided to begin doing its own training rather than outsource it to
Gottlieb’s company. Rather then give up hope, Gottlieb continued to maintain relationships with
key people at the IT firm. After four years, he was invited to present information on a needed
service. He closed a $50,000 sale in less than a month.29

PREPARE THE PROSPECT FOR CONTACT WITH THE COMPETITION Some prospects refuse to buy
because they want to take a close look at the competing products. This response is not unusual in
the field of selling. You should do everything possible to help the customer make an intelligent
comparison.

It is always a good practice to review your product’s strong points one more time. Give spe-
cial emphasis to areas in which your product has a superior advantage over the competition.
Make it easy for the person to buy your product at some future date.

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Describe the proper attitude to display toward closing the sale
Some of the early closing methods encouraged manipulation of the customer. Use of any closing
method that is perceived by the customer as pushy or manipulative will damage your chances of
building a long-term partnership. Closing should not be viewed as a strategy to win at the expense
of the customer. Once the customer’s need has been confirmed, salespeople should determine the
most ethical and effective method to move the buyer from indecision to commitment.

List and discuss selected guidelines for closing the sale
Long sales cycles require multiple commitments. These commitments need to be obtained from
the prospect throughout a multi-call sales presentation. The buying motive that is of greatest
interest deserves special attention at the close. Always negotiate tough points before attempting
the close, display a high degree of confidence, and ask for the order more than once.

Explain how to recognize closing clues
The salesperson must be alert to closing clues from the prospect. These clues fall into two cate-
gories: verbal and nonverbal. Verbal clues are the easiest to recognize, but they may be subtle as
well. Again, it is important to be an attentive listener. The recognition of nonverbal clues is more
difficult, but careful observation helps in detecting them.
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Discuss specific methods of closing the sale
Several closing methods may be necessary to get the prospect to make a buying decision; there-
fore, it is wise for the salesperson to preplan several closes. These closing methods should be
chosen from the list provided in this chapter and then customized to fit the product and the type
of buyer with whom the salesperson is dealing. In some selling situations the use of combination
closes is very effective. Flexing to the customer’s communication style is important.

Explain what to do when the buyer says yes and what to do when the buyer says no
The professional salesperson is not discouraged or offended if the sale is not closed. Every effort
should be made to be of further assistance to the prospect—the sale might be closed on another
call. Continue to keep in touch. Even if the sale is lost, the experience may be valuable if ana-
lyzed to learn from it.

Key Terms
Incremental commitment
Closing clue
Trial close (Minor point

close)
Direct appeal close
Assumptive close (Take-it-

for-granted close)

Summary-of-benefits close
(Step-by-step close)

Special concession close
Multiple options close
Balance sheet close

Impending event close
(Positive/negative
technique)

Confirmation step
Buyer’s remorse

Review Questions

1. List some aspects of the sales presentation that can make closing and confirming the sale
difficult to achieve.

2. Describe three buying anxieties that sometimes serve as barriers to closing the sale.
3. What guidelines should a salesperson follow for closing the sale?
4. Why is it important to review the value proposition from the prospect’s point of view?
5. Define the term incremental commitment. Why is it important to achieve incremental

commitments throughout the sale?
6. Explain how the multiple options close might be used in the sale of men’s and women’s suits.
7. Is there a best method to use in closing the sale? Explain.
8. What is meant by a trial close (the minor point close)? When should a salesperson attempt

a trial close?
9. Explain the summary-of-benefits close (step-by-step close).

10. What confirming steps should a salesperson follow when the customer says yes? What
should be done when the customer says no?

Application Exercises

1. Which of the following statements, often made by prospects, would you interpret as buy-
ing signals?

a. “How much would the payments be?”
b. “Tell me about your service department.”
c. “The company already has an older model that seems good enough.”
d. “We do not have enough cash flow right now.”
e. “How much would you allow me for my old model?”
f. “I do not need one.”
g. “How does that switch work?”
h. “When would I have to pay for it?”

2. You are an accountant who owns and operates an accounting service. You have been
contacted by the president of an advertising agency about the possibility of your auditing his
business on a regular basis. The president has indicated that he investigated other accounting
firms and thinks they price their services too high. With the knowledge you have about the
other firms, you know you are in a strong competitive position. Also, you realize his account
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would be profitable for your firm. You really would like to capture this account. How will
you close the deal? List and describe two closing methods you might use in this situation.

3. Zig Ziglar, Brian Tracy, and Tom Reilly are all well-known authors and speakers on the
subject of closing the sale. Access each of their Web sites—www.zigziglar.com,
www.briantracy.com, and www.tomreillytraining.com—and research the books, courses,
and videos they have available for companies and individuals to purchase, and learn more
about closing the sale. Prepare a summary of what you find available. Does the material in
this chapter parallel the kind of information these individuals present?

Role-Play Exercise

Examine the superior benefits of the convention center identified in Appendix 3.
Specifically research the qualities of the “five-star” executive chef, award-winning reno-
vation of the facility, the cost of parking and transportation to and from the airport, and
the easy access on and off the location relative to the freeway. You should assume the role
of director of sales and with this information prepare a closing worksheet on the combi-
nation summary-of-benefits/direct appeal close for a prospective customer. Also using

information from the audiovisual presentation guide, prepare a special concession close, allowing free
use of the laser pointer and wireless microphone (a $107.50 value) for a group presentation to the
23 people who will be staying in single rooms at the hotel. Role-play the close of a sale using these
closing methods to a prospect who is also seriously considering using one of your competitors.

CRM Application Exercise
Changing Prospect Information

Adding new contacts and changing existing contact information is easy with
Salesforce.com, as it is with most CRM software. Duplication of records can be
avoided if a search is conducted before entering a new contact. Perform a search for
the name “Leslie Randolph” and then for the company name “Greek Impressions.”

If neither search produces results, proceed to the next step in adding a new contact.
On the left side of the screen under most tabs is a button labeled “Create New. . . . ” Click on

this button and select “Contact” from the drop-down list.

This displays a blank record that can be completed by selecting fields with the mouse or by using
the Tab key to move from field to field. For the First Name field, enter “Leslie” and a Last Name
of “Randolph.” The company name, “Greek Impressions,” will be entered in the
Account/Opportunity Name field. Leslie’s title is vice president.

www.zigziglar.com
www.tomreillytraining.com
www.briantracy.com
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Always seek to learn each person’s title because using it in correspondence acknowledges the
contact’s achievement while notifying other recipients of the person’s role. Type “3195556194”
(no hyphens) into the Phone field. The Address Information is 2134 Martin Luther King,
Atlanta, 61740. Enter “Cold Call” in the Referred By field. You have just added a new record to
Salesforce.com.

Deleting old customer records reduces the ability to analyze a company’s sales and market-
ing data. Keeping a record of a person who was found to not be qualified alerts other salespeople
to avoid following up should the name appear on new prospect lists. Most CRM applications will
display a warning message before a record can be deleted. The alternative is to make records
inactive. If the Leslie Randolph record is still displayed on your screen, you can make it inactive
by clicking the Inactive box in the Contact Information section and save the record. The record
can still be found in a search should information be needed later, but its information will not
appear in reports.

Case Problem

The Special Event Sales Department at Universal Studios can make your dreams come true. The
staff can help you plan a wedding reception that guests will be talking about for years. (How
about a Jurassic Park theme?) If you want to show appreciation to your chief executive officer
who is retiring, the staff will make sure the party is truly special. The staff can also help you plan
a bar mitzvah, a class reunion, or any other special event.

Gretchen Parr-Silver, director of the Special Event Sales Department, enjoys working with
customers. Her customers vary greatly in terms of age, education, income, and social class. The
key to working effectively with all of these people is relationship building. Once she builds rap-
port with clients and establishes a foundation built on trust, they are more likely to open up and
discuss their needs. Event planners have at their disposal a wide range of props, facilities, and
production expertise, but customer needs guide the use of these resources.

Gretchen finds that if the sales presentation is well planned and delivered, closing the sale is
easier. She believes that good listening skills and careful probing can help uncover dominant
buying motives. For example, the client who wants a wedding reception with a special theme
may have difficulty expressing her thoughts. Gretchen must probe and listen closely in order to
understand the customer’s desires. She must also create value throughout the presentation in
order to set the stage for the close. A special event can cost several thousand dollars, so price can
be a barrier to closing.

Questions
1. What closing clues should Gretchen Parr-Silver look for?
2. What trial closes would be appropriate?
3. What tough points should be negotiated before attempting to close?
4. Can you visualize a situation in which Gretchen Parr-Silver might use a multiple options

close? Explain.
5. Assume that a large corporation wants to schedule a recognition party for 40 people. This

event will begin with cocktails and appetizers and end with a served meal. Special entertain-
ment will precede the meal. What items might be included in a summary-of-benefits close?

CRM Case Study
Forecasting the Close
Assume you wish to determine your potential commissions for closing Pat Silva’s former
accounts. First, review the Sales Pipeline report under the Reports tab. This report shows where
each account is in the Sales Stage Process and Pat Silva’s estimate of its Total Potential Sale, the
Probability of closing the sale and the predicted sales amount or Forecast, plus the time it will
take to make the sale, the Weeks to Close. The Forecast is found by multiplying the Total
Potential Sale by Probability, which is expressed as a percentage (of likelihood to close).
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You can estimate your commission income by multiplying each account’s forecast by 
10 percent.

The previous salesperson did not show that any forecasted sales were 100 percent. Pat
recognized that a number of steps first needed to be taken and that circumstances may change
over time. To collect your commissions, you have to discover the steps most likely to close
these sales.

Questions
1. What would your commission income be for all Pat’s accounts if you closed them as Pat

forecasted?
2. What kind of special concession might be necessary to close the sale with Quality

Builders?
3. What kind of close may be necessary to get an order from Computerized Labs?
4. What kind of close would be appropriate for the Lakeside Clinic?

Partnership Selling: A Role-Play/Simulation 
(see Appendix 3, pages 468–469 and 479)

Developing a Presentation Strategy—Closing the Sale

Refer to Sales Memorandum 3 and strategically plan to close the sale with your customer. To consider the
sale closed, you need to secure the signature of your customer on the sales proposal form. This guarantees
your customer the accommodations listed on the form. These accommodations may change depending on
the final number of people attending your customer’s convention. This is an important point to keep in
mind when closing the sale; however, you still must get the signature to guarantee the accommodations.

Follow the instructions carefully, and prepare a closing worksheet (see Strategic Planning Form C) list-
ing at least four closes using the methods outlined in this chapter. Two of these methods should be the
summary of benefits and the direct appeal. Remember, it is not the policy of your convention center to cut
prices, so your methods should include value-added strategies.

Use proof devices to make your closes more convincing and place them in the front pocket of your
three-ring binder/portfolio for easy access during your presentation. You may want to secure another
person to be your customer, and practice the closing strategies you have developed.
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When you finish reading
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major customer service
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Introduction

Body Glove International (www.bodyglove.com), a leading manufacturer of wetsuits 

for a variety of water sports, had a humble beginning. Bill and Randy Meistrell, founders of the

company, were active in surfing and scuba diving in the early 1950s when good-quality wetsuits

were hard to find. They decided to turn this problem into an opportunity and developed their own

wetsuit design. The first suits were sold at a small dive shop in Redondo Beach, California. Today

Body Glove International is a multimillion-dollar global company that is recognized worldwide for its

quality products and outstanding customer service.

Sales professionals who represent the Body Glove line of products embrace the company

philosophy that is based on the belief that you never sacrifice quality in any area, including service

after the sale. Servicing the sale is an important element of the presentation strategy. Body Glove

has invested in a modern customer service center, which is equipped with the newest technology.

With the aid of modern computers, staff members can check the status of any order. The customer

service staff, working with salespeople, continue to add value after the sale is closed.1

Servicing the sale encompasses a variety of activities that take place during and after the

implementation stage of the buying process (Figure 8.3). In this chapter, we present servicing the

sale as a three-part process: follow-through on assurances and promises, follow-up with ongoing

communication after the sale, and expansion selling, which involves the identification of additional

needs and providing solutions (Figure 15.1). Each of these strategies can add value and build the

partnership. �Source: Jonathan Nourok/PhotoEdit Inc.

www.bodyglove.com


Building Long-Term Partnerships 
with Customer Service
In a world of increased global competition and narrowing profit margins, customer retention
through value-based initiatives can mean the difference between increasing or eroding market
share. Progressive marketers are searching for ways to differentiate their service from competi-
tors and to build emotional loyalty through value.2

A sales organization that can develop a reputation for servicing each sale (Figure 15.1) is
sought out by customers who want a long-term partner to help them with their buying needs.
Satisfied customers represent an “auxiliary” sales force—a group of people who recommend
customer-driven organizations to others. If customers are pleased with the service that they
receive after the sale, be assured that they will tell other people. Research shows that when some-
one has a good customer service experience, he tells an average of six people; when he has an
outstanding experience, he tells twice as many.3

Achieving Successive Sales
In Chapter 1 we described partnering as a strategically developed, long-term relationship that
solves the customer’s problem. A successful partnering effort results in successive sales and
referrals.
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Body Glove is an international
company with a strong
commitment to customer service.
The company views customer
service as a key element of
partnership building.

Source: Courtesy of Body Glove
Wetsuits.



Many of today’s large companies want to partner with suppliers who sell and deliver quality
products and services that continually improve their processes and profits. The first sale is only
the beginning of the relationship—an opportunity to earn a repeat sale. Repeat sales come after
the supplier demonstrates the ability to add value in various ways.4 This value may take the form
of timely delivery, superior installation, accurate invoicing, technical know-how, social contacts,
or something else that is important to the customer. In business-to-business sales, the relationship
should intensify as the supplier delivers extensive postsale support. Taking the customer’s point
of view and acting in the customer’s interest, often described as customer advocacy, is a major
factor underlying repeat business.5

Responding to Increased Postsale Customer Expectations
People buy expectations, not products, according to Ted Levitt, author of The Marketing
Imagination. They buy the expectations of benefits you promised. Once the customer buys your
product, expectations increase. Levitt points out that after the sale is closed, the buyer’s attitude
changes. The customer expects the salesperson to remember the purchase as a favor bestowed on
him by the buyer.

Nitin Nohria, Harvard Business School professor and co-author of What Really Works: The
4 � 2 Formula for Sustained Business Success, says, “Customers are enormously punishing
when companies don’t meet their expectations.”6

Increased customer expectations, after the sale is closed, require a strategic plan for servic-
ing the sale. Certain aspects of the relationship, product, and customer strategies can have a
positive influence on the customer’s heightened expectations.7 In most business-to-business
sales, the salesperson cannot service the sale alone. To properly manage the account, the sales-
person will need assistance from the shipping department, technical support, engineering, and
other areas. Customer service is increasingly a team effort.8

How do we respond to a customer who has increased expectations? First, we should be certain
our customer strategy is on target. We must fully understand the needs and wants of the customer.
What is the customer trying to accomplish and how can you help the person do it better?
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Review Strategic/Consultative
Selling Model
Initiate customer contact

The Six-Step Presentation Plan

Step One:
Approach

Service, retail, wholesale, and manufacturer selling

Ask strategic questions
Determine customer needs
Select product solution

Step Two:
Need Discovery

Select presentation strategy
Create presentation plan
Initiate presentation

Step Three:
Presentation

Anticipate buyer concerns
Plan negotiating methods
Initiate win-win negotiations

Step Four:
Negotiation

Plan appropriate closing methods
Recognize closing clues
Initiate closing methods

Step Five:
Close

Follow through
Follow-up calls
Expansion selling

Step Six:
Servicing the Sale

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

FIGURE 15.1
Servicing the sale involves three
steps: follow-through, follow-up
calls, and expansion selling.
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This salesperson is preparing a
thank-you note that will strengthen
the relationship with the customer.

Source: Creatas Images/Thinkstock

Second, you should focus like a laser beam on follow-through and follow-up activities.
Throughout every sales presentation, the salesperson will offer assurances and make some prom-
ises. The salesperson’s credibility will be tarnished if any of these commitments are ignored.

Third, we should reexamine our product strategy. In some cases we can enhance customer satis-
faction by suggesting related products or services. If the product is expensive, we can follow through
and offer assistance in making credit arrangements. If the product is complex, we can make sugges-
tions concerning use and maintenance. Each of these forms of assistance may add value to the sale.

High Cost of Customer Attrition
Financial institutions, public utilities, airlines, retail stores, restaurants, manufacturers, and
wholesalers face the problem of gaining and retaining the patronage of clients and customers.
These companies realize that keeping a customer happy is a winning strategy. To regain a lost
customer can be four to five times more expensive than keeping a current customer satisfied.9

There is no longer any doubt that poor service is the primary cause of customer attrition. A sur-
prisingly small number of customers (12 to 15 percent) are lost due to product dissatisfaction. No
more than 10 to 15 percent of lost customers leave due to price considerations. Some studies have

SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Job Searches Require Widening the Net
You have a good education, but you don’t have a job. This scenario
is being played out in the lives of thousands of people across the
nation. Before you send out another 1,000 résumés via the Internet
or spend more time searching the Net for employment opportuni-
ties, consider the results of a study conducted by Drake Beam Morin
(DBM) at www.dbm.com, a workplace-consulting firm. Networking

is the top tactic for landing a job, outpacing other strategies such as
the Internet and newspaper ads. The report indicates that 66 per-
cent of DBM clients found new jobs via networking, whereas just
6 percent found employment through the Internet. Don’t overlook
the value of personal contact that gives you an opportunity to sell
yourself.a

www.dbm.com
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found that from 50 to 70 percent of customer attrition is due to poor service.10 A carefully devel-
oped strategic plan to reduce customer defection pays big dividends.

Carl Sewell, chairman of Sewell Automotive Companies with dealerships in Dallas, Fort
Worth, and San Antonio, has fully embraced the customer-for-life philosophy of doing business.
He lives, sleeps, eats, and breathes his obsession with customer service and the result is a family
of dealerships that are the envy of almost everyone in the automobile business.11

Current Developments in Customer Service
Bill Gates, in his book Business @ the Speed of Thought, predicts that in the new millennium
customer service may become the primary value-added function.12 He recognizes that customer
service is the primary method of building and extending the partnership. Customer service, in its
many forms, nourishes the partnership and keeps it alive.

Salespeople are in a unique position to enhance customer satisfaction and trust, the two
major contributors to relationship quality.13 With adequate orientation and training, members of
the sales force can build long-term, profitable customer relationships. Recent research indicates
that the building process involves five important service behaviors that are especially important
in the context of business-to-business selling.14

� Diligence. Diligence combines two types of service behaviors: responsiveness and
reliability. In today’s highly competitive, time-starved business environment, salespeople
must provide service in a timely manner. Service behaviors that demonstrate both relia-
bility and responsiveness include following up on commitments, returning phone calls,
fulfilling customer requests, and being available when needed. There is a growing trend
in which companies rely on their customers’ needs, concerns, and future plans.

� Information communication. This service behavior involves regularly relaying product
information to the customer in a clear and concise manner. Communicating information must

Carl Sewell, Chairman of Sewell
Automotive Companies, has fully
embraced the customer-for-life
philosophy. He lives, sleeps, eats,
and breathes his obsession with
customer service, and the result is
a family of dealerships that are the
envy of almost everyone in the
automobile business.

Source: Courtesy of www.sewell.com.

www.sewell.com
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Bill Gates, author of Business @
the Speed of Thought, predicts that
in the new economy customer
service may become the primary
value-added function.

Source: Stephane De Sakutin/
Agence France Presse/Getty
Images

encompass the entire sales process. Early in the
sales process this may involve drawing objective
comparisons between your product and competi-
tive offerings, and continually reiterating a clear
case for your product. After the sale is closed,
information communication often involves provid-
ing updated information on product usage.

� Inducements. This service behavior is aimed at
personalizing the relationship with the customer. In
Chapter 3 we noted that the manner in which sales-
people establish, build, and maintain relationships
is not an incidental aspect of personal selling. Some
service behaviors provide the  customer with an
incentive, or an inducement, for maintaining the
relationship with the salesperson. Becoming gen-
uinely interested in the customer, talking in terms
of the customer’s interests, and doing special favors
can strengthen the relationship with the customer.

� Empathy. As the information age unfolded and
the global economy heated up, we learned that it
takes more than quick and accurate information
communicated through advanced technology to retain customers. Empathy is one of those
high-touch abilities that mark the fault line between salespeople who are highly productive
and those who are average or below average in terms of productivity.15 Salespeople who
display a strong willingness to help customers and make an effort to understand them are
demonstrating empathetic behavior.

� Sportsmanship. This service behavior can be defined as a salesperson’s willingness to
tolerate setbacks and disappointments without displaying negativism. It means demonstrat-
ing good social judgment and professionalism during all customer interactions. If you have
a 10:00 A.M. appointment with a customer, but you are required to wait until 10:30 A.M. for
the meeting to begin, how will you handle this disappointment?

Computer-Based Systems
Customer-friendly, computer-based systems frequently are used to enhance customer service,
loyalty, and sales growth.16 Computers give both the salesperson and the customer ready access
to information and problem-solving alternatives. Nantucket Nectars provides a good example of
a company that has enhanced customer service with computer-based systems. The 150 distribu-
tors can log on to www.juiceguys.com to place and check orders. Nantucket Nectars’ 85 field
salespeople can log onto NectarNet, a dedicated company Web site, from their homes to check
on the status of customer orders and determine inventory levels.17

The sales staff at Mitchells/Richards, the highly successful clothing stores introduced in a
previous chapter, uses technology to establish a more personal relationship with the customer. In
a matter of seconds salespeople can review a customer’s complete buying history and personal
information such as their birthday and anniversary, clothing sizes, favorite colors, names of their
children, and even the name of their pet. With this information salespeople are better able to
bond with their customers.18

Customer Service Methods That Strengthen 
the Partnership
Customer service encompasses all activities that enhance or facilitate the sale and use of one’s
product or service. The skills required to service a sale are different from those required prior to
the sale (Figure 15.2). High-performance sales personnel do not abdicate responsibility for
delivery, installation, warranty interpretation, or other customer service responsibilities. They
continue to strengthen the partnership with follow-through, follow-up, and expansion selling.

www.juiceguys.com
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Author, sales trainer, and national speaker,
Tony Alessandra

Source: SpeakersOffice, Inc.

SELL ING IN  ACTION

The Moment of Magic
Tony Alessandra (www.alessandra.com), a well-known sales trainer
and consultant, says that there are three possible outcomes when a
customer does business with an organization.

The moment of truth. In these selling situations the cus-
tomer’s expectations were met. Nothing happened to disap-
point the customer, and the salesperson did not do anything
to surpass the customer’s expectations. The customer is apt to
have somewhat neutral feelings about her relationship with
the salesperson. The moment of truth usually does not build
customer loyalty.

The moment of misery. This is the outcome of a selling situa-
tion in which the customer’s expectations were not met. The
customer may feel a sense of disappointment or even anger.
Many customers who experience the moment of misery may
share their feelings with others and often make a decision to
“fire” the salesperson.

The moment of magic. This is the outcome of a sale in which
the customer received more than he expected. The salesper-
son surpassed the customer’s expectations by going the extra
mile and providing a level of service that added value to the
customer–salesperson relationship. This extra effort is likely to
establish a foundation for increased customer loyalty.b

Need discovery

Establish buying
motive

Match benefits with
buying motives

Select informative 
presentation

Listen and acknowledge
customer response

Ask appropriate
questions

Select
solution

Select persuasive
presentation

Make appropriate
recommendation

Select reminder
presentation

Follow through 
on promises

Follow up to ensure 
customer satisfaction

Expansion
selling

Selection of
solution

Need-satisfaction
presentation

Servicing
the sale

FIGURE 15.2
The completed Consultative Sales Presentation Guide illustrates the ways in which high-performance salespeople use
value-added strategies to service the sale and build repeat business and referrals. Customer service provides many
opportunities to strengthen the partnership.

Adding Value with Follow-Through
A major key to an effective customer service strategy is follow-through on assurances and prom-
ises that were part of the sales presentation. Properly managing customer relationships enhances
the value creation during and after the selling process.19 Did your sales presentation include
claims for superior performance; promises of speedy delivery; assistance with credit arrange-
ments; and guaranteed factory assistance with installation, training, and service?

www.alessandra.com
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GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in Russia
The cold war has ended and Russia has become an important
American trading partner. In recent years Russia has changed politi-
cally, socially, and economically. Prior to doing business in the new
Russia, get acquainted with the business etiquette and ethics of this
important market for American products and services.

� Meetings may not start on time, but it’s still a good idea to be
punctual.

� The first meeting with your Russian counterparts may be
just a formality. They will attempt to assess your 

credibility and relationship skills, so be warm and 
approachable.

� Cultivate relationships with government agencies at all levels.
Politicians and government agencies continue to have arbi-
trary power.

� Most Russians enjoy having a drink and a good meal. Take
this opportunity to establish goodwill. Some restaurants and
bars do not accept credit cards, so bring cash.c

Most sales presentations are made up of claims and promises that the company can fulfill.
However, fulfillment of these claims depends to a large degree on after-sale action. Postsale
follow-through is the key to holding that customer you worked so hard to develop. The first
sale can be the beginning of a long-term partnership or it can be the last sale. The following
services can help ensure a second sale and successive sales.

MAKE CREDIT ARRANGEMENTS Credit has become a common way to finance purchases. This is
true of industrial products, real estate, automobiles, home appliances, and many other products.
Closing the sale often depends on your ability to develop and present attractive credit plans to the
customer. Even if you do not get directly involved in the firm’s credit and collection activities,
you must be familiar with how the company handles these matters. Salespeople need to establish
a relationship with the credit department and learn how credit analysts make their decisions.20

Making credit decisions gets a lot tougher when you are conducting business in foreign coun-
tries. Overseas transactions can be complex, and in some cases there is little recourse if a customer
does not pay. Doron Weissman, president of Overseas Brokers, a freight forwarder and export bro-
kerage firm in Great Neck, New York, says, “When I sell my services, I automatically qualify the
account to make sure they’re financially able to meet my demands. If not, I move on.”21

SCHEDULE DELIVERIES Many organizations are adding value with on-time deliveries. A late
delivery can be a problem for both the supplier and the customer. To illustrate, let us assume that
the supplier is a manufacturer of small appliances and the customer is a department store chain.
A late delivery may mean lost sales due to out-of-stock conditions, cancellation of the order by
the department store, or loss of future sales.

The causes of late delivery may be beyond your control. It is your responsibility, however, to
keep the customer informed of any delays. You also can take steps to prevent a delay. Check to
be sure your order was processed correctly. Follow up to see if the order was shipped on time.
Always remember: Every time an order is handled, the customer is handled. Every time an order
sits unattended, the customer sits unattended.22

Be Present During Delivery When the first delivery is made, be there to be sure the customer is
comfortable with the purchase. Check to determine whether the order is complete and be avail-
able to offer assistance.23

Monitor Installation Buyer satisfaction is often related to proper installation of the product.
This is true of consumer products such as security systems, central air-conditioning, solar heat-
ing systems, and carpeting. It also is true of industrial products such as electronic data process-
ing equipment and air quality control systems. Some salespeople believe it is to their advantage
to supervise product installation. They then are able to spot installation problems. Others make it
a practice to follow up on the installation to be sure no problems exist.

Offer Training in the Use or Care of the Product For certain industries it is essential that users be
skilled in how to use the new product. This is true of factory equipment, electronic cash registers,
farm implements, German luxury cars, and many other products. Technology has become so
complex that many suppliers must provide training as part of the follow-up to ensure customer
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CREATING THE LIFETIME CUSTOMER

When we build a plant or purchase a computer—when we acquire just about any new
asset—by accounting conventions, it begins to depreciate on day one. But there is one asset
that can appreciate over the years. That asset is the well-served customer, who becomes the
most significant sustainer of the business, the lifetime customer. (www.tompeters.com)

Tom Peters

Tom Peters believes there is one asset that can appreciate over the years. That asset is the well-
served customer, who becomes the most significant sustainer of the business, the lifetime customer.

Source: Toby Talbot/AP Wide World Photos

satisfaction. Most organizations that sell computers and other types of electronic equipment for
office use now schedule training classes to ensure that customers can properly use and care for the
products. These companies believe that users must be skilled in handling their equipment.

Provide Price Change Information Price changes do not need to be a serious problem if they are
handled correctly. The salesperson is responsible for maintaining an up-to-date price list. As
your company issues price changes, record them accurately. Customers expect you to quote the
correct price the first time.

Preventing Postsale Problems
There are ways to prevent postsale problems. The key is conscientious follow-up to be sure
everything has been handled properly. Get to know the people who operate your shipping and
installation department. They are responsible for getting the right products shipped and installed
on time, and it is important that they understand your customers’ needs.

Become acquainted with people in the credit department. Be sure that they maintain a good, busi-
nesslike relationship with your customers. This is a delicate area; even small mistakes (a “pay now”
notice sent too early, for example) can cause hurt feelings. If your company uses a customer support
staff to resolve postsale problems, be sure to get acquainted with people who provide this service.

Schedule regular account reviews to determine the level of customer satisfaction. The focus
of these reviews should be key decision makers. Are there lingering service-type issues that
make you vulnerable to the competition? You want to be certain there are no open doors for your
competitors. If you discover a problem, act quickly to resolve it. In some cases these formal
account reviews will uncover opportunities to improve customer service. You will also become
more of a consultant in the eyes of the customer.24

www.tompeters.com
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Adding Value with Customer Follow-Up
Customer follow-up methods usually have two major objectives. One is to express appreciation
for the purchase and, thus, enhance the relationship established during the sales presentation.
You no doubt thanked the customer at the time the sale was closed, but appreciation should be
expressed again a few days later. The second purpose of the follow-up is to determine whether
the customer is satisfied with the purchase. Both of these methods can strengthen the
buyer–seller relationship and build a partnership that results in additional sales.25

In survey after survey, poor service and lack of follow-up after the sale are given as primary
reasons people stop buying from us. Most customers are sensitive to indifferent treatment by
salespeople and sales support personnel. With this fact in mind, you should approach follow-up
in a systematic and businesslike way. There are five follow-up methods.

PERSONAL VISIT This is usually the most costly follow-up method, but it may produce the best
results. It is the only strategy that allows face-to-face, two-way communication. When you take
time to make a personal visit, the customer knows that you really care.

Use the personal follow-up to keep the customer informed of new developments, new products,
or new applications. This information may pave the way for additional sales. Use the personal
visit to reassess where you stand with the account. The reassessment process should involve
something more than a “How’s it going?” question. If you want the customer to see you as a part-
ner, ask the tough questions: “Are there any problems that I need to address?” “Can you suggest

Zero Mountain
(www.zeromtn.com) partners with
its customers and has one of the
best value-added Web-enabled
inventory tracking systems to
assure timely deliveries and
outstanding service after the sale.

Source: Courtesy of Zero Mountain, Inc.

www.zeromtn.com
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any ways we can better serve your business?” Tom Reilly, author and sales trainer, says, “Your
perception of your performance is meaningless. It’s the customer’s perceptions that count.”26

Personal visits provide a wonderful opportunity to engage in value reinforcement. Value rein-
forcement means getting credit for the value you create for the customer. You might review all of
your follow-through activities so the customer realizes the many ways you have added value.
Whenever possible, document your value-added services and point out any benefits that the cus-
tomer has received. In some cases, positive bragging is an effective value reinforcement technique.27

TELEPHONE CALL The telephone provides a quick and efficient way to follow up a sale. A sales-
person can easily make 10 or 12 phone calls in a single hour, and the cost can be minimal. If you
plan to send a thank-you card or letter, follow it up with a thank-you call. The personal appeal of
the phone call increases the effectiveness of the written correspondence. The telephone call has
one major advantage over written correspondence. It allows for a two-way exchange of informa-
tion. Once an account is well established, you may be able to obtain repeat sales by telephone.

E-MAIL MESSAGE In many cases it is a lot quicker to send an e-mail than to make a phone
call. Salespeople report that they waste a lot of time playing “phone tag.” Some customers prefer
e-mail and may become irritated if you do not adhere to their wishes. If you know that a cus-
tomer is not in the habit of checking her e-mail all that often, use the telephone as a back-up
method. When in doubt, use parallel channels of communication.

LETTER OR CARD Written correspondence
is an inexpensive and personal form of cus-
tomer follow-up. Letters and cards can be
used to thank the customer for the order
and to promise continued service. Some
companies encourage their salespeople to
use a formal letter written on company sta-
tionery. Other companies have designed
special thank-you cards, which are signed
and sent routinely after a sale is closed. The
salesperson may enclose a business card.
These thank-you cards do have one major
limitation: They are mass-produced and,
therefore, lack the personal touch of hand-
written cards and envelopes. Personalized
notes, birthday cards, and anniversary
cards can make a positive impression.

CALL REPORT The call report is a form
that serves as a communications link with
people who can assist with customer
service. The format varies, but generally it
is a simple form with only four or five
spaces. The sample call report form that
appears in the text is used by a company

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Confirming Immediately
Close-up and personal information sharing creates a core on which
successful relationships may be built and sustained. Friends have long sup-
plemented their personal visits with notes, letters, and telephone calls.

Contemporary technology offers new ways to save time in addi-
tion to enhancing and extending relationship-rich communications.
Enlightened salespeople use instant messaging and e-mail in addition

to faxes and phone calls as fast, and thus effective, methods to give
information to their customers. E-mail (texting and Twitter) can be
particularly useful to quickly convey temporary messages such as
those that confirm, affirm, or verify. The CRM Application Exercise
“Corresponding with CRM” on page 336 demonstrates using Sales-
force.com to send a quick e-mail.

At Eastern Shore Seafood, value is
added by giving customers the
opportunity to talk directly to the
customer service staff.

Source: Courtesy of Eastern Shore
Seafood.
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Follow-up calls allow for a
two-way exchange of information.
In many cases once an account is
well established, you may be able
to obtain repeat sales by
telephone.

Source: Nathan Michaels/
SuperStock, Inc.

that installs security systems at banks and other financial institutions. A form such as this is one
solution to the problem of communication between the company personnel and the customer. It
is a method of follow-through that triggers the desired action. It is simple, yet businesslike.

Follow-up programs can be as creative or as ingenious as you wish. Every sales organi-
zation competes on value, so you must continually think of new ways to add value. Creative
use of your interpersonal communication skills can keep your messages fresh and personal-
ized. Keep in mind that people buy both from the head and the heart. Let customers know
how much you care about their business.28 You can use these five methods independently or
in combination. Your main consideration should be some type of appropriate follow-up that
(1) tells customers you appreciate their business and (2) determines whether they are satisfied
with the purchase.

Adding Value with Expansion Selling
Personal selling is the process of identifying and filling the customer’s needs. As the salesperson
learns more about the customer and establishes a relationship based on trust and mutual respect,
opportunities for expansion selling will arise. Expansion selling can take three forms: full-line
selling, cross-selling, and upselling.

FULL-LINE SELLING Full-line selling, sometimes called suggestion selling, is the process of
recommending products or services that are related to the main item sold to the customer. The
recommendation is made when, in the salesperson’s judgment, the product or service can provide
additional satisfaction.

To illustrate, let us look at the sale of new homes by K B Home, a builder of large, planned
communities. Customers who want to differentiate their home from those down the block are
offered an array of options such as marble in the entryway, granite countertops, gourmet kitchen
appliances, or Jacuzzi-like tubs for the bathroom. Customization has proven to be a popular
value-added service to customers.29

Full-line selling is no less important when selling services. For example, a travel agent
has many opportunities to suggest related products. Let us assume that a customer purchases
a two-week vacation in Germany. The agent can offer to book hotel reservations or schedule
a guided tour. Another related product would be a rental car. Sometimes a new product is
simply not “right” without related merchandise. A new business suit may not look right
without a new shirt and tie. An executive training program held at a fine hotel can be
enhanced with a refreshment break featuring a variety of soft drinks, fresh coffee, and
freshly baked pastries.
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Customers may view full-line selling as a form of value-added service when it is presented
correctly. There is a right way and a wrong way to make recommendations. Some guidelines to
follow include:

1. Plan for full-line selling during the preapproach step. Before meeting with the customer,
develop a general plan that includes your objectives for this important dimension of selling.
Full-line selling is easier when you are prepared.

2. Make recommendations after you have first satisfied the customer’s primary need.
Although there are some exceptions to this rule, it’s usually best to meet the primary need
first. In the case of a new home purchase from K B Home, the customer should first select
the model home and then make decisions regarding the upgrades.

3. Make your suggestions thoughtful and positive. “We will deliver your new copy machine
on Monday. Would you like us to deliver some quality copy paper?” Avoid questions such
as, “Can we ship anything else?” This question invites a negative response.

4. When appropriate, demonstrate the suggested item or use sales tools to build interest. If
you have suggested a shirt to go with a new suit, allow the customer to see it next to the
suit. If you are calling on a commercial account, show the customer a sample or at least a
picture if the actual product is not available.

Full-line selling is a means of providing value-added service. When you use it correctly, customers
thank you for your thoughtfulness and extra service. It is also a proven sales-building strategy.

CROSS-SELLING We have seen an increase in the use of cross-selling to grow sales volume.
Cross-selling involves selling products that are not directly associated with products that you
have sold to an established customer. A bank customer who has a home equity loan might be
contacted and asked to consider purchase of a mutual fund. The customer who has purchased a
town house might be a candidate for a security service. Quick & Reilly, a nationwide financial
services company, has trained its 600 customer service representatives to use cross-selling when
customers call concerning their current investments. Representatives from 118 offices nation-
wide completed cross-selling training programs. They learned how to assess the caller’s financial
goals and to develop a tailored proposal of products and services. Quick & Reilly achieved a
35 percent sales increase after developing the cross-selling program.30

A growing number of companies are using cross-selling to discover additional sources of
business within established accounts. Buyers often welcome cross-selling efforts because they
are searching for ways to consolidate purchases. They like the convenience of buying several
items from the same source.31 Cross-selling is most effective in those situations in which the
salesperson and the customer enjoy a true partnership.

Salespeople who have a good understanding of the customer’s needs and have earned the
customer’s respect will face less resistance when recommending a product or service. To achieve
success with cross-selling, you need to use survey questions and probing questions (see Chapter
11). A general survey question such as “Can you tell me more about your expansion plans?” may
uncover information needed to position your cross-selling sales strategy. However, you will likely
need to use probing questions to uncover and clarify a buying problem that may open the door to a
cross-selling opportunity. Keep in mind that cross-selling has to be a well-thought-out part of your
strategy and process.32

UPSELLING The effort to sell better-quality products is known as upselling. It is an important sell-
ing method that often adds customer value. Mike Weber, sales manager at Young Electric Sign
Company, offers us two important tips on upselling. First, you need a well-established relation-
ship with the customer—a relationship built on trust. Second, you need to continuously qualify
the prospect throughout the buying process. As customers tell you more about their needs, you
may see an opportunity to upsell. Weber says his salespeople often engage in upselling at the
design stage. The customer is shown a rough sketch of the desired sign and another rendition of
something better. The added value of the more expensive option will often become obvious to the
customer.33 In many selling situations, such factors as durability, comfort, or economy help jus-
tify the higher-quality product. A professional salesperson explains to the customer why it is in
his or her best interest to spend “just a little more” and get the best value for the dollar. Most cus-
tomers are more concerned with making the right purchase than they are with making the least
expensive purchase.34
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Rackham and De Vincentis in their
best-selling book Rethinking the
Sales Force say that success no
longer depends on merely
communicating the value of
products and services, but rather
success rests on the critical ability
to create value. They state that
value is created by making the
purchase painless, convenient, and
hassle free, and that salespeople
can create significant value by
showing customers how to install
and use the product.

Source: Book cover from Rethinking
the Sales Force: Redefining Selling to
Create and Capture Customer Value
by Neil Rackham. Copyright ©1999.
Reprinted by permission of the
McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Preplan Your Service Strategy
Servicing the sale is a very important dimension of personal selling, so a certain amount of pre-
planning is essential. It helps to preplan your service strategy for each of the three areas we have
discussed: follow-through, follow-up, and expansion selling. You cannot anticipate every aspect
of the service, but you can preplan important ways to add value once the sale is implemented.
Develop a servicing-the-sale worksheet, shown in Figure 15.3, prior to each sales presentation.

Partnership-Building Strategies Should Encompass All Key People
Some salespeople do a great job of communicating with the prospect but ignore other key people
involved in the sale. To illustrate how serious this problem can be, let us look at the approach used by
Jill Bisignano, a sales representative for a major restaurant supply firm. Jill had called on Bellino’s
Italian Restaurant for several years. Although she was always very friendly to Nick Bellino, she
treated the other employees with nearly total indifference. One day she called on Nick and was sur-
prised to learn that he was retiring and had decided to sell his restaurant to two longtime employees.

As you might expect, it did not take the new owners long to find another supplier. Jill lost a
large account because she failed to develop a good personal relationship with other key employ-
ees. It pays to be nice to everyone. Here is a partial list of people in your company and in the
prospect’s company who can influence both initial and repeat sales.

1. Receptionist. Some salespeople simply do not use common sense when dealing with the
receptionist. This person has daily contact with your customer and may schedule most or
all calls. To repeatedly forget this individual’s name or display indifference in other ways
may cost you dearly.

2. Technical personnel. Some products must be cleaned, lubricated, or adjusted on a regu-
lar basis. Take time to get acquainted with the people who perform these duties. Answer
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FIGURE 15.3
Servicing-the-Sale
Worksheet
Follow-through on assurances and
promises, customer follow-up, and
expansion selling must be
carefully planned. Use of this
worksheet can help you preplan
ways to add value.

Servicing-the-Sale Worksheet

Method of Adding Value What You Will Say or Do

Expansion Selling

Suggest the purchase of global positioning
system (GPS) technology to enhance use
of seed research equipment. 

“GPS technology will enable you to
track all your research and plot
the findings on your computer screen.”

Follow-Through

Set up a secured Web site or extranet so
client can track the production and
delivery of the custom-engineered
research equipment.

Set up the secured Web site in a timely
manner and then contact the customer
when it is operational. Explain how to
access the Web site and review the
benefits of using this source of assistance.

Schedule training for persons who will
be using the new technology.

Send training schedule to customer and
confirm the dates with a follow-up call.

Follow-Up

Send a thank-you letter to each member
of the team that made the purchase
decision.

Express sincere appreciation for the pur-
chase and explain the steps you will
take to ensure a long-term partnership.

Check to be certain that the training was
effective.

Visit the customer’s research facility and
talk with the employees who com-
pleted the training. Answer questions
and provide additional assistance as
needed.

their questions, share technical information with them if necessary, and show appreciation
for the work they are doing.

3. Stock clerks or receiving clerks. People working in the receiving room are often respon-
sible for pricing incoming merchandise and making sure that these items are stored prop-
erly. They also may be responsible for stock rotation and processing damage claims.

4. Management personnel. Although you may be working closely with someone at the
departmental or division level, do not forget the person who has the final authority and
responsibility for this area. Spend time with management personnel occasionally and be
alert to any concerns they may have.

This is not a complete list of the people you may need to depend on for support. There may well
be other key people who influence sales. Always look beyond the customer to see who else
might influence the sale as partnerships can be built upon different levels of the organization.35

Partnering with an Unhappy Customer
We have learned that unhappy customers often do not initiate a verbal or written complaint. This
means that postsale problems may not come to the attention of salespeople or other personnel within
the organization. We also know that unhappy customers do share their negative experiences with
other people. A dissatisfied customer often tells 8 to 10 people about his problem.36 A double loss
occurs when the customer stops buying our products and takes steps to discourage other people from
buying our products. When complaints do surface, we should view the problem as an opportunity to
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strengthen the business relationship. Conflict resolution is another aspect of problem solving impor-
tant to the customer–salesperson relationship.37 To achieve this goal, follow these suggestions.

1. Give customers every opportunity to disclose their feelings. Companies noted for outstanding
customer service rely heavily on phone systems—like toll-free “hot lines”—to ensure easy
access. At Federal Express, Cadillac Division of General Motors, and IBM, to name a few com-
panies, specially trained advisors answer the calls and offer assistance. When a customer pur-
chases a Ford vehicle, the salesperson introduces the customer to service staff who play a key
role in providing postsale service. The goal is to personalize the relationship with another mem-
ber of the service team. Ford has discovered that after-sale contact builds a perception of value.38

When customers do complain, by phone, or in person, encourage them to express all their anger
and frustration. Do not interrupt. Do not become defensive. Do not make any judgments until
you have heard all the facts as the customer sees them. If the customer stops talking, try to get
him or her to talk some more. How you deal with anger is very important. Encourage the angry
customer to vent his or her feelings. By asking questions and listening carefully to the response,
you can encourage the person to discuss the cause of the anger openly. After venting feelings and
discussing specific details, the angry customer will expect a response. Briefly paraphrase what
seems to be the major concern and express a sincere desire to find ways to solve the problem.39

2. Keep in mind that it does not really matter whether a complaint is real or perceived. If
the customer is upset, you should be polite and sympathetic. Do not yield to the temptation
to say, “You do not really have a problem.” Remember, problems exist when customers
perceive they exist.40

3. Do not alibi. Avoid the temptation to blame the shipping department, the installation
crew, or anyone else associated with your company. Never tear down the company you
work for. The problem has been placed in your hands, and you must accept responsibility
for handling it. “Passing the buck” only leaves the customer with a feeling of helplessness.

4. Politely share with the customer your point of view concerning the problem’s
cause. At least explain what you think happened. The customer deserves an explanation.
At this point a sincere apology is usually appropriate.

5. Decide what action must be taken to remedy the problem. Take action quickly and offer a
value-added atonement. Don’t just do what is expected, but delight the customer by exceeding
his expectations. Winning customer loyalty today means going beyond making it right.41

The value of customer complaints can emerge in two forms. First, complaints can be a source of
important information that may be difficult to obtain by other means. Second, customer com-
plaints provide unique opportunities for companies to prove their commitment to service.
Loyalty builds in the customer’s mind if you do a good job of solving her problem.42

A WORD OF CAUTION When you are dealing with major or minor customer service problems and
an apology is necessary, do not use e-mail. When a minor problem surfaces, call the customer
personally. Do not delegate this task to someone else in your organization. If you need to apologize
for a major problem that has occurred, meet with the customer in person. Schedule the meeting as
soon as possible.43
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CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Explain how to build long-term partnerships with customer service
Servicing the sale is a major dimension of the selling process, with the objectives of providing
maximum customer satisfaction and establishing a long-term partnership. Servicing the sale
encompasses a variety of activities that take place during and after the buying process. In this
chapter we present servicing the sale as a three-part process: follow-through on assurances and
promises, follow-up with ongoing communication after the sale, and expansion selling.

Describe current developments in customer service
In the new millennium customer service has become a primary value-added function. Salespeople
are in a unique position to enhance customer satisfaction and trust by displaying five important
service behaviors: diligence, information communication, inducements, empathy, and sportsmanship.

List and describe the major customer service methods that strengthen 
the partnership
A major key to an effective customer service strategy is follow-through on assurances and
promises that were part of the sales presentation. Follow-through services may involve making
credit arrangements, scheduling deliveries, monitoring installation, training in the use or care of
the product, and providing product updates and similar services. Salespeople can also add value
with a sincere expression of appreciation. Follow-up methods include personal visits, phone
calls, e-mail messages, letters, or call reports.

A salesperson depends on the support of many other people in servicing a sale. Maintaining
good relationships with support staff members who help service your accounts is well worth the
time and energy required.

Explain how to add value with expansion selling
As the salesperson learns more about the customer, opportunities for expansion selling will arise.
Expansion selling can take three forms: full-line selling, cross-selling, and upselling.

Explain how to deal effectively with complaints
Dealing effectively with an unhappy customer should be thought of as an opportunity to
strengthen the business relationship. Always give the customer every opportunity to disclose
their feelings. Encourage the angry customer to vent their feelings and listen closely to what is
said. Briefly summarize what seems to be the major concern and express a sincere desire to find
ways to solve the problem.

Key Terms
Customer service
Value reinforcement

Call report
Full-line selling

Cross-selling
Upselling

Review Questions

1. You are currently a sales manager employed by a company that sells long-term care insur-
ance. Tomorrow you will meet with five new sales trainees. Your major goal is to explain
why it is important to service the sale. What important points will you cover?

2. Define customer service. List the three major activities associated with this phase of per-
sonal selling.
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Application Exercises

1. You work as a wholesale salesperson for a plumbing supply company. One of your cus-
tomers, a contractor, has an open line of credit with your company for $10,000 worth of
products. He is currently at his limit; however, he is not overdue. He has just received word
that he has been awarded a $40,000 plumbing contract at the local airport. The contract
requires that he supply $9,000 worth of plumbing products. Your customer does not have
the cash to pay for the additional products. He tells you that unless you can provide him
with some type of financing, he may lose the contract. He says that he can pay you when
he finishes his next job in 60 days. Explain what you will do.

2. You have just interviewed for a job that you really would like to have. You have heard it is
a good idea to follow up an interview with a thank-you note or letter and an indication of
your enthusiasm for the position. Select the strategy you will use for your follow-up, and
explain why you chose it.

3. Using your search engine, examine the Internet for information on customer satisfaction.
Type: “customer satisfaction” + selling. Are you surprised by the number of queries on this
subject? Examine some of the queries related to what customers have said about a specific
company’s customer service program.

Role-Play Exercise

An important aspect of personal selling is the need to add value with follow-up and
follow-through. Both of these account management activities can be time-consuming,
especially if the salesperson is not skilled at setting up appointments that fit into
a busy schedule. In this role-play, you are to set up three follow-through meetings with
a customer who has just purchased convention services from the convention center you
represent (see Appendix 3). First, you must contact your client three days from today to

confirm the availability of the Revolving Platform Room (see page 475) for a meeting of 300 people.
Second, you must contact this same client a week from today to get approval on the number of
servings of Chicken Wellington Banquet Style Dinners needed (see page 435 and Guarantees on
page 453). And, third, because your client isn’t sure about the need for a microphone (see page 447),
you need to call your client the day before the meeting (the meeting is scheduled for four weeks from
today) to verify whether you or your client will supply a microphone.

Equipped with a calendar, you should establish dates and times when your client will be
available to talk or meet with you. Before you meet with your client, plan to recommend at least
two times of day that fit into your schedule for each of your meetings. If your client cannot meet
at either of these times, ask your client to recommend a time. Do not start out by asking when
your client is available because this could conflict with your busy schedule. Write the times and
dates in your calendar, suggesting your client do the same, so there will be no misunderstand-
ings. Because these dates are deadlines, suggest that your client call you back if for some reason
the schedule changes. Tell your client that you will plan to be at the hotel when the client’s
meeting starts and that you will be available to make sure everything is properly scheduled. Tell
your client to contact you (give your client your phone number and e-mail address) if there are
any questions between now and the meeting date.

3. Explain how full-line selling fits into the definition of customer service. How does full-line
selling differ from cross-selling?

4. List and describe three current developments in customer service.
5. Adding value with follow-through can involve several postsale services. List five possible

services.
6. How does credit become a part of servicing the sale?
7. This chapter describes the value of the lifetime customer. Is it realistic to believe that peo-

ple will become lifetime customers in our very competitive marketplace?
8. Define upselling and explain how it can add value.
9. What types of customer service problems might be prevented with the use of a call report?

10. Briefly describe the important design elements of an effective business card.
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CRM Application Exercise
Corresponding with CRM
The productive use of time improves customer satisfaction and increases a salesperson’s effec-
tiveness. It is not unusual for a contact to forget about a meeting with you and not show up.

Waiting for a client who forgot an appointment not only wastes time, but it also
imposes the opportunity cost of not meeting with another customer. The customer
who promptly receives a reminder note is more likely to remember and honor a com-
mitment to meet. Quickly confirming an agreement reached by telephone is easy for
customer relationship management (CRM) systems such as Salesforce.com.

To schedule an appointment and send a reminder e-mail, first search for the contact Ian
Program. The autocomplete feature predicts your choice as you enter the first letters in the
search. You may select from this list with your cursor.

FIGURE CRM 15.1

Note: The top autocomplete links to the record. The second entry identifies when the contact was converted from a
prospect to an account.

Display the Ian Program contact record on your screen. Assuming you just reached an agreement
to meet for lunch, you can begin sending an e-mail confirmation even before finishing the con-
versation. Click on “Send An Email” in the Activity History section.

Choose “Select Template” and click on the “Confirm Appointment” link.

The template will display a pre-written e-mail message.

Mr. Ian Program
President
Excellent Software, Inc.

Dear Mr. Program,

Thank you for agreeing to meet to discuss your training needs.
* * *
Sincerely,

Highlight and delete the text from “Dear Mr. Program,” to “Sincerely.” Insert the following and
click the Send button.
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Return to Ian Program’s contact record and click on the link to the e-mail you just sent.

You have now scheduled your time for this meeting and sent Ian an immediate e-mail confir-
mation. A record of both is saved and can be seen on the Ian Program contact record. Your
calendar protects the time and date from possible conflicts, your activity history with this
contact shows you scheduled a meeting, and Ian Program is more likely to appear at the
correct time and date.

Mr. Ian Program
President
Excellent Software, Inc.

Ian,

I look forward to lunch with you Friday noon at Jimmy’s Café.

Sincerely,

On the Event Edit screen, select “Client Meeting” as the Type of event, enter “Jimmy’s” in
the Location field, and click the Save button.

Case Problem

This chapter opens with an introduction to Body Glove International (www.bodyglove.com),
a global company that manufactures a quality line of wetsuits for people who like water sports.
Many of the consumers who are involved in water skiing, scuba diving, surfing, or jet skiing
purchase Body Glove products because they represent both quality and value. The company was
started in 1953 by Bill and Randy Meistrell, two people who shared a passion for surfing and
diving. The first suits were custom made for customers who responded to ads placed in local
publications. As sales increased, the Meistrell brothers developed a small manufacturing facility
and began distributing their products through retail stores on the West Coast. Soon Body Glove
became a national company and later an international company. The success of Body Glove can
be traced to several factors:

� A company philosophy that is based on the belief that you never sacrifice quality. A
product that is comfortable and well made attracts the customer who is willing to spend a

On the Task Detail, click on “Create Follow-Up Event.”

www.bodyglove.com
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CRM Case Study
Servicing the Sale with CRM
You have taken over a number of accounts of another salesperson, Pat Silva. Most of these
accounts have not yet purchased from SimNet. Two accounts did purchase networks from
Pat: Ms. Karen Murray of Murray D’Zines, and Ms. Judith Albright, owner of Piccadilly
Studio. You now want to be sure that these sales are well serviced.

Questions
1. With whom should you speak, within SimNet, before following through and contacting

each of the customers? What would you need to discover?
2. What will be your follow-up strategy for each customer?
3. Does the fact that these customers initiated their orders (they were not sold the products,

they bought them) influence your follow-up strategy?
4. List and describe five important service behaviors that are especially important in the

context of business-to-business selling.
5. Do you see any expansion-selling opportunities with these two accounts? Which

suggestion-selling methods should you consider?

little more to get the best product. The company used to manufacture its own products, but
now it outsources all manufacturing. These companies must maintain high quality
standards established by Body Glove.

� A belief that brand management is very important. Today Body Glove International is
placing more emphasis on brand management. The company wants to influence the percep-
tion of Body Glove products in the minds of customers. Company officials recognize that
in a world of sensory overload caused by too much information, brands are more important
than ever. Customers think about what matters to them, analyze their choices, and usually
select a brand that meets their needs.

� Innovations in sales and marketing strategies that enhance product distribution and
sales. Body Glove International has developed more than 30 partnerships with distribu-
tors. These distributors (called marketing intermediaries) employ salespeople who call on
retail stores. At the current time, distributors employ about 250 salespeople. The company
now has a stronger global sales organization with special emphasis on South America, 
New Zealand, and Australia.

� Investment in a first-class customer service center. The people at Body Glove 
believe that excellent customer service adds value to the product. The staff makes 
sure that all orders are carefully processed. With the aid of computers, they can 
check the status of any order. The staff can also process special orders quickly. The
customer service employees work hard to build the strongest possible partnership 
with the customer.

Questions
1. The company officers have made a decision to develop partnerships with a group of

distributors. These distributors will employ salespeople to call on retailers who sell Body
Glove products. What steps can Body Glove take to ensure that retailers and retail
customers receive excellent service?

2. How might a Body Glove salesperson add value with full-line selling? Cross-selling?
3. What types of follow-through activities and follow-up calls should Body Glove sales

representatives be prepared to initiate?
4. Assume that a large order sent to one of your best customers arrived very late. The

products were not available for a major weekend sale. How might you partner with this
unhappy customer?
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Developing a Presentation Strategy—Servicing the Sale

Refer to Sales Memorandum 3 and strategically plan to service the sale with your
customer. After closing the sale (getting the customer’s signature), there are sev-
eral steps to add value and build customer confidence and satisfaction. These steps
are important to providing total quality customer service and should provide for
repeat sales and a list of referred customers.

Follow the instructions in item 2g of your presentation plan. You need to
schedule a future appointment to telephone or personally call and confirm the
number of people attending the convention and final room and menu needs (see
convention center policies). Also, during this conversation, you may suggest bever-
ages for breaks, audiovisual needs, and any other items that can make this an out-
standing convention for your customer.

You should have your calendar available to suggest and write down dates and
times for this future contact. Any special materials such as a calendar can be placed
in the back pocket of your portfolio. You may want to secure another person to be
your customer and practice the customer service strategies you have prepared.

At this point you should be strategically prepared to make the presentation
outlined in Sales Memorandum 3 to your customer. Your instructor will provide you
with further instructions.
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PARTNERSHIPSPART5 ROLE-PLAY EXERCISE
Developing a Presentation Strategy
Scenario

This role-play is a continuation of the Part 4 Role-Play Exercise. You recently met with Shannon Fordham,
founder and chief executive officer of USA Technologies. The purpose of the first sales call was to begin the
relationship-building process and present selected value-added guest services and amenities offered by the
Park Inn. You also obtained some information regarding the customer’s buying process.

Customer Profile

Prior to starting USA Technologies, Shannon Fordham spent 12 years working in sales and sales management
at General Electric Corporation. Working for General Electric (GE), described by Fortune magazine as America’s
most admired company, was a great learning experience. Fordham is trying to apply the GE success formula
to USA Technologies. Shannon Fordham is the classic extrovert, a person who combines high sociability and
high dominance.

Salesperson Profile

Your are new to the field of selling, but you are a quick learner. The first visit with Shannon Fordham went
well, and now it is time to prepare for the second sales call. Fordham is planning a large employee recogni-
tion banquet, but has not yet selected a location for this event. While working for GE, Fordham had
attended more than 25 business conferences and many of these meetings were a big disappointment. Too
often, according to Fordham, the meetings were held at look-alike hotels that served bland food. The food
was often served by poorly trained waiters who displayed little enthusiasm for their work. Jamie took notes
throughout the meeting and will address these concerns during the second sales call.

Product

The Park Inn International is a full-service hotel and convention center. After completion of a recent
$2.8 million renovation, the Park Inn received the “Excellence in Renovation Design” award from the Illinois
Architectural Association.

Partnership Selling: A Role-Play/Simulation 
(see Appendix 3, pages 468–469 and 480)
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Instructions

The first sales call was basically an informative presentation. Near the end of the visit, Shannon Fordham
did disclose plans for a large recognition banquet to be held on October 25. This date marks the company’s
second anniversary. No other information was provided, but Fordham did agree to a second meeting to
be held the following week. Based on the information collected during the first call, you are now planning
a persuasive presentation that will involve the first three steps of the six-step presentation plan (see
Figure 15.1). Upon arrival in Shannon Fordham’s office, reestablish the relationship and then initiate the
agenda approach (see Chapter 10). Begin the presentation with appropriate survey, probing, and confirma-
tion questions. These questions should be preplanned using information found in Chapter 11. As the need
discovery phase of the presentation progresses, the customer’s buying criteria or buying conditions should
surface. Prior to the second sales call, you should also select and be prepared to demonstrate appropriate
selling tools (proof devices). A variety of selling tools suitable for reproduction can be found in Appendix 3.
Also, preplan feature/benefit selling statements that appeal to Shannon Fordham’s needs. The importance
of selling specific benefits and obtaining customer reactions cannot be overemphasized (see Chapter 11).

A major objective of the second sales call is to move the sale forward by convincing Shannon Fordham
that the Park Inn offers an outstanding combination of value-added guest services and amenities, and is
prepared to meet the customer’s needs. The sale will not be closed during the second call, bur Jamie
Julian will try to obtain a commitment to prepare a formal sales proposal that will be presented to Fordham
within 48 hours. See page 457 for a sample sales proposal form.
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Introduction

Julio Melara (pictured above), born to Honduran immigrant parents, made work the

centerpiece of his life at an early age. Throughout high school he cut grass, worked as a busboy,

delivered newspapers, and sold newspaper subscriptions. While attending college, he worked as a

courier with New Orleans City Business, a local business newspaper. By age 23 he was top pro-

ducer and head of national sales. Later he left the newspaper and went into radio advertising sales.

By age 28, Melara had broken all sales records at WWL and had become the radio’s first million-

dollar producer. He is a self-motivated person who says that he has learned a great deal from such

books as The Power of Positive Thinking by Norman Vincent Peale. He is also someone who

believes in management of self. Goal setting is the central theme of Melara’s sales philosophy

(www.juliomelara.com). He believes that written goals (personal and professional) facilitate growth

and success.1

Today Julio Melara is sharing his no-nonsense steps for achieving success with audiences

throughout America. Selling Power magazine has named him one of America’s top motivational

speakers. He has shared the platform with such distinguished Americans as Zig Zigler, Secretary of

State Colin Powell, Brian Tracy, and numerous business leaders.2

A salesperson is much like the individual who owns and operates a business. The successful

sales representative, like the successful entrepreneur, depends on good self-management. Both of

them must keep their own records, use self-discipline in scheduling their time, and analyze their

own performance. �Source: Time for Action, Inc.

www.juliomelara.com
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Opportunity Management—A Four-Dimensional
Process
What makes a salesperson successful? Some people believe the most important factor is hard
work. This is only partly true. Some people work hard but do not accomplish much. They lack
purpose and direction. This lack of organization results in wasted time and energy. Hard work
must be preceded by careful planning. Every moment spent planning, according to some experts
in self-management, saves three or four moments in execution.3

Wasting time and energy is the key to failure in the age of information. Many salespeople are
drowning in information and the flood of messages each day leaves little time to think and
reflect. Sales and sales support personnel, like most other knowledge workers, are working under
tighter deadlines. The response time to customer inquiries has been shortened and customers are
less tolerant of delays. Thus, prioritizing different sales force decisions becomes important to
managing productivity.4

As pressures build, it’s easy to overlook opportunities to identify prospects, make sales, and
improve service to customers. The ability to perceive opportunities and seize them is an impor-
tant characteristic of high-achieving salespeople.5 Opportunity management should be viewed
as a four-dimensional process consisting of the following components:

1. Time management. There are only about 250 business days per year. Within each day there
is only so much time to devote to selling. Selling hours are extremely valuable. When
salespeople are asked to evaluate the major challenges they face in their work, “Not enough
time” is often rated number one. Dealing with information overload and achieving balance
in their life are also major challenges.

2. Territory management. A sales territory is a group of customers and prospective customers
assigned to a single salesperson. Every territory is unique. Some territories consist of one
or two counties, whereas others encompass several states. The number of accounts within
each territory also varies. Today, territory management is becoming less of an art and more
of a science.

Most people who achieve success
in selling have a strong work ethic.
They are “self-starters” who are
committed to achieving their
personal and professional goals.

Source: ABW Photography/Purestock/
Superstock Royalty Free
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SELL ING IS  EVERYONE’S  BUSINESS

Bill Blass Connected with His Customers
The late Bill Blass, American fashion designer, understood the
power of personal contact. He also understood that he was work-
ing for his customers, not the other way around. Growing up in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, during the Depression, he often went to the
movies to see Carole Lombard and other stars. He sold his first fash-
ion drawings to New York manufacturers when he was 14. By 17,
he had moved to New York and started to build relationships
among the city’s social elite. Although New York City became his
home, he frequently traveled to places like St. Louis, Houston, and
Detroit for trunk shows. Bill Blass was one of the first designers to
travel with his collections and was generally regarded as the king of
the trunk show. He felt it was important to connect with women
who were willing to spend $3,500 for a suit. Thus, he built his
global reputation one woman at a time.a

3. Records management. Every salesperson must maintain a certain number of records.
These records help to “systematize” data collection and storage. A wise salesperson never
relies on memory. Some of the most common records include planning calendars, prospect
forms, call reports, summary reports, and expense reports.

4. Stress management. A certain amount of stress comes with many selling positions. Some
salespeople have learned how to take stressful situations in stride. Others allow stress to
trigger anger and frustration. Learning to cope with various stressors that surface in the
daily life of a salesperson is an important part of the self-management process.

Time Management
A salesperson can increase sales volume in two major ways. One is to improve selling effective-
ness, and the other is to spend more time in face-to-face selling situations. The latter objective
can be achieved best through improved time and territory management.

Improving the management of both time and territory is a high-priority concern in the field
of selling. These two closely related functions represent major challenges for salespeople.

Let us first look closely at the area of time management. There is definitely a close relation-
ship between sales volume and the number of customer contacts made by the salesperson. You
have to make calls to get results.

Time-Consuming Activities
Some salespeople who have kept careful records of how they spend their time each day are surprised
to learn how little is spent in face-to-face selling situations. A national survey of 1,500 salespeople
from 13 industries found that, on average, salespeople spend 60 percent of their time on administra-
tive duties or travel.6 Administrative duties can include such things as completion of sales records
and time spent on customer follow-through and follow-up. Salespeople need to carefully examine all

Source: AP Wide World Photos
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To manage your time more
effectively, you need to form new
habits. Changing habits is hard
work, but it can be done.

Source: Reprinted by permission of
Agency Sales Magazine, September
1997.

of their activities and determine whether too much or too little time is spent in any area. One way to
assess time use is to keep a time log. This involves recording, at the end of every hour, the activities
in which they were engaged during that time.7 At the end of the week, add up the number of minutes
spent on the various activities and ask yourself, “Is this the best use of my time?”

Once you have tabulated the results of your time log, it should be easy to identify the “time
wasters.” Pick one or two of the most wasteful areas, and then make plans to correct the problem.
Set realistic goals that can be achieved. Keep in mind that wasting time is usually a habit. To
manage your time more effectively, you need to form new habits. Changing habits is hard work,
but it can be done.8

Time Management Methods
Sound time management methods can pave the way to greater sales productivity. The starting
point is forming a new attitude toward time conservation. You must view time as a scarce
resource not to be wasted.9 The time-saving strategies presented here are not new, nor are they
unique. They are being used by time-conscious people in all walks of life.

DEVELOP A SERIES OF PERSONAL GOALS According to Alan Lakein, author of How to Get Control
of Your Time and Your Life, the most important aspect of time management is knowing what your
goals are. He is referring to all goals—career goals, family goals, and life goals. People who can-
not or do not sit down and write out exactly what they want from life lack direction. Brian Tracy,
who developed the “Law of Direction,” says, “Your ability to set clear, specific goals will do more
to guarantee you higher levels of success and achievement than any other single skill or quality.”10

The goal-setting process requires that you be clear about what you want to accomplish. If
your goal is too general or vague, progress toward achieving that goal is difficult to observe.
Goals such as “I want to be a success” or “I desire good health” are much too general. The major
principles that encompass goal setting are outlined in Table 16.1.

Goals have a great deal of psychological value to people in selling. Sales goals, for example, can
serve as a strong motivational force. To illustrate, let us assume that Mary Paulson, sales representa-
tive for a cosmetics manufacturer, decides to increase her sales by 15 percent over the previous year.
She now has a clear goal to aim for and can begin identifying specific steps to achieve the new goal.

Mary Paulson has established a long-term goal as part of a yearly plan. Some goals require
considerable time and should be part of a one-year plan. Next, Mary should set aside an hour or
so at the end of each month to decide what she wants to accomplish during the coming month.
Weekly planning is also important. Once a week—Friday is a good time—set goals for the next
week and develop a plan for reaching them. Finally, Mary should develop a daily plan.11
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TABLE 16.1 Goal-Setting Principles
The following goal-setting principles give you the power to take control of the present and the future.

1. Reflect on the things you want to change in your life. Then prepare written goals that are specific,
measurable, and realistic.

2. Develop a written goal-setting plan that includes the steps necessary to achieve the goal. Review
your plan daily—repetition increases the probability of success.

3. Modify your environment by changing the stimuli around you. This may involve finding a mentor or
spending less time with persons who are negative.

4. Monitor your behavior, and reward your progress. Reinforcement from yourself and/or others is
necessary for change.

Source: Barry L. Reece and Rhonda Brandt, Effective Human Relations: Personal and Organizational
Applications, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2005. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.

Heather Gardner, with the
investment firm of William Blair &
Company, uses her BlackBerry
and Microsoft Outlook calendar to
record all of her planned activities.

Source: Cynthia Howe

PREPARE A DAILY “TO DO” LIST Sales professionals who complete the time management course
offered by FranklinCovey are encouraged to engage in event control. This involves planning and
prioritizing events every day.12 Start each day by thinking about what you want to accomplish.
Then write down the activities (Figure 16.1). Putting your thoughts on paper (or in your com-
puter) forces you to clarify your thinking. Heather Gardner, a regional director with the Chicago
investment firm William Blair & Company, records her daily planned activities in her
BlackBerry and Microsoft Outlook calendar. On a typical day the BlackBerry will show entries
for every half hour. Gardner works through her detailed to-do list by adhering to one unshakable
rule: Avoid nonpaying activities during working hours.13

Now you should prioritize your to-do list and do not let outside distractions interfere with
your plan. Begin each day with the highest-priority task.

MAINTAIN A PLANNING CALENDAR Ideally, a salesperson needs a single place to record daily
appointments (personal and business), deadlines, and tasks. Unfortunately, many salespeople
write daily tasks on any slip of paper they can find—backs of envelopes, three-by-five cards,
napkins, or Post-it notes. Hyrum W. Smith, author of The 10 Natural Laws of Successful Time
and Life Management, calls these pieces of paper “floaters.” They just float around until you
either follow through on them or lose them. It’s a terribly disorganized method for someone who
wants to gain greater control of his or her life.14

The use of floaters often leads to the loss of critical information, missed appointments, and
lack of focus. Select a planning calendar design (the FranklinCovey Day Planner is one option)
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FIGURE 16.1
A daily list of activities can help
us set priorities and save time.
Today this list is recorded
electronically in most CRM
systems. The list is one of the first
things salespeople see when they
access the software each day.

that can bring efficiency to your daily planning efforts. You should be able to determine at a
glance what is coming up in the days and weeks ahead (Figure 16.2).

Many salespeople are using personal digital assistants (PDAs) to organize information.
Small PDAs available from Apple or BlackBerry offer many of the features common to laptop
computers. The salesperson can send and receive e-mails or text messages and download important
customer information. Salespeople can also input their customer notes immediately after a sales
call. The PDA also serves as an electronic memo pad, calendar, expense log, address book, and
more. These organizers can be used to keep track of appointments and serve as a perpetual calendar.

ORGANIZE YOUR SELLING TOOLS You can save valuable time by finding ways to organize sales
literature, business cards, order blanks, samples, and other items needed during a sales call. You
may waste time on a callback because some item was not available during your first call. You
may even lose a sale because you forgot or misplaced a key selling tool.

If you have a great deal of paperwork, invest in one or more file systems. Some salespeople
purchase small, lightweight cardboard file boxes to keep their materials organized. These boxes
can be placed easily in your car trunk and moved from one sales call to another. The orderly
arrangement of selling tools is just one more method of time conservation.

The key to regular use of the four time-saving tools described previously is commitment.
Unless you are convinced that efficient time management is important, you will probably find it
difficult to adopt these new habits. A salesperson who fully accepts the “time is money” philos-
ophy uses these methods routinely.

Saving Time with Meetings in Cyberspace and Other Methods
of Communication
As the cost of travel increases, more salespeople are asking the question, “Is this trip necessary?”
Instead of traveling to a customer’s office, some salespeople schedule a conference call. A modern
alternative to this type of call is a meeting in cyberspace. The voice of each meeting participant



FIGURE 16.2
Monthly Planning Calendar Sample
Shown are 11 days of a monthly planning calendar for a computer service sales representative. Monthly planning calendars such as this one are now a key function
of most CRM systems.
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travels over an audio connection and attendees view visuals on their desktop computers. Nerac Inc.,
an information-services company, often schedules a Web conference for potential customers. The
sales representative can bring online a Nerac researcher who presents an introduction to the com-
pany’s closely guarded databases. Clients get to watch the researcher at work over the Internet.15

Some customers actually prefer telephone contact for certain types of business transactions.
Some situations in which the phone call is appropriate follow:

Call the customer in advance to make an appointment. You save time, and the customer
knows when to expect you.

Use the telephone to keep the customer informed. A phone call provides instant
communication with customers at a low cost.

Build customer goodwill with a follow-up phone call. Make it a practice to call customers
to thank them for buying your product and to determine whether the customer is satisfied
with the purchase.

Some customers prefer to be contacted by e-mail, and it would be a mistake to ignore their
preference. Busy people often discourage telephone calls as a means of minimizing interruptions.

Voice mail automated telephone systems are used by companies of all sizes. These systems
not only answer the phone and take messages but also provide information-retrieval systems that
are accessible by telephone. This technology is especially useful for salespeople who need to
exchange information with others. For many salespeople the cell phone has become a convenient
and time-saving sales tool. A pager also can be used to facilitate communication with customers
and the main office.

Fax machines and computer scanning equipment take telecommunications a step further.
With this equipment salespeople can send and receive documents in seconds, using standard
cable or telephone lines. Detailed designs, charts, and graphs can be transmitted across the nation
or around the world.

Territory Management
Many marketing organizations have found it helpful to break down the total market into manage-
able units called sales territories. A sales territory is the geographic area where prospects and cus-
tomers reside. Although some firms have developed territories solely on the basis of geographic
considerations, a more common approach is to establish a territory on the basis of classes of cus-
tomers. Territories are often classified according to sales potential. Some marketers assign sales
representatives to key industries. The Ottawa Citizen newspaper divided the paper’s customer base
into major business lines such as real estate and automotive.16 Regardless of how the sales territory
is established, it is essentially a specific number of current and potential accounts that can be called
on conveniently and economically. Although uncontrollable by the salesperson, it is acknowledged
by managers and researchers as an important factor enabling salespeople to perform well.17

What Does Territory Management Involve?
To appreciate fully the many facets of territory management, it is helpful to examine a typical sell-
ing situation. Put yourself in the shoes of a salesperson who has just accepted a position with a

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Islands of Information
Companies often use many different software programs that contain
information about customers. The firm may have customer purchase
and payment history in its accounting system. Customer service prob-
lems may be recorded in the service department’s software. A help-
desk program may be used by people in customer support.

The company’s salespeople may be using one software pro-
gram to manage their contacts with customer personnel, another

program to prepare quotes, and yet another for correspondence
with customers. To reduce these “islands” of customer informa-
tion, more companies are finding ways to merge this information
or to acquire software that performs more than one of these func-
tions. Some customer relationship management (CRM) systems
are combining a number of these functions into one integrated
package.
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With the aid of fax machines and
computer scanning equipment,
salespeople can send and receive
documents in seconds. Hard-copy
documents are often needed to
move the sales process to a
successful outcome.

Source: Exactostock/Superstock
Royalty Free

firm that manufactures a line of high-quality tools. You are responsible for a territory that covers
six counties. The territory includes 88 auto supply firms that carry your line of tools. It also
includes 38 stores that do not carry your tools. On the basis of this limited information, how would
you carry out your selling duties? To answer this question, it is necessary to follow these steps.

STEP 1—CLASSIFY ALL CUSTOMERS Salespeople often divide their territory by area code, by
industry, by product, or projected sales volume. Always divide your territory in a way that makes
sense.18 If you classify customers according to potential sales volume, then you must answer two
questions: What is the dollar amount of the firm’s current purchases? What amount of additional
sales might be developed with greater selling effort? Business A may be purchasing $3,000
worth of tools each year, but potential sales for this firm amount to $5,000. Business B currently
purchases $2,000 worth of tools a year, and potential sales amount to $2,500. In this example,
business A clearly deserves more time than business B.

It is important to realize that a small number of accounts may provide a majority of the sales
volume.19 Many companies get 75 to 80 percent of their sales volume from 20 to 25 percent of
their total number of customers. The problem lies in accurately identifying which accounts and
prospects fall into the top 20 to 25 percent category. Once this information is available, you can
develop customer classification data that can be used to establish the frequency of calls and the
level of resources to be allocated to these customers.20 Jennifer Kline, a pharmaceutical sales-
person employed by Schering-Plough’s animal care division, gives a high priority to loyal
customers. Kline says, “The people who are writing for you will continue to write for you if you
serve them well.”21

The typical sales territory is constantly changing, so the realignment of territories from time
to time is necessary. A division of AT&T based in Albany, New York, uses MapInfo ProAlign
software to realign its sales territories. Accounts are segmented based on industry, size, dollar
volume, and complexity. The sales manager enters a variety of account information and then pro-
duces maps that show accounts in different configurations.22

STEP 2—DEVELOP A ROUTING AND SCHEDULING PLAN Many salespeople have found that travel
is one of their most time-consuming nonselling activities. A great deal of time also can be wasted
just waiting to see a customer. The primary objective of a sales routing and scheduling plan is to
increase actual selling by reducing time spent traveling between accounts and time spent waiting
to see customers.

If a salesperson called only on established accounts and spent the same amount of time with
each customer, routing and scheduling would not be difficult. In most cases, however, you need
to consider other variables. For example, you may be expected to develop new accounts on a reg-
ular basis. In this case, you must adjust your schedule to accommodate calls on prospects.
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Another variable involves customer service. Some salespeople devote considerable time to
adjusting warranty claims, solving customer problems, and paying goodwill visits.

There are no precise rules to observe in establishing a sales routing and scheduling plan, but
the following guiding principles apply to nearly all selling situations:

1. Obtain or create a map of your territory, and mark the location of current accounts with
pins or a marking pen. Each account might be color-coded according to sales potential.
This gives you a picture of the entire territory. Many companies are using mapping
software to create a territory picture that can be viewed on the computer screen. With the
aid of TerrAlign (www.terralign.com) mapping software, salespeople can align sales
territories by account size or geography, analyze sales information, generate maps and
reports, and produce territory recommendations.23

2. If your territory is quite large, consider organizing it into smaller zones. Zip code zones
provide one option. You can then plan work in terms of several zones that make up the
entire territory.

3. Develop a routing plan for a specific period of time. This might be a one- or two-week
period. Once the plan is firm, notify customers by phone, letter, or e-mail of your antici-
pated arrival time.

4. Develop a schedule that accommodates your customers’ needs. Some customers appreciate
getting calls on a certain day of the week or at a certain hour of the day. Try to schedule
your calls in accordance with their wishes.

5. Think ahead, and establish one or more tentative calls in case you have some extra time.
If your sales calls take less time than expected or if there is an unexpected cancellation,
you need optional calls to fill in the void.

6. Decide how frequently to call on the basis of sales potential. Give the greatest attention to
the most profitable customers. Many salespeople use the 80/20 rule. They spend 80 percent
of their time calling on the most productive customers and 20 percent calling on smaller
accounts and prospects.24

Sales Call Plans
You can use information from the routing and scheduling plan to develop a sales call plan. This
proposal is a weekly action plan, often initiated by the sales manager. Its primary purpose is to
ensure efficient and effective account coverage.

The form most sales managers use is similar to Figure 16.3. One section of the form is used
to record planned calls. A parallel section is for completed calls. Additional space is provided for
the names of firms called on.

The sales manager usually presents the sales call plan to individual members of the sales
staff. The plan’s success depends on how realistic the goals are in the eyes of the sales staff, how
persuasive the sales manager is, and what type of training accompanies the plan’s introduction. It

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Balancing Career and Family
Women today know that they will probably be working for pay for
part or all of their adult lives. Most will also perform multiple roles that
can be stressful and tiring. Many women who work full-time in sales
also assume the responsibilities of wife and mother. Ellyn Foltz, vice
president of sales and marketing for Dataline Incorporated, maintains
a fully equipped personal computer and Internet hookup at her home.
She gets up early and usually spends about 90 minutes on her work
while family members are eating breakfast. In the evening, she logs on
and completes two or three hours of work after her son is in bed. Foltz
has structured her life so that she does not have to make “impossible
choices” between work and family. She turned down a high-profile
job that would have required constant travel.

Jill Doran, director of national accounts for National Car Rental,
says that her employer gives her the tools and support she needs to
maintain balance in her life. She received 10 weeks of maternity
leave for each of her children and has the freedom to work from
her home part of each week. When she is at home, Doran checks
her voice mail and e-mail frequently to be sure she is responsive to
each of her national accounts. She records everything in her day-
timer to avoid work–family conflicts.

As women struggle to balance career and family choices, many
employers are doing more to help. Women, as well as men, who
work in sales often have the option of spending part of every week
working at home.b

www.terralign.com
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Salesperson

Address Date Comments about callCompanies called on Customer
rating

Planned Calls

Account Category Planning

Total Completed Calls

Sales Call Plan

Territory

Number of planned calls

Number of planned
presentations

Number of planned
telephone calls

A. Account calls

B. Account calls

C. Account calls

A. Account calls

Total miles traveled

Number of orders

Number of telephone calls

Number of presentations

Number of calls only

B. Account calls
C. Account calls

For week ending

Days worked

FIGURE 16.3
The sales call plan is part of most
CRM systems and is sent
electronically.

is not unusual for members of the sales force to respond with comments such as, “My territory is
different,” “Do not put me in a procedural straitjacket,” or “My territory cannot be organized.”
The sales manager must not only present the plan in a convincing manner but also provide train-
ing that helps each salesperson implement the plan successfully.

Records Management
Although some salespeople complain that paperwork is too time-consuming and reduces the
amount of time available for actual selling, others recognize that accurate, up-to-date records are
important. Their work is better organized, and quick accessibility to information often makes it
possible to close more sales and improve customer service.25

A good record-keeping system gives salespeople useful information with which to check
their own progress. For instance, an examination of sales call plans at the end of the day provides
a review of who was called on and what was accomplished. The company also benefits from
complete and accurate records. Reports from the field help management make important deci-
sions. A company with a large sales force operating throughout a wide geographic area relies
heavily on information sent to the home office.
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GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in Belgium
Belgium is a country in northwestern Europe on the North Sea. It
has long been a strategic crossroads of Europe. The country is cul-
turally divided into Dutch-speaking Flanders to the north of Brussels
and French-speaking Wallonia to the south. A small population of
German speakers is in the south. Avoid confusing the different

languages and cultures. This mistake could come across as insult-
ing. Be sure your business cards are printed in the appropriate
language for the area you are visiting. Do not expect one selling
strategy to work within its borders given the cultural differences.c

Common Records Kept by Salespeople
A good policy is never to require a record that is not absolutely necessary. The only records
worth keeping are those that provide positive benefits to the customer, the salesperson, or the
personnel who work in sales-supporting areas of the company. Each record should be brief, easy
to complete, and free of requests for useless detail. Where possible the format should provide for
the use of check marks as a substitute for written responses. Completing sales record forms
should not be a major burden.

What records should you keep? The answer to this question varies depending on the type of
selling position. Some of the most common records salespeople keep are described in this section.

CUSTOMER AND PROSPECT FILES Most salespeople find it helpful to keep records of customers
and prospects. Each of these files has space for name, address, and phone number. Other infor-
mation recorded might be the buyer’s personal characteristics, the names of people who might
influence the purchase, or appropriate times to make calls. Most salespeople have replaced card
files with computerized record systems.

CALL REPORTS The call report (also called activity report) is a variation of the sales call plan
described earlier in this chapter. It is used to record information about the people you have called
on and about what took place. The call report is one of the most basic records used in the field of
selling. It provides a summary of what happened during the call and an indication of what future
action is required. The call report (daily and weekly) featured in Figure 16.4 is typical of those
used in the field.

We are seeing less emphasis on call reports that require only numbers (calls made each day,
number of proposals written, etc.). Companies that emphasize consultative selling are requesting
more personal information on the customer (information that expands the customer profile) and
more information on the customer’s short- and long-range buying plans.

EXPENSE RECORDS Both your company and the government agencies that monitor business
expenses require a record of selling expenses. These usually include such items as meals, lodging,
travel, and in some cases entertainment expenses. Several expense reporting software packages
are now available to streamline the expense reporting process. Automated expense reports save
the salesperson a great deal of time and allow them to get reimbursed while still on the road.

SALES RECORDS The records used to report sales vary greatly in design. Some companies require
daily reports; others, weekly ones. As you would expect, one primary use of the sales report is to
analyze salespeople’s performance.

You can take certain steps to improve a reporting system. Charley Cohon, president of
Prime Devices, wanted his salespeople to turn in sales call reports each Monday. However, sales
representatives often delayed writing these reports until well after the calls were made. His
salespeople were eager to call on prospects, but not eager to write reports. To improve his
reporting system, Cohon offered his salespeople a dedicated phone number just to receive and
retrieve voice mail. Sales reps could call in their reports, which would be transcribed by a clerk
in the office.26

Some records should be completed right away, while you can easily recall the informa-
tion. Accuracy is always important. It can be embarrassing to have an order sent to the wrong
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FIGURE 16.4
Call Report, Expense Voucher, and Weekly Sales Report
These are three of the most common records kept by 3M salespeople. Many salespeople process these forms via
electronic mail.

address simply because you have transposed a figure. Take time to proofread forms and use a
spell checker.

You should reexamine your territory management plan continually. Update it often so it
reflects the current status of your various accounts. When possible, use a laptop computer
or appropriate software (such as a BlackBerry) to improve your records management
system. Mobile technology can help you achieve increased selling time and enhance
customer service.
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Salespeople often use CRM
systems to record handwritten
notes taken during meetings with
the customer.

Source: PhotoAlto/Superstock
Royalty Free 

Maintaining Perspective
Personal selling is often characterized by emotional highs and lows. It’s easy to lose perspective
and drift into an emotional low during what seems like a sales slump. Carefully prepared records
can serve as a reality check. For example, you may be upset by low first-quarter sales. A check
of your records indicates that first-quarter sales were low during the previous year.27

Stress Management
Personal selling produces a certain amount of stress. This is due in part to the nonroutine nature
of sales work. Each day brings a variety of new experiences, some of which may cause stress.
Prospecting, for example, can be threatening to some salespeople. Long hours on the job, the loss
of leisure time, and too little time for family members also can be stressful and cause burnout if
not coped with properly.28

Although “variety is the spice of life,” there is a limit to how much diversity one can cope
with. One of the keys to success in selling is learning how to bring order to the many facets of the
job. We also must be physically and mentally prepared to handle work-related stress.

Stress refers to two simultaneous events: an external stimulus (called a stressor) and the
physical and emotional responses to that stimulus (anxiety, fear, muscle tension, surging heart
rate, and so on). Negative, threatening, or worrisome situations accumulated over time can cause
depression and burnout, and make you sick.29 In personal selling, too much negative stress hurts
relationships and productivity. Some stress is beneficial because it helps keep us motivated, but
too much stress can be unhealthy if left unchecked.

Stress might be caused by trying to figure out ways to meet a sales quota or schedule travel
throughout a sales territory. Missed appointments, presentations before large groups, and lack of
feedback concerning your performance also can create stress. Ironically, some of the time-saving
tools used by salespeople (cell phones, pagers, and e-mail) make it difficult for them to escape
the pressures of their job. Many salespeople feel they are “on call” 24 hours a day.

As noted in Chapter 1, information surplus has replaced information scarcity as an important
new problem in the age of information. A growing number of knowledge workers report tension with
colleagues, loss of job satisfaction, and strained personal relationships as a result of information over-
load. Too much information also crowds out quiet moments needed to restore balance in our lives.30

It is not possible to eliminate stress from your life, but you can adopt stress management
strategies that can help you cope with the stress in your life. Four stress management strategies
are discussed next.
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Develop a Stress-Free Home Office
Many salespeople maintain a home office. With a little effort, it’s possible to create a less stress-
ful home office environment. Have a phone or fax that rings only in the office. It’s not profes-
sional for other family members to answer business calls. If your office is not an appropriate
meeting space, meet with clients at their office or at a restaurant. Establish set hours. Try not to
let work hours extend into evenings and weekends. Let your neighbors and friends know you
keep office hours and cannot be disturbed during “working” hours.31

Maintain an Optimistic Outlook
Optimistic thoughts give rise to positive attitudes and effective relationships with customers.
According to Martin Seligman, professor of psychology at the University of Pennsylvania and author
of Learned Optimism, optimists are more likely to view problems as merely temporary setbacks.
They focus on their potential success rather than on their failures. Pessimists, in contrast, tend to
believe bad events will last a long time and tend to give up more easily when faced with a challenge.32

Seligman reminds us that optimism is a learned behavior. For example, you can spend more
time visualizing yourself succeeding. If you want to succeed at something, picture yourself
doing it successfully. The visualization process needs to be repeated over and over again.33

Practice Healthy Emotional Expression
When stress occurs, you may undergo physiological and psychological changes. The heartbeat
quickens, the blood pressure rises, and tension builds. To relieve the pressure, you may choose a
fight or flight response. Fighting the problem may mean unleashing an avalanche of harsh words
or ignoring the other person. These reactions, of course, are not recommended. This behavior
may damage relationships with team members, customers, or customer support personnel.

Flight is the act of running away from the problem. Instead of facing the issue squarely, you
decide to turn your back on it. The flight response is usually not satisfactory; the problem seldom
goes away by itself. If you feel stress from an impractical quota, talk to your sales manager and
try to get the quota reduced. Don’t just give in to the feeling of being overwhelmed. Diminished
personal accomplishment can add to further burnout and stress.34 If you are spending too much
time away from family and friends, take a close look at your territory management plan and try
to develop a more efficient way to make sale calls. It is not possible to eliminate those elements
that cause us stress, but we can find ways to cope with daily stressors. There are stress manage-
ment activities that can be used during brief pauses in your day (Table 16.2).

This salesperson is using a
personal digital assistant (PDA). It
serves as an electronic memo pad,
calendar, expense log, address
book, and more. It is invaluable to
salespeople who want to add value
with efficient time and territory
management.

Source: Exactostock/Superstock
Royalty Free
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TABLE 16.2 Five-Minute Stress Busters

• Take 5 minutes to identify and challenge unreasonable or distorted ideas that precipitated your
stress. Replace them with ideas that are more realistic and positive.

• Take a 5-minute stress-release walk outdoors: Contact with nature is especially beneficial.

• Enjoy stress relief with a gentle 5-minute neck and shoulder massage.

• Spend 5 minutes visualizing yourself relaxing at your favorite vacation spot.

• Take a 5-minute nap after lunch.

• Spend 5 minutes listening to a recording featuring your favorite comedian.

Source: Barry L. Reece and Rhonda Brandt, Effective Human Relations: Personal and Organizational
Applications 10e © 2008 South-Western, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission.
www.cengage.com/permissions

Increasingly, in the age of
information, physical exercise is a
very important part of a stress
management program. Exercise
also helps us maintain peak mental
performance.

Source: Goodshoot/Jupiterimages/
Getty Images/Thinkstock

Maintain a Healthy Lifestyle
An effective exercise program—jogging, tennis, golf, racquetball, walking, or some other
favorite exercise—can “burn off” the harmful chemicals that build up in your bloodstream after
a prolonged period of stress. Salespeople at Owens Corning in Toledo, Ohio, formed a sales
wellness advisory team (SWAT). The team organized a health screening for Owens’ 600 sales-
people and instituted an incentive program that rewarded those who reached exercise goals.35

The food you eat can play a critical role in helping you manage stress. Health experts agree that
the typical American diet—high in saturated fats, refined sugar, additives, caffeine, and too much
sodium—is the wrong menu for coping with stress. Leisure time also can provide you with the
opportunity to relax and get rid of work-related stress. Mike McGinnity, director of sales and
marketing at the Excelsior Hotel in Little Rock, Arkansas, encourages his salespeople to take full
advantage of vacations. He helps them organize their workload so they are able to fully enjoy
their vacations.36

One additional way to handle stress is to come to work rested and relaxed. One of the most
effective strategies for managing the negative aspects of stress is getting enough quality sleep.
The number of hours of sleep required for good health varies from person to person, but seven or
eight hours seem to be about right for most people. The critical test is whether you feel rested in
the morning and prepared to deal with the day’s activities.

In many respects, salespeople must possess the same self-discipline as a professional
athlete. Sales work can be physically demanding. Lack of proper rest, poor eating habits,
excessive drinking, and failure to exercise properly can reduce one’s ability to deal with
stress and strain.

www.cengage.com/permissions
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CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Discuss the four dimensions of opportunity management
All salespeople can learn more about their products and improve their selling skills. However,
there is no way to expand time. Our only option is to find ways to improve in the four dimensions
of opportunity management discussed in this chapter: time management, territory management,
records management, and stress management.

List and describe time management strategies
Effective time management methods can pave the way to greater sales productivity. To achieve
greater time conservation, salespeople should adopt the following time-saving strategies:
develop a series of personal goals; prepare a daily “to do” list; maintain a planning calendar;
organize your selling tools; and save time with meetings in cyberspace and other methods of
communication.

Explain factors that contribute to improved territory management
The first step in territory management is the classification of all customers according to sales vol-
ume or some other appropriate criteria. You normally should spend the most time with accounts
that have the greatest sales potential. The second step requires developing a routing and schedul-
ing plan. This plan should reduce time spent traveling between accounts. Salespeople are often
guided by a sales call plan.

Identify and discuss common elements of a records management system
A good record-keeping system provides many advantages. Accurate, up-to-date records can
actually save time because work is better organized. The company also benefits because sales
reports provide an important communication link with members of the sales force.
Computers are used to develop more efficient record-keeping systems. Common records kept
by salespeople include customer and prospect files, call reports, expense records, and sales
records.

Discuss stress management practices
There is a certain amount of stress associated with sales work. This is due in part to the nonrou-
tine nature of personal selling. Salespeople must learn to cope with factors that upset their equi-
librium. Stress management strategies include developing a stress-free home office, maintaining
an optimistic outlook, practicing healthy emotional expression, and maintaining a healthy
lifestyle.

Key Terms
Opportunity management
Personal digital assistants

Sales territory
Sales call plan

Stress

Review Questions

1. Describe how a salesperson is much like the individual who owns and operates a business.
2. Opportunity management has been described as a four-dimensional process. Describe each

dimension.
3. List and briefly describe the four goal-setting principles.
4. How can a salesperson use a time log to improve time management?
5. List four techniques the salesperson should use to make better use of valuable selling time.
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Application Exercises

1. The key to successful time management lies in thinking and planning ahead. You must
become conscious of yourself and decide what you want from your time. You can manage
your time only when you have a clear picture of what is going on within and around you.
To assess the quality of your working time, it is helpful to keep a careful record for a cer-
tain amount of time showing exactly how you have used your day. Over this period of
time, write down everything you have done and how long it took. Next, you can appraise
your use of time and decide whether or not your time was put to good use. Some pertinent
questions you might ask yourself in appraising your use of time are suggested by the fol-
lowing “time analysis questions”:

a. What items am I spending too much time on?
b. What items am I spending too little time on?
c. What items offer the most important opportunities for saving time?
d. What am I doing that does not need to be done at all?
e. How can I avoid overusing the time of others?
f. What are some other suggestions?

2. Deciding on a goal can be the most crucial decision of your life. It is more damaging not to
have a goal than it is not to reach a goal. It is generally agreed that the major cause of fail-
ure is the lack of a well-defined direction. A successful life results not from chance but
from a succession of successful days. Prepare a list for the following categories:

Career goals

1.
2.
3.

Family goals

1.
2.
3.

Educational goals

1.
2.
3.

Interpersonal relationship goals

1.
2.
3.

3. Interview someone you know who uses a planning calendar. What kind is it—computer
based, pocket, desk, or some other type? How long has the person been using it? How
important is the calendar to daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly planning? Has the person
ever considered discontinuing its use? What are the person’s suggestions for someone who
does not use one? Write your answers.

4. Time management is an important part of a successful salesperson’s job. Using your search
engine, search the Internet for information on time management. Type: “time manage-
ment” + selling. Examine the training products and services available on this topic.

6. Effective territory management involves two major steps. What are they?
7. What is a sales call plan? Explain how it is used.
8. Describe the most common records kept by salespeople.
9. What is the definition of stress? What are some indicators of stress?

10. Table 16.2 (on page 359) describes six “5-minute stress busters” to reduce stress. 
Which of these do you think are most important for persons employed in the sales 
field? Explain.”
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Role-Play Exercise

Using the information in the Chapter 15 role-play, develop a contact plan regarding
the future contacts you set up (see page 335). Your sales manager has scheduled a
status report meeting to go over your activities with this account. With this informa-
tion and with the information written into your calendar, plan to meet with your sales
manager to talk about the account management meetings you have scheduled. Plan
to cover how this schedule enhances both your time and territory management and

adds value to the sale.

Case Problem

Julio Melara, introduced at the beginning of this chapter, has achieved success in several differ-
ent sales and marketing positions in the fields of radio broadcasting and publishing. Today he is
president and co-owner of the Greater Baton Rouge Business Report and is one of America’s top
motivational speakers. He is convinced that success comes to those who have the right attitude
and the will to win. Now that he has proved himself in several competitive fields, Melara is ready
to share the beliefs and success principles that made a difference in his own career. His success
formula is made of five elements.

1. You have to believe you can achieve your dreams and desires. He likes to quote a verse
from the book of Proverbs that says, “As a man thinketh, so he is.” Put another way, “If
you believe, you will achieve.” Salespeople tend to behave in a way that supports their own
ideas of how successful or unsuccessful they will be. Those who have serious doubts about
their capabilities tend to reduce their efforts or give up altogether when faced with major
challenges.

2. Put all your goals in writing. A written goal, reviewed daily, is much more likely to be
achieved. Melara says that a written goal keeps the vision in front of you. Many sales-
people avoid setting goals because they do not understand the importance of this self-
improvement method. As we make and keep commitments to ourselves, we begin to
establish a greater sense of self-confidence and self-control. For many salespeople, goals
become an integral part of their plan to break old habits or form new ones.

3. Get all the education and information that you can. Melara is fond of saying, “You’ll
never earn more unless you learn more.” In recent years, most salespeople have had 
to develop expertise in the area of customer relationship management. Knowledge of
the customer’s business is not an option if you want to build a strong partnership.
Developing expertise in appropriate areas can result in increased self-confidence.

4. Commit to excellence in everything that you do. There is an interconnection among the
many areas of work and family. Melara believes that salespeople must fulfill both work
and family responsibilities. Many sales and marketing organizations have found that family
problems are linked to employee problems such as tardiness, absenteeism, and low produc-
tivity. Of course, problems at work often have a negative influence on one’s personal life.

5. Protect your enthusiasm. Melara says, “Watch the friends you hang out with, the people
you associate with, and the television programs you watch.” Enthusiasm for work and
work-related activities is often fragile. The negative views of a coworker or a friend can
erode our enthusiasm. One of the best defenses against loss of enthusiasm is to maintain
positive expectations about the future.

Questions
1. Which of these elements can make the most important contribution to a career in personal

selling? Explain.
2. Reflect on your own approach to accomplishing tasks and select two of Melara’s elements

you would find easy to adopt. Then select two elements that you would find difficult to
adopt. Explain your choices.
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3. How might goal setting be used in conjunction with time management?
4. How might a commitment to excellence improve the processes of territory management

and records management?
5. Do you agree or disagree that the people you associate with can influence your motivation?

CRM Case Study
Managing Yourself with CRM

A key objective in managing your time is to confirm that, at any time, you are work-
ing on your highest priorities. Contacting prospective customers is the highest prior-
ity for most salespeople. The next challenge is to decide in which order prospects
should be contacted. Many salespeople prioritize their accounts on the basis of their

value, the amount that they are likely to spend with the sales organization.

Questions
1. On the basis of the Total Potential Sale Pat Silva estimated for each account, in what order

would you contact the prospects in the Salesforce.com database?
2. If you were to rank these prospects on the basis of your sales commission, would this

priority list be different from the list developed in question 1? If so, why?
3. There are several ways that this list of prospects could be prioritized: For example, by

Weeks to Close, Total Potential Sale, or commission. Which of these rankings is best?
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Reality Selling Today Video Series

If you enter the field of personal selling and experience success, you may be given the

opportunity to manage a sales force. Some salespeople are asked to accept the promotion but

decline the offer. They do not want to give up a job they thoroughly enjoy. Many of the salespeople

who do rise to management positions become exemplary leaders and advance to positions that

offer even greater challenges.

Jamie Barouh (pictured above), district sales manager for McKesson Pharmaceutical

(www.mckesson.com), started her career at this largest North American pharmaceutical distributor

company as a salesperson calling on retail independent pharmacies. She attributes her success to

the training she received from the company and her previous managers. In a highly competitive and

ever-changing pharmaceutical industry, continuing training about new products and services

is critical. McKesson adopts a multilayer training program. This includes a comprehensive online

curriculum covering all products and services the company is offering, hands-on training

with current managers, and frequent updates. The company also runs regional and national sales

conferences where managers can network with peers and receive updated information. All new

recruits also spend two weeks in the corporate distribution center working as an actual distribution

staff to familiarize themselves with an extensive line of products.

An avid learner, Jamie Barouh was soon promoted to district sales manager of McKesson’s

distribution hub in Houston. Working under her supervision are five account managers who are

responsible for some $750 million worth of business in Texas and Louisiana. As a sales manager,

she makes sure that her subordinates are empowered to fulfill their responsibilities. At the same

time, she sets a good example for her subordinates by her strong work ethic. She subscribes to

the principle that a good leader should keep regular and open communication with followers

without micromanaging. Micromanagement is the enemy of creativity and motivation. She is also

actively involved in recruiting and training new staff because she believes that such early

involvement in the process will help build a strong sales team. �

www.mckesson.com


Applying Leadership Skills to Sales Management
If you enter the field of personal selling and experience success, like Jamie Barouh, you may be
given the opportunity to manage a sales force. Some salespeople are asked to accept the promo-
tion but decline the offer. They do not want to give up a job they thoroughly enjoy. Many of the
salespeople who do rise to management positions become exemplary leaders and advance to
positions that offer even greater challenges.

Thanks to the efforts of James Kouzes and Barry Posner, we know a great deal about the
practices of exemplary leaders. Many years of research on this topic have been summarized and
reported in The Leadership Challenge, a best-selling book written by Kouzes and Posner. The
book is based on countless interviews and observations conducted around the world.

Lindsay Levin, managing director of Whites Limited, was one of many exceptional leaders
cited by the authors of The Leadership Challenge. Whites Limited, based in London, is an auto
dealership built around three departments—sales, service, and parts. Soon after assuming her
new management position, she began searching for answers to one important question: “What do
our customers really think of us?” She visualized Whites as a company where every customer
would say, “My experience at Whites was amazing.” With input from customer focus groups she
was able to identify some areas that needed improvement. She then asked employees to talk
about changes they would like to implement and to form small voluntary teams to work on them.

Lindsay Levin also visualized a company where everyone is treated with respect, and feels
involved and valued. She took the position that leaders can never have enough communication
with their people. She never hesitated to let the employees know what she was thinking and what
she believed. She talked about her values often and listened attentively when employees
expressed their views. Levin also recognized employee accomplishments with personal thanks
and formal awards.

People who rise to the position of sales manager must understand the difference between
leadership and management. Managers who lack certain leadership skills can actually deteriorate
salesperson performance.1 Leadership is the process of inspiring, influencing, and guiding
employees to participate in a common effort.2 Stephen Covey, author of The Eighth Habit, says,
“Leadership is communicating people’s worth and potential so clearly that they come to see it in
themselves.”3 Leaders are made, not born. Leadership is a series of skills that can be acquired
through study and practice.

Sales management is the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the personal
selling function.4 The sales manager typically performs such management functions as planning,
recruiting, training, budgeting, development of compensation plans, and assessing sales force pro-
ductivity. Managing the sales force is an external management function, focused on bringing in
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Samuel Palmisano, CEO of IBM,
began his career in sales at IBM.
After achieving success in sales,
he quickly rose through the ranks.

Source: Jeff Geissler/Bloomberg/
Landov
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orders and revenue from outside the company. However, it also requires coordination and cooper-
ation with almost every internal department including marketing, finance, and distribution.5

The true essence of sales management has been captured by Lisa Gschwandtner, editor-in-
chief of Selling Power magazine. She described the sales manager as a leader, coach, mentor,
facilitator, goal setter, motivator, number cruncher, and communicator.6 Figure 17.1 describes
the most popular topics covered in training programs designed for sales managers. Needless to
say, it’s a job that requires many qualities and skills. Today’s sales manager is more likely to
function in a virtual office environment. Sales force automation permits salespeople to receive
data on their laptops or their home computers. The use of other technology—videoconferencing,
teleconferencing, e-mail, and voice mail—reduces the need for frequent face-to-face contact
with members of the sales team.7

Sales managers can have a dramatic influence on the salespeople they supervise. Depending
on the leadership qualities adopted, sales managers can have an advantageous, neutral, or even
detrimental effect on the performance of sales subordinates.8

Effective leadership has been discussed in hundreds of books and articles. A careful review
of this material indicates that most successful supervisory management personnel have certain
behaviors in common. Two of the most important dimensions of leadership—consideration and
structure—have been identified in research studies conducted by Ohio State University
researchers.9 By making a matrix out of these two independent dimensions of leadership, the
researchers identified four styles of leadership (see Figure 17.2).

Structure
Sales managers who display structure clearly define their own duties and those of the sales staff.
They assume an active role in directing their subordinates’ work. Policies and procedures are
clearly defined, and subordinates know what is expected of them. Salespeople also know how
well they are doing because the structured supervisor evaluates their productivity and provides

Planning and Organizing Activities (total = 13 topics)

 Goal setting for salespeople      76%

 Developing sales strategies      58%

 Strategic sales planning      56%

 Recruiting new salespeople      52%

 Organizing salespeople      52%

 Sales forecasting       50%

Management and Development Activities (total = 19 topics)

 Motivating salespeople      82%

 Leading salespeople      66%

 Training salespeople      64%

 Territory management      62%

 Time management       60%

Evaluation and Control Activities (total = 10 topics)

 Evaluating salespeople      64%

FIGURE 17.1
Most Popular Topics
Covered in Training
Programs for Sales
Managers

Source: Adapted from Rolph
Anderson, Rajiv Mehta, and James
Strong, “An Empirical Investigation of
Sales Management Training Programs
for Sales Managers,” Journal of
Personal Selling & Sales Management,
Summer 1997, Table 6, p. 61. Used by
permission of M. E. Sharpe, Inc.
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feedback. Structure is the set of written and unspoken policies, practices, and expectations that
surround the job of the salesperson. It can include job descriptions, territory definitions, call
reports, and sales process definitions.10

The following behaviors provide evidence of structure:

1. Planning takes place on a regular basis. The effective sales manager thinks ahead and
decides what to do in the future. Strategic planning is the process of determining the com-
pany’s current position in the market, determining where you want to be and when, and
making decisions on how to secure the position you want. Strategic planning gives mean-
ing and direction to the sales force.

2. Expectations are clearly communicated. The law of expectations, according to Brian
Tracy, states, “Whatever you expect, with confidence, becomes your own self-fulfilling
prophecy.”11 There is a strong connection between what you expect to accomplish and
what you actually achieve. Sales managers must effectively formulate their expectations
and then communicate them with conviction to the sales force.

3. Decisions are made promptly and firmly. An effective sales manager is willing and able
to make decisions in a timely way. An ineffective manager often postpones important

Low structure
high consideration

Initiating structure

Leader strives to promote group
harmony and social need
satisfaction.

Low High

Co
ns

id
er
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n

Low

High
High structure

high consideration

Leader strives to achieve a
productive balance between
getting the job done and 
maintaining a cohesive, friendly
workgroup.

Low structure
low consideration

Leader retreats to a generally
passive role of allowing the
situation to take care of itself.

High structure
low consideration

Leader devotes primary attention
to getting the job done. Personal
concerns are strictly secondary.

FIGURE 17.2
Basic Leadership Styles
from The Ohio State
Study
This matrix is similar to the
Leadership Grid (formerly called
the Managerial Grid) developed
by Robert Blake and Jane Mouton.
The Leadership Grid is based on
two leadership style dimensions:
concern for people and concern
for production.

Source: From Robert Kreitner,
Management, 9e ©2004 Sourth-
Western, a part of Cenage Learning,
Inc. Reproduced by permission.
www.cenage.com/permissions

Besides supervising the sales
force, sales managers often are
involved in establishing sales
quotas, developing long- and
short-term forecasts, and seeing
that goals are achieved.

Source: Olive/Superstock Royalty Free

www.cenage.com/permissions
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decisions, hoping the problem will go away. Of course, most decisions cannot be made
until all the facts are available. A good sales manager keeps the lines of communication
open and involves salespeople in making the important decisions.

4. Performance of salespeople is appraised regularly. All employees want to know “where
they stand” with the manager. An effective sales manager provides regular feedback. When
a salesperson is not performing up to established standards, the sales manager takes imme-
diate action.

Although structure is an important aspect of sales management, too much structure can create
problems. In an effort to become better organized and more systematized, some sales organiza-
tions have developed detailed policies and procedures that rob salespeople of time, energy, and
creativity. Filling out endless reports and forms, for example, can cause unnecessary frustration
and may reduce productivity. Overcontrolling sales managers aren’t just annoying; they are also
inefficient.12

Consideration
A sales manager who displays the dimension of consideration is more likely to have relation-
ships with salespeople that are characterized by mutual trust, respect for salespeople’s ideas, and
consideration for their feelings. A climate of good two-way communication usually exists
between the manager and members of the sales team. The following behaviors provide evidence
of consideration:

1. Regular and effective communication receives a high priority. Whenever possible the
sales manager engages in face-to-face communication with salespeople. They do not rely
entirely on e-mail, letters, or sales reports for information sharing but arrange face-to-face
meetings. John Morrone, vice president of sales for Pitney Bowes Management Services,
frequently travels with his salespeople. He says, “My claim to fame is reaching out and
touching people.”13 The effective sales manager is a good listener and creates an atmos-
phere of cooperation and understanding.

2. Each salesperson is treated as an individual. The sales manager takes a personal inter-
est in each member of the sales force. No one is treated like a “number.” The interest is
genuine, not artificial. The effective sales manager does not endanger effectiveness by
showing favoritism to anyone.

3. Good performance is rewarded often. Positive reinforcement is one of the strongest
morale-building factors in the work environment. Ken Blanchard, co-author of The One-
Minute Manager, says, “The key to developing people will always be to concentrate on
catching them doing something right instead of blaming them for doing something
wrong.”14 Recognition for a job well done is always appreciated.

Situational Leadership
Mastery of consideration and structure skills is an important first step toward achieving success
in sales management. The next step is to match your leadership style to the various situations that
surface among members of your sales force. Paul Hersey is credited with the development of
situational leadership. This leadership approach is based on the theory that the most successful
leadership occurs when the leader’s style matches the situation.15

Let’s assume that a member of your sales team has almost totally abandoned customer
service and follow-up activities. She is devoting nearly all of her attention to calls on new
customers. Many of her regular customers have complained about poor service, and a crisis situ-
ation is developing. At this point, the leadership dimension of structure will require the most
time and attention. This situation must be corrected immediately.

THE CHARACTER TEST Sales managers who develop consideration and structure skills and the
flexibility needed to be a situational leader must pass one additional test. If you fail the character
test, you fail as a sales manager. Character is composed of your personal standards of behavior,
including your honesty, integrity, and moral strength. It is the major ingredient we seek in our
leaders. If you are seen as an honest broker of advice and assistance, as someone who always
tells the truth, trust and respect will build. But building trust is a slow process and it can be
irreparably destroyed by a single lie or deception.16
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Coaching for Peak Performance
Sales managers who develop a leadership style that combines structure and consideration behav-
iors possess the skills needed to be an effective coach. Coaching is an interpersonal process
between the sales manager and the salesperson in which the manager helps the salesperson
improve performance in a specific area. The coaching process has two primary areas of focus:
helping the salesperson recognize the need to improve his or her performance and developing the
salesperson’s commitment to improve performance.17

Coaching is often used to correct a specific performance problem such as ineffective
prospecting, poorly developed sales presentations, or failure to create value for the customer. An
outline for a coaching strategy involves four steps. Step one in the coaching process involves
documentation of performance problems. In some cases the best approach is to observe and
assess performance during actual sales calls. Make note of things the salesperson is neglecting to
do. Step two involves getting the salesperson to recognize and agree that there is a need to
improve performance in a specific area. Sales managers should never assume the salesperson
sees the problem in the same way they do. Step three involves exploring solutions. At this point
it’s often best to let the salesperson suggest ways to improve performance. Step four involves
getting a commitment from the salesperson to take action. This step may involve development of
a contract (written or verbal) that clarifies the coaching goals, approaches, and outcomes. A
major goal of coaching meetings is to improve performance while enabling sales managers and
salespeople to maintain a relationship based on mutual respect and trust. Most salespeople wel-
come coaching, even when it involves constructive criticism.18

Brian Tracy, who has provided
training for more than 1,000,000
salespeople in 46 countries, now
offers sales training online.
Successful completion of this
program results in the designation
“Certified Sales Professional.”

Source: Courtesy of Brian Tracy
International.
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Valuable Advice for Those Who Would Be Leader
Tom Gunter has spent most of his life in sales: Scott Paper, Frito-Lay
Canada, Molson Canada, and now as vice president of sales for
ConAgra Foods in Toronto. Tom has eight directors of sales who
report to him, and each of them is responsible for four to six
account managers. Tom has lots of good advice for aspiring sales
leaders. The following are some of Tom’s comments:

� Managing change. When you must change a culture, you
have to create stability and put the appropriate structures and
processes in place to succeed. The biggest challenge is
getting some people to understand the importance of
change, and then training them so they can make the
change. The ones who can’t get to where you want them
may have to go elsewhere.

� Plateaued salespeople. Every company has a number of
people who don’t want to move up in the organization, and
you need those steady performers as long as they are open to
new concepts and ideas. But, if they have lost their motiva-
tion, you must have an open and honest talk with them
about where they fit and let them decide whether they want
to stay or not. Some may become remotivated and get
excited about helping someone else develop into the
company’s next senior executive.

� Sales meetings. Attendees must be aware of the
preparation required and the decisions to be made at the
meeting. In addition, the facilitator, timekeeper, and note-
taker should be briefed on their roles and responsibilities. If a
meeting room is unfamiliar or there are materials to set up,
the manager should arrive early to prepare. This ensures that
the meeting starts on time, as starting late shows disrespect
to the participants.

� Coaching. You should involve the salesperson when
delivering feedback. You must offer praise where due, but
rather than spout criticism, you are better to ask questions

that create a dialogue about possible ways to improve the
result of what was seen or experienced.

� Alcohol and drug abuse. If a salesperson has identified the
problem and is seeking help to deal with it, you are required
to provide employee assistance to help them to overcome the
problem. If they fail to acknowledge the problem and con-
tinue with the abuse, in spite of your efforts to offer assis-
tance, you should move to termination. It’s always advisable
to seek legal counsel and involve human resource profession-
als in these situations as they are delicate and can put your
organization in jeopardy if handled poorly.

� Harassment. Personalities and outcomes of harassment are
very diverse and each situation requires a difference course of
action. If a salesperson reports harassment, a sales manager
must reserve judgment, listen actively, take many notes, and
begin an investigative process. The outcome could include
third-party counseling, a meeting with the two individuals, a
written apology, suspension of duties, or termination.

� Termination. Termination should be the last step after
all other options are exhausted, but sometimes it is inevitable.
If the employee leaves and feels as though he was treated
fairly and respectfully, even if he does not agree with the
assessment, it reflects well on the company and manager. It
will be recognized internally, by other staff, and externally by
potential hires. Your organization will be known for its good
practices.

� Final thoughts. A great employee is focused on his or her
own development, whereas a great leader is focused on the
development of others. Some final words of wisdom: Be clear
and consistent, be honest, maintain a sense of humor, and
most important, never ask someone to do something that
you wouldn’t do yourself.a

Recruitment and Selection of Salespeople
Careful recruitment and selection of salespeople is very important. This is one of the most difficult
tasks sales managers perform because sales organizations have been forced to become more sophis-
ticated. The authors of How to Hire and Develop Your Next Top Performer: The Five Qualities That
Make Salespeople Great say that about half of the people working in sales should be doing some-
thing else. In addition, they say that about 20 to 25 percent of the salespeople currently employed are
selling products or services not suited to their personality.19 If the research reported by these authors
is accurate, then it appears that sales managers are frequently hiring the wrong people.

Successful salespeople are often difficult to identify. The selection of sales personnel today
is, however, more of a “science” and less of an “art.” Sales managers no longer need to rely on
“gut feelings.” The ability to identify sales aptitude accurately can be acquired. Many progres-
sive sales organizations recognize the need to help sales managers develop the interviewing skills
necessary to make profitable hiring decisions. It is impossible to avoid occasionally hiring a poor
performer, but sales managers can improve their average by using some established recruitment
and selection guidelines.

Determine Actual Job Requirements
To decide what type of applicant is needed, the manager should first outline the duties the person
should perform. The sales manager must have a clear picture of the job requirements before
beginning the recruitment process.
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Some sales managers make every effort to discover the success factors that contribute to the
achievements of their high-performance salespeople. Success factors are the skills, knowledge,
abilities, and behaviors considered critical for successful performance. This information may be
collected by use of interviews with salespeople or customers, by observing the salesperson dur-
ing sales calls, or by some other method.

After a careful study of the duties the salesperson should perform and identification of the
success factors, a job description should be prepared. A job description is an explanation of what
the salesperson will do and under what conditions the work will be performed. It is a good idea
to spell out in as much detail as possible the abilities and qualities that the applicant needs to be
successful. This can be accomplished by answering a few basic questions about the position.

1. Will the person be developing a new sales territory or assuming responsibility for an estab-
lished territory?

2. Is the product or service well established, or is it new to the marketplace?
3. Will the salesperson work under the sales manager’s close supervision or independently?
4. What amount of travel is required? What are the likelihoods of eventual transfer and

promotion?

Once the job description is prepared, the foundation has been established to determine the type
of person to be hired. There is no substitute for knowing what the job requires.

Search Out Applicants from Several Sources
To identify the best possible person, it is usually best to seek applicants from more than one
source. As a rule of thumb, try to interview three or more applicants for each opening. Some sug-
gested sources of new employees follow:

1. Candidates within the company. One of the first places to look is within your own com-
pany. Is there someone in accounting, engineering, customer service, or some other area
who aspires to a sales position? These people have the advantage of being familiar with the
company’s product offering, policies, operations, and what it takes to please the customer.

2. College and university students. Many business firms are turning to college and
university campuses to recruit salespeople. As noted in Chapter 2, several colleges and
universities have developed personal selling certificate and degree programs. Placement
offices are usually cooperative and often publicize openings.

3. Trade and newspaper advertisements. A carefully prepared newspaper advertisement
often attracts well-qualified job applicants. A well-written ad should describe the job

Ken Blanchard, co-author of The
One-Minute Manager, says the key
to developing people is to
concentrate on catching them
doing something right. Here we
see a salesperson receiving
recognition.

Source: Getty Images/Digital Vision
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requirements and spell out the opportunities. All information should be accurate. The ad
should “sell” the position, but it should not exaggerate its benefits.

4. Employment agencies and listings. Nearly 2,000 public employment offices are located
throughout the United States. These offices recruit applicants and screen them according to
your specifications. There is no charge for this service. There are also many private employ-
ment agencies. These firms specialize in matching applicants to the job and usually do some
initial screening for employers. A fee is assessed for the services these agencies provide.

5. Internet. Many companies are using the Internet to recruit for sales positions. Two popu-
lar Web sites are Monster.com and JobBankUSA.com.

Select the Best-Qualified Applicant
Once you have identified qualified applicants, the next step is to select the best person. This is
becoming more difficult as products become more complex, customers become more sophisticated,
and competitors become more aggressive. Selecting the best-qualified applicant is never easy, but
there are some qualifications and characteristics that all sales managers should look for. Along with
general mental ability, one of the most important qualities is a high level of interest and enthusiasm
for the job and high degree of self-motivation.20 Salespeople have to be self-starters.

Another very important quality is integrity. Dana Telford and Adrian Gostick, authors of
Integrity Works, say that managers spend about 90 percent of their time on capability-related
questions and almost no time on character-based questions. They suggest checking backgrounds
and interviewing for character by asking ethics-based questions. Here are a few examples.21

“What are your three core values?”

“What does integrity mean to you?”

“Who are your role models and why?”

“What would your past manager say about you?”

“Tell me about a time when you were asked to compromise your integrity.”

Bruce Diamond, vice president of sales for a large office equipment company, says, “Our sales-
people now need to be much more professional, much more educated about the market, customers,
products, and business in general.”22 His strategy for finding good salespeople includes discussions
of business trends and developments. During the interview, he poses business situations and asks the
candidate to come up with solutions. Diamond says he is impressed when a candidate displays an
understanding of profitable revenues and finding the right customers to do business with.

At San Francisco’s Get Real Girl
(www.getrealgirl.com), co-CEOs
Jana Machin (left) and Julia
Chavez say, “Having the best
salespeople is important.” In the
past year, 75 of these “best of
class” salespeople have blazed
their way into chains like Target,
Toys “R” Us, Walmart, and
Smyth’s (Iceland’s answer to Toys
“R” Us), as well as hundreds of
small independent retailers.

Source: © 2002 Peter Ross

www.getrealgirl.com
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Personality and Skills Testing
To increase the quality of new hires, many companies are placing more emphasis on personality
and skills testing. The HR Chally Group has developed the Chally Talent Audit, an instrument
that can be used to predict performance in a variety of sales positions. The audit provides a skill
profile that helps determine strengths and weaknesses in several roles. For example, a candidate
may possess the skills needed to develop new accounts, but lack the skills needed for strategic
account management. Chally assessment instruments are fully compliant with equal opportunity
regulations and are nondiscriminatory.23

Western Psychological Services has developed the Sales Achievement Predictor. This instru-
ment assesses self-confidence, personal diplomacy, competitiveness, and other qualities that are
equally importantly in sales.24 Caliper Corporation, a testing service with more than 40 years of
experience, has developed the Caliper Profile, an instrument for personality assessment.
Caliper’s basic personality profile can be taken online.25 Online testing has become more
popular in recent years. John Wood, vice president of business development at HR Chally Group,
recommends that firms rely 30 percent on its predictive assessment instruments, 30 percent on a
structured interview, 30 percent on references and background checks, and 10 percent on
personal reactions to the applicant.26 Test results always should be used in conjunction with
information obtained from the interview with the candidate and the findings of reference checks.

Orientation and Training
Once you have selected the best-qualified salesperson, two steps should be taken to ensure that
this person becomes a productive member of your staff. First, give the new employee a thorough
orientation to your business operation. Provide the orientation before the person begins working.
This should include a review of your company’s history, philosophy of doing business, mission
statement, business policies, compensation plan, and other important information.

Second, initiate a training program to help the person achieve success. Sales training that is
carefully planned and executed can make a major contribution to the performance of every sales-
person.27 Nabisco Corporation developed a two-day professional selling program that helps sales
reps plan for and deliver professional presentations. The cost of the training was about $1,000
per enrollee. A careful evaluation of the program indicates that the training resulted in additional
sales of more than $122,000 per salesperson and yielded almost $21,000 of additional profit
per rep.28 Study results indicate that salespeople have a more positive view about their job
situation, greater commitment, and improved performance when their sales managers clarify
their job role, how to execute their tasks, and how their needs can be satisfied with successful

SELL ING IN  ACTION

Are You Ready for the Sales Interview?
The personal interview is an important part of the selection process
when filling sales positions. When companies use a series of inter-
views, the first one often is used to eliminate unacceptable candi-
dates—those who lack maturity, lack enthusiasm, or display poor
appearance. Subsequent interviews are used to match people to
job qualifications. At Hewlett-Packard, candidates may have as
many as six interviews with various people. At Smith Kline, a team
approach is used so candidates do not learn the “right” answers
from one interview to the next.

Although interviews vary from one company or interviewer to
another, there are some popular questions and requests that you
should be prepared to handle:

� Tell me about yourself.
� Describe the sales process as you understand it.

� What books have you read recently on selling or for personal
development?

� What is your greatest weakness? Strength?
� What was the most boring job you ever had, and how did

you handle it?
� How do you feel about your current (or previous) employer?
� What was the biggest contribution you made to your last

employer?
� Sell me this pen (ashtray, laptop computer, lamp).
� Why should we hire you?

Some employers also ask you to complete a test to demonstrate
your written communication skills, or your ability to handle “the
numbers.” These are both important skills for a sales professional.b
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job performance.29 Figure 17.3 provides a framework for developing an effective sales training
program.

Even salespeople with great potential are handicapped when the company fails to provide
adequate training. Keep in mind that in the absence of formal training, employees develop their
own approaches to performing tasks.

The size of the firm should not dictate the scope or format of the training program. Even the
smallest marketing organization should have a formal sales training program. Online training
often reduces training costs. A program should have three dimensions:

1. Knowledge of the product line, company marketing strategies, territory information, and
business trends

2. Attitude toward the company, the company’s products and services, and the customers to
be served

3. Skill in applying personal selling principles and practices—the “doing” part of the sales
training program30

An important part of the sales training program is foundation-level instruction. This aspect of
sales training focuses on the basics. If salespeople are to plan and execute a sales call successfully,
they must first master certain fundamental selling skills—the skills that form the foundation for
everything salespeople do in their careers. The steps that make up the six-step presentation plan
(approach, need discovery, presentation, negotiation, close, and servicing the sale) represent
fundamental selling skills (see Figure 15.1).

Sales Force Motivation
It is helpful to note the difference between internal and external motivation. An internal motivation
is an intrinsic reward that occurs when a duty or task is performed. If a salesperson enjoys call-
ing on customers and solving their problems, this activity is in itself rewarding, and the sales-
person is likely to be self-motivated.31 Internal motivation is likely to be triggered when sales
positions provide an opportunity for achievement and individual growth. External motivation is
an action taken by another person that involves rewards or other forms of reinforcement that

Perform training
needs assessment

Establish sales
training objective

Establish sales
training budget

Evaluate sales training

When to
train

What to
train

Whom to
train

How to
train

Where to
train

FIGURE 17.3
A Framework for
Training Salespeople

Source: H. F. (Herf) MacKenzie, Sales
Management in Canada (Toronto:
Prentice Hall, 2008), p. 229.
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Selling Power magazine has some
of the best hiring and training
products available to assist sales
managers. This publication often
features articles that focus on
recruitment, selection, orientation,
and training of salespeople.

Source: Used by permission of Selling
Power.

cause the worker to behave in ways to ensure receipt of the award.32 A cash bonus given to
salespeople who achieve a sales goal provides an example of external motivation. Experts on
motivation agree that organizations should attempt to provide a mix of external rewards and
internal satisfaction.

A basic contention among many sales managers and researchers has been that sales produc-
tivity can be improved by staging more elaborate sales contests, giving more expensive recogni-
tion awards, having the right number of prize winners, or picking truly exotic meeting
locations.33 This point of view ignores two things we know for sure about the characteristics of
motives. First, motives are individualistic. The desire for social standing (status) may be very
strong for one salesperson, but not very important to another salesperson. What satisfies one
person’s needs may not be important to someone else. Second, motives change throughout our
lives. What motivates us early in our career may not motivate us later in life.

Because people bring different interests, drives, and values to the workplace, they react differ-
ently to attempts at motivation. The owner of an incentive consulting company in Chicago rewarded
one of his highly productive employees with an attractive mink coat. She thanked him sincerely, took
the coat home, but never wore it. When he asked her why, she explained that she didn’t wear fur.34

Very often intrinsic motivators (achievement, challenge, responsibility, advancement, growth,
enjoyment of work itself, and involvement) have a longer-term effect on employees’ attitudes and
behaviors than extrinsic motivators (contests, prizes, quotas, and money). In many cases sales per-
formance is linked directly to the appreciation the sales manager shows for a job well done. The
importance of one-on-one communications cannot be overstated. Everyone likes to be treated as
an individual. Taking a personal interest means learning the names of spouses and children, find-
ing out what employees do during their leisure time, and acknowledging birthdays.35
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Effective Use of External Rewards
Although criticisms of external rewards have a great deal of merit, the fact remains that large
numbers of organizations continue to achieve positive results with carefully developed incentive
programs. It is possible to design programs that have long-range benefits for both the organiza-
tion and the individual employee if you follow these guidelines:

1. Design reward programs that focus on several important aspects of the salesperson’s job
such as developing new accounts, expanding sales of existing accounts, and improving cus-
tomer service after the sale. Keep contest time frames short so more salespeople have an
opportunity to win. However, don’t use short-term motivation contests too often and don’t
use the same incentive plan over and over again.

2. Evaluate your incentive program often to determine what plan has the most impact.36 Is it
cash bonuses? Travel? Merchandise? Bill Grassie, manager of compensation and business
planning for Sprint, likes to use noncash incentives because he believes Sprint salespeople
have a solid compensation package. He feels noncash incentives provide a lasting memory
whereas a cash bonus is just one more way to earn money.37 Of course, a salesperson who
is not earning a lot of money in salary and commission might favor a cash incentive.

3. Avoid setting goals that are unrealistic. Some companies are under enormous pressure to
meet sales and profit targets. In many cases sales targets increase while resources decline.
A salesperson working for a company in Texas made the President’s Club for being
220 percent above quota, and her whole team did well and was recognized as tops in the
company. Her boss, the vice president for sales, immediately raised their overall quota by
65 percent for the next year. This was an impossible target and team morale plummeted.

Sales training that is carefully
planned and executed can make a
major contribution to the
performance of salespeople.

Source: Digital Vision/Thinkstock

GLOBAL BUSINESS INS IGHT

Doing Business in Switzerland
Trudi Gallagher, a real estate sales associate with a U.S. firm, offers
us some good advice on doing business in Switzerland. She was
born and raised in that country.

� The Swiss are very private people, and it takes quite awhile
for them to get to know you and invite you to their home.
They are more likely to entertain in restaurants and hotels.

� The Swiss are very punctual, very correct, and when they give
their word, they mean it.

� Although four languages are spoken in Switzerland, business-
people will almost always speak English.c
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Pressure to reach unrealistic sales goals can produce negative results. Employee loyalty and
teamwork erode quickly and, in some cases, so do business ethics. Salespeople who fear loss of
their job if they do not meet established targets are more inclined to engage in unethical behavior.38

Should sales managers encourage their salespeople to compete or encourage them to
cooperate? This is one of the dilemmas facing managers who want highly motivated salespeople,
but they also want members of the sales team to share important information and become
resources to each other. One answer is to develop a plan that rewards sales collaboration and the
achievement of specific sales goals, whether individual goals, team goals, or both.39

Compensation Plans
Compensation plans for salespeople combine direct monetary payments (salary and commis-
sions) and indirect monetary payments such as paid vacations, pensions, and insurance plans.
Compensation practices vary greatly throughout the field of selling. Furthermore, sales managers
are constantly searching for the “perfect” sales force compensation plan.40 Of course, the perfect
plan does not exist. Each plan must be chosen to suit the specific type of selling job, the objec-
tives of the firm’s marketing program, and the type of customer served.

As noted in Chapter 2, the highest amount of total compensation is earned by salespeople
who are involved in value-added selling. Salespeople who use this approach realize that the solu-
tion to the customer’s buying problem is more important than price. They are frequently involved
in team selling and in some cases they are rewarded with a team compensation plan.

A growing number of companies are abandoning compensation plans that are linked to a
single target such as a sales quota. At Siebel Systems, an e-business software provider, 40 per-
cent of each salesperson’s incentive compensation is based on the customers’ reported satisfac-
tion with service and implementation of the products they have purchased. This plan encourages
continuous customer follow-up, which generates repeat business.41

Icelandic® offers a very attractive
incentive program to its
distribution sales representatives.

Source: Courtesy of Icelandic. 
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In the field of selling there are five basic compensation plans. Here is a description of each:

� Straight commission plan. The only direct monetary compensation comes from sales.
No sales, no income. Salespeople under this plan are very conscious of their sales. Lack of
job security can be a strong inducement to produce results. However, these people also
may concentrate more on immediate sales than on long-term customer development.

� Commission plan with a draw provision or guaranteed salary. This plan has about the
same impact on salespeople as the straight commission plan. However, it gives them more
financial security.

� Commission with a draw or guaranteed salary plus a bonus. This plan offers more
direct financial security than the first two plans. Therefore, salespeople may adhere more to
the company’s objectives. The bonus may be based on sales or profits.

� Fixed salary plus bonus. Salespeople functioning under this compensation plan tend to
be more company centered and to have a fairly high degree of financial security if their
salary is competitive. The bonus incentive helps motivate people under this plan.

� Straight salary. Salespeople who work under this compensation plan are usually more
company centered and have financial security.

According to the Sales & Marketing Management 2005 research study, most companies partici-
pating in the survey used some form of compensation plan that combined base salary and incen-
tive.42 The salary plus bonus and salary plus commission plans are both quite popular, while
determining the right proportion of these plans depends on many factors.43

Strategic Compensation Planning
Many sales managers admit that their current compensation plan does not drive behaviors needed
to achieve specific sales objectives. The purpose of strategic compensation planning is to guide
salespeople in the right direction. Compensation plans can be designed to achieve a variety of
sales objectives:

Specific product movement. Bonus points can be given for the sale of certain items dur-
ing specified “push” selling periods.

Percentage sales increase. Sales levels can be established with points that are given only
when those levels are reached.

Establish new accounts. A block of points can be awarded for opening a new account or
for introducing new products through the existing outlets.

Increase sales activity. For each salesperson, points can be awarded based on the number
of calls.44

There is no easy way to develop an effective compensation plan. There are, however, some
important guidelines for your efforts to develop an effective plan. First, be sure that your sales
and marketing objectives are defined in detail. The plan should complement these objectives. If
sales and marketing objectives are in conflict with the compensation plan, problems surely arise.

Second, the compensation plan should be field-tested before full implementation. Several
questions should be answered: Is the new plan easy to administer? How does the proposed plan
differ in terms of payout compared with the existing plan?

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT WITH TECHNOLOGY

Staying Informed
A key role of the sales manager is to provide a steady flow of
information and advice to salespeople. Salespeople look to their
managers for information about market trends, products, company
policies, and assistance with their accounts. Customer relationship
management (CRM) software improves and enhances the flow of
information between managers and the sales force. The same fea-
tures that are used to enrich communications with customers also

support the sales organization’s internal communications. With
direct access to a shared CRM database, for example, a sales man-
ager can review relationships with accounts in real time by examin-
ing a salesperson’s notes at any time. This makes it possible for the
manager to enter advice about an account directly into that
account’s record. See the CRM Application Exercise “Receiving
Advice Through CRM” on page 382 for more information.
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Third, explain the compensation plan carefully to the sales force. Misunderstanding may
generate distrust of the plan. Keep in mind that some salespeople may see change as a threat.

Fourth, change the compensation plan when conditions in the marketplace warrant change.
One reason for the poor showing of many plans is that firms fail to revise their plan as the business
grows and market conditions change. Review the compensation plan at least annually to ensure
that it’s aligned with conditions in the marketplace and the company’s overall marketing strategy.

Assessing Sales Force Productivity
As the cost of maintaining a sales force increases, sales managers must give more attention to
measuring productivity. The goal is to analyze the profitability of each salesperson’s sales
volume. This task is complicated because sales territories, customers, and business condi-
tions vary.

The problem of measuring sales force productivity is more complicated than it might
appear at first glance. In most cases, sales volume alone does not tell you how much profit
or loss you are making on the sales of each member of the sales force. A small manufacturer
was losing money until he analyzed the profitability of sales generated by each person. He
found that one salesperson created a loss on almost every order. This salesperson was con-
centrating on a market that had become so competitive that she had to reduce the markup to
make sales.

Some sales managers view the frequency of calls as an indicator of success. This informa-
tion is only helpful when compared with the profit earned on each account. The number of calls
made on an account should bear some relationship to the sales and profit potential of that
account. In some cases it is possible to maintain small accounts without making frequent
personal calls.

To compare a salesperson’s current productivity with the past also can be misleading.
Changes in products, prices, competition, and assignments can make comparisons with the past

Chally’s research suggests the
decision to promote salespeople
into sales management should not
be taken lightly. Their Chally
Sales Talent Audit is designed to
provide important insights into the
potential success of a salesperson
being considered for a sales
management position.

Source: Courtesy of HR Chally.
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unfair—sometimes to the salesperson, sometimes to the company. It is better to measure cumu-
lative quarterly, semiannual, or annual results in relation to established goals.

Some sales managers use performance evaluation criteria that communicate to the sales
force which elements of their jobs are most important and how they are doing in each area.
Evaluating salespeople involves defining the bases on which they are to be evaluated, developing
performance standards to determine the acceptable level of performance desired on each base,
monitoring actual performance, and giving salespeople feedback on their performance.45 Two of
the most common criteria for assessing the productivity of salespeople are quantitative criteria
and qualitative criteria.

Quantitative Criteria

Sales volume in dollars

Sales volume compared with previous year’s sales

Sales volume by product or product line

Number of new accounts opened

Amount of new account sales

Net profit on each account

Number of customer calls

Qualitative Criteria

Attitude

Product knowledge

Communication skill

Personal appearance

Customer goodwill generated

Selling skills

Initiative

Team collaboration

In most cases it is best to emphasize assessment criteria that can be expressed in numbers
(quantitative). The preceding quantitative items are especially significant when accompanied
by target dates. For example, you might assess the number of new accounts opened during a
six-month period. Of course, a sales manager should not ignore the other criteria listed here.
The other items can affect a salesperson’s productivity, and you do have to make judgments in
these areas.

Some sales managers ask their salespeople to complete a self-evaluation as part of the over-
all evaluation process. Many salespeople believe that self-evaluation contributes to their personal
development.46

CHAPTER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Reviewing Key Concepts

Describe how leadership skills can be applied to sales management
Many capable salespeople have advanced to the position of sales manager. This job involves
such diverse duties as recruiting, selecting, training, and supervising salespeople. The
sales manager is part of the management team and therefore must be a strong leader. Those
who rise to the position of sales manager must understand the difference between leadership
and management.
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List and discuss the qualities of an effective sales manager
Effective sales managers help members of their sales force feel confident, strong, and capable of
fulfilling their duties. Although the qualities of effective leaders are subject to debate, most
research tells us that such people display two dimensions: structure and consideration. Sales
managers who develop a leadership style that combines structure and consideration possess the
skills needed to be an effective coach.

Discuss recruitment and selection of salespeople
Most sales managers are involved directly or indirectly in recruiting and selecting salespeople.
This is an important responsibility because mistakes can be costly. A portion of the company’s
profit picture and the firm’s image can be influenced positively or negatively by each member of
the sales force. To increase the quality of new hires, many companies are placing more emphasis
on personality and skills testing.

Describe effective orientation and training practices
Orientation and training salespeople are almost daily concerns of the sales manager. These duties
should always be viewed as an investment in human resources. They help members of the sales
force reach their fullest potential. Figure 17.3 provides a comprehensive framework for training
salespeople.

Explain effective sales force motivation practices
We discuss the difference between internal and external motivation. In many cases intrinsic
motivators (achievement, challenge, responsibility, involvement, and enjoyment of work itself)
have a longer-term effect on employee attitudes and behavior than extrinsic motivators (contests,
prizes, and money). Sales managers need to discover the individual differences between sales-
people to select the most effective motivation strategies.

Develop an understanding of selected compensation plans
Compensation plans for salespeople combine direct monetary payments (salary and commis-
sions) and indirect monetary payments such as paid vacations, pensions, and insurance plans.
Compensation practices vary greatly throughout the field of selling. Strategic compensation
planning can be used to guide salespeople in the right direction.

List and discuss criteria for evaluating sales performance
Assessing sales force productivity is a major responsibility of the sales manager. Sales managers
use both quantitative and qualitative criteria. In most cases it is best to emphasize assessment cri-
teria that can be expressed in numbers (quantitative).

Key Terms
Sales management
Structure
Consideration
Situational leadership

Coaching
Internal motivation
External motivation

Compensation plans
Quantitative criteria
Qualitative criteria

Review Questions

1. What is the difference between leadership and management?
2. Are all sales managers’ duties the same? Explain.
3. What are the two main leadership qualities displayed by most successful sales managers?

Define and explain each of these qualities.
4. List and describe the four basic steps involved in coaching.
5. What is a job description? Explain the importance of job descriptions in selecting salespeople.
6. What are four sources of recruiting new salespeople?
7. What should sales managers look for in selecting new salespeople? Describe at least three

important qualities.
8. List and describe three guidelines that should be followed when you design a sales motiva-

tion program based on external rewards.
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Application Exercises

1. Assume that you are a manager of a wholesale electrical supply business. Sales have
increased to a level where you need to hire another salesperson. What sources can you use
in recruiting a good professional salesperson? What criteria can you use in selecting the
person you hire?

2. Carefully analyze the following types of selling positions:
a. A territory selling position for a national manufacturer that requires the salesperson

to provide customer service to a large number of accounts plus open up several new
accounts each month

b. A retail sales position in the cosmetics department of a department store
c. An automobile salesperson who sells and leases new and used cars
d. A real estate salesperson who sells residential real estate

Assuming that each of the preceding positions is full time, identify the type of compensa-
tion plan you think is best for each. Supply an explanation for each of your answers.

3. Schedule an appointment with two sales managers. Interview each of them, using the fol-
lowing questions as a guide:

a. What are your functions as a sales manager?
b. How do the functions of a sales manager differ from those of a salesperson?
c. What criteria do you use in selecting salespeople?
d. What kinds of training programs do you have for new salespeople?
e. What method of compensation do you use for your salespeople?
f. How do you evaluate the performance of your salespeople?
g. What personal qualities are important for becoming a sales manager?

Write the answers to these questions. Summarize the similarities and differences of the
sales managers’ responses.

4. The Internet lists many sources of training in the field of sales management. Using your
search engine, type: “sales management” + training. How many queries did you find?
Examine one or more of the training programs and list the topics that are covered.
Compare this list of topics with the material presented in this chapter.

Role-Play Exercise

For the purpose of this role-play, assume the role of a sales manager who is currently
supervising a sales team made up of 22 salespeople. Your employer manufactures and
sells radio equipment for private aircraft. You plan to open a new sales territory in a
western state and need a self-motivated salesperson to assume the position. You have
identified a person who seems to be a qualified applicant and you have scheduled a
meeting to discuss the position. Using information in this chapter, prepare a list of

questions you will ask during the role-play. Use these questions to interview another class mem-
ber who will assume the role of the applicant. After the role-play, review the interview process.

CRM Application Exercise
Receiving Advice Through CRM

Becky Kemley, your sales manager at SimNet Systems, regularly reviews your
progress with accounts by examining your activities and notes. She recently entered
a note about an account’s debt problems. Find her note by entering the word “debt”
into the Search Field and clicking on Options. In the Search Options window click

on the box next to Tasks and choose Search.

9. List and describe the five basic compensation plans for salespeople.
10. What are the best criteria for measuring a salesperson’s performance? List additional crite-

ria that should be considered in evaluating individual performance.
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The report will list three tasks.

Click on each of the Subject entries and examine the notes taken during the task or event. One of
them will list Becky Kemley as the author of a note regarding the contact’s debt problems. Find
the account and Becky’s advice.

Case Problem

One of the more interesting developments in sales force management is the use of customer feed-
back to improve the performance of salespeople. These programs go by a variety of names such
as 360-degree feedback, customer-conscious compensation, and customer satisfaction rewards.
Organizations that have adopted this assessment strategy believe salespeople can benefit from
feedback collected from the customers they serve. Also, the information collected can be used by
the company to improve customer service.

The use of customer-driven evaluation programs is on the increase because of the rising
regard for the role of sales at many companies. Tom Mott, a consultant with Hewitt Associates,
says, “Salespeople who were volume pushers are now becoming the manager of their company’s
relationship with the customer.” Mott points out that customer feedback is likely to reflect on the
performance of the salesperson and the performance of the company. If problems surface in
either area, customer dissatisfaction may need attention.

Data collection methodology is not uniform at this point. Some companies use telephone
surveys while others use mailed questionnaires. IBM has experimented with a series of in-person
meetings that bring together corporate customers, their IBM sales representatives, and the sales-
person’s boss.

Some salespeople have not welcomed the use of customer evaluations. Maryann Cirenza,
senior account executive at Teleport Communications Group (TCG) of New York, said that she
felt betrayed when she saw the questionnaire the company was sending to her customers. One of
the questions asked was “Does your sales rep know your industry?” Cirenza said, “I thought the
company was checking up on me.” Later her anger subsided when she learned the survey was not
simply a monitoring system but a trial run for a new compensation plan. After field-testing the
surveys, TCG used customer feedback to set bonuses. Cirenza was actually rewarded for good
customer service by earning a bonus of about 20 percent of her base pay. Greg Buseman, a
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Chicago-based IBM salesman, believes the shift to compensation through customer feedback has
improved personal selling at his company. He now spends more time understanding the cus-
tomer’s business and learning to be a problem solver for his clients.47

Questions
1. Should the customer be given a major voice in determining how salespeople are perform-

ing? Explain.
2. Should sales force compensation be linked to customer feedback? What are the advantages

and disadvantages of this approach?
3. Assume you are a sales manager preparing to develop and implement a customer feedback

system. How might you gain support for this system from your salespeople? What data
collection method would you use?

4. Research indicates that customers rank “understanding of our business” as an important
criterion used to evaluate salespeople. Why is this criterion ranked so high?
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play Scenarios
The 11 role-play scenarios in this appendix are all extensions of the Reality Selling
Today Videos presented throughout the text. Using the information presented in the
chapter opening vignettes, case problems, and videos, and the information presented
in this section, you will have available the most detailed and realistic setting for
selecting, preparing, and presenting a mock role-play.

As you discovered in the videos and related material, these are real salespeople
in real selling situations, enjoying successful and rewarding careers in the profession of selling.
In these Reality Selling Today role-play scenarios, you also assume these same responsibilities
by selecting a similar position in the same office as the sales professionals presented in the
videos. Just like the evolution of their careers, you will need to learn about your new company,
its products, and specifically the customer you will be calling on.

Detailed information is presented in each of the scenarios. Web sites are presented to acquire
more information about the company, its products, and the industry. Reference is made to
reviewing the chapter opening vignettes and corresponding case problems for learning more
about your new company and selling responsibility.

The role-plays presented in this appendix are also specifically designed to prepare for
professional selling role-play competition at the annual college and university competitive
event conventions (refer to http://coles.kennesaw.edu/ncsc and http://www.deca.org/_docs/ 
conferences-competitions/COL_Sales_Rep_Guidelines.pdf/ for more information).

The following companies, sales positions, and customer types are presented:

� The Tom James Company, Alex Homer, www.tomjames.com, Custom Clothing—
See Chapter 1.

� Liberty Mutual, Marcus Smith, www.libertymutual.com, Financial Services—See
Chapter 2.

� CB Richard Ellis, Susana Rosas, www.cbre.com, Commercial, Real Estate Services—See
Chapter 3.

� Mattress Firm, Edith Botello, www.mattressfirm.com, Mattress Retailing—See Chapter 5.
� Texas Monthly, Amy Vandaveer, www.texasmonthly.com, Advertising and Sales

Promotion—See Chapter 6.
� PulteGroup, Ashley Pineda, www.pultegroupinc.com, Home Building—See Chapter 8.
� Salesforce.com, Dave Levitt, www.Salesforce.com, CRM Software—See Chapter 9.
� Hilti Corporation, Alim Hirani, www.hilti.com, Construction Products and Services—

See Chapter 10.
� Ecolab, Chris Wylie, www.ecolab.com, Cleaning and Sanitizing Products and Services—

See Chapter 12.
� Marriott International, Heather Ramsey, www.marriott.com, Meeting and Convention

Services—See Chapter 13.
� McKesson Pharmaceutical, Jamie Barouh, www.mckesson.com, Pharmaceutical Sales—

See Chapter 17.

Using the sales information you have learned throughout the book and the sales worksheets
presented, prepare to make your sales call.

http://www.deca.org/_docs/conferences-competitions/COL_Sales_Rep_Guidelines.pdf/
http://www.deca.org/_docs/conferences-competitions/COL_Sales_Rep_Guidelines.pdf/
www.tomjames.com
www.libertymutual.com
www.cbre.com
www.mattressfirm.com
www.texasmonthly.com
www.pultegroupinc.com
www.Salesforce.com
www.hilti.com
www.ecolab.com
www.marriott.com
www.mckesson.com
http://coles.kennesaw.edu/ncsc


Reality Selling Today Role-Play 1, Tom James Company

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at Tom James
You will be a sales representative (professional clothier) for
the Tom James Company (www.tomjames.com), working out
of the same office as Alex Homer, featured in the Chapter 1
opening and Reality Selling Today Video. Tom James special-

izes in offering complete lines of custom, made-to-measure, and ready-made executive apparel.
Clients have the opportunity to create a personality for their wardrobe by selecting from the
company’s more than 500 suit and 250 shirt fabric options. In addition, the company carries an
assortment of accessories such as ties, scarves, belts, and shoes to assist in the completion of the
client’s wardrobe. In business since 1965, Tom James serves more than 300,000 clients through
its 107 offices. Each Tom James client purchases directly from one of the company’s professional
clothiers, who always come to their clients, as appointments are conducted at the client’s location
of choice. (Refer to the Chapter 1 opening vignette and case problem, and review the Chapter 1
Reality Selling Today Video for more information.)

Your Customer: John Leonard
You are calling on John Leonard, a partner at Leonard & Franklin, a small marketing consulting
company in Chicago. John, who has been in the consulting business for the last 10 years, has
built a reputable name for himself and his company after several years of experience with
McKinsey & Company. He is a graduate of the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern
University in Evanston, where he graduated with honors. John has a wife and two kids, ages 6
and 8. John enjoys outdoor activities near Lake Michigan with his family and is a huge fan of the
Chicago Cubs.

You were referred to John by one of his former coworkers at McKinsey by the name of Mike
Kerbanian, who is one of your repeat customers. Mike had mentioned John’s hobbies, his current
professional success, and that he runs a very busy consulting firm.

When you called John on the phone, he was extremely busy, but mildly receptive. He said
that because you came well-referred, he’d be glad to give you 15 minutes as he does not have a
lot of time to sacrifice. John expresses that he is very protective of his personal time with his
family and, though interested in refreshing his wardrobe, is reluctant to spend time clothes shop-
ping at local boutiques or department stores. You agree to honor his time and he agrees to the
appointment.

Quick Facts About John Leonard’s Needs
� In the short phone conversation, John said he is not sure what he might need, but that it has

been a while since he last freshened up a suit.
� He wears primarily dark gray, black and navy—both in solids and stripes. His black solid

suit is still in workable condition, though his gray and navy suits have become a little
threadbare. He was not sure about the condition of his black and navy pinstripe suits.

� He had mentioned in passing that, for the time being, his off-work attire is in good shape,
though he has some older shirts and sweaters that could need replacing.

� John typically wears a combination of shirts and either jeans or slacks to the office on
casual Fridays, when he is not with a client. When he is with a client, he prefers to wear
dark-colored suits.
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Alex Homer
Tom James

www.tomjames.com
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Your Call Objectives
You hope to turn John Leonard from a prospect into a first-time customer. This is not an easy job,
as John will raise two major objections during the sales call:

� He perceives your price as being too expensive, and asks you for a 20 percent discount for
this first-time purchase of the whole bundle that you offered him.

� He mentions that he once had a suit tailored when he was in Bangkok. And when he
received it in the mail a few weeks later, he was disappointed. The suit just did not fit him
properly, and the cloth did not feel as comfortable as the swatches. So he wonders what his
options are if he does not get the quality that he expects.

If his questions are sufficiently answered, he will agree to a sale to try things out.
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 2, Liberty Mutual

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at Liberty
You will be an independent insurance broker for Liberty
International Underwriters (see Web site at www.libertyiu.

com), working out of the same office as Marcus Smith, featured in the Chapter 2 Reality Selling
Today Video. Liberty International Underwriters is a division of Liberty Mutual Group, a company
that operates in both personal and commercial insurance markets. Liberty Mutual’s personal
insurance products include auto, home, life, and personal liability. In addition, it also offers a
wide range of products and services for business. Property insurance, including ocean cargo
insurance, represents one of its important lines of business. Liberty International Underwriters
was formed in 1999 as a global specialty business with an emphasis on niche insurance products
distributed through the independent broker network. (Refer to the Chapter 2 opening vignette
and case problem, and review the Chapter 2 Reality Selling Today Video for more information.)

Your Customer: Farris Footwear Inc.
You will meet with Pat Stanley, the import director at Farris Footwear Inc. Founded in 1980 in
Los Angeles, California, this large import–export company serves as a one-stop shop for its cus-
tomers for a wide variety of footwear, from beach slippers, indoor slippers, sports sandals, sports
shoes, ladies shoes, to cowboy boots. Although its customer base includes retail shoe stores,
department stores, and supermarkets, the company is shifting its focus to the premium market,
where profit margins are higher. Farris Footwear Inc. imports footwear from a number of coun-
tries in Asia, Europe, and Latin America. Imports are generally bought under FOB (free on
board) terms of trade, according to which Farris Footwear arranges insurance of the goods rather
than the seller. Most shipments are made by sea. Monthly imports might reach $1 million during
peak seasons. Every two years, Farris Footwear reviews its relationship with its insurance and
forwarding agents.

Ocean Cargo Insurance
As globalization sweeps across nations, U.S. imports have risen some 40 percent over the past
five years. So has the U.S. ocean cargo insurance market.

The basic ocean cargo policy covers perils of the sea (e.g., stranding, sinking, fire, and collision)
and perils on the sea (e.g., heavy weather and theft). Other risks such as war risk and civil com-
motion might be added to the policy. For shipments that involve multiple modes of transportation
such as a combination of marine transportation and inland transit, additional insurance coverage
is required. The client normally signs a contract (called a policy) with an insurance broker, who
will then work with insurance company underwriters. Big players in the market are members of
the American Institutes of Marine Underwriters (www.aimu.org).

The insurance premium (i.e., price) is a function of the sums insured, market conditions, loss
experience, and other factors such as risks idiosyncratic to the country of departure. Under an
open cargo policy, all goods shipped during the year will be covered, with a maximum amount
per shipment.

Marcus Smith
Liberty Mutual

www.libertyiu.com
www.libertyiu.com
www.aimu.org
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Quick Facts About Farris Footwear Inc.’s Needs
� Farris Footwear Inc. currently uses two insurance companies: Mandarin Insurance

Company for all of its imports from Asian countries and Sasser Insurance Company for its
imports from the other countries. Mandarin has been working with Farris for six years,
while Sasser signed its contract with Farris two years ago.

� Farris Footwear Inc. receives shipments year round, although peak seasons are from
October to February. The main warehouse is located in its headquarters in California due to
its proximity to the port of Long Beach, but it also owns two other transit warehouses—one
in Houston, Texas, and the other in New Jersey.

� Footwear is normally packed in carton boxes, with a small sachet of anti-mold chemical,
especially for leather shoes.

� Because of the competitive nature of the ocean cargo insurance market, insurance premiums
tend to be similar across companies. Farris Footwear Inc. is more interested in value-added
services such as shipment tracking, claim resolution, risk management resources, and training.

� Most Farris Footwear Inc. imports are from the People’s Republic of China, Indonesia,
Vietnam, Italy, and Brazil.

Your Call Objectives
In your meeting with Pat Stanley, you hope to identify the decision maker of the insurance agent
review process, which will start in a month. You also want to know more about Farris’s insurance
needs. In addition, you hope to convince Pat that your company can offer outstanding services
that go beyond basic ocean cargo insurance.
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 3, CB Richard Ellis

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively for
use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value textbook.)

Your Role at CB Richard Ellis
You will be a sales representative for CB Richard Ellis (see
Web site at www.cbre.com), working out of the same office as
Susana Rosas, featured in the Chapter 3 Reality Selling Today
Video. The company offers a variety of premium real estate
services, both commercial and industrial. Headquartered in Los

Angeles, California, the company has a network of more than 400 branch offices worldwide, with
some 30,000 well-trained employees. (Refer to the Chapter 3 opening vignette and case problem,
and review the Chapter 3 Reality Selling Today Video for more information.)

Your Customer: Norman Flooring Company
You will meet with Kerry Nelson, the owner of Norman Flooring Company. The company was
established in 1996, specializing in flooring solutions for both residential and industrial markets in
Texas. Despite the slowdown of the U.S. economy, Norman Flooring has been enjoying a healthy
annual growth rate in revenue of 10 percent in the last few years. In its headquarters in Houston,
Texas, the company has two warehouses that are rented on a short term of six months to a year.
Each warehouse also has an office where administrative staff control inventory, deliver flooring
materials to subcontractors, and handle other clerical issues. The company realizes that with the
current growth rate, it will soon see itself constrained by its somewhat limited warehousing facilities.
As a result, it is actively looking for larger industrial properties at locations that are not only 
easily accessible from highways and ports but also close to major developing residential areas.

The Industrial Property Market
Surprisingly, the U.S. industrial property market has not been strongly influenced by the recent U.S.
economic slowdown. The three major industrial property markets include distribution hubs, port
facilities, and high-tech centers. Last year, rent growth was greatest in the latter two markets, stand-
ing at roughly 3 percent, and the lowest in the former market, at about 0.5 percent. The industrial
property market is no exception to the supply and demand rule. Net absorption, defined as the bal-
ance between increasing demand and new supply, has been very healthy in markets such as Houston,
where availability has been falling. Warehousing represents the largest segment of the industrial
property sector. About 25 percent of this warehousing segment was new supply. The industrial
market outlook is optimistic, with rent growth expected to remain positive over the next few years.

Quick Facts About Norman Flooring Company’s Needs
� The company is looking for industrial warehousing facilities that are in very good condi-

tion, with little to no deferred maintenance. The area should be at least 16,000 square feet.
� The location should be easily accessible from the Houston port, in an area that is known to

be free from flooding risks.
� The initial lease term will be one year, with the possibility of rent-to-own.
� Preferably, the property site should offer available space for expansion.
� The office building is preferably attached to the warehouse.
� The property should have digital surveillance and perimeter fencing with computer-controlled

keypad entry access.

Your Call Objectives
In your meeting with Kerry Nelson, you hope to identify the company’s warehousing needs. In
addition, you hope to convince Kerry that your company can offer outstanding value-added
services, such as nationwide property maintenance consulting.

Susana Rosas
CB Richard Ellis

www.cbre.com
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 4, Mattress Firm

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at Mattress Firm
You will be a sales representative for Mattress Firm (see Web
site at www.mattressfirm.com), working in the same store as
Edith Botello, featured in the Chapter 5 opener and Reality
Selling Today Video. Your company offers sleep solutions,

including conventional and specialty mattresses, as well as bedding-related products. Mattress
Firm carries the top mattress brands like Sealy, Stearns & Foster, Tempur-Pedic, Simmons, Serta,
Sleep to Live, and more. From the very beginning, the company set out to be a different kind of
mattress retailer, focused on creating a unique shopping experience.

One aspect that sets Mattress Firm apart from competition is the buying process. Customers
are invited to get fitted for a mattress, just like you do with suits, shoes, and gowns. This is
accomplished through the company’s so-called Sleep Diagnostic System, which asks the cus-
tomer a series of questions about their sleep quality and then measures their weight distribution
and postural alignment. After this is done, it recommends a type of support and eliminates
80 percent of the beds in the showroom, thus making it simpler for customers to find the right
mattress without trying out every single bed. Taking the risk out of buying a mattress by letting
the customer know what mattresses are best for them is something that only the Mattress Firm
offers. (Refer to the Chapter 5 opening vignette, and review the end-of-chapter Reality Selling
Today Video Case for more information.)

Your Customer: Mark Boomershine
Mark and Kelly Boomershine have been married for eight years. They have two kids, Lisa and
Marcus, ages 3 and 5. The Boomershines are a typical mid-class family, living in a residential
area on the outskirts of Nashville, Tennessee. They have an Airedale Terrier that Kelly loves and
that occupies their bed quite frequently. Mark works as a motor mechanic, and Kelly is a nurse at
the Nashville General Hospital, where she is primarily on night duty. Mark is into sports, but he
has had some severe problems with his back recently due to a slipped disk. He went into the
hospital just a week ago and is now recovering from the surgery at home. For the last couple of
days, he has been waking up stiff and hurting. Mark and Kelly have had a relatively inexpensive
queen-size mattress for the last six years. They were not planning to replace that mattress, but
Mark’s back problems have forced them to find a supportive mattress for his recovery as soon as
possible. Kelly dislikes sleeping on firm mattresses. That is why their current mattress is fairly
soft. However, the couple has doubts that a soft mattress would be the ideal solution for Mark, as
friends have been telling them that Mark would need a very firm mattress to support his recovery.
Today, Mark enters your store to try out some mattresses that would fit his needs. He needs a
supportive mattress quite urgently, but wonders whether Kelly and he would actually need two
separate mattresses to fit both of their needs.

Your Call Objectives
In your sales call with Mark Boomershine, you hope to build rapport with him, identify his sleep-
ing needs, and sell him a sleeping solution based on these needs. You have to overcome two
major objections raised by Mark: (1) What if his back pain persists over a longer time—even on
the new mattress that you recommend? Can he simply exchange the mattress at your store for a
new one? (2) Since the mattresses that you offer him as possible solutions would mean a fairly

Edith Botello
Mattress Firm

www.mattressfirm.com
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high expenditure for the couple, he asks you for a substantial rebate of around 20 percent in case
of a purchase. However, the particular mattresses that come into consideration are price-regulated
(i.e., the contract with the manufacturer dictates that price negotiation is not allowed). If you
manage to overcome these objections and present a good solution, Mark would be ready to buy.
Since he needs a supportive mattress urgently, Mark would bring Kelly into your store tomorrow
to get her blessings and just make the final choice among the options under consideration.
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 5,Texas Monthly

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at Texas Monthly
You are a sales representative for Texas Monthly magazine
(see Web site at www.texasmonthly.com), working out of the
same office as Amy Vandaveer featured in the Chapter 6
Reality Selling Today Video. Your magazine covers politics,

business, and culture, but focuses largely on leisure activities and events in Texas; it has a large
real estate advertising section, as well as classified sections in which nearly all advertisers are
Texas-based businesses appealing to a prospective buyer who is interested in connecting with
Texas history and culture. Through you, your potential customers have access to a large, loyal
reader base all over Texas, mostly urban, well educated, and affluent. (Refer to the Chapter 6
opening vignette and case problem, and review the Chapter 6 Reality Selling Today Video for
more information.)

Your Customer: Roger Linville Properties
You will meet with Kim Pratt, the marketing director at Roger Linville Properties, a property
management company. Kim was referred to you by a family friend, who told you that, although
Roger Linville Properties has reached most of its residents through simple word-of-mouth pub-
licity, they are now considering increasing their magazine advertising. According to your friend,
who met Kim through their daughters’ Girl Scout troop, Kim’s career began at an advertising
agency specializing in real estate, and then moved to the client side. In all, Kim has 15 years of
experience in the marketing of high-end real estate.

Roger Linville Properties started selling units in its first condo building in 1987 and now has
12 upscale high-rise condo buildings in Houston and Galveston. Each property has a sales man-
ager and a marketing manager, and the individual properties do some advertising controlled by
those managers, but Kim is ultimately in control of the company’s marketing and advertising
strategy.

Your supervisor at Texas Monthly has some connections to Roger Linville Properties, and he
was able to tell you more about their current advertising situation. According to him, Roger
Linville Properties does the majority of its advertising in magazines available for free in the
Houston area. You’ve seen these glossy magazines in the waiting areas of restaurants and hotels;
they cater to an affluent readership with society pages, event news, and ads for upscale products
and services. The company also uses some billboards, and individual properties use direct mail
and well-publicized open houses to attract prospective residents.

The majority of the Roger Linville buildings are within the city of Houston. You’ve learned
from their Web site that there are several buildings in the Galleria area, surrounded by luxury
shopping and restaurants, and one near the Rice Village shopping arcade in West University.
They also have buildings in the downtown theater district, which has recently become an increas-
ingly popular location for luxury lofts and condos. In Galveston, they have one building in the
historic Strand area and several resort-like condos on the beachfront. Judging by the prices and
the amenities they offer, such as concierge service and in-building spas, you can tell that their
prime market is affluent people looking for a low-maintenance home that they will rarely have to
leave. Most of the properties are advertised as second homes, particularly the Galveston condos,
which are promoted as the perfect local vacation home.

While on the Web site, you noticed that the company is currently in the process of building
two new properties: one in the River Oaks area, Houston’s most exclusive residential neighbor-
hood, and one in the Woodlands, an affluent master-planned community north of Houston.

Amy Vandaveer
Texas Monthly

www.texasmonthly.com
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They will begin pre-selling units in these two properties in the next few months. In addition,
your supervisor has heard rumors recently that Roger Linville has been negotiating to acquire
land in the Dallas area, suggesting that they may be planning expansion there as well.

Your Call Objectives
In your meeting, you hope to convince Kim Pratt that magazine advertising can be more success-
ful than it has been so far, and that Texas Monthly is the magazine to use. Hopefully, you will
close a deal by the end of the meeting.
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 6, PulteGroup

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at PulteGroup
You will be a sales representative for PulteGroup (www.
pultegroupinc.com), working in a similar community as
Ashley Pineda, featured in the Chapter 8 Reality Selling
Today Video Case. PulteGroup offers a one-stop shopping

experience for prospective customers. Sales reps help clients to finance their homes (with Pulte
Mortgage) and to close their homes with PGP Title. Being able to offer everything under one
roof and walk the customers through each step of the entire home-buying process makes their
home-buying experience very comfortable. PulteGroup offers different product lines: homes for
first-time home buyers, move-up homes, and active adult communities. Just like Ashley Pineda,
you will sell the company’s Centex product line (see www.centex.com), which is primarily
geared towards first-time home buyers. One central purpose of your sales presentations is to
educate your prospects on renting versus owning and the benefits of owning a home. You also
give prospects information about the neighborhood, the area, the schools zoned to the neighbor-
hood, and the amenities of the community, describing the pools and the shopping areas in and
around the neighborhood in order to help your customers envision raising their children in one of
Pulte’s communities. (Refer to the Chapter 8 opening vignette and case problem, and review the
Chapter 8 Reality Selling Today Video for more information.)

Your Customer: Mary Bartone
Mary Bartone is 37 years old. She is a single mother and has two little kids, Laura and Fred, ages
4 and 2. Mary had been married to Tom Bartone for almost seven years. The first years of their
marriage were happy ones. The Bartones lived in a nice, large apartment in Chicago’s Uptown
neighborhood. They really enjoyed living in this trendy and vibrant part of the city. Both Mary
and Tom liked going out to restaurants, cafes, and bars together with their friends, many of
whom also lived in or close to the Uptown area. In their leisure time, Mary and Tom enjoyed
horse riding and going to all kinds of cultural events. Money was never a big issue, since Tom
made good money as a design engineer for Honeywell Building Solutions, and Mary earned a
decent salary as a senior contact representative for the U.S. Social Security Administration. After
some years, however, things started to become worse in their relationship, and about one year
ago Tom and Mary eventually decided to split up. They went through a painful divorce. After a
tedious court battle, custody of the two children was awarded to Mary, with Tom seeing his
children every other weekend.

For almost a year now, Mary and her two kids have been living in a 790-square-foot, 2-bed-
room apartment close to the Uptown area, just about 3 miles way from their old apartment,
where Tom still lives. Mary feels that the apartment is just too small and that the area is not really
perfect to raise children. Knowing that the apartment would only be an interim solution, Mary
has been dreaming about a new home for quite a while now.

Quick Facts About Mary Bartone’s Needs
� Mary is looking for a house with at least 1,200 square feet and 3 bedrooms.
� Like most parents with young children, Mary is very concerned about her children growing

up in a safe and sheltered environment with decent daycare facilities and schools in the
neighborhood.

� As a single mother who wants to raise her children in the new home, Mary is very much
interested in the warranties that PulteGroup can offer as a builder.

Ashley Pineda
PulteGroup

www.pultegroupinc.com
www.pultegroupinc.com
www.centex.com
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� Mary pays great attention to the warmth and feel of a home and having a large backyard
for the children to play.

� Mary has bank savings of approximately $60,000. Her annual income (including some
alimony) is currently around $55,000. Therefore, a solid financing solution that is comfort-
able with her budget is needed.

� Mary is a true family person. Her parents and her younger sister Susan, who live in
Indianapolis, come to visit her in Chicago quite frequently. Before signing a contract for a
new home, she would always make sure to have her father’s blessings for that.

� Mary is of two minds concerning the location of the house. On the one hand, she knows
that having more square footage, a large backyard, and so forth would require her to move
further out of the city. On the other hand, she does not want to move too far away from the
Uptown area of Chicago where her office is located, and where Tom and many of her
friends still live.

Your Call Objectives
In your meeting with Mary, you hope to build rapport with her and identify her needs and
requirements for owning a home. You also hope to convince Mary that you can offer her an
excellent home in which to raise her children.
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 7, Salesforce.com

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at Salesforce.com
You are a sales representative for Salesforce.com (see Web
site at Salesforce.com), just like Dave Levitt in the Chapter 9
Video Case Problem. Your company is the world leader in
on-demand customer relationship management (CRM) serv-

ices. Unlike most CRM applications, companies who use your services store customer and sales
data on Salesforce.com. One of the benefits of on-demand CRM services is that customers
neither incur upfront capital investment nor on-site administration. Your company also offers
solutions that are customized to specific customer needs, such as creating different interfaces
for different departments and work groups, and providing limited access to data for specific
authorized work groups.

Your Customer: Rename Clothing Company
You will meet with Jesse Golden, the marketing director at Rename Clothing Company. A family-
owned business in Garden Grove, California, the company is expanding at a fast pace not only in
the United States, but also in Latin American markets that the company entered into two years
ago. The company currently has a sales force of 20 people, and outsources its selling activities
for overseas operations to local firms. Each salesperson is responsible for three to four cus-
tomers. Although outsourcing has the advantage of capitalizing on market knowledge of local
partners, the company realizes that it does not have full control over their selling efforts.
Domestically, the company has strong relationships with its buyers, but there have been signs of
work overload among the sales force. While Rename has three in-house brands that it distributes
using its own channel, it does provide sourcing solutions to mid- and high-end department stores
under their private labels. Rename works closely with its suppliers in more than five countries,
mainly in Europe and Asia. It also has a small manufacturing facility in California for sample
development and small-batch order production.

Quick Facts About Rename Clothing Company’s Needs
The apparel industry is a sophisticated, fast-moving industry with several designs launched every
season, and repeat orders must be met as fast as possible before end-users change their tastes. As
a company that operates in middle- to high-end markets, Rename positions itself as a sourcing
company with a fast turnaround for its customers. The nature of the industry requires salespeople
to be highly diligent in market information gathering, processing, and dissemination across
geographic areas and departments.

At present, the in-house salespeople use spreadsheets for almost all of their selling activities
such as recording sales calls, reporting to sales managers, and tracking delivery of orders, to
name just a few. Jesse joined the company two months ago and realized the current system
showed clear signs of overload. Mistakes have started to occur more often, and the company has
received quite a few complaints about shipment delays, wrong labeling on products, and wrong
packaging. As marketing director, Jesse spent several days making sense of disparate informa-
tion about Rename’s domestic sales and has mixed reports about its overseas operation. Jesse’s
secretary lamented that the spreadsheets provided by the sales force are not in a uniform format,
making it difficult to consolidate the database. Meanwhile, salespeople claim that their
customers are not the same, and they need to customize their spreadsheets so that they can keep
track of things more easily.

Dave Levitt
Salesforce.com
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With high pressure for growth, Rename is looking for an efficient way to consolidate and
manage its customer database. Jesse is also in the process of establishing a branch office in
Mexico and will staff three local salespeople to manage Rename’s business in this growing mar-
ket. In overseas markets, the focus is more on customer acquisition and lead management, while
in domestic markets, Jesse is more concerned with keeping Rename’s existing customers happy.

Your Call Objectives
In your meeting with Jesse Golden, you hope to convince him that Salesforce.com is the right
CRM solution for Rename. You can do this by providing him with interesting facts and benefits
Salesforce.com can offer (see more information at www.Salesforce.com). Hopefully, you will
close a deal by the end of the meeting.

www.Salesforce.com
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 8, Hilti Corporation

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at Hilti Corporation 
You will be a sales representative for Hilti (see Web site at
www.hilti.com), working out of the same office as Alim
Hirani, featured in the Chapter 10 Reality Selling Today
Video. The company provides the global construction indus-

try with innovative products and services. In addition to a wide variety of high-end products such
as measuring systems, drilling and demolition, installation systems, foam systems, and screw
fastening systems, the company also offers its customers customized training programs and con-
sulting services. Hilti sales representatives work directly with customers rather than through
intermediary parties. (Refer to the Chapter 10 opening vignette and case problem, and review the
Chapter 10 Reality Selling Today Video for more information.)

Your Customer: Ellis Exhibition Inc.
You will meet with Casey Smith, procurement manager for Ellis Exhibition Inc. The company
owns a 100,000-square-foot exhibition center that hosts several local and regional events in
Atlanta, Georgia. Some of these events have become a must-see for the local business commu-
nity. Depending on the theme and the products being showcased, Ellis Exhibition offers
exhibitors outstanding display services that include floor plans, display solutions, display
installation, and booth dismantlement. After an event, the installation systems are reused, while
installation accessories are generally discarded. Casey Smith believes that by buying the right
type of installation accessories, Ellis can save a lot of money, and therefore offer their exhibitor
customers more competitive prices.

Quick Facts About the Ellis Exhibition Inc.’s Needs
� Ellis Exhibition Inc. spends about $500,000 a year on installation accessories. These acces-

sories are galvanized, but they can also be painted to match the color theme stipulated by
exhibitors.

� Ellis uses a wide variety of installation accessories, from hexagon nuts and head screws to
distance holders.

� Ellis does not want to stock these accessories. Exhibitors who want to use Ellis display
services are required to place their order 3 months in advance. Then, an Ellis accountant
will calculate the necessary accessories needed for each event.

� Ellis is extremely concerned with the quality of all of its installation systems and accessories.

Your Call Objectives
In your meeting with Casey Smith, you hope to identify the specific types and the expected
quantity of installation accessories. You also want to know about delivery requirements. In addi-
tion, you might be able to cross-sell other Hilti products and services, such as sprinkler systems.

Alim Hirani
Hilti Corporation

www.hilti.com
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 9, Ecolab

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at Ecolab
You are a sales representative for Ecolab (see Web site at
www.ecolab.com), working in a similar territory as Chris
Wylie featured in the Chapter 12 Video Case Problem. With
sales of $6 billion and more than 26,000 associates, your

company is the global leader in cleaning, sanitizing, food safety, and infection prevention products
and services. Ecolab delivers comprehensive programs and services to food service, food and
beverage processing, health care, and hospitality markets in more than 160 countries. You work
in the Institutional business unit, which is the core of Ecolab—and the world leader in providing
cleaning and sanitation products, programs, and services to customers in a variety of industries.
Specifically, you serve the food service market, calling on restaurants, cafeterias, and so forth.
Today, you will try to get access to the kitchen facilities of one of the largest prospects in your
territory, Angelo’s Restaurant.

Your Customer: Francesco Manchini,
Owner of Angelo’s Restaurant
The owner of the restaurant is Francesco Manchini (known as Frankie by his restaurant friends
and patrons). Angelo’s is located north of Downtown Seattle in the Fremont neighborhood, a
trendy bohemian district. Manchini had a great deal of insight in the potential in the Fremont
neighborhood and actually has three restaurants located within a three-block radius. The other
two restaurants located here are Pasta e Basta and LaTorre. Based on some initial inspection and
speculation, you can assume that each of these three restaurants could possibly purchase $10,000
worth of your product. Angelo’s currently uses Swisher, a North American competitor. Swisher
was started back in 1986 with the conviction that businesspeople would welcome the opportunity
to have their facilities maintained by a true hygiene specialist. You are familiar with the compe-
tition and are aware of Swisher’s strategy. Typically they gain the bathroom hygiene business and
then grow and look for opportunities in the back of the house. This is exactly what happened
here. Francesco Manchini has three primary concerns that reflect his problems with Swisher.
First, product performance is not to his standards. The Swisher Program is not getting the dishes
clean, and spotty dishes are unacceptable for fine dining. Second, the people at Swisher know a
lot about bathroom care and maintenance, but they lack a great deal of experience and knowledge
about back-of-the-house operations. Third, product service is lacking. Swisher was always front-
and-center when they were trying to get the business, but now never show up and seldom return
service calls in a timely manner.

Francesco has an expressive personality style. He is talkative and very low on self-monitoring.
He is a very emotional person and quick to get red-faced when someone angers him or slap them
on the back when they please them. He never leaves a conversation without getting in the last
word and saying whatever he feels. He is quick to tell someone that they are wrong, particularly
salespeople, if he thinks they are giving him a load of garbage. Francesco realizes that the bath-
room hygiene part of Swisher is good, but the decision to move them into the back of the house
may not have been such a great idea. He is quick to tell everyone within earshot why he is
unhappy with Swisher. Even though there are some problems, he is not sure what the solution is.

You have a 9:30 A.M. meeting scheduled and realize that you probably have about 20 min-
utes before the lunch push begins to happen.

Chris Wylie
Ecolab

www.ecolab.com
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Quick Facts About Francesco Manchini’s Needs
Thanks to the approval of Francesco’s executive chef, Nino Trappatoni, you have already com-
pleted a survey of the kitchen prior to your initial meeting with Francesco Manchini. You uncov-
ered several areas of concern and issues that can be leveraged as opportunities. These may be
latent and the prospect didn’t realize that there are problems or potential problems.

� Floors are covered in grease by the fryer. Floors are slippery, and there are no mats or
protective coverings down.

� Limited drying racks. Dishes are stacked on each other, including glasses.
� Poor results: Food soil left on dishes was found by doing a Mikroklene test.
� Some dishes on racks are spotty and covered with soap residue.
� There are no safety devices or equipment such as eyewash stations, first-aid, etc.
� No product dispensers are in place. It looks as if everything is being poured or used in a

sprayer bottle.

Your Call Objectives
Since this is your first meeting with Francesco Manchini, you have to introduce yourself and
Ecolab to him and try to build rapport. Based on the survey of the kitchen, you then try to con-
vince Francesco to buy from you. To that end, you will have overcome the following objections:

� We used Ecolab at one of our other properties a few years back. The service was terrible.
� I am sure that if I sign-up with Ecolab, you will forget about me once I commit to the

change. What guarantees do I have with you that you will be there when I need you?
� I heard that Ecolab uses more soap than necessary to inflate their sales and rip off the

customer.
� We cannot afford downtime. I am sure that switching over to Ecolab would put the kitchen

out of commission for too long. We can’t afford to shut our kitchen down to make the
change to Ecolab.
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Reality Selling Today Role-Play 10, Marriott International Inc.

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclu-
sively for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create
Value textbook.)

Your Role at Marriott
You will be a sales representative for Marriott International
Inc. (www.marriott.com), working out of the same hotel as
Heather Ramsey, featured in the Chapter 13 Reality Selling
Today Video. Founded in 1927 by J. Willard and Alice S.

Marriott, Marriott has grown from a root beer stand to a multinational company with more than
3,000 lodging properties located in some 70 countries around the world. Apart from luxurious
hotel accommodation under several well-managed brands, the company also offers outstanding
services for meetings and events. From weddings to corporate meetings, Marriott’s clients know
that they are always in good hands. (Refer to the Chapter 13 opening vignette and case problem,
and review the Chapter 13 Reality Selling Today Video for more information.)

Your Customer: Hiroshi Watanabe/Chris Scott
You will meet with Chris Scott, personal secretary to Mr. Hiroshi Watanabe, the owner of high-end
tailor chain stores in California. Mr. Watanabe got married to his wife 25 years ago in a simple wed-
ding ceremony. The couple immigrated to the United States with only $5 in their pocket. The young
couple worked very hard to make ends meet, and their fate took a turn when both were hired full-
time for the first time by a small tailor shop, Mr. Watanabe as a deliveryman and his wife as a helper.

With strong entrepreneurial spirit and incessant learning, they soon opened their own busi-
ness using their own meager savings. Initial clients were mainly friends, but they soon found a
niche in the market by combining traditional Japanese garment making with American contem-
porary fashion. Before they knew it, celebrities started knocking on their door, asking for
custom-made evening gowns and suits. A couple of years later, they opened their first concept
store under the name Watanabe, and positioned it as a high-end custom-made tailor house. They
also provided customers with a full range of custom-designed accessories.

Their two sons soon joined the team, managing stores and franchisees in prime locations in
Los Angeles and San Francisco, California. As their silver wedding anniversary is approaching,
Mr. Watanabe asks Chris to organize something very special for his wife to make up for the hard-
working years the couple has been through.

Event Planning
More information on event planning is available at www.marriott.com. You should also be able
to get more information on anniversary party ideas from the Internet.

Quick Facts About the Clients’ Needs
� The anniversary has to be formal because many celebrities will be invited.
� The menu has to be as bountiful and sumptuous as possible.
� Costs are not a major concern. However, Chris should be shopping for the best offer.
� Chris is in charge of information gathering and screens offers from three major hotels.

Chris already has an offer from a Marriott competitor.
� The goal is not only to impress the guests but also Mrs. Watanabe.
� The highlight of the anniversary is a recount of the couple’s happy marriage.

Heather Ramsey
Marriott International Inc.

www.marriott.com
www.marriott.com
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Your Call Objectives
In your meeting with Chris Scott, you hope to identify Mr. Watanabe’s needs. In addition, you
hope to convince him that you provide the best event planning services, which your competitor
cannot offer. In doing so, you should be prepared to offer Chris a number of creative ideas to
make the event both formal and memorable.



Reality Selling Today Role-Play 11, Pharma Supply

(This mock sales call role-play scenario is created exclusively
for use with the Selling Today: Partnering to Create Value
textbook.)

Your Role at Pharma Supply
You will be a pharmaceutical sales representative for Pharma
Supply, a respected pharmaceutical wholesaler that sells
medical supplies and drugs to medical clinics, hospitals, other

health care institutions, and to retail pharmacies, which include many small independent
retail pharmacies, large pharmacy chains, and pharmacies that are part of large retail opera-
tions such as Walmart, Costco, or various supermarket chains. Your company has recently
signed an agreement to represent a generic drug manufacturer. You will be introducing a new
generic antidepressant drug, fluoxetine (see Web sites at www.drugs.com/fluoxetine and
www.fluoxetine.com), for Pharma Supply. Competing branded drugs include Ely Lilly’s Prozac
(see www.prozac.com/index.jsp).

You will start by contacting walk-in clinics and multi-doctor family health practices to get
acceptance of your generic drug, so that doctors will be comfortable writing prescriptions for a
generic alternative. (Refer to the Chapter 17 opening vignette, and review the Chapter 17 Reality
Selling Today Video for more information on the nature of a respected pharmaceutical whole-
saler. McKesson Pharmaceutical (www.mckesson.com), the featured company in the Chapter 17
Reality Selling Today Video, is a wholesale pharmaceutical distribution business similar to
Pharma Supply featured in this role-play scenario.)

Your Customer: Family Health Services Clinic
Family Health Services is a downtown clinic. Many of its regular patients live in the immediate area
and would be described as lower to lower-middle income patients. You will meet with Payton Diaz,
the clinic manager. Payton has been recently hired at this clinic, but you have met Payton a number
of times previously at another clinic. Payton always seems quiet and polite, and although you have a
friendly relationship, you believe Payton would have a friendly relationship with all salespeople.

Family Health Services has four doctors and two registered nurses:

� Dr. Tom Brown is 36 years old and has been at the clinic for less than a year. He is one of
two doctors who begin work at 8:00 A.M. He works each day until 5:00 P.M., but stays on
Monday nights until the clinic closes at 8:00 P.M.

� Dr. Lu Bingyu is just a bit younger than Tom. She works the same hours as Tom, but she
works late on Friday rather than Monday evenings.

� Dr. Antonio Banderas is the senior doctor at the clinic and is likely going to retire within
the next 5 years. He visits hospital patients each morning and seldom gets to the clinic
before noon. He works until 8:00 P.M. Tuesdays through Thursdays.

� Dr. Jane Blenko works each day from noon until 8:00 P.M. Jane’s husband is a doctor at one
of the local hospitals.

� Nurse Connie Small comes to the clinic each morning when it opens and works until 5:00 P.M.
Ben Brothers, the second nurse, comes to work at noon and works each night until 8:00 P.M.

Quick Facts About Selling to Health Clinics and Medical Practices
� Doctors usually resist seeing salespeople and, when they do, the average duration of a sales

call is limited to usually just one or two minutes.
� Doctors will sometimes meet with salespeople in a group situation, but only when there are

very important reasons to do so. Even then, it is common to arrange somewhat of a social
meeting as well—perhaps lunch or a small catered meal.
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Jamie Barouh
McKesson Pharmaceutical
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� A typical sales call by a pharmaceutical wholesaler salesperson to a health clinic would
normally involve talking to the clinic manager to check inventory, take orders, and to
ensure there are no service issues or other problems. Rarely would a wholesaler sales-
person have to see the medical practitioners.

� When drugs are involved, the amount of product knowledge required is usually beyond
what a wholesaler salesperson would be expected to have, so a product specialist would
also be involved in the sales call. When such calls are made, it is important to get to see as
many members of the medical staff as possible during a single sales call. This requires
working with the clinic manager to coordinate a meeting when everyone can attend.

� Doctors are sometimes reluctant to prescribe generic drugs, unless they are certain the drug
will be as effective as its branded competitor, even though the cost for a generic alternative
can be half the cost of a known brand. However, for patients who must pay for their own
prescriptions, doctors will often consider prescribing generic drugs.

Your Call Objectives
During your initial contact, you have developed three call objectives. The first is to re-establish
your relationship with Payton. The second is to establish who would be the important people at
the clinic who should attend a meeting. Your third objective is to arrange a meeting with the
clinic staff, within approximately 2 weeks, so the product expert who will accompany you on the
subsequent sales call can make a presentation and answer questions for attendees. Your product
expert is a widely known medical researcher and is widely published in medical journals on the
efficacy of the generic antidepressant you distribute.

You are concerned that Payton has been employed with this clinic for only a short time.
Payton may not be comfortable trying to arrange a meeting on your behalf, unless you can be
convincing that the meeting will be worth everyone’s time.
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Using the Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) Salesforce.com System
Students—A Special Opportunity
Selling Today now offers you a unique opportunity to learn how software is redefining sales and
marketing. The program you will be using is referred to as Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) software. CRM systems support the sales force by automating the functions essential to
maintaining strong relationships with customers.

This CRM software, Salesforce.com, is Internet-based and accessible from any connected
computer. It is account-based, which means it enables you to track multiple sales opportunities
within a company, referred to as an account. This software permits you to collect and retrieve
information about each person involved with a sales opportunity.

The Salesforce.com software is a database designed for use with this Selling Today text. The
information about the 24 contacts in the database is based on experiences with actual prospects
and customers. You will experience firsthand how salespeople today gain a sales advantage with
this category of software. The CRM Application Exercises are simple, easy-to-follow instruc-
tions for using Salesforce.com to store and access a wide variety of business and personal infor-
mation about your customers. You will discover the convenience of using this software to stay in
touch with people.

The software that you will be using is a customized version of Salesforce.com, the leading
SaaS (Software as a Service) CRM software. This version is revised to meet the specific needs of
the SimNet sales organization. Other companies will configure Salesforce.com to match their
sales processes. Some system functions are disabled for this application, which means you may
find links that do not work. Other sales companies may enable these links and their features. The
full commercial version of Salesforce.com is very robust and manages millions of prospect and
customer accounts, contacts, and opportunities.

Salesforce.com includes important customer information that you will use in your CRM
Case Study assignments for Chapters 9 through 16. You will access this information to approach,
present, demonstrate, negotiate, close, and service nearly $4 million worth of sales.

Effectively using information technology, especially Customer Relationship Management
software, will give you a career advantage in today’s highly competitive workplace. After mas-
tering the exercises provided, you can report your CRM experience on your résumé.

SALES TERMINOLOGY In informal conversations, salespeople use similar terms to refer to those
who might buy from them or their company, who have purchased from them, and who in the past
have bought something but may make another purchase. It is common to hear a salesperson refer
to people in all three categories as customers. Often those who have not yet purchased or may
buy something again are called opportunities, leads, or prospects—an abbreviation of
prospective customers. When categorizing people for a CRM database, it is important to use spe-
cific and formal terms with mutually understood definitions. This assures that the salesperson
and management can correctly identify people within the steps, stages, or phases of the sales
cycle. The following are the steps in the sales cycle and a description of the people that should be
found in each stage.

� Prospect
Prospect is defined as a “lead” that has been obtained through an organized prospecting
effort to develop a list of potential customers. A limited amount of information indicates
the prospect or, as they are sometimes called, a “suspect,” may potentially have a need for a
salesperson’s product solutions. Additional information is needed to determine whether the
prospect will become a qualified lead that justifies additional selling efforts.

� Qualified
Qualified means that good research and analysis skills have found prospects with three
basic qualifications: A definite need for a salesperson’s product solutions, the authority to
make the purchase, and sufficient funds for the anticipated solution. This information can
form a basis for an approximate sales forecast. Additional contact work should be conducted
with these prospects once they are determined to be qualified.
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� Needs Analysis
Contacts at this stage have met with the salesperson, and perhaps other company personnel,
and answered in detail questions about problems they wish to solve and other benefits
offered by the salesperson’s potential solutions.

� Presentation
Following the needs analysis, the salesperson has selected and configured an appropriate mix
of products and services designed to fit the prospective customer’s needs. At this stage, the
salesperson has presented the proposed solution along with, perhaps, a demonstration.

� Negotiations
Contacts at this phase are aware of the proposed solution. Now they are likely to be dis-
cussing modifications to the solutions or related issues such as financial terms, delivery
dates, technical support, and training.

� Closed/Service
Up to this point, the contact has been a prospective customer. Now that the sale is closed,
the person is a customer whose account is to be serviced. A salesperson should set recurring
tasks on the calendar to regularly touch base with the contact to assure the purchased solution
remains satisfactory. Over time a satisfied customer will likely develop a new need and
start through the sales cycle again.

Instructions for Using the Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) Software
Welcome to the opportunity to experience one of the leading successes of cloud computing,
Salesforce.com. This software resides on Internet servers, which means that all you need is a com-
puter and browser with an Internet connection. Once registered, you will find the program easy to
launch and very responsive. The system is designed for high-volume transactions, successfully
handling hundreds of millions of interactions with its millions of global users every day.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS As of the date of this publication, Salesforce.com supports three major
browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and Apple Safari. The software also
supports mobile devices such as BlackBerry, iPhone, and Windows mobile operating systems.
We recommend using a computer browser, since mobile devices have not been tested for use on
these assignments. Nearly all of today’s computers are capable of running Salesforce.com;
256 MB of RAM (512 MB recommended) and less than 20 MB disk space are needed. If your
computer and Internet connection operate at a very slow speed, consider connecting through
your school’s computer center.

TECHNICAL HELP It is very unlikely you will encounter problems. If you encounter some diffi-
culty using Salesforce.com with your browser, first confirm you are using a supported browser
and then assure that JavaScript, cookies, and SSL 3.0 are enabled. Please do not call
Salesforce.com for technical support. If any future programming changes or technical issues
arise, updates and solutions will be displayed on www.pearsonhighered.com/manning.

SALESFORCE.COM HELP You should not need to seek assistance from your instructor or others to
use the software. Instructions for assignments contain the information you will need to navigate.
Plus, Salesforce.com offers extensive help and training tutorials. At the top of the Salesforce.com
screen is a prominently displayed link to Help & Training. After clicking on this link, you will
see a tab labeled “Help.” The next screen displays numerous links for assistance on the left
border. Across the top of the Help screen, you will see several resources available to you: Index,
FAQ, Glossary, Tips & User Guides, and a Printable User Guide. Many screens contain the link
“Help for this Page.”

Note: It is common for Web sites to change and a computer or software to not perform as
described or expected. Don’t give in to frustration. Practice patience and persistence. If you
encounter difficulties, Salesforce.com offers help screens where you can find a user guide, a
learning center, a blog, users’ groups, social media channels, and an Answers feature. You may
also conduct an Internet search for the Salesforce.com term or procedure you are seeking. Trying
different approaches to find software solutions is a very important information age skill.

www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
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Getting Started
Start your Internet browser and go to www.pearsonhighered.com/manning. Click on the link to
Salesforce.com (which may be a Salesforce.com logo).

Salesforce.com Registration
Form Page 1

To begin, you are either to register or log in. Select “Register” if this is your first visit to
Salesforce.com. Choose “Login” if you have already registered through this site with
Salesforce.com. If you click Login, the Salesforce.com Home Page will open. After registering,
you may open Salesforce.com directly to log back in.

If you click Register, the following publisher registration form will be displayed.
When completing the form, make sure that you enter a valid e-mail address. It will be used

to contact you to finish the registration process.
Note the Username field at the bottom of the registration form. You may enter a preferred

name to be used within Salesforce.com, but it must be entered in the form of an e-mail address.
Try to avoid being confused about what appear to be two e-mail addresses. One address is real
and used by Salesforce.com to communicate with you. The other appears to be an e-mail
address, although it is your user name while using the software.

Also, check the box next to the statement, “I have read and agreed to the Master
Subscription Agreement.” It is always wise to read these types of agreements on Web sites that
are important to you. Clicking on the Master Subscription Agreement link will display the agree-
ment in your browser. You are contractually bound by the terms of this agreement.

www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
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Once you click “Start Trial,” an information screen will be displayed to let you know a mes-
sage will be sent to the “real” e-mail address you entered. You will then receive an e-mail con-
taining a temporary password.

Check the inbox for the e-mail address you entered on the registration form. The e-mail you
receive will look similar to the following.

Dear Student,

Welcome to Salesforce.com, the leader in customer relationship management (CRM)
and enterprise cloud computing.

Your user name and temporary password are below:

User name: Sample@Example.com
Temporary password: EEGvf31DO

You’ll be asked to change your password when you first log in. Note that passwords
are case sensitive.

To log in now, click
https://login.salesforce.com/?un=heretohelp%40gmail.com&pw=EEGvf1DO

Once again, welcome to Salesforce.com!

Salesforce.com
The Landmark @ One Market, Suite 300
San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: (415) 901-7000
Fax: (415) 901-7040
http://www.salesforce.com/us/

When you click on the link to log in, the following form will be displayed.

Salesforce.com Form to Change
Password

You may enter any combination of letters and numbers for your password. It is always wise
to select a password that would be difficult for others to guess. You may also select a question to
be posed to you in the future, should you forget your password.

http://www.salesforce.com/us/
https://login.salesforce.com/?un=heretohelp%40gmail.com&pw=EEGvf1DO
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Salesforce.com initially opens the Home tab, which serves as the software’s home page. You
are now in the SimNet database. The SimNet Systems company name and address is shown in
the upper-left corner. The Home Page displays the dashboard.

Home Screen Dashboard
The dashboard offers a variety of
charts to display the status of
selling activities. This funnel chart
displays the progress through the
sales process stages.

Source: Courtesy of Salesforce.com.

At the top of the Home Page are links to setting up the SimNet database, help and training,
and logout.

This CRM Fig A.6 should show a cursor pointing at Logout each time you are finished using
Salesforce.com.

When you wish to return to the SimNet database, you may go directly to the Salesforce.com
site. Click “Customer Login,” and the following screen will appear.

Entering your User Name which should be in the form of an e-mail address, and your
password will allow you to log into the SimNet database within Salesforce.com.

Using the Software
Salesforce.com is an Internet program that uses standard browser features. Navigation—moving
around the application—is primarily menu-driven, allowing you to quickly find information with
your mouse.
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A set of tabs near the top of the Salesforce.com screen is linked to database information you
will use for your assignments. Each section displays more specific information about the subject
of the tab label.

The Home tab displays the Pipeline Analysis chart and your scheduled tasks and calendar
entries. You can see at a glance the selling activities you have planned. Salesforce.com allows other
dashboard charts to be created and displayed so you can track the information most important to you.

The Accounts tab refers to companies and gives you immediate access to those firms you have
most recently contacted. All you have to do is click on a name, and the detailed record for that com-
pany will be displayed. This makes it easy to find the top accounts you may be working with at any
one time. If you select an account that is lower on the list, the next time you click on the Accounts tab,
it will be at the top of the list. From the drop-down field at the top of the list, you can select sales cycle
stages to find those accounts at each step. Choosing All Accounts allows you to review the companies
by industry, sales stage, and the forecast sales amount. This is helpful in prioritizing your work.

The Accounts tab displays companies, and the Contacts tab shows the individuals with
whom you will be working. You can also use the field at the top of the list to switch between
recently viewed and all contacts. You can use the phone number displayed to call someone and,
if the person picks up, you can click on the name or company to immediately display the infor-
mation you need for the conversation.

The Reports tab provides access to several prepared reports, which can save you time as you
search for information. Salesforce.com makes it relatively easy to prepare custom reports to find
just the information you need. You can save your custom reports for recall later.

The Documents tab displays the notes taken by the previous salesperson while contacting
people in the database. These notes can be very helpful when you prepare to contact a person.
Other documents include information about the company’s products and the logos. You do not
need to be concerned about the descriptions of the network products because the focus of the
assignments is on how the database can help you sell, not what you’re selling.

Sample Account Screen
The account screen provides
detailed information on one of the
companies in your database. At a
glance you can see the sales cycle
stage, the forecast sale, the size of
the company (employees), and
contact information.

Source: Courtesy of Salesforce.com.

Links across the top of the Account screens display more information about the company.
For example, an Activity History tab with a four in brackets [4] means that the history of contacts
with this account contains 4 records. Hovering your cursor over this tab will show the type and
date of the contacts and allow you to open each of them with one click. Clicking Printable View at
the top of the Contact screen will display all the notes taken by the previous salesperson.
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Partnership Selling: A Role-Play/Simulation 
for Selling Today
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A Special Note to the Student: Use of the 
Role-Play/Simulation Appendix
This role-play/simulation provides an opportunity to apply the principles that serve as a founda-
tion for the four broad strategic areas of personal selling: relationship, product, customer, and
presentation strategies. The activities are designed to take you from “learning about” selling to
“learning to do” selling.

You will start as a convention center sales and marketing department trainee. Your sales
manager will supply you with memos that will assist you in learning about your product, compe-
tition, customers, and presentations. You will be supplied many sales tools, including photos, awards,
schedules, menus, floor plans, references, company policies, electronic sales proposal/product
configurators (see pp. 425–442) and sales planning worksheets.

The first memo on p. 420 provides background information about your product, company,
industry, and competition. As a trainee, your first sales and marketing assignment (see memo on
p. 459) will be to create an electronic sales proposal and cover sales letter. This activity will give
you an opportunity to apply information presented in Chapter 6.

After successfully communicating with your first customer and being promoted to account
executive, you are instructed by your sales manager in memos on pp. 460–461 to plan and con-
duct your first face-to-face contact with another potential customer. The primary objective of this
first contact is to establish a relationship with your customer.

The next memo from your sales manager on pp. 464–465 requests that you use your ques-
tioning skills to conduct a needs analysis involving the customer you previously contacted. Your
customer, who was favorably impressed as a result of your first meeting, has called and requested
a meeting to talk about an important convention being planned.

The last memo on pp. 468–469 assists you in creating and presenting a proposal that meets
your customer’s needs. You will create a portfolio presentation using the awards, photos, price
lists, menus, references, floor plans, and schedules provided.

You can access digital images of the pictures in this simulation by clicking on the
www.pearsonhighered.com/manning Web site. You can also access an electronic sales proposal
configuration to complete the customer service/sales memorandum 1 and sales memorandum 3
assignments.

www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
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Introduction
Salespeople today are working hard to become more effective in such important areas as person-
to-person communications, needs analysis, interpersonal relations, and decision making. This
role-play/simulation will help you develop these critical selling skills. You will assume the role
of a new sales trainee employed by the Park Inn International Convention Center.

PART I “Developing a Sales-Oriented Product Strategy” will challenge you to acquire the neces-
sary product information needed to be an effective sales representative for the Park Inn
(see Chapters 6 and 7). Your sales manager, T. J. McKee, will describe your new trainee position
in an employment memorandum. Your instructions will include the study of materials featured
on the following pages, viewing a video that describes the convention facilities and services
provided by a competitor, and role-playing the request made in a T. J. McKee customer
service/sales memorandum.

PART II “Developing a Relationship Strategy for Selling” is another major challenge in personal
selling. An employment memorandum will inform you of a promotion to an account executive
position. A sales memorandum will inform you of your assignment to accounts in a specific mar-
ket segment. Part II also involves a role-play on the development of a relationship with a new
customer in your market segment (see Chapters 3 and 10). Your call objective will be to acquire
background information on your new customer, who may have a need for your services.

PART III “Understanding Your Customer’s Buying Strategy” involves a needs analysis role-play
(see Chapters 8 and 11). You will again meet with the customer who has indicated an interest in
scheduling a business conference at your convention center. During this meeting, you will
acquire information to complete Part IV, which involves preparation for the sales presentation.

PART IV “Developing a Sales Presentation Strategy” will involve preparation of a sales proposal
and a portfolio presentation (see Chapters 11–15). This section also involves a third role-play
with the customer. During the role-play, you will reestablish your relationship with the customer,
present your proposal, negotiate the customer’s concerns, and attempt to close and service the sale.

Throughout completion of the role-play/simulation, you will be guided by the employment
and sales memoranda (from the sales manager) and instructions and additional forms provided
by your instructor.

As you complete this simulation activity, note that the principles and practices you are learn-
ing to use have application in nearly all personal selling situations.
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General Instructions for Role-Playing
OVERVIEW

The primary goal of a simulation in personal selling should be to strike a balance between just
enough detail to focus on the process of selling and not so much as to drown in an ocean of facts.
Either too much detail or too little detail can develop anxiety in role-play participants.
Partnership Selling is designed to minimize anxiety by including only the facts needed to focus
on learning the processes involved in high-performance selling.

Some anxiety will occur, however, because you are asked to perform under pressure (in
terms of building relationships, securing strategic information, changing people’s thinking, and
getting them to take action). Learning to perform in an environment full of genuine but
nonthreatening pressure affords you the opportunity to practice your selling skills so you will be
prepared for real-world selling anxiety.

The following suggestions for role-playing will help you develop the ability to perform
under stress.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SALESPERSON ROLE-PLAYS

1. Be well prepared with product knowledge.
2. Read information for each role-play ahead of time.
3. Follow specific instructions carefully.
4. Attempt to sense both the context and the facts of the situation presented.
5. Conduct a mental rehearsal. See yourself successfully conducting and completing the 

role-play.
6. Be prepared to take notes during the role-play.
7. After the role-play, take note of your feelings and mentally put them into the context of

what just occurred.
8. Be prepared to discuss your reaction to what occurred during the role-play.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CUSTOMER ROLE-PLAYS

1. Read the instructions carefully. Be sure to note both the role-play instructions and the
information you are about to share.

2. Attempt to sense both the context of the buying situation and the individual facts presented
in the instructions.

3. Let the salesperson initiate greetings, conversations, and concluding actions. React
appropriately.

4. Supply only the customer information presented in the background description.
5. Supply customer information in a positive manner.
6. Do not attempt to throw the salesperson off track.



EMPLOYMENT MEMORANDUM 1
To: New Convention Sales Center Trainees
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Your New Sales Training Program—“Developing a Product Selling Strategy”

I am extremely happy that you accepted our offer to join the Sales and Marketing Department. Enclosed is a copy of your new
position description (see p. 423). Your first assignment as a trainee will be to learn about our product and what we have
recently done to provide total quality customer service. To apply what you are learning, I would like you to follow up on a
customer service request I recently received. (See memo p. 455.) You will use the following product information to complete
the assignment:

AN AWARD-WINNING UPDATE (See pp. 427–427)

We have recently completed a $2.8 million investment in our convention center. This customer service investment included ren-
ovating all guest rooms and suites, lobby and front desk area, meeting rooms, restaurant and lounge, and enclosure of the
swimming pool. Enclosed is a copy of the “Regional Architect’s Award” that our facility won. We are the only facility in the
Metro Area to have been presented with this award.

MEETING AND BANQUET ROOMS (See pp. 441–445)

The Park Inn offers convention planners just over 8,000 square feet of award-winning meeting space in attractive, newly reno-
vated meeting and banquet rooms. Our Central Park East and West rooms are conveniently located on the lobby level of the
hotel. Each of these rooms can accommodate 180 people in a theater-style setting or 80 in a classroom-style setting. They also
have a divider wall that can be retracted and, with the combined rooms, can accommodate up to 370 people.

The Top of the Park provides a spectacular view of the city through windows that surround that ballroom. This unique
room, located on the top floor, can accommodate 225 people classroom style, 350 people banquet style, or 450 people theater
style. Also located in the Top of the Park is a revolving platform area that slowly moves, giving guests a 360-degree panoramic
view of the city. The Parkview Room, which is also located on the top floor of the hotel, can accommodate 150 people theater
style and 80 people classroom style.

In addition for groups booking 40 rooms or more, we provide one luxurious suite free. This suite features a meeting room,
bedroom, wet bar with refrigerator, and jacuzzi.

Be sure your clients understand that our meeting rooms need to be reserved. The first organization to sign a sales proposal
for a specific date has the designated rooms guaranteed.

GUEST ROOM DECOR AND RATES (See pp. 437–445)

Our recent renovation included complete redecoration of all 250 of our large and spacious guest rooms. This includes all new
furniture, wall coverings, drapes, bedspreads, and carpets. Our interior designer succeeded in creating a comfortable, attractive,
and restful atmosphere. Seventy of our rooms are designated nonsmoking.

A comparison of competitive room, parking, and transportation rates is presented on p. 445.

Part One
Developing a Sales-Oriented Product Strategy
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(continued)

REGULAR RATES GROUP RATES SAVINGS

Single $88 $78 $10

Double $98 $88 $10

Triple $106 $96 $10

Quad $114 $104 $10
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BANQUET MEALS (See pp. 431–436) (continued)

Our executive chef, Ricardo Guido, recently won the National Restaurant Association’s “Outstanding Chef of the Year”
Award. His winning entry consisted of the three chicken entrees featured on the enclosed menus. Ricardo served as
Executive Chef at the five-star rated Williamsburg Inn in Williamsburg, Virginia, before we convinced him to join us six
months ago. He personally oversees all our food and beverage operations. Ricardo, in my opinion, is one of the outstanding
chefs in the country. His expertise and commitment to total quality customer service will help develop long-term relation-
ships with our customers.

The enclosed dinner selections are only suggestions. We will design a special menu for your clients if they wish. A 16 percent
gratuity or service charge is added to all group meal functions.

HOTEL/MOTEL AND SALES TAXES

All room rates are subject to the local hotel/motel room tax, which is an additional 8 percent. In addition, all billings must
have a 4 percent sales tax added. (The sales tax is not added to the hotel/motel tax and does not apply to gratuities.)

LOCATION, TRANSPORTATION, AND PARKING (See map on p. 429)

We are located in a dynamic growing metropolitan area of over 400,000 people. With convenient access, just off Interstate
237 at the downtown exits, we are within a block of the nationally recognized, climate-controlled skywalk system. This five-
mile system is connected to theaters, excellent shopping, the civic center, the metropolitan convention center, and a large
selection of ethnic and fast-food restaurants. Our location offers guests the privacy they deserve during their meetings, and
yet is close enough to downtown to enjoy all the excitement.

Free courtesy van transportation (also known as limousine service) is provided for our overnight guests to and from the
airport, as well as anywhere in the downtown area. This service saves our guests who arrive by plane from $8.00 to $10.00
each way.



Guests who will be driving to the hotel will find over 300 parking spaces available to them at no charge. Unlike other
downtown properties, our free parking saves guests up to $6.00 per day in parking fees. For security purposes, we have
closed-circuit camera systems in the parking lot and underground parking areas.

VALUE-ADDED GUEST SERVICES AND AMENITIES

Our convention center owners have invested heavily in the facility to provide our clients with total quality service, unmatched
by our competition. Additional value-added services and amenities include:

� A large indoor pool, sundeck, sauna, whirlpool, and complimentary Nautilus exercise room in an attractive tropical
atmosphere (see p. 439)

� “Cafe in the Park” featuring 24-hour continental cuisine seven days a week
� “Pub in the Park” where friendly people meet, featuring free hors d’oeuvres Monday through Friday, 5 to 7 P.M.
� Cable television with HBO
� A.V. rental of most equipment in-house, at a nominal fee (see p. 447)
� Free coffee and donuts or rolls in the lobby each morning from 6 to 8 A.M.
� A team of well-trained, dedicated, and friendly associates providing total quality front desk, food, and guest services
� Express check-in
� Electronic key entry system
� Hair dryer, iron, and ironing board in each room
� Data port capabilities for laptop computers in each room
� Desk in each room
� Video message retrieval
� Voice mail
� On-command video (choice of 50 new release movies)

SALES LITERATURE (See pp. 425–453)

Included in your product training materials are photos, references, letters, room schedules, sales proposals, and other informa-
tion that you will use in your written proposals and verbal sales presentations. When you move into outside sales, you should
use these tools to create effective sales portfolios.

TOTAL QUALITY COMMITMENT

Our convention center is committed to total quality customer service. Our Partnership Style of Customer Service and Selling is
an extension of our total quality process. The Total Quality Customer Service Glossary provides definitions of terms that
describe our total quality process (see p. 424).

The Hotel and Convention center industry is mature and well established. Our sales and customer service plan is to
establish strong relationships, focus on solving customer problems, provide total quality customer service, and become a long-
term hotel and convention center partner with our clients. By utilizing this type of selling and customer service, your compen-
sation and our sales revenue will both increase substantially.

TJM:ESS

Enclosures
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POSITION DESCRIPTION—CONVENTION CENTER ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

The Park Inn Convention Center is a total quality, full-service equal opportunity employment convention center that has
recently made large investments in the physical facility, the food and beverage department, and sales department. Company
culture includes an effective and enthusiastic team approach to creating total quality, value-added solutions for customers in a
very competitive industry. The primary sales promotion tool is Partnership Selling with extensive marketing support in the
form of photos, reference letters, team selling, etc. The company goal is to increase revenues 20 percent in the coming year by
providing outstanding customer service.

SUCCESSFUL ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE WILL

1. Acquire necessary convention center company, product, industry, and competitive information through company training
program

2. Be committed to a total quality customer service process
3. Develop a list of potential prospects in the assigned target market
4. Develop long-term, total quality selling relationships that focus on solving the meeting planner’s convention center needs
5. Achieve a sales volume of $700,000 to $800,000 annually

WORKING RELATIONSHIPS

Reports to: Sales Manager
Works with: Internal Support Team including Food Service, Housekeeping and Operations, Customer Service and Front

Desk; External Relationships including customers, professional associations, and industry personnel

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

1. Must project a positive and professional sales image
2. Must be able to establish and maintain long-term relationships
3. Must be goal oriented with a plan for self-improvement
4. Must be flexible to deal effectively with a wide range of customers
5. Must be good at asking questions and listening effectively
6. Must be accurate and creative in developing customer’s solutions
7. Must be clear and persuasive in communicating and negotiating solutions
8. Must be good at closing the sale
9. Must follow through on promises and assurances

10. Must have math skills necessary for figuring sales proposals

SPECIFIC REWARDS

1. Attractive compensation package that includes base salary, a commission of 10 percent of sales, bonuses, and an attrac-
tive fringe benefit package

2. Pride in working for an organization that practices total quality management in employee relations and customer service
3. Extensive sales and educational support
4. Opportunity for growth and advancement

EOE/AA/TQM
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TOTAL QUALITY CUSTOMER SERVICE GLOSSARY
DIRFT—DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME means being prepared, asking the right questions, selecting the right solutions,

and making effective presentations. This creates repeats and referrals.

QIP—QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROCESS means always striving to better serve our customers resulting in high-quality,
long-term relationships.

TQM—TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT means the commitment to support and empower people to deliver legendary
customer service.

QIT—QUALITY IMPROVEMENT TEAM means a team approach to deliver outstanding customer service.

COQ—COST OF QUALITY means the ultimate lowering of cost by providing outstanding service the first time, so as to
build a list of repeat and referred customers.

PONC—PRICE OF NONCONFORMANCE means the high cost of not meeting high standards. This results in correcting
problems and losing customers. PONC also causes longer sales cycles and higher sales costs.

POC—PRICE OF CONFORMANCE means the lower costs of providing outstanding customer service and achieving a list of
repeat or referred customers.

WIIFM—WHAT IS IN IT FOR ME means the psychic and monetary rewards in the form of personal enjoyment, higher
salaries, commissions, or bonuses caused by delivering outstanding customer service.

QES—QUALITY EDUCATION SYSTEMS means internal and external educational activities designed to improve the
quality of customer service.

YOU—THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF QUALITY means the ongoing program of self-improvement that results in
outstanding customer service and personal and financial growth.
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THE ALL NEW PARK INN
(With an award-winning 

2.8 million dollar renovation)

Source: © www.whitewindmill.co.uk/Alamy

www.whitewindmill.co.uk/Alamy
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to position your convention center

and the $2.8 million renovation in the mind of your customer.



4
2
7
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to demonstrate and describe the

award for “Creating an Outstanding Convention Environment” and explain that it was given with

regard to the quality of the meeting rooms, guest rooms, ambiance of lobby and restaurant, and

the pool area.
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CONVENIENT, EASY TO FIND LOCATION 
WITH “FREE” PARKING

Conveniently located at I-237 and 6th Ave.

Just 8 miles from Rockport International Airport
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to illustrate the ease and

convenience of your customers locating and traveling to the Convention Center.
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OUTSTANDING FOOD SERVICE
Personally Supervised by Award-Winning 

“Executive Chef of the Year”

Ricardo Guido

Source: Burke/Jupiter Images-FoodPix-Creatas
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to introduce and explain the

“outstanding food service” that will be personally supervised by Executive Chef of the Year

Ricardo Guido.



4
3
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to explain the benefits of having an

award-winning executive chef and describe his background.
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BANQUET STYLE MENU SELECTIONS

All selections include tossed greens with choice of dressing, 
choice of potato (baked, oven browned, au gratin, or mashed), 

rice or buttered noodles, rolls with butter, 
coffee, decaffeinated coffee, tea, or iced tea.

ENTREES

CHICKEN WELLINGTON—Boneless breast of chicken topped with a 
mushroom mixture, wrapped in puff pastry shell and baked to a golden brown  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17.95

CHICKEN BREAST TERIYAKI—Marinated boneless breast of chicken 
grilled and topped with our special teriyaki sauce  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17.95

CHICKEN BREAST NEW ORLEANS—Baked boneless breast of chicken, 
garnished with peppers, mushrooms, onions, and Monterey Jack cheese  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17.95

BROILED NEW YORK STRIP STEAK—Center cut New York strip steak 
broiled to perfection, topped with our own seasoned herb butter  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.50

BROILED FILET MIGNON—A steak from the center cut tenderloin, 
broiled and served with a rich red wine sauce  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24.50

SLICED PORK LOIN WITH MUSTARD SAUCE—Boneless loin of pork 
oven roasted and sliced, served with a mustard sauce  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18.95

GRILLED PORK CHOP—A thick cut of pork grilled to juicy perfection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18.95

BROILED ORANGE ROUGHY—A filet of orange roughy broiled and 
covered with basil-lemon sauce  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18.95

BROILED HALIBUT STEAK—Tender flaky halibut cut into steaks and 
broiled in lemon-butter served with fresh lemon slices  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95

*BUFFET STYLE meals are available. Approval of pricing on Buffet Style servings 
must be made by the Executive Chef.

Prices do not include 16 percent service charge or sales tax.
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to explain and configure the menus

available for banquet-style meals.
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ATTRACTIVE, COMFORTABLE GUEST ROOMS
(All new furnishings, HBO in every room, free USA Today weekday delivery,

no telephone access charges for 800 and credit card calls, and data port 

capabilities for laptop computers)

Source: Tony Souter © Dorling Kindersley
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to explain and illustrate the

attractive and comfortable guest rooms. Remind customers that the rooms were a major factor

in receiving the Architect’s Award.
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TROPICAL PARADISE
For relaxation after a day’s work—

attractive pool, sauna, whirlpool, sundeck,

and Nautilus fitness center

Source: Sheraton Suites on the Hudson, Weehawken, NJ
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to explain and illustrate the

benefits of the totally renovated and redesigned pool, with the sauna, whirlpool, sundeck,

and Nautilus fitness center.
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BRIGHT, COMFORTABLE, AND STRATEGICALLY
ARRANGED MEETING ROOMS
Everything you need for outstanding meetings

U-SHAPED/ THEATER CLASSROOM CONFERENCE BANQUET
HOLLOW SQUARE

Source: Francesco Bittichesu/Getty Images
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to illustrate the attractiveness of

the newly remodeled meeting rooms, which were another important factor in receiving the

Architect’s Award. Also, use this form to explain and illustrate the various seating arrangements

for meeting rooms.



4
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3
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to illustrate the location and layout

of the meeting rooms in the convention center. Also, use this information to configure and explain

the various sizes and capacities for each style of seating in the meeting rooms for your customers.
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METRO AREA COMPETITIVE SURVEY
QUOTED GROUP RATES (IN DOLLARS) FOR HOTEL/MOTEL GUEST ROOMS

MEETING ROOM RATES

HOTEL/MOTEL SINGLE DOUBLE
DAILY 

PARKING
AIRPORT
TRANS.

Park Inn 78 88 Free Free
Marriott 80 90 6 10 each way

Sheraton 85 105 6 12 each way

Hilton 80 100 7 9 each way

Embassy 82 103 6 8 each way

Guest Quarters 84 104 Free 8 each way

Carlton 75 95 8 3 each way

Saboe 75 85 Free 12 each way

Chesterfield 70 80 Free 13 each way

Best Western 65 70 Free 15 each way

Days Inn 60 65 Free 12 each way

Sunset Inn 55 n/a Free 12 each way

SQUARE FEET MEETING ROOM 4 HOURS 8 HOURS 24 HOURS

4,290 Top of the Park $400 $600 $900
1,426 Central Park East $150 $200 $300
1,564 Central Park West $160 $200 $300
3,036 Combined Central Park $300 $400 $500

220 Park Lane $ 25 $ 40 $ 60
2,500 Revolver $300 $500 $700
1,222 Dance Floor $100 $175 $275
1,395 Park View $110 $185 $300

304 1,007 and 1,009 $ 40 $ 60 $ 80
304 107 and 109 $ 40 $ 60 $ 80

� Meeting room rental charges based on set changes at 12:00 noon, 5:00 P.M., or 10:00 P.M.
� For groups of 20 or more who are reserving 20 or more guest rooms or scheduling 20 or more banquet meals, rental rates

will be waived for rooms up to 1,600 square feet for up to 8 hours of use per day.
� For groups of 50 or more who are reserving 50 or more guest rooms or scheduling 50 or more banquet meals, rental rates

will be waived for all rooms for up to 24 hours of use.
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to configure and demonstrate the

prices for the convention center as well as the competing convention centers in the Rockport

area. Note the pricing for daily parking and transportation to and from the Rockport Airport.

These prices are collected weekly and distributed to all sales and marketing personnel.

➥ Also, use the sales information at the bottom of the page to configure and explain the pric-

ing and policies with regard to charges for use of the meeting rooms. Explain that the convention

center’s policies with regard to pricing and the use of meeting rooms are very competitive with

the charges of other centers in the Rockport area.
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AUDIOVISUAL PRESENTATIONS GUIDE
These are the most popular audiovisual equipment items. If you require special equipment and services not listed, please let us know. We’ll do the rest!

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT PACKAGES

Saves Money • Saves Time

Recommended by
Professional Meeting Planners:

Complete speaker freedom with
Laser Pointer.............................................................................................$27.50
Wireless Microphone ................................................................................$80.00

LCD PANEL PROJECTION
Color Computer Data Panel ....................................................................$325.00
Full Color Panel Projects Computer Images on a 6´–10´ Projection Screen with
Hi-Intensity Overhead Projector. Select Screen Below.

Full-Motion Video Projection
CRT Projector with VCR...........................................................................$550.00
Color video projector projects full-motion video on screen. Recommended for
larger groups. Select Screen Below.

Video VCR/DVD Monitor
VHS/DVD Player package features a roll-around 54” projection cart, a 27” full-
function color video monitor/receiver. All cable connections. AC extension cords
safely taped.
*VHS/DVD Package.................................................................................$150.00

Recommended by 
Professional Meeting Planners:

More visibility for large groups with additional 27” video, monitor and cart,
includes cables and connectors. Each .......................................................$90.00
Full House Sound......................................................................................$27.50

LCD Video Projection
LCD* Proxima Video Projector ................................................................$500.00
Color Video Projector Projects Full Color Video or Computer Images up to SVGA.
Recommended for larger groups. Select Screen Below.

Overhead Projectors
Overhead projector package with superwide overhead projector featuring auto-
matic spare lamp changer. All AC extension cords safely taped. Select Screens
Below.
Overhead Projector Package.....................................................................$40.00

AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT A LA CARTE

Microphones

Microphone, wired....................................................................................$22.00
Lavaliere, wired.........................................................................................$22.00
Wireless microphone (Handheld or Lavaliere)...........................................$80.00
Sound patch to house system...................................................................$27.50
4 Channel mixer .......................................................................................$27.50

Screens

6´ × 6´ Tripod.............................................................................................$22.00
8´ × 8´ Tripod.............................................................................................$27.50
10´ × 10´ Cradle ........................................................................................$55.00
*7 1/2´ × 10´ Fast Fold ..............................................................................$80.00
*9´ × 12´ Fast Fold ..................................................................................$110.00
*(Front or rear projection)
Fast fold drape kits included.

Hi-Intensity Overhead Projector

4000 Lumen projector for LCD computer
Data panel or larger groups......................................................................$65.00

Meeting Accessories

Laser Pointer.............................................................................................$27.50
Flip Chart Easel (No Pen) ..........................................................................$14.00
Flip Chart Rental w/Markers .....................................................................$22.00
Projection Carts and Stands......................................................................$16.50

Video Equipment

Camcorder with tripod............................................................................$120.00
VCR...........................................................................................................$60.00

Audio Equipment

Cassette Player/Recorder ..........................................................................$40.00
CD Player ..................................................................................................$40.00
Portable CD/Cassette Player .....................................................................$40.00

AV Technician Services

AV Tech is on site for installation and dismantle. Requirements for exclusive
event management will be charged these hourly rates:
Monday through Friday, 7 A.M.–5 P.M. .......................................................$30.00
Evenings, Weekdays, and Holidays............................................................$40.00
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➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to sell, configure, and explain the

availability of audiovisual equipment to customers scheduling meetings in the convention center.

This equipment must be reserved in advance of the scheduled date to guarantee availability.
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THE PRINCIPAL COMPANY
1900 Grand Avenue 
Rockport, IL 50322
www.prencom.com

December 15, 201_

Carroll Parez, General Manager
The Park Inn
555 West Side Street
Rockport, IL 50310

Dear Carroll:

On behalf of our employees I thank you and your associates for the wonderful time we had at
the Park Inn during our convention last month. Enclosed is a check for $22,991.23 to pay the
invoice for the meeting costs.

The hospitality that we received during our time there was unparalleled. The friendliness and
dedication of the staff simply made our time so enjoyable we hated to leave.

The Chicken New Orleans was superb. Our heartfelt thanks to Chef Ricardo Guido for creating
the best meals we have ever had at a convention.

Without reservation I will direct anyone looking for convention space to your award-winning
property. The group that gave you the award certainly knew what was important to convention
planners. You may count on us to return in the future.

Sincerely,

Reggie Regan

Reggie Regan, Vice President
Field Sales Division

Enclosures:
Schedule for our next eight convention dates
Check
Service Evaluation

ss

www.prencom.com
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➥ Use this reference letter with customers to support the outstanding service we strive to pro-

vide to ALL of our convention center customers. Note the friendliness and dedication of the center

staff, the quality of the food service, the reference to the award, and the enclosures regarding

repeat business involving eight more meeting dates and the check in the amount of $22,991.23.
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REFERENCES
COMPANY/ADDRESS TELEPHONE NO. DATE OF BOOKING

Association of Business and Industry
2425 Hubbell 265-8181 July 1–2
Mr. James Warner (Director)

Acme Supply Company
2531 Dean 265-9831 July 14
Linn Compiano (Training Manager)

Rotary International
1230 Executive Towers 218-792-4616 July 28–29
Mr. Roger Shannon (Executive Director) rshannon@rotintl.org

Archway Cookie Company
Boone Industrial Park 301-432-4084 August 9
Mr. Bill Sorenson (Sales Manager) bsorenson@arco.com

West College
4821 College Parkway 515-283-4142 September 9–11
Toni Bush (Athletic Director) tbush@west.edu

Travelers Insurance Company
1452 29th 308-223-7500 November 14
Mr. Richard Wiese (Training Manager) rwiese@trin.com

Meredith Corporation
1716 Locust 515-284-2654 November 23–24
Mrs. Carol Rains (Public Relations) crains@merco.com

Pioneer Hi-Bred Incorporated
5700 Merle Highway 512-272-3660 December 12–13
Mrs. Sheri Sitterly (Administrative Services) ssitter@ph-b.com



➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to supply a list of successful

businesspeople who can be contacted regarding the quality of food and service they received at

previous meetings they have scheduled at the convention center.
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CONVENTION CENTER POLICIES AND GENERAL INFORMATION

FOOD AND BEVERAGE

� A 16 percent gratuity or service charge and applicable
sales tax will be added to all food and beverage purchases.
Any group requesting a tax exemption must submit their
Certificate of Exemption prior to the event.

� There is a $25 setup fee for each meal function of
25 persons or less.

GUARANTEES

� The Convention Center will require your menus and
meeting room requirements no later than two weeks
before your meeting or food function.

� Convention Center facilities are guaranteed on a “first
confirmed, first served” basis.

� A meal guarantee is required 48 hours prior to your
function. This guarantee is the minimum your group will

be charged for the function. If no guarantee is received
by the Catering Office, we will then consider your last
number of attendees as the guarantee. We will be pre-
pared to serve 5 percent over your guaranteed number.

BANQUET AND MEETING ROOMS

� As other groups may be utilizing the same room prior to
or following your function, please adhere to the times
agreed on. Should your time schedule change, please
contact the Catering Office, and every effort will be made
to accommodate you.

� Function rooms are assigned by the room number of peo-
ple anticipated. If attendance drops or increases, please
contact the Catering Office to ensure proper assignment
of rooms.

AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES

� A wide selection of audiovisual equipment and services is available on a rental basis. See audiovisual presentation guide
for details.



➥ Use the sales information on the reverse side of this page to carefully explain the policies and

general information on the operation of the convention center. Please note the 16 percent gratu-

ity and the $25 setup fee for certain meals. Also, note the policies and guarantees that are

required for menus, meeting rooms, and meals.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES MEMORANDUM 1

To: Convention Sales Trainee
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Assistance with a Customer Request

A new prospect called and requested that we immediately submit a proposal for a planned Rockport meeting. Please review the
profile in our automated database (printed as follows).

CONTACT REPORT

Name: Graphic Forms Address: 2134 Martin Luther King
Contact: B. H. Rivera: :

Phone: 314-619-4879: :
Title: President City: Atlanta
Sec: State: GA

Dear: B. H. Rivera ZIP: 61740

(McKee) Visited with B. H. Rivera on the phone. Seemed very interested. Nice emotive
person. Has a son, Matt, attending West College. Also knew Toni Bush of West, who is
an excellent account of ours. B. H. wants a proposal ASAP to cover the following buying
conditions:

1. Ten single guest rooms for two nights—Friday and Saturday
2. A meeting room for 20 people, classroom style, Friday and Saturday from 2 to 6 P.M.
3. Dinner for 20, banquet style, at 6 P.M. each night
4. Friday: Grilled Pork Chops
5. Saturday: Broiled Orange Roughy
6. A swimming pool

Complete the following customer service/sales assignment using the material in your product sales training program and the
forms on the next two pages. (See Chapters 6 and 7 on Developing a Product Strategy.)

1. Complete the sales proposal worksheet (p. 456).
Our sales proposal needs to contain accurate and complete facts because, when signed, it becomes a legally enforceable
sales contract. All the product and pricing guidelines have been supplied in your sales training materials. You should sign
your name with your new job title “Account Executive” in the lower left-hand corner of the form. You can access an
Electronic Sales Proposal Writer at www.selling-today.com.

2. Write a sales letter (p. 458).
Prepare a letter that custom fits and positions the benefits that will appeal to B. H. Rivera. Be sure to list any sales literature
you will be sending under the Enclosure section of your letter. (Use business letter format on p. 449 and rules on p. 118.)

Make file copies of everything you prepare so our food and beverage, housekeeping, and accounting departments will have
them available.
We should send or fax the proposal, cover letter, and sales literature by tomorrow afternoon.

Thank you.

CONTACT 
SCREEN

NOTES 
WINDOW

➤

➤

www.selling-today.com
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SALES PROPOSAL
Customer Name: Title: 

Organization Name: Telephone: 

Address:

Date(s) of Meetings: 

Kind of Meetings: 

Buying Conditions (What the customer needs—be specific): 

A. Meal Functions Needed

Total ___________________
Sales Tax ___________________

Service Charge ___________________
Total Meal Cost ___________________

B. Meeting and Banquet Rooms and Equipment Needed (describe time, date, and cost)

Total ___________________
Sales Tax ___________________

Total Meeting/Banquet Rooms and Equipment Charges ___________________

C. Guest Rooms Needed

Total ___________________
Room Tax ___________________
Sales Tax ___________________

D. Total Customer Costs (from above) Total Guest Room Charges ___________________
A. $______________ plus B. $______________ plus C. $_____________ equals Total Charges $ ___________________

Authorized Signature Date Customer Signature Date

Title Title

Time Description Quantity Price Total

Meal 1
Meal 2
Other (Beverages, setup fees, etc.)

Number of
Rooms Needed Description (dates, locations, special conditions)

Group Rate
per Room

Total
Cost
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555 West Side Street, Rockport, IL 50322
618-225-0925 Fax 618-225-9386
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PARTS II to IV
EMPLOYMENT MEMORANDUM 2

To: New Convention Center Account Executives
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Your New Sales Assignment

Congratulations on successfully completing your training program and receiving your new appointment. You will find three
challenges as you work with your customer’s buying process.

Your first challenge will be establishing relationships with your customers. This will require that you do strategic planning
before you can call on your client for the first time. Make sure your initial meetings focus on subjects of interest to your
customer. Remember, “Customers don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care.”

Your second major challenge will be to gain a complete and accurate understanding of your customer’s needs. You should
prepare to ask good questions, take detailed and accurate notes, and confirm your customer’s and your own understanding of
their need. This process is a part of our total quality management program, which strives to provide total quality customer
service. “To be an effective consultative salesperson you need to seek first to understand.”

Your third challenge as an account executive will be to make good presentations. Our industry, as most others these days,
is competitive and is characterized by many look-alike products and some price cutting. Always organize and deliver good
presentations that focus on (1) providing solutions to immediate and long-term customer’s needs, (2) negotiating win-win
solutions to customer’s concerns, and (3) closing sales that keep our facility full. This approach will give you a competitive
edge and help you maintain high-quality, long-term profitable relationships.

Attached you will find a memorandum on an account I would like you to develop. Please follow the instructions included
and provide me with appropriate feedback on your progress. I look forward to working with you on this account.

P.S. I want to compliment you on your excellent work on the B. H. Rivera account. B. H. called while you were attending
a training meeting and said that your proposal and letter looked very good. Their organization was impressed with our facility,
the apparent quality of our food, and your letter. Their organization will be scheduling a total of 11 more meetings at our con-
vention center during the next 12 months if everything works the way you describe it. Each of these sales will be reflected in
your commission checks. Great work.
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Part Two
Developing a Relationship Strategy for Selling

CONTACT
SCREEN

NOTES
WINDOW

Comments, Compliments, and Questions Notes on New Items of Interest to Customer
(Toni Bush suggested you mention his name.) 1. (Example: Toni Bush is my cousin)

2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

➤

➤

SALES MEMORANDUM 1A
To: Association Account Sales
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Developing the Erin Adkins YWCA Account (Call 1, Establishing a Relationship Strategy)

My sales assistant has called Erin Adkins, chairperson of the YWCA Physical Fitness Week program (see following contact
report), and set up an appointment for you on Monday at 1:00 P.M. in Erin’s office. During your first sales call with Erin, your
call objectives will be to (1) establish a strong relationship, (2) share an appealing benefit of our property to create customer
interest, and (3) find out if your customer is planning any conventions in the future.

As we discussed during your training class, using Erin Adkins’s prospect information presented below and the sales tools
in your product strategy materials, your presentation plan should be to (see Chapters 3 and 10):

1. Use compliments, comments on observations, or search for mutual acquaintances to determine which topics Erin wants to
talk about (Erin will only want to talk about three of these topics). This should set the stage for a good relationship.

2. Take notes on the topics of interest to Erin so we can add them to our customer information data bank for future calls. (Erin
will share three new items of information on each topic of interest, if you acknowledge interest.)

3. Show and describe an appealing and unique benefit of our facility so we will be considered for Erin’s future convention
needs. (Consider using the Architect’s Award, p. 427.)

4. Discuss any conventions Erin may be planning.

5. Schedule a call back appointment.

Name: YWCA Address: 16 Ruan Center
Contact: Erin Adkins :

Phone: 515-555-3740 :
Title: Chairperson, Physical Fitness Programs City: Rockport
Sec: State: IL

Dear: Erin ZIP: 50322

(McKee) Toni Bush, the Athletic Director of West College, supplied the following 
information about Erin Adkins:
1. Toni and Erin have a close relationship.
2. Erin just designed and built a new home.
3. Erin appears in local TV advertising about the YWCA.

Toni reports that in Erin’s office you will observe the following:
4. An autographed picture of Olympic Gold Medalist Shawn Johnson
5. A Schwinn Airdyne Fitness Cycle
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CONTACT 
SCREEN

NOTES 
WINDOW

Comments, Compliments, and Questions Notes on New Items of Interest to Customer

(Linn Compiano mentioned that Leigh Combs 1. (Example: Spent one week in California)
just returned from a very enjoyable vacation.) 2.

3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

SALES MEMORANDUM 1B
To: Corporate Account Sales
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Developing the Leigh Combs, Epic Design Systems Account (Call 1, Establishing a Relationship Strategy)

My sales assistant has called Epic Design Systems (see following contact report) and set up an appointment for you on Monday
at 1:00 P.M. in Leigh’s office. During your first sales call with Leigh, your call objectives will be to (1) establish a strong rela-
tionship, (2) share an appealing benefit of our property to create customer’s interest, and (3) find out if your customer is plan-
ning any conventions in the future.

As we discussed during your training class, using Leigh Combs’s prospect information presented below and the sales tools
in your product strategy materials, your presentation plan should be to (see Chapters 3 and 10):

1. Use compliments, comments on observations, or search for mutual acquaintances to determine which topics Leigh wants
to talk about (Leigh will only want to talk about three of these topics). This should set the stage for a good relationship.

2. Take notes on the topics of interest to Leigh so we can add them to our customer information data bank for future calls.
(Leigh will share three new items of information on each topic of interest, if you verbally or nonverbally acknowledge
interest.)

3. Show and describe an appealing and unique benefit of our facility so we will be considered for Leigh’s future convention
needs. (Consider using the Executive Chef ’s Award, p. 433.)

4. Discuss any conventions Leigh may be planning.
5. Schedule a call back appointment.

Name: Epic Design Systems Address: 2401 West Towers
Contact: Leigh Combs : Suite 200

Phone: 416–555–1000 X: CC: :
Title: Customer Service Manager City: West Rockport
Sec: Rhiannon State: IL

Dear: Leigh ZIP: 50265

(McKee) Linn Compiano, the Training Manager at Acme Supply Company, 
provided the following information about Leigh Combs:
1. Leigh has been on vacation.
2. Leigh is Linn Compiano’s cousin.

Linn reports that in Leigh’s office you will observe the following:
1. A large picture of Napoleon Bonaparte
2. A degree from our state university
3. An extra-large bookcase containing many business books

➤

➤
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ASSESSMENT FORM 1
RELATIONSHIP STRATEGY

Salesperson’s Name: _______________________

Date: ____________________________________

Assessment Item Excellent Average Poor Did Not Do

1. Conducted good verbal introductions 10 9 8 7 6 0
(shared full name, title, and company name)

2. Made good nonverbal introduction (good 10 9 8 7 6 0
entrance, carriage, handshake, and 
seating posture)

3. Communicated call objectives 10 9 8 7 6 0
(shared why salesperson was calling)

4. Verbalized effective comments and 10 9 8 7 6 0
compliments (sincerely made comments and 
compliments on five relationship topics)

5. Kept conversation focused on customer 10 9 8 7 6 0
topics (acknowledged new information 
provided by customer)

6. Took effective nondistractive notes 10 9 8 7 6 0
(was organized and prepared to take notes)

7. Attractively showed material on convention 10 9 8 7 6 0
center (was well prepared with a proof device)

8. Made specific benefit statement (made a 10 9 8 7 6 0
benefit statement that appealed to customer)

9. Effectively inquired about convention needs 10 9 8 7 6 0
(asked good questions about future needs)

10. Effectively thanked customer 10 9 8 7 6 0
(communicated appreciation, said thank you, 
indicated interest in prospect future business)

Relationship Presentation: ________________
Total Points 

Your Name: ___________________________
Return this form to salesperson and discuss 
your reaction to this presentation!
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Part Three
Understanding Your Customer’s Buying Strategy

GENERAL SURVEY QUESTIONS NOTES ON BUYING CONDITIONS

(Example: Can you share with me what you had in mind?) (Example: Needs a small meeting room)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

SALES MEMORANDUM 2A
To: Association Account Salesperson
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Erin Adkins Account—phone call from customer 

(Call 2, Discovering a Customer’s Buying Strategy)

Erin Adkins from the YWCA, whom you called on recently, left a message for you to stop in about a program they are
planning. Congratulations on making that first call so effectively. Apparently, you established a good relationship.

As we discussed in your training program, your call objectives for this sales call should be to:

1. Reestablish your relationship
2. Discover specific information about Erin’s buying conditions (the what, why, who, when, and what price needs), so

we can custom fit a program for them
3. Set up an appointment to present your solution

Also, as we discussed, your presentation plan for this call should include (see Chapters 8 and 11):

1. In advance of your meeting, prepare general survey questions to gather facts about your customer’s buying situation
and to achieve your call objectives.

2. During your meeting, use confirmation questions to clarify and confirm Erin’s and your own perception of each
buying condition. Later, use specific survey questions to discover any special buying problems.

3. During your sales meeting, write down each of Erin’s buying conditions.
4. To end your first meeting, use your notes to construct a summary-confirmation question to clarify and confirm all six

of Erin’s buying conditions.
5. Schedule a callback appointment to make your presentation and present your proposal.

Good luck!
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SALES MEMORANDUM 2B
To: Association Account Salesperson
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Leigh Combs Account—phone call from customer 

(Call 2, Discovering a Customer’s Buying Strategy)

Leigh Combs from Epic Design Systems, whom you called on recently, left a message for you to stop in about a program they
are planning. Congratulations on making that first call so effectively. Apparently, you established a good relationship.

As we discussed in your training program, your call objectives should be to:

1. Reestablish your relationship
2. Discover the facts about Leigh’s buying conditions (the what, why, who, when, and what price needs), so we can

custom fit a program for them
3. Set up an appointment to present your solution

Also, as we discussed, your presentation plan for this call should include (see Chapters 8 and 11):

1. In advance of your meeting, prepare general survey questions to gather facts about your customer’s buying situation
and to achieve your call objectives.

2. During your meeting, use confirmation questions to clarify and confirm Leigh’s and your own perceptions of each buy-
ing condition. Later, use specific survey questions to discover any special buying problems.

3. During your sales meeting, write down each of Leigh’s buying conditions.
4. To end your first meeting, use your notes to construct a summary-confirmation question to clarify and confirm all six

of Leigh’s buying conditions.
5. Schedule a callback appointment to make your presentation and present your proposal.

Good luck!

GENERAL SURVEY QUESTIONS NOTES ON BUYING CONDITIONS

(Example: Can you share with me what you had in mind?) (Example: Needs a small meeting room)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Discovering Customer Needs Presentation: _______________________
Total Points

Your Name: ______________________________
Return this form to salesperson and discuss 
your reaction to this presentation!

ASSESSMENT FORM 2
CUSTOMER STRATEGY

Salesperson’s Name: _______________________

Date: ________________________________________

Assessment Item Excellent Average Poor Did Not Do

1. Effectively reestablished relationship (made 10 9 8 7 6 0
enthusiastic comments about information 
from first meeting)

2. Communicated positive body language 10 9 8 7 6 0
(entrance, carriage, handshake, and seating)

3. Communicated positive verbal language 10 9 8 7 6 0
(used positive words, showed enthusiasm 
with well-modulated voice)

4. Used customer’s name effectively 10 9 8 7 6 0
(used name at least three times)

5. Asked general survey questions to secure 10 9 8 7 6 0
facts (seemed prepared, questions were 
general and open ended)

6. Verified customer needs with good 10 9 8 7 6 0
confirmation questions (wanted to be 
correct in interpreting customer needs)

7. Asked specific survey questions to 10 9 8 7 6 0
discover special problems (followed up 
to secure all details)

8. Appeared to take effective notes (was 10 9 8 7 6 0
organized and nondistracting, used 
notes in confirming needs)

9. Effectively set up next appointment 10 9 8 7 6 0
(requested another meeting; suggested 
and wrote down date, time, and place)

10. Effectively thanked customer 10 9 8 7 6 0
(communicated appreciation, said thank 
you, indicated enthusiasm for next meeting)
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Part Four
Developing a Sales Presentation Strategy

SALES MEMORANDUM 3A
To: Association Account Sales
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Your recent meeting on the Erin Adkins Account 

(Call 3, Developing a Presentation Strategy)

Congratulations on doing such a thorough job of discovering Erin’s buying conditions. I found that your list of buying
conditions includes the kind of customer information important to increasing our sales and partnering with our clients. I would
like to see a copy of Erin’s proposal when you complete it.

Reviewing what we discussed during your training, your next call objectives are:

1. Make a persuasive sales presentation that custom fits your proposal to Erin’s needs
2. Negotiate any concerns Erin may have
3. Close and confirm the sale
4. Build repeat and referral business

Also, as we discussed, your presentation plan for this call should be to:

1. Prepare and price a product solution that meets Erin’s needs. Complete the Sales Proposal Form (p. 473).
2. Before your sales call, prepare a portfolio presentation (see model on p. 472) that follows these guidelines. Also, view the

PowerPoint presentation at www.pearsonhighered.com/manning.
a. Review the relationship information and prepare for those topics you will discuss.
b. Prepare a summary confirmation question that verifies the buying conditions secured in your second call. Prepare

probing questions to discover any pain your customer may be experiencing.
c. Select sales tools (proof devices), and create feature/benefit selling statements and need-satisfaction questions that

appeal to Erin’s buying conditions (see Chapter 12).
d. Plan summary confirmation questions that verify Erin’s acceptance of your solution to each buying condition.

Complete Strategic Sales Planning Form A (p. 477) for items b, c, and d.
e. Prepare to negotiate the time, price, source, and product objections. Complete Strategic Sales Planning Form B

(p. 478) (see Chapter 13).
f. Prepare at least four closing methods in addition to the summary of benefits. Complete Strategic Planning Form C

(p. 479) (see Chapter 14).
g. Plan methods to service the sale. Follow up by scheduling an appointment between now and the convention date

(telephone call or personal visit) to follow through on guarantees concerning rooms and meals, suggestions about
audiovisual needs, and any possible changes in the convention schedule. Complete Strategic Sales Planning Form D
(p. 480) (see Chapter 15).

4. During the sales call reestablish the relationship and, using your portfolio presentation,
a. Confirm all of Erin’s previous buying conditions, and explore any pain being experienced
b. Match a proof device and feature/benefit selling statement with each buying condition
c. Confirm Erin’s acceptance to each of your proposed benefit statements and need-satisfaction questions
d. Negotiate any sales resistance
e. Close the sale
f. Service the sale to get repeats and referrals

Good luck!

www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
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SALES MEMORANDUM 3B
To: Corporate Account Sales
From: T. J. McKee, Sales Manager
Re: Your recent meeting on the Leigh Combs Account

(Call 3, Developing a Presentation Strategy)

Congratulations on doing such a thorough job of discovering Leigh’s buying conditions. I found that your list of buying condi-
tions includes the kind of customer information important to increasing our sales and partnering with our clients. I would like
to see a copy of Leigh’s proposal when you complete it.

Reviewing what we discussed during your training, your next call objectives are:

1. Make a persuasive sales presentation that custom fits your proposal to Leigh’s needs
2. Negotiate any concerns Leigh may have
3. Close and confirm the sale
4. Build repeat and referral business

Also, as we discussed, your presentation plan for this call should be to:

1. Prepare and price a product solution that meets Leigh’s needs. Complete the Sales Proposal Form (p. 473).
2. Before your sales call, prepare a portfolio presentation (see model on p. 472) that follows these guidelines. Also, view the

PowerPoint presentation at www.pearsonhighered.com/manning.
a. Review the relationship information and prepare for those topics you will discuss.
b. Prepare a summary confirmation question that verifies the buying conditions secured in your second call. Prepare

probing questions to discover any pain your customer may be experiencing.
c. Select sales tools (proof devices) and create feature/benefit selling statements and need-satisfaction questions that

appeal to Leigh’s buying conditions (see Chapter 12).
d. Plan confirmation questions that verify Leigh’s acceptance of your solution to each buying condition. Complete

Strategic Sales Planning Form A (p. 477) for items b, c, and d.
e. Prepare to negotiate the time, price, source, and product objections. Complete Strategic Sales Planning Form B

(p. 478) (see Chapter 13).
f. Prepare at least four closing methods in addition to the summary-of-benefits close. Complete Strategic Planning

Form C (p. 479) (see Chapter 14).
g. Plan methods to service the sale. Follow up by scheduling an appointment between now and the convention date

(telephone call or personal visit) to follow through on guarantees concerning rooms and meals, suggestions about
audiovisual needs, and any possible changes in the convention schedule. Complete Strategic Sales Planning Form D
(p. 480) (see Chapter 15).

3. During the sales call reestablish the relationship and, using your portfolio presentation,
a. Confirm all of Leigh’s previous buying conditions, and explore any pain being experienced
b. Match a proof device and feature/benefit selling statement with each buying condition
c. Confirm Leigh’s acceptance to each of your proposed benefit statements and need-satisfaction questions
d. Negotiate any sales resistance
e. Close the sale
f. Service the sale to get repeats and referrals

Good luck!

www.pearsonhighered.com/manning
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PRESENTATION STRATEGY

Salesperson’s Name: _______________________

Date: ____________________________________

Assessment Item Excellent Average Poor Did Not Do

1. Reestablished a good relationship (talked 10 9 8 7 6 0
sincerely and enthusiastically about 
topics of interest to customer) 
Comments:

2. Confirmed needs from previous meeting 10 9 8 7 6 0
Comments:

3. Made solution sound appealing (used 10 9 8 7 6 0
nontechnical, customer-oriented 
benefit statements) Comments:

4. Used proof devices to prove sales 10 9 8 7 6 0
appeals (made product sound appealing) 
Comments:

5. Verified customer’s understanding 10 9 8 7 6 0
of solution Comments:

6. Negotiated price objection (established 10 9 8 7 6 0
high value to price impression) 
Comments:

7. Negotiated time objection (created 10 9 8 7 6 0
need to sign now using empathy) 
Comments:

8. Negotiated source objection (knew 10 9 8 7 6 0
the competition well) Comments:

9. Asked for the order, closed sale  10 9 8 7 6 0
(attempted to close after each 
objection) Comments:

10. Serviced the sale (established  10 9 8 7 6 0
relationship that would result in 
referrals or repeat sales 
opportunities) Comments:

Overall quality of sales portfolio and Presentation Points
proof devices 25 20 15 10 5 0

Comments: _____________________________

Total Points

Return this form to salesperson and discuss Your Name: _____________________________
your reaction to this presentation!

APPENDIX 3 471
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PORTFOLIO PRESENTATION MODEL
THREE-RING BINDER WITH POCKETS RECOMMENDED

PAGE 5
Proof Devices

(state benefits, ask 
confirmation 

question)

PAGE 9
Proof Devices

(state benefits, ask 
confirmation 

question)

PAGE 13
Proof Devices

(state benefits, ask 
confirmation 

question)

PAGE 2
Buying Condition 

1

PAGE 6
Buying Condition 

3

PAGE 10
Buying Condition 

5

PAGE 14
Summary of Benefits

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.

(trial close)

PAGE 3
Proof Devices (could be more

than one)

(state benefits, ask 
confirmation 

question)

PAGE 7
Proof Devices

(state benefits, ask 
confirmation 

question)

PAGE 11
Proof Devices

(state benefits, ask 
confirmation 

question)

PAGE 4
Buying Condition 

2

PAGE 8
Buying Condition 

4

PAGE 12
Buying Condition 

6

BACK POCKET
MATERIALS

Additional value-added 
pages as needed to 

service the sale

PAGE 1
Summary of Customer’s

Buying Conditions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(confirmation 
question)

FRONT POCKET
MATERIALS

Additional value-added 
pages as needed to 

overcome sales resistance 
and close the sale
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SALES PROPOSAL
Customer Name: Title: 

Organization Name: Telephone: 

Address:

Date(s) of Meetings: 

Kind of Meetings: 

Buying Conditions (What the customer needs—be specific): 

A. Meal Functions Needed

Total ___________________
Sales Tax ___________________

Service Charge ___________________
Total Meal Cost ___________________

B. Meeting and Banquet Rooms and Equipment Needed (describe time, date, and cost)

Total ___________________
Sales Tax ___________________

Total Meeting/Banquet Rooms and Equipment Charges ___________________

C. Guest Rooms Needed

Total ___________________
Room Tax ___________________
Sales Tax ___________________

D. Total Customer Costs (from above) Total Guest Room Charges ___________________
A. $_______________ plus B. $_____________ plus C. $______________ equals Total Charges $ ___________________

Authorized Signature Date Customer Signature Date

Title Title

Time Description Quantity Price Total
Meal 1
Meal 2
Other (Beverages, setup fees, etc.)

Number of
Rooms Needed Description (dates, locations, special conditions)

Group Rate
per Room

Total
Cost
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555 West Side Street, Rockport, IL 50322
618-225-0925 Fax 618-225-9386
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MEETING AND BANQUET ROOM SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

1ST THURSDAY OF NEXT MONTH

Central Park East Top of the Park
Open—Expect confirmation tomorrow Open—Expect confirmation tomorrow

Central Park West Revolver
Open—Expect confirmation tomorrow Open

Park Lane Dance Floor
10:00 A.M. C of C Membership Committee 7:00 P.M. IBM Dinner and Dance
2:00 P.M. County Central Planning Committee

Parkview
Open—Expect confirmation tomorrow

1007 and 1009
11:00 A.M. Advertising Prof’s Luncheon
7:00 P.M. IBM Communication Seminar

107 and 109
10:00 A.M.—Expect confirmation tomorrow

ATTENTION: Phone 225-0925, ext. 8512 
Immediately to confirm reservations.
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➥ Use the scheduling information on the reverse of this page to illustrate to your customers

that reservations for rooms must be scheduled as soon as possible. All guest and meeting room

reservations are guaranteed on a “first come, first signed” basis with the customer’s signature on

a sales proposal. Once a room has been reserved on a signed sales form, it is no longer available.

Upon receiving a signature, sales and marketing personnel should immediately phone, fax, or

e-mail this information to the reservations department. Noting that a possible meeting may be

confirmed does not constitute a signed reservation.
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BUYING 
CONDITION

PROOF 
DEVICE FEATURE

SPECIFIC
BENEFIT

CONFIRMATION 
QUESTION

You indicated you 
wanted . . .

Here is . . . which has 
(have) . . .

which means 
to you . . .

What do you think?

1. ____ (number) 
guest rooms

A picture of one 
of our guest rooms 
(see p. 437)

Just been 
remodeled

Your people will 
enjoy clean, 
comfortable,
spacious, and 
attractive 
surroundings

Is that what you had 
in mind?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

STRATEGIC SALES PLANNING FORM A
MATCHING BUYING CONDITIONS WITH PROOF DEVICES AND FEATURE/BENEFITS

Optional Role-Play 3-A Instructions (see Chapters 11 and 12)

Step 1 Prepare your presentation plan by completing the above form.

Step 2 Organize your presentation plan by placing the above information on 81⁄2� � 11� sheets of paper according to
the portfolio presentation plan on page 472. Select proof devices from the product strategy materials
presented on pages 420–458 and the completed proposal on page 473.

Step 3 Using the portfolio materials you have prepared, pair off with another student who will play the role of
your customer. Review your customer’s buying conditions, present your solutions with benefit statements,
prove your sales appeals with demonstrations, secure your customer’s reactions, and summarize the
benefits presented. Discuss your customer’s reactions to your presentation. This exercise will help you
prepare for Sales Call 3.
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PART I ANTICIPATING SALES 
RESISTANCE

PART II NEGOTIATING SALES 
RESISTANCE

Type What Customer Might Say Methods*
What You Will Say
(include proof devices you will use)

Time “I would like to take a day to think over 
your proposal.”

Indirect
denial

“I understand, however” 
(Show p. 475, Schedule of Events.)

Price “That price is way over my budget.”

Source “I’m going to check with the Marriott.”

Product “I’m concerned about the size of your
meeting rooms.”

STRATEGIC SALES PLANNING FORM B
ANTICIPATING AND NEGOTIATING SALES RESISTANCE WORKSHEET

Optional Role-Play 3-B Instructions

Using the preceding material you have prepared, pair off with another student who will play the role of your customer. Provide
your customer with the material in Part I and instruct her to raise sales resistance in any order she chooses. Playing the role of
the salesperson, you will respond with the material you prepared in Part II. Continue the dialogue until all the types of sales
resistance have been successfully negotiated. Discuss with your customer her reaction to your methods of successfully negoti-
ating the different types of sales resistance. This exercise will help you prepare for Sales Call 3.

*Method of Negotiating Sales Resistance (see Chapter 13)

� Direct denial
� Indirect denial
� Question
� Third party

� Superior benefit
� Demonstration
� Trial offer
� Feel, felt, found

� Postponement
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� Trial close
� Summary of the benefits
� Assumption

� Special concession
� Multiple option
� Direct appeal

� Balance sheet
� Management
� Impending event

PART I PART II

Verbal and Nonverbal 
Closing Clues Method of Closing*

What You Will Say 
(include proof devices you will use)

Agrees with each 
benefit

Summary of the benefits 
and direct appeal

“Let me review what we have talked 
about . . . . May I get your signature?” 
(Use p. 473, Sales Proposal.)

Agrees after an 
objection to price, 
time, or source

Assumption

Appears enthusiastic 
and impatient

Trial close and 
assumption

Agrees with all 
benefits but will not 
under any circumstances 
go over budget

Special concession

STRATEGIC SALES PLANNING FORM C
CLOSING AND CONFIRMING THE SALE WORKSHEET

Optional Role-Play 3-C Instructions

Using the preceding material you have prepared, pair off with another student who will play the role of your customer. Provide
your customer with the appropriate closing clues from Part I and instruct him to provide verbal or nonverbal closing clues in
any order he chooses. Playing the role of the salesperson, you will respond with the material you prepared in Part II. Continue
the dialogue until you have responded to all the anticipated closing clues. Discuss with your customer his reaction to your
methods of successfully closing and confirming the sale. This exercise will help you prepare for Sales Call 3.

*Method of Closing the Sale (see Chapter 14)
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PART I PART II

What You Will Do to Add Value to the Sale
What You Will Say or Write to Add Value 
to the Sale

1. Schedule appointments to confirm rooms and final 
counts on meals.

Dates Time
1 ___________ 1 ___________
2 ___________ 2 ___________

“I would like to call to confirm. . . .” 
(Show p. 453, Convention Center Policies) 

2. Make suggestions during next meeting 
about audiovisual equipment, 
beverages for breaks, etc.

3. Provide personal assurances concerning your 
continuing efforts to make the meeting an 
outstanding success.

4. Prepare thank-you letter concerning Sales Call 3.

STRATEGIC SALES PLANNING FORM D
SERVICING THE SALE WORKSHEET

Optional Role-Play 3-D Instructions

Using the preceding material you have prepared, pair off with another student who will play the role of your customer. Using
the topics identified in Part I, verbally present what you have prepared in Part II on this form. Discuss with your customer her
reaction to your methods of servicing the sale. This exercise will help you prepare for Sales Call 3.

Method of Servicing the Sale (see Chapter 15)

� Follow through on promises and obligations
� Follow up to ensure customer satisfaction
� Expansion selling
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account screen The account or sales opportunity screen, as it
is also called, provides information on each of the accounts
in your prospect data base. Note the tabs across the top of
the screen. Pressing any of these tabs automatically takes
you to that object or type of information. The first thing to
master about salesforce.com is that everything is organized
around accounts.

active listening The process of sending back to the person
what you as a listener think the individual meant, both in
terms of content and in terms of feelings. It involves taking
into consideration both verbal and nonverbal signals.

adaptive selling Used to describe sales training programs
that encourage salespeople to adjust their communication
style to accommodate the communication style of the
customer.

added-value negotiating A negotiating process where both
the seller and the customer search for mutual value so both
feel more comfortable after a sale.

approach The first contact with the prospect, either face-to-
face or by telephone. The approach has three objectives:
to build rapport with the prospect, to capture the person’s
full attention, and to generate interest in the product you
are selling.

assumptive close After the salesperson identifies a genuine
need, presents solutions in terms of buyer benefits, con-
ducts an effective sales demonstration, and negotiates buyer
resistance satisfactorily, the assumption is that the prospect
has already bought the product. The closing activity is
based on the assumption that a buying decision has already
been made.

balance sheet close A closing method that appeals to customers
who are having difficulty making a decision. The salesperson
draws a T on a sheet of paper and places captions on each side
of the crossbar: reasons for buying now (left) and reasons for
not buying now (right).

benefit A feature that provides the customer with personal
advantage or gain. This usually answers the question,
“How will the customer benefit from owning or using the
product?”

body language A form of nonverbal communication that has
been defined as “messages without words” and “silent
messages.”

bridge statement A transitional phrase that connects a state-
ment of features with a statement of benefits. This method
permits customers to connect the features of your product to
the benefits they will receive.

business buyer behavior Refers to the organizations that buy
goods and services for use in the production of other prod-
ucts and services that are sold, rented, or supplied to others.

business casual Clothing that allows you to feel comfortable
at work but looks neat and professional.

business ethics Comprises principles and standards that guide
behavior in the world of business.

buyer’s remorse Feelings of regret, fear, or anxiety that a
buyer may feel after placing an order.

buyer resolution theory A selling theory that recognizes a
purchase will be made only after the prospect has made five
buying decisions involving specific affirmative responses to
the following items: need, product, source, price, and time.

buying conditions Circumstances that must be available or
fulfilled before the sale can be closed.

buying motives An aroused need, drive, or desire that initiates
the sequence of events that may lead to a purchase.

buying process A systematic series of actions, or a series of
defined, repeatable steps intended to achieve a result.

call report A written summary that provides information on a
sales call to people in the sales organization so that follow-up
action will be taken when necessary.

caveat emptor A philosophy that states, “Let the buyer
beware.” The buyer is expected to examine the product and
presentation carefully. Once the transaction is concluded,
the business relationship ends for all practical purposes.

character Your personal standards of behavior, including your
honesty and integrity. Your character is based on your internal
values and the resulting judgments you make about what is
right and what is wrong.

closed questions Questions that can be answered with a yes or
no, or a brief response.

closing clue An indication, either verbal or nonverbal, that the
prospect is preparing to make a buying decision.

coaching An interpersonal process between a sales manager
and a salesperson in which the manager helps the salesperson
improve performance in a specific area.

cold calling A method of prospecting in which the salesperson
selects a group of people who may or may not be actual
prospects and then calls on each one.

combination close With the combination close, the salesper-
son tries to use two or more closing methods at the same time.

commodity A product that is nearly identical or appears to be
the same as competing products in the customer’s mind.

communication style Patterns of behavior that others observe.

communication-style bias A state of mind we often experience
when we have contact with another person whose communi-
cation style is different from our own.

compensation plans Pay plans for salespeople that combine
direct monetary pay and indirect monetary payments such as
paid vacations, pensions, and insurance plans.

complex buying decision Decisions that are characterized by
a high degree of involvement by the consumer.

confirmation questions A type of question used throughout
the sales presentation to find out if the message is getting
through to the prospect. It checks both the prospect’s level
of understanding and the prospect’s agreement with the
presentation’s claims.
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confirmation step Reassuring the customer after the sale has
been closed, pointing out that he has made the correct deci-
sion. This may involve describing the satisfaction of owning
the product.

consideration Sales managers displaying consideration are
more likely to have relationships with salespeople that are
characterized by mutual trust, respect for the salesperson’s
ideas, and consideration for their feelings.

consultative selling An approach to personal selling that is an
extension of the marketing concept. Emphasis is placed on
need identification, need satisfaction, and the building of a
relationship that results in repeat business.

consumer buyer behavior The buying behavior of individuals
and households who buy goods and services for personal
consumption.

contact screen The salesforce.com contact screen provides
detailed information on each of the individuals within the
account that may have influence on the sale process. Often
referred to as members of the buying group, the individuals
on these screens are accessed and used when strategically
planning a sales call.

contract A promise or promises that the courts will enforce.

cooling-off laws The primary purpose of these laws is to give
customers an opportunity to reconsider a buying decision.

cost-benefit analysis This involves listing the costs to the
buyer and the savings to be achieved. A common approach
to quantifying the solution.

cross selling Selling products to an established customer that
are not directly related to products the customer has already
bought.

culture The arts, beliefs, institutions, transmitted behavior pat-
terns, and thoughts of a community or population.

customer relationship management (CRM) The process of
building and maintaining strong customer relationships by
providing customer value. A modern CRM program relies on
a variety of technologies to enhance customer responsiveness.

customer service All those activities enhancing or facilitating
the sale and use of a product or service, including suggestion
selling, delivery and installation, assistance with warranty or
service contract, securing credit arrangements, and making
postsale courtesy calls.

customer service representative These people process reser-
vations, accept orders by phone or by other means, deliver
products, handle customer complaints, provide technical
assistance, and assist salespeople.

customer strategy A carefully conceived plan that will result
in maximum responsiveness to the customer’s needs. The
salesperson should develop an understanding of a cus-
tomer’s buying process, understand buyer behavior, and
develop a prospect base.

demonstration A sales technique that adds sensory appeal to
the product. It attracts the customer’s attention, stimulates
interest, and creates desire.

detail salesperson A salesperson representing a manufacturer,
whose primary goal is to develop goodwill and stimulate
demand for a product or product line. This person usually

assists the customer by improving the customer’s ability to
sell the product.

differentiation Refers to your ability to separate yourself and
your product from that of your competitors.

direct appeal close Involves simply asking for the order in a
straightforward manner. It is the most direct closing approach.

direct denial Involves refuting the prospect’s opinion or belief.
The direct denial of a problem is considered a high-risk
method of negotiating buyer resistance.

Directive style A communication style that displays the follow-
ing characteristics: appears to be businesslike, displays a
serious attitude, and voices strong opinions.

dominant buying motive The buying motive that has the
greatest influence on a customer’s buying decision.

dominance Reflects the tendency to influence or exert one’s
will over others in a relationship. Each of us falls somewhere
on this continuum.

double win The view that “if I help you win, I win too.”

electronic business Involves the use of intranets, extranets,
and the Internet to conduct a company’s business. Customer
relation management (CRM) software is an important
element of electronic business.

electronic commerce A specific form of e-business such as
buying and selling activities conducted on the Internet.

emotional buying motives Motives that prompt the prospect
to act as a result of an appeal to some sentiment or passion.

emotional intelligence The capacity for recognizing our own
feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves, and for
managing emotions well in ourselves and in our relationships.

emotional links The connectors that link the salesperson’s
message to the customer’s internal emotions and increase
the chance of closing a sale—for example, quality improve-
ment, on-time delivery, service, and innovation.

Emotive style A communication style that displays the follow-
ing characteristics: appears to be quite active, takes the
social initiative in most cases, likes to encourage informality,
and expresses emotional opinions.

entry-level sales representative Anyone who is learning about
the company’s products, services, and policies, as well as
proven sales techniques, in preparation for a sales assignment.

esteem needs The desire to feel worthy in the eyes of others,
to develop a sense of personal worth and adequacy or a feel-
ing of competence and importance.

ethics Rules of conduct used to determine what is good or
bad. They are moral principles or values concerned with
what ought to be done—a person’s adherence to honesty
and fairness.

expected product Everything that represents the customer’s
minimal expectations.

external motivation Action (taken by another person) that
involves rewards or other forms of reinforcement that cause
the worker to behave in ways to ensure receipt of the reward.

extranet A private Internet site that enables several companies
to securely share information and conduct business.
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feature Anything that a customer can feel, see, taste, smell, or
measure to answer the question, “What is it?” Features
include technical facts about such aspects as craftsmanship,
durability, design, and economy of operation.

field salesperson A salesperson employed by a manufacturer
who handles well-established products that require a mini-
mum of creative selling. The position usually does not
require a high degree of technical knowledge.

full-line selling This selling approach, sometimes called sug-
gestion selling, is the process of recommending products or
services that are related to the main item sold to the customer.

generic product Describes only the basic substantive product
being sold.

group influences Buyer behavior is influenced by the people
around us. Group influences are the forces that other people
exert on buying behavior.

habitual buying decisions Decisions that usually require very
little consumer involvement and brand differences are usu-
ally insignificant.

home screen The home screen presents dashboards that
reminds one of the status of their prospecting and selling
activities within their entire prospect data base. It provides a
quick view of progress toward achieving the sales forecast.

incremental commitment When working on a large, complex
sale, some form of commitment should be obtained during
each step in the multicall sales presentation.

indirect denial Often used when the prospect’s concern is
completely valid, or at least accurate to a large degree. The
salesperson bends a little and acknowledges that the prospect
is at least partially correct.

information-gathering questions Questions used to collect
certain basic information from the prospect. These questions
help the salesperson to acquire facts about the prospect that
may reveal the person’s need for the product or service.

informative presentation Emphasizes factual information
that is often taken from technical reports, company-prepared
sales literature, or written testimonials from people who
have used the product.

inside salesperson A salesperson employed by a wholesaler
who solicits orders over the telephone. In addition to exten-
sive product knowledge, the inside salesperson must be
skilled in customer relations, merchandising, and suggestion
selling.

integrity Part of your character. It is what you have when your
behavior is in accordance with your professed standards and
personal code of moral values.

intermediate sales representative A salesperson who has
broad knowledge of the company’s products and services
and sells in a specifically assigned territory. She maintains
contact with established customers and develops new
prospects.

internal motivation An intrinsic reward that occurs when a
duty or task is performed.

interpersonal value Win-win relationship building with the
customer that results from keeping that person’s best interest
always at the forefront.

management close Involving the sales manager or a senior
executive to assist with the close.

marketing concept A belief that the business firm should dedi-
cate all its policies, planning, and operation to the satisfaction
of the customer; a belief that the final result of all business
activity should be to earn a profit by satisfying the customer.

marketing mix The combination of elements (product, pro-
motion, place, and price) that creates continuing customer
satisfaction for a business.

modified rebuy A situation where the customer wishes to
modify product specifications, change delivery schedules, or
renegotiate prices.

multicall sales presentations A standard practice in some
industries where products are complex and buying decisions
are made by more than one person. The purpose of the first
call is to collect and analyze certain basic information that is
used to develop a specific proposal.

multiple options close With the multiple options close, the
salesperson gives the prospect several options to consider
and tries to assess the prospect’s degree of interest in each.

need discovery The salesperson establishes two-way communi-
cation by asking appropriate questions and listening carefully
to the customer’s responses.

need-satisfaction questions Designed to move the sales
process toward commitment and action. These are questions
that focus on the solution.

negotiation Working to reach an agreement that is mutually
satisfactory to both buyer and seller.

networking Networking is the practice of making and using
contacts. It involves people meeting people and profiting
from the connection.

new-task buy A first-time purchase of a product or service.

nonverbal messages “Messages without words” or “silent
messages.” These are messages we communicate through
facial expressions, voice tone, gestures, appearance, and
posture.

open questions Questions that require the prospect to go
beyond a simple yes/no response.

opportunity management It should be viewed as a four-
dimensional process consisting of time management, territory
management, records management, and stress management.

organizational culture A collection of beliefs, behaviors, and
work patterns held in common by people employed by a
specific firm.

outside salesperson A salesperson, employed by a whole-
saler, who must have knowledge of many products and be
able to serve as a consultant to the customer on product or
service applications. This position usually requires an in-
depth understanding of the customer’s operation.

partnering A strategically developed, high-quality relation-
ship that focuses on solving the customer’s buying problem.

patronage buying motives A motive that causes the prospect
to buy a product from one particular company rather than
another. Typical patronage buying motives include superior
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service, attractive decor, product selection, and competence
of the salesperson.

perception A process whereby we receive stimuli (informa-
tion) through our five senses and then assign meaning to
them.

personal digital assistants These small pocket-size organizers
offer many features common to laptop computers.

personal selling Involves person-to-person communication
with a prospect. It is a process of developing relationships;
discovering customer’s needs; matching appropriate prod-
ucts with these needs; and communicating benefits through
informing, reminding, or persuading.

personal selling philosophy Involves three things: full
acceptance of the marketing concept, developing an appreci-
ation for the expanding role of personal selling in our com-
petitive national and international markets, and assuming
the role of problem solver or partner in helping customers to
make complex buying decisions.

personality The thoughts, feelings, and actions that characterize
someone.

persuasion The act of presenting product appeals so as to
influence the prospect’s beliefs, attitudes, or behavior.

persuasive presentation A sales strategy that influences the
prospect’s beliefs, attitudes, or behavior, and encourages
buyer’s action.

physiological needs Primary needs or physical needs, including
the need for food, water, sleep, clothing, and shelter.

portfolio A portable case or loose-leaf binder containing a
wide variety of sales-supporting materials. It is used to add
visual life to the sales message and to prove claims.

positioning Refers to decisions, activities, and communica-
tion strategies that are directed toward trying to create
and maintain a firm’s intended product concept in the
customer’s mind.

postpone method When selling a complex product, it is often
necessary to postpone negotiations until you can complete
the needs assessment or acquire additional information
regarding such things as final price or delivery dates.

potential product Refers to what may remain to be done, that
is, what is possible.

preapproach Activities that precede the actual sales call
and set the stage for a personalized sales approach, tai-
lored to the specific needs of the prospect. This involves
the planning necessary for the actual meeting with a
prospect.

premium approach Involves giving the customer a free sam-
ple or an inexpensive item. This is an effective way to get the
customer’s attention.

presentation strategy A well-conceived plan that includes
three prescriptions: establishing objectives for the sales
presentation, preparing the presale presentation plan needed
to meet these objectives, and renewing one’s commitment to
providing outstanding customer service.

probing questions Helps you uncover and clarify the
prospect’s buying problem and the circumstances sur-
rounding the problem.

product One element of the marketing mix. The term product
should be broadly interpreted to encompass goods, services,
and ideas.

product buying motives Reasons that cause the prospect to buy
one particular product brand or label over another. Typical
product buying motives include brand preference, quality pref-
erence, price preference, and design or engineering preference.

product configuration If the customer has complex buying
needs, then the salesperson may have to bring together many
different parts of the company’s product mix in order to
develop a custom-fitted solution. The product selection
process is often referred to as product configuration.

product development Testing, modifying, and retesting an idea
for a product several times before offering it to the customer.

product life cycle Stages of a product from the time it is first
introduced to the market until it is taken off the market,
including the stages of introduction, growth, maturity, and
decline.

product strategy A well-conceived plan that emphasizes
acquiring extensive product knowledge, learning to select and
communicate appropriate product benefits that will appeal to
the customer, and configuring value-added solutions.

promotional allowance A price reduction given to a customer
who participates in an advertising or sales support program.

proof devices A proof device can take the form of a statement,
a report, a testimonial, customer data, or a photograph.

prospect Someone who has three basic qualifications. First, the
person must have a need for the product or service. Second,
the individual must be able to afford the purchase. Third, the
person must be authorized to purchase the product.

prospect base A list of current customers and potential
customers.

prospecting A systematic process of identifying potential
customers.

psychic income Consists of factors that provide psychological
rewards; helps to satisfy these needs and motivates us to
achieve higher levels of performance.

qualifying Examining the prospect list to identify the people
who are most apt to buy a product.

quality control The evaluation or testing of products against
established standards. This has important sales appeal when
used by the salesperson to convince a prospect of a product’s
quality.

quantifying the solution The process of determining if a
sales proposal adds value. Quantifying the solution is espe-
cially important in situations where the purchase represents
a major buying decision.

quantity discount A price reduction made to encourage a
larger volume purchase than would otherwise be expected.

rational buying motives Prompt the prospect to act because
of an appeal to the prospect’s reason or better judgment;
include profit potential, quality, and availability of technical
assistance. Generally these result from an objective review
of available information.

reciprocity A mutual exchange of benefits, as when a firm
buys products from its own customers.
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reference group Two or more people who have well-established
interpersonal communications and tend to influence the
values, attitudes, and buying behaviors of one another. They
act as a point of comparison and a source of information for
a prospective buyer.

referral A prospect who has been recommended by a current
customer or by someone who is familiar with the product.

Reflective style A communication style that displays the
following characteristics: controls emotional expression,
displays a preference for orderliness, tends to express
measured opinions, and seems difficult to get to know.

relationship selling Salespeople who have adopted relation-
ship selling work hard to build and nourish long-term partner-
ships. They rely on a personal, customized approach to each
customer.

relationship strategy A well-thought-out plan for establishing,
building, and maintaining quality relationships.

reminder presentation Sometimes called the reinforcement
presentation. This assumes that the prospect has already
been involved in an informative or persuasive presentation.
The customer understands at least the basic product features
and buyer benefits.

retail salesperson Salesperson who is employed at the retail
level to help prospects solve buying problems. This person
is usually involved in selling higher priced, technical, and
specialty retail products.

return on investment A formula used to determine the net
profits or savings from a given investment. It is a common
way to quantify the solution.

role A set of characteristics and expected social behaviors
based on the expectations of others. All the roles we assume
may influence our buying behavior.

routing The procedure used to determine which customers
and prospects will be visited during a certain period of time.

sales automation A term used to describe those technologies
used to improve communications in a sales organization and
improve customer responsiveness. These activities are used
to improve the productivity of the sales force and the sales
support personnel.

sales call plan A plan developed with information taken from
the routing and scheduling plan. The primary purpose of the
plan is to ensure efficient and effective account coverage.

sales call reluctance Includes the thoughts, feelings, and
behavioral patterns that conspire to limit what a salesperson
can accomplish.

sales engineer A person who must have detailed and precise
technical knowledge and the ability to discuss the technical
aspects of his products. He sometimes introduces new prod-
ucts that represent a breakthrough in technology.

sales forecast Outlines expected sales for a specific product
or service to a specific target group over a specific period
of time.

sales management The process of planning, implementing,
and controlling the personal selling function.

sales territory A geographic area where prospects and
customers reside.

satisfactions The positive benefits that customers seek when
making a purchase. Satisfactions arise from the product
itself, from the company that makes or distributes the prod-
uct, and from the salesperson who sells and services the
product.

seasonal discount Adjusting prices up or down during specific
times to spur or acknowledge changes in demand.

security needs Needs that represent our desire to be free from
danger and uncertainty.

self-actualization The need for self-fulfillment; a full tapping
of one’s potential to meet a goal; the need to be everything
one is capable of being. This is one of the needs in Maslow’s
hierarchy.

self-image A set of ideas, attitudes, and feelings you
have about yourself that influences the way you relate to
others.

self-talk An effort to override past negative mental program-
ming by erasing or replacing it with conscious, positive
new directions. It is one way to get rid of barriers to goal
achievement.

Selling 2.0 Describes the use of personal computers; mobile
phones; smartphones; Web sites; customer relationship
management applications with cloud computing; e-mail;
instant messaging; blogging; social media; including
Facebook; YouTube; Twitter; etc.; along with innovative
sales practices to create value for both the buyer and seller
by improving the speed, collaboration, customer engage-
ment and accountability of the sales process.

senior sales representative A salesperson at the highest non-
supervisory level of selling responsibility. She is completely
familiar with the company’s products, services, and policies;
usually has years of experience; and is assigned to major
accounts and territories.

showmanship Defined as an interesting and attractive way of
communicating an idea to others.

situational leadership This leadership approach is based on
the theory that the most successful leadership occurs when
the leader’s style matches the situation.

six-step presentation plan Preparation involving considera-
tion of those activities that will take place during the sales
presentation.

sociability Reflects the amount of control one exerts over
emotional expressiveness. People who are high in sociability
tend to express their feelings freely, while people who are
low on this continuum tend to control their feelings.

social class A group of people who are similar in income,
wealth, educational background, and occupational prestige.

social needs Needs that reflect a person’s desire for affection,
identification with a group, and approval from others.

solution A mutually shared answer to a recognized customer
problem. In many selling situations, a solution is more encom-
passing than a specific product.

special concession close Offers the buyer something extra for
acting immediately.

stall Resistance related to time. A stall usually means the
customer does not yet perceive the benefits of buying now.
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straight rebuy A routine purchase of items needed by a business-
to-business customer.

strategic alliance Alliances that are achieved by teaming up
with another company whose products or services fit well
with your own.

strategic planning A managerial process that matches the
firm’s resources to its market opportunities. It takes into
consideration the various functional areas of the business
that must be coordinated such as financial assets, workforce,
production capabilities, and marketing.

strategies The things that salespeople do as the result of pre-call
planning to ensure they call on the right people, at the right
time, and with the right tactics to achieve positive results.

stress The response of the body or mind to demands on it, in
the form of either physiological or psychological strain.

structure Sales managers clearly defining their own duties and
those of the sales staff. They assume an active role in direct-
ing their subordinates.

style flexing The deliberate attempt to adjust one’s communi-
cation style to accommodate the needs of the other person.

subculture Within many cultures, the groups whose members
share ideals and beliefs that differ from those held by the
wider society of which they are a part.

suggestion selling The process of suggesting merchandise or
services that are related to the main item being sold to the
customer. This is an important form of customer service.

summary-confirmation questions Questions used to clarify
and confirm buying conditions.

summary-of-benefits close Involves summarizing the most
important buyer benefits, reemphasizing the benefits that
will help bring about a favorable decision.

superior benefit A benefit that will, in most cases, outweigh
the customer’s specific concern.

Supportive style A communication style that displays the
following characteristics: appears quiet and reserved, listens
attentively to other people, tends to avoid the use of power,
and makes decisions in a thoughtful and deliberate manner.

survey questions Questions used to collect information about
the buyer’s exiting situation and problem.

systems selling A form of strategic alliance that appeals to
buyers who prefer to purchase a packaged solution to a
problem from a single seller, thus avoiding all the separate
decisions involved in a complex buying situation.

tactics Techniques, practices, or methods salespeople use
during face-to-face interactions with customers.

target market A well-defined set of present and potential
customers that an organization attempts to serve.

telemarketing The practice of marketing goods and services
through telephone contact.

telesales The process of using the telephone to acquire
information about the customer, determine needs, suggest

solutions, negotiate buyer resistance, close the sale, and
service the sale.

territory The geographic area where prospects and customers
reside.

trade discount This discount covers the cost of services
(credit, storage, or transportation) offered by channel inter-
mediaries such as wholesalers.

transactional selling A type of selling that most effectively
matches the needs of the value-conscious buyer who is
primarily interested in price and convenience.

trial close A closing attempt made at an opportune time during
the sales presentation to encourage the customer to reveal
readiness or unwillingness to buy.

trial offer Involves giving the prospect an opportunity to try
the product without making a purchase commitment.

unconscious expectations Certain views concerning appro-
priate dress.

upselling An effort to sell better quality products that will, in
many cases, add value.

unbundling A strategy used to reduce the price by eliminating
some items.

value-added product Product that exists when salespeople
offer the customers more than they expect.

value-added strategies Adding value to a product with a
cluster of intangibles such as better trained salespeople,
increased levels of courtesy, dependable product deliveries,
better service after the sale, and innovations that truly
improve the product’s value in the customer’s eyes.

value proposition A value proposition is the set of benefits
and values the company promises to deliver to customers to
satisfy their needs.

value reinforcement This strategy involves getting credit for
the value you create for the customer.

values Deep personal beliefs and preferences that influence
your behavior.

variety-seeking buying decisions These are characterized by
low customer involvement, but important perceived brand
differences.

versatility Describes our ability to minimize communication
style bias.

visualize To form a mental image of something you want to
succeed at.

wardrobe engineering Combining the elements of psychology,
fashion, sociology, and art into clothing selection.

Web site A collection of Web pages maintained by a single
person or organization. It is accessible to anyone with a
computer and a modem.

written proposals A specific plan of action based on the facts,
assumptions, and supporting documentation included in the
sales presentation. Written proposals vary in terms of format
and content.
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Integrative negotiation, 278
Logrolling, 283
Low-price strategy, 292
Objectives, 281
Planning, 280
Postpone method, 290
Process, 280



Questions, 288
See also Closing the sale, 303

Superior benefit, 289
Tactics, 293
Testimonials, 289, 290
Tough points, 303
Trial offer, 289
Unbundling, 293
Walk away, 281, 284
Worksheet, 281, 282
Zone of possible agreement (ZOPA), 281

Networking, 184
Nonverbal messages

Clothing, 60
Defined, 58
Entrance and carriage, 58
Eye contact, 60
Facial expressions, 59
Shaking hands, 58

O
Opportunity management, 345

Records management, 346
Territory management, 345
Time management, 345, 346, 347

Activities, 346
Methods, 347

Organizational culture, 122
Outside salespeople, 11

P
Partnering, 319

Defined, 39, 40
Ethical standards, 40
Evolution of, 39
Quality of relationship, 52
Unhappy customer, 333

Personal selling, 5
Evolution, 30
Future, 7
Marketing role, 32
See also Selling

Personal selling philosophy, 5
Personality, 70
Philanthropy

Analytics, 193
Dashboards, 193
Management, 192
Pipeline, prospecting and, 192
Selling, 19

Platinum rule, 87
Portfolio, 268

Model, 191
Positioning

Defined, 134
Essentials, 134

Potential product, 144
Presentation strategy

Adapting, 255
Approach, 204

Agenda, 217
Combination, 220
Customer benefit, 217
Demonstration, 217
Premium, 220
Question, 219
Referral, 217
Survey, 219

Audiovisual fundamentals, 266
Conversational strategies, 215
Creative presentations, 258
Credibility, 211
Customer focus, 216
Defined, 203
Demonstrations, 266

Brochures, 268
Catalogs, 269
Graphics, 269
Models, 267
Plant tours, 267
Portfolio, 268
Powerpoint, 270
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Rehearse, 271
Reprints, 268
Software, 269
Web-based, 271

Elevator speech, 218
E-mail, 213
Emphasize relationship, 262
Gatekeeper, 221
Group presentation, 265
Need discovery

Asking questions, 232
Personal Selling Skills model, 232
SPIN selling model, 232

Persuasive
Guidelines, 261
Vocabulary, 262

Preapproach, 204
Objectives, 205

Rapport, 214
Sell specific benefits, 262
Setting, 259
Six-step plan, 209
Social contact, 216
Strongest appeal, 264
Team selling, 206
Telephone contact, 211
Transitioning, 245
Voice mail, 213
See also Consultative presentation strategy, 252

Presentation strategy
Recommended solution, outcome, 244

Pricing
Electronic commerce, 142
Low price tactics, 141
Professional fees, 146
Promotional allowance, 140
Quality discounts, 140
Seasonal discounts, 140
Trade discounts, 140
See also Product strategy, pricing, 140

Probing questions, 235
Product, 5
Product life cycle, 138
Product strategy

Competition, 124
Defined, 37
Differentiation, 135
Price strategy, 140
Product configuration, 117
Product expert, 119
Product information, 124, 125, 126
Product life cycle, 138
Solution selling, 115
Tailoring, 116
Value proposition, 135
Written proposals, 117, 118

Professionals
Business development, 19
Client development, 19
See also knowledge workers, 18

Proof devices, 256, 257
Prospecting

Account analysis, 191
Cold calling, 183
Database, 181, 182, 189
Defined, 175
Employees, 185
Ferris wheel, 177
Funnel, 192
Importance, 175
Networking, 184, 185
Planning, 176
Portfolio model, 191
Prospect base, 175
Qualifying, 186, 187
Sales intelligence, 188
Seminars, educational, 185, 186
Sources, 177, 178

Direct response, 181
Directories, 179
Referrals, 178

Social media, 181
Telemarketing, 180
Trade publications, 179
Trade shows, 180
Web site, 181

Psychic income, 10

Q
Qualifying, 186
Quality control, 119
Quantifying the solution, 121
Questions

Closed, 234
Confirmation, 236
Feature–benefit, 263
Need-satisfaction, 237
Open, 234
Probing, 235
Qualifying, 238

R
Rational buying motives, 167
Reality selling today

See Video series
Reciprocity, 98
Records management, 355–357

Salespeople’s records, 356
Call reports, 356
Contact files, 356
Expense records, 356
Sales records, 356

See also Opportunity management
Reflective, communication style, 79, 

80, 310
Relationship selling

Character, 57
Defined, 36
Ego drive, 57
Improving skills, 72
Integrity, 57
Trust, 106
Verbal and nonverbal strategies, 57

Relationship strategy, 36
Adapting, 55
Clothing, 60
Communication styles, 70
Conversational strategies, 62
Customers, 54
Decision makers, 54
Developing, 49
Etiquette, 61, 62
Eye contact, 60
Going global, 56
Management, 55
Patience and sensitivity, 56
Remembering names, 59
Self-concept, 55
Self improvement, 64
Social media, 62
Support staff, 54
Voice quality, 61
Win-win philosophy, 56

Relationships, 37
Remembering names, 59
Return on investment, 261
RFP

Request for proposal, 118

S
Sales automation, 17
Sales call plan, 353
Sales call reluctance, 220, 221
Sales data

Defined, 187
Sales intelligence

Defined, 188
Sales management, 364–380

Advice, 371
Character test, 369
Coaching, 370
Consideration, 369
Defined, 366



Sales management (continued)
Leadership

Grid, 368
Skills, 366

Management activities, 367
Productivity, assessing, 380

Qualitative criteria, 381
Quantitative criteria, 381

Recruitment and selection of salespeople, 371
Sales force motivation, 375–377

Compensation plans, 378–380
External, 375, 376, 377
Internal, 375
Rewards, 377
Strategic compensation plans, 379

Salespeople recruitment, 372, 373
Job requirements, 371, 372
Several sources, 372, 373

Salespeople selection
Best qualified, 373
Orientation and training, 374
Personality and skills testing, 374

Sharing information, CRM, 379
Situational leadership, 369
Structure, 367, 368, 369

Sales process
Model, 191
Funnel, 191, 192
Six-step sales process, 191
See also Six-step presentation plan

Sales records, 356
Sales terminology

Closed/Service, 409
Needs analysis, 409
Negotiations, 409
Presentation, 409
Prospect, 408
Qualified, 408

Sales territory, 351
Sales training, 20

Certification, 20
Certification programs, 21
Colleges and universities, 21, 22, 23
Commercial vendors, 20, 21
Corporate sponsored training, 20
Salesforce.com video, 41
Selling models, 232

Personal Selling Skills model, 232
SPIN selling model, 232

Training programs, 20
Salesforce.com, 17, 26, 45, 68, 408–413

Becoming familiar, 27
Change password, 411
Demonstration version, 26
Fields, 317
Help, 409
Orientation, 27
Registration, 26, 410
Video training, 41

Online video, 45
See also CRM table of contents, 407

Salespeople
Detail sales, 12
Inside, 11
Missionary sales, 12
Motivation, 15
Outside, 11
Time allocation, 8

Satisfactions
Cluster of, 136
Defined, 136

Self-concept
Defined, 55
Expert power, 56
Improving, 56
Positive attitude, 56

Self-improvement
Strategies, 64

Self-talk, 64
Selling

Cross-selling, 331
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Expansion selling, 330, 331
Industrial, 14
Selling career

See Career, selling, 9
Services, business services, 14

Convention center, 13
Financial services, 14
Insurance, 14
Media, 14
Real estate, 14
Telecommunications, 13

Solution selling, 115
Upselling, 331
See also Personal selling, 32

Selling 2.0, 5
Selling models, 31

Personal Selling Skills model, 232
Sales process model, 191
SPIN selling model, 232
Strategic/Consultative, 35, 36
Value-added, 34, 36
Partnering, 30, 35, 39–42

Services, selling
See Selling, services, 14

Servicing the sale
See Customer service, 323
Unhappy customer, 333
Worksheet, 333

Shaking hands, 59
Showmanship, 264
Six-step presentation plan, 159, 209, 210, 222, 374
Sociability, 75
Social media, 6

Creating customer value, 6
Enhancing your relationship strategy, 62
Ethical use, 96
Locating prospects, 181
Team selling, 207
Presentations/demonstrations, YouTube, 270

Social network, 184
Solution

Defined, 115
Solutions, selecting, 242
Strategic/Consultative selling

Customer strategy, 38
Presentation strategy, 38
Relationship strategy, 36

Strategic planning
Defined, 34
Strategy, 34
Tactics, 34

Strategic selling, 33
Evolution, 33

Strategic selling alliance, 39
Strategy

Defined, 34
Stress, 358
Stress management

Healthy emotional expression, 359
Healthy lifestyle, 360
Home office, 359
Optimistic outlook, 359
Stress busters, 360

Style flexing, 87
Subculture, 165
Summary-confirmation question, 236
Supportive

Communication style, 80, 81, 310
Survey questions, 234
Systems selling, 157

T
Tactics, 34
Team selling, 207
Telemarketing, 180
Telesales, 211
Territory management, 351–354

Classify customers, 352
Plan, routing and scheduling, 352, 353
Plan, sales call, 353
Sales territory, 351

Time management, 346–350
Daily, 348
Goal-setting principles, 348
Organize selling tools, 349
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), 349
Personal goals, 347
Planning calendar, 350
Remote conferencing, 349, 351

Trade selling, 11
Transactional selling, 32
Trial close

See Closing the sale, 306

U
Unconscious expectations, 60
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), 104
Upselling, 331

V
Value creation, 42

Buyer needs, 146
Custom-tailored solutions, 146

Value proposition, 135–139, 260, 300
Defined, 135

Value-added
Closing, attitude, 298
Consultative sales process, 228
Customer service, 324
Customer service, follow-through, 

324, 328
Customer strategy, 155
Ethics, personal code, 105
Expansion selling, 330
Feature-benefit strategy, 126
Need discovery, 231
Presentation, guidelines, 254
Product, 143
Product selling, 142
Quantifying the solution, 121
Relationships, 51
Selling, 7, 42, 242
Servicing the sale, follow-through, 333
Value reinforcement, 329
Verbal and nonverbal strategies, 57
Web-based inventory system, 328

Values, 102
Versatility, 84
Video series

Reality selling today
Approaching the Customer with Adaptive 

Selling, Chapter 10, 202
Creating Product Solutions, Chapter 6, 114
Creating Value with a Relationship Strategy,

Chapter 3, 50
Creating Value with the Consultative 

Presentation, Chapter 12, 251
Developing and Qualifying a Prospect Base,

Chapter 9, 174
Ethics: The Foundation for Relationships in

Selling, Chapter 5, 92
Evolution of Selling Models, Chapter 3, 29
Management of The Sales Force, 

Chapter 17, 364
Negotiating Buyer Concerns, Chapter 13, 277
Relationship Selling Opportunities, Chapter 1, 4
The Buying Process and Buyer Behavior,

Chapter 8, 154
Video training

Balanced funnel, 192
Communication styles, 70
Confirming the partnership, 298
Questioning strategy, 227

Visualize, 64

W
Web site, prospecting and, 181
Win-win philosophy, 56
Women in sales

Myths, 10
Opportunities for, 10

Written proposals, 117
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